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Preface

Emerging nanotechnology has transformed how people from different fields think,
work and interact to fabricate and optimize new materials and processes at the
nanometer scale, which, in turn, improves performance when employed in real
devices. These nanomaterials and nanostructures often provide unprecedented
efficiency or function compared to conventional bulk phase materials manufac-
tured by traditional techniques. Reflecting the rapid growth of nanotechnology
research and its potential impact to the increasing energy demand, this book
‘‘Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Through Nanotechnology’’ summa-
rizes leading-edge research in energy-related nanoscience and nanotechnology.

Although there are a number of research review books already available cov-
ering various specific topics of nanotechnology, none tightly correlates nano-
technology with energy issues in such a general, thorough manner that makes this
book not only suitable as a desk reference for researchers, but also a knowledge
resource for the nonexpert public. This book includes 26 chapters covering broad
topics of nanotechnology and nanoscience research that are relevant to energy
efficiency and renewable energy. The chapters are categorized into five major
parts: Electricity Generation via Inorganic and Organic Solar Cells, Electricity
Generation via Fuel Cells and Piezoelectric Materials, Clean Fuels Generation and
Environmental Remediation by Sun Light, Energy Storage, and Energy Efficiency
and Saving. All chapters were written by world-leading experts who research
energy-related nanotechnology.

The aim of this book is to provide readers with basic knowledge and infor-
mation in energy efficiency and renewable energy, and the approaches using
nanotechnology, thus inspiring their interest in related research and development.
This book is suitable for a broad range of readership: (1) academia and higher
education for general information and public outreach of leading edge techniques
and improvements in energy efficiency and renewable energy; (2) government and
federal agencies for making energy policies and administration; (3) industrial
R&D labs as reference book for developing energy research, strategizing and
planning; and (4) the general public, including scientists and engineers, for per-
sonal interests and self-education in the emergence of nanotechnology and its
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long-term impact on meeting the rising energy demand. Moreover, this book can
also be used as a primary or supplementary textbook for third/fourth-year
undergraduate and graduate students, for a special topic course related to energy
and nanotechnology, which has become popular in both undergraduate and
graduate curricula.

While the Editor is responsible for the selection of the topics and contributing
authors, it is the primary responsibility of the authors to ensure the accuracy and
appropriateness of the contents covered in their respective chapters. Despite
the great effort that the Editor and authors have put forth, this book may not be
error-free. Any comments or suggestions to improve the book for the next edition
are welcome.
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Part I

Electricity Generation via Inorganic and
Organic Solar Cells



Enhancement of Si-Based Solar Cell
Efficiency via Nanostructure Integration

Junshuai Li and Hong-Yu Yu

Abstract Solar cells are considered one of the most promising clean and
renewable energy sources. Si wafer-based solar cells currently dominate the
photovoltaic (PV) market with over 80% of the market share, largely owing to the
available and rich manufacturing processes developed for the integrated circuit
industry. However, the relatively high cost of the PV modules using Si wafer solar
cells compared to conventional fossil fuels-based energy restricts its wide adoption
for the civil electricity supply. How to effectively lower the costs of PV modules
becomes one of the most important scientific and technical topics, especially
considering the current world-wide efforts to combat climate change due to the
‘‘greenhouse’’ gas emissions when consuming carbon-based fossil energy. Two
methodologies are generally pursued to realize this goal: one is to utilize low-
grade raw materials and the other is by increasing the power conversion efficiency
(PCE). In this chapter, the approaches to lower the costs and enhance the PCE of
the Si-based solar cells by incorporating various Si nanostructures (e.g., nanodots,
nanowires, nanocones and nanoholes) are presented, with details on the prepara-
tion techniques and their optical and electrical characteristics. The possible
mechanisms of PCE improvement using these Si nanostructures are discussed in
terms of enhanced light absorption and photogenerated carrier collection.

J. Li � H.-Y. Yu (&)
School of EEE, Nanyang Technological University,
50 Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798, Singapore
e-mail: hyyu@ntu.edu.sg

L. Zang (ed.), Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Through Nanotechnology,
Green Energy and Technology, DOI: 10.1007/978-0-85729-638-2_1,
� Springer-Verlag London Limited 2011
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the negative impact of human activities to the environment receives
tremendous attention, especially on the increased global temperature resulted from
the emission of ‘‘greenhouse’’ gases such as CO2 during production of carbon-
based fossil energy. To combat climate change, clean and renewable energy
sources need to be rapidly developed. Solar cell is considered as one of the ideal
candidates, which directly converts solar energy into electricity without any
‘‘greenhouse’’ gas emissions [1].

At present, the first-generation solar cells based on Si wafers dominate, with
more than 80% of the photovoltaic (PV) market [2]. However, the relatively high
cost of Si wafer-based PV modules compared to other electricity sources severely
restricts wide adoption of solar cells for civil utilities. To address this concern,
both second and third generation solar cells are being actively pursued, as
indicated in Fig. 1 [3]. Second generation solar cells are the thin film-based solar
cells, which utilize inexpensive raw materials and cost-effective manufacturing
techniques. Third generation solar cells are also under active research and
introduce advanced physical concepts such as band gap engineering, down/up
conversions for efficiently utilizing the ultraviolet/infrared photons, which are
expected to significantly boost the power conversion efficiency (PCE) and reduce
PV prices [4–6].

Among various materials and structures, Si-based nanostructures, such as
nanodots (NDs) [7], nanowires (NWs) [8], nanocones (NCs) [9] and nanoholes
(NHs) [10] are particularly promising for enhancing the PCE (and the cost per
kilowatt hour) due to their unique optical and electrical properties. For example,
the spectral response of the corresponding solar cells can be adjusted by incor-
porating SiNDs with different sizes [11], owing to quantum confinement effect on
the energy gaps [12]. Accordingly, solar energy can be more efficiently utilized as
compared to Si wafer solar cells with a fixed band gap (*1.12 eV). For Si-NWs,

Fig. 1 Efficiency-cost trade-
off for the three generations
of solar cell technologies:
wafers (region I), thin films
(region II) and advanced thin
films (region III). (Reprinted
from Green [3], with
permission from John Wiley
and Sons;
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.
com/journal/10.1002/
(ISSN)1099-159X)
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the decoupling between the light trapping and photogenerated carrier collection
enables the use of low-grade raw materials, which is beneficial to reducing the
manufacturing cost without sacrificing the PCE [8, 13]. To date, the development
of nanofabrication techniques has enabled researchers to prepare various nano-
structures with controllable size, shape and spatial distribution in a low-cost
manner, potentially leading to further cost reduction of the resultant PV modules.
For example, Si-NDs have already been successfully prepared in SiO2, Si3N4 and
SiC matrix materials-based thin films by sputtering or plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) followed by a post-annealing treatment [14–16].
Si-NWs, NCs, and NHs can also be produced in large areas, compatible with solar
cell production via direct synthesis or dry/wet etching approaches [17–22].

In this chapter, the current research and development efforts on cell PCE
enhancement via integration of these Si nanostructures are presented. The corre-
sponding mechanisms to PCE improvement are also discussed.

2 Si Nanostructure-Based Solar Cells

Before turning to Si nanostructure-based solar cells, the energy losses in a standard
single junction solar cell are briefly summarized. Figure 2 schematically illustrates
the various energy loss processes [23]. When the incident light strikes solar cells, a
portion of the photons are reflected back. For the photons entering the solar cells,
only those with the energy above Eg (the energy band gap of the semiconductor
materials) can be absorbed and generate electron–hole pairs. Those photons with
the energy below Eg pass through the device without any contribution to the
resulting PCE, as marked by process �. For the photons absorbed by the solar
cells, prior to extraction of the photogenerated electron–hole pairs to the load, the
main energy loss occurs in process `, i.e., the thermalization loss, which is due to
the rapid thermal relaxation for the electron–hole pairs activated by high-energy
(E) photons, in the form of releasing the energy of (E–Eg) to generate phonons.
The other energy loss mechanisms include junction and contact voltage losses (´
and ˆ), and recombination loss ˜. Both processes � and ` account for *50% of
the solar energy loss and are related to the fixed band gap of the semi-conductor
(accordingly photons with too little or too much energy cannot be effectively
utilized). To address these concerns, the multijunction (tandem) configuration is
actively studied. PCE as high as *86.8% has been theoretically predicted for the
multijunction configuration with an infinite stack of independently operated cells
under direct sunlight exposure [5]. The Si-NDs system is an ideal candidate for the
multijunction configuration due to its varied band gap value caused by
the inclusion of dots with different sizes. The other design to efficiently utilize the
high-energy photons is referred to as the ‘‘hot carrier’’ cell, where the idea is to
quickly extract the ‘‘hot’’ carriers, i.e., the high-energy photogenerated carriers,
before relaxation occurs [24]. To collect the ‘‘hot’’ carriers, the cell thickness must
be thin due to the short carrier lifetime (less than *1 ps) [5].
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On the other hand, thin cell thicknesses are not able to absorb long-wavelength
light. It is believed that this concern can be addressed through introducing the
Si-NW, Si-NC and Si-NH structures, in which photogenerated carrier collection
and light trapping can be decoupled, as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore this type of
solar cell design is beneficial to reduce the junction contact ´ and recombination
losses ˜ by controlling the Si nanostructure’s dimension.

It is worth mentioning that the energy losses discussed above are only appli-
cable to the absorbed and transmitted solar energy. The reflected portion is still
considerable, which comes from the large difference of the refractive indices
between air and solid Si [25]. An antireflection coating (ARC) can suppress light
reflection to a certain extent; however, the effective light antireflection for the
main energy range of the solar spectrum from *1 to 4 eV is challenging when
using one layer of ARC with a low cost and without complicating the solar cell

Fig. 2 Energy loss processes
in a standard single junction
solar cell: � non-absorption
of sub-band gap photons; `
thermalization loss; ´ and ˆ

junction and contact voltage
losses; ˜ recombination loss.
(Reprinted from Conibeer
[23], copyright 2007, with
permission from Elsevier)

Fig. 3 Schematic of the
radial p–n junction Si-NWs
solar cell. Light is absorbed
along the Si-NWs axis, the
photogenerated carrier
collection is along the radial
direction of the Si-NWs.
(Reprinted with permission
from [8], copyright 2005,
American Institute of
Physics)
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manufacturing [26]. For Si wafer-based solar cells, the well-known method to
effectively reduce the light reflection is by surface texturing in micrometer scales,
which elongates the optical path via multiple optical reflection [27, 28]. The state
of the art Si wafer solar cell using the ‘‘inverted pyramid’’ surface texture (shown
in Fig. 4) has demonstrated a PCE as high as 25.0%, and a short circuit current
density of*42.7 mA/cm2, which is*95% of the theoretical value of*45 mA/cm2

(under the radiation condition of the revised AM 1.5G) [29]. However, the tech-
nique developed for Si wafer-based solar cells cannot be directly transferred to thin
film solar cells due to thickness limitations. Fortunately, the nanoscale surface
texturing by Si-NWs, Si-NCs and Si-NHs arrays can address this important issue.
Different from microscale surface textured Si wafer solar cells, the mechanism for
enhancing the light absorption in the Si nanostructure-textured thin film solar cells
can be understood based on wave optics [30, 31]. More detailed discussion on this
will be provided later in this chapter.

2.1 Si-Nanodot Solar Cells

2.1.1 Preparation of Si-NDs with Controllable Size

It is reported that Si-NDs can be prepared either by direct deposition using a
PECVD system or by annealing sputtered or PECVD Si-rich oxides (SiO2-x),
nitrides (Si3N4-x) or carbides (SiC1-x) [14–16]. The sizes of the Si-NDs can be
controlled by adjusting the deposition parameters. In this section, both approaches
are briefly discussed.

Figure 5 shows TEM images of samples of Si-NDs in silicon nitride matrices,
which are deposited on p-type Si (100) wafers at a substrate temperature of 300�C
using a conventional PECVD system [11]. Nitrogen-diluted 5% SiH4 and NH3 are
used as the precursor gases, and the flow rate of SiH4 is fixed at 190 sccm for all
samples. For the samples shown in Fig. 5a–c, the working pressure during depo-
sition is 1.0 Torr, and the flow rate of NH3 increases from 10 to 90 sccm. The flow
rate of NH3 is 90 sccm for the sample shown in Fig. 5d and the working pressure is
0.5 Torr. It is clear that the Si-NDs’ sizes are reduced by decreasing the flow ratio

Fig. 4 Schematic of the state
of the art Si wafer-based solar
cell with ‘‘inverted pyramid’’
surface texture. (Reprinted
from Green [29], with
permission from John Wiley
and Sons; http://onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/journal/10.1002/
(ISSN)1099-159X)
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of SiH4 to NH3 and by decreasing the working pressure, demonstrating size
control. The average diameters of the four samples are 4.9, 3.7, 3.2 and 2.9 nm,
respectively. In this approach, the Si-NDs are formed during the gas phase
transport process from the Si-contained radicals activated by plasma.

Different from the growth mechanism in the aforementioned direct deposition,
the formation of Si-NDs through annealing Si-rich oxides follows the chemical
reaction, as depicted in Eq. 1 [14]. Figure 6 shows the crystal size distribution and
the corresponding plane-view TEM images after annealing the Si-rich oxide films,
which were deposited using PECVD on Si (100) wafers at a substrate temperature
of 300�C [32]. The precursor gases were SiH4 (purity[99.99%) and N2O. The
crystal radius increases with an increasing annealing temperature from 1100 to
1250�C or increasing Si composition in the SiO2-x films.

SiO2�x !
x

2
Siþ 1�

x

2

� �

SiO2 ð1Þ

Fig. 5 TEM images of the in situ grown Si-NDs in the PECVD silicon nitride matrices. a–c
The working pressure is 1 Torr, and the flow rate of NH3 increases from 10 to 90 sccm. d The
flow rate of NH3 is 90 sccm, and the working pressure is 0.5 Torr. (Reprinted with permission
from [11], copyright 2006, American Institute of Physics)
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It was also reported that Si-NDs size can be controlled by forming a sandwich
structure, such as SiO2/SiO2-x/SiO2 [14, 33, 34]. Figure 7 shows cross-sectional
TEM images of the SiO2�x=SiO2 superlattice before (a) and after (b) furnace
annealing at 1100�C for 1 h in a N2 atmosphere [14]. Amorphous SiO2�x=SiO2 is
first prepared using reactive evaporation of SiO powders in an oxygen atmosphere
with a Si-wafer substrate temperature of 100�C. The thickness of SiO2-x or SiO2

single layer is *2.8–3.2 nm for the as-prepared sample, as indicated in Fig. 7a.
After furnace annealing, the Si-NDs are segregated in the Si-rich SiO2-x layers, and
confined by the adjacent SiO2 layers, as shown in Fig. 7b. The mean size estimated
from TEM measurements is 3.3 ± 0.5 nm, consistent to the original thickness of
the SiO2-x layers. For this approach, it should be noted that the thickness of the
Si-rich layers should not exceed 4 nm to achieve uniform size distribution of the
Si-NDs. Otherwise, the precipitation of Si atoms will transit from the two-dimen-
sional (2D) diffusion to 3D diffusion, resulting in a wider size distribution [7].

2.1.2 Optical and Electrical Characteristics of Si-NDs in Dielectric

Matrices

As mentioned earlier, the energy band gap of Si-NDs is tunable, owing to the
quantum confinement effect, and this implication is important for solar cell

Fig. 6 Crystal size distribution and the corresponding plane-view TEM images for the Si-NDs
prepared by furnace annealing the SiO2-x films at different temperatures for 1 h at N2 (a), and for
the as-deposited films with various Si compositions at 1250�C for 1 h at N2 (b). (Reprinted with
permission from [32], copyright 2000, American Institute of Physics)
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applications. It favors the selective absorption of photons with different energies to
minimize the energy relaxation of ‘‘hot’’ carriers, hence boosting the resultant
PCE. Accordingly, understanding how the optical and electrical characteristics
depend on Si-NDs size and distribution is necessary to guide material preparation
and structure design for solar cells based on this technology. In this section, the
optical and electrical characteristics of Si-NDs in various dielectric matrices are
introduced, with emphasis on solar cell applications.

The optical characteristics of Si-NDs directly depend on the effective band gap,
which is further determined by the Si-NDs size and the surrounding matrix [7].
Note that the band structure of the Si-NDs becomes almost direct when the
Si-NDs’ sizes are small enough (in general, this value should be below 7 nm for
quantum confinement effect to dominate) [7]. Figure 8 shows the room tempera-
ture photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the Si-NDs, which are grown in situ in the
silicon nitride films using PECVD with 10% SiH4, diluted in argon and pure
([99.9999%) NH3, on Si (100) wafers at 250�C [35]. It is interesting that the peak
position in the PL spectra can be modulated from infrared to ultraviolet with
decreasing size of the Si-NDs. By correlating the size distribution of the Si-NDs
with the corresponding PL peak, the relationship between the Si-ND size and band
gap (Fig. 9) can be empirically established, which is described by Eq. 2:

E ¼ 1:16þ
11:8
d2

; ð2Þ

Fig. 7 TEM images of the SiO2-x (x * 1)/SiO2 superlattices: a as-prepared superlattice (the
darker regions indicate the SiO2-x sublayers); b the same sample after annealing at 1100�C for
1 h under N2 atmosphere. (Reprinted with permission from [14], copyright 2002, American
Institute of Physics)
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where E is the band gap in eV and d is the Si-ND’s diameter in nm.
Here it should be mentioned that Eq. 2 is based on effective mass theory with

the assumption of an infinite potential barrier [35]. A more commonly used
expression is shown in Eq. 3 [36]:

E ¼ Ebulk þ
C

d2
; ð3Þ

where E and Ebulk are the energy band gaps of the NDs and the bulk material (with
the same composition as the NDs) in eV, d is the ND’s diameter in nm, and C is
the confinement parameter. For different materials and surrounding environments,
the effect on the energy band gap can be reflected by the variation in Ebulk

and C. Figure 10 summarizes the values of the band gap of Si-NDs in silicon oxide
and nitride matrices from PL measurements [7]. The data follows the trend

Fig. 8 Room temperature
PL spectra of the Si-NDs
grown in situ in silicon nitride
films. (Reprinted with
permission from [35],
copyright 2004, American
Institute of Physics)

Fig. 9 PL peak energy of
Si-NDs grown in situ in
silicon nitride films as a
function of dot size. The solid
line indicates the energy band
gap calculated using Eq. 2.
(Reprinted with permission
from [35], copyright 2004,
American Institute of
Physics)
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depicted by Eq. 3, and the sharp increase in band gap with decreasing diameters
indicates the strong quantum confinement effect in Si-NDs in silicon nitride films.

To achieve high efficiencies in solar cells, both effective utilization of the
incident photons and the efficient collection of the photogenerated carriers are
important. Different from a standard Si wafer-based solar cell, the carrier transport
in Si-ND solar cells strongly depends on tunneling between the neighboring dots
through a barrier formed by the matrix materials.

The transmission probability (T) of a carrier between the two states with the
same level can be approximated by a simplified formula [37]:

T � 16 exp �d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

8m�

�h2
DE

r

( )

; ð4Þ

where d is the barrier width, i.e., the spacing between the neighboring dots, m* is
the effective mass of the carrier, DE is the energy difference between the con-
duction band edges (for electrons) of the matrix material and the Si-NDs, or
between the energy level in the Si-NDs and the valence band edge (for holes) of
the matrix material, and �h is the reduced Plank constant. It is obvious that the

transmission probability exponentially decreases with increasing d m�DEð Þ1=2
h i

:

Figure 11 schematically illustrates the energy band diagram for bulk Si in contact
with SiC, Si3N4 and SiO2 [6]. Among SiO2, Si3N4, and SiC, the energy band offset
between bulk Si to SiC is smallest, indicating an enhanced T for Si-NDs embedded
in SiC. On the other hand, it is also noted that the formation of Si-NDs in SiC is
more challenging than in SiO2 due to the weak polarity or Si–Si length in Si-rich
carbides. As indicated in Eq. 4, another way to increase T is by reducing the
Si-NDs’ size, which increases the energy level of carriers in Si-NDs and therefore

Fig. 10 Energy band gap of
Si-NDs in silicon oxide and
nitride matrices as a function
of the Si-ND’s diameter. The
data are summarized from the
PL measurements performed
by different groups (note that
the reference numbers
marked in this figure given in
[7]). (Reprinted from
Conibeer [7], copyright 2008,
with permission from
Elsevier)
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decreases DE. Last but not least, to enhance the resonance tunneling current,
uniform size among all Si-NDs is a key factor, supported by theoretical calcula-
tions [38]. For the tunneling distance d between neighboring Si-NDs, a slight
variation does not have significant impact on T.

2.1.3 Research Status of Si-ND-Based Solar Cells

Figure 12 schematically shows the structure of a typical Si-ND-based tandem solar
cell, consisting of a Si-ND-based top cell and a Si thin film-based bottom cell [7].
Due to quantum confinement, the energy band gap of *1.7 eV is achieved for
Si-NDs with the diameter of *2 nm in the SiO2 matrix, as indicated in Fig. 10.
This cell can capture the photons with the energies greater than 1.7 eV and convert
them into photogenerated carriers. Photons with the energies below 1.7 eV pass
through and are absorbed by the bottom cell. The expected overall efficiency is
enhanced. As shown in Fig. 13, the efficiency of this tandem cell can reach*35%,

Fig. 11 Schematic of the
energy band diagrams for
bulk Si contacted to SiC,
Si3N4 and SiO2. (Reprinted
from Conibeer [6], copyright
2006, with permission from
Elsevier)

Fig. 12 Schematic of a Si-based tandem solar cell with a Si-ND top cell and a Si thin film
bottom cell (left), and the energy band diagram of the tandem solar cell (right). (Reprinted from
Conibeer [7], copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier)
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which is an improvement over the 29% calculated for a single junction Si wafer
solar cell [39].

Currently, Si-ND-based solar cells are still in the early phase of research [40–44],
with the majority of the work concentrating on the preparation and optical/electrical
characterization of high quality materials with controllable size and/or size distri-
bution. Thus, only preliminary experimental results related to the Si-ND layer/Si
wafer heterojunction devices are summarized in this section, which is followed by
guiding proposals to manufacture high efficiency Si-NDs-based solar cells.

Figure 14 shows the schematic of a typical Si-ND layer/Si wafer heterojunction
device [40]. The top layer (*0.8 lm thick) is an Al metal grid, which serves as the
top electrode, permitting incident light to pass through and forming an Ohmic
contact with the underlying p-type Si-ND layer. The p-type Si-ND layer with
Si-ND diameters of *3–5 nm is prepared by annealing the Si1�xCx=SiC
x� 0:1�ð 0:15Þ multilayers at 1100�C for 9 min in a N2 environment and are

Fig. 13 Upper limit of the
efficiency of p–i–n/p–i–n
tandem solar cell as a
function of the energy gaps
Eg,top and Eg,bottom.
(Reprinted from Meillaud
[39], copyright 2006, with
permission from Elsevier)

Fig. 14 Schematic of a
p-type Si-NDs layer/n-type Si
wafer heterojunction solar
cell. (Reprinted from Song
et al. [40], copyright 2008,
with permission from
Elsevier)
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deposited using magnetron co-sputtering from Si and SiC targets (the SiC target is
boron-doped). The respective thicknesses of the as-deposited Si1-xCx and SiC
layers are *6 and *2.5 nm, and the total thickness is *160 nm. After annealing
and dopant activation, the resulting Si-ND layer has a resistivity of *10-1–
10-2 X cm. The resistivity of the n-type Si (100) wafer is *2–9 X cm (a doping
concentration of *0.4–2.5 9 1015 cm-3). The Ohmic back contact is built by
evaporating a layer of 30 nm thick Ti film, followed by a 1.0 lm-thick Al layer. It
is worth noting that there is no surface texturing or antireflection coating in the
resulting solar cells.

Figure 15 shows the illuminated I–V characteristics of the above heterojunction
solar cell at the standard AM 1.5G, i.e., the illumination condition of 100 mW/cm2

at 25�C. The open circuit voltage, Voc, short circuit current density, Jsc and fill
factor are *463 mV, 19 mA/cm2 and 0.53, respectively, resulting in a PCE of
*4.66%. From the comparison with the pseudo I–V curve obtained by the Suns-
Voc method without considering the series resistance (shown in the inset of
Fig. 15), the degradation of the fill factor is mainly attributed to the high series
resistance, *4.72 X cm2, which probably comes from the imperfect Ohmic
contact between the top electrode and the Si-ND layer. The low Voc is due to
carrier recombination, especially in the junction region, which is reflected by the
relatively high ideality factor of *1.24 extracted from the dark I–V measurement
in the intermediate bias voltage of *0.1–0.4 V. Meanwhile, the high light
reflection (as shown in Fig. 16) of the solar cell leads to the lower external
quantum efficiency (EQE) and Jsc compared to the surface-textured devices. One
notes that the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) in the high-energy region of the
solar spectrum, such as *400 nm, is higher than that of the conventional Si wafer
solar cell, which is attributed to the enlarged energy gap of the Si-ND layer.
The following results validate this statement [41].

Devices consisting of an n-type Si-NDs layer/p-type Si (100) wafer (resistivity
*5–20 X cm) heterojunction were also prepared [41]. Si and SiO2 targets were used

Fig. 15 Illuminated
I–V curve of a p-type Si-ND
layer/n-type Si wafer
heterojunction solar cell
under AM 1.5G. The solid
line indicates a fitting curve
using a two-diode model. The
inset shows the pseudo
I–V without considering the
series resistance. (Reprinted
from Song et al. [40],
copyright 2008, with
permission from Elsevier)
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to deposit SiO0.89 and SiO2 multilayers, and a P2O5 target was utilized for n-type
doping in the Si-rich oxide layers. Si-ND formation and dopant activation were
accomplished by the furnace annealing at 1100�C for 1.5 h in a N2 environment. Al
electrodes were evaporated on the top (via a shadow mask) and bottom of the solar
cells, and then annealed at 400�C for 30 min in N2 to improve the contact.

The electrical parameters of the solar cells with SiO0.89/SiO2 multilayers with
varying thicknesses are collected under the illumination condition of AM 1.5G and
summarized in Table 1. It is worth noting that Voc increases with decreasing
thickness of the SiO0.89 sublayer, in line with the resulting size of the Si-NDs. It is
believed that the enlarged energy band gap of the Si-ND layer with the decreased
SiO0.89 thickness can be correlated to the increased Voc. It is also seen that the Jsc
for device-1, with the thinnest Si-ND layer, is highest, indicating that the majority
of photocurrent is not from this layer. As the thickness of the Si-ND layer
increases, the larger tunneling distance coupled with the accumulated defects in
this layer leads to the reduction of Jsc.

Figure 17 shows the IQE curves for the four samples. It is clearly shown that
the IQE is reduced in the high-energy region with the increase of the Si-NDs’ size,
and the peak shifts toward low energy (or long wavelength). This figure provides

Fig. 16 Reflectance (R),
external quantum efficiency
(EQE) and internal quantum
efficiency (IQE) for the same
solar cell shown in Fig. 15.
(Reprinted from Song et al.
[40], copyright 2008, with
permission from Elsevier)

Table 1 Parameters of the illuminated n-type SiNDs layer/p-type Si wafer heterojunction solar
cells at AM 1.5G, i.e., *100 mW/cm2 at 25�C

No. Thickness and number
of SiO0.89/SiO2 multilayers

Voc

(mV)
Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF (%) PCE (%)

1 3 nm/2 nm, 15 555.6 29.8 63.8 10.6
2 4 nm/2 nm, 25 540.3 25.0 76.8 10.4
3 5 nm/2 nm, 25 517.9 27.9 72.3 10.5
4 8 nm/1 nm, 25 470.8 18.6 65.1 5.7

Reprinted with permission from [41], copyright 2008, Institute of Physics
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evidence that the enlarged energy band gap for the SiNDs layer leads to the higher
IQE for the Si-ND layer/Si wafer heterojunction solar cell in the higher energy
region of the solar spectrum compared to the Si wafer homojunction devices [40].
As seen from the same figure, the light absorption in the Si-NDs layers mostly
occurs in the high-energy region of the solar spectrum. With the increase of Si-ND
size, the absorption edge shifts toward the low-energy regime due to the decrease
in the effective band gap.

Following the brief summary of the current research efforts on SiNDs layer/Si
wafer heterojunction solar cells, some guidelines to achieve the high-efficiency
and cost-effective Si-ND-based solar cells are proposed below:

(i) Close-packed Si-NDs with uniform size distribution. To efficiently collect
photogenerated carriers, the Si-NDs must be closely packed for the high
resonant tunneling efficiency between the neighboring Si-NDs. On the other
hand, how to prepare close-packed Si-NDs by controlling the nucleation sites
is not only critical, but challenging.

(ii) Effective high doping of the Si-NDs layer. The doping of Si-NDs is difficult
from the aspects of energy and kinetics due to small-size effects [45, 46]. To
realize a high-quality p–n junction for effectively extracting the photogen-
erated carriers, high-dose doping in the Si-NDs emitters is necessary.

(iii) High-quality Ohmic contact with the Si-ND layer. As discussed previously,
the series resistance severely affects the illuminated I–V curve by decreasing
the fill factor. Accordingly, exploring suitable metal electrodes and metal-
lization process is highly demanded.

(iv) Optimized conjunction between neighboring cells. The low Voc for the above
devices results from carrier recombination, especially in the conjunction
regions, can be attributed to the defects created during high-temperature

Fig. 17 IQE of the n-type
SiNDs layer/p-type Si wafer
heterojunction solar cells
with different thicknesses and
numbers of the SiO0.89/SiO2

multilayers. The light
absorption of the SiNDs layer
for the first three devices is
also included. (Reprinted
with permission from [41],
copyright 2008, Institute of
Physics)
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annealing and the different thermal expansion factors of the various mate-
rials. Optimizing the conjunction by employing low-temperature processes is
desirable for lowering the defect density.

(v) Antireflection design for suppressing light reflection. It is clear that the light
reflection is another major source of loss in the aforementioned devices,
evidenced by their low EQEs. Therefore, an appropriate surface texturing
or antireflection coating is also essential for high-efficiency Si-ND-based
solar cells.

2.2 Stand-Alone Si Nanowire-Based Solar Cells

2.2.1 Preparation of Si-NWs Array with Controllable Dimension

As one of the fundamental building blocks of the ‘‘nanoworld’’, Si-NWs have
been extensively studied in recent years [47–53]. The methods to prepare
Si-NWs can generally be categorized into two classes: one is the ‘‘top-down’’
method [54, 55] and another is the ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach [56, 57]. The former
commonly involves preparing Si-NWs using various etching methods or com-
bining different patterning techniques. The latter case is generally based on the
vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism [58] to grow Si-NWs with the assistance of
various catalysts such as Au, Cu, Fe, Al, etc. [59–62]. On the other hand, it needs
to be pointed out that neither approach is perfect. For instance, by using the
reactive ion etch (RIE) with electron beam or photolithography, one can fabricate
highly uniform Si-NWs, which are commonly used in integrated circuit devices
such as transistors [63, 64]. However, the high cost/low throughput of such a
process strictly restricts its application in solar cell industry. The VSL growth of
Si-NWs with an area of over 1 cm2 can be realized even on glass substrates [17].
However, the unavoidable doping from the catalysts during growth can introduce
deep energy level defects, which severely affect the electrical characteristics of
the resulting Si-NWs [65]. On the other hand, for solar cell applications, the
critical factor to be considered for the preparation of Si-NWs is the cost. With
low costs, efficient light trapping and photogenerated carrier collection also needs
to be studied. In this section, we highlight the approaches to prepare the Si-NWs
with low costs and high controllability in terms of dimension and spatial
distribution.

Electron beam or photolithography is acknowledged as a key factor leading to
the high cost of preparing Si-NWs for solar cell applications. The alternative
patterning methods to replace them have been actively pursued. Recently, the
Cui group from Stanford University reported using a Langmuir–Blodgett (LB)
[66] assembled monolayer of the SiO2 particles to serve as the ‘‘nanosphere’’
lithographic mask. Using this approach, uniform and dense patterning can be
achieved over a large area as shown in Fig. 18 [19].
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After forming the close-packed SiO2 nanosphere monolayer, reactive ion etching
(RIE) can be performed to selectively reduce the dimension of the SiO2 nanospheres
usingO2 andCHF3, as demonstrated in Fig. 19a, b [19]. ThenCl2-basedRIE is used to
anisotropically etch away the underlying Simaterial with SiO2 nanospheres acting as a
hardmask, creating a highly-ordered Si-NWsarray (see Fig. 19c). The residual SiO2 at
the tip of the Si-NWs can then be removed by HF acid. Figure 19d shows the tilted
SEM image of the resulting Si-NWs array. It is clear that the array’s periodicity is
transferred from the SiO2 nanospheres in the as-prepared monolayer. The Si-NWs’
diameters canbemodulated byadjusting theRIEparameters.Moreover, the dimension
of the Si-NWscan be further scaled to below100 nmwith additional thermal oxidation
and subsequent HF etching. It is worthmentioning that this approach can be utilized to
manufacture Si-NWs arrays on polycrystalline Si or amorphous Si thin films [9].

Except the RIE method, which requires relatively expensive equipment, another
more cost-effective wet etching approach has also been used to fabricate high-
quality Si-NWs arrays [67]. Figure 20 shows the schematic process flow and the
corresponding SEM images in preparing a highly-ordered Si-NWs array using
electroless wet etching to replace the anisotropic RIE. Si wafers are first cleaned in
a boiled solution of NH4OH: H2O2: H2O = 1:1:5 for 1 h to achieve a hydrophilic
surface. The close-packed SiO2 nanosphere monolayer is then prepared via the
method described by Lu et al. [68] from a SiO2 colloidal solution, as shown in
Fig. 20a. The SiO2 nanospheres’ dimensions can be reduced by chemical etching
in HF solution (see Fig. 20b). This is followed by catalyst metal deposition, such
as Ag or Au, using vacuum evaporation. The area on the Si wafer not covered by
SiO2 nanospheres is exposed to the catalyst metal layer as shown in Fig. 20c. After
removing the SiO2 nanospheres by ultrasonication in water for 2–3 min, the metal
thin film with the periodic nanopore array is achieved (see Fig. 20d). After
immersing the sample into the HF/H2O2 solution, the highly-ordered Si-NWs array
was created by the selective electroless etching of the Si underneath the catalyst
metal, as observed in Fig. 20e. The Si-NWs’ length can be easily adjusted by

Fig. 18 SEM images of the
close-packed SiO2

nanosphere (diameter of
*200 nm) monolayer
prepared by the Langmuir–
Blodgett method on a 4 in.
Si (100) wafer.
Figures a–d demonstrate the
four different regions
corresponding the symbols
marked in the wafer,
indicating a high uniformity
over the large area.
(Reprinted with permission
from [19], copyright 2008,
American Institute of
Physics)
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changing the etching time, and the array’s periodicity and Si-NWs diameter are
controlled by the diameters of the starting and reduced SiO2 nanospheres. In
general, the etching mechanism is based on the following chemical processes [69]:

With Ag nanoparticles:

H2O2 þ 2Hþ ! 2H2Oþ 2hþ;

2Hþ þ 2e ! H2 ";

With Si:

Siþ 4hþ þ 4HF ! SiF4 þ 4Hþ;

SiF4 þ 2HF ! H2SiF6;

Overall reaction:

Siþ H2O2 þ 6HF ! 2H2Oþ H2SiF6 þ H2 " :

There are also other approaches based on the ‘‘top-down’’ paradigm to create
Si-NWs arrays. Generally speaking, to integrate Si-NWs arrays in solar cells, the

Fig. 19 Schematic (left) and
the corresponding SEM
image (right) of each step
used to prepare a highly-
ordered Si-NW array with the
controllable periodicity and
Si-NW diameter using RIE
combined with the SiO2

nanosphere Langmuir–
Blodgett patterning method.
a Deposition of the silica
nanoparticles by Langmuir–
Blodgett. b Shrinking of the
mask by isotropic RIE of
SiO2. c Anisotropic etching
of Si into pillars by RIE.
d Removal of the residual
mask by HF etching.
(Reprinted with permission
from [19], copyright 2008,
American Institute of
Physics)
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Fig. 20 Schematic of the process flow (left) and the corresponding SEM image (right) of each
step used in preparing a highly-ordered Si-NW array with controllable periodicity and diameter
using electroless etching combined with a self-assembled SiO2 nanosphere monolayer severing as
the mask. a Deposition of monolayer silica colloidal crystal template on silicon surface;
b fabrication of 2D non-close-packed silica colloidal crystals on silicon surface; c deposition of
silver layer on silicon surface through the non-close-packed colloidal crystal template;
d formation of regular silver nanohole arrays by removing silica colloids by brief ultrasonication
in water; and e formation of Si-NWs by catalytic etching. The corresponding SEM micrographs
on the right show the monolayer silica colloidal crystal template (a), the 2D nonclose-packed
silica colloidal crystal template (b), the silver film with periodic nanohole arrays (d), and ordered
Si-NW arrays produced using catalytic silver film with periodic nanoholes (e). (Reprinted with
permission from [67], copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics)
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trade-off between the manufacturing cost and the enhanced PCE should be seri-
ously taken into account.

Next let us turn to the ‘‘bottom-up’’ approaches to grow Si-NWs arrays.
Through manipulating the spatial and size distribution of the catalysts, the con-
trollable periodicity and diameter can be achieved using the VLS paradigm.
Because VLS growth itself is cost-effective, the final manufacturing cost strongly
depends on the lithographic process to pattern the catalysts. Here several low-cost
lithographic processes are discussed.

Figure 21 illustrates an example process to prepare a Si-NWs array by the
VSL-based ‘‘bottom-up’’ technique [70]. Similar to the patterning process used in the
aforementioned ‘‘top-down’’ etching technique, a close-packed monolayer of
polystyrene (PS) nanospheres with desired diameters is deposited by spin coating, as
shown in Fig. 21a. Then, an Au layer with a thickness between 10 and 20 nm
is deposited via thermal evaporation. Au nanoislands on the substrate are formed due
to the triangular interspacing between neighboring PS nanospheres, as demonstrated
in Fig. 21b. After clearing the PS nanospheres by ultrasonication in CH2Cl2 for
2 min, the well-arranged Au nanoislands with a hexagonal pattern are formed

Fig. 21 Schematic of the process flow (left) and the corresponding SEM image (right) to prepare
highly-ordered Si-NW arrays with controllable spatial distribution and size using VLS-based
‘‘bottom-up’’ growth combined with a pre-patterned Au catalyst. a Deposition of a mask of
polystyrene particles on a Si-(111) substrate covered by a 2-nm-thick oxide layer (blue),
b deposition of gold by thermal evaporation, c removal of the spheres, d thermal annealing and
cleaning step to remove the oxide layer, and e Si deposition and growth of nanowires by MBE.
The first two SEM images correspond to the use of PS nanospheres having the diameter of
*1320 nm, and the third corresponds to the PS nanospheres with the diameter of 600 nm.
(Reprinted with permission from [70], copyright 2005, American Chemical Society)
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(see Fig. 21c). The sample can be transferred to the Si-NWs growth system, an
ultrahigh vacuumMBE chamber in this example. The sample is heated to 810�C for
10 min to transform the triangular Au nanoislands into hemispheres as schematized
in Fig. 21d. Then the Si-NWs growth is performed at a sample temperature of
525–570�C. The Si-NWs’ lengths are controlled by the deposition time. As indicated
in Fig. 21e, the resulting Si-NWs array transfers the pattern from the hexagonal Au
nanoparticles. The spatial distribution and diameter of the Si-NWs can bemodulated
by varying the diameter of the PS nanospheres and the thickness of the Au film.

Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) with hexagonally arranged nanopores (see
Fig. 22) has been widely utilized in preparing aligned arrays of various nanostruc-
tures of different materials [71–74]. AAO can be manufactured using the electro-
chemical anodization of pure aluminum over a large area based on the dissipation
structure mechanism [75]. The nanopore size and spacing can be tuned by adjusting
the electrochemical anodization conditions. For instance, the nanopore size and
density can be controlled by varying the applied voltage [71, 76]. After the formation
of the AAO layer, it can be transferred and bonded with other substrates (e.g., Si
wafers) [74, 77]. Then the catalyst (Au, Ag, Cu, etc.) nanoparticle array can be
created on the substrate through the AAO layer. Figure 23 shows a typical evapo-
rated Au nanoparticle array formed with the assistance of an AAO mask [77].

Upon obtaining the Au nanoparticle decorated substrate, the Si-NWs array can be
grown based on theVLSmechanism. Figure 24 shows the Si-NWs array grown on the
Si (111) substrate (shown in Fig. 23), with SiCl4 as the precursor gas at 900�C. The
resulting Si-NWs array follows the Au nanoparticle pattern, with good size control.

In addition, it is also noted that nano-imprint lithography is actively studied to
pattern the catalyst metal layer and holds great potential to prepare large area
Si-NWs arrays with low cost and high controllability [78]. Furthermore, the
preparation of large-area and highly-ordered Si-NWs arrays embedded in polymer
substrates has been successfully realized by transferring the VLS grown Si-NWs
array, which paves the way for flexible Si-NWs-based solar cells [79].

Fig. 22 Plane-view SEM
image of monodomain AAO
with a pore diameter of
180 nm and interpore
distance of 500 nm.
(Reprinted with permission
from [73], copyright 2003,
American Chemical Society)
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Fig. 24 Si-NW array with
different magnifications
grown on the substrate shown
in Fig. 23. a Low
magnification and b high
magnification SEM images of
vertically aligned, diameter-
controlled Si-NWs grown
from ordered Au dots on
Si(111) substrates. The
average diameter of the
Si-NWs is *72 nm.
(Reprinted with permission
from [77], copyright 2006,
American Chemical Society)

Fig. 23 Au nanoparticle
array deposited through an
AAO mask manufactured
from an aluminum plate
having multidomains. The
average diameter, spacing
and height of the
nanoparticles are *53, 100
and 5 nm, respectively.
(Reprinted with permission
from [77], copyright 2006,
American Chemical Society)
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2.2.2 Optical and Electrical Characteristics of Stand-Alone Si-NWs Arrays

One of the most attractive advantages of using Si-NWs arrays in solar cells is
the decoupling between light trapping and photogenerated carrier extraction [8].
In other words, Si-NWs can be grown long enough to effectively trap the incident
photons and thin enough to efficiently collect the photogenerated carriers, enabling
the utilization of low-grade raw materials, reducing the manufacturing cost. For
either effective light absorption or efficient photogenerated carrier collection, the
trade-off between the manufacturability (e.g., cost, controllability, reproducibility)
and the resulting PCE should be considered. For instance, Si-NWs tend to break
down if they are too thin or too long, which eventually leads to degraded photo-
generated carrier extraction. Electrode contact and the light absorption capability
would also be negatively impacted. These factors can explain why the present
Si-NW-based solar cells have low PCEs, below 1% [80–82]. Therefore, providing
the optimal microstructural parameters, such as array periodicity, Si-NWs diam-
eter/length, is critical to the fabrication of Si-NWs-based solar cells.

Enhanced light absorption by Si-NWs arrays has been demonstrated empiri-
cally, especially in the high-energy regime of the solar spectrum [18, 50]. It was
also observed that periodic and highly-ordered Si-NWs arrays are desirable for
such a purpose [83]. Recently, the Chen group from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology studied the optical characteristics, including light reflection, trans-
mission and absorption, for a periodic stand-alone Si-NWs array (schematically
shown in Fig. 25) with variable Si-NWs length/diameter at a fixed array period-
icity of 100 nm using the transfer matrix method (TMM) [84]. Figure 26 shows

Fig. 25 Schematic of the
stand-alone Si-NWs array
studied by simulation.
(Reprinted with permission
from [87], copyright 2009,
American Institute of
Physics)
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the optical characteristics of the Si-NWs array as a function of Si-NWs length. The
diameter of the Si-NWs are fixed at 50 nm, and the incident light, parallel to the
Si-NWs axes, varies from 1 to 4 eV, covering the majority of the solar spectrum
[85]. It is clearly seen that the light absorption of a stand-alone Si-NWs array is
above 95% in the high-energy regime ([2.8 eV) of the solar spectrum, much
higher than that of the Si thin film counterpart. However, the light absorption of the
Si-NWs array sharply decreases to nearly zero when the energy of the incident light
is below *2.8 eV for an array of Si-NWs with lengths of 1160 nm. Even for the
4660 nm length Si-NW array, the light trapping capability is inferior to that of a
2330 nm thick Si film below the energy of *2.6 eV. As indicated in Fig. 26b, the
poor light absorption for Si-NWs arrays in the low-energy region mainly stems
from high light transmission in this energy regime. Low light reflection in the entire
energy range, i.e., 1–4 eV, demonstrates the excellent antireflection function of
Si-NWs arrays.

To evaluate the overall light trapping capability for solar cell applications, the
ultimate efficiency (g) is calculated according to the following formula [30, 84, 86]:

g ¼

R1
Eg

Eg�IðEÞ�aðEÞ
E dE

R1
0 IðEÞdE

; ð5Þ

Fig. 26 a Absorption spectra
of the Si-NW arrays as a
function of the Si-NW length,
and b reflection and
transmission spectra of the
2330 nm long Si-NW array.
The array periodicity and
Si-NW diameter are fixed at
100 and 50 nm, respectively.
The spectra of the 2330 nm
thick Si film serve as the
reference. (Reprinted with
permission from [84],
copyright 2007, American
Chemical Society)
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where Eg is the band gap for the material (*1.12 eV for Si), E is the photon
energy, I(E) is the solar energy density spectrum, and a(E) is the absorption
spectrum. From Eq. 5, one notes that g is defined as the optical–electrical con-
version capability, provided that a photon with the energy above Eg, which can be
trapped by the solar devices, is converted into one electron–hole pair with energy
equal to Eg, and the electron–hole pair can be completely extracted for external
output. In other words, when calculating the ultimate efficiency, the internal
quantum efficiency is assumed to be 100%. The calculated g for the Si-NWs arrays
with the lengths of 1160, 2330 and 4660 nm are *4.4, *5.8 and *7.8%,
respectively. However, for the 2330 nm thick Si film, the ultimate efficiency
reaches *15.5%, almost twice that of the best Si-NWs array. Thus, it is concluded
that strong light absorption only in the high-energy regime of the solar spectrum
does not make Si-NWs arrays competitive with Si thin films.

This can be understood from the potential contribution of the solar spectrum to
a single junction solar cell. Figure 27 depicts the effective irradiance, or the
product of the irradiated power (under AM 1.5G) per cm2 and (Eg/hm) (note that for
the photons with energy below Eg, this value is 0, i.e., no generation of electron–
hole pairs), which illustrates the potential maximum power conversion capability.
It is clearly shown that the effective irradiance for Si solar cells in the low-energy
regime of the solar spectrum (*2 eV) plays a more profound role than in the
high-energy regime to enhance the PCE. Due to the poor light absorption in the
low-energy regime, it is reasonable that the ultimate efficiency for the 4660 nm
Si-NW array is lower than that of the 2330 nm thick Si film. Similar to the case of
increasing the Si-NWs’ lengths (as demonstrated in Fig. 26a), increasing the
Si-NWs diameters from 50 to 80 nm also leads to a redshift of the absorption edge
[84]. However, the limited redshift still does not improve the overall light
absorption of the Si-NWs array to be comparable to that of Si thin films with the
same thickness. As discussed below, the poor light absorption for the Si-NWs

Fig. 27 Effective irradiance
of the solar spectrum under
AM 1.5G for single band gap
Si solar cells. The effective
irradiance is defined as the
product of the irradiated
power density and (Eg/hm)
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arrays discussed by Chen et al. is due to their relatively small periodicity of
100 nm.

More recently, our group conducted a study on the impact of the Si-NWs
array’s periodicity to the optical characteristics using the finite element method
(FEM) and presented the underlying physics responsible for the observations [87].
Figure 28a–c shows the light absorption, reflection and transmission spectra of the
Si-NWs arrays as a function of periodicity. The Si-NWs length is set to 5000 nm,
and the ratio of the Si-NWs diameter (D) to the array periodicity (P) is fixed at 0.5.
One notes that the shift of the light absorption edge is much more sensitive to the
array periodicity.

When the array periodicity is increased to 600 nm, the light absorption for the
Si-NWs array is higher than that of the reference sample, i.e., the Si film with
the same thickness of 5000 nm, almost in the entire energy range of 1–4 eV.
As indicated by the transmission spectrum in Fig. 28c, the evident redshift of the
light absorption edge can be attributed to the significantly suppressed light
transmission in the lower energy region of the solar spectrum with an increased
array periodicity. However, as the array periodicity is further increased, the
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Fig. 28 a Absorption, b reflection, and c transmission spectra of the Si-NW arrays with different
periodicities, P, of 100, 300, 600 and 1300 nm. The ultimate efficiency, g, of the Si-NW arrays as
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spacing between neighboring Si-NWs also increases, resulting in increased light
transmission, as indicated by the transmission spectrum of the Si-NWs array with a
periodicity of 1300 nm. Moreover, light reflection (see Fig. 28b) is gradually
enhanced due to the increased cross-sectional area of the Si-NWs. Accordingly,
the light absorption is degraded when the array periodicity becomes too large.
Figure 28d summarizes the calculated ultimate efficiencies, g. In agreement with
the light absorption change with the array periodicity, g first increases significantly
when increasing the array periodicity from 100 to 300 nm. Beginning with the
Si-NWs array with the periodicity of 250 nm, g already becomes larger than that
of the reference Si film with the same thickness of 5000 nm (*19.7%). As the
array periodicity is further increased to 600 nm, g slightly increases to a maximum
value of*24% due to the combined effects of the suppressed light transmission in
the low-energy regime and the increased light reflection. The slight decrease in g

can be ascribed to light transmission in the high-energy regime in addition to the
increased light reflection when the array periodicity is above 600 nm.

Our further study reveals that the maximum ultimate efficiency for each peri-
odicity ranging from 300 to 900 nm can be achieved when the ratio of the Si-NWs
diameter to array periodicity (D/P) is around 0.8 [87]. At this D/P value, g of
*30.5% is achievable for the Si-NWs array with the array periodicity of 600 nm,
as demonstrated in Fig. 29. More meaningfully, the window of the array period-
icity and D/P is wide enough to realize a higher light trapping capability compared
to the Si film counterpart, which gives the manufacturing side more process to
choose from. It is interesting to note that the Lewis and Atwater group from
California Institute of Technology has recently reported the synthesis of Si-NWs
with 10 lm minority carrier diffusion lengths by Cu-catalyzed VLS growth [88].
Accordingly, it is believed that the resulting high PCE of the Si-NWs array-based
on an optimized optical design is achievable.

Kayes et al. have explored the carrier transport properties of stand-alone
Si-NWs via simulation and discussed the relationship between the illuminated
I–V characteristics and geometrical parameters, such as the length and diameter,
and the defect state densities in the quasi-neutral and depletion regions [8]. In their

Fig. 29 Maximum ultimate
efficiency and the
corresponding D/P for the Si-
NW arrays as a function of
the array periodicity ranging
from 300 to 900 nm. The
value for the 5000 nm thick
Si film is shown as a
reference. (Reprinted with
permission from [87],
copyright 2009, American
Institute of Physics)
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study, it is assumed that the carrier transport is along the radial direction for the
radial p–n junction configuration. It is found that for a given Si-NWs length, the
short circuit current density, Jsc, is almost independent of the minority carrier
diffusion length if the minority carrier diffusion length is larger than the Si-NWs
radius. However, the Jsc in the solar cells with the conventional planar p–n
junction configuration significantly decreases with the minority carrier diffusion
length. For the radial junction case, different from Jsc, Voc shows dependence on
the Si-NWs’ length, and decreases with an increase in the Si-NWs’ length. This
can be attributed to the increased junction area, and thus a decreased shunt
resistance. Under the illuminated condition of the AM 1.5 spectrum, it is also
reported that the Si-NWs-based solar cell can reach a PCE of *11%. The Si-NWs
have diameters of 100 nm and lengths between 20 and 500 lm, the minority-
electron diffusion length is 100 nm (comparable to the Si-NWs diameters), and the
recombination center densities of 7 9 1018 cm-3 in the quasi-neutral region and
1014 cm-3 in the depletion region. However, for the Si wafer counterpart with the
same material parameters, the PCE is only *1.5% and saturates when the
thickness is over 450 nm. This study points out the great potential of stand-alone
Si-NWs-based solar cells. Here it is noted that the above study does not account
for any interaction between the incident light and the studied Si-NWs array (and
hence the enhanced light absorption). After considering the enhanced light
absorption for the optically optimized Si-NWs array, the PCEs of Si-NWs-based
solar cells should become much more competitive with that of planar Si solar cells.

2.2.3 Research Status of Stand-Alone Si-NWs-Based Solar Cells

In 2007, the Lewis and Atwater group demonstrated a Si-NWs array-based pho-
toelectrochemical cell [89]. The highly-ordered and vertically-aligned n-type
(resistivity of *0.32 X cm) Si-NWs array (see Fig. 30) with wires of diameter of
*2 lm, length of *20 lm, and an array periodicity of *7 lm was grown on a
degenerately doped n-type Si (111) wafer via VLS growth. The Si-NWs array is
immersed into a 1,10 dimethylferrocene (Me2Fc)

+/0 redox system in CH3OH to
form the p–n junction. This method can easily realize uniform coverage of the
transparent electrode over the Si-NWs surface. The measured Voc and Jsc of the
Si-NWs array-based solar cell under AM 1.5G are 389 ± 18 mV and
1.43 ± 0.14 mA/cm2, which is much better than that of the control sample without
the Si-NWs array Voc : 232� 8mV; Jsc : 0:28� 0:01mA=cm2ð Þ:

Also in 2007, Tsakalakos et al. of General Electric’s Global Research Center,
USA fabricated the first Si-NWs-based all-inorganic solar cell [80]. Figure 31a, b
shows the schematics of the Si-NWs-based solar cell configuration and the SEM
images of the Si-NWs under different views (the cross-sectional view in the top-
left). The p-type (estimated doping concentration of *1018 cm-3) Si-NWs with
diameters of 109 ± 30 nm and length of *16 lm were grown without orientation
on a stainless steel foil coated by 100 nm thick Ti2N using the Au catalyzed VLS
growth (the precursor gas is the mixture of SiH4, H2, HCl and B(CH3)3). Here the
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Ti2N film serves as the back electrode and also prevents interdiffusion between the
Si and the steel substrate. As indicated by the SEM images in Fig. 31b, the
synthesized Si-NWs randomly distribute on the substrate owing to the unpatterned
Au catalyst. The p–n junction is introduced through depositing the 40 nm thick
n-type a-Si:H layer by PECVD. This is followed by the ITO layer deposition with

Fig. 30 a Cross-sectional
(scale bar: 15 lm), and b 45�
view (scale bar: 85.7 lm)
SEM images of an Si wire
array prepared by the VLS
growth combined with the
prepatterned Au catalyst.
(Reprinted with permission
from [89], copyright 2007,
American Chemical Society)

Fig. 31 a Schematic of the
Si-NW-based all-inorganic
solar cell using a stainless
steel foil as the substrate, and
b the SEM images of the
Si-NWs under different
views. (Reprinted with
permission from [80],
copyright 2007, American
Institute of Physics)
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the thickness of *200 nm to electrically connect the Si-NWs. Then the top finger
electrode consisting of 50 nm thick Ti and 2000 nm thick Al is prepared by
shadow evaporation. The PCE of the fabricated solar cells with the size of
1 9 1 cm2 was measured at only *0.1% under AM 1.5G although the enhanced
light absorption is obvious. The low PCE can be ascribed to the poor photogen-
erated carrier separation capability and poor electrical contact, both related to the
randomly grown Si-NWs array.

Except for the VLS grown Si-NWs array, the low-cost ‘‘top-down’’ approaches
also attract a lot of attention to fabricate stand-alone Si-NWs-based solar cells.
Sivakov et al. fabricated Si-NWs-based solar cells by etching the corresponding
lc� Si nþð Þ=lc� Si nð Þ=lc� Si pþð Þ structure on glass substrates using the
electroless chemical etching solution prepared by mixing 0.02 M AgNO3 and 5 M
HF with a volume ratio of 1:1 [90]. Figure 32 shows the schematic of the cell
structure with a superstrate configuration [91]. The lc� Si nþð Þ; lc� Si nð Þ and
lc� Si pþð Þ layers with the respective thicknesses of 300, 2000, and 200–400 nm
were prepared by electron beam evaporation and the laser annealing, with
respective doping concentrations of 5 9 1019, 6 9 1016, and 5 9 1019 cm-3. As
indicated by the cross-sectional SEM image shown in Fig. 33a, the resulting
Si-NWs are vertically aligned on the glass substrate. The length and diameter of
the Si-NWs vary from 2300 to 2500 nm, and from 20 to 100 nm respectively, as
estimated from the SEM and TEM measurements. Figure 33b shows the measured
optical characteristics, indicating excellent light trapping capability, especially in
the high-energy regime of the solar spectrum compared to the Si thin film coun-
terpart. The I–V characteristics of these solar cells are recorded by contacting the
Au tips with the radius of 450 lm onto the Si-NWs top surface and the p+ Si-film
layer (see Fig. 32). The Voc is recorded in the range of 410–450 mV and the Jsc
varies from 13.4 to 40.3 mA/cm2 when measuring different points on the same
sample. Despite the error in calculating the Au tip area (hence the Jsc), the PCE of
the cell is in the range of 1.7–4.4%. Further enhancement of the PCE can be

Fig. 32 Schematic of the Si-
NW-based solar cell prepared
by the electroless etching of
the corresponding lc-Si (n+)/
lc-Si (n)/lc-Si (p+) structure
on glass. (Reprinted with
permission from [90],
copyright 2009, American
Chemical Society)
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expected by optimizing the Si-NWs’ structural parameters, such as diameter, array
periodicity, and the electrode configuration.

More recently, the Yang group at the University of California at Berkeley
reported Si-NWs-based solar cells with the controllable Si-NWs diameters and
array periodicity using the RIE-based ‘‘top-down’’ technique combined with a
self-assembled SiO2 monolayer mask [92]. In their study, to mimic the PV
response of the stand-alone Si-NWs layer, a highly doped Si wafer was used as
the substrate to minimize the PV contribution from the substrate and an epitaxial
Si thin layer on the wafer is employed to manufacture the Si-NWs array. After
the formation of the Si-NWs array, boron diffusion was performed to form radial
p–n junctions, followed by finger metal electrode deposition. Figures 34a, b
respectively show the SEM image of the resulting Si-NWs array (Si-NWs with
diameters of *390 nm, lengths of *5 lm, and an array periodicity of
*530 nm), and the optical image of the large-scale Si-NWs-based solar cells on
the same substrate after isolation. The illuminated I–V characteristics recorded
under AM 1.5G demonstrate a PCE of *4.83% (Voc: 525 ± 2 mV; Jsc:
16.45 ± 0.19 mA/cm2; FF: 0.559 ± 0.002) for the solar cell with the absorber
consisting of the above Si-NWs array and a 3 lm thick underlying Si layer,
which is *20% higher than that of the Si ribbon solar cell with the same total
thickness, i.e., 8 lm [93]. Here it should be noted that the electrode configuration
is yet to be optimized for Si-NWs-based solar cells. They further declare that the

Fig. 33 a Cross-sectional
SEM image of vertically
aligned Si-NWs on glass after
electroless etching, and b the
optical characteristics of the
above Si-NW array.
(Reprinted with permission
from [90], copyright 2009,
American Chemical Society)
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light absorption mainly occurs in the Si-NWs array, and an optical path length
enhancement factor of *73 can be achieved, which is much larger than the
randomized scattering limit (*25 without a back reflector) [94].

Despite the great potential held by Si-NWs-based solar cells, the currently
reported PCE record from the literature is still relatively low compared to main-
stream Si wafer cells. To further improve the PCE of stand-alone Si-NWs-based
solar cells, the following points need to be addressed:

(i) Structural optimization of the Si-NWs. Si-NWs-based solar cells make it
possible to design the light trapping and photogenerated carrier collection
processes due to the decoupling between them. However, for practical
operation, the trade-off between light trapping and carrier collection should
be considered when designing high-efficiency devices. For example, the
surface defect states are critical, especially for Si-NWs prepared by the
etching approaches [50] because they lead to a decreased Voc [8]. How to

Fig. 34 a Titled SEM image
of the Si-NWs array after
forming the radial p–n
junction (the scale bar:
1 lm), and b the tilted optical
image of the Si-NW array-
based solar cells on the same
substrate after isolation (the
scale bar: 4 cm). (Reprinted
with permission from [92],
copyright 2010, American
Chemical Society)
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achieve compromise between the enhanced light absorption and the degraded
Voc while increasing the Si-NWs’ lengths needs to be investigated via sim-
ulations coupling both optical and electrical aspects.

(ii) Optimized top transparent electrodes. Optimal electrode configuration is
another key factor to realizing high-efficiency solar cells. Especially for
Si-NWs-based solar cells, high contact resistance needs to be addressed
through optimization of nanoscale design and manufacturing processes. The
conformal deposition of the top transparent electrode to uniformly cover the
Si-NW surface is necessary to effectively extract the photogenerated carriers.

(iii) Reducing the surface defect density. Although the radial p–n junction based
solar cells allow for the usage of low-grade materials with high bulk defect
densities, the defect state density on Si-NWs surfaces needs to be minimized.
Surface defects can trap photogenerated carriers, act as recombination zones
and degrade the solar performance [95, 96]. Therefore effectively reducing
the number of Si-NWs surface defect density remains important to obtaining
high efficiency.

2.3 Si Thin Film Solar Cells Textured with Si Nanostructures

In this section, surface texturing of Si thin film solar cells using three types of Si
nanostructures, including Si-NWs (or Si nanopillars (Si-NPs)), Si nanocones
(Si-NCs), and Si nanoholes (Si-NHs), are discussed for efficiency boosting. The
preparation of Si-NWs arrays was introduced in Sect. 2.2.1. Therefore, the fab-
rication techniques of the Si-NCs and Si-NHs-textured surfaces are to be discussed
in detail in this section.

2.3.1 Preparation of Si Thin Films Textured with Nanaostructures

(Si-NCs and Si-NHs)

Different from the ‘‘bottom-up’’ paradigm in preparing stand-alone Si-NWs on
foreign substrates, the fabrication of the Si nanostructure-textured Si thin films is
mainly based on ‘‘top-down’’ processes, which are able to meet the solar cells
manufacturing requirements, i.e., low cost, large scale, and high throughput.
Several representative methods used for the preparation of Si-NC- and Si-NH-
textured surfaces will be discussed. Hsu et al. prepared highly-ordered Si-NC-
textured surfaces using C2ClF5/SF6-based isotropic RIE on the corresponding
Si-NWs arrays, which were formed by the Cl2-based anisotropic RIE of Si wafers
combined with a monolayer of SiO2 nanospheres as a Langmuir–Blodgett mask
(for more details, refer to Sect. 2.2.1) [19]. Figure 35 illustrates the fabrication
process and the corresponding SEM images. In this method, the Si-NCs’ structural
parameters, such as height, base diameter, and array periodicity can be controlled
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during the preparation of the Si-NWs array. It is interesting to note that this
method has been successfully applied to fabricate Si-NC-textured a-Si:H films,
paving the way for its application in Si thin film-based solar cells [9].

Another approach to make Si-NC-textured surfaces is reported based on one-
step self-assembly processes without involving the mask preparation [20, 97–99].
Figure 36 schematically shows the process flow using the ‘‘self-masking method’’
[20]. During the process, a plasma with precursor gases of SiH4, CH4, Ar, and H2

can generate and deposit SiC nanoparticles on the substrate surface as demon-
strated in Fig. 36a, b. This is followed by the introduction of Ar and H2 plasma to
etch the Si substrate and obtain the Si-NC array using the SiC nanoparticles as the
hard mask. It is expected that Si-NC arrays can be made in large scales using this
method. Figure 37a, b shows the as-prepared Si-NC texturing on single-crystal
and polycrystalline Si substrates, respectively. It is noted that during the processes,
the substrate temperature was maintained below 250�C, which facilitates the usage
of low-temperature and low-cost substrates. In Fig. 37a, a Si-NC density of
*1.5 9 1011/cm2 and aspect ratio of 50 are shown. For this approach, the
structural parameters of the Si-NC array, such as the Si-NCs’ base diameter,
spacing, and height can be adjusted through varying the size and density of the SiC
nanoparticles via modifying the plasma conditions, and the substrate temperature.

Analogous to macrohole-textured surfaces in Si wafer-based solar cells, the
excellent antireflection property of the Si nanoholes array-decorated surfaces
makes Si-NHs promising in Si thin film-based solar cells. For the sake of cost
reduction, only the fabrication approaches based on cost-effective mask or
maskless processes are discussed here. Li et al. developed the laser nanoimprinting
technique to create large area Si-NH-textured surfaces [100]. After coating the

Fig. 35 a Schematic of the fabrication process of a highly-ordered Si-NC-textured surface,
b–d show the SEM images corresponding to the intermediate and final steps. (Reprinted with
permission from [19], copyright 2008, American Institute of Physics)
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sample with a monolayer of self-assembled SiO2 nanospheres, a focused laser
beam is directed onto the SiO2 nanospheres. Due to the extremely high temper-
ature at the contact point between the SiO2 and substrate, which results from the
optical resonance and near-field effects [101], the substrate in the vicinity of the

Fig. 36 Schematic of the
procedure for preparing the
Si-NC-textured surface using
the one-step self-assembly
method. a The reactive gases
are composed of silane,
methane, argon, and
hydrogen; b the SiC
nanosized clusters are formed
from the reaction of SiH4 and
CH4 plasma and uniformly
distributed on the substrate
surface; and c the unmasked
region is etched by Ar and H2

plasma, whereas the region
masked by SiC caps protects
the substrate from etching,
and hence creates the conical
tips. (Reprinted with
permission from [20],
copyright 2004, American
Chemical Society)

Fig. 37 Tilted SEM images of the Si-NC array on a single-crystal and b polycrystalline Si
substrates using the one-step self-assembling method depicted in Fig. 36. (Reprinted with
permission from [20], copyright 2004, American Chemical Society)
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nanospheres melts, forming hemisphere-shaped holes into the substrate. Figure 38
shows the SEM image of the Si-NH-textured Si (100) wafer prepared using SiO2

nanospheres with diameters of *970 nm with the fluence of a single laser pulse
(KrF, wavelength: 248 nm) set at 1 J/cm2. The Si-NH size and depth can
be modulated by modifying the SiO2 nanosphere size and the laser fluence.
This method is applicable to Si thin films on glass and plastic substrates due to the
localization of the melting.

Next, the randomly distributed Si-NH-textured surface is discussed, which
can be prepared in a low cost and high throughput manner. The formation of the
Si-NHs can be realized in the HF/H2O2 solution with the catalysis of noble metals
such as Ag, Au, etc (see Sect. 2.2.1). Figure 39 shows the SEM images of (a) the

Fig. 38 SEM image of Si-NH-textured Si (100) wafer prepared by the laser nanoimprinting
technique combined with the self-assembled SiO2 nanosphere monolayer (the scale bar is 1 lm).
The average diameter of the SiO2 nanospheres is 970 nm, and the fluence of the single laser pulse
(KrF, wavelength: 248 nm) is 1 J/cm2. (Reprinted with permission from [100], copyright 2004,
American Institute of Physics)

Fig. 39 SEM images of a the Ag nanoparticles on the Si wafer surface, and b the SiNHs array
decorated surface after wet etching in the HF/H2O2 solution. (Reprinted from Tsujino et al. [102],
copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier)
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Ag nanoparticles on the multicrystalline Si wafer surface, and (b) the resulting
randomly distributed Si-NH-textured surface after the wet etching in a mixture of
10% HF and 30% H2O2 (10:1 v/v) for *5 min [102]. The Ag nanoparticles are
prepared using the electroless plating [103]. The dimensions of the Si-NHs are
consistent with the Ag nanoparticles sizes and can be modulated by varying the Ag

Fig. 40 SEM images of
a the Ag nanoparticles on the
Si wafer surface prepared by
laser annealing of the Ag
film, b the top and c cross-
sectional views of the
resulting Si-NH array after
wet etching in the HF/H2O2

solution. In c, the white
particles at the bottom of the
Si-NHs are the residual Ag
nanoparticles. The scale bar
in the pictures is 200 nm
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nanoparticles size and distribution. The Si-NHs’ depth can also be easily
controlled by the etching time.

Our group has also developed a method to form the Ag nanoparticles by
employing rapid laser annealing on an as-deposited Ag thin film [104]. The SEM
image, as shown in Fig. 40a demonstrates that the Ag nanoparticles can be syn-
thesized with a high density. Figure 40b, c shows the top and cross-sectional views
of the etched Si surface using the HF/H2O2 mixture. It is clear that the resulting
Si-NH array strictly follows the Ag nanoparticles pattern, which can be modified
by the thickness of the Ag film, laser pulse energy, etc. Similar to the laser
nanoimprinting technique, this approach is also applicable to Si thin films on glass
or plastic due to the localized thermal effect of the laser annealing process.

2.3.2 Optical and Electrical Characteristics of Si Nanostructure-Textured

Si Thin Films

It is well documented that the key advantage of the Si nanostructure texturing in
thin film-based solar cells is its excellent antireflection property. It is thus expected
that thicker texturing layers with large aspect ratios will lead to more efficient
antireflection, as indicated in Fig. 41 [64]. However for solar cell applications, as
discussed previously, other aspects must also be considered. The effective
extraction of photogenerated carriers relies on optimized electrical contacts, which
further depend on the conformal deposition of the electrodes on the Si nano-
structure. Therefore, the thickness of the Si nanostructure layers is a compromise,
also partially owing to the manufacturing concerns.

Different from the light multireflection mechanism based on geometrical optics
in microscale surface textures for light absorption enhancement, the interaction

Fig. 41 AFM image of the Si-NW-textured surface (array periodicity: 300 nm) (left), and the
reflectivity, R (right) of the Si-NW-textured surface with the same array periodicity of 300 nm
and varying Si-NW array depths, d. The measurements were performed using unpolarized light at
the incident angle of 10�. (Reprinted with permission from [64], copyright 2000, Institute of
Physics)
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between the incident light and nanoscale surface textures follows elemental optical
processes based on wave optics, such as scattering [30]. Enhanced scattering will
significantly elongate the optical path length, hence increasing the light trapping
capability, i.e., increasing the light absorption. Our group has systematically
studied the optical characteristics of Si nanostructure-textured Si thin films,
including Si-NWs, Si-NCs and Si-NHs [30, 31, 105, 106]. The results indicate that
there is a critical value for the thickness of all the Si nanostructure textures. When
the thickness is beyond this value, the light trapping capability becomes nearly
saturated. From calculations, the optimized critical thicknesses for Si-NWs,
Si-NCs and Si-NHs are *1000, 400, and 2000 nm, respectively. Furthermore,
light absorption is strongly affected by array periodicity. Figure 42 schematically
shows the Si thin film-based solar cell configuration with a Si-NWs-textured
surface. During the calculation, the thickness of the Si thin film was fixed at
800 nm. The optically optimized Si-NWs length was set as 1000 nm, which is also
acceptable for the high-quality electrode preparation. The ratio of the Si-NWs
diameter (D) to P of 0.5 was taken from our previous studies [30, 31].

Figure 43a, c shows the light absorption, reflection, and transmission spectra of
the studied structure (see Fig. 42a) with different Si-NWs array periodicities. As
expected, the light absorption is significantly enhanced when incorporating the
Si-NWs array into the device. More interestingly, the sample with a P of 100 nm
shows a consistent absorption with the 800 nm thick Si film, and the absorption
becomes stronger when the energy is above *2.2 eV. In the low-energy region of
the solar spectrum, the wavelength of the incident light is much longer than the
P of the Si-NWs array. Accordingly, incident light can easily penetrate through the
Si-NWs array and reach the underlying Si layer. This statement is further evi-
denced by the reflection and transmission spectra for both samples in the corre-
sponding energy region (see Fig. 43b, c). It was also observed that the ‘‘deviation’’
point of the absorption spectra for the Si film with and without Si-NWs array shifts
towards the low-energy regime with increasing P. The deviation point for the
sample with P of 200 nm is around 1.5 eV.
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n+ layer
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Top electrode
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Top electrode(b) D
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Fig. 42 a Schematic of the Si-NW-textured thin film-based solar cell, and b the unit used for the
calculation of the optical and electrical characteristics
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In the high-energy regime, the wavelength of the incident light is comparable
with P. Thus, the scattering of the incident light is significantly enhanced, resulting
in an elongated optical path and, therefore, enhanced light absorption, which is
verified by the excellent light absorption of *95% in the energy region above
*2.9 eV for the sample with P of 100 nm. As P increases, the incident light
scattered by the structure shifts toward longer wavelengths and the reflection in the
short wavelength range increases accordingly. As shown in Fig. 43a, the absorp-
tion peak shifts to *2.5 eV with increasing P from 100 to 500 nm. On the other
hand, decreased light absorption in the high-energy region was observed. How-
ever, the energy density is relatively weak in this regime of the solar spectrum and
the decreased light absorption in this energy region is effectively compensated by
the shift of the absorption edge. Further increasing P to 700 nm, the light reflection
becomes so strong in the broad range that it cannot be compensated by the
absorption edge shift, resulting in lower light absorption. Figure 43d shows the
ultimate efficiency as a function of P, and the 1800 nm film serves as the refer-
ence. For the 800 nm thick Si film with the Si-NWs-decorated surface, the ultimate
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Fig. 43 a Absorption, b reflection, and c transmission spectra of the Si-NW (length: 1000 nm)
textured Si thin films (thickness: 800 nm) as a function of the array periodicity, P. The ultimate
efficiency is summarized in d. D/P is held constant at 0.5. The 800 and 1800 nm thick Si films
serve as the reference. (Reprinted with permission from [30], copyright 2009, American Institute
of Physics)
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efficiency first increases with P, reaching a maximum of *27% when P is
*500 nm, more than 200% of that of the 1800 nm thick Si film.

Following a similar methodology, the optical characteristics of the Si-NC- and
Si-NH-textured thin films are also investigated using the FEM method [31].
Figure 44 shows the schematic of cross-sectional and top views of a Si thin film
(800 nm) textured by a Si-NC array. This study indicates that for effective anti-
reflection, the base diameter, Dc, of the Si-NCs should be equal to the array
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Fig. 44 Schematic of the a cross-sectional and b plane views of the Si-NC-textured thin film
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Fig. 45 Ultimate efficiency of the Si-NC-textured thin film as a function of a base diameter, Dc,
b Si-NC height, Hc, and c array periodicity, Pc. d shows a comparison of the spatial distribution
of the effective refractive indices for the Si-NC- and Si-NW-textured thin films
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periodicity, Pc, due to the more continuous spatial distribution of the effective
refractive index between air and the underlying Si thin film, which is reflected by
the continuously increasing ultimate efficiency with Dc (see Fig. 45a). As dem-
onstrated in Fig. 45b, the ultimate efficiency becomes nearly saturated when the
Si-NC height exceeds 400 nm. Further, it is believed that the conformal deposition
of the top transparent electrode is realizable for this Si-NC height. The variation of
the ultimate efficiency with Pc demonstrates a similar trend compared with the
Si-NWs case, and a maximum value of *31.5% occurs at a Pc of 600 nm,
although the total thickness is only 1200 nm (400 nm Si-NC ? 800 nm Si thin
film layer), as shown in Fig. 45c. This is much greater than the value of *27% for
the optimized Si-NWs-textured Si thin film with a total thickness of 1800 nm, due
to the continuous effective refractive index between air and the underlying Si layer
(see Fig. 45d), enabling more efficient reduction of the incident light reflection, as
suggested by the Fresnel theory [25].

For the Si-NH-textured surface (schematically shown in Fig. 46a), based on the
similar mechanism of wave optics, it was found that the solar energy absorption
could be optimized when the dimensions of the Si-NH array are set as follows:
array periodicity of *600 nm (Fig. 46b), depth of 2000 nm, and the ratio of the
Si-NH diameter to array periodicity of *87.5%.

Following the optical study, the electrical behaviors in the Si nanostructure-
textured thin film-based solar cells are discussed in terms of the minority carrier
diffusion length, doping concentration, and junction depth. The discussion is based
on the optically optimized Si-NWs-textured (length: 1000 nm; P: 500 nm;
D: 250 nm) Si thin film (thickness: 800 nm) [107]. In Sect. 2.2.2, the carrier
transport in Si-NWs-based solar cells was briefly discussed for a radial p–n
junction. Here, for the convenience of comparison with the Si thin film solar cells,
the traditional planar p–n junction configuration is under consideration, as shown
in Fig. 42. The p-type base has a light doping of 1016 cm-3. A thin p+ layer of
50 nm with the doping concentration of 1020 cm-3 is used to form a high-quality
Ohmic contact with the back electrode. During the calculation, Shockly-Reed-Hall
and Auger recombinations are considered in the lightly- and heavily-doped
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regions, respectively [108, 109]. The illumination condition is AM 1.5G, i.e.,
*100 mW/cm2. The carrier generation rate (G) under illumination is expressed by
the following formula (6) [110]:

G ¼
1

2�hx
re r � Pf g ¼

ei Ej j2

2�h
; ð6Þ

where P is the Poynting vector, E is the electric field, �h is the reduced Plank
constant, x is the angular frequency, ei is the imaginary part of the material’s
permittivity. It is noted that Eq. 6 applies to photons with the energies greater than
Eg. For the photons with energies below Eg, there is no carrier generation.

Figure 47 depicts the Jsc and Voc of the Si-NWs-textured thin film-based solar
cells as a function of the minority carrier (electron) diffusion length, Ln. The
doping concentration in the n+ thin layer (50 nm) was set to 1020 cm-3. It is clear
that both Jsc and Voc increase with increasing Ln, and become saturated when Ln is
above *0.5 lm. The predicted PCE is summarized in the inset of Fig. 47, and
also compared with that of the Si thin film solar cells having the same thickness of
1800 nm without surface texturing. Corresponding to the dramatically enhanced
light absorption of the Si-NWs-textured thin film solar cells, the predicted PCE of
*17.3% is achievable when Ln ¼ 0:6 lm; much larger than the value of *5.62%
for the Si thin film solar cell with Ln of 1.4 lm. Another interesting point is that
the PCE of the thin film solar cells without texturing saturates when Ln exceeds
*1.2 lm, larger than the value of *0.5 lm. This indicates that the intense light
absorption in the Si-NWs-textured solar cell is much closer to the top surface as
compared to the case of the devices without texturing, which in the meanwhile
facilitates the extraction of the minority carriers by the top electrode.

The open circuit voltage and PCE at different emitter doping concentrations are
summarized in Fig. 48. The width of the emitter is held constant at 50 nm and the

Fig. 47 Short circuit current
density, Jsc, and open circuit
voltage, Voc, of the solar cell
with the 1000 nm long
Si-NW array (P: 500 nm;
D: 250 nm) and an 800 nm
thick Si film as a function of
the minority carrier (electron)
diffusion length, Ln. The inset
shows the predicted PCE. The
data of the thin film solar
cells having the thickness of
1800 nm without texturing
serve as the reference
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minority-electron diffusion length of 0.6 lm is used. As depicted in Fig. 48, the
Voc first increases due to the widened Fermi level difference in the p–n junction
with the increase of ND. When ND is above 1021 cm-3, the Voc then decreases due
to increased carrier recombination stemming from enhanced Auger recombination.
The predicted PCE shows the similar change trend with ND, and a maximum of
18.1% is achieved for ND of 1021 cm-3. Here it is worth noting that for practical
operation, it is difficult to achieve such a high doping concentration, and hence the
emitter doping concentration of 1020 cm-3 is recommended, although there is a
slight decrease of *0.8% in PCE.

Figure 49 shows the J–V characteristics of the Si-NWs-textured Si thin film-
based solar cells with different emitter widths, d. The doping concentration in the
emitter and the minority carrier diffusion length are fixed at 1020 cm-3 and 0.6 lm,
respectively. The Jsc decreases with increasing d, especially for d values above

Fig. 49 J–V characteristics
of a solar cell with the
1000 nm long Si-NWs in
an array (P: 500 nm;
D: 250 nm) and an 800 nm
thick underlying Si film as a
function of emitter width, d

Fig. 48 Voc and PCE of solar
cells with a 1000 nm long
Si-NW array (P: 500 nm;
D: 250 nm) and an 800 nm
thick underlying Si film as a
function of the emitter dopant
concentration, ND
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0.1 lm, which indicates that the high-energy photons absorbed inside the emitter
may not contribute to the photocurrent. This is because the photogenerated carriers
fail to cross the p–n junction, and recombine in the emitter layer. The PCE and Voc

thus decrease with increasing d, as it is directly related to Jsc. Considering the
practical manufacturing issues, emitter width between 0.05 and 0.1 lm is thus
recommended.

From the above discussion, the conclusion can be drawn that the Si nano-
structure-textured thin film solar cells are superior in both light absorption and
carrier collection, compared to their thin film counterparts. Here it is also worth
mentioning that for high PCE in this type of solar cell, minimizing the surface
defect density is critical. As calculated, the predicted PCE for the optimized
structure decreases from 17.3 to 15.2%, and further to 6.1% when increasing the
surface recombination velocity from 1 to 103 and further to 105 cm/s [111].

Fig. 50 Structure of the a-Si:H film-based solar cell coated onto the nanocone-textured quartz
substrate. SEM images taken at 45� on a the nanocones array textured substrate, and b nanodome-
shaped solar cell (the scale bar represents 500 nm). The schematic of the cross section of the solar
cell is shown in (c). (Reprinted with permission from [112], copyright 2009, American Chemical
Society)
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2.3.3 Research Status of Si Thin Film Solar Cells Textured with Si

Nanostructures

Motivated by the excellent light trapping capability and efficient photogenerated
carrier collection, Si nanostructure-textured Si thin film-based solar cells have
attracted much attention. Figure 50 shows the structure of an a-Si:H film-based
solar cell coated onto a NC-textured quartz substrate, fabricated by RIE using the
SiO2 nanosphere Langmuir–Blodgett monolayer mask [112]. The NCs (Fig. 50a)
have base diameters of 100 nm, heights of 150 nm, and form an array with a
periodicity of 450 nm. Figure 50b shows the solar cell morphology after depos-
iting a 100 nm thick Ag back reflector, 80 nm thick TCO, 280 nm thick n–i–p
a-Si:H cell (the thicknesses of the n, i and p layer are 20, 250 and 10 nm,
respectively), and another 80 nm thick TCO layer onto the NCs in sequence.
Figure 50c shows the cross-section of the solar cell.

Owing to the NC-textured substrate, the solar cell demonstrates superb ght
absorption compared to the planar devices, which is clear from the darker
appearance shown in Fig. 51a. From the J–V measurements (see Fig. 51b), the NC
array-based solar cells can achieve a record high Jsc of *17.5 mA/cm2 [113],
although the contact and junction of the device were not optimized as observed

Fig. 51 a Photographs, and b dark and illuminated (AM 1.5G) J–V characteristics of the
nanocones array incorporated solar cell (left) and the reference flat solar cell (right). (Reprinted
with permission from [112], copyright 2009, American Chemical Society)
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from the J–V curve shape. On the other hand, the Jsc of the reference solar cell is
only *11.4 mA/cm2, owing to its relatively poor light trapping capability. The
reported PCE for the NC array-based solar cell is 5.9% (Voc: 750 mV; FF: 0.45),
which is *25% higher than that of the reference flat solar cell (PCE *4.7% with
Voc of 760 mV and FF of 0.54).

Nishioka et al. reported solar cells with the surface textured by Si-NH arrays,
where the arrays were fabricated by immersing Ag nanoparticle (3–5 nm in
diameter) coated Si in a HF/H2O2 solution [114]. Figure 52 shows photographs of
the samples with and without the Si-NH array. The dark appearance for the etched
sample indicates significantly suppressed light reflection. Corresponding to the
efficient antireflection, the absorption in the Si-NH-textured sample is greatly
enhanced, as shown in Fig. 53. The J–V measurements at AM 1.5G show that the
sample textured by the Si-NH array has a Jsc of *31.25 mA/cm2, much larger
compared to *24.94 mA/cm2 for the device without surface texturing. Here it is
noted that the FF decreased to 0.557 from 0.596 after texturing, which can be
attributed to poor electrical contact.

Recently, a research group from National Renewable Energy Laboratory
developed Si-NH surface texturing by directly immersing the sample into
a Au-containing solution (0.4 mM HAuCl4 plus a mixture of HF, H2O2 and

Fig. 52 Photographs of the
samples a without and b with
the Si-NH texturing.
(Reprinted from Nishioka
et al. [114], copyright 2009,
with permission from
Elsevier)

Fig. 53 Absorption spectra
of the samples corresponding
to those shown in Fig. 52.
(Reprinted from Nishioka
et al. [114], copyright 2009,
with permission from
Elsevier)
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H2O (1:5:2)) [10]. Figure 54 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of the samples
with etching durations of 3 min (left) and 6 min (right). The Si nanoholes were
randomly distributed on the substrate surface. The optical measurement indicates
that the light reflection is close to zero in the range from 350 to 1000 nm.
Excellent light absorption is suggested by the high resulting PCE of *16.8% (Voc:
612 mV; Jsc: 34.1 mA/cm2; FF: 0.806) for the sample after introducing the Si-NH
texturing, which is higher than the PCE of 13.9% for the solar cell without an
antireflection coating.

Finally, we would like to point out a pressing concern that needs to be
addressed for Si nanostructure-textured Si thin film-based solar cells. A high
surface defect density can be created during the etching process when fabricating
the nanostructures, which can severely affect the performance of the resulting solar
cells. Furthermore, a rough surface on the nanostructure makes it difficult to
deposit the top transparent electrode in the conformal manner necessary for
efficiently collecting the photogenerated carriers.

3 Summary

In this chapter, Si nanostructure-based solar cells including Si-ND, Si-NWs and
Si nanostructure-textured (Si-NWs, Si-NCs, and Si-NHs) Si thin film-based
solar cells have been discussed in terms of the structure/device preparation,
optical and electrical characteristics, and latest device research status. Excellent
photon management is the key advantage for these solar cells compared to their
planar counterparts, such as Si wafer and thin film solar cells. Preparation of
high-quality nanomaterials and structures suitable for solar cells has been
greatly assisted by the recent developments in nanofabrication technologies. To
obtain high-efficiency Si nanostructure-based solar cells, the bottleneck is on
collecting the photogenerated carriers, which relies on high-quality electrical
contacts and junctions.

Fig. 54 Cross-sectional SEM images of the Si-NH-textured samples with etching durations of
3 min (left), and 6 min (right). The scale bar denotes 500 nm. (Reprinted with permission from
[10], copyright 2009, American Institute of Physics)
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Organic and Hybrid Solar Cells Based
on Small Molecules

Luiz C. P. Almeida, Jilian N. de Freitas, Flavio S. Freitas

and Ana F. Nogueira

Abstract In this chapter, the recent literature involving small molecule-based
organic solar cells (OSCs) will be reviewed. The number of papers published in
the fields of organic semiconductor and OSCs has grown exponentially in the past
decade. Such growth is stimulated by the exciting properties of these materials,
combined with the possibility to produce colored, flexible, transparent and cheap
solar cells. The main focus of this review is to give an overview and a perspective
of the recent advances in this area, highlighting the most interesting results, novel
materials as well as their limitations and challenges. This chapter will explore the
properties and applications of several classes of small organic molecules, as
electron donors and acceptors, dyes, and hole transport materials. Different
architectures and techniques will be also discussed in the assembly of double,
heterojunction, and multilayer films.

1 Introduction

‘‘Size is not important’’. This well-known adage is heard everywhere when the
matter is size (and in most cases, in a positive perspective). In the field of organic
semiconductors (OSs) and in particular those involving organic field-effect tran-
sistors, organic light-emitting devices and organic solar cells (OSCs), size has been
demonstrated to be an irrelevant factor. Indeed, the best performing devices are
those based on a limited number of low-molecular weight materials.
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There are currently two major classes of OSs: the low-molecular weight
materials, or small molecules, and p-conjugated polymers such as poly(thio-
phenes), poly(fluorine), and poly(phenylene vinylenes) derivatives. They have
many features in common, such as their excitonic nature (excitons are electrically
neutral quasi-particles consisting of bound electron–hole pairs formed after pho-
toexcitation), low dielectric constants, localized charge carriers (electrons and
holes), optically and electrically anisotropic properties, high extinction coeffi-
cients, narrow absorption bands, and more disordered structures compared to
inorganic semiconductors.

Organic semiconductors, both small molecules and polymers, show great
promise for photoconversion through their synthetic variability, low-temperature
processing (similar to that applied to plastics), and the possibility of producing
lightweight, flexible, easily manufactured, and inexpensive solar cells.

Although OSCs have been known for more than 50 years, they have become
the subject of active research only in the past 20 years. This new generation of
solar cells is also referred to as nanostructured solar cells since at least one
component and/or the morphology is in the nanoscale range. Low-temperature
processing of organic small molecules and polymers from the vapor-phase or from
solution have a crucial advantage over silicon technology since the high-temper-
ature processing requirements of the latter increases the production cost and limits
the range of substrates on which they can be deposited. Additionally, OSs can
be easily applied using low-cost methods, such as the high-speed, roll-to-roll
technique. Unfortunately, despite significant advances, the power-conversion
efficiency of OSCs remains low, with maximum values in the range of 6–7%.
When at least one component is replaced by an inorganic counterpart, these solar
cells are referred to as hybrid devices. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) fit well in
this class. For this kind of solar cell, the efficiency is *11%, but has remained at
this plateau in the last years.

In order to enhance their competitiveness with other technologies, efficiency
and long-term stability are crucial in the field of OSC. The photocurrent in these
solar cells is limited by the light-harvesting capability of the individual molecules
or polymers in the device. Small band gap molecules have been intensively studied
to overcome these drawbacks, but it is a complicated matter. Morphology is also
important in this context because it impacts charge transport and an intimate
contact between donor and acceptor materials in a nanoscale range is difficult to
achieve due to phase separation. A better understanding of these processes at the
material level, particularly those in layer-to-layer interfaces, which determine the
open-circuit voltage (VOC), is critical and remains the subject of active research.
For DSSCs, photoelectrochemical devices, an additional factor is the presence of a
liquid electrolyte, which can hamper large-area production.

In this chapter, the application of small organic molecules applied to organic or
hybrid solar cells (including DSSCs) will be reviewed. A detailed description of
the chemical, physical, and electrical properties of OSs, or the state of art of OSCs
based on p-conjugated polymers is not the focus of this chapter. For this purpose,
the reader is encouraged to see references [1–7].
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Although many small molecules have been known and studied for decades,
only a small fraction have been used successfully in OSCs. This reflects the
diversity in charge-carrier mobilities, exciton diffusion lengths, thin film mor-
phology, energy levels, band gap, absorption coefficient and ambient and thermal
stability. In this chapter, we present the most commonly used donor and acceptor
materials used as active layers in OSCs and the most important contributions in
this field will be highlighted.

This chapter will be divided into five sections. The first two deal with small
molecules applied to OSCs, separated by fabrication techniques: physical and
solution methods. The third and fourth sections deal with liquid crystals (LCs) and
three-component solar cells, respectively, using diverse techniques. The last sec-
tion involves a description of small molecules in dye-sensitized solar cells as
sensitizer and hole transport materials.

2 Solution-Processable OSC

Solution-processable OSCs (SPOSC), prepared using solution processing tech-
niques including spin-coating, casting, roll-to-roll, etc., have attracted increasing
attention in academia and industry because of their potential advantages. Such
advantages include easy fabrication, low-cost, low-weight, large-area production,
and mechanical flexibility. On the other hand, films formed from blend solutions
tend to phase separate. The scale of the phase separation depends on the solvent,
solubility of the materials and other parameters associated with deposition, such as
the speed and temperature of the spin-coating process. The nanomorphology of the
active layer film is very important to device efficiency. Also, the materials used in
solution-processed solar cells must fulfill the physical conditions of high charge-
carrier mobilities, suitable values of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels, strong absorption
in the visible region and several processing conditions, such as: (i) the materials
must be soluble in common organic solvents, (ii) the solubility has to be high
enough to enable the deposition of smooth thin films, or even thick films, (iii) the
morphology of the spin-casted films should have the desired structure concerning
phase separation on the exciton diffusion length-scale and the percolation path to
the electrodes.

In this section, we present a review of recent reports on the use of small
molecule-based OSC assembled using solution-processing methods. This kind of
solar cell is analogous to the bulk-heterojunction devices based on polymer and
fullerenes, which are not in the scope of this review. Concerning the efficiencies,
OSCs based on small processable molecules are considered to be less efficient, but,
recent reports have demonstrated the potential of the small molecules and effi-
ciencies are catching up to those of the ‘‘standard’’ bulk-heterojunction devices.

The first achievement in the area of SPOSC was to make the small molecules
soluble in organic solvents. Before their use in organic or hybrid solar cells, most
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small molecules must undergo several chemical modifications in order to be made
appropriate for a solution-deposition method. Even the buckminsterfullerene, C60,
had to be converted into its well-known soluble derivative, [6, 6]-phenyl-C61-
butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). Most of the significant achievements have been
realized with chemically modified molecules.

For example, perylene and its derivatives have been combined with different
molecules and polymers in SPOSCs. Li et al. [8] investigated a blend of perylene
tetracarboxydiimide as the acceptor and the polymer poly[N-(20-decyltetrade-
cyl)carbazole]-2,7-diyl as the donor. The bulk-heterojunction device based on this
combination afforded 0.63% of overall power-conversion efficiency (g) under low
light intensity illumination (10 mW cm-2). Sharma et al. [9] reported the fabri-
cation of photovoltaic devices using a bulk-heterojunction layer of a small mol-
ecule named compound T (Fig. 1a), containing a central p-phenylenevinylene unit,
an intermediate thiophene moiety, and terminal 4-nitrophenyl-cyano-vinylene as
the donor, and a perylene–pyrene bisimide (Fig. 1b) as the acceptor. At the
optimum blend ratio (donor:acceptor 1:3.5 wt%), g was *1.9%. The efficiency
was further increased to *3.2% when the device was annealed (100�C for 5 min)
and a thin ZnO layer was incorporated between the active layer and the Al
electrode.

Squaraine dyes are another class of molecules which have been the subject of
many recent investigations, owing to their unique photochemical/photophysical
properties. The attraction to these dyes includes their broad absorption spectrum
(550-900 nm), facile synthetic access, a wide variety of possible structures and
oxygen/moisture stability. These properties enable an active layer deposition under
ambient conditions, in contrast to the inert atmosphere required for most con-
ducting polymers. New soluble squaraine derivatives (Fig. 1c) were used as long-
wavelength absorbers and donor components in SPOSC, and the effects of core
modification on active layer film morphology and photovoltaic response were
investigated [10]. Both linear and branched alkyl chain substituents provide sol-
ubility, but each gave rise to different effects on the solid state organization [11].
SPOSCs with different squaraine:PCBM ratios were fabricated by spin-coating the
blends from chloroform or o-dichlorobenzene. The optimum annealing conditions
were found to be 70�C for 1 h, as evidenced by the increased phase separation
observed in atomic force microscopy (AFM) images. Devices fabricated with a 1:3
squaraine:PCBM ratio spin-cast from chloroform exhibited higher carrier mobility
and improved performance, with a short-circuit current (JSC) of 5.70 mA cm-2

and an efficiency of 1.24%. This value was 1.5 times higher than the result
obtained using o-dichlorobenzene and was attributed to microstructure evolution
effects that occur during a more rapid film growth and drying rate when using
chloroform [10].

Recently, Winzenberg et al. [12] reported the polycyclic aromatic template
dibenzo[b,def]chrysene as a promising candidate for use in organic electronic
devices. These compounds have an advantage over other well-studied small
molecules, such as pentacenes, because they do not undergo cycloaddition
reactions with fullerenes. The bulk-heterojunction solar cells made from a
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Fig. 1 Examples of chemical structures of selected processable small molecules a com-
pound T, b perylene-pyrene (PPI) bisimide, c squaraine, d dibenzo[b,def]chrysene, e anthrad-
ithiophene, f merocyanine, g dendritic thiophene, h, i dibenzo[f,h]thieno[3,4-b]quinoxaline
[9, 10, 13–16]
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dibenzo[b,def]chrysene compound (Fig. 1d) and PCBM reached an efficiency of
2.25%. These findings encouraged the use of other unexplored polycyclic aromatic
compounds in solution-processable bulk-heterojunction solar cells.

Other molecules, such as, anthradithiophene [13], merocyanine [14], or den-
dritic thiophene [15] derivatives, shown in Fig. 1e–g, have been used in solution
processed, small molecule-based devices in the last few years. Amine-based
molecules were also explored as possible candidates for highly efficient SPOSCs.
Two isomeric compounds (Fig. 1h–i) containing a dibenzo[f,h]thieno[3,4-b]
quinoxaline core and two peripheral arylamines were synthesized. The bulk-het-
erojunction SPOSC based on these materials as sensitizers and PCBM as electron
acceptor exhibited efficiency of 1.70%, which was attributed to the balanced
electron and hole mobility found in the active layer film [16].

Triphenylamine (TPA) molecules are also potential candidates for OSCs. These
molecules possess 3D, propeller-like geometry, glass-forming properties, and a
relatively high oxidation potential. TPA derivatives have shown excellent thermal
and electrochemical stability, electron-donating ability, isotropic optical, and
charge-transport properties [17, 18]. Research efforts have led to a progress in the
synthesis of new molecules which mainly consist of a TPA moiety linked to
different acceptor moieties, including dicyanovinyl, perylene, benzothiadiazole
(BT), or 2-pyran-4-ylidenemalononitrile, aiming at the development of donor-
p-acceptor (D-p-A) structures. Molecules with D-p-A structure have many
advantages, such as a lower bandgap which arises from the intramolecular charge
transfer between the donor and acceptor, and easily controlled energy levels by
introducing acceptor and donor moieties with different pull–push electron abilities
into the molecules [19, 20]. Compared with the D-p-A type polymers, soluble
D-p-A small molecules have the advantages of well-defined molecular structure,
monodispersity, and relatively simple and reproducible synthesis and purification,
making them promising materials for application in solution-processing solar cells.

New solution-processable molecules, shown in Fig. 2, based on the combina-
tion of TPA donor units and BT acceptor units have been synthesized recently
[21–24]. He et al. [21] compared the properties of devices based on the star-shaped
molecule S(TPA-BT) and the linear molecule L(TPA-BT) (see Fig. 2). The
S(TPA-BT) film showed a broader and stronger absorption band in the range of
440–670 nm, lower band gap, higher hole mobility and better film-forming
properties (high quality uniform spin-cast film) than those of the corresponding
linear L(TPA-BT). The devices assembled with PCBM as acceptor and
S(TPA-BT) reached a JSC of 4.2 mA cm-2, VOC of 0.81 V, FF of 0.39 and 1.3% of
efficiency, while those based on L(TPA-BT) showed JSC of 1.25 mA cm-2, VOC of
0.84 V, FF of 0.34 and 0.35% of efficiency. The same group later investigated a
molecule with TPA as core and benzothiadiazole-(4-hexyl) thiophene as arms,
S(TPA-BT-4HT). The end group of 4-hexylthiophene in S(TPA-BT-4HT) instead
of the TPA end group in S(TPA-BT) was intended to further improve the film
morphology and photovoltaic properties. The SPOSC devices were fabricated by
spin-coating the blended solution of S(TPA-BT-4HT) and [6, 6]-phenyl-C71-
butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) (1:3, w/w) and by using a Mg/Al electrode.
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The obtained JSC was 8.58 mA cm-2, VOC of 0.85 V and FF of 32.7%, resulting in
maximum efficiency of 2.4% [22].

D-p-A structures containing electron-accepting sulfonyldibenzene cores and
electron-donating TPA dendrons have also been synthesized. Since the dendrimers
were highly soluble in common organic solvents, they were used to assemble bulk-
heterojunction SPOSCs in combination with PCBM, by spin-coating [25]. The cell
based on dendrimer G0 (Fig. 3) showed an efficiency of only 0.34%. This might be
related to the absorption characteristics of the molecule, which strongly absorbs
light only below 450 nm. Devices fabricated with other molecules with similar
structures (G1 and G2, Fig. 3) had even lower performances. Although the larger
molecules G1 and G2 absorb photons at longer-wavelengths when compared to
G0, their extinction coefficients are lower than that of G0.

2-{2,6-bis-[2-(4-styryl)-vinyl]-pyran-4-ylidene}malononitrile (DCM)-type
organic dyes have also been combined with TPA. DCM dyes are known as low-
molecular weight red-emitting materials and most of them have a D-p-A molec-
ular structure that contains (dicyanomethylene)pyran (PM) as the electron
acceptor. The strong electron-withdrawing PM group can lower the LUMO energy
level and extend the absorption band such that it nearly overlaps with the entire
visible spectrum when combined with strong electron-donating units. Moreover,
the strong intermolecular dipole–dipole interaction or intermolecular p-stacking of

Fig. 2 Examples of linear and star-shaped molecules consisting of a TPA moiety linked to
different acceptor moieties [21, 22]
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DCM-type organic dyes may be beneficial to the charge-carrier transportation. The
combination of electron-rich TPA and electron deficient PM groups via p-conju-
gated spacers is also an interesting combination, since they can effectively reduce
the band gap and produce special physical and photoelectric properties.

He et al. [26] reported the synthesis of a symmetric D-p-A small molecule
TPA-DCM-TPA where two TPA groups are linked by divinylbenzene bridges at
both ends of the PM group (Fig. 4). This material was applied in SPOSC and gave
an efficiency of 0.79%.

Fig. 3 Chemical structures of D-p-A molecules containing sulfonyldibenzene cores and TPA
dendrons [25]

Fig. 4 Examples of D-p-A small molecules used in SPOSC, containing TPA groups linked to
PM groups [26–28]
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Another symmetrical dye molecule, DADP (Fig. 4), was also used in a SPOSC
[27]. The optimized bulk-heterojunction devices based on the combination of this
dye and PCBM as the acceptor exhibited a JSC of 4.16 mA cm-2, VOC of 0.98 V,
FF of 0.37, and efficiency of 1.50%. The efficiency of the device based on DADP
was almost twice that of the device based on TPA-DCM-TPA, although there is
only a small difference between their molecular structures: DADP has a shorter
distance between the TPA group and the PM group than TPADCM-TPA. This
small structural difference results in a lower-lying HOMO energy level and a
higher hole mobility in DADP, leading to increased efficiency.

Zhao et al. [28] synthesized bi-armed B(TPA-DCM-TPA) and tri-armed
T(TPA-DCM-TPA) molecules, shown in Fig. 4. Although the B(TPA-DCM-TPA)
and T(TPA-DCM-TPA) films show broad and strong absorption band in a
wavelength range of 300–750 nm, when B(TPA-DCM-TPA) was used as the
electron donor in an OSC with PCBM as the electron acceptor, the devices
delivered a power-conversion efficiency of only 0.73%.

Phthalocyanines (PC) and porphyrins (PP) have also been successfully used in
SPOSCs. In fact, the first efficient OSC based on small molecules reported by Tang
[29] had PC as the donor material. Several examples of binary blends involving PP
have also been reported, designed for narrow-band absorption at the end of the
visible spectrum [30, 31]. However, higher efficiencies were found for copper
phthalocyanine/C60 p–n junction devices [32], due to the longer exciton diffusion
length in PC films as compared to PP films, which is reported to be as high as
68 nm [33].

The solution processing of the small molecule subnaphthalocyanine (SubNc)
was developed by Ma et al. [34]. Due to the high solubility, low tendency to
aggregate and strong light absorption in the visible region, amorphous SubNc films
with high charge transporting and light-harvesting properties were prepared via
solution casting. By using SubNc as the donor and C60 as the acceptor in a planar
heterojunction SPOSC, the authors reported a power-conversion efficiency of
1.5%, with a VOC of 0.55 V, JSC of 5.6 mA cm-2, and FF of 0.49. This device
performance was considered high for a planar heterojunction device based on
solution processable small molecules, and was assigned to the contribution of
triplet excitons from SubNc.

Soluble 1,4:8,11:15,18:22,25-tetraethano-29H,31H-tetrabenzo[b,g,l,q]porphy-
rin (CP), which can be thermally converted to a highly insoluble and crystalline
tetrabenzoporphyrin (BP) donor (Fig. 5), was used with a new fullerene acceptor
bis(dimethylphenylsilylmethyl)C60 (SIMEF, Fig. 5) in a three-layered p–i–n
structure, in which the i-layer possessed a defined interdigitated structure, formed
by spontaneous crystalline phase separation during thermal processing [35]. This
device showed a power-conversion efficiency of 5.2%, a value that is among the
best reported for solution-processed small-molecule OSCs.

Huang et al. [36] synthesized two soluble alternating porphyrin-dithienothi-
ophene conjugated copolymers where the units are linked by a single bond (I) or
triple bond (II), as shown in Fig. 6. The absorption spectrum of a thin film of I
exhibited a sharp Soret band at 450 nm and two weak Q-bands at 563–619 nm,
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while II exhibited a sharp Soret band at 491 nm and a strong Q-band at 760 nm.
The field-effect hole mobilities were measured to be 2.1 9 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 for
the two copolymers. Solar cells based on blends of these copolymers with PCBM
were prepared by spin-coating an o-dichlorobenzene solution, followed by drying
at 80�C for 30 min. Despite the high charge-carrier mobilities, the efficiencies
obtained were only 0.30 and 0.15% for devices using II:PCBM or I:PCBM as
active layer. Although the authors do not comment on the low efficiency values
obtained, they attribute the difference observed to the stronger Q-band absorption
shown by the copolymer II.

Recently, efficiencies of 2.3 and 3.0% were reported for devices combining the
electron-poor diketopyrrolopyrrol-containing low-dimensional oligothiophene 2,5-
di-(2-ethylhexyl)-3,6-bis-(500-n-hexyl-[2, 20, 50, 200]terthiophen-5-yl)-pyrrolo
[3,4-c]pyrrole-1, 4-dione (SMDPPEH, Fig. 7) as donor, with PCBM or PC71BM as
acceptors [37–39]. Aiming at further exploring film morphology formation and its
effects on device performance as a function of donor–acceptor (DA) interactions,
Tamayo et al. [40] fabricated solar cells using SMDPPEH and methanofullerene
derivatives having alkyl substituents with different lengths (as shown in Fig. 7).
The authors observed that the absorption, crystallinity, film morphology, and
device performance characteristics of both as-cast and annealed blended films of
diketopyrrolopyrrole-based donors and fullerene acceptors are significantly
affected by the length of the alkyl substituent attached to the methanofullerene.
The domain size of these structures increased when the alkyl chain attached to the

Fig. 5 Donor and acceptor materials used in SPOSC: a thermal retro-Diels–Alder conversion of
CP (donor precursor) to BP (donor) at 180�C; b SIMEF (acceptor). ‘‘Reprinted with permission
from Matsuo et al. [35]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society’’

Fig. 6 Chemical structures of porphyrin-dithienothiophene copolymers containing single (I) or
triple bonds (II) [36]
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fullerene acceptor was increased. Furthermore, annealing the blended films led to
varying degrees of phase separation and the most pronounced phase separation
was observed for the fullerene containing the largest alkyl chain. The different
morphologies observed are shown in Fig. 7, and are believed to have resulted from
the differences in hydrophobicity of the methanofullerenes, which affects their
interaction with the relatively more polar donor material. Thus, the simple vari-
ation of the alkyl chain length results in devices with power-conversion efficien-
cies between 1.5 and 3%.

To date, OSCs exhibiting fill factor (FF) values exceeding 50% have only been
realized with fullerenes [41–43], TiO2 [44], or CdSe [45] as electron acceptors.
However, the VOC of these devices seldom exceeds 0.7 V, which is in part due to the
high electron affinity of the electron-accepting phase, while an VOC exceeding 1 V
would be desirable for high power generation.On the other hand,VOC values reaching
1.5 V have been obtained when blending suitable electron-donating and accepting
polymers [46–48], but the FF of these devices was below 40% in most cases.

In this context, 2-vinyl-4,5-dicyanoimidazole (Vinazene) has been used as a
precursor to design a novel family of electron-accepting materials in which,
by changing the central aromatic unit, the energy of the LUMO can be tuned
to sufficiently low values. Ooi et al. [49] employed the small-molecule

Fig. 7 Chemical structures of the donor SMDPPEH and the methanofullerene derivatives
acceptors PC61BM, PC61BH and PC61BD, which contain alkyl substituents with different lengths.
AFM topographic images of as-cast (a, b, c) and annealed (d, e, f) SMDPPEH:PC61BX (50:50)
from (2% w/v) solution where X = M = methyl (a and d), X = H = n-hexyl (b and e),
X = D = n-dodecyl (c and f). Images for the as-cast and annealed films are 1 lm 9 1 lm and
2 lm 9 2 lm in size, respectively. Ref. [40]—reproduced by permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/B912824G)
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electron-acceptor EV-BT (Fig. 8) based on Vinazene in a SPOSC. This material has
a LUMO level of 3.6 eV and strongly absorbs light in the visible region up to
520 nm. These properties make this material attractive when compared to the most
widely used acceptor, PCBM. This Vinazene derivative was incorporated into bulk-
heterojunction devices using a poly(2,7-carbazole) (PCz) as electron donor. This
material provided absorption in a complementary range region and its HOMO level
was found to be 5.6 eV. The devices were fabricated by spin-coating PCz:EV-BT
films from chloroform solutions and the influence of blend composition and
annealing temperature were investigated using different weight ratios of PCz:EV-
BT. The most efficient device was obtained using 70% EV-BT followed by
annealing at 80�C, which presented a high VOC of 1.36 V and FF of 49%, but a low
JSC of 1.14 mA cm-2, yielding an efficiency of only 0.75%.

Schubert et al. [50] investigated devices comprised of another Vinazene acceptor,
4,7-bis[2-(1-hexyl-4,5-dicyano-imidazol-2-yl)vinyl] benzo[c][1, 2, 5]-thiadiazole,
(HV-BT, in Fig. 9), and poly(2,5-dimethoxy-1,4-phenylenevinylene-2-methoxy-5-
(2-ethylhexyloxy)1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MEH-PPV) as the electron donor. Since
HV-BT is soluble in common organic solvents, it can also be deposited by thermal
evaporation; the authors were able to vary the device preparation scheme, system-
atically varying the heterojunction topology. Figure 9 shows the scheme of these
devices, AFM images of the topology, current–voltage curve (J–V) and incident
photon to current efficiency (IPCE) curves. The as-prepared bulk-heterojunciton
blend provided relatively low FF and IPCE values of 0.26 and 4.5%, respectively,
attributed to significant recombination of geminate pairs and free carriers in a highly
intermixed blend morphology. In the all-solution processed bilayer device, the FF

Fig. 8 Chemical structure of the donor polymer PCz and the acceptor molecule EV-BT. The
dashed lines indicate the HOMO and LUMO levels of EV-BT and the solid lines those of PCz.
Ooi et al. [49]—reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/
10.1039/B813786M)
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and IPCE dramatically increased to 0.43 and 27%, respectively. The FF increases
further to 0.57 in devices comprised of thermally deposited Vinazene layers when
there is virtually no interpenetration at the donor/acceptor interface. The AFM
images in Fig. 9 suggests that both the solution-cast and evaporated HV-BT layers
consist of crystallites. Such nanocrystalline morphology allows for the photogen-
erated electrons to quickly migrate into the acceptor phase away from the hetero-
interface, thereby reducing the mutual Coulomb binding energy to the hole
remaining in the donor phase. A high VOC of about 1.0 V was nearly the same for all
devices. This suggests that the heterojunction topology does not affect the energetics
of the active layer or at the electrodes.

In a more recent work, Inal et al. [51] reported the photovoltaic properties
of HV-BT combined with poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) (Fig. 10). The P3HT/

Fig. 9 Chemical structure of HV-BT and schematic depicting the interface topology at the
donor/acceptor heterojunction for a blend device (left), the discrete bilayer with a vacuum
processed acceptor layer deposited on top of the solution-cast polymer film (center), and the all-
solution-processed bilayer device (right). A closed view of geminate pair recombination is shown
in the inset of the left drawing. AFM topography images of a as-prepared 1:1 MEH-PPV:HV-BT
blend spin-coated from chlorobenzene, b high-vacuum deposited HV-BT film on top of a MEH-
PPV interlayer, and c pure HV-BT film spin-coated on top of the MEH-PPV interlayer. The
d ICPE and e J–V curves measured under 100 mW cm-2, AM 1.5 illumination, of an as-prepared
1:1 MEHPPV: HV-BT blend (blue triangles), a strict bilayer (red stars) with an evaporated HV-
BT layer, and a diffuse bilayer (black squares) solar cell with solution-processed HV-BT on top
of a MEH-PPV interlayer. ‘‘Reprinted with permission from Schubert et al. [50]. Copyright
(2009), American Institute of Physics’’
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HV-BT blend covers a broader spectral range (from 290 to 820 nm) than the
HV-BT/MEH-PPV system. The photoluminescence (PL) intensity from the indi-
vidual components was largely reduced in the blend and calculations showed that
at least 95% of the excited states on both the donor and the acceptor are quenched
in the non-annealed blend. The solar cells were fabricated with as-prepared 1:1
donor/acceptor mixtures and exhibited higher FF and IPCE when compared to
earlier studies on blends of HV-BT with polymers [50, 52, 53]. This was attributed
to the high molecular weight of the polymer sample used, which might assist the
rapid motion of holes moving away from the heterojunction, rendering the pho-
tovoltaic properties less sensitive to the nanomorphology of the blend. No
improvements were observed upon annealing the samples. On the other hand, a
significant improvement of FF and VOC was observed when inducing phase sep-
aration at a longer length-scale, i.e., in solution processed bilayer devices, com-
prising a layer of P3HT and a top-layer of HV-BT. The optimized device exhibited
a power-conversion efficiency of close to 1%, and the efficiency of such cells was
mainly determined by the device architecture [51].

Another interesting solution-based deposition method used to obtain thin films
is the electrostatic layer-by-layer (LBL) adsorption technique, in which molecular-
level control can be achieved. This technique was used to assemble thin films of
PP and PC combined with several different organic molecules [54–58] and inor-
ganic nanoparticles [59–63]. Although the properties of these films are usually
well characterized, only a few reports can be found showing the use of these
materials in photovoltaic devices.

Ultrathin films serving as a light-harvesting and hole transporting materials were
fabricated via LBL deposition of the water-soluble copper(II) phthalocyanine-
3,40,400,4000-tetrasulfonic acid tetrasodium salt (CuPCTS) and poly(diallyldimethy-
lammonium chloride) (PDDA) [64]. The absorption characteristics of these films

Fig. 10 a Normalized absorbance and photoluminescence spectra of thin films of P3HT (dash-
dotted and solid line, respectively) and of HV-BT (dashed and dotted line, respectively). PL
spectra were recorded at the excitation wavelengths of absorption maxima of each material.
b J–V characteristics for bulk-heterojunction (solid line) or bilayer-type (dashed line) devices
prepared with HV-BT and P3HT. Inal et al. [51]. Copyright Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA. Reproduced with permission
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indicated that the CuPCTS forms dimers or oligomers, and their molecular planes
were oriented parallel to the substrate. Triple-layered OSCs were developed by
combining CuPCTS with a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrenesulfonate
(PEDOT:PSS) hole-transport layer and a C60 electron-transport layer, displayed in
Fig. 11. The JSC increased with increasing CuPCTS film thickness up to ca. 10 nm,
as a result of exciton generation in each CuPCTS layer and transport to the interface
with the C60 layer. The best JSC value of 0.114 mA cm-2 reported is low compared
to devices assembled using other solution processing methods and is probably
caused by a poor light absorption inherent from the small layer thicknesses.

Generally, the photocurrent of devices assembled using the LBL technique are
still on the order of microamperes, but the self-assembly properties obtained using
this technique might be very useful for the future development of well-organized
and highly efficient devices.

3 Evaporated Small Molecules OSC

3.1 Growth Techniques

Among the various growth techniques capable of producing thin films of small-
molecular weight materials for OSCs, two techniques deserve special attention:
vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE) [65] and organic vapor-phase deposition

Fig. 11 Illustration of the photovoltaic cell with a triple-layered structure ITO|PCM/
PEDOT:PSS|(PDDA/CuPcTS)n|C60|Al. The thickness of PCM/PEDOT:PSS layer was 100 nm
(20 bilayers) and C60 layer was 50 nm, which were prepared by LBL deposition of PCM and
PEDOT:PSS, and spin-coating from the blend solution of C60: PS (4: 1 wt%) in
o-dichlorobenzene, respectively. The thickness of PDDA/CuPCTS layer was varied from 0
(n = 0) to 14.4 nm (n = 6). Numerical values represent the Fermi-level energies for ITO
(4.9 eV), PEDOT:PSS (5.3 eV), Al (4.2 eV), and HOMO and LUMO levels for CuPCTS (5.6
and 3.8–4.1 eV), and C60 (6.2 and 4.5 eV). The chemical structures of polyelectrolytes used
in the LBL deposition: a PCM (polycation), b PEDOT:PSS (polyanion), c PDDA
(polycation), and d CuPCTS. ‘‘Reprinted from Benten et al. [64], copyright (2009), with
permission from Elsevier.’’ (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00406090)
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(OVPD) (Fig. 12) [66]. Thermal sublimation in vacuum is the most frequently
used means for depositing small molecules that are insoluble in the majority of
solvents [65]. The VTE procedure involves placing a purified organic material in a
baffled tantalum or tungsten boat which is located between the electrodes in a
vacuum chamber with a pressure of 10-6–10-7 Torr. When current is passed
through the boat or crucible, the temperature is increased beyond the sublimation
point of the organic material, and it is evaporated, depositing everywhere on the
chamber walls, as well as on the target substrate. A quartz crystal microbalance is
used to monitor the growth rate (typically 0.5–3 Ǻ s-1) and the thickness of the
film. VTE has the advantage of being able to form films with high uniformity, high
degree of purity, good structural control, and ‘‘run-to-run’’ reproducibility.
Additionally, one particular advantage of VTE is its ability to grow several OS
layers without delamination or dissolution of the previous layers during sub-
sequent deposition steps [67]. However, this technique presents several drawbacks
such as lack of control over film thickness, uniformity, and dopant concentration
over large areas needed for many applications. Moreover, this technique requires a
relatively high material consumption and the initial setup costs for equipment are
also very high.

To overcome the drawbacks associated with the VTE technique, OVPD was
been introduced as an alternative method for depositing thin films of small
molecular weight materials and allowed greater control over doping. Besides, this
technique is suitable for fast, particle-free, uniform deposition in large-area sub-
strates [66, 68].

The process of OVPD differs from VTE; here the organic material is thermally
evaporated into an inert gas stream such as nitrogen or argon, which then trans-
ports the vapor in the hot-walled reactor vessel and toward a cooled substrate
where deposition occurs [69]. In this respect, OVPD allows one to adjust multiple

Fig. 12 Schematic diagram of the OVPD method. Organic materials are first evaporated into a
carrier gas stream, which transports the molecules toward a cold substrate, where the vapor
condenses into a solid film. When the substrate is rotated, the thickness of the boundary layer
becomes uniform. ‘‘Reprinted with permission from Shtein et al. [66]. Copyright [2001],
American Institute of Physics’’
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parameters such as reactant concentration, carrier gas flow rate, deposition rate,
substrate temperature, chamber temperature, and chamber pressure. Thus, the
deposition efficiency and film morphology are controlled [70, 71].

In this technique, the heated chamber walls avoid material deposition, allowing
for a more efficient use of source materials compared with VTE [72]. Even with
such differences, both VTE and OVPD techniques are used to manufacture OSCs
based on small molecules [73, 74]. In the next section, different types of solar cell
architectures using evaporated small molecules and recent results from many
research groups are presented.

3.2 Organic Solar Cells Architectures

Besides manipulating the chemical and physical properties of small molecules, the
choice of the growth technique and the selection of the best donor and acceptor
combination are also important factors in controlling the device’s architecture.
These additional factors should be taking into account when attempting to improve
the performance of solar cells [72]. In the next section, several device architectures
using small molecules are described, highlighting the most important contributions
in this field.

3.2.1 Double-Layer Solar Cells

The first successful OSC to reach a power-conversion efficiency of 1% was
introduced by Tang at Kodak in 1986 [29]. Tang’s solar cell consisted of a double
layer of *300 Ǻ copper phthalocyanine (CuPC) as the electron-donating material
and perylene tetracarboxylic derivative (*500 Ǻ), as the electron-accepting
material. Both materials were deposited by sequential thermal evaporation onto an
indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate. On top, an opaque Ag layer was evaporated
(Fig. 13). One of the most important conclusions derived from Tang’s experiment
is that the increase in thickness of the organic material layers led to a reduction in
efficiency. Hence, the authors inferred that only excitons generated in the prox-
imity of the interface between the donor and the acceptor materials were able to
generate free charge carriers. Such a phenomenon reflected on the values of JSC.

In the work reported by Tang, different metal contacts such as In, Al, Cu, and
Ag were tested in the role of a top electrode. These metals, with different work
functions produced solar cells with VOC values differing by only 50 mV. It was
assumed that VOC is strongly dependent on the choice of the particular pair of
organic layers.

Aiming to improve the efficiency of OSC, the group of Prof. Forrest [75]
introduced an additional layer of bathocuproine (BCP) in double heterojunction
solar cells. In this pioneering work, evaporated films of CuPC and 3,4,9,10-per-
ylenetetracarboxylic bis-benzimidazole (PTCBI) were employed as the electron
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donor and acceptor, respectively. The BCP and Ag cathode were also evaporated
and the final cell architecture was ITO/CuPC/PTCBI/BCP/Ag. 2.4% efficient solar
cells were produced using this double heterojunction approach. This device
architecture demonstrates that the control over the exciton diffusion can lead to a
significant increase in the number of charge carriers. One year after this work, the
same group reported an external power-conversion efficiency of 3.6% employing
the same architecture [32]; here, the acceptor molecule was replaced by C60. Both
reports highlighted the strong influence of BCP in these devices.

The introduction of BCP molecule represents one of the greatest advances in
small molecule-based solar cells assembly by evaporation techniques. This wide
band gap molecule acts as an exciton blocking layer (EBL) between the electron
acceptor material and the cathode, as shown in Fig. 13.

The HOMO–LUMO offsets between the acceptor and the BCP provide
reflection of excitons at the interface of these materials, preventing recombination
[75]. In this context, Vogel et al. [76] presented a detailed PL study on the function
of the BCP layer insertion in small-molecule solar cell (Fig. 14a). In the case of
sample 1, the weak PL was attributed to the fast nonradiative recombination
(i.e., exciton quenching) at the Al-C60 interface. In contrast to sample 1, significant
PL was observed in sample 2, clearly showing the PL spectrum of the C60. Sample
3, containing a BCP layer between C60 and Al, showed the strongest PL and
consequently the lowest exciton quenching yield. These results corroborate

Fig. 13 Device
configuration and current–
voltage characteristics of an
ITO/CuPC (250 Ǻ)/perylene
tetracarboxylic derivative
(450 Ǻ)/Ag solar cell.
‘‘Reprinted with permission
from Tang [29]. Copyright
[1986], American Institute of
Physics’’
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previous reports that BCP may in fact be preventing exciton recombination at the
Al-C60 interface [76].

Vogel et al. [76] further analyzed the function of BCP layer by interpretation of
the photocurrent–voltage (J–V) in double-layer photovoltaic cells. Two types of
devices were prepared using zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPC) as the donor and C60 as the
acceptor, with and without BCP layers. These devices are represented by cell A and
cell B in Fig. 14b, respectively. The short-circuit current density (JSC) was reduced
from 5.2 mA cm-2 in cell B to 1.2 mA cm-2 in cell A. In contrast, at a bias
of -0.5 V, the photocurrent in cell A is only about 20% lower. Such strong
dependence of the photocurrent on the voltage shows that exciton quenching
explains only a small part of the photocurrent loss in cell A, since excitons are
neutral and therefore independent of applied bias. Important theoretical calculations
of electric field distribution and exciton diffusion were carried out by Breyer et al.
[77]. The authors show that even complete quenching of excitons at the Al-C60

interface does not reduce the photocurrent by more than about 13% compared to an
exciton-reflecting interface. Therefore, the larger part of the photocurrent increases
in cell B is mainly attributed to the improved efficiency of electron transport from
C60 to the Al electrode via the BCP layer. In other words, the most important
function of BCP is to establish an Ohmic contact between Al and C60.

BCP has been typically used as an EBL material in small molecule-based solar
cells. However, its large energy gap and low conductivity make it unsuitable for
use in thick layer devices because the increase in the series resistance degrades
device’s performance.

Interestingly, Rand et al. [41] introduced an EBL composed of tris(acetyl-
acetonato) ruthenium(III) (Ru(acac)3). Its functionality results from an energy-level

Fig. 14 a Photoluminescence spectra of C60 films at 10 K with different interfaces with Al. The
direction of excitation and PL is indicated in the inset sample schemes. b Current density–voltage
characteristics of photovoltaic cells with sequentially deposited ZnPC and C60 films with and
without BCP buffer layer. Photovoltaic cell parameters are the following: cell A:
JSC = 1.2 mA cm-2, VOC = 0.12 V, FF = 0.12, and g = 0.0%; cell B: JSC = 5.2 mA cm-2,
VOC = 0.52 V, and FF = 0.5, and g = 1.5%. ‘‘Reprinted with permission from Vogel et al. [76].
Copyright [2006], American Institute of Physics’’
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alignment more favorable than BCP, as seen in Fig. 15a, b. This is reflected in the
remarkable differences observed in photocurrent–voltage characteristics as shown
in Fig. 15c.

3.2.2 Bulk-Heterojunction Solar Cells

The DA interface can be considered to be the heart of the small-molecule
solar cells. It is at this interface that strongly bound photogenerated exci-
tons are dissociated to generate photocurrent. The external quantum efficiency
(gEQE) of a photovoltaic cell based on exciton dissociation at a DA interface is
gEQE = -gA 9 gED 9 gCC [78], where gA is the absorption efficiency, gED is the
exciton diffusion efficiency that corresponds to the fraction of photogenerated
excitons that reach the DA interface before recombining, and gCC is the carrier
collection efficiency and corresponding to the probability that a free carrier,
generated at a DA interface by dissociation of an exciton, reaches its corre-
sponding electrode. When the total thickness, L, in bilayer DA solar cells is of
the order of the optical absorption length, LA, we can assume gA, described in
Eq. 1 [78], to be higher than 50% if optical interference effects are ignored, and
gCC & 100%. Nevertheless, since the exciton diffusion length (LD) is typically

Fig. 15 Schematic energy-level diagram and proposed photovoltaic process for double-
heterostructure devices using either a BCP or b Ru(acac)3 EBL. Holes are shown as open
circles and electrons as filled circles. Energy levels are given in units of electron-volts (eV).
c Current-density–voltage (J–V) characteristics, in the dark and under 1 sun (100 mW cm-2)
intensity of simulated AM1.5G, for the organic photovoltaic cells with the following structure:
ITO/CuPC(200 Å)/C60(400 Å)/EBL(200 Å)/Ag(1000 Å). The EBL consists of either BCP (open
circles) or Ru(acac)3 (filled squares). The efficiencies for BCP and Ru(acac)3 based devices are
1.1 and 2.7%, respectively. The solid lines are fits to the J–V characteristics based on the
modified ideal diode equation (Rand et al. [41]). Copyright Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA. Reproduced with permission
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an order of magnitude smaller than LA, a large fraction of the photogenerated
excitons are not used for photocurrent generation as shown in Fig. 16. Therefore,
limited gEQE and hence limited g are observed for double-layer solar cells.

gA ¼ 1� exp �L=LAð Þ ð1Þ

The gEQE of an organic double-layer solar cell is often limited by a short
exciton diffusion length. To overcome this drawback, the bulk-heterojunction
concept has been introduced [78–82], resulting in an improvement in both gEQE
and in the g.

Bulk or mixed heterojunction is a mixture of the donor and acceptor materials
in a bulk volume, exhibiting a DA phase separation of about 10–20 nm which
provides an interpenetrating DA network with large interface area [83]. Compared
with the planar double layer cells introduced by Tang, in which the donor and
acceptor phases are completely separated from each other (Fig. 16a), the bulk
heterojunction has both materials intimately intermixed. It expands the photo-
current generation capability of the device by increasing the excitons’ probability
of reaching a nearby DA interface where they can dissociate [72].

In polymer photovoltaic cells, the exciton diffusion bottleneck has been over-
come by the introduction of bulk heterojunctions [84, 85] (Fig. 16c). In a bulk
heterojunction, the DA interface is highly folded so that photogenerated excitons
can find an interface within a distance LD of their generation site. In an optimal
architecture [86], the width of the phases in the interdigitated structure should be
on the order of 2 LD to guarantee high probability of dissociation for the excitons
generated in the bulk of the material. At the same time, this optimal architecture
provides low resistance pathways for charge transport. In practice, however,
achieving such a structure is difficult. Recently, optimized polymer bulk-hetero-
junction cells have reached power-conversion efficiency of 7% [87]. In this work, a
blend of a novel semiconducting polymer based on alternating ester substituted
thieno[3,4-b]thiophene and benzodithiophene units and PC71BM. The polymer

Fig. 16 Representation of donor/acceptor interface architecture possibilities: a a double layer,
formed between thin films of donor and acceptor materials; b an optimal bulk heterojunction,
where there is complete phase separation of donor to one side and acceptor to the other side of the
device structure; and c a non-ideal bulk heterojunction, where isolated regions of donor and/or
acceptor phases prevent the collection of photogenerated charges. Dashed and solid lines
correspond to hole and electron transport, respectively
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exhibits a low bandgap, providing an efficient absorption around the region with
the highest photon flux of the solar spectrum (about 700 nm). The rigid backbone
results in a high hole mobility, and the side chains on the ester and benzodithi-
ophene enable good solubility in organic solution and suitable miscibility with the
fulleride acceptor. The polymer chain is found to be stacked on the substrate in the
face-down conformation from grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
studies. This is very different from the polymer alignment in well-studied P3HT
solar cell system and favors charge transport [87]. This synergistic combination of
properties lead to an excellent photovoltaic effect (and efficiency record!).

Remarkable efforts have been conducted to perform bulk-heterojunction devi-
ces prepared by co-deposition of the donor and acceptor materials yielding g

values falling short of those attainable in optimized bilayer cells using the same
materials [32, 79, 82, 88–91]. Co-deposited donor and acceptor small mole-
cules have been used to prepare bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic devices [78, 80,
92–96] reaching power-conversion efficiency of approximately 3.5%. Using this
approach, the deposition of the mixed donor and acceptor phase is usually fol-
lowed by a decrease in charge-carrier mobility, i.e., by an increase in the series
resistance (RS) of devices [92, 97]. This behavior is different from that observed in
polymer bulk-heterojunction structures [98]. The charge-carrier mobility is criti-
cally dependent on the composition and morphology in both polymer and small
molecule bulk-heterojunction structures. From space charge limited current
mobility measurements, Rand et al. [92] demonstrated that mixed layers presented
lower charge-carrier mobilities than neat films.

Aiming to accomplish a nearly ideal structure in the thermally co-evaporated
thin film, Peumans et al. [78] carried out an annealing treatment of the
CuPC:PTCBI mixture (300–500 K). Such post-treatment was responsible for
inducing phase separation of the two materials and an increase in gCC.

Donor and acceptor mixed layers can also be deposited via the OVPD growth
technique to directly form a bulk-heterojunction architecture in which the two
layers are phase-separated [99] (Fig. 16b). By this method, it is possible to control
the growth mode of the CuPC film on ITO such that, crystalline needles of CuPC
extend out of the CuPC film. After growth of the CuPC film, the OVPD process
was successfully applied to fill the spaces within the rough CuPC film. This
contrasts with growth induced by ultra high vacuum, in which the VTE process
results in voids in the film [99] (Fig. 16a). This architecture resulted in an increase
in device efficiency of the CuPC/PTCBI solar cell from 1.1 to 2.7%. The photo-
voltaic parameters for all architectures based on ITO/CuPC/PTCBI/BCP/Ag solar
cells are shown in Table 1.

Achieving a balance between the absorption needed for photocurrent generation
and a good charge transport in bulk-heterojunction devices is challenging.
Therefore, maintaining a good charge transport and a low RS are important factors
in creating efficient OSCs [100] with high FFs, and reduced recombination
probability of the photogenerated charges within the mixture. This can be achieved
using a hybrid architecture: combined double layer and bulk heterojunction
approaches. This configuration consists of a bulk-heterojunction DA layer
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sandwiched between homogeneous donor and acceptor layers [101]. Because each
homogeneous layer has a thickness of approximately LD, excitons are generated in
the entire heterojunction structure with a high probability of diffusing to a nearby
DA interface. This architecture provides both high gED of a bulk heterojunction
and efficient charge collection characteristic of a double-layer device [101].

Using this approach, Xue et al. [101] fabricated solar cells consisting of the
donor CuPC, and acceptor C60, obtaining a power-conversion efficiency of 5%
under 1–4 sun of simulated AM1.5G illumination. The authors also compared
these devices with the bulk heterojunction and double-layer solar cells. The
photovoltaic parameters of these solar cells are summarized in Table 2.
Remarkably, this innovative concept afforded an increase in FF values and further
resulted in efficient charge transport in the active layer.

3.2.3 Tandem Solar Cells

In solar cells with only one band gap, the Shockley–Queisser limit [102] can be
reduced due to mainly two loss mechanisms [103]: thermalization losses and
losses via sub-band gap transmission of photons. Aiming to overcome these
limitations, tandem or multi-junction architectures have been investigated and
appear to be promising solutions. When two or more donor materials with non-
overlapping absorption spectra are used in a tandem solar cell, a broader range of
the solar spectrum can be covered. In the last years, several approaches for organic

Table 1 Comparison of performance of several ITO/CuPC/PTCBI/BCP/Ag photovoltaic cell
structures characterized under 1 sun simulated AM1.5G illumination

Device JSC (mA cm2) VOC (V) FF g (%) RS (X cm2)

Double layer using VTEa 6 0.49 0.49 1.1 ± 0.1 30 ± 10
Annexed bulk hetero junctionb 9 0.50 0.40 1.4 ± 0.1 60 ± 10
Double layer using OVPD 5 0.4S 0.47 1.1 ± 0.1 18.2 ± 0.5
Controlled bulk

OVPD heterojunction
11 0.49 0.58 2.7 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.1

RS is the specific series resistance [99]
a Ref. [75]
b Ref. [78]

Table 2 Comparison of several OSC using different architectures, under approximately 1 sun
simulated AM 1.5G illumination, where P0 is the incident optical power density [101]

Device P0 (suns) JSC/P0 (mA W-1) FF Voc (V) g (%)

Double layera 1.3 11.8 ± 0.5 0.61 0.51 3.7 ± 0.2
Bulk heterojunctionb 0.9 15.4 ± 0.7 0.46 0.50 3.5 ± 0.2
Double layer/bulk heterojunction 1.2 15 ± 0.6 0.61 0.54 5.0 ± 0.3
a Ref. [100]
b Ref. [93]
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tandem cells have been employed, depending on the materials used for the active
layer and the separation or recombination layer(s). In general, these approaches
can be divided in three main categories: (i) tandem OSCs where both the bottom
(in front of the light illumination) and the top (back) cells are based on small
molecules growth by vacuum-deposition techniques; (ii) hybrid tandem OSCs in
which the bottom cell is processed from solution while the top cell is made of
vacuum-deposited small molecules; and (iii) fully solution-processed tandem
OSCs where both the bottom and top cells are deposited from solution. In this
section, only the first approach will be described, together with some promising
results described recently in the literature.

The use of small molecules presents a great advantage for tandem architectures
because different layers of donor and acceptor (or mixed layer) materials can be
evaporated or co-evaporated with sharp interfaces on top of each other, without
affecting the previously evaporated layer. The disadvantage, however, comes from
the relative low evaporation rate of active materials, which limits the processing
speed in large-area applications [104].

Tandem solar cells can theoretically be comprised of an infinite number of sub-
cells connected in series. According to Kirchhoff’s law, this type of connection
implies that the voltage across the entire cell is equal to the sum of the voltage
across each sub-cell. The VOC of these devices containing series sub-cells, in the
case of loss-free connections, is given by [105, 106]:

VOC;tot ¼ VOC1 þ VOC2 þ VOC2 þ K ð2Þ

On the other hand, on contrary to what is often mentioned, the short-circuit
current of the organic tandem solar cells is not equal to the smallest short-circuit
current of the sub-cells, but depends strongly on the FF values of the respective
devices [106]. This behavior, illustrated in Fig. 17a, results in the combination of a
cell with lower JSC and a significantly higher FF and a cell with higher JSC and
extremely low FF. According to Kirchhoff’s law, a J–V characteristic of the tan-
dem cell with a JSC = Min (JSC1, JSC2) is attained. Oppositely, Fig. 17b shows the
combination of a cell with extremely low FF and lower JSC and another with very
good FF and higher JSC, leading to a resultant tandem device with a
JSC = Max(JSC1, JSC2). A description of the various cases was presented by
Hadipour et al. [105].

The tandem cell architecture was originally introduced by Hiramoto et al. [107].
This architecture was constructed from two identical bilayers based on evaporated
small molecules, where each bilayer was an organic DA junction consisting of
50 nm of metal-free phthalocyanine (H2PC) and 70 nm of perylene tetracarboxylic
derivative. These two bilayers were separated by a thin interstitial layer (2 nm) of
Au, in order to establish an Ohmic contact. The organic tandem cell resulted in
almost double the VOC (0.78 V) compared to single cell, in which the VOC was
0.44 V. This result showed that a thin interstitial Au layer was able to accomplish
an effective charge recombination site for electrons arriving from the perylene
tetracarboxylic derivative of the back cell with the holes coming from the H2PC of
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the front cell. In general, this interstitial layer is sufficiently thin to efficiently
supply charge recombination sites, and also is not thick enough to absorb light on
its way to the back cell, nearest the reflecting cathode [108].

Yamikov and Forrest [109] reported in 2002 the first tandem solar cells by
stacking two, three, or five vacuum-deposited thin heterojunction consisting of

Fig. 17 a The combination of a cell with lower JSC and significantly higher FF and a cell with
higher JSC and extremely low FF results in a tandem cell with a JSC = Min(JSC1,JSC2).
b The combination of a cell with extremely low FF and lower JSC and another with very good
FF and higher JSC leads to a tandem device with a JSC = Max (JSC1, JSC2). Ameri et al.
[106]—reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry

Fig. 18 Schematic structure of an organic tandem solar cell based on the small molecules CuPC
as donor and PTCBI as acceptor performed by Yamikov and Forrest [109]. The 0.5 nm Ag
separation layer provides recombination sites for the electrons and holes (http://dx.doi.org/
10.1039/B817952B)
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CuPC, as donor, and PTCBI, as electron acceptor. Between the DA bilayers, a thin
layer of Ag was deposited providing the charge recombination sites. The final
structure can be seen in Fig. 18.

The power-conversion efficiencies reached by the two and three-stacked solar
cells were g = 2.5% and g = 2.3%, with VOC = 0.93 and 1.2 V, respectively.
These values are twofold higher compared to a single junction cell based on
identical materials (g = 1.1%). Rand et al. [110] found that the optical field
enhancement, due to surface plasmon generation on the metal clusters located at
the interstitial layers, was responsible for the higher efficiency. In contrast, the five
stacked cell showed a considerable decrease in g (1%) compared to devices
containing two or three-stacked bilayers. This observation comes from the
reduction in light absorption by the first bilayers, that being the main limitation of
multiple-heterojunction solar cells. Triyana et al. performed similar approach
using CuPC and PTCBI as donor and acceptor materials, respectively, in combi-
nation with ultrathin Ag and Au interlayers to produce multiple-junction solar cells
with two and three stacks [111, 112].

To improve the power-conversion efficiency in tandem solar cells, Xue et al.
[113] applied several modifications to the device’s structure. The use of C60 as
acceptor materials, with a longer exciton diffusion length (LD * 40 nm) com-
pared to the acceptor PTCBI [114], is the first modification. The second is the use
of an evaporated mixed DA layer or bulk-heterojunction structure sandwiched
between neat donor and acceptor layers. Thin layers of PTCBI and BCP were
employed as EBLs in the bottom and top sub-cells, respectively. These modifi-
cations gave rise to a highly efficient double bulk-heterojunction structure. It was
suggested that one EBL may be acting as a protection for the hot metallic particles
during the thermal evaporation process. In such device, ultrathin Ag interstitial
layer are recombination site which have a thickness of 5 Å buried in a 50 Å thick 4,
40, 400-tris(3-methyl-phenyl–phenyl-amino)triphenylamine (m-MTDATA) p-doped
with 5 mol% tetrafluoro-tetracyano-quinodimethane. This structure with a mixed DA
layer sandwiched between homogenous donor and acceptor layers is named hybrid

Fig. 19 Schematic structure
of hybrid double-bulk-
heterojunction organic
tandem solar cell
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double-bulk heterojunction [101, 113], and is schematically represented in Fig. 19.
Another important finding concerns the effect of different layers thickness that
resulted in 5% efficiency. It demonstrates the undercover potential of such
approach and that the device’s optimization may even augment the efficiency
value.

Dreshsel et al. [115] introduced an effective means to space the sub-cells apart
by employing a p–i–n heterojunction architecture, as depicted in Fig. 20. In this
case, the N,N,N0,N0-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine (p-doped MeO–TPD)
and the n-type C60 wide-gap transport layers (which optimally do not absorb the
incident light) are used to spatially separat the mixed ZnPC:C60 (i-type materials)
layers that generate photocurrent.

The photocurrent–voltage characteristics for the single and tandem p–i–n solar
cells are shown in Fig. 20b. The power-conversion efficiency is 2.1% for the single
device and 3.8% for the tandem cell. It is very common to observe that optimized
organic tandem cells have lower JSC values than optimized single cells.

More recently, Yu et al. [116] assembled organic tandem solar cells without
metallic nanoclusters between the sub-cells. In contrast, they fabricated organic
tandem cells employing all-organic units by continuous deposition. These
all-organic connecting units were heterojunction films, which have a better
transparency and a lower sublimation temperature than Au or Ag. A tunneling
mechanism was suggested as an explanation to why the organic heterojunction
became an effective charge recombination center. In an optimized tandem solar
cell comprising a tin phthalocyanine dichloride (SnCl2PC)/copper hexadecaflu-
orophthalocyanine (F16CuPC) heterojunction as the connecting unit, the VOC is
almost twice that as a sub-cell, reaching up to 1.04 V, and 60% enhanced IPCE
(g = 1.8%). Furthermore, the all-organic connecting units can be continuously

Fig. 20 a Concept of a stacked p–i–n OSC with active layers sandwiched between p- and n-type
wide-gap transport layers. b J–V characteristics of single and tandem p–i–n solar cells under
130 mW cm-2 simulated AM 1.5 solar illumination. The single cell is identical to the bottom cell
in the tandem configuration (Cell A) and prepared simultaneously. The performance parameters
are given. ‘‘Reprinted with permission from Drechsel et al. [115]. Copyright [2005], American
Institute of Physics’’
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deposited, which provides an easy way to fabricate these devices and avoids
damage to the organic films.

4 Liquid Crystals

If the nanomorphology of the active layer could be controlled on a molecular scale,
the efficiency of charge separation and transport would be expected to increase
substantially, improving the performance of these devices. Since most organic
photovoltaic materials are amorphous solids or polymers with limited charge
mobilities and exciton diffusion lengths, an approach to achieve the necessary
enhancement in efficiency is the use of self-assembled materials into large domains
of crystalline or liquid crystalline order. In this context, the use of discotic liquid
crystalline materials and composites might reach this goal because of their
capacity to self-organize into columnar stacks, maintaining high charge-carrier
mobility while providing a well-distributed interface between the donor and
acceptor semiconductors.

The supramolecular assemblies of aromatic disc-shaped molecules, which lead
to the formation of discotic LCs, were discovered in 1977 by Chandrasekhar and
colleagues [117]. These disc-shaped molecules exhibit liquid crystalline properties
at room temperature (RT), with LC to liquid transition (clarification) temperatures
(CT) usually above 150�C. The discotic molecules generally consist of an aromatic
core surrounded by aliphatic chains. Due to strong p–p interaction between the
cores and weak interaction between the flexible aliphatic chains, the molecules can
stack one over the other, forming columns, when slowly cooled from above CT to
RT. Thus, well-oriented large domains can be obtained. These columns can be
arranged in several ways, forming columnar hexagonal, columnar rectangular,
columnar oblique, columnar helical, or columnar plastic phases [118]. Typical
column–column distance in the columnar hexagonal phase is 2–4 nm depending
on the aliphatic chain length and the core–core distance within the column is
around 0.35 nm with a length of a few tens of nanometers.

The strong intracolumnar interaction and weak intercolumnar interaction con-
tribute to the quasi-one-dimensional electrical conductivity along the columns.
Long exciton diffusion lengths (a few 100 nm) and high charge-carrier mobilities
(up to 0.1 cm2 V-1 s-1) have been found in the highly ordered liquid crystalline
discotic molecules [119]. The mobility along the columns is superior to typical
mobility of amorphous organic films and can reach values found for amorphous
silicon [120–122]. Provided the distance between the single discs is short, elec-
trons and excitons readily move along the columnar axes. Both p-type discotic LC,
such as triphenylene, dibenzopyrene, and hexabenzocoronene (HBC) (Fig. 21a–c),
and n-type discotic LC, such as tricycloquinazoline, anthraquinone, and perylene
(Fig. 21d–f), are known [123]. Moreover, liquid crystalline phases are self-
repairing and thereby minimize defects that can act as recombination sites. While
the aliphatic side groups affect the melting point, solubility, and film-forming
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properties, they have a negligible effect on the electrochemical oxidation/reduction
potentials and optical properties, which depend on the core structure and the
p-conjugation.

After the deposition of a LC molecule onto a substrate, the alignment can be
planar (columns parallel to the substrate) or homeotropic (columns perpendicular
to the substrate), as depicted in Fig. 22, depending on the type of the material, the
substrate, and the experimental conditions (film thickness, cooling rate, etc.) [124].
Sometimes, after spin-coating or vacuum sublimation of a film with thickness
below a critical value (typically a few hundred nanometers), the material clears
upon heating to form an isotropic liquid that rapidly destabilizes into isolated
droplets. This droplet formation can be avoided in many cases by an appropriate
ITO surface treatment (e.g., annealing at high temperature) combined with a rapid
cooling of the organic film through the liquid-to-LC phase transition [124, 125].

Grelet et al. [124] showed that uniform vertical orientation of the columnar axis
on the substrate can be achieved in submicron open films by controlling the growth

Fig. 21 Chemical structure of p-type (a–c) and n-type (d–f) discotics liquid crystals [123]

Fig. 22 Schematic representation of the planar (edge-on) and homeotropic (face-on) orientations
of a columnar mesophase and ideal arrangements of the discotic stacks in a device configuration.
The LC stacks should be perpendicular to the surface substrate and be surrounded by the electron-
accepting material to obtain an ideal structure
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kinetics of the columnar domains during thermal annealing. However, when the
film thickness was reduced to the typical value required in OSC (50–100 nm),
dewetting occurred, leading to inhomogeneous films. Later, the same group
showed that by treating the substrate surface either by UV ozone or by nitrogen
plasma, thin films of 50 nm of a columnar mesophase could be stabilized in
homeotropic orientation on an ITO electrode [126].

HBC liquid crystalline derivatives have been widely used in efficient photo-
voltaic diodes [127]. The disk-like aromatic cores of HBC assemble face-on into
columns, allowing for high charge-carrier mobilities along the discotic cores [128,
129]. The potential to form controlled, organized structures in optoelectronic
devices is evident by the self-organization of HBCs in both ‘‘edge-on’’ hetero-
tropic alignment [130] as well as homeotropic alignment perpendicular to the
substrate [131].

The photovoltaic behavior of three hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene derivatives
with different-sized alkyl side chains was investigated [132]. Increasing the side
chain length dilutes the HBC chromophore core, decreasing the amount of light
absorbed by the film. Also, differential scanning calorimetry and X-ray analysis
showed that, at RT, the HBC derivative with the 2-ethyl-hexyl side chain is in a
crystalline state, while the HBC containing 2-hexyl-decyl or 2-decyl-tetradecyl
substituents are in the so-called ‘‘plastic crystalline state’’. The HBC with the
shortest side chain was proven to be the best donor for perylenediimide, showing
IPCE of 12% (at 470 nm).

Fluorenyl hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene functionalized with a series of thio-
phene dendrons, were synthesized using the Suzuki–Miyaura coupling [133].
Ordered structures were observed in blends of these materials and fullerene
acceptor materials. The larger thiophene dendritic substituent attached to the HBC
derivative broadened its absorption profile, and also altered the morphology.
A power-conversion efficiency of 2.5% was achieved for a device containing the
compound depicted in Fig. 23a with PC71BM as the acceptor material [133].

Schmidt-Mende et al. [134] built a photovoltaic solar cell using hexa-
dodecylphenylhexabenzocoronene as the hole-transporting layer (Fig. 23b).
A chloroform solution of this LC and the crystalline dye N,N(bis(1-ethylpropyl)-
3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxdiimide (PTCDI, Fig. 23c) was spin-coated onto
ITO. PTCDI is a LC dye with a long chain hydrocarbon moiety bound to the
nitrogen in the imide group, which self assembles in a similar manner to other
perylene diimides [135]. The device exhibited IPCE up to 34% and power effi-
ciencies of up to *2%. The efficient photoinduced charge transfer and facile
charge transport through vertically segregated perylene and HBC were considered
responsible for the high efficiencies. The same group investigated later the per-
formance of solar cells assembled with blends of perylene diimide and other HBC
derivatives, spin-coated directly from solution [136]. The use of different HBC
derivatives as hole conductors showed lower efficiencies, attributed to the different
film morphology originated when spin-casting these materials.

In a different approach, Schmidtke et al. [137] employed the elastomer poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to control the film morphology and phase separation of
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blends containing PTCDI and hexadodecylsubstituted-HBC. The PDMS stamp
formed a flat, top-surface, which was utilized during the annealing step and then
removed. The authors observed that the annealed devices showed a modest
increase in IPCE compared to that of the as-spun devices, whereas the PDMS-
annealed devices presented a twofold increase in IPCE over the as-spun films,
reaching 29.5% at 460 nm. The AFM images showed different textures and pat-
terns in each case. The annealing processes resulted in increased roughness and
polycrystalline features, which suggest higher charge-carrier mobilities associated
with the crystalline phases of the HBC derivative. Furthermore, the increased
vertical stratification increased the VOC in these devices [137].

Porphyrine-based molecules may also present liquid crystalline properties.
Gregg et al. [138] studied in 1990 the photovoltaic effects of symmetrical cells

Fig. 23 Examples of HBC derivatives used as donors (a, b) and PTCDI dye used as an acceptor
(c) in LC-based SPOSCs [133, 134]
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filled with discotic liquid crystalline PP complexes. The authors did not study the
charge mobility in the mesophase itself, but utilized the liquid crystalline prop-
erties to promote macroscopic order, which, upon cooling, provided polycrystal-
line films. In 1999, Petritsch et al. [139] fabricated a double-layer device using a
liquid crystalline PC. They heated the PC until it reached its clarification point
(292�C) and then cooled it slowly to RT. The films were fabricated in air by spin-
coating from a chloroform solution. On top of the PC layer a thin layer of a
perylene derivative was sublimated. The assembled devices presented efficiencies
up to 0.5%.

Recently, Levitsky et al. [140] presented the preparation of a solar cell based on
n-type nanoporous Si filled with copper phthalocyanine (CuPC1, in Fig. 24) and its
derivatives (CuPC2, in Fig. 24), including a discotic LC form (CuPC3, in Fig. 24).
The conversion efficiencies were between 0.01 and 0.02% (at 30 mW cm-2) when
the CuPC-derivatives were used. For CuPC1, on the other hand, conversion effi-
ciencies up to 2% were observed. The striking difference in conversion efficiency
of hybrid devices was explained in terms of the interfacial area between organic
and inorganic components. The critical factor in this case was believed to be the
average distance between the CuPC core and the Si surface. The relatively long
alkyl chains in CuPC2 and CuPC3 hindered the charge transfer in such a way that
the LC organization in CuPC3 could not compensate for the low charge transfer
caused by the long alkyl chains.

The properties of discotic LC can be modulated by doping with either electron-
rich or electron-deficient molecules into the supramolecular, ordered phase. The
doping should be kept at an optimum concentration while retaining the liquid
crystalline phase and introducing sufficient electron or hole concentrations into the
liquid crystalline medium to increase the conductivity. Trinitrofluorenone and
several inorganic dopants, such as iodine, aluminum chloride, nitrosonium tetra-
fluoroborate and gold nanoparticles have been introduced in the columnar liquid
crystalline matrix [141–145].

The versatility of LCs allows the application of these molecules in other types
of solar cells as well, including silicon-based devices. For example, LC-based
thermography has been successfully used for the investigation of various thermal
phenomena in a wide range of applications, including the detection of shunts in
polycrystalline silicon solar cells [146].

Fig. 24 Chemical structures
of CuPC1, CuPC2, and liquid
crystal CuPC3 [140]
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5 Ternary Component-Based OSC

For OSCs, effective absorption over a wide wavelength range is an important goal,
which usually is not sufficient when using a simple DA pair. As an alternative, the
inter or intralayer cascaded energy transfer concept has been proposed by Koeppe
et al. [147] and Liu et al. [148], utilizing multiple photoactive materials in a single
cell. The application of this method, however, is limited by the subtle balance of
hole and electron mobilities in the bulk heterojunctions. Also, the interface
formation and morphology are difficult to control in the presence of a third
component in the active layer. In this section, recent reported results for three-
component-based solar cells with small organic molecules are reviewed.

Figure 25a illustrates the basic ideas underlying the design of the multiple-
heterojunction system with antenna effects: (i) a p–n heterojunction, containing an
electron donor and an acceptor is responsible for exciton separation; (ii) antenna
layers, i.e., energy donors with wide bandgap and large exciton diffusion length are
introduced as sensitizers; (iii) excitons in the wide-gap antenna layers enter p- or
n-type layers via efficient energy transfer, and then diffuse to and dissociate at the
p–n junction; and (iv) efficient charge transport and collection of photogenerated
charge carriers can be realized if no significant barriers for holes and/or electrons
from the p–n junctions to the energy donors/antenna layers exist.

Using this concept for the purpose of improving photon harvesting in OSC,
Hong et al. [149] combined two hole-conducting materials, pentacene and ZnPC,
and electron conducting C60 to construct three-component heterojunctions. Fig-
ure 25c shows the absorption spectra of the three active materials and their
molecular structures. Pentacene and ZnPC have strong absorption mainly in the
longer wavelength range (500–800 nm). In pentacene/ZnPC/C60 multi-hetero-
junction cells (see scheme in Fig. 25b), some of the excitons in pentacene might
reach the ZnPC/C60 interface, where efficient exciton separation occurs and con-
tributes to the photocurrent. The VOC of this device was slightly higher than that of
the ZnPC/C60 cell, which suggests a higher carrier concentration under the same
illumination density, due to sensitization effects of pentacene for the ZnPc
interlayer.

PC and PP [150–153] have also been added to polymer/fullerene systems to
improve light-harvesting. For example, solar cells with multilayer structure con-
taining P3HT, PCBM, and CuPC have been reported (Fig. 26) [151]. In these
devices, the CuPC layer was thermally evaporated onto the substrate and the
P3TH:PCBM layer was deposited by spin-coating. For solar cells with optimized
layer thicknesses, enhanced light absorption was responsible for the high JSC
(12.5 mA cm-2) and high efficiency (4.1%), a consequence of a second optical
interference peak in the multilayer structure.

Cyanoporphyrins have also been incorporated into the active layer of
P3HT:PCBM solar cells, which were obtained by spin-casting the blends from
chloroform solutions [154]. Before annealing, the greatest PP contribution to the
spectral response occurred when both P3HT and PCBM were present. Upon
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Fig. 25 a Concept of multiple-heterojunction design. b Energy diagram of OSC based on
pentacene/ZnPC/C60 multiple heterojunctions. c Extinction coefficient curves of the three
materials and their molecular structures. ‘‘Reprinted with permission from Hong et al. [149].
Copyright [2009], American Institute of Physics’’

Fig. 26 Schematic illustration of the device structure and energy diagram for a OSC of ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/CuPC/P3HT:PCBM/Al. The absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM (80 nm),
P3HT:PCBM (208 nm), CuPC (20 nm), CuPC (8 nm)/P3HT:PCBM (80 nm), and CuPC
(8 nm)/P3HT:PCBM (208 nm) structures. ‘‘Reprinted with permission from Zhang et al. [151].
Copyright [2008], American Institute of Physics’’
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annealing (140�C for 4 min), the photocurrent generated by the PP was lost, due to
aggregation, except in devices where only a small amount of polymer was present.
For devices with low PCBM content, the PP did not contribute to the photocurrent
and hindered the photocurrent generation by P3HT at the Soret band. Overall, this
data suggests that the PP tends to interact with the polymer to quench photocurrent
generation, but interacts preferentially with PCBM when it is present in the film.

In order to improve the exciton diffusion length, both high-mobility compounds
and triplet materials with long exciton lifetimes can be introduced in the device.
An efficient bulk-heterojunction OSC based on the triplet material 2,3,7,8,12,
13,17,18-octaethyl-21H,23Hporphineplatinum (II) was demonstrated by Shao and
Yang [155]. Schulz and Holdcroft [156] and Yang et al. [157] also showed
enhanced photovoltaic responses due to singlet-to-triplet exciton conversion in
conjugated polymer/iridium complex-based cells. Li et al. [158] fabricated ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:Pt dendrimer/C60/Al cells, in which the charge generating
structure consisted of a film of P3HT blended with triplet platinum dendrimer
complex deposited by spin-coating and a thermally evaporated fullerene layer.
In this platinum dendrimer, the platinum porphyrin core acts as heavy metal
center, which induces intersystem crossing in the host polymer [157, 159], and the
external carbazole groups enhance the conductive properties. In particular, the
alkyl chains provide good solubility for the dendrimers in organic solvents and
excellent film-forming properties by spin-coating. The cells showed a poor effi-
ciency of 0.70%, which was attributed to poor mobility in the Pt dendrimer film.

The construction of supramolecular assemblies is also interesting and promising
for the future development of photovoltaics. In this perspective, recent develop-
ments of supramolecular systems for light energy conversion, which are mainly
composed of PC dyes and nanocarbon materials, such as fullerenes and carbon
nanotubes were reported. The water-soluble CuPC derivative 3,4,4,4 tetrasul-
phonic acid tetra sodium salt copper phthalocyanine (TS-CuPC) was blended with
concentrated dispersions of acid-treated carbon nanotubes to form stable solutions
with excellent film-forming properties [160]. The application of this nanocom-
posite material as hole-extracting electrode and donor layer in bilayer OSC using
C60 as electron acceptor was demonstrated. The interaction between surface-oxi-
dized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (o-MWCNTs) and TS-CuPC was also
investigated [161]. The compatibility between the two components was shown to
result from hydrogen-bonding interactions and ground-state charge-transfer
interactions. The self-organization of the o-MWCNT decorated PC molecules into
extended aggregates of 1D linearly stacked PC polymers was observed to occur
after the spin-coating deposition. The hybrid material was incorporated into an
organic photovoltaic cell at the interface between the P3HT:PCBM bulk-hetero-
junction layer and the ITO electrode. This extra-layer increased the light-har-
vesting and facilitated the hole extraction, enhancing the g.

Despite the interesting concepts underlying the introduction of a third com-
ponent to the OSC, more efforts are necessary in the search for better material
combinations, since higher efficiencies are still found for two-component-based
devices.
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6 Small Molecules in Dye-sensitized Solar Cells

The possibility of exploring the solar energy with reduced costs became a reality
after the report of an efficient DSSC by O’Regan and Grätzel [162]. Since then
these devices have attracted significant attention from the scientific and industrial
community because DSSCs use cheaper materials and production processes than
the analogous Si-based photovoltaics. These solar cells can achieve up to 10.4%
of certified solar power efficiency [163] and their stability data indicates at least
10 years of use in outdoor applications [164]. Generally, DSSCs are assembled
using nanocrystalline TiO2, organic or inorganic dyes (normally Ruthenium (II)
coordination compounds), and a liquid electrolyte. The liquid component is
considered a drawback for large-area production as a consequence of potential
liquid leakage and contamination concerns; a sealed and secured cell is essential.
Also, the iodine usually employed is capable of attacking the transparent
conducting oxide substrate typically used in fabrication. Solid or quasi-solid
electrolytes, such as polymers and gels, have been applied as alternatives to
the liquid component [165–167]. However, all-solid-state solar cells are only
achievable when p-type semiconductors are employed, such as inorganic hole
conductors, organic low-molecular weight molecules or conducting polymers
[168–173, 218–220].

In this scenario, small organic molecules are also promising candidates to
replace the liquid electrolyte for several reasons: easy fabrication, low cost, and
versatile deposition. When applied as hole conductors (or hole transporting
materials, HTM) in DSSCs, better penetration is achieved due to their ability to fill
the TiO2 pores more effectively.

Small organic molecules can also be used to replace the sensitizer dye in
DSSCs. In fact, in recent years, several groups have concentrated their efforts in
the search of novel organic dyes with more extended light absorption toward the
infrared. Besides, the small organic dye can replace the expensive metal com-
plexes based on the rare metal Ruthenium [174–176]. It is also possible that the
sensitizer dye acts simultaneously as both absorber and HTM in this kind of solar
cell, although the efficiency is low.

In this section we will focus mainly on the attempts to replace the liquid
electrolyte in DSSC by small organic molecules as HTMs. Small molecules are
powerful sensitizers, particularly perylene, indoline and arylamine derivates. Due
to the great versatility and performance demonstrated in DSSC, a brief review is
provided for this application.

6.1 Hole-Conductor Materials

Energy conversion in a DSSC is based on the injection of an electron from a
photoexcited state of the sensitizer dye (typically a bipyridine Ruthenium (II)
complex) into the conduction band of the nanocrystalline semiconductor (TiO2 is
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by far the most employed oxide semiconductor), as depicted in Fig. 27. These cells
also employ a liquid electrolyte (usually an iodide/triiodide redox-active couple
dissolved in an organic solvent) to reduce the dye cation (viz., regenerate the
ground state of the dye). Regeneration of iodide ions, which are oxidized in this
reaction to triiodide, is achieved at a platinum counter electrode.

A p-type semiconductor can replace the liquid electrolyte if it is able to accept
holes efficiently from the excited state of the dye cation. The main processes that
occur at the TiO2/dye/HTM interfaces are represented in Fig. 27. Cell operation
using HTM is analogous to liquid or polymer electrolyte-based DSSCs. However,
after dye excitation and electron transfer (reaction 1 in Fig. 27), the ground state of
the dye is regenerated by the HTM (reaction 2): electrons from the HOMO of the
HTM regenerate the ground state of the dye molecules instead of the redox couple
of the electrolyte. The oxidized HTM material is then reduced at the counter
electrode (in most cases a nanometric layer of gold). The main difference relies on
the kind of transport between the electrodes. In comparison to the ionic transport in
the DSSC which uses liquid or gel polymer electrolyte, the HTM cell transport is
typically electronic. The losses are represented by the electron recombination with
the dye cations (reaction 3) and with HTM (reaction 4). The recombination
reactions are important because they limit the efficiency of these solar cells: at
open-circuit and short-circuit conditions, the recombination is 10 and 100 times
faster than in the cells with liquid electrolyte, respectively [177].

The hole-transfer reaction is limited by the thermodynamic driving force,
defined as DGdye-HTM [169]. In order to achieve an 85% charge-transfer yield, the
energy difference between the HOMO of the HTM and the HOMO of the dye
(DGdye-HTM) must be at least 0.2 eV. According to the energy diagram, the HOMO
position of the HTM must lie above the ground state of the sensitizer dye.

Triarylamine derivates are so far the most important class of HTM applied in
DSSC. The first successful triarylamine derivate applied in DSSC was the amor-
phous compound 2,20,7,70-tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)9,90-spirobi-
fluorene (referred as spiro-OMeTAD, structure 1, Table 3), introduced by the
group of Prof. M. Grätzel in 1998 [168]. In 2007, the efficiency of the solid-state
DSSC based on spiro-OMeTAD reached 5.1% [178]. Until this present day, this
molecule has been unsurpassed in terms of hole conduction in DSSC. However,

Fig. 27 Schematic diagram
of the processes occurring at
the dye-sensitized TiO2/
organic HTM heterojunction
(Haque et al. [217]).
Copyright Wiley–VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
Reproduced with permission
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Table 3 Characteristics of some organic HTM based on triarylamine derivatives applied in
DSSCs

Structure Mw Hole mobility/
cm2 V-1 s-1

HOMO level/
eV

References

1
NN

N N

O

O

O

O

CH3

CH3

CH3

CH3

O

O

O

O

H3C

H3C

H3C

H3C

1230 2 9 10-4 (a) -4.77 [170]

2

N

OCH3

HH

3

821 4.86 9 10-4 (b) -4.97 [169]

3

N

HH

3

815 8.07 9 10-4 (b) -5.0 [169]

4

O O

N N

800 (c) -5.26 [171]

5
NN

488 10-3 (a) (c) [172, 173]

6
NN

CH3H3C

516 *10-3 (a) -5.13 [172, 173]

7
NN

OCH3H3CO

548 *10-3 (a) -5.06 [172, 173]

8

NN

OCH3H3CO

OCH3

H3CO 608 *10-3 (a) -4.97 [173]

9
N N

588 *10-3 (a) -5.20 [173]

10

N N

688 *10-3 (a) -5.18 [173]

11

N N

O O 640 *10-3 (a) -5.12 [173]

(continued)
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other types of organic HTMs have been synthesized and have demonstrated the
potential to replace liquid electrolytes, as well. Table 3 summarizes the structures
and some characteristics of small organic HTM based on tryarylamine derivatives
applied in DSSC.

Interestingly, the charge-transport properties of the spiro-OMeTAD showed
that its hole mobility is independent of film thickness from 0.135 to 4 lm [170].
Thus, hole mobility is a non-dispersive characteristic and this indicates that the
photocurrent may be dependent on the rate of interfacial hole transfer, not as
function of the thickness. In fact, Durrant et al. [169] found that the hole transfer
yield (related to the efficiency of reaction 2 presented in Fig. 27) is directly pro-
portional to the photocurrent (Fig. 28).

Although a high hole mobility is a strong consideration when choosing between
potential HTMs, other important requirements must be taken into. It is well-
established that good film-formation ability, low tendency toward crystallization,
and excellent pore filling and HOMO energy value strongly influence the overall
conversion efficiency of DSSCs [173]. As observed in the performance of solar
cells using the hole conductors 1–3 as displayed in Table 3, the best efficiency was
achieved with spiro-OMeTAD (2.8%), although this molecule presented the lowest
hole mobility of all. Despite the higher hole mobility of the other triarylamine
oligomers, they are poor pore fillers [179] and have significant variations in the
hole transfer yields.

Similar conclusions involving the HTM properties and their relation to device
performance were obtained out by Karthikeyan and Thelakkat using several
synthesized HTMs based on triphenyldiamines with mobility of the order of
10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1 [173]. They calculated the charge-transfer rate for these
molecules and observed their dependence on the HOMO energy offset. The
maximum charge-transfer rate was realized for the energy gap of 0.79 eV. The
results give significant information for the design of novel dyes and HTM.

Table 3 (Continued)

Structure Mw Hole mobility/
cm2 V-1 s-1

HOMO level/
eV

References

12

N N

N

N

896 (c) (c) [173]

13
N N

F3C

CF3

CF3

F3C

760 (c) -5.45 [173]

a Determined using the time-of-flight technique
b Field-effect transistor (FET) mobilities
c Not available
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Another class of HTM is macrocyclic aromatic compounds such as PP and PC.
They have high stability and high optical absorption, covering a great extension of
the solar spectrum. Some techniques have showed that PP and PC films are fre-
quently p-type semiconductors [180–184]. Few reports demonstrate the usage of
this class of small molecules in transporting holes after dye excitation. The
combination of TiO2 and PC or PP is limited [185–190], and the efficiency is low.
For the TiO2/ZnPC/Au cells, VOC = 0.376 V, JSC = 0.142 mA cm-2, and
FF = 0.34 (under simulated AM 2 conditions) were achieved [185]. Other reports
were found for zinc (ZnPC) [185, 189, 190], copper (CuPC) [190], palladium
(PdPC) [185], lead (PbPC) [188], and iron (II) phthalocyanines (FePC) [187]. The
best result was obtained for an ITO/TiO2/ZnTCPP/Hg solar cell (where ZnTCPP is
zinc-tetra(4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin), which showed a VOC of 0.7 V, JSC of
0.22 mA cm-2, and FF of 0.25 [182].

For the most part, these molecules, PP and PC are more intensively explored as
dyes [191–198] . The dual function of this class of small molecules, as sensitizer
and as HTM, is rarely investigated [182]. A possible explanation for the limited
use of PP and PC as HTMs (and dye-HTM combination) in DSSCs comes from
low efficiency and this may be related to the difficulty of filling the pores of the
TiO2 electrodes, annihilation of the molecule excited state by energy transfer due
to aggregation, and poor hole mobility after deposition. In fact, for this class of
molecules, the values of hole mobility is closely related to device performance.

Intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy indicates that the transport of
holes in these small molecules is not governed by the electric field, but driven by
diffusion [182]. Mobility values of 5 and 2.5 9 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 were found for
columnar stacks of PP [199] and a palladium phthalocyanine (PdPC) [186]. In this
latter case the solar cell presented a VOC = 0.46, JSC = 30 lA cm-2, FF = 0.35
and g = 0.025% under 20 mW cm-2. However, in the majority reports, the
mobility values fall between 10-10 and 10-7 cm2 V-1 s-1 [181, 182].

It is also important, however, to call attention to the difficulty in preparing such
films. This may explain the large discrepancy between the reported mobilities

Fig. 28 Short-circuit
photocurrent density (JSC) as
a function of the hole transfer
yield, determined using
Transient Absorption
Spectroscopy—TAS (Kroeze
et al. [169]). Copyright
Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA. Reproduced with
permission
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values derived from current–voltage [200, 201], time-of-flight [202] and micro-
wave-conductivity measurements [199], since only vacuum sublimation, elec-
tropolymerization and dispersion in other HTMs seems to be a successful method
to achieve homogeneous and stable films [183].

Nevertheless, the conversion efficiency can be substantially increased when
dyes or electron acceptors such as C60 and 4-(dicyano-methylene)-2-methyl-6-(4-
dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) are added as n-type material in ITO/TiO2/
n-type layer/PC/Au cells, where PC refers to ZnPC or CuPC [190]. The hole
mobililties were estimated as 3.8 9 10-3 and 2.6 9 10-5 cm2 V-1 s-1 for CuPC
and ZnPC, respectively. The largest energy difference between the HOMO level of
PC and LUMO level of DCM leads to an increase in the VOC of the device. The
best solar cell performance was achieved with C60 combined with CuPC (Fig. 29),
which causes an increase of JSC, likely due to a higher carrier mobility, i.e., C60

acts as an electron acceptor, increasing the electron transport.
Pentacene molecules have also been applied as HTM in DSSC, however, the

efficiency of the solar cells is lower compared with triarylamine derivates, possibly
due to a fast recombination of the charge carriers at the interfaces [203].

6.2 Small Molecules as Sensitizers

In DSSCs, the photocurrent values are limited by the absorption spectrum of the
sensitizer dye. Tuning the optical and electronic properties of small organic
molecules by modifying their chemical structures has become an important step in
overcoming this issue and developing solar cells with improved light-harvesting
capabilities. In fact, the number of publications involving the synthesis of novel
organic dyes and their application as sensitizers in DSSCs has grown rapidly,
motivated by the high efficiency values reported recently (Fig. 30). The best result
achieved to date reached 9.8% of efficiency using a TPA derivative and a liquid
electrolyte [204].

Among the organic molecules sensitizers, cyanine [174], coumarin [205], por-
phyrins [191–194], phthalocyanine [192, 195–198], perylene derivatives [206–209],

Fig. 29 I–V curves of DCM
and C60 based devices as an
intermediate layer, which is
sandwiched between TiO2

and ZnPC or CuPC layer
under white light
illumination. ‘‘Reprinted
from Ohmori et al. [190],
copyright (2006), with
permission from Elsevier’’
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indoline [175, 176] and arylamine derivates dyes [204, 210, 211] have received
particular attention. In this section we will focus on perylene, indoline, and arylamine
dyes, since recent reviews on the use of cyanine [174], coumarin [174], porphyrin
[192, 193], and phthalocyanine [192] dyes in solar cells can be found elsewhere. The
perylene derivatives present high stability and high versatility attained by use of
different functional groups. Indoline/arylamine dyes have shown the highest effi-
ciency for organic dyes in DSSCs [176, 204].

Photophysical studies are a powerful tool to monitor the excited state of these
molecules and to correlate the effect of the substituent groups in molecular
dynamics. For example, the degree of dye aggregation can be modulated by
substituents like alkyl side-chains with free rotation capacities. Long alkyl chains
[206] and 2,6-diisopropylphenyl [207] have demonstrated promising results and
are shown in Fig. 31.

The presence of two alkyl chains in perylene (Fig. 31) showed that a free
rotation capacity prevents aggregation, enhancing the photoelectron transfer
injection from the dye to the titania film. Icli et al. [206] showed that the presence
of two chains instead of one long or small chains with many substituents prevents
charge recombination, resulting in photocurrent values up to 9 mA cm-2 and an
efficiency of 1.61%. When the substituent group is larger and possesses strong
electron-donating properties (i.e., two pyrrolidines at the perylene core) as in
perylene b (Fig. 31), the first oxidation potential is shifted in the negative direc-
tion, improving the power-conversion efficiency up to 2% [207].

Fig. 30 Ruthenium complexes developed by the Grätzel Group in 1991 achieved an efficiency of
10% quite rapidly and they are currently at 11%. The use of organic dyes began with extremely
low efficiencies but has shown a fast growth in the last years. The D205 developed by Mitsubishi
Paper Mills in 2007 achieves an efficiency of 9.5% (from Tetsuo Nozawa Nikkei Electronics
Asia, July 2008) (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00406090)
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In addition, the presence of four O-aryl groups makes the perylene sufficiently
electron donating when applied as TiO2 sensitizer. The conjugation system
between the perylene core and the benzimidazole was tested and leads to a sig-
nificant bathochromic shift of the absorption maximum and to an enhanced molar
absorption coefficient. However, the electron injection was low, with efficiencies
below 1%. The absence of benzimidazole and the presence of alkyl chain (per-
ylene c, Fig. 31) led to a decrease in the dye recombination, reaching an efficiency
of 2.29% [208]. An interesting report by Jin et al., demonstrated that the presence
of two imide groups (perylene d, Fig. 31) in a perylene dye deteriorated device
performance. Such molecules contain a strong electron-withdrawing group,
resulting in ineffective electron transfer to the carboxylic groups anchored on the
TiO2 [209].

Other organic dyes have also shown promise in the DSSC field. Indoline dyes
are a class of molecules with high sensitization. The presence of a rhodanine ring
in the indoline dyes (Fig. 32) contributed to a red shift in the absorption spectrum,
resulting in devices with a VOC = 693 mV, JSC = 18.50 mA cm-2, FF = 0.624,
and g = 8.00% [175]. Solid-state DSSCs using spiro-OMeTAD and D102 dye
have been reported. The devices showed efficiency higher than 4% [212]. The
introduction of a n-octyl substituent onto the rhodanine ring (D205 in Fig. 32) has
pushed the conversion efficiency up to 9.52% under 100 mW cm-2. This is the
highest value reported so far for an indoline dye-based DSSC, compared to the
same cells using Ruthenium (II) complexes [175].

Fig. 31 Structures of perylene derivates [206–209]
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The high efficiency values can be explained by a red shift caused by attaching a
second rhodanine unit to the indoline structure, extending its p-conjugation [213].
Although the chromophoric units of these two dyes are identical and the IPCEs are
very close [175], the best behavior of D205 (Fig. 33) is a result of the extension of
the alkyl chain on the terminal rhodanine moiety from ethyl to octyl. The suc-
cessful combination of the n-octyl chain in the dye with the adsorption cheno-
deoxycholic acid (CDCA) onto the oxide resulted in blocking the charge
recombination between I3

- and electrons injected in the nanocrystalline-TiO2

electrodes [176].
However, the D205 indoline does not seem to be stable for use in outdoor

photovoltaic devices [214]. Thus, arylamine derivates dyes have been synthesized
to improve the resistance to degradation over light soaking at full solar intensity and
elevated temperatures [204, 215, 216]. These dyes contain an arylamine (electron
donor) and a cyanoacrylate group (electron acceptor) connected by one or several
thiophene moieties acting as a p-conducting bridge. During light excitation, elec-
trons are transferred from the arylamine through the thiophene bridge to the sur-
face-bound cyanoacrylate, producing an efficient and rapid electron injection from
the excited state of the sensitizer into the conduction band of the TiO2 [214].

Fig. 32 Molecular structures
of indoline, rhodanine ring,
and indoline dyes D102,
D149, D205 [175, 176, 213]
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Due to the strong coupling of the excited state wave function with the Ti
(3d,t2g) orbitals [214], the record efficiency of 9.8% is reached using organic dyes
that belongs to an arylamine derivate dye named C217, shown in Fig. 34. Such a
remarkable dye combines an electron donor and an electron acceptor with an
electron-rich 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene unit that has a small torsion angle with
respect to the adjoining phenyl fragment, ensuring efficient electronic communi-
cation between donor and acceptor units [204].

An analogous thiophene p-conducting bridge (thienothiophene and bisthieno-
thiophene) has also been demonstrated (C207, C202, C208, C206 e C211 in
Fig. 34) [210, 211], showing that the addition of one more thienothiophene units
both increases HOMO level slightly and drives down the LUMO, narrowing the
gap [210]. Comparing the dyes in Fig. 35, the band gap can be further shifted into
the infrared regime when two electron-donating methoxy groups (C208) are
replaced at R1 positions [211].

Although DSSCs employing indolines and arylamines have demonstrated
improved and impressive results in recent years, the overall power-conversion
efficiencies still remain slightly below the values achieved with expensive

Fig. 33 Current density vs.
voltage characteristics for
DSSC with indoline dyes
(D149 and 205) as sensitizers
with/without
chenodeoxycholic acid
(CDCA) under AM1.5
simulated sunlight
(100 mW cm-2) illumination.
Ito et al. [176]—reproduced
by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry

Fig. 34 Structures of the arylamine derivates dyes [204, 210, 211] (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
B809093A)
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ruthenium complexes. However, scientists working in this field foresee that the
most powerful solar cells will be those based on organic dyes. Theoretical
chemical calculation, for example, is a powerful tool that can help us design and
select new dyes with more suitable absorption spectra, and as consequence,
increased light-harvesting abilities.

7 Conclusions and Perspectives

Any emerging technology represents a challenging task and this is no different in
the development of efficient, stable OSCs based on small molecules. This field
requires a multidisciplinary contribution that involves strong cooperation between
creative synthetic chemists, solid-state physicists, theoreticians, and device
engineers.

The efficiency of OSCs based on small molecules is currently inferior to those
employing conjugated polymers. This is partially attributed to the contact inter-
faces. A polymer adsorbed on a surface can only desorb if a substantial number of
its segments desorb simultaneously, which is improbable and slow. However,
interface quality and stability in small molecule devices have been lacking. Thus,
more stable interfaces are required.

In addition to searching for novel donor and acceptor molecules with improved
solubility, light-harvesting capability and charge mobility, the most challenging
and critical issue is to achieve a suitable morphology without phase separation in
solution-processed OSCs. It is very common to find FF values below 50% in solar
cells using the solution approach. Tryarilamines, vinazene, and diketopyrrolo-
pyrrol-based molecules are among the most promising candidates for solution
processable solar cells. In the case of vinazene molecules, values of open-circuit
voltage exceeding 1 V were obtained. Efficiency is expected to increase with

Fig. 35 Normalized
absorption spectra of C207,
C202, C208 and C206 dyes
anchored the nanocrystalline
titania film. The absorption
from the titania and glass
substrate has been subtracted.
‘‘Reprinted with permission
from Xu et al. [211].
Copyright 2008 American
Chemical Society’’
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better control over phase separation and the use of self-assembly techniques may
be interesting in this context.

Solar cells based on evaporated small molecules offer an alternative to SPOSCs
as OS films and/or multilayers can be easily deposited with high purity, high
crystallinity, and without pinholes. VTE and OVPD are the most-used techniques,
providing morphological control in the double layer, bulk heterojunction and
tandem approaches. The introduction of an EBL has allowed efficiencies up to 4%.
Besides those advantages, the major drawback is the cost associated with the
production method, especially for large-area solar cells.

Organic small molecules have also found their place as components in hybrid
solar cells, which include dye-sensitized solar cells. In this type of device, organic
molecules can act as both the dye and hole transporting materials. In fact, the field
of DSSCs has grown intensively in the area of novel small organic molecules with
ability to absorb long wavelengths. The indoline dyes represent the DSSC-ruthe-
nium free class that has delivered the highest efficiencies to date.

As HTMs, triarylamine derivatives, especially Spiro-OMeTAD, are the most
studied class of p-type semiconductors. The replacement of the liquid electrolyte
by an HTM is not trivial. Problems associated with poor electrode filling, HOMO
position (which controls the charge transfer yield) and mobility still need to be
solved.

For OSCs in general, the challenges are many. As solar cell efficiencies
improve, however, long-term device stability becomes a more relevant and
important issue to consider. Novel donor and acceptor molecules with improved
optical, electronic, and transport properties are desired. Control over morphology
is experimentally difficult and efforts in this direction continue to receive
increasing attention. Although most OSCs employ amorphous films, partly
because it is relatively easy to deposit amorphous pinhole-free films that adhere
well to substrates and to other films, a tendency to produce more crystalline and/or
aligned OSs has been observed. New cell architectures, the design of an appro-
priate DA combination based on theoretical investigations, more ordered structures
and stable interfaces have been pointed out as strategies to push the efficiency of
these solar cells toward a competitive level. The future is bright for OSCs and
based on recent achievements there is no doubt that their place is certainly
guaranteed in the photovoltaic market.
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Organic Solar Cells with Inverted
and Tandem Structures

De Wei Zhao, Aung Ko Ko Kyaw and Xiao Wei Sun

Abstract During the past decade, organic solar cells have attracted great attention
due to their wide applicability and potentially low-cost fabrication from printing at
low temperature on flexible substrates. Although the technologies of small mol-
ecule and polymer solar cells have advanced significantly, the efficiency and
stability still need to be improved to fulfill the commercial requirements. In
principle, the primary way to improve device performance is to introduce new
materials with the properties of broad absorption range, high charge-carrier
mobility, and long-term stability. On the other hand, the device performance can
be also enhanced by optimizing device structures. In this chapter, we will discuss
the recent progress in organic solar cells with inverted and tandem structures, two
effective approaches to improve device performance. We will review various
interfacial and intermediate layers employed in solar cells based on these concepts.
The stability of the devices with these structures in ambient environment will also
be discussed.
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1 Introduction to Organic Solar Cells

1.1 Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs) are attracting much attention due to their potential as a
low-cost and flexible energy conversion device. Light conversion to electricity is
carried out through the following processes: (A) light absorption, (B) exciton
formation and diffusion, (C) exciton dissociation into free charge carriers, (D)
charge transport, and (E) charge collection by the electrodes [1, 2] (Fig. 1).
Therefore, efficiency improvement can be achieved by enhancing the efficiencies
of these processes in both bilayer and bulk heterojunction (BHJ) based OSCs.

In order to increase light absorption, a few classes of organic materials with
broad absorption ranges have been developed [3–5], increasing the number of
excitons formed in the photoactive layer. Improvement can also be achieved
simply by increasing the thickness of photoactive layer; however, the thickness is
ultimately limited by the short exciton diffusion length and low charge-carrier
mobility. For the improvement of the diffusion/dissociation efficiency, BHJ
devices, which blend donors and acceptors, are generally used. In such devices an
ultra-fast charge transfer (*45 fs) [6] between the LUMOs of donors and
acceptors occurs at the donor/acceptor interface. Moreover, the formation of the
nanoscale morphology facilitates the charge transport in interpenetrating networks
[7–9], correlated with the phase separation between the two components. The
phase separation mainly depends on the crystallization of polymer or fullerene [9],
determined to a great extent by the solvents used [10–13], the weight ratios of
polymer to fullerene [7, 14], the concentration of the blend solution [8], and
postannealing treatment [1, 15, 16]. To improve charge collection, buffer layers

Fig. 1 The basic working principle of OSCs. The energy level diagrams of a bilayer; b bulk
heterojunction. The solid blue line is presenting the energy levels of donor material, and the dash
red line is presenting the energy levels of acceptor material. In the diagrams, A, B, C, D, and
E corresponds to light absorption, exciton formation and diffusion, exciton dissociation into free
charge carriers, charge transport in their corresponding layers or pathways, and charge collection
by the electrodes, respectively
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inserted between active layer and electrodes help align the energy levels. On
the anode side, PEDOT:PSS is the most commonly used hole-transporting layer.
P-type-like transition metal oxides have also been introduced to improve the ITO
anode/active layer contact, such as NiO [17], MoO3 [18–20], V2O5 [18], and WO3

[21] due to their desirable work functions and good hole-transporting behaviors.
On the cathode side, modification by Ca [22], LiF [23], TiOx [4, 24, 25], ZnO
[26, 27], and Cs2CO3 [28, 29] have been reported to improve the electron transport
and extraction. Therefore, not only the light absorption but also the charge
transport plays a crucial role in the efficiency improvement.

Compared to the conventional device structure, inverted and tandem structures
have been shown to improve device performance for the following reasons:
improved charge transport, better interface stability, and enhanced light harvesting
by means of stacking multiple cells with complementary absorption spectra
[19, 20, 30]. In this chapter, we will review OSCs based on these two structures.

1.2 Main Parameters

The I–V characteristic of a typical OSC is shown in Fig. 2. Generally, the power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of a solar cell is calculated by:

PCE ¼
VocJscFF

Pin

; FF ¼
ðVJÞmax

VocJsc

where Voc is the open-circuit voltage, Jsc is the short-circuit current density, FF is the
fill factor, (VJ)max is the maximum product of V and J, and Pin is the incident light
power. Generally, the standard incident light is defined bymeasurement temperature
(25�C), spectral irradiance (AM 1.5G), and total irradiance (100 mW/cm2) with a
spectral intensity distribution matching that of the Sun on the Earth’s surface at an
angle of 48.2�.

Fig. 2 The typical
I–V characteristic of an
OSC under 100 mW/cm2

illumination
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1.2.1 Open-Circuit Voltage (Voc)

In the metal–insulator–metal (MIM) device, the Voc is considered to be determined by
the difference of the work functions of the electrodes used [31]. On the other hand, the
difference between HOMO of donor and LUMO (i.e., the bandgap) of acceptor is
another important factor on which Voc is dependent [32], showing a nearly linear
correlation. However, charge-carrier losses at electrodes can lower the Voc [33],
indicating Voc is sensitive to the energy levels of organic materials, and the wok
functions of electrodes, as well as their interfaces. Hence, a good contact between
active layer and electrodes, by interfacial modification, is critical for a reasonable Voc.

1.2.2 Short-Circuit Current Density (Jsc)

Ideally, the Jsc is determined by the photoinduced charge-carrier density and the
charge-carrier mobility within organic materials:

Jsc ¼ nelE

where n is the density of charge carriers, e is the elementary charge, l is the
charge-carrier mobility, and E is the electric field. Assuming the 100% efficiency
for the photoinduced charge generation in a BHJ, n is the number of absorbed
photons per unit volume.

Understanding the optical absorption profile in the active layer is necessary to
obtain a high Jsc. Currently, optical modeling of light electric field distribution has
been widely used in OSCs [34–36], considering the interference effect in thin
film devices. This model provides a convenient computation which facilitates
the estimation of exciton diffusion ranges and optimization of film thickness.
A matched spectrum of organic materials with solar spectrum is needed to absorb a
large fraction of solar light. Therefore, low band gap organic materials covering a
broad spectral range are required [3, 5, 37–39]. Moreover, Jsc is also dependent on
the temperature, demonstrating thermally activated hopping transport in the
polymer/fullerene BHJ devices. Generally, organic semiconductors exhibit low
charge-carrier mobility, within the range from 10-5 to 1 cm2/V s, limiting the
thickness and the charge transport in the active layer. The BHJ structure can raise
the interfacial areas between donors and acceptors, as well as enhance exciton
dissociation. Only when the BHJ forms fine nanoscale morphology, will this
structure be beneficial to the charge transport and contribute to photocurrent
generation. Thus, the achievements in low band gap materials, high charge-carrier
mobility, and controllable nanoscale morphology, will enhance the Jsc.

1.2.3 Fill Factor (FF)

The FF reflects the practical fraction of charge carriers reaching the electrodes
when the built-in potential is lower than the Voc. There is a drastic competition
between charge recombination and charge transport [36]. As a result, the product
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of the lifetime s and mobility l determines the distance that charge carriers can
drift under an electric field E,

d ¼ l� s� E

Hence, s 9 l should be maximized to reduce charge recombination [36].
Furthermore, the series and parallel resistances in a device largely influence the
FF. Generally speaking, the series resistance should be minimized, which can be
overcome by using highly conductive semitransparent substrates and introducing
buffer layers for interfacial modification; on the other hand, it is necessary to free
the devices from ‘‘short-circuits’’ in order to maximize the parallel resistance,
which can be implemented by electrode modification.

1.2.4 Incident Photon-to-Current Conversion Efficiency

Another parameter related to the photocurrent is IPCE, a spectral response rep-
resenting the ratio of the number of electrons generated under the short-circuit
condition to the number of incident photons. It characterizes the capability of the
device converting the photons to electrons, where Jsc can be yielded from the
integral of the product of IPCE and AM 1.5G solar spectrum. It is defined by,

IPCEðkÞ ¼
1; 240JscðkÞ
kPinðkÞ

where Pin(k) is the incident light power at a particular wavelength k, Jsc(k) is the
short-circuit current density at that wavelength, and k is thewavelength of light in nm.

2 Inverted Organic Solar Cells

2.1 Importance of Inverted Structure

The BHJ concept is typically implemented in the common device, where the BHJ
active layer is sandwiched between a PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO anode and a low
work function (LWF) metal cathode. However, the conventional structure has
drawbacks in the stability and lifetime of device. Neugebauer et al. [40] demon-
strated the rapid degradation of the device in air just after 8–12 h using MDMO-
PPV/PCBM and C60 systems. Schuller et al. [41] developed devices with increased
air-stability by encapsulation with a second glass. They showed that the perfor-
mance of the OSC with a structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MDMO-PPV:PCBM/Ca/
Ag degrades less than 20% after more than 1,000 h of operation under 1/3 sun at
85�C; however, at least 25,000 h of operation is needed for a viable product [42].
One limiting parameter associated with device stability is the LWF metal cathode.
LWF metals, such as Li, Ca, and Al, are air-sensitive and can be easily oxidized,
increasing the series resistance at the organic layer/electrode interface and
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degrading the device performance. Moreover, diffusion of oxygen into the active
layer through pinholes and grain boundaries in the cathode causes the degradation
of the active layer, leading to device instability in air [43]. Also, the interface
between ITO and PEDOT:PSS is not stable, owing to indium contamination into
the polymer layer and the acidic nature of PEDOT:PSS which etches ITO [44, 45].
The degradation of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface is faster upon exposure to air
because water is absorbed by PEDOT:PSS film and an aqueous acid environment
is formed due to the reaction between water and PSS [44].

To circumvent the problem associated with LWF metal electrode, a TiOx layer
was inserted between organic active layer and Al electrode, serving as a shielding
and scavenging layer, preventing the penetration of oxygen and moisture into the
active layer [46]. The lifetime of non-encapsulated devices exposed to air was
improved by nearly two orders of magnitude. Such a buffer layer also acts as an
optical spacer and helps increase the photo-generated current [25, 26]. Despite a
better structure for device stability, it still cannot avoid the ITO/PEDOT:PSS
interfacial degradation. On the other hand, to overcome the ITO/PEDOT:PSS
interface problem, Shrotriya et al. [18] replaced PEDOT:PSS with transition metal
oxides (MoO3 and V2O5) as a hole-selective layer, demonstrating the PCEs of 3.1
and 3.33% for the devices with 3 nm V2O5 and 5 nm MoO3 film thicknesses,
respectively, comparable to that of the device (3.18%) with 25 nm PEDOT:PSS.
Unfortunately, this approach could not eliminate the usage of LWF metal (Ca). An
intelligent way to address both top electrode and ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface issues
is to construct an inverted structure, where the charge collection of electrode is
opposite to that of conventional device structure. The reversed polarity of charge
collection allows the use of a high work function (HWF) metal as top electrode as
well as the removal of ITO/PEDOT:PSS interface. HWF metals such as Au and Ag
are less sensitive to air, yielding prolonged interface stability between the active
layer and metal electrode. Moreover, HWF metals offer the possibility of using
non-vacuum-processed techniques such as lamination [47, 48], printing [49, 50],
and coating [51, 52], which decreases production costs and brings closer the
ultimate aim of roll-to-roll manufacturing. In addition, it has been reported that
charge collection is also enhanced in the inverted geometry owing to inherent
vertical phase separation with a donor-enriched top surface and an acceptor-
enriched bottom surface in the blend polymer. Such a vertical concentration dis-
tribution of donor and acceptor disfavors charge transport in conventional
geometry [49]. Another advantage of inverted structure is that if an n-type metal
oxide with large-surface area is employed with a BHJ, the interface between the
metal oxide and light absorbing polymer can provide additional exciton dissoci-
ation sites and generate additional photocurrent [50]. Hence, inverted geometry
contains the advantages of device stability, design flexibility, increased robustness,
and higher photocurrents. So far, the inverted structure has been employed in both
polymer and small molecule OSCs [53, 54]. At the time the inverted structure was
introduced, the PCE of devices with P3HT:PCBM blend were as low as 1.4% [51].
Through optimization of the electron selective buffer layer via increasing its
conductivity and aligning the energy levels at the polymer/electrode interfaces, the
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PCE of inverted device with P3HT:PCBM active layer recently achieved 4.2%,
comparable to that of regular device [52].

2.2 Charge Collection in Conventional and Inverted Devices

The energy conversion process of incident photons into electricity in an inverted
structure device is the same as that in a conventional OSC, as discussed in Sect. 1.
The only difference between two structures is the process of charge collection.
Typically, a conventional structure device consists of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/poly-
mer:fullerene blend/LWF metal from bottom to top (Fig. 3a), whereas an inverted
structure device is composed of ITO/n-type material/polymer:fullerene blend/HWF
metal (Fig. 3b). In principle, ITO is able to collect either holes or electrons from the
polymer:fullerene network because its work function (from -4.5 to -4.9 eV) is
between the HOMO and LUMO values of these organic materials (Fig. 4a). In the
conventional device, ITO is modified by p-type PEDOT:PSS, which has a HWF so
that electrons are blocked and only holes are collected by ITO anode (Fig. 4b).
Since the electrons must be extracted from the top electrode, air-sensitive LWF
metal is applicable as the top cathode. On the other hand, if ITO is modified by
n-type material with a LWF, the holes will be blocked and electrons will be
exclusively collected by ITO electrode (Fig. 4c). Collecting the holes at the other
side allows the usage of HWF metal as top electrode without losing the asymmetric
electrode structure and concurrently eliminating the PEDOT:PSS/ITO interface
issue. Applying this concept in an inverted device, the ITO is coated with n-type
material which can be transition metal oxides [55, 56], an alkali-metal compound
[52], an ultra-thin LWF metal [53], or an organic material [42], instead of hole-
transporting material. In some modified inverted devices, a hole-transporting layer
is inserted between the active layer and the HWF electrode to effectively block the
excitons and adjust the optical field distribution in the active layer [53, 54].

Fig. 3 Typical device architecture for a conventional and b inverted cell
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2.3 Bottom Illuminated Inverted Structure

Owing to the advantages in device stability and design flexibility compared to
conventional structure, the inverted geometry has attracted significant attention in
OSC research. To date, many efforts have been made to improve the efficiency,
stability, and ease of processing via altering the materials and sequence of func-
tional interfacial layers and studying the influence of interfacial layers on the
performance of the device. Based on the previous research, inverted structures
OSCs can be categorized into two groups: bottom illuminated and top illuminated,
determined by the direction of light illumination. The implementation of bottom
illuminated structure was achieved by Sahin et al. [42] in 2005. Typically, the
bottom illuminated inverted structure employs a HWF metal as the hole collecting

Fig. 4 Schematic of charge
carrier extraction in OSCs
a without buffer layer, b with
p-type buffer layer, and
c with n-type buffer layer at
the bottom electrode
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top electrode while ITO modified with a LWF material is used as the bottom
electrode to effectively collect the electrons from the active layer and allow the
light to enter the active layer, similar to the structure shown in Fig. 3b.

2.3.1 Transition Metal Oxide as Interfacial Layer

Transition metal oxides offer a unique opportunity to fabricate the devices with
large area and at a low cost via solution-processing, which is similar to the
solution-processing of organic material. The organic materials’ electrical and
optical properties, such as the control of work function, charge injection, and high
transparency in the visible range, play important roles in their applications in
optoelectronic devices. The modification of organic layer/electrode interface by
inserting a transition metal oxide has been very beneficial to organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs) [54] and organic thin film transistors (OTFTs) [57].

ZnO is one of the transition metal oxides whose work function is suitable to
collect electrons as well as block holes from photoactive layer. White et al.
demonstrated solution-processed ZnO as a functional interfacial layer in the
inverted device [56]. The PCE of 2.58% (Certified NREL measurements 4 days
after fabrication) was achieved with a structure of ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Ag
(Fig. 5). The solution-processed ZnO film after annealing at 300�C for 5 min in air
results in crystalline ZnO with a work function of -4.3 eV which is close to its
conduction band of -4.1 eV. The Voc of 0.556 V for these devices is similar to
that commonly reported in a conventional device with ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
P3HT:PCBM/Al structure, implying that there is no significant energy loss during
the electron transferring from the PCBM to the ZnO layer. Based on the finding
that Voc value of MDMO-PPV:ZnO nanoparticle blend device [58] and that of
MDMO-PPV:PCBM [12] are similar, the authors also suggested that LUMO of
PCBM is close to the conduction band of ZnO at -4.1 eV, rather than commonly
reported value of -3.7 eV [18, 59]. Similarly, the work function of Ag is shifted

Fig. 5 a Device structure of White’s inverted device and b estimated band diagram for the
device prior to any Fermi- or vacuum-level alignment of the layers [56]
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away from the vacuum level instead of documented value at -4.5 eV due to the
exposure to oxygen. The matched energy level between LUMO of PCBM and
conduction band of ZnO as well as that between HOMO of P3HT and shifted work
function of Ag provides efficient electron and hole extractions at the electrodes,
resulting in a high quantum efficiency of 85% from 500 to 550 nm. The high
rectification of the diode (on the order of 105) is attributed to the efficient hole
blocking by ZnO at P3HT/ZnO interface.

Despite an initial realization of ZnO as interfacial layer, White et al. did not
reveal how the ZnO layer influences the performance of inverted cells. We con-
ducted a systematic study on the effect of solution-processed ZnO film and its
properties on the performance of the device, employing a device structure of FTO/
ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Au where ZnO film was fabricated by the sol–gel technique
[60]. One important criterion to be utilized as an interfacial layer in organic
devices is to ensure a pinhole-free film to prevent short-circuits in the device. We
demonstrated that conformal and pinhole-free film can be achieved by manipu-
lating the concentration of sol. As shown in Fig. 6, ZnO colloids are not closely
packed in the film derived from 0.75 M sol, creating nano-sized gaps on the film.
These gaps are favorable for polymer to infiltrate the ZnO film and cause direct
contact between polymer layer and FTO, leading to short-circuits. On the other
hand, the grains produced from both 0.5 and 0.3 M are smaller than that from
0.75 M, resulting in conformal and closely packed films. Therefore, the
I–V characteristics of the devices with ZnO layer derived from 0.5 and 0.3 M sols
do not show any short-circuit behavior, but do demonstrate the photovoltaic effect.

We also showed that room-temperature surface activation effectively removes
unwanted chemical groups capped in the ZnO colloids without further increasing
the annealing temperature. Generally, zinc-oxo-acetate oligomers are formed
during the hydrolysis and condensation of the sol–gel process due to the presence
of OH- groups and acetate (CH3COO

-) groups from a zinc acetate dihydrate
precursor [61]. Ammonia treatment is able to remove the ZnAc2 coated on the
surface of the ZnO film by forming dissolvable Zn(NH3)4

2- ions [62]. The removal
of Ac ions by ammonia treatment was verified by XPS. In high resolution C(1s)
spectra (Fig. 7), two distinct peaks are observed at binding energies around 288.6
and 284.6 eV for as-deposited film. One peak at higher binding energy

Fig. 6 Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of ZnO films derived
from a 0.75 M, b 0.5 M, and c 0.3 M sol. The bar scale is 100 nm [60] (With kind permission
from Springer Science ? Business Media: Kyaw et al. [60], figure 3)
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corresponds to the carbon atom bonded to carbonyl oxygen atom in the acetate
group and the other peak associates with adventitious carbon atoms. The inten-
sities of both peaks are attenuated after low-temperature annealing while the
acetate group diminishes strongly and the intensity of carbon reduces to half after
additional ammonia treatment. As a result, the PCE of the device with ZnO
interfacial layer derived from 0.3 M sol increases significantly from 0.82 to 1.55%
(Fig. 8). The I–V curves (in semilogarithmic scale) of the cells in the dark (the
inset of Fig. 8) show that the device with ammonia treated ZnO film has a higher
current in the forward direction and a lower leakage current in the reverse
direction. Finally, our optimized device adopted with a sol–gel derived ZnO
electron selective layer and MoO3 hole selective layer achieves a maximum PCE
of 3.09% [63].

Hau et al. also reported that inverted cells with spin-coated ZnO nanoparticle as
an electron selective layer and PEDOT:PSS as a hole selective layer have PCEs of
3.78 and 3.58% on glass and plastic substrates, respectively [64]. Despite a similar
FF, the Jsc of inverted device is higher than those of regular devices due to the
additional acceptor–donor interface between ZnO and P3HT, which generates
additional photocurrent. In addition to solution-processed ZnO film, flexible
inverted cell was recently fabricated with an atomic layer deposited (ALD) ZnO
interfacial layer [65]. Being deposited layer by layer at atomic scale by introducing
reactant gas into the reaction zone separately and sequentially, a conformal and
pinhole-free film can be achieved at low temperature process (\100�C). The PCE
of the device with ZnO grown at 80�C is higher than those with ZnO grown at
45�C, which is attributed to the lower resistivity of ZnO layer and a more
hydrophobic surface, beneficial to the adhesion of polymer films. The PCE of the
device using ALD ZnO (grown at 80�C) as the electron selective layer has
achieved 4.18%, higher than previously reported values; however this technique
has the drawbacks of high equipment cost and slow deposition rate. In addition to
polymer:fullerene-based OSCs, an inverted architecture was also implemented in a

Fig. 7 XPS high resolution
C (1s) spectra of as-deposited
film, annealed film, and both
annealed and ammonia
treated sol–gel derived ZnO
film [60] (With kind
permission from Springer
Science ? Business Media:
Kyaw et al. [60], figure 5)
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small molecule-based OSC, employing solution-processed ZnO as the interfacial
layer. Liu et al. fabricated an inverted small molecule OSC with an ITO/ZnO/
CuPc:C60/CuPc/PEDOT:PSS/Ag structure, showing a PCE of 0.31% using a ratio
of 4:1 for CuPc:C60 [66]. It is worthwhile to note that, the devices without ZnO
interfacial layer do not show good rectification behavior in dark in both BHJ and
small molecule heterojunction devices (Figs. 9a and 10). For the inverted device
without ZnO interfacial layer, since the energy barrier height for electron injection
into the active layer is quite large, a rise in dark current can be observed only at a
sufficiently high positive bias and the current is quite small, compared to that of the
device with ZnO layer. Moreover, in the J–V curve under illumination (Figs. 9b
and 10), the device without ZnO shows a rise of current at low positive (even at
negative voltage in the small molecule device), a small Voc because ITO has a
larger work function than Ag, the flat-band condition is met at a negative bias
voltage, and electron transport to ITO is not favored at positive bias voltage. The
LWF interfacial layer, therefore, is a key factor to obtain a rectification behavior of
diode in the dark and photovoltaic effect under illumination.

TiOx is another transition metal oxide applicable as an interfacial layer in an
inverted structure since its conduction band (-4.4 eV) [25] is well matched with
LUMO level of PCBM (-4.3 eV) [67] and its valence band (-7.5 eV) [25] also
effectively blocks the hole collection to ITO. Waldauf et al. [55] investigated an
inverted OSC using solution-processed TiOx as the electron selective layer,
comparing the performance of regular device (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/
LiF/Al) and inverted device (ITO/TiOx/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/Ag). In con-
trast to the literature [64], the Jsc of inverted device is lower than that of regular
one. However, this group claims that the FF of the inverted device is higher than
that of the regular device because TiOx serves as an efficient hole-blocking layer,
leading to a lower leakage current. They prepared the solution of P3HT:PCBM
blend in low-cost o-xylene solvent rather than chlorinated-based solvents, con-
sidering that o-xylene is more beneficial to inverted devices, based on the electron

Fig. 8 The I–V characteristics
of inverted devices (FTO/ZnO/
P3HT:PCBM/Au) with
ammonia treated and pristine
(only annealed) ZnO film
under 100 mW/cm2. ZnO
films were derived from
0.3 M sol. Inset: dark
I–V curves of the respective
devices in semilogarithmic
scale [60] (With kind
permission from Springer
Science ? Business Media:
Kyaw et al. [60], figure 6)
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and hole mobility extracted from OTFT characterization. In the blend layer pre-
pared from o-xylene, the hole mobility is 25 times higher than the electron
mobility. Although balanced transport is required to reduce space charge building
and charge recombination, the group speculates that for the inverted device, where
light is illuminated from bottom and hole is collected by top, higher mobility of
hole is necessary due to a longer distance travel. No other groups, however,
continue the investigation on the effect of o-xylene as the solvent on inverted
device performance. Nanostructure n-type oxides, such as ZnO nanorods [68, 69]
and TiO2 nanotubes [50, 70] are also employed as an electron selective layer in
inverted devices, which will be discussed in detail in double-heterojunction device,
in (Sect. 2.5).

While n-type oxides serve as an interfacial layer at the bottom electrode for
electron collection, p-type-like oxides, which have been utilized for hole injection
in OLEDs [71, 72], anode buffer layers in conventional OSCs, and intermediate
layer in tandem OSCs [17, 18], are introduced as a hole selective layer and exciton
blocking layer in inverted device. Although PEDOT:PSS layer can be employed as
a hole-transporting layer in an inverted cell [73, 74], its hygroscopic nature is
likely to form insulating patches due to the water adsorption, degrading device
performance [73, 75]. We demonstrated that Voc and FF of the inverted device
(FTO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Ag) increases from 0.567 to 0.616 V and from 47 to
57%, respectively, by inserting a thermal-evaporated p-type-like MoO3 layer
between the active layer and the top electrode, as shown in Fig. 11 [63]. The
p-type-like MoO3 serves as an exciton blocking layer because the energy band gap
(~3.0 eV) of MoO3 is higher than the exciton energy (~1.9 eV) of P3HT, thereby
suppressing exciton quenching at the organic/metal interface and leading to the
increase in FF. Tao et al. also adopted thermal-evaporated MoO3 as a hole
selective interfacial layer in an inverted device together with sol–gel processed
TiO2 electron selective layer [76]. They studied three different metals (Au, Ag,

Fig. 9 The J–V characteristics of inverted OSCs (ITO/ALD-grown ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/
Ag) with different ZnO thicknesses deposited at 45�C, a in the dark, and b under AM 1.5G
illumination [65] (Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) for the
European Society for Photobiology, the European Photochemistry Association, and the RSC)
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/B921396A )
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and Al) as top electrodes and found that there is a considerable difference in the
Voc of the devices without MoO3 present. However, the variation in the Voc for the
device with MoO3 is within 20 mV, suggesting that the Voc of device is inde-
pendent of the work function of top electrode when an anode buffer layer is
included. This group also revealed that the device with MoO3 has a higher Voc than
corresponding devices without MoO3, which is consistent with our finding.
Schmidt et al. [77] demonstrated thermally evaporated thick MoO3 as a protective
layer in a semitransparent inverted OSC. The control device (ITO/TiO2/
P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Al) and semitransparent device (ITO/TiO2/P3HT:PCBM/
MoO3/sputtered-ITO) were fabricated and the effect of the thickness of MoO3

layer was investigated. Surprisingly, the characteristics of the control devices vary
slightly when MoO3 thickness changes from 5 to 40 nm, yet a significant differ-
ence is observed for semitransparent devices by varying MoO3 thickness. The J–V
characteristics of the semitransparent device with 5 nm-thick MoO3 shows an
S-shape with a low FF, whereas the device with 40 nm-thick MoO3 exhibits an

Fig. 10 The J–V characteristics of inverted small molecule devices with ZnO (ITO/ZnO/
CuPc:C60/PEDOT:PSS/Ag) and without ZnO (ITO/CuPc:C60/PEDOT:PSS/Ag) in the dark and
under illumination using an AM 1.5G solar simulator [66] (Reprinted from [66], with permission
from Elsevier) (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00092614)

Fig. 11 The J–V characteris-
tics of devices with and
without MoO3

p-type-like buffer layer.
Device structure is shown
in the inset. ZnO film was
derived from solution-
processing with sol
concentration 0.1 M.
(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [63]. Copyright
2008 American Institute
of Physics)
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increased FF of 60% with no increased series resistance. The authors claimed that
5 nm MoO3 is not thick enough to protect the active layer from the impact of
sputtering ITO top electrode and therefore the charge extraction at the organic/MoO3

and MoO3/ITO interfaces is deteriorated and FF is declined. In contrast, the damage
from sputtering ITO is well protected by 40 nm-thick MoO3, resulting in a high FF.

Alternatives to MoO3 include other widely utilized p-type-like oxides, such as
V2O5 andWO3. Thermally fevaporated V2O5was applied as a hole injection layer in
the inverted OSCs, complemented with Cs2CO3 [59] and TiO2 nanotubes [70] as the
electron selective layer.Due to theHWFofV2O5, a reasonable value ofVoc (~0.59 V)
is achieved in the inverted cell even though aLWFAl is used as the top electrode [70].
LikeMoO3, V2O5was employed as a protective layer in a transparent OSC, which is
important for realizing tandem OSCs for further efficiency improvement [59].
Besides thermally evaporated V2O5, solution-processed V2O5, which is more com-
patible with solution-processed polymer OSCs, was also demonstrated by Huang et
al. [68]. In addition to a higherVoc and FF due to suppression of leakage current at the
organic layer/top electrode interface and HWF, V2O5 acts as an optical spacer which
adjusts high optical field distribution across the active layer, leading to 6% increase in
IPCE at 550 nm and a 5% increase in Jsc. It also serves as a barrier for preventing
oxygen andwater fromentering the active layer owing toV2O5’s relative insensitivity
to water and stability in air. A thermally evaporated WO3 as a hole selective inter-
facial layer in inverted OSC was realized by Tao et al. [78]. Similarly, WO3 has
multiple function: efficient hole collection, suppression of leakage current, and
enhancement in built-in potential, all of which result in higher Jsc, Voc, and FF,
compared to devices without WO3. Similar to MoO3, inserting WO3 buffer layer
makes the influence of the work function of the electrode on Voc diminutive. Jsc,
however, depends on the top electrode due to different properties of reflection of light
for different metals. The group also demonstrated the transparent OSC by applying
WO3 (10 nm)/Ag (13 nm)/WO3 (40 nm)where the bottom 10 nmWO3 serves as the
buffer layer and the topAg (13 nm)/WO3 (40 nm) serves as the transparent electrode.

2.3.2 Alkali-Metal Compound as Interfacial Layer

Alkali and alkali-earth metal compounds are considered as candidates for electron
injection materials due to their LWF and insensitivity to moisture and oxygen.
Alkali metal (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+) acetates and fluorides have revealed the
enhanced electron injection in OLEDs since 2001 [79]. Cs2CO3, easier to handle in
comparison with other commonly used alkali-metals, was introduced by Toshinori
et al. [75] from Canon as an electron injection layer for top emission OLEDs. It
was also implemented as an interfacial layer in an n-channel OTFT for the
reduction in the energy barrier of electron injection, the prevention of unfavorable
chemical interaction between organic layer and metal electrode, and the reduction
in contact resistance [80].

It is believed that Cs2CO3 was first demonstrated in OSCs by Li et al. [59].
By interchanging the positions of Cs2CO3 (1 nm) and V2O5 (10 nm) below and
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above the active layer, a conventional cell was transformed into inverted cell with
a PCE of 2.25%. In the conventional cell, Voc and FF are improved significantly,
however Jsc is reduced by inserting 1 nm Cs2CO3, suggesting that physical
damage may reduce the photocurrent. However, in the inverted cell, Cs2CO3 is
deposited onto ITO and all parameters are improved. Cs2CO3 can be deposited by
both solution-processing and thermal evaporation, without significantly influenc-
ing the PCE. Although LiF thin film enhances Voc and FF in conventional cells
[23], it results in low Voc and FF in inverted cell due to the presence of an anti-
diode. An interesting observation related to alkali compounds in inverted OSCs is
that the same metal salt (Cs) with different anions (carbonate, fluoride, and acetate)
results in almost the same device characteristic because buffer layers containing
the same metal salt have similar work functions. However, different metal salts
with the same CO3 anion yield different device characteristics owing to different
work functions (Fig. 12a) [81]. A strong dipole layer is formed at the interface of
ITO (or FTO) and alkali metal due to the electron donating ability of metal
species, which alters the work function of ITO (or FTO) (Fig. 12b). Among the

Fig. 12 a Evolution of secondary electron edge with different alkali metal compounds on ITO,
b illustration of the formation of dipole layer on ITO due to alkali metal compound and its effect
on reducing the work function of ITO [81] (Copyright Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
Reproduced with permission)
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alkali-metal compounds (Cs, K, Na, Li metal with CO3 anions), Cs2CO3 reduces
the work function the most due to formation of the strongest dipole moment,
leading to higher Jsc and Voc and a lower series resistance, compared to other
compounds. Higher Jsc and lower series resistance are related to the enhanced
interfacial charge transfer rate at the cathode and higher Voc corresponds to the
lower work function of cathode before Fermi level pinning.

2.3.3 Ultra-Thin LWF Metal as Interfacial Layer

LWF metals such as Ca and Mg are inserted between active layer and top electrode
in a conventional OSC to enhance the charge collection and built-in potential of
the device [82]. Similarly, being sandwiched between an ITO electrode and the
active layer in an inverted cell, LWF metals can serve as an interfacial layer
that efficiently collects electron. Recently, we have investigated the impact of
thermally evaporated, ultra-thin Ca in inverted cell using a structure of ITO/Ca/
P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag (the inset of Fig. 13a) [53]. Without Ca, the cell is a hole-
only device, exhibiting nearly no photovoltaic effect. When Ca is inserted, the
PCE significantly increases and achieves 3.55% with 1 nm-thick Ca (Fig. 13b).
The work function of Ca (-2.9 eV) lowers the work function of ITO, thereby
increasing the Voc of device considerably due to Fermi level pinning between Ca
and PCBM via surface states. As a result, an Ohmic contact is favored between the
Ca and PCBM [83]. In contrast, a rectifying contact between Ca and P3HT is
formed, which blocks the hole collection on the ITO side [83]. It is worth men-
tioning that Ca layer is not oxidized because Ca is deposited in a vacuum of
9.0 9 10-5 Pa and subsequent layers protect it from moisture and oxygen. This is
indirectly verified by a poorly performing device with Ca being replaced by CaO

Fig. 13 a The transmittance spectra of the films Ca (x nm)/P3HT:PCBM (85 nm) with x = 0,
0.5, 1, 2 and 3 nm. The inset shows the device structure of inverted organic solar cell, b The
J–V characteristics of inverted cells with 3 nm MoO3 and different thickness of Ca under
100 mW/cm2 illumination. The corresponding Ca thickness, FF, and PCE are shown in the
format of (Ca thickness, FF, PCE) (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [53]. Copyright 2009
American Institute of Physics)
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(oxidizing Ca by dry air). Similarly, other LWF metals like Mg result in photo-
voltaic effect comparable to Ca. On the other hand, when HWF metal Ag
(-4.5 eV) is applied to the ITO surface, an Voc of only 0.29 V is yielded. This
clearly reveals that LWF metals are also suitable to be adopted as electron
selective interfacial layer for inverted cell.

2.4 Top Illuminated Inverted Structure

In contrast to bottom illuminated devices, the reflective metal electrode is
embedded in the device and either a transparent conductive oxide or a thin metal or
metal grid is employed as the top electrode in a top illuminated device (Fig. 14).
The top illuminated structure is appealing in solar cell research because it allows
for the usage of low-cost metal foil substrates and plastic foils with opaque metal
coatings. Moreover, it can eliminate the need for expensive ITO if a metal grid or
thin metal film is used as top electrode.

It is believed that the first top illuminated inverted structure was introduced by
Glatthaar et al. in 2005 [51]. The top illuminated inverted cell was formed by Al
(80 nm), Ti (20 nm), P3HT:PCBM (250 nm), PEDOT:PSS (250 nm), and an
Au-grid (50 nm) sequentially placed on a glass substrate. Electrons are extracted
from the bottom Al electrode and holes from the top Au-grid electrode. Herein, a
thin Ti layer, which has high electron mobility even if oxidized, is used to prevent
the formation of highly insulating oxide at the surface. The combination of highly
conductive PEDOT:PSS and Ag-grid allows the light to enter the active layer
without sacrificing sheet resistance. Despite a low PCE of 1.4% with
Jsc = 4.6 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.58 V, and FF = 53%, the result was promising and
the device structure was significant at the point of time. Unfortunately, such a
device structure was not well-known in inverted solar cell research and no similar
work was reported until recently. Chen et al. [84] rejuvenated this structure on a
stainless-steel (SS) substrate. Its device structure is photoresist (PR) and SiOx

coated SS foil/Ag(100 nm)/ITO(100 nm)/Cs2CO3/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3(15 nm)/
Al-grid/ITO. PR is used to reduce the roughness of SS foil and SiOx is to prevent

Fig. 14 Structures of typical
top illuminated inverted
OSCs
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PR from damage associated with solution process. While PR and SiOx serve as
non-functional buffer layers, Ag plays an important role in reducing sheet resis-
tance and serves as a light reflector. The reason for inserting ITO between Ag and
Cs2CO3 is not clear. Al-grid with 10% shadow fraction embedded between MoO3

and ITO further reduces the sheet resistance of the device without sacrificing much
in optical loss. Another example of using Cs2CO3 as electron selective layer in top
illuminated inverted structure is a device composed of an opaque Ag substrate/
Cs2CO3/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/Ag nanowires (Fig. 15) [47]. The device is
fabricated from the Ag substrate up to the PEDOT:PSS using solution-processing.
To deposit the Ag nanowires as the top electrode, Ag nanowire meshes were
pressed with a glass substrate to flatten the nanowire mesh first and then laminated
onto the previously deposited PEDOT:PSS surface. The advantage of this device is
that all solution-processed inverted cells can be realized without an ITO electrode,
potentially reducing cost. The top Ag nanowire electrode has a transparency,
similar to ITO with a sheet resistance of 10 X/square. A PCE of 2.5% with
Jsc = 10.59 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.51 V, and FF = 46% was achieved. However, as
the case in bottom illuminated device, the device without Cs2CO3 layer results in
low Jsc, Voc, and FF. Another all solution-processed top illuminated inverted cell
was fabricated on a granular surface-nickelized polyimide (NiPI), which serves as

Fig. 15 a Device structure of all solution-processed top illuminated inverted cell with laminated
Ag electrode and illustration of lamination process. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image
of b cross-section and c top view of the device. (Reprinted (‘‘Adapted’’ or ‘‘in part’’) with
permission from Ref. [47]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society)
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both substrate and cathode [85]. Different from other inverted cells, titanium
(diisopropoxide)bis(2,4-pentanedionate) (TIPD) is used as the electron selective
interfacial layer based on the previous finding that TIPD interface significantly
reduces the interface resistance between the cathode and the active layer [86].
A high-thickness layer (minimum 200 nm) of P3HT:PCBM, about twice as thick
as those used in conventional devices, is used as the active layer to prevent
short-circuit due to the imposed morphology (granular structure) of the anode.
High conductive PEDOT:PSS with an Ag grid is used as the top electrode. Despite
the fact that the work function of Ni is -5.3 eV [87], and that of NiPI is reduced
to -3.9 eV, compatible with the conduction band of TIPD (-3.9 eV) and lower
than the work function of Al. One advantage of employing a granular anode over a
planar anode is improved light-trapping in the active layer. Since the refractive
index of P3HT:PCBM (1.6–2.2) is higher than that of PEDOT:PSS (1.1–1.6)
[88, 89], the tilted light reflected from the granular NiPI is likely to be trapped by
P3HT:PCBM layer rather than refracted into the PEDOT:PSS layer due to total
internal reflection as illustrated in Fig. 16. The reflective haze factor measurement
and external quantum efficiency (EQE) test, in which the reflective haze factor and
EQE obtained from granular NiPI film are higher than that obtained from planar
AlPI film, thus verify that a granular anode improves the light scattering and
trapping in such device structure. This ITO-free inverted cell on flexible granular
NiPI film has a PCE of 2.4%.

Fig. 16 a Reflection haze
factor for different structure
of cathodes and the EQE
spectra of inverted devices on
different structure of cathode.
Cartoon representations of
light illuminated on devices
with different structures of
cathodes, b planar AlPI and
c granular NiPI [85]
(Reprinted from [85],
Copyright 2009 with
permission from Elsevier)
(http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/
15661199)
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The top illuminated inverted structure was also implemented in small molecule
OSCs. Tong et al. [90] demonstrated an inverted small molecule OSC on a
reflective substrate, employing a structure of quartz substrate/Ni/CuPc/PTCBI/
BCP/ITO. The top ITO electrode was deposited by sputtering. This device with
optimized thickness of acceptor (10 nm) and donor (35 nm) gives a PCE of
0.74% ± 0.03%. In fact, this device is more similar to a conventional device
because holes are extracted by the bottom electrode and electrons are collected by
the top electrode. Only the direction of illumination is reversed. The actual
inverted structure, in which electrons are collected by the bottom electrode and
holes are collected by the top electrode, was also fabricated with quartz/Ag/BCP/
PTCBI/CuPc/ITO, yet this device structure did not work, probably due to the
damage caused by sputtering ITO directly on CuPc surface.

An ITO-free top illuminated small molecule BHJ OSC was realized using
100 nm Al as the bottom electrode, 30 nm of 10 wt% ZnPC (10 nm)/ZnPC:C60

(25 nm, weight ratio of 1:1)/C60 (40 nm) as the active layer, 7 nm of BPhen as the
exciton-blocking and electron-transporting layers, and finally ultra-thin Al and Ag
with different combinations of thickness as the top electrode [91]. The novelty of
this device is the fabrication of cell without ITO or a metal grid. Likewise previous
small molecule OSCs, although it was called an inverted OSC, its structure
resembles a conventional structure. By varying the thicknesses of Al and Ag top
electrodes, optimized device performance was achieved. Al acts as a surface-
mediating layer to ensure good adhesion of Ag and formation of a closed, flat Ag
layer with a smooth morphology, but causes optical loss due to high reflectivity.
The optical transmittance does not suffer much from the Ag layer and it serves as
the main conductive component of the top electrode. However, at a thickness
below a certain coalescence threshold, depending on evaporation rate, substrate,
and pressure [92], some isolated Ag clusters, islands or hillocks that act as charge
traps center form, leading to unbalanced charge-carrier extraction. The optimized
thickness of the top electrode, therefore, is a combination of 1 nm Al and 14 nm
Ag, which results in an improved morphology of metal contact without causing
optical loss, leading to a PCE of 2.21% with Jsc = 7.9 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.519 V,
and FF = 53.86%.

2.5 Inverted Organic Solar Cells with Nanostructure

Metal Oxides or Double-Heterojunction Structure

As discussed in Sect. 2.3.1, n-type transition metal oxides serve as an interfacial
layer between a polymer:fullerene blend and an ITO electrode to effectively col-
lect electrons and block holes. In addition to planar thin film, nanostructure metal
oxide can also be employed as an interfacial layer in inverted cells. The inverted
OSC with a nanostructure metal oxide, also referred to as a double-heterojunction
device, owing to the formation of two acceptor–donor heterojunctions: one junc-
tion is between polymer and fullerene interface and the other one is between
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polymer and n-type metal oxide. Despite an efficient dissociation of photogener-
ated excitons due to the electron transfer from semiconducting polymer to ful-
lerene, the BHJ still suffers from poor charge collection due to the inherently
random penetrating network morphology and the problem of segregation of the
donor and acceptor phases. On the other hand, an ordered heterojunction (e.g., a
well-ordered, mesoporous TiO2 infiltrated with polymer) provides a straightfor-
ward pathway for electron transport/collection and enhances the hole transport due
to the vertical confinement of the polymer chains in the pores if the pore size is
appropriate (ca. 20–30 nm) [93]. A double-heterojunction, as a result of combining
features of BHJ and ordered heterojunction, not only has advantages of ordered
network morphology but also enhances the exciton dissociation sites due to the
large-surface area of the nanostructures, providing additional acceptor–donor
junctions between polymer and n-type metal oxide. Light harvesting can be
improved due to an increased amount of active layer; however, there is a negligible
drawback in exciton recombination due to the infiltration of polymers inside
nanostructure with pore size comparable to the exciton diffusion length.

However, the challenge in realizing such a device is to fabricate the nano-
structures with a highly ordered and controlled pore size since the structure of
polymer chain infiltrated inside the nanostructure significantly depends on both
alignment and pore size. Coakley et al. revealed that the charge-carrier mobility of
the polymer is increased as much as 20-fold due to the vertical channel confine-
ment in the pores along the direction perpendicular to the substrate [94]. However,
it should be noted that the polymer chains cannot twist and a high-degree of
p-stacking between polymer chains cannot exists (which would allow for the
delocalization of excitons over multiple chain) due to the constrictions imposed by
the strongly confining pores (ca. 8 nm) [93]. Moreover, very small pores allow
only isolated chains of polymer rather than coiled interacting chains, resulting in
low polaron yield or polaron lifetime [95]. Larger pore sizes allow more film-like
environments with aggregated and coiled polymer chains. According to pre-
liminary study, it is believed that straight pores and larger pore size will be
required for double-heterojunction devices to achieve good hole transport in the
films.

Mor et al. [50] demonstrated an inverted OSC with nanostructures by infiltrating
P3HT:PCBM blend into TiO2 nanotubes with a length of 270 nm and a pore size of
50 nm, which is large enough to allow the formation of coiled interacting chains as
in bulk polymer film. TiO2 nanotubes were fabricated on FTO glass while Au was
employed as the top contact. PEDOT:PSS was used as the hole collecting and
electron blocking layer as shown in Fig. 17. With this structure, a PCE of 4.07%
with Voc = 0.641 V and FF = 51.1% was achieved. The high Jsc (12.4 mA/cm2)
and high EQE (maximum 80% at 538 nm) are most likely due to the additional
exciton dissociation sites at the P3HT:TiO2 interfaces and large P3HT:PCBM
interface area, since the blend layer is infiltrated into large-surface area nano-
structures instead of planar layers. However, the fraction of the contribution from
the P3HT:TiO2 interface cannot be determined since the experimental result of
photocurrent generated from the P3HT:TiO2 only device (without PCBM) was not
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disclosed. Another inverted cell with TiO2 nanotubes was reported by Yu et al.,
employing an ITO/TiO2 nanotubes/P3HT:PCBM/V2O5/Al structure [70]. With
TiO2 nanotubes having 15 nm pores prepared by anodizing 100 nm Ti film on ITO
for 27 min at 20 V and then annealing at 500�C for 1 h, the resulting inverted cell
obtained Jsc = 10.96 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.59 V, and FF = 42%, leading to a PCE of
2.71%. A very short anodization time results in a low Jsc because residual Ti film
exists due to incomplete formation of nanotubes, causing a high series resistance in
the cell. It is also possible that the low carrier mobility of the polymer resulting
from the lack of high-degree p-stacking of polymer chain inside small pores is
responsible for inferior device performance. Over anodization also deteriorates the
device performance because the weakly acidic electrolyte over-etches the ITO
electrode. In fact, this inverted cell should be fabricated on FTO rather than ITO
because the annealing process of TiO2 nanotubes at high temperature has a negative
impact on the resistivity of ITO but FTO is not susceptible. This may be one of the
reasons for that the device performance is lower than Mor’s reported values despite
a similar fabrication process and device structure.

In addition to TiO2, ZnO nanostructures are also applied in inverted devices. In
fact, the realization of inverted device with ZnO nanostructure was earlier than
TiO2. Olson et al. reported an inverted device with ITO/ZnO nanofiber/
P3HT:PCBM/Ag architecture, where ZnO fibers were fabricated from a hydro-
thermal method, with a PCE of 2% with a Jsc of 10 mA/cm2, Voc of 0.475 V, and
FF of 43% [69]. However, the device without PCBM (i.e., ITO/ZnO nanofiber/
P3HT/Ag hybrid) shows a Jsc of 2.2 mA/cm2, Voc of 0.44 V, and FF of 56%,
leading to a PCE of 0.53%, implying that about 20% of photogenerated current in
the inverted device is contributed from the P3HT (donor):ZnO (acceptor) het-
erojunction. Takanezawa et al. fabricated an inverted cell with the same archi-
tecture, which achieved a PCE of 2.7%. The Jsc of the device with *160 nm ZnO
nanorods is *7 mA/cm2 and that of the device under the same condition without
PCBM is *1.2 mA/cm2, suggesting that about 17% of photocurrent is contributed
from P3HT:ZnO heterojunction [96]. Based on these observations, it can be

Fig. 17 Inverted device structure using TiO2 nanotubes as electron selective layer (left) and
J–V characteristic of the device (right) (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright
2007 American Institute of Physics)
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concluded that nanostructure oxides serve as an electron selective layer and an
acceptor, which allows the formation of additional heterojunction although the
photocurrent primarily comes from polymer:fullerene heterojunction.

2.6 Power Efficiency Improving Techniques

The performance of inverted OSCs can be improved in two main aspects. One is
manipulating the active layer so that the orientation of vertical phase separation is
beneficial to the charge transport to respective electrodes. The other is engineering
the interfaces between the organic layer and electrode to promote efficient charge
collection, to reduce the contact resistance, and to minimize the charge trapping at
the interfaces. Many efforts have been made on latter part, yet work on manipu-
lating the active layer has been lacking. In this section, a few techniques that
improve the efficiency by interface engineering will be discussed.

The interfacial buffer layers, both electron and hole selective layers, must be as
transparent as possible to reduce the light losses (both incident light and reflected
light from the reflective metal electrode). We demonstrated an efficiency
improvement of the inverted device by manipulating the optical transmittance of
the electron selective ZnO buffer layer [63]. The transmittance of a crystalline thin
film depends on the crystal size, which is controlled by the concentration of
precursors in the sol [97]. Therefore, we prepared sols with different concentra-
tions of precursors to control the transmittance of the film. Devices A, B, C, and D
refer to the devices with ZnO film derived from 0.75, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1 M sol,
respectively. It can be clearly seen that the trends in the current density (Fig. 18a)
and IPCE (not shown here) are consistent with the variation in the transmittance of

Fig. 18 a The J–V characteristics of inverted devices with ZnO films derived from different sols
under simulated solar irradiation of AM 1.5G. The corresponding sol concentration, FF and PCE
are shown in the format of (sol concentration, FF, PCE). b The transmission spectra of ZnO films
derived from different sols (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [63]. Copyright 2008 American
Institute of Physics)
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ZnO films used in the devices (Fig. 18b). Since the ZnO films were controlled to
obtain the same thickness except for device A, whose thickness is higher than the
others due to its large grain size, the variation in the transmittance is not due to
different thicknesses, but is caused by the grain size of the film.

The surfaces of commonly used buffer layers such as transition metal oxides
and alkali-metal compounds are not as smooth as that of PEDOT:PSS, but, gen-
erally, a smooth surface is necessary for acceptable performance of organic
devices [54]. Interface modification to reduce the roughness of buffer layer is a
useful technique to improve the efficiency. Steim et al. [98] reported that the series
resistance is reduced from 3 to 1 X and the shunt resistance increases from 14 to
31 kX, leading to an increase in FF from 55 to 64% when inserting an ultrathin
organic interfacial layer, polyoxyethylene tridecyl ether (PTE) between ITO and
TiOx buffer layer. The PTE layer reduces the roughness (distance between peaks
and valleys) of the TiOx buffer layer, providing more intimate contacts with the
active layer. The fact that built-in voltage (Vbi) of the devices with and without
PTE is the same suggests that the ultrathin, insulating PTE layer does not alter the
work function of ITO. Hence, it is a solely passive interfacial layer and its ability
to reduce the roughness of buffer layer increases the FF of the device. Liao et al.
[52] also found that the PCE of the inverted device is improved while increasing
the contact angle of the electron selective buffer layer. Since the smooth surface
generally has higher contact angle for hydrophilic surfaces [99], the improvement
in Liao’s inverted device is attributed to the smooth surface of buffer layer.
Moreover, an improvement in device performance was observed by modifying
TiO2 buffer layer with a functionalized self-assembled monolayer (SAM), which
makes the morphology of the buffer layer smoother and increases the contact angle
of the surface [100].

Manipulating the work function of the electrodes is another technique to pro-
mote efficient charge collection and to increase the PCE. The work function
manipulation can be achieved by intrinsic or extrinsic doping of the buffer layer, or
using SAM that creates dipoles at the interfaces. Liao et al. [52]. demonstrated that
the PCE of inverted cell was improved by decreasing the work function of the
Cs2CO3 buffer layer from 3.45 to 3.06 eV via low-temperature annealing, which
decomposes Cs2CO3 into Cs2O intrinsically doped with Cs2O2. We also reported
that charge collection at the cathode is improved and Jsc increases by extrinsically
doping ZnO with indium, which lowers the work function and the resistivity of the
buffer layer [101]. Lowering the work function decreases the barrier height for the
electrons to be extracted by the electrode and reduces the electron injection barrier
for diodes as illustrated in Fig. 19, and therefore improves the charge collection
efficiency.

A dipolar SAM, which can effectively increase or decrease the work function of
the electrode corresponding to the direction of the dipole moment, is widely used
in other organic electronic devices [102] and conventional OSCs [27, 103, 104] to
tune the work function of ITO or metal electrode, yet it is rarely adopted in
inverted OSCs to tune the work function of the electrodes. Hau et al. utilized a
SAM and inserted it between a TiO2 buffer layer and an organic active layer, but
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the main purpose was to reduce the charge recombination rather than to tune the
work function of the electrode [100]. The PCE of inverted cell increased from 2.8
to 3.78% by adding the C60-based SAM because the C60’s electroactive functional
group reduced the recombination losses at the interface by passivation of inorganic
trap states and promoted photoinduced charge transfer at the interface.

Chen et al. reported that the PCE of their inverted cell was slightly lower than
that of their best conventional cell due to a lower Voc and FF. However, their
device’s Jsc was higher than conventional cell (11.1 vs. 10.6 mA/cm2) and the
EQE was higher in the whole spectrum [49]. In addition, the maximum EQE of
more than 80% was reported [50, 56]. Based on these facts, it was speculated
that the spontaneous vertical phase separation of the BHJ blend resulted in a donor-
enriched top surface and an acceptor-enriched bottom contact, which accounts for
the enhancement of the charge collection efficiency [49]. Therefore, manipulating
the orientation of vertical segregation in an acceptor–donor blend is an alternative
and promising technique to further improve the efficiency of inverted cells. The
segregation in the blend can be manipulated by the careful control of driving forces
such as entropic and enthalpic forces [105], crystallization [106], and surface
energy of the materials [107]. Utilizing surface energy as a driving force, Wei et al.
reported self-organized buffer layers for conventional OSCs, in which a small
amount of PCBM with a fluorocarbon chain (F-PCBM) is mixed in P3HT:PCBM

Fig. 19 Schematic energy band diagram of a typical n-type buffer layer and acceptor and
b work-function-tuned (lower) buffer layer and acceptor before Fermi level alignment of the
layers. c and d Energy band diagram after Fermi level alignment. Us, Ub and Uinj represent
the work function of buffer layer, the barrier for electron to be transported to electrode and the
electron injection barrier under forward bias respectively. Evac, Ec, and Ef refer to the energy of
vacuum level, conduction band and Fermi level, respectively
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solution. Owing to the low surface energy of fluorocarbon, F-PCBM spontaneously
migrates to the surface of organic layer during spin-coating, forming a monolayer
of F-PCBM on the surface, which serves as a buffer layer for the electron extraction.
This self-organized F-PCBM layer also creates a dipole moment pointing away
from top Al electrode, which further reduces the work function of Al top electrode,
resulting in an increase in FF from 64.4 to 70% and Jsc from 8.72 to 9.51 mA/cm2.
Mimicking this approach and adopting the technologies for the segregation of the
blend materials, the manipulation of segregation of BHJ blend to obtain a donor-
enriched top surface and an acceptor-enriched bottom contact is achievable, leading
to further efficiency improvement of inverted cells.

2.7 Air-Stability Study of Inverted Organic Solar Cell

Principally, the inverted structure provides better air-stability than a conventional
structure due to a less air-sensitive top metal electrode. However, it is necessary to
investigate the extent of air-stability that an inverted cell provides compared to a
conventional cell without aid of encapsulation. Sahin et al. [42] first demonstrated
that the inverted cell has a better air-stability than the conventional cell. The
inverted cell (ITO/Perylene/MEH-PPV:PCBM/CuPc/Au) shows a PCE of 0.14%
under illumination with 74.5 mW/cm2 in the first day measurement and decreases
by only 27% of the first day value after 2 weeks despite the presence of oxygen
and humidity in the environment. In contrast, such cells using an Al top cathode
with a LiF interlayer (conventional architecture) yields an initial PCE of 1.3%
under 100 mW/cm2 illumination in an N2 filled glove box, but the PCE drops by
91% after 24 h of being kept in oxygen environment and diminishes completely
after only a few days in air. Kuwabara et al. also studied the stability of
P3HT:PCBM-based inverted cells by comparing an inverted cell (ITO/TiOx/
P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/Au) with a conventional cell (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
P3HT:PCBM/Al), carrying out the test in an ambient atmosphere under continuous
100 mW/cm2 illumination [74]. The PCE of the conventional cell drops to 50% of
its maximum value after light illumination for 10 h, whereas the inverted cell
without encapsulation maintains its efficiency under continuous light illumination
for 20 h, demonstrating its stability not only in ambient environment but also
under continuous illumination (Fig. 20). Hau et al. also conducted the air-stability
study of inverted cells employing ZnO nanoparticles (NP) as an electron selective
layer and PEDOT:PSS with Ag as a top contact [64].

The shelf lifetime, which is defined as the degradation time of PCE from the
original value to half of it, of conventional device (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al) is only one day and the device is completely degraded after
4 days, showing the rapid degradation of conventional device (Fig. 21a). After
4 days, a large decrease in dark current density at 2 V was observed compared to
its initial value (the inset of Fig. 21a), suggesting an increase in series resistance is
part of the degradation mechanism. In contrast, the inverted device (ITO/ZnO NP/
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P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/Ag) without encapsulation is relatively stable in air
over a long period of time, leading to only a 20% drop in PCE after 40 days
(Fig. 21b). A decrease in dark current density due to storage in air was not
observed (the inset of Fig. 21b). The improvement in the stability of small mol-
ecule OSCs by adopting an inverted structure was reported by Liu et al. [66]. Two
air-stability tests were performed; devices were kept in the dark for one test and
kept under 100 mW/cm2 illumination for the other. The former test revealed that
the shelf lifetime of an inverted cell (ITO/ZnO/CuPc:C60/CuPc/PEDOT:PSS/Ag)
kept in air is 912 h whereas that of the conventional cell (ITO/CuPc/C60/BCP/Al)
kept in air is only 256 h. At 912 h, the PCE of conventional cell drops by 99.5%
and the cell is almost completely degraded. In the latter test, continuous illumi-
nation also degrades the conventional device faster while the degradation of

Fig. 20 The variation in g

(PCE) of inverted device
(ITO/TiOx/P3HT:PCBM/
PEDOT:PSS/Au) and
conventional device (ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/
LiF/Al) with irradiation time.
The cells were exposed in air
during the irradiation [74]
(Reprinted from [74],
Copyright 2008 with
permission from Elsevier)
(http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/
09270248)

Fig. 21 a J–V characteristics of unencapsulated (a) conventional cells over a period of our days
and b inverted cell over a period of 40 days in air under ambient conditions. Inset: dark
J–V characteristics of the respective cells. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [64]. Copyright
2008 American Institute of Physics)
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inverted cell is negligible. An initial increase in the PCE of the inverted cell was
observed, which can be attributed to the improvement in mobility of ZnO due to
the filling of electron traps under light illumination. All of these stability tests
show that the degradation rate for inverted cells is much slower (more than one
order of magnitude) than conventional cells, although the degradation is not totally
evitable due to the air-vulnerable nature of organic materials.

3 Tandem Organic Solar Cells

3.1 Introduction

Although the PCEs of conventional and inverted OSCs have been enhanced
remarkably [1, 3, 5, 16], improvement is still needed. The limitations of current
OSCs lie mainly in the narrow absorption range, short exciton diffusion length, and
relatively low charge mobility of organic semiconductors, limiting the photocurrent
generation and charge transport in the devices. Due to wide band gaps, a large
fraction of solar light is lost in most organic semiconductors. Therefore, a thick layer
is required to absorb sunlight as much as possible, but the low charge mobility and
short exciton diffusion length limit the thickness of active layer. In order to improve
the absorption of the solar irradiation by relatively thin active layers, materials with
low band gaps and broad absorption ranges have been designed and applied [3, 5,
108, 109]. When two active layers with complementary absorption ranges are
combined, a full coverage of solar spectrum can be realized. Hence, the performance
of tandem OSCs is expected to improve by stacking different active layers with
complementary absorption spectra and a proper thickness.

A tandem structure [19, 20, 30, 110] consisting of two complementary
absorbers in series, as shown in Fig. 22, offers several merits: (1) summation of the
Voc’s of individual cells; (2) a broad absorption spectrum obtained by using
materials with complementary absorption spectra, ensuring a high Jsc; (3) higher
optical density over a wider fraction of the solar spectrum than that of a single cell
without increasing the internal resistance [30], guaranteeing a reasonable FF.

Fig. 22 General device
structure of a tandem OSC
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In this section, we will discuss device design and operation of tandem OSCs,
and their theory and limits. Then we will review the devices developed in detail,
concentrating on the intermediate layers employed and device performance.
Finally, the lifetime or stability of tandem OSCs will be taken into account.

3.2 Device Design and Operation: Theory and Limits

3.2.1 Design Rules

Just like efficiency prediction in single OSCs, a simple model has been developed to
predict tandem cell efficiency with estimates approaching a promising 15% [111],
assuming a few ideal properties of materials such as the HOMO, LUMO, and band
gap,whichwill assist the realization of highly efficient tandemcells. In addition, a very
important assumption for all calculations is a constant EQE for the absorbed wave-
lengths. Figure 23 shows the schemeof the energy levels of tandemcells considered in
this prediction. Dennler et al. considered three cases: the first is a tandem cell that has a
P3HT-based bottom cell and variable donor-based top cells; and the second is a
tandem cell that has a PCPDTBT:PC60BM-based top cell and variable donor-based
bottom cells. From these two cases, conclusions have been drawn that the realization
of tandemcell by stacking two sub-cells in series can only enhance the efficiency of the
corresponding single cells only in the situation that the performance of the donor
materials based devices is achieved under their maximum potential capability. This
has been proven by Kim’s work [30]. Moreover, the third calculation is carried out by
fixing ELUMO1 = ELUMO2 = -4 eV, the case of PCBM as the acceptor and varying
the donormaterials. Themaximumefficiency of 15%was proposed to be a bottom cell
with a donor Eg of 1.6 eV and a top cell with a donor Eg of 1.3 eV.

For more specific calculations, Dennler et al. introduced rigorous coupled wave
analysis (RCWA) and transfer matrix formalism (TMF) to perform the optical
calculations [112]. It has been presented that the selection of donor materials in the
corresponding cells plays an important role. And the best device performance can be
obtained by stacking PCPDTBT:PC60BM as the bottom cell and P3HT:PC70BM as

Fig. 23 Scheme of the
energy levels of a tandem cell
considered in the prediction
[111] (Copyright Wiley–
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA. Reproduced with
permission)
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the top cell in order to achieve a well-matched photocurrent. This conclusion is in
accordance with the work performed by Kim et al. [30]. Two points that are worth
mentioning here are: (1) the interference effect is obvious in the top cell, but, on the
contrary, no strong interference effect appears in the bottom cell; (2) the proper
acceptors must be carefully chosen in order to optimize the tandem device perfor-
mance, since the PC60BM and PC70BM acceptors have significantly different
absorption ranges that could lead to the balanced photocurrent in the tandem cell.

Moreover, Persson et al. [113] unified both optical and electrical modelings
under monochromatic or polychromatic light in tandem cells, consisting of APFO
3:PCBM (1:4) as the bottom cell and APFO Green 1:BTPFC70 (1:4) as the top
cell, connected by an intermediate layer PDMS (a ‘‘separator’’). The spatial
absorption profile in the cell was calculated by unifying coherent and incoherent
light addition in the incident and reflected lights. The thickness of each active layer
has been optimized by means of optical electric field distribution, energy dissi-
pation at a given wavelength, and accumulated dissipation, taking light absorption
and charge transport into account. Such a combined model provides a simple and
promising way to optimize the tandem OSCs.

3.2.2 Device Operation

If an intermediate layer is ideal, i.e., the holes from one cell should efficiently
recombine with the electrons from the other cell, there is no voltage loss across this
intermediate layer. Therefore, the Voc of the tandem cell in a series connection is
the summation of the Voc’s of the individual cells (Voc, tandem = Voc, 1 ?

Voc, 2 ? Voc, 3,…).
As reviewed by Ameri et al. [114, 115], the FF of the individual cells determines

the overall efficiency of the tandem cell. Figure 24 shows the comparison of two
cases using different combinations of the individual cells. In one case, shown in
Fig. 24a, one cell has a lower Jsc and much higher FF whereas the other cell has a
high Jsc and much low FF, resulting in the Jsc of the tandem cell equal to the smaller
of the two (Jsc, tandem = Min [Jsc, 1, Jsc, 2]) [111]. In the other case, shown in Fig. 24b,
one cell has a much lower Jsc and FF while the other cell has a much higher Jsc and
FF, leading to an extremely low FF and the Jsc of the tandem cell (Jsc, tandem = Max
[Jsc, 1, Jsc, 2]) [114]. These calculations can predict the performance of tandem cell by
knowing performance of both sub-cells [115], providing a direction for the optimi-
zation of tandem cell in order to approach the optimal device performance.

3.3 Realization of Tandem Organic Solar Cells: Different Types

In tandem OSCs, the intermediate layer is crucial and should possess the following
properties: (1) low electrical resistance; (2) high transparency in the visible and
infrared ranges; (3) low barriers for both electron and hole extractions; (4) easy-
fabrication process; and (5) protection for the previously deposited active layer in
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a solution-processed tandem cell. Herein, we focus on the functional intermediate
layer and discuss the realization of tandem cells by using various combinations of
multiple layers to connect sub-cells. Based on their different compositions (active
layers) and intermediate layers with their corresponding fabrication techniques,
tandem OSCs can be divided into three types:

(a) Small molecule/small molecule tandem solar cells, in which thermally evap-
orated, low-weight small molecules are used as the active materials in both
bottom and top cells.

(b) Polymer/small molecule tandem solar cells, in which a solution-processed
polymer BHJ is used as the active medium in the bottom cell and thermally
evaporated small molecules are active in the top cell.

(c) Polymer/polymer solution-processed tandem solar cells, in which solution-
processed polymer BHJs are used as the active materials in both bottom and
top cells by spin-coating.

3.3.1 Small Molecule/Small Molecule Tandem Solar Cells

For small molecule/small molecule tandem cells, the whole process is completed in a
high-vacuum evaporation system, ensuring the sequential multiple layers are
deposited with high-quality interfaces. The devices consist of multiple layers of

Fig. 24 aAcase inwhich a tandem cell, consisting of a cellwith lower Jsc and amuchhigher FF and
the other cell with a high Jsc andmuch lower FF, has a Jsc of the tandem cell equal to theminimum of
the two cells (Jsc, tandem = Min [Jsc, 1, Jsc, 2]. b A case in which a tandem cell, consisting of one cell
with a much lower Jsc and FF as well as the other cell with much higher Jsc and FF, has a Jsc of the
tandemcell equal to themaximumof the two cells (Jsc, tandem = Max [Jsc, 1, Jsc, 2] [114] (Reproduced
by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry) (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/B817952B )
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donors and acceptors or their mixtures, without damaging any previously deposited
layers.

In 1990, Hiramoto et al. [116] reported the first small molecule/small molecule
tandem OSCs with phthalocyanine (H2Pc) (50 nm) and a perylene tetracarboxylic
derivative (Me–PTC) (70 nm) as the active layers. An ultrathin Au (2 nm) layer
was inserted to provide Ohmic contact between the sub-cells. This tandem cell
exhibits a doubled Voc of 0.8 V, compared to the Voc of the single cell (0.4 V),
demonstrating that the Au layer acts as an effective recombination center for the
holes from the top cell and the electrons from the bottom cell.

Yakimov and Forrest [117] presented the first multiple heterojunction-based
tandem cells with Ag interfacial metallic nanoclusters as the recombination centers
by stacking two, three, or five cells. The heterojunction cells are made of CuPc and
PTCBI as the donor and acceptor materials, respectively. The device structure is
shown in Fig. 25. It is mentioned that the built-in voltage of such cell is deter-
mined by the difference in the Fermi levels of the constituent organic materials.
The cell without the Ag cluster exhibits no tandem effect. When the nanoclustered
Ag is incorporated between two sub-cells, the Voc is summated to be 0.9 V, where
the Voc’s of individual cells is 0.45 V. With the Ag thickness increasing, the Voc

does not change but the Jsc decreases dramatically. Thick Ag lessens the photo-
current generation because the amount of light reaching the top cell is reduced,
resulting in a decrease of the photocurrent in top cell. This demonstrates that
0.5 nm discontinuous nanocluster Ag is optimal for the performance of tandem
cell, serving as the recombination center. It is noted that the final current generated
in the tandem cell depends on how efficient charges can recombine at the nano-
clustered Ag intermediate layer [110]. Any more current generated in one cell than
the other one will induce unbalanced charges at the intermediate layer, leading to
the degradation of performance. Finally, the maximum PCE of double-tandem cell
achieves 2.5% with Voc = 0.9 V under 100 mW/cm2.

Triyana [118] reported triple-tandem cells comprised of materials with diff-
erent absorption ranges as the active layers. Similarly, the Voc is summated.

Fig. 25 The structure of the tandem OSC with 0.5 nm Ag nanocluster as recombination center,
made of CuPc and PTCBI as donor and acceptor, respectively [110]
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The photocurrent is still low since the materials (phthalocyanine/perylene, and
CuPc/PTCBI) have short exciton diffusion lengths. However, the PCE is improved
due to more balanced photogenerated carriers by using appropriate material for the
second heterojunction component. Cheyns [119] presented double-tandem cells,
consisting of pentacene and C60 as the donor and acceptor, respectively, in order to
improve photon harvesting. The authors compared different metal-based inter-
mediate layers. The results indicate that thin Al causes S-shaped curves in
I–V characteristics due to a barrier for charge extraction inside the device, how-
ever, by incorporating a thin metal layer of Au or Ag, the S-shaped curves dis-
appear and the Voc increases.

In order to further improve the efficiency of tandem cells, Xue and Forrest
developed a few fabrication technique to enhance the performance of single [121]
and tandem cells [120]. The structure of their tandem cell is shown in Fig. 26. This
tandem cell has a symmetric spectral response from the individual cells, since the
front cell has an absorption peak in the long-wavelength range and the back cell
efficiently absorbs in the shorter-wavelength range. As a result, the PCE of such an
‘‘asymmetric’’ tandem cell reaches nearly 6% under 100 mW/cm2 illumination.
This approach makes efficiencies in excess of 7% a possibility. It is worth high-
lighting some points here: (1) C60 is applied as the acceptor instead of PTCBI due
to its longer exciton diffusion length (*40 nm) and high charge-carrier mobility;
(2) a mixed donor–acceptor layer is used, sandwiched between pure donor and
acceptor layers, a hybrid planar-mixed heterojunction (PM-HJ) [121], in order to
increase the donor/acceptor interfaces for the enhancement of exciton dissociation;
and (3) BCP and PTCBI are used in both the electron-transporting layer and the
blocking layer in the top cell and the bottom cell, respectively, for the interfacial
modifications, as shown in Fig. 26. The blocking layer functions to: (1) block
excitons from diffusing to the interfaces of organic layer/metal electrode and
consequently quenching; (2) prevent damage of Ag evaporation onto the top cell;
(3) reduce the diffusion of Ag particles into active layer, which act as quenching
centers; and (4) provide an optical spacer for the entire device to tune the optical

Fig. 26 The structure of hybrid PM-heterojunction tandem OSC [120]
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field distribution. Ag nanoclusters are also inserted in m-MTDATA layer, a
p-doped organic semiconductor. Doping this intermediate layer increases its
conductivity and reduces Ohmic losses due to non-Ohmic contacts. The highly
conductive transporting layer can adjust the optical field distribution in the device
by controlling its thickness, and furthermore the increase of the thickness can
make the devices stable and the probability of short-circuit low [110].

Yu et al. [122] presented an all-organic intermediate layer in small molecule/
small molecule tandem cells based on ZnPc:C60 heterojunction. The SnCl2Pc/
F16CuPc intermediate layer has advantages in higher transparency and lower
sublimation temperature, serving as an effective recombination center. First of all,
only F16CuPc is inserted between two sub-cells. Although the Voc of the tandem
cell approaches 0.78 V, it is still smaller than the combined Voc of the single cells
(0.54 V) due to energy loss, primarily caused by the formation of an interface
barrier at the F16CuPc/C60 interface. In order to improve this interface, an n-type
organic material SnCl2Pc is introduced between C60 and F16CuPc, leading to the
direct transport of electrons from SnCl2Pc layer to F16CuPc layer and reducing the
energy loss. As a result, the Voc of 1.04 V, nearly the doubled Voc of the single cell,
was obtained with an optimal SnCl2Pc thickness of 3 nm. Finally, the tandem cell
has a PCE of 1.81% with a Jsc = 3.64 mA/cm2, FF = 48%, and Voc = 1.04 V.
The explanation for the improved intermediate layer is that the electrons are
accumulated in F16CuPc layer in both heterojunctions of SnCl2Pc/F16CuPc and
ZnPc/F16CuPc, resulting in high electron density and improving the barrier height
as well as the tunneling probability. Therefore, the charge carriers recombine via
tunneling at the ZnPc/F16CuPc interface.

3.3.2 Polymer/Small Molecule Tandem Solar Cells

This type of tandem cell is constructed by solution and high-vacuum processes. In
general, such a tandem cell can be easily realized by stacking two sub-cells with
complementary absorption ranges without damaging the previously deposited
active layer.

Dennler [123] presented tandem OSCs with a bi-layer of P3HT and PCBM as
the bottom cell and small molecules ZnPc/C60 in multiple layers as the top cell, as
shown in Fig. 27. In this tandem cell, the bottom cell mainly absorbs light in the
range from 375 to 630 nm and the top cell has an absorption band ranging from
600 to 800 nm. As a result, the absorption of this tandem cell covers a broad range
compared to those covered by individual cells. A thin layer of Au (1 nm) is used as
the intermediate layer. It is worth mentioning that the bottom cell is made of a
stratified bilayer or diffused bilayer due to different solubility of P3HT and PCBM
in chlorobenzene and dichloromethane, respectively. Such sequential double lay-
ers can assist exciton dissociation at the P3HT/PCBM interfaces and charge
transport. The usage of ZnPc, C60, and their mixture ZnPc:C60 is similar to that of
CuPc:C60 system; however, ZnPc absorbs light in a longer wavelength range than
CuPc. This makes the absorption spectrum much more complementary in such a
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tandem cell. One advantage of this method is that the fabrication of top cell has no
effect on the previously deposited bottom cell. Therefore, the Voc of tandem cell
(1.02 V) reaches the sum of that of bottom cell (0.55 V) and that of top cell
(0.47 V). In addition, the Jsc decreases to 4.8 mA/cm2 compared to that of bottom
cell (8.5 mA/cm2) and that of top cell (9.3 mA/cm2); correspondingly, the FF
reduces to 45% from 55 and 50%, respectively. Finally, the PCE of 2.3% was
attained, compared to single reference cells (2.6 and 2.2%). Although the enhanced
Voc is realized, the performance of the tandem cell is still limited by the low
photocurrent and reduced FF.

Colsmann [124] reported tandem OSCs comprised of a P3HT/PCBM hetero-
junction as the bottom cell and a small molecule CuPc/C60 layer as the top cell
with a new intermediate layer of BPhen:Li/Au/MTDATA:F4-TCNQ, which was
fabricated by using two doped organic semiconductor layers and a thin noble metal
interlayer. This intermediate layer functions well, making the summation of Voc

achievable; however, the performance of the tandem cell is low due to the poor
individual single cells. Through optimization, 60 nm-thick active layer of bottom
cell is the best available, and either doped layer is mandatory for the operation of
the tandem cell. In such a tandem cell, the total current is lower than those of
individual cells, explained by the large spectral overlap of both sub-cells and thus
the competition for photon harvesting. This approach is similar to the technique
employed in tandem OLEDs, where doped transporting layers are used as the
intermediate layer. In addition, the high transparency of intermediate layer is
rather crucial for tandem OSCs.

Janssen [125] used a thin metal oxide WO3 (3 nm) layer instead of Au (10 nm)
layer as part of the intermediate layer of Al (1 nm)/WO3 (3 nm) to connect the
bottom (P3HT:PCBM) and top cells (CuPc:C60). The structure is shown in Fig. 28.
The results show that the intermediate layer with 3 nm WO3 has much higher
transparency than that with 10 nm Au (only 50% in the spectral region for the

Fig. 27 The structure of polymer/small molecule tandem OSC, where the bottom cell consists of
a stratified bilayer of P3HT and PCBM, and the top cell is fabricated by the evaporation of ZnPc,
C60 and their mixture [123]
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optimum absorption of top cell), although both sub-cells exhibit the summation of
Voc. The 200 nm bottom cell of P3HT:PCBM, optimized for the best performance,
is thick enough to absorb its corresponding light. Therefore, the maximum PCEs of
3.0% at 160 mW/cm2 and up to 4.6% at 16 mW/cm2 were obtained in the tandem
cell with the Al/WO3 intermediate layer, higher than those of tandem cells with Al/
Au intermediate layers. Additionally, a reduced series resistance of 6 X cm2 for
WO3 cell is found compared to that of 8 X cm2 for Au cell.

We developed a new and effective intermediate layer, combining the metal
nanocluster and metal oxide layer together [19]. This intermediate layer consists of
1 nm Al and 15 nm MoO3, connecting the P3HT:PCBM active layered bottom cell
and CuPc:C60 in multiple layers as the top cell. Figure 29a shows the structure of
the tandem cell. Figure 29b shows the absorption spectra of P3HT:PCBM, CuPc/
CuPc:C60/C60 and P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al/MoO3/CuPc/CuPc:C60/C60 films. Obvi-
ously, the absorption spectrum of tandem film is broadened since the bottom film
mainly covers the visible range from 400 to 650 nm and the top film absorbs
complementarily from 650 to 750 nm. More importantly, the transmittance
spectrum of Al (1 nm)/MoO3 (15 nm) intermediate layer is almost 98% in the
range from 350 to 900 nm, as shown in Fig. 29b. Hence, this intermediate layer
with high transparency satisfies the optical requirement as outlined in the previous
section.

The I–V characteristics of bottom single, top single, and tandem cells in the
polymer/small molecule tandem structure are shown in Fig. 30a under 100 mW/
cm2. The PCEs of the bottom and top single cells are 2.11 and 1.68%, respectively.
With the Al (1 nm)/MoO3 (15 nm) intermediate layer, the tandem cell has a PCE
of 2.82% with Voc = 1.01 V, Jsc = 6.05 mA/cm2, and FF = 46.2%. The Voc

(1.01 V) of the tandem cell is the sum of the Voc’s of the bottom single cell
(0.63 V) and top single cell (0.45 V), which demonstrates that the tandem cell is
connected electrically by this Al/MoO3 intermediate layer. The matched Jsc of
bottom and top single cells is important for tandem cells in series. From Fig. 30a,

Fig. 28 The structure of the tandem cell with different intermediate layers: Al/Au and Al/WO3

[125]
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the Jsc (7.83 mA/cm2) of top single cell is slightly higher than that (6.54 mA/cm2)
of bottom one, demonstrating that the nearly matched photocurrent density
between the bottom and top cells can be achieved in this tandem cell. Overall, the
PCE of the tandem cell is higher than either of the individual single cells due to the
increase of the Voc. Figure 30b shows the I–V characteristics of the polymer/small
molecule tandem cell under different illuminations. Clearly, its Voc increases with
the intensity of illumination because of the increased Voc’s of both bottom and
top single cells. Despite FF reduction from 47.2% (at 50 mW/cm2) to 43.3% (at
300 mA/cm2) monotonically, the maximum PCE reaches 3.88% at 300 mW/cm2

primarily due to the enhanced Voc.

Fig. 29 a The resulting structure of the polymer/small molecule tandem cell. b The absorption
spectra of the bottom film P3HT:PCBM (120 nm), top film CuPc(7.5 nm)/CuPc:C60

(12.5:12.5 nm)/C60(27.5 nm) and tandem film P3HT:PCBM(120 nm)/LiF(0.5 nm)/Al(1 nm)/
MoO3(15 nm)/CuPc(7.5 nm)/CuPc:C60(12.5:12.5 nm)/C60(27.5 nm) films. b The transmittance
spectrum of the Al(1 nm)/MoO3(15 nm) intermediate layer (Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[19]. Copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics.)

Fig. 30 a The I–V characteristics of bottom single, top single cells and polymer/small molecule
tandem cell under 100 mW/cm2. b The I–V characteristics of polymer/small molecule tandem
cell under different illuminations. The corresponding FF and PCE are shown in the format of (FF,
PCE) (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [19]. Copyright 2008 American Institute of Physics)
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In this tandem cell, MoO3 has two functions: (1) hole transport and (2) exciton
blocking. The holes collected/transported by MoO3 and electrons generated from
the bottom cell are recombined in the Al/MoO3 intermediate layer (1 nm Al, most
likely in nanocluster form). MoO3 has been used as a hole-injection layer for
OLEDs [71, 126] and a replacement of PEDOT:PSS in polymer OSCs [18] for its
good hole-transporting property. Meanwhile, MoO3 has the other function of
exciton blocking. Due to the higher energy band gap of MoO3 (3.0 eV) than the
exciton energy of CuPc (1.9 eV), excitons formed in the top cell will be blocked
by MoO3. Only after exciton dissociation (at the CuPc/C60 interfaces) can holes be
collected by MoO3 layer, contributing to photocurrent. More importantly, this
intermediate layer can also act as the protection layer for the previously deposited
polymer active layer. This function will be discussed in the following section.

3.3.3 Polymer/Polymer Solution-Processed Tandem Solar Cells

Polymer OSCs are believed to have the most potential in the commercial appli-
cation due to their large area, easy fabrication, and low cost. Generally speaking,
polymer OSCs are prepared by using simple techniques such as spin-coating,
printing, and doctor-blading. For their applications in tandem structure, the main
problem is that the previously deposited active layer can be easily dissolved or
damaged by the process to deposit the top cell since the polymers can be dissolved
in most organic solvents. Therefore, this requires an intermediate layer with a
special property of protecting the previously deposited layers while providing
optical and electrical connections. This issue has been overcome to a certain
degree, which will be reviewed in the following section.

ITO/PEDOT as Intermediate Layer

Kawano [127] reported a tandem OSC made of two identical BHJ MDMO-PPV/
PCBM as the active layers, in which ITO/PEDOT acts as the intermediate layer, as
shown in Fig. 31.

The intermediate layer of ITO is deposited by dc magnetron sputtering in 1 Pa
of argon without substrate heating, which prevents the bottom active layer from
damage by sputtering. Sputtering is followed by spin-coating layers of PEDOT and
polymer for the top cell. However, it was not revealed how the PEDOT was treated
in the intermediate layer since PEDOT must be dried under high temperature. The
authors compared two thicknesses of sputtered ITO (20 and 100 nm). The results
demonstrate that the thinner layer has lower series resistance (20 X) than the
thicker one (27 X).

The tandem cell with a 20 nm ITO layer has Voc = 1.34 V, Jsc = 4.1 mA/cm2,
FF = 56%, and PCE = 3.1%. The Voc is the sum of those of bottom (0.48 V) and
top cells (0.73 V), although the Voc of bottom cell is lower than expected due to
the HWF of its ITO cathode. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the intermediate
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layer to obtain proper energy level alignment between the two sub-cells, which
may be implemented using LWF materials and thin metal film or clusters, taking
the structural continuity and chemical and mechanical stability against the solution
process into account [127].

Metals/PEDOT as Intermediate Layer

Hadipour et al. [128] first reported a solution-processed tandem OSCs made of two
BHJ cells with complementary absorption spectra, in which PFDTBT is a wide
band gap donor polymer used for the bottom cell and PTBEHT is a low band gap
donor polymer used for the top cell, while PCBM is used as the acceptor in both.
As a result, the light in the short wavelength is absorbed by the bottom cell and
that in the long wavelength is absorbed mainly by the top cell. The absorption
spectra of the used materials (PFDTBT [128] and PTBEHT [108, 128]) are shown
in Fig. 32.

These two sub-cells are connected by an intermediate layer of Al/Au/PE-
DOT:PSS, and the corresponding structure of the tandem cell is shown in Fig. 33.
The LiF (0.5 nm)/Al (0.5 nm) layer acts as the cathode for the bottom cell, sup-
plying an Ohmic contact between PCBM and LiF/Al to extract electrons, and the
Au (15 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (60 nm) layer acts as the anode for the top cell, pro-
viding a stable and Ohmic contact for hole extraction. Then, the extracted elec-
trons and holes recombine in this intermediate layer. More importantly, the Au
layer is employed to protect the bottom cell from being dissolved when the
subsequent PEDOT:PSS and top cell layers are deposited by spin-coating, a key
point in solution-processed tandem cells. In addition, the intermediate layer is
fabricated as thin as possible to allow maximum light transmission. Through
careful optical and current optimization, the most desirable thicknesses are 110 nm
(PFDTBT:PCBM, 1:4) for the bottom cell and 90 nm (PTBEHT:PCBM, 1:4) for

Fig. 31 The structure of tandem cell with ITO/PEDOT as the intermediate layer [127]
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the top cell, yielding a PCE of 0.57% with Voc = 1.5 V, Jsc = 0.9 mA/cm2, and
FF = 55%.

Metal Oxides/PEDOT as Intermediate Layer

Gilot et al. [129] presented fully solution-processed tandem OSCs with interme-
diate layers of ZnO (nanoparticles)/PEDOT:PSS. These tandem cells have the

Fig. 32 The absorption spectra of the materials used in the tandem cell [128] (Copyright Wiley–
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission)

Fig. 33 The structure of the tandem cell consisting of PFDTBT:PCBM as the bottom cell and
PTBEHT:PCBM as the top cell, connected by Al/Au/PEDOT:PSS intermediate layer [128]
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combination of MDMO-PPV/PCBM and P3HT/PCBM as the active layers.
The structure of a tandem cell is shown in Fig. 34.

It is worth mentioning that these tandem cells are fabricated without the use of
vacuum deposition. For the ZnO fabrication, ZnO nanoparticles were prepared in
acetone and spin-coated onto the active layer. ZnO is a wide band gap metal oxide
and usually a high-conductivity, n-type semiconductor. PEDOT:PSS is a water-
based solution with a slight acidity. The PEDOT:PSS must be modified to be
neutral because it can easily dissolve the ZnO layer during spin-coating. The ZnO
layer serves as the electron-transporting layer and PEDOT:PSS as the hole-
transporting layer and the two form the interface at which electrons and holes
recombine. Generally, such recombination is poor due to the high offset of work
functions; instead an ohmic contact between these two layers is desired. In this
work, the authors expose ZnO layer to UV lights for a few seconds to provide an
n-type doping. Then, the Voc of triple-tandem cell with MDMO-PPV/PCBM as
active layers is increased from 1.40 to 1.92 V. It was found that the Voc of the
tandem cell was lower than the sum of those of individual cells (0.84 V), which
might be attributed to large voltage drop across the interface of ZnO and
PEDOT:PSS. Although the Voc is much higher than those of the individual cells,
the overall efficiency is still poor. This approach provides a new method to fab-
ricate fully solution-processed tandem cells with broad complementary absorption
spectra.

Moreover, another n-type metal oxide TiOx was also introduced to fabricate
tandem cells with a PCE of 6.7% by Kim et al. [30]. In such a tandem cell, a highly
transparent TiOx layer is used as the cathode for the bottom cell and is combined
with PEDOT PH 500 to form the intermediate layer. This tandem cell is also fully
solution-processed and the TiOx/PEDOT PH 500 intermediate layer serves as
the recombination center and protects the previously deposited active layer.

Fig. 34 The structure of double-tandem cell with ZnO/PEDOT:PSS intermediate layer.
The active layers are made of MDMO-PPV/PCBM and P3HT/PCBM for the bottom and top
cells, respectively [129]
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The tandem cell, shown in Fig. 35, consists of a 130 nm thick layer of PCPDTBT/
PCBM (1:3.6) as the bottom cell and a 170 nm thick layer of P3HT/PC70BM
(1:0.7) as the top cell, with complementary absorption spectra. The absorption of
this tandem cell covers the entire visible range and a small part of infrared range of
solar spectrum.

For the fabrication of intermediate layer, TiOx was prepared in a methanol
solution by means of sol–gel chemistry and spin-coated onto the active layer of the
bottom cell to form its cathode. The highly conductive PEDOT PH 500 was
applied as the anode of the top cell. This tandem cell achieves the highest per-
formance, with PCE = 6.7% under 20 mW/cm2 and 6.3% under 100 mW/cm2.
The fine performance is attributed to high photocurrent generation, facilitated by
these two complementary donors as photoactive absorbing layers in both sub-cells.

Sista and Yang et al. [130] recently reported a highly efficient tandem cell with
P3HT:PC70BM as the bottom cell and PSBTBT:PC70BM as the top cell, connected
by an improved intermediate layer of Al/TiO2:Cs/PEDOT:PSS 4083. In this tan-
dem cell, the bottom cell (P3HT:PC70BM) absorbs the light ranging from 400 to
600 nm, and the top cell (PSBTBT:PC70BM) absorbs light in the range from 600
to 800 nm, a complementary absorption spectrum. It is worth mentioning that the
donor polymer PSBTBT is newly synthesized, showing a PCE of 5.5% for a single
cell. For the intermediate layer, ultra-thin Al is thermally evaporated for improving
both wettability and electrical contact between P3HT:PC70BM and TiO2. TiO2,
which forms a densely packed network of nanocrystals, serves as the protective
layer for the previously deposited active, hole-blocking, and electron collection
layers. Moreover, with this intermediate layer exposed to UV light, the TiO2/
PEDOT:PSS 4083 interface transforms from a Schottky to an Ohmic contact,
leaving no energy barrier at the TiO2/PEDOT:PSS 4083 interface and facilitating
efficient electron tunneling. Furthermore, the authors compared the tandem cells
with PEDOT:PSS 4083 and PEDOT:PSS PH500 as part of an intermediate layer,
indicating that the tandem device with PH500 gives a higher Jsc than that with

Fig. 35 The structure of the tandem cell with TiOx/PEDOT as the intermediate layer [110]
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PEDOT:PSS 4083 and no difference in EQE appears. This is because the active
area for PH500-based tandem cell is larger than the electrode overlap due to high
conductivity of PH500 films. Therefore, the active area should be carefully con-
cerned when PH500 is used as part of the intermediate layer. Overall, the PCE of
tandem cell is up to 5.84% with a Jsc = 7.44 mA/cm2, FF = 63.2%, and
Voc = 1.25 V.

Metal/Metal Oxide as Intermediate Layer

As mentioned above, metallic thin films can be used as semitransparent inter-
mediate layers in tandem cells, such as Ag [120], Au [123], and Al/Au [128].
However, such an intermediate layer alone is not suitable for solution-processings
because either the thickness is insufficient to protect the previously deposited layer
or the light loss is high. The combination of n-type metal oxides (e.g., TiOx [30]
and ZnO [129]) and PEDOT:PSS has been used as intermediate layers. Disad-
vantages of this kind of intermediate layer are that the fabrication of the PEDOT
layer is always carried out in an oxygen and moisture environment (outside the
glove box) with baking and being modified to be neutral is required due to the
acidic nature of PEDOT [129], which is harmful to the previously deposited layers
[36]. Hence, it is desirable to replace the PEDOT layer with a functional layer
serving as the anode for the top cell and protecting the previously deposited layers.
Some p-type-like metal oxides, such as NiO, MoO3, V2O5, and WO3, with HWFs
and good hole transport behavior, are proper candidates. These oxide films can
generally be deposited by thermal evaporation, which does not damage the pre-
viously deposited organic layers.

Accordingly, we applied the Al (1 nm)/MoO3 (15 nm) intermediate layer in
polymer/polymer tandem cells (both double-tandem and triple-tandem). This
intermediate layer overcomes the challenges of stacking solution-processed
polymer layers repeatedly by preventing the existing polymer layers from dis-
solving and reducing the light loss induced by the added intermediate layer. We
used an identical polymer blend (P3HT:PCBM) as the active layers of the double-
and triple-tandem cells, aiming to increase the light absorption depth and shorten
the charge transport length. The thicknesses of the active layer and MoO3 layers
need to be carefully adjusted to optimize the optical field distributed in each cell,
resulting in maximum light absorption and matched Jsc in each sub-cell. The
resulting structure of the solution-processed triple-tandem OSC is shown in
Fig. 36.

Figure 37a compares the I–V characteristics of all cells covered in the
solution-processed triple-tandem cell under 100 mW/cm2 irradiation. The PCEs of
the first (70 nm), second (85 nm), and third (50 nm) single cells are 1.94%, 2.64%,
and 1.76%, respectively. The double-tandem cell has a PCE of 2.19% with Voc of
1.19 V and Jsc of 3.71 mA/cm2. The triple-tandem cell achieves a Voc of 1.73 V
with Jsc = 2.41 mA/cm2, FF = 48.4%, and PCE = 2.03%. The Voc almost triples
that of a single cell (0.62 V), suggesting a relatively good Ohmic contact between
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the Al and MoO3 layers [129]. The transmittance spectra of the first (70 nm),
double-tandem (70 nm/85 nm), and triple-tandem (70 nm/85 nm/50 nm) cells are
shown in Fig. 37b. Obviously, the triple-tandem cell fully absorbs the solar light in
the main range of P3HT/PCBM blend, indicating there is appropriate light incident
on each cell. As a result, the Jsc (2.41 mA/cm2) of the triple-tandem cell is rea-
sonable. It is worth mentioning that the FF shrinks as the number of the cells rises
due to an increase in the series resistance in the multi-tandem cell; however, the FF
is still high here compared to that of another reported triple-tandem cell [129]. The
resulting PCE of triple-tandem cell (2.03%) is comparable to those of the single
cells and the double-tandem cell. Additionally, this high Voc can drive a red light-
emitting diode (LED) easily with only 0.1 cm2 of active area. Since the Voc of the
triple-tandem cell can increase from 1.73 V (under 100 mW/cm2) to 1.87 V (under
300 mW/cm2), the LED grows brighter.

Additionally, Sakai et al. [131] reported a similar intermediate layer consisting
of a LiF (0.5 nm), ITO (20 nm), and MoO3 (10 nm), which connects the
P3HT:PC60BM layer of the bottom cell and P3HT:PC70BM layer of the top cell,
enhancing the light absorption due to the different absorption ranges of the two
types of PCBMs. This intermediate layer also prevents the solutions used to
fabricate the top cell from leaking into the previously deposited bottom active
layer. In addition, the theoretical and experimental results have been compared and
are in good agreement. The tandem cell obtains a PCE of 5.16% with a
Jsc = 6.14 mA/cm2, FF = 73.7%, and Voc = 1.14 V. It is worth noting two
points: one is the extremely high FF, the highest value achieved by a tandem cell,

Fig. 36 The structure of the polymer–polymer triple-tandem OSC [20]
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likely due to good charge transport and efficient charge-carrier recombination at
the intermediate layer, as explained by the authors; the other is the somewhat low
Voc, less than the sum of the individual cells’ Voc’s, which might be caused by Voc

loss in the bottom cell.
As reviewed above, it was found out that most of intermediate layers

involve PEDOT. Since PEDOT needs to be dried and treated outside a glove
box and at high temperature, this process damages previously deposited layers,
causing the degradation of the tandem cell. Therefore, a superior intermediate
layer, which can be processed in a nitrogen environment without high tem-
perature treatment, is necessary for the efficiency improvement of tandem
OSCs. Moreover, good lifetime and stability are also required for commercial
applications.

3.3.4 Lifetime and Stability of Tandem Organic Solar Cells

Quite few researches have focused on lifetime or stability of tandem cells. As
mentioned above, increasing the thickness of each layer can stabilize the devices
and reduce the probability of a short-circuit [110]. Moreover, the lifetime and
stability of OSCs are influenced by chemical, physical, and mechanical degrada-
tions [22].

Franke [132] discussed the long-term stability measurements of tandem OSCs
consisting of mixed ZnPc and C60 as the active layer with a PCE of 4%. The
results indicate that these cells are stable upon exposure to a halogen light since
their PCE only decreases by 3% or less under continuous 185 mW/cm2 illumi-
nation at 50�C for more than 1,400 h, as shown in Fig. 38. Subsequently, the cell
degrades fast, which can be attributed to the effect of halogen light exposure on the
encapsulation adhesive. The authors also compared the degradation of those

Fig. 37 a The I–V characteristics of first, second, third single, double- and triple-tandem
cells under 100 mW/cm2 irradiation. b The transmittance spectra of the first single film,
double-tandem film, and triple-tandem film [20]
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tandem cells stored in the dark environment at 85�C, showing a much faster
degradation likely due to the stability variation of hole-transporting layer with a
low glass transition temperature.

Moreover, Kim [30] presented tandem OSCs with promising stability as well.
The fact that the PCE decreases from 6.5 to 5.5% after 3,500 h storage in N2

confirms that such a tandem structure exhibits robustness and reasonable stability.
Even though exposed continuously to 100 mW/cm2 illumination, the tandem cell
keeps 70% of its original efficiency after 40 h and over 60% after 100 h.

4 Conclusion

In order to further improve the efficiency of OSCs, materials with low band gaps,
which can absorb a larger percentage of the solar spectrum, are required. Addi-
tionally, adopting an effective structure of a solar cell is crucial to maximize the
device performance based on specially designed donor and acceptor materials.
A tandem structure consisting of two or more cells with complementary absorption
spectra is able to enhance the light harvesting by overcoming the intrinsic limits of
organic semiconductors, such as low charge-carrier mobility and short exciton
diffusion length. On the other hand, the inverted structure, in which the charge
collection is opposite to that in conventional structure, provides stable and robust
device.

Many efforts have been made to understand the charge-carrier extraction
behavior in inverted structures and to improve efficiency by employing various
interfacial layers between the organic active layer and electrodes. The polarity of
the charge collection is controlled by the interfacial layers, which are also
responsible for efficient charge collection at electrode. For further efficiency
improvement, matching of work functions of both electrodes with the energy levels

Fig. 38 Change of the
normalized PCE of ZnPc:C60

tandem cell over time [132]
(Reprinted from [132],
Copyright 2008 with
permission from Elsevier)
(http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/
09270248)
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of respective acceptor and donor should be stressed to minimize Ohmic losses
during charge transfer. Work function can be tuned by doping a buffer layer or
utilizing a SAM with dipole moments. Manipulating the orientation of segregation
in the BHJ blend is another promising approach to improve the performance of
inverted devices. Moreover, incorporating nanostructure metal oxides as the
interfacial layer can further increase efficiency owing to additional heterojunctions
between nanostructure and donor. However, the device must overcome charge-
carrier recombination at the surface of metal oxides via charge trapping sites
created by hydroxyl groups, leading to low contribution to the final photocurrent.
Therefore, the passivation of trap states on the surface of nanostructure by SAM or
other methods will enhance the performance of double-heterojunction cells.
Through tuning the work function of electrodes, manipulating the segregation in
BHJ blends, and incorporating passivated nanostructure metal oxide, inverted
OSCs with higher efficiency can be achieved.

The intermediate layer, which connects sub-cells optically and electrically,
plays a significant role in the realization and efficiency improvement of tandem
cells. It should provide high transparency, high conductivity, Ohmic contact, and
protection of the lower layers. Many types of tandem OSCs have been applied and
developed using a variety of fabrication techniques. The choice of intermediate
layer is not merely material exploration; it accounts for efficiency improvement of
tandem cell, where the intermediate layer serves as an efficient recombination
center for charge carriers extracted from the sub-cells. It is the reason that the
photocurrent in a tandem cell is somewhat low, primarily resulting from the large
overlapping of absorption spectra of the materials used for both sub-cells. This
issue must be solved by chemical structure design and material synthesis, aiming
to synthesize excellent organic materials with broad absorption range and high
carrier mobility. Therefore, through carefully tuning the band gaps of donors used
in sub-cells and the thickness of each cell, a balanced photocurrent can be
implemented. Moreover, an optical spacer with a high transparency and high
conductivity inserted between two sub-cells can also adjust the optical field dis-
tribution across the entire tandem cell, for efficient light absorption in each sub-
cell. Hence, combining these considerations will improve the performance of
tandem OSCs.

In summary, inverted and tandem structures implemented in OSCs are aiming
to fulfill the commercial requirements. They have advanced much in the past few
years and have achieved an exciting and potential level. Such devices will drive
the realization of flexible and large-area OSCs with low costs.
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Appendix

Most common abbreviations used throughout the chapter.

Abbreviations Full expressions

OSCs Organic solar cells
OLEDs Organic light-emitting diodes
OTFTs Organic thin film transistors
OLEDs Organic light-emitting diodes
BHJ Bulk heterojunction
HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital
LUMO Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
Vbi Built-in voltage
Eg Energy band gap
PEDOT:PSS Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate)
ITO Indium tin oxide
NiO Nickel(II) oxide
MoO3 Molybdenum oxide
V2O5 Vanadium oxide
WO3 Tungsten trioxide
LiF Lithium fluoride
TiOx Titanium oxide
ZnO Zinc oxide
Cs2CO3 Cesium carbonate
Jsc Short-circuit current density
Voc Open-circuit voltage
FF Fill factor
PCE Power conversion efficiency
AM 1.5G Air Mass 1.5 Global
I-V Current-Voltage
IPCE Incident photon-to-electron conversion efficiency
LWF Low work function
HWF High work function
MDMO-PPV Poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)]-1,4-phenylenevinylene)
MEH-PPV Poly(2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-1, 4-phenylenevinylene)
P3HT Poly(3-hexylthiophene)
PPV Polyphenylenevinylene
PCPDTBT Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b0]dithiophene)-alt-

4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)]
PFDTBT Poly((2,7-(9,9-dioctyl)-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl-2,1,3-

benzothiadiazole)
PFDTBT Poly((2,7-(9,9-dioctyl)-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl-2,1,3-

benzothiadiazole)
PTBEHT Poly{5,7-di-2-thienyl-2,3-bis(3,5-di(2-ethylhexyloxy)phenyl)-thieno[3,4-

b]pyrazine}

(continued)
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Organic Solar Cells and Their
Nanostructural Improvement

Serap Günes

Abstract Organic solar cells comprised of organic semiconductors have attracted
considerable attention in the areas of photonics and electronics during the last
decade. Organic semiconductors are a less expensive alternative to inorganic
semiconductors. Organic molecules and conjugated polymers as organic semi-
conductors can be processed by simple techniques that are not available to crys-
talline inorganic semiconductors. The flexibility in the synthesis of organic
molecules allows for the alteration of molecular weight, band gap, energy levels,
and structural order, which makes organic semiconductors unique. The conversion
of sunlight to electricity by organic solar cells is very interesting and promising
since organic solar cells offer the possibility of fabricating large area, light-weight,
cost-effective, flexible devices using simple and environmental friendly tech-
niques. Also, organic solar cells can be integrated into wide variety of structures
and products in ways not possible for conventional solar cells. As a clean
renewable energy source organic solar cells are rapidly developing. A power
conversion efficiency over 7–8% was reported recently. However, this value must
be improved to compete with conventional solar cells. On the other hand, there is a
considerable progress in the evolution of organic solar cells from pure scientific
research to a possible industrial application. Recent efforts are devoted to the
investigation of operating mechanisms, new synthesis routes, new device archi-
tectures, stability of the organic materials, lifetime, encapsulation, etc. If compa-
rable or even slightly lower efficiencies than those of conventional technologies
can be achieved, the cost-effectiveness and versatility of organic compounds will
make organic solar cells more favorable. In this chapter, an overview on principles
of operation, critical parameters, nanomorphology, charge transport and mobility,
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stability, possible routes for improvement, and the recent status and future aspects
of organic solar cells will be discussed.

1 Introduction

A solar cell converts sunlight into electricity. Harvesting energy directly from
sunlight using photovoltaic (PV) technologies is a viable way to eliminate the
disadvantages of decreased availability of fossil fuel sources and the long-term
effects of CO2 emission. The recognition of the potential of PV technology led to
the rapid growth of production of terrestrial solar cell modules [1]. Current pro-
duction is highly dominated by crystalline silicon (Si) modules, which represent
94% of the market. A maximum theoretical power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
almost 31% under direct air mass (AM) 1.5 sunlight is expected for silicon-based
devices [1, 2]. Although the industry is currently based on Si, significant material
challenges and high manufacturing costs might not allow Si-based devices to meet
the long-term goals of PV technology. Thus, new high efficiency or low-cost
technologies such as multi-junction and organic-based devices are rapidly growing
[1]. Organic photovoltaics (OPV) have the potential for low-cost device
production.

An organic solar cell consists of an organic layer which realizes the basic steps
in PV conversion such as light absorption, charge carrier generation, charge carrier
transport and extraction or injection of charge carriers through the contacts [3]. PV
cells based on organic compounds have potential cost-effectiveness, flexibility,
and easy processing [4]. Two main approaches have been considered in the
research of OPVs: bulk heterojunction (BHJ), which is represented in an ideal case
as a bicontinuous composite of donor and acceptor phases [5, 6], and donor–
acceptor bilayers achieved by vacuum deposition of organic molecules [7, 8].

BHJ type devices employ conjugated polymers which can be solution pro-
cessed. This is seen as an advantage over the vacuum deposition since processing
in solution gives the ability to process the active layer from solution in a single
step using various techniques such as ink jet printing, spin coating, and
roller casting [9]. In polymer-based BHJ solar cells, which are achieved by
blending a polymer donor and acceptor, the most common donor polymers are
poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MDMO-
PPV] [10, 11], regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (RR-P3HT) [12–16], and poly
[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyoxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) [17–19].
The most widely used acceptor material of choice has been [6,6]-phenyl
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) [20]. Several small organic materials, such
as zinc pthalocyanine (ZnPc) [21, 22] and copper pthalocyanine, [23] have also
been used as donors in bilayer heterojunction solar cells.

Optimized organic devices have PCE of 5–8% [24–26]. Although there has
been significant improvement in organic solar cell PCEs, they still have not
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reached that of conventional solar cells [27]. In order to compete with the con-
ventional inorganic cells, a PCE of more than 10% is desirable [4, 28–31]. Various
approaches to organic solar cell designs have been employed such as using novel
organic materials [16, 32] or a combination of organic and inorganic (hybrids)
[33, 34] as active layer materials, tandem cells [35] and also, various techniques
have been employed to improve the performance of organic solar cells such as low
band gap polymers [36, 37] polymer–polymer blends [38, 39], new device
structures [40], etc. Improving the PCE is the primary interest of the current
research on organic solar cells. The efficiencies can be further improved by tai-
loring the materials and also engineering of the device structures. However, one
should note that stability and life times are also important issues [41, 42].

In this chapter, an overview of basic operation principles, organic solar cell
materials, and possible routes for performance improvement of organic solar cells
will be overviewed.

2 Basics of Organic Photovoltaics

2.1 Organic Photovoltaic Materials

Research on organic solar cells focuses on two types of materials: one is solution
processed, such as semiconducting polymers/molecules, and the other is vacuum
processed, such as small organic molecules. Polymers decompose under excessive
heat and have too large molar mass for evaporation. Therefore, most polymer-
based PV elements are solution processed at low temperatures [43].

The discovery of conducting polymers opened up a way of achieving a new
generation of polymers: materials that exhibit the electrical and optical properties
of metals or semiconductors and retain the attractive mechanical properties and
processing advantages of polymers [44]. Saturated polymers in which all of the
four valence electrons are used up in covalent bonds are not very interesting as
electronic materials since they are insulators. However, in conjugated polymers the
electronic configuration is fundamentally different. The chemical bonding in
conjugated polymers leads to one unpaired electron (the p electron) per carbon
atom and p bonding leads to electron delocalization along the back bone of the
polymer which provides the ‘‘high way’’ for charge mobility along the backbone of
the polymer chain. The chain symmetry such as the number and kind of atoms
within the repeat unit determines the electronic structure in conducting polymers.
As a result, such polymers can exhibit semiconducting or even metallic properties
[44]. Materials that have an extended delocalized p electron system can absorb
sunlight and create photogenerated charge carriers and also transport these charge
carriers, which makes them interesting as optoelectronic materials [43]. Conju-
gated polymers have become the materials of choice not only for solar cells but
also for various optoelectronic applications, such as light emitting diodes (OLEDs)
[45–47] and field-effect transistors (OFETs) [48, 49].
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Organic materials for use in PV devices require a good chemical stability and
high optical absorption in the visible range with respect to the AM1.5G spectrum
[50]. Efficiencies of the first hole conducting polymers based on conjugated poly-
mers were less than satisfactory [51]. Previously, higher efficiencies were achieved
by switching to different classes of donor type conjugated polymers and by mixing
them with suitable electron acceptors like fullerenes [52–56]. High performance
organic solar cells employ polymer-fullerene blends in which the polymer acts as a
donor whereas the fullerene acts as an acceptor. The Buckminsterfullerene, C60, is a
strong acceptor. A soluble derivative of C60, namely PCBM (1-(3-methoxycar-
bonyl) propyl-1-phenyl [6,6] C61), which has been widely used in polymer/fuller-
ene solar cells due to its solution processability owing to their side-chain
substitution was synthesized by Wudl et al. [57]. Currently, a PVC of 7.4% is
reported. The main reason for the increase in the performance is the much greater
absorption of C70 in the visible region relative to that of C60. The high symmetry of
C60 renders low-energy transitions formally dipole forbidden which results in a
weak absorption of light in the visible region [9]. C70 has an asymmetric structure
with significantly stronger absorption across the visible range [11].

Most semiconducting polymers are hole conductors (electron donors). Impor-
tant reprensentatives of hole conducting donor-type semiconducting polymers are
derivatives of phenylene vinylene backbones such as poly[2-methoxy-5-(3,7-
dimethyloctyloxy)]-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MDMO-PPV), thiophene chains such
as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and fluorene backbones such as (poly(9,90-
dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N0-(4-butylphenyl-1,4 phenylenediamine) (PFB) and
PCDTBT. Light harvesting by PCDTBT is better than that of P3HT due to its
smaller band gap.

Phthalocyanine and perylene have commonly found applications in thin-film
organic solar cells [58]. Phthalocyanine is a reprensentative of the p-type, hole
conducting materials that work as electron donors, whereas perylene and its
derivatives show n-type, electron conducting behavior, and serve as the electron
acceptor materials. Small organic molecule semiconductors are generally suitable
for evaporation/sublimation techniques since their solubility in common organic
solvents is limited. Fig. 1.

2.2 Operation Principles

There are four important steps for the conversion of solar illumination into pho-
tocurrent in organic solar cells: (i) absorption of a photon to create an exciton, (ii)
diffusion of the exciton to a donor–acceptor interface, (iii) charge transfer of an
exciton into an electron in the acceptor and a hole in the donor, and (iv) collection
of the charges at the electrodes [59].

The absorption spectrum of the organic material defines the spectral range over
which the cell will respond to light. This depends on the chemical structure of the
polymer or molecule. Most organic dyes or molecules are strongly absorbing and a
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film only a few 100 nm thick is sufficient to absorb significant proportion of light if
it falls within the absorption band of the material [60]. The first process in
photoconversion is related to the absorption. The absorption efficiency is governed
by the absorption spectra of the organic semiconductors, their thickness and also,
the device architecture.

In organic semiconductors, optical excitations lead to electron–hole pairs
(excitons) that are bound at the room temperature [61]. The efficiency of exciton
diffusion in organic solar cells is determined by the exciton diffusion length and
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Fig. 1 Some examples of the representative donors and acceptors used in organic solar cells
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the morphology of the donor–acceptor interface [59]. Once excitons are created
they can diffuse over a length of approximately 5–15 nm [62–64]. Then they decay
either radiatively or non-radiatively. Excitons must be separated into free charge
carriers within their lifetime for PV purposes. For efficient dissociation of excitons,
strong electric fields are utilized, via externally applied fields or via interfaces. At
an interface where abrupt changes of the potential occur, there are strong local
electrical fields possible (E = -grad U) [65]. Here, excitons can dissociate into an
electron in one phase and a hole in the other. Exciton dissociation can also occur at
bulk trap sites, leading to one trapped carrier and one potentially free carrier
[66, 67]. Conversion of the excess photon energy above singlet exciton into the
vibrational heat bath of a polymer segment is also considered a main source of the
energy required for charges to escape from a potential well formed by a super-
position of the Coulomb and external electric fields [68].

Once, the electrons and holes are separated, and the free charge carriers are
created, these free charge carriers are transported to the electrodes [69]. To under-
stand the rectifying behavior of a semiconductor device, the metal–insulator–metal
(MIM) model is used. In Fig. 2, a single layer cell with ITO and Al electrodes is
shown. Figure 2a shows the short-circuit conditions. The current delivered by a solar
cell under zero bias is called the short-circuit current (Isc). In the MIM picture, the
built-in potential is equal to the difference in the work functions of the metal elec-
trodes. Exciton dissociation and charge transport are driven by the built-in potential.
Figure 2b shows the open-circuit case. The voltagewhere the current equals to zero is
called open-circuit voltage (Voc). Voc is equal to the difference between the metals’
work functions and balances the built-in potential. Thus, the current is zero since
there is no net driving force acting on the charge carriers. Figure 2c shows the
negative bias case. The diode works as a photodetector. Under illumination, the
charge carriers drift to the appropriate electrodes. Figure 2d shows the forward bias

Fig. 2 Metal-insulator–
metal (MIM) models of an
organic diode: a short circuit,
b open circuit, c reversed
bias, and d forward bias
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case. In the case of an applied forward bias larger than the Voc the contacts start
injecting charges into the semiconductor. If these charges recombine radiatively, the
diode works as a LED.

2.3 Device Architecture

As substrates, transparent and conducting electrodes (for example, glass or plastic
covered with indium-tin-oxide (ITO)) are used. As a transparent conductive
electrode ITO allows light to pass through the cell. However, ITO is not the ideal
conductive material due to the following problems: release of oxygen and tin into
the organic layer, poor transparency in the blue region and complete crystallization
of ITO films, which requires high-temperature processing [70, 71]. Also, the
increasing cost of indium prevents large-scale use of ITO in low-cost PV devices
[70]. Therefore, alternatives for ITO electrode such as carbon nanotube network
electrodes are being investigated [72].

The substrate electrode can be structured by etching. On the transparent con-
ducting substrate, PEDOT:PSS, poly(ethylene-dioxythiophene) doped with poly-
styrene-sulphonic acid is commonly coated from an aqueous solution. This
PEDOT:PSS layer improves the surface quality of the ITO electrode (reducing the
probability of shorts) and facilitates hole injection/extraction. Furthermore, the
work function of this electrode can be changed by chemical/electrochemical
manipulation of the PEDOT layer [73]. PEDOT:PSS is the most promising
organic-based electrode material (see Fig. 3) and currently, various modifications
of PEDOT:PSS with even greater conductivities are being investigated as elec-
trodes for organic devices [70, 74–76].

As already mentioned, there are two major classes of organic semiconductors:
low molecular weight materials and polymers. They have in common a conjugated
p electron system formed by the pz orbitals of sp2 hybridized C atoms in the
molecules. Compared to the r bonds that form the backbone of the molecules, the
p bonding is significantly weaker. Therefore, the lowest electronic excitations of
conjugated molecules are the p-p* transitions with an energy gap leading to light
absorption or emission in the visible spectral range [77]. An important difference

Fig. 3 Chemical structure of
PEDOT and PSS
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between two classes of materials lies in the way they are processed to form thin
films. Small organic molecules are usually deposited by sublimation or evapora-
tion whereas conjugated polymers can only be processed from solution by using
spin coating or printing techniques [77]. Side chain functionalization is principally
used for processing of semiconducting polymers from solution in organic solvents
or from water [44]. The active layers are then coated depending on the class of the
semiconductor employed in the device. Spin coating, doctor blading, screen
printing, and ink jet printing are the most common wet processing techniques.
Evaporation of two or more organic molecules at once is called coevaporation and
it can be applied to small molecules to create interpenetrating donor–acceptor
networks or to achieve molecular doping [78, 79].

The top electrode is, in general, a metal with an underlayer of ultrathin lithi-
umfluoride. The exact nature of this LiF underlayer is unknown, but certainly such
thicknesses (ca 0.6 nm) cannot form a closed layer. The exact role of the LiF
underlayer is under controversial debate in the literature [80–82]. Photoelectron
spectroscopy studies showed that the metal workfunction can be considerably
reduced by evaporation of such LiF layers [83].

The most widely used device configurations in organic solar cells are sum-
marized below.

2.3.1 Single Layer Organic Solar Cells

The first organic solar cells were based on single layers sandwiched between two
metal electrodes of different work functions. One of the electrodes must be (semi-)
transparent, generally ITO, but a thin metal layer can also be used. The other
electrode is generally aluminium (calcium, magnesium, gold and others are also
used).

Photoexcitations in an organic semiconductor lead to formation of bound
electron–hole pairs (excitons). Excitons created in an organic semiconductor must
dissociate into free charge carriers according to the PV requirements. The only
way to break apart the excitons in the devices consisting of pristine polymers is to
use an electric field [84]. If the organic semiconductor is doped, band bending can
occur, leading to a Shottky contact at the metal-electrode interface. As a result of
the limited exciton diffusion length, only photoexcitations generated close to the
depletion region of the Schottky contact can lead to separated charge carriers.
Therefore, only a small region contributes to photocurrent generation in pristine
polymer-based devices.

The early efforts to realize organic solar cells using conjugated polymers
focused on polyacetylene [85] and polythiophene [86]. Previously, visible light
emission was observed at Shottky diodes made from semiconducting polymers
[45, 87]. The observation of a dual-function device, both as a light emitting diode
and a photodiode under reverse bias, using poly[2-methoxy-5-(20-ethyl-hexyloxy)-
1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) made PPV a material of interest in single-
layer organic optoelectronics [88]. However, the PCE of ITO/PPV/Al based
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devices were reported as 0.07 for light intensities of 1 mW/cm2 [89]. The intrinsic
field created by the asymmetry of the work function of electrodes was not large
enough to generate significant power. Single-layer conjugated polymer-based
devices lacked a significant PV effect.

The device architecture plays an important role in the overall efficiency of
organic solar cells. In a single-layer device, since only a small region contributes
to the photocurrent generation, the efficiency of such devices is rather low [90].

2.3.2 Bilayer Heterojunction Organic Solar Cells

The major problem in single-layer organic solar cells is inefficient charge gener-
ation in conjugated polymers. To overcome this limitation, the donor/acceptor
approach has been suggested [91]. A bilayer device is prepared by stacking a
donor and an acceptor material (see Fig. 4). The effective interaction between the
donor and the acceptor takes place at the geometric interface in the bilayer het-
erojunction organic solar cells. Many conjugated polymers in their undoped,
semiconducting states are electron donors upon photoexcitation [91]. The photo-
physics studies on conjugated polymers and fullerenes reveal that there is ultrafast,
reversible and metastable electron transfer from conjugated polymers to Buck-
minster fullerenes in solid films [18, 52–54].

Several devices have been constructed using this effect [18, 58]. Tang et al.
demonstrated PV activity in small molecular bilayers that were vacuum deposited
[58]. They fabricated bilayer organic solar cells by vacuum depositing copper
phthalocyanine and a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative. A PVC of about 1% was
achieved under simulated AM2 illumination. A novel feature of this device was
that the charge-generation efficiency was relatively independent of the bias volt-
age, resulting in cells with fill factor values as high as 0.65. The interface between
the two organic materials, rather than the electrode/organic contacts, was found to
be crucial in determining the PV properties of the cell [58]. In a study by

Fig. 4 Bilayer
heterojunction configuration
of organic solar cells
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Yamashita et al. the characteristics of a bilayer heterojunction diode consisting of
C60/tetratiafulvalene (TTF) were reported. The device under dark conditions was
almost insulative, however, upon light illumination, remarkable rectification was
observed [92]. Halls et al. measured the PV properties of heterojunctions con-
sisting of a layer of the molecular pigment bis(phenethylimido)perylene, sublimed
onto a film of the conjugated polymer poly(p-phenylenevinylene) [PPV], and
sandwiched between electrodes of ITO and aluminum. Quantum yields (electrons
collected per incident photon) of up to 6%, fill factors of 0.6 and open-circuit
voltages approaching 1 V were obtained, representing significant improvements
over single-layer PPV devices [93]. Efficiencies of 3.6% were reported for vac-
uum-deposited copper phthalocyanine/C60 thin-film double-heterostructure PV
cells incorporating an exciton-blocking layer (EBL) [94].

Although significant improvement compared to single-layer devices was
achieved in bilayer heterojunction solar cells, the PVC of bilayer heterojunction
solar cells is limited due to the following reasons: (i) Efficient charge separation
occurs only close to the donor/acceptor interface whereas the photoexcitations far
from the donor/acceptor heterojunction will recombine and (ii) PV conversion
efficiency is limited by the amounts of photons absorbed in the region where
charge separation takes place [91].

2.3.3 Bulk Heterojunction Organic Solar Cells

In a bulk heterojunction organic solar cell, donor and acceptor components are
mixed to form an interpenetrating network at the nanometer scale (see Fig. 5). The
bulk heterojunction concept maximizes the donor–acceptor contact area. If the
phase separation between the donor and the acceptor can be controlled to form an
interpenetrating network through the control of morphology a high interfacial area
within a bulk material can be achieved [91].

Fig. 5 Bulk heterojunction
configuration of organic solar
cells
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Early studies focus on polymer-fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells. The
bulk heterojunction is presently the most widely used photoactive layer. One of the
most promising combinations of materials is a blend of a semiconducting polymer
and a fullerene derivative as the acceptor.

The study by Shaheen et al. was a breakthrough on bulk heterojunction solar
cells with efficiencies reaching 2.5% under simulated AM1.5G illumination using
MDMO-PPV as a donor and PCBM as an acceptor. In these cells, the photoactive
layer was sandwiched between two electrodes with different work functions. Since
then several studies on the morphology, electronic structure, and charge transport
of MDMO-PPV/PCBM-based devices were performed [95–100].

P3HT has been another choice of material as a donor in bulk heterojunction
cells. The high charge carrier mobility and lower band gap compared to MDMO-
PPV make this material advantageous over MDMO-PPV. P3HT/PCBM blends
provided an increased PV performance as compared to MDMO-PPV/PCBM solar
cells [14, 101]. Recently, 5% efficiency has been achieved using P3HT as the
donor and PCBM as the acceptor. By introducing a TiOx layer as the optical spacer
they were able to achieve polymer solar cells with PCE approximately 50% higher
than similar devices fabricated without an optical spacer [102].

2.4 Current–Voltage Characteristics of an Organic Solar Cell

The characteristic parameters of an organic solar cell can be deduced from cur-
rent–voltage (I–V) curves. The I–V characteristics of a solar cell in the dark and
under illumination are shown in Fig. 6.

In the dark there is almost no current flow until the start to inject at forward
bias. When a cell is illuminated, the I–V curve is shifted down by the short-circuit
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current, Isc. The maximum current that can run through the cell is determined by
the Isc [102]. Voc is related to the energetic relation between the donor and the
acceptor. The energy difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the
acceptor is closely correlated with the Voc value. The solar cell operates in the
fourth quandrant. At the maximum power point (MPP), the product of current and
voltage is the largest. The largest power output (Pmax) is determined by the point
where the product of voltage and current is maximized. Division of Pmax by the
product of Isc and Voc yields the fill factor, FF.

The photovoltaic PCE of a solar cell is determined by the following formula:

ge ¼
Voc � Isc � FF

Pin

ð1Þ

FF ¼
Impp � Vmpp

Isc � Voc

ð2Þ

where Voc is the open-circuit voltage, Isc is the short-circuit current, FF is the fill
factor and Pin is the incident light intensity.

The light intensity at 1,000 W/m2 with a spectral intensity distribution
matching that of the sun on the earth‘s surface at an incident angle of 48.2�, which
is called the AM1.5G spectrum is accepted as standard for solar cell testing [104].

An experimentally accessible value is the external quantum efficiency or
incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE). IPCE is defined as the number of
photogenerated charge carriers contributing to the photocurrent per incident
photon [102]. IPCE is calculated using the following formula:

IPCE ¼
1240 � Isc
k � Pin

ð3Þ

where k (nm) is the incident photon wavelength, Isc (lA/cm
2) is the photocurrent

of the device and Pin (W/m2) is the incident power.

2.4.1 Power Conversion Efficiency Reports on Organic Solar Cells

Organic solar cell research has grown rapidly during the last decades and now it is
close to the level of the commercial applications. It became crucial [103] to
accurately determine the efficiency values to enable a fair comparison of the
results from several groups for the healthy development of this technology. Since
the PCE is the representative parameter to evaluate the performance of a PV cell,
the measurement of this value should be accurately determined and reported and
also should be reproducible to be able to compare different devices [105].

The performance of PV cells is commonly described in terms of their effi-
ciencies with respect to the standart reporting conditions (SRC) defined by the
temperature, spectral irradiance, and total irradiance [105, 106]. The SRC for the
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performance of the PV cells are as follows: 1,000 W/m2 irradiance, AM 1.5 global
reference spectrum, and 25�C cell temperature.

Shrotriya et al. have already described what must be done for accurate mea-
surement and characterization of organic solar cells [105]. They performed
experiments on polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells and small
organic molecule-based bilayer cells. They considered the effects of the spectral-
responsivity, light source calibration and spectral mismatch factor and also the
device area. They first investigated the effect of the light bias intensity on the
spectral responsivity. They observed that the responsivities of all the cells show a
slight dependence on the light bias intensity, although the behavior was different
for different material systems. However, they showed that the light bias depen-
dence of the responsivity for all test cells was constant with respect to
the wavelength, which suggested that the mismatch factor calculation would be
independent of light bias intensity. They also observed relatively weak dependence
of the external quantum efficiency on light bias intensity. They counted
the response of the cell to the chopped light as an important factor that has to be
considered when measuring the spectral response of the PV device.

A solar simulator replicates the solar spectrum and is used for testing PV
devices. Reference cells are used to set the intensity of a light source to a particular
test condition (e.g., one sun) for I–V measurements. The relative spectral re-
sponsivities of the test and reference cells are an important factor in the solar
simulator calibration procedure. For crystalline solar cells, the reference cell is
made of the same materials and technology as the test device. The primary interest
in a reference cell is the stability in the reference cell’s calibration value. For this
reason most thin-film organic and inorganic devices use a Si reference cell that
may have a filter to improve the spectral match. However, for polymer and small
organic molecule organic solar cells, it is extremely difficult to fabricate reference
cell from the same materials. The reasons for this are the lack of the consistent
reproducibility and the poor life times of these devices. Therefore, for the purpose
of light source calibration for organic solar cell testing, it is important to select a
reference cell whose spectral response matches that of the actual test cells as
closely as possible to minimize the spectral error [105].

Another parameter to consider is the lamp’s age, which affects the actual
irradiance. As a result, the spectral mismatch changes with the age of the solar
simulator’s lamp. The spectral mismatch factor accounts for deviations in the
spectral output of the solar simulator with respect to the standard AM1.5G spec-
trum and deviations in the spectral response with respect to that of the reference
cell [10, 107].

It is also essential to correctly measure the device area in order to accurately
determine the current density through the device. Usually, device area is chosen as
the area defined by the shadow mask used for evaporating the top contact. An
important factor that can result in significant errors in the estimation of the area is
the shadow effect arising from evaporating successive layers from multiple sources
[105].
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Besides device area, device design can also affect the determination of the
efficiency of organic solar cells. Cravino et al. demonstrated that the shape and size
of a cell, which is referred to as the cell layout, might be very important in organic
solar cells (see Fig. 7) [108]. They investigated the two common layouts for
organic solar cells with patterned PEDOT:PSS layers and photoactive layers, as
shown in the Fig. 7. They considered the results of the geometrically resolved
photocurrent measurements and concluded that the most critical region in the
crossed layout is the region where the Al electrode overlaps with the both pho-
toactive and PEDOT:PSS layers.

The relationship between the performance and the electrode geometry of
organic solar cells was also investigated by Kim et al. [109]. They used the two
most commonly used electrode geometries: (i) island-type and (ii) crossbar-type,
as shown in the figure. They found that the commonly used PV cells can produce a
significant error in PCE measurement if the beam diameter of the illuminated light
is larger than the area of electrodes. They concluded that the larger PCE observed
using such a configuration is due to the excess photocurrent generated from a
parasitic organic solar cell structure, where the conductive PEDOT:PSS layer acts
as an effective anode. This can also explain why the excess photocurrent is pro-
portional to the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS layer and increases with the
illuminated area. Kim et al. suggested two solutions to prevent the error in char-
acterization: (i) making the area of light illumination equal to that of the active
electrode of the PV cells and (ii) island-type cathode design. Considering the
technical difficulty of the former method they suggested that the latter approach
would be more convenient and practical (see Figs. 8 and 9) [109].

There are also other challenges in PCE measurements since there are many
other parameters such as processing conditions [14, 16, 110, 111], solvent selec-
tion [10], and the presence of oxygen and moisture [50, 112], which will be
discussed later.

Fig. 7 Two common layouts for OPV devices with unpatterned PEDOT:PSS (Baytron) and
photoactive layers: a In devices with the crosses layout, the Al electrode overlaps with the
photoactive and PEDOT:PSS layers outside the patterned ITO region, b in this layout, outside the
nominal area, the photoactive layer is in contact with unpatterned PEDOT:PSS/ITO only.
Reproduced with permission from Cravino et al. [108], Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH&Co. KGaA
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2.5 Characteristic Parameters of an Organic Solar Cell

2.5.1 Open-Circuit Voltage

One of the key parameters of PV devices is the open-circuit voltage (Voc), which is
the voltage for which the current in the external circuit equals to zero [113]. Since
the efficiency of an organic solar cell is directly proportional to the Voc,

Fig. 8 I–V curves of OPV cells having (a) island-type electrode geometry and (b) crossbar-type
electrode geometry _illumination diameter: 20 mm, intensity: AM1.5G 100 mW/cm2. For the
device characterization having the island-type electrode, the anode contact was made using a
probe and the cathode contact was made using a gold wire. Reprinted with permission from Kim
et al. [109] Copyright (2008), American Institute of Physics

Fig. 9 Left Characterization scheme of OPV cells having crossbar-type electrode geometry
under illumination larger than the overlapped area of the crossbar-type electrodes. Right Excess
current generation in PEDOT:PSS/Al device where there is no ITO. Reprinted with permission
from Kim et al. [109]. Copyright (2008), American Institute of Physics
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improvement of the Voc is crucial to achieve higher efficiencies. However, there is
a controversial debate in the literature on the nature of the Voc.

A generally accepted estimate for the built-in potential is given by the Voc,
which underestimates the built-in potential at room temperature and converges to
the correct value at low temperatures [98, 106]. In a MIM device the Voc is
determined by the difference in the work functions of two metal contacts [84].

The PV effect in diode structures formed with thin films of PPV sandwiched
between ITO and either aluminium (Al), magnesium (Mg) or calcium (Ca) was
studied by Marks et al. [107]. Under illumination incident through the ITO contact,
theymeasured large open-circuit voltages. They compared the difference in the work
function between ITO and the metal in question by taking a value for the ITO work
function of 4.8 eV. They found that the measured photovoltages for Mg and Ca
devices approximately scaled with the metal work function, whereas the photo-
voltage measured in Al devices was larger than expected from the work function
difference of the contact materials. Although the situation was unclear, they com-
mented that the surface layer of the Al reacts with PPV to form covalent bonds across
the vinylene linkages and introduces a non-conjugated barrier layer [107].

The magnitude of Voc can be attributed to the electrode work function differ-
ence [108]. However, other research studies showed that there are other parameters
that contribute to the Voc, such as dark currents [114], Fermi level pinning [91] and
chemical potential gradients [115, 116].

A scaling of the open-circuit voltage with electrode work function difference
has also been observed in bilayer devices by Ramsdale et al. [116]. However, they
observed an additional intensity-dependent contribution from the active layer
within the device. This additional contribution was attributed to photoinduced
generation of carriers.

Built-in potential is an essential parameter of PV devices and influences charge
dissociation, charge transport, and charge collection [98]. Compared to devices
made from pristine conjugated polymers, the nature of the thin-film devices made
by mixing fullerenes and conjugated polymers is completely modified and, thus, the
Voc of the corresponding cells differ. Therefore, the MIM model or the Shottky
junctions [117, 118] that successfully explain the situation in pristine polymer-
based devices cannot satisfactorily explain the nature of Voc in BHJ solar cells [98].

Brabec et al. investigated the critical parameters influencing the built-in
potential in conjugated polymer/fullerene based devices. They analyzed the open-
circuit voltage of the corresponding devices as a function of the acceptor strength
[98]. They observed that the Voc of the corresponding devices correlated directly
with the acceptor strength of the fullerenes, whereas it was rather insensitive to
variations of the work function of the negative electrode. They discussed their
observations within the concept of Fermi level pinning between fullerenes and
metals via surface charges.

Gadisa et al. measured and compared Voc of solar cells based on series of
conjugated polythiophene polymers. In every cell, they blended donor polymer
with an electron acceptor fullerene molecule. They constructed devices in a
sandwich structure with ITO/metallic polymer (PEDOT:PSS) acting as the anode
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and Al or LiF/Al acting as a cathode. Comparing the Voc of all the cells they
showed that this important PV parameter systematically varied with the polymer.
The variation of photovoltage was attributed to the variation of the oxidation
potential of the donor conjugated polymers after due consideration of the different
injection conditions in the varying polymers [119].

The influence of an altered doping level of the hole collecting electrode was
investigated by Frohne et al. [73] and they observed that the Voc can be influenced
by the electrochemical potential of the PEDOT:PSS.

The morphology of the active layer in BHJ solar cells also affect the Voc. Liu
et al. introduced a new term, which is the product of cross-sectional area physi-
cally occupied by C60 (c) that is related to the concentration of C60 in the com-
posite and the product of f, which is the morphology induced interfacial factor and
they concluded that the observed Voc’s can be used to estimate cf for PV devices
fabricated with different solvent [120].

The VOC’s of BHJ solar cells based on PCBM as the electron acceptor and
poly[2-methoxy-5(30,70-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (OC1C10-PPV)
as the electron donor were investigated by Mihailetchi et al. [97]. They demon-
strated that for non-ohmic contacts, the experimental VOC was determined by the
work function difference of the electrodes. A total variation of more than 0.5 V of
the VOC was observed by variation of the negative electrode (cathode) work
function. They added that for ohmic contacts the VOC was governed by the LUMO
and HOMO levels of the acceptor and donor, respectively, which pin the Fermi
levels of the cathode and anode. According to this work, the band bending created
by accumulated charges at the ohmic contact produced considerable loss in VOC of
0.2 V at room temperature. They concluded that the experimentally observed
voltage loss in VOC of 0.38 V due to the presence of ohmic contacts at both
interfaces strongly limited the maximum open-circuit voltage of OC1C10-PPV/
PCBM solar cells [97].

In another study, by Mihailetchi et al., they observed that an increase in the
workfunction of the metal top electrode led to a reduction of the open-circuit
voltage, short-circuit current, and PVC of organic bulk-heterojunction solar cells.
They demonstrated that the photocurrent obtained from an active layer comprised
of a blend of OC1C10-PPV and PCBM, with lithium fluoride-topped aluminum,
silver, gold, or palladium electrodes, showed a universal behavior when scaled
against the effective voltage across the device. Model calculations confirmed that
the dependence of the photocurrent on the effective voltage was responsible for the
observed variation in performance of each different electrode. Consequently, for
any given metal, only the device’s open-circuit voltage was required in order to be
able to predict the remaining solar cell parameters [99].

Koster et al. investigated the Voc of polymer:fullerene BHJ solar cells as a
function of light intensity at different temperatures [113]. The devices consisted of
PPV derivative as the hole conductor and PCBM as the electron conductor. The
observed photogenerated current and Voc varied with classical p–n junction based
models. They showed that the Voc, when plotted as a function of light intensity,
had a slope equal to kT/q. They explained the influence of light intensity and
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recombination strength on Voc by a model based on the notion that the quasi-Fermi
levels were constant throughout the device, including both drift and diffusion of
charge carriers.

Scharber et al. investigated the relation between the energy levels of the donor–
acceptor blend and the Voc of 26 different BHJ devices [30]. They derived a simple
relation between the energy level of the HOMO of the polymer and the Voc, which
was used to estimate the maximum efficiency of BHJ solar cells. Based on the
model, they determined the ideal material parameters for a conjugated polymer-
PCBM device. They demonstrated that for a total of 26 different BHJ solar cells,
there was a linear relation between Voc and the conjugated polymer oxidation
potential. They estimated the Voc of a conjugated polymer-PCBM solar cell using
the following formula [30]:

Voc ¼ 1=eð Þ EDonorHOMO
�

�

�

�� jEPCBMLUMOj
� �

� 0:3V ð4Þ

where e is the elementary charge and using-4.3 eV for the PCBM LUMO energy.
The value of 0.3 V in Eq. 4 is an empirical factor. They found that the MIM model
is not applicable to BHJ devices. The observed deviation of Voc from VBI (HOMO
donor minus LUMO of the acceptor), which they related to the working principle
of the BHJ and they suggested that it could be minimized by optimizing materials,
the active layer thickness, and the charge carrier mobility [30].

2.5.2 Short Circuit Current

Since Isc also directly affects the efficiency, it is an essential parameter of the solar
cells. Theoretical calculations predict that the development of novel donor mate-
rials is required to reach efficiencies of 10% or more [30]. New materials should
also be considered to overcome the limitations of MDMO-PPV/PCBM or P3HT/
PCBM-based devices. One important problem is limited absorption. It was cal-
culated that 240 nm-thick P3HT is only capable of absorbing 21% of the sun’s
photons [121] and only in the wavelength range between 350 and 650 nm. Con-
jugated polymers have absorption coefficients in the order of 105 cm-1 [122]. The
limitation in the absorption is due to the mismatch of the absorption of the organic
semiconductor and the solar spectrum (see Fig. 10).

A polymer having a 1.1 eV band gap can absorb 77% of all the solar irradiation.
However, majority of semiconducting polymers have band gaps higher than 2 eV,
which limits the possible absorption [122]. This limitation led researchers to
investigate low band gap polymers, which are achieved by shifting the polymer
absorption spectrum into the near-infrared region.

The synthesis and application of low band gap polymers that absorb light above
600 nm in organic solar cells have been reported by several groups [124–130]. The
band gap is defined as the difference between the HOMO and LUMO energy levels
in polymers, neglecting Coulombic interactions. Low band gap polymers are
defined as those having band gaps below approximately 2 eV [131]. One of the
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limiting parameters in plastic solar cells is the mismatch of the absorption of
organic materials and the terrestrial solar spectrum [130]. The optical band gap of
the generally used CPs in organic solar cells have values around 2.0–2.2 eV [130].
The use of low band gap polymers expands the spectral region of bulk hetero-
junction solar cells and is a viable route to enhance the number of photons
absorbed [130]. An ideal band gap of 1.3–1.6 eV for a bulk heterojunction device
is described in a study by Scharber et al. [30].

Another way to overcome the barrier to absorbing more photons is increasing
the layer thicknesses. However, one should note that an increase in the layer
thickness may be limited by the charge carrier mobility and lifetime. At present,
bulk heterojunction polymer solar cells are typically fabricated with an active layer
thickness of between 80 and 100 nm. This active layer thickness has traditionally
been chosen based on convenience and empirical results. However, it was studied
by Moule et al. that active layer thickness has an effect on the short-circuit current
and efficiency of BHJ polymer solar cells [132]. They demonstrated that the
performance of these devices was highly dependent on the active layer thickness
and, using a model for optical interference, they showed that such effects were
responsible for the variations in performance as a function of active layer thick-
ness. They also showed that the ideal composition ratio of the donor and acceptor
materials was not constant, but depended on the active layer thickness in a pre-
dictable manner. Also, they confirmed that their results are not material specific
and that high efficiency solar cells can be fabricated with active layer thickness
greater than 100 nm [132].

The optical properties of BHJ solar cells were modelled by Hoppe et al. [133].
They showed that upon illumination of BHJ solar cells using MDMO:PPV/PCBM
with the standard AM1.5G solar spectrum, the short-circuit current can be deter-
mined for any given internal quantum efficiency as a function of the active layer

Fig. 10 AM1.5G spectrum
compared to the absorption
profile of a MDMO-
PPV:PCBM (1:4) film.
Circles show the total photon
flux, i.e., the percentage of
photons available for a
material with a certain
bandgap. Winder and
Sariciftci [123] Reproduced
by permission of the Royal
Society of Chemistry (
http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
B306630D)
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thickness. Also, the depth profile of photoinduced charge-generation rates were
calculated.

Peumans et al. demonstrated a method for efficient photon harvesting in organic
thin films, thereby increasing the efficiency of organic PV cells [134]. By incor-
porating an EBL between the photoactive organic layers and the metal cathode,
they achieved an external PVC of 2.4%±0.3% from vacuum-deposited ultrathin
organic bilayer PV cells employed in a simple light trapping geometry.

As mentioned above, the optical absorptions of conjugated polymers are strong,
but even at maximum absorption, the penetration depth of light into these materials
is in the range of 10–100 nm [135]. Therefore, the generation of excited states over
10–100 nm deep and harvesting, which occurs over a much shorter distance, must
be combined. Making thicker films to collect more light by absorption decreases
the field and reduces the collection efficiency. One way of bringing these
requirements together is to trap light in the polymer layers by diffraction into
guided modes in the thin polymer films [135]. This approach has been used to
enhance light trapping and absorption in silicon solar cells in the energy range
where optical absorption range in silicon is low [136]. Since optical absorption in
conjugated polymers is high, Roman et al. used a similar approach to trap light in
thinner polymer films [135]. They used an elastomeric mold to transfer a submi-
cron grating pattern from a commercially available grating template to the active
polymer layer in a PV device. They concluded that the grating function improved
the optoelectronic properties of photodiodes [135].

Niggemann et al. also investigated two novel cell concepts: light trapping with
diffraction gratings and buried nano electrodes [137]. In the buried electrode
approach, they used one planar electrode and the other electrode was oriented per-
pendicular to the substrate surface, forming a lamellar structure. In this case low
mobility charge carriers could be collected at the lamellar electrodes and high
mobility charge carriers could be collected at the planar electrode. In their study, they
discussed the potential of this approach and the initial experimental results [137].

2.5.3 Fill Factor

The fill factor of a device depends on charge dissociation, charge carrier transport,
and recombination [138]. Effective cell design variables have large impact on the
FF of an OPV device. The characteristic properties of an organic layer such as
morphology and thickness, the regioregularity of the conjugated polymer, and the
two interfaces between the electrodes and the blend layer have a large impact on
the FF by affecting the series resistance (Rs), and the shunt resistance (Rsh). The Rs

can be calculated from the inverse slope of the I–V curve in the first quadrant and
is closely correlated with the intrinsic resistance, morphology, and thickness of the
semiconductor layer whereas the Rsh is correlated with the amount and character of
the impurities and defects in the active organic semiconductor layer since impu-
rities and defects cause charge recombination and leakage current, as described by
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Kim et al. [139] (see Fig. 11). Rsh determines the inverse slope of the I–V curve in
the fourth quadrant.

The FF is determined using Eq. 2, which is basically the ratio of the product of
maximum voltage and maximum current defined by the MPP and the product of
the Voc and Isc.

Gupta et al. studied the fill factor in organic solar cells and observed that the
shape of the I–V characteristics in the power generating fourth quadrant strongly
depends on the quality of polymer-cathode interface and does not always reflect
the bulk characteristics [138]. They pointed out that a partial metal coverage or a
chemically modified layer can reduce the FF drastically. They concluded that
defects at the polymer-metal interface give rise to charge carrier accumulation due
to inefficient collection. They suggested that a conformal coating of metal that
follows the polymer surface undulations is a preferable way to improve the
FF [138].

Effective variables to control the FF of organic solar cells were studied by Kim
et al. [139]. They reported relationships between the FF and various design
parameters. Their device structure was ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT+PCBM/LiF/Al.

Fig. 11 a Definition of FF. Jmax is the current density at the maximum of JV in the fourth
quadrant and Vmax is the bias at the maximum of JV in the fourth quadrant. b Circuit model of a
photovoltaic device. Rs is the series resistance and Rsh is the shunt resistance. c Impact of the
variation of the series resistance (Rs) on the FF. The indicated inverse slope represents Rs.
d Impact of the variation of the shunt resistance (Rsh) on the FF. The indicated inverse slope
represents Rsh. Reprinted with permission from Kim et al. [139]. Copyright (2009), American
Chemical Society
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They used the island-type electrode geometry to prevent additional charge col-
lection observed in the crossbar-type device configuration, as described in Ref.
[109]. They investigated the effects of characteristic properties of the organic layer
to the FF, including morphology, thickness, the regioregularity of the conjugated
polymer, and the two interfaces between the electrodes and the blend layer [139].
Their results showed that when the crystallinity of the blend layer was increased by
thermal annealing, Rs decreased. When the regioregular P3HT was investigated,
they observed that Rs was also reduced by one order of magnitude. They pointed
out that the higher crystallinity induced by thermal annealing and regioregularity
enhance the efficiency of the inter-and intramolecular charge transport [139]
(see Fig. 12).

They observed that as the thickness of the blend layer was increased, Rs

increased and Rsh decreased, which they attributed to the increased distance the
charges must travel until they reach the electrodes, possibly increasing the resis-
tivity and charge recombination (see Fig. 13).

They also studied the quality of two interfaces between the blend layer and the
electrodes. They found that when a less conducting cathode was used, the FF
decreased because of more charge recombination and leakage current, which was
confirmed by the decrease in Rsh [139] (see Fig. 14).

They also proved that Rsh and the resulting FF were largely affected by the
efficiency of charge extraction through the cathode, which they investigated by
controlling the amount of the photoinduced charges in the blend layer through
various illumination conditions. They observed that as the illumination intensity
increased, Rsh and FF gradually decreased, indicating that there is more charge
recombination in the blend layer. Finally, they showed that the nature of the
interface between the Al anode and the blend layer also impacts the FF [139].

Fig. 12 Effect of
regioregularity of conjugated
polymers on the fill factor.
Reprinted with permission
from Kim et al. [139],
Copyright (2009), American
Chemical Society
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3 Nanomorphology and Charge Transport in Organic Solar

Cells

3.1 Nanomorphology

The BHJ concept requires blending two organic materials, one of which is a donor
(generally a conjugated polymer) and the other is an acceptor (generally a ful-
lerene derivative). Even if these donors and acceptors have an ideal electronic

Fig. 14 a Effect of anode conductivity, b effect of illumination intensity on the fill factor.
Reprinted with permission from Kim et al. [139]. Copyright (2009), American Chemical Society

Fig. 13 Thickness effect on the fill factor. Reprinted with permission from Kim et al. [139].
Copyright (2009), American Chemical Society
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relationship, the performances of BHJ solar cells depend on the physical inter-
action of the donor and acceptor components, which is evidenced by the composite
morphology. The ideal bulk heterojunction solar cell is defined as a bicontinous
network of donor and acceptor materials with a maximum interfacial area for
exciton dissociation and a domain size proportional to the exciton diffusion length
[9]. The morphology of the active layer depends on the properties of the polymer
and the fullerene, such as interaction between two components (miscibility), and
on influences associated with the device fabrication, such as the choice of the
solvent, concentration of the polymer-fullerene components, deposition technique,
and thermal annealing [140].

The PCE of OPV devices based on conjugated polymer/methanofullerene
blends are dramatically affected by the molecular morphology [10] (see Fig. 15).
Shaheen et al. reported one of the earliest studies [10]. They fabricated a device
with a PVC of 2.5% under AM1.5G illumination by structuring the blend to be a
more intimate mixture that contains less phase segragation of methanofullerenes,
simultaneously increasing the degree of interactions between conjugated polymer
chains. They showed that the choice of the proper casting solvent may lead to high
PCEs. Shaheen et al. fabricated devices using MDMO:PPV and PCBM. Figure 15
shows the atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the surfaces of MDMO-
PPV:PCBM blend films spin coated using either toluene or chlorobenzene.

Measurement of the mechanical stiffness and adhesion properties of the surface
indicated that the vertical features on the AFM images have a chemical compo-
sition different than the surrounding valleys. Since these features were not
observed in pristine films of MDMO-PPV, they assigned them to be phase-
segregated regions that contain a different fullerene concentration. In the case of
chlorobenzene as the solvent they observed much more uniform mixing of the
constituents. Their results indicated that spin coating the active layer blend from

Fig. 15 AFM images
showing the surface
morphology of MDMO-
PPV:PCBM (1:4 by wt) blend
films with a thickness of
approximately 100 nm and
the corresponding cross-
sections. a Film spin coated
from a toluene solution.
b Film spin coated from a
chlorobenzene solution.
Reprinted with permission
from Shaheen et al. [10].
Copyright (2001), American
Institute of Physics
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chlorobenzene has the effect of simultaneously enhancing the morphological
microstructures of both components that form the interpenetrating networks [10].

The conformation of the polymer chains can be controlled by the selection of
the organic solvents, by the concentration of the polymer solution, and by the
rotational speed of the spin-casting process. The resulting morphology in the thin
film plays an important role in controlling both the material and the device
characteristics [120]. Liu et al. fabricated OPV devices by blending the conjugated
polymer, poly (2-methoxy-5-(20-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (M3EH-
PPV) with the buckminsterfullerene, C60 [120]. They showed that the photocurrent
and Voc show a strong dependence on the polymer processing conditions. They
found that the PV devices fabricated with tetrahydrafuran (THF) or chloroform
(non-aromatic solvents) have smaller photocurrents under the same reverse bias as
well as higher open-circuit voltages than the devices fabricated with xylene,
dichlorobenzene, or chlorobenzene (aromatic solvents). The device performance
dependence on the processing solvent was attributed to the different solvation
induced polymer morphology [120].

The combination of AFM, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) were applied to MDMO-PPV/PCBM blends
to investigate the nanomorphology of chlorobenzene and toluene cast blends
[95, 96, 100].

Van Duren et al. used a technique to resolve the morphology of spin cast films
of MDMO-PPV:PCBM blends in three dimensions on a nanometer scale and
related the results to the performance of the corresponding solar cells [95]. They
employed AFM, TEM, and depth profiling using dynamic time of flight secondary
ion mass spectrometry (TOF–SIMS) techniques. They showed that phase sepa-
ration is not observed up to 50 wt% PCBM and nanoscale phase separation sets in
for concentrations of more than 67 wt% PCBM. They observed that the perfor-
mance of the corresponding PV devices features a strong increase in PCE when the
phase separated network develops, with sharp increases in photocurrent and fill
factor between 50 and 67 wt% PCBM. They concluded that as the phase sepa-
ration sets in, enhanced electron transport and a reduction of bimolecular charge
recombination provide the conditions for improved performance [95].

Martens et al. also observed phase separation in MDMO-PPV:PCBM based
organic solar cells using both TEM and AFM. They observed a two-phase system
that consists of PCBM-rich domains embedded in a matrix consisting of MDMO-
PPV and PCBM. They showed that changing the solvent influences the size of the
phase-separated PCBM-rich domains. They also showed that the composition of
the matrix is determined by the choice of the solvent. They studied this effect by
changing the ratio of PCBM relative to MDMO-PPV [96].

The relation between nanoscale morphology and the associated device prop-
erties in conjugated polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells was also
investigated by Hoppe et al. [100]. They performed measurements on devices
based on blends of MDMO-PPV and PCBM, spin cast either from toluene or
chlorobenzene solutions. They applied SEM and AFM techniques to characterize
the nanoscale morphology. In addition, they manipulated the morphology via
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annealing, to increase the extent of phase separation in the thin film blends and to
identify the distribution of materials. They confirmed the demixing of the materials
under thermal treatment using photoluminescence (PL) measurements. They
observed PL luminescence of PCBM clusters with sizes up to a few 100 nm which
indicated a photocurrent loss in films of the coarser phase-separated blends cast
from toluene. They concluded that the scale of phase separation in the toluene cast
films depends strongly on the ratio of MDMO-PPV to PCBM, as well as on the
total concentration of the casting solution. They also observed small beads of
20–30 nm diameter, attributed to MDMO-PPV, in blend films cast from both
toluene and chlorobenzene (see Figs. 16, 17 and 18) [96].

The degree and length scale of phase separation between the donor and the
acceptor phases has also an influence on the efficiency of BHJ solar cells [141]. As
previously described, the common operation principle of a BHJ solar cell requires
a photogenerated exciton in the donor or acceptor phase to diffuse to the phase
boundary, where charge transfer takes place. These freely or bound carriers are
subsequently separated and the free charges are then transported to the contacts
through the percolating paths in different phases [141]. The critical length scale for
the phase separation is the exciton diffusion length, which in disordered organic
materials is on the order of 5 nm [141, 142].

Recently, Maturova et al. presented a model for the device performance of BHJ
solar cells that takes into account the phase separated morphology [141]. It was
applied to devices with MDMO-PPV:PCBM as the active material. They found
that the characteristic features of the I–V characteristics and their evolution with
morphology can be reproduced without taking into account exciton diffusion
or field dependent dissociation of electrostatically bound charge transfer states.

Fig. 16 AFM topography scans of MDMO-PPV/PCBM 1:4 (by weight) blended films spin cast
from (a) chlorobenzene, and (b) toluene solution. The toluene cast films shows a ten-fold greater
height variation compared to the chlorobenzene cast one. Features of a few hundred nanometers
in width are visible in (b), while features in (a) are around 50 nm. Reproduced with permission
from Hoppe et al. [100]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.
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They showed that the lateral transport of free photogenerated electrons from the
donor-rich to the acceptor-rich phase is the critical process. They fabricated
devices by blending MDMO-PPV with PCBM and tuned the length scale of phase
separation from ca 40 nm to over 500 nm by changing the solvent and varying the

Fig. 17 SEM side views (cross-sections) of MDMO-PPV/PCBM blend films cast from toluene
with various weight ratios of MDMO-PPV and PCBM. For the ratios 1:4, 1:3 and 1:2 (b–d), the
nanoclusters, in the form of discs, are surrounded by another phase, called the skin, that contains
smaller spheres of about 20–30 nm diameter. For the 1:1 film, only these smaller spheres are
found. Reproduced with permission from Hoppe et al. [100]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH&Co. KGaA.

Fig. 18 SEM side views of MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend films spin-cast from chlorobenzene
solutions with various ratios (by weight) of MDMO-PPV to PCBM on top of PEDOT:PSS coated
ITO glass. In all samples nanospheres of about the same size (20 nm) are found. Reproduced with
permission from Hoppe et al. [100]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.
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spin speed. They showed that the device characteristics of polymer:PCBM BHJ
solar cells are largely determined by the lateral transport of the free photogener-
ated electrons from the polymer-rich donor phase to the PCBM-rich acceptor
phase. They pointed out that under low fields, the nanometer length scale of phase
separation strongly influences the probability of escaping bimolecular recombi-
nation, leading to an increased short circuit current for finer phase separation
whereas under high fields, the lateral transport is suppressed, and a transition to a
vertical electron extraction pathway occurs [141] (see Fig. 19).

Regioregular P3HT (RR-P3HT) is a promising candidate for OPV research due
to its stability and absorption in the red region. Currently, one of the most
promising organic solar cells, both in terms of efficiency and long-term stability is
the system based on regioregular P3HT as the electron donor and PCBM as the
acceptor, with efficiencies of 4–5% [16, 110]. An essential step to achieve high
efficiency is to subject P3HT/PCBM solar cells to an annealing treatment, either at
elevated temperature or during slow solvent evaporation [143]. As a result of
heating, the morphological structure of the organic active layer can be improved
by reducing the free volume and the density of defects at the interface during
evaporation of the solvent [15, 144] and by enhancing interchain interactions [15,
145]. It is commonly expected that morphology development in a P3HT/PCBM
system depending on the film preparation method, annealing treatment should
create and stabilize a nanoscale interpenetrating network with high crystalline
order and favorable concentration gradients of both components through the
thickness of a photoactive layer [143].

The method of thermal annealing varies in the literature. Structural, optical, and
electrical properties of poly(3-dodecylthiophene) (P3DT) have been studied after
heat treatment at various temperatures by Nakazono et al. [146]. They showed the
crystallinity and crystallite size of P3DT increased after heat treatment. They also
found that the electrical conductivity decreased with increasing the heating

Fig. 19 Calculated recombination rates R under short circuit conditions inside devices spin-cast
from (left) chlorobenzene at 1,500 rpm and (middle) toluene at 800 rpm versus normalized
vertical and lateral position. The dotted white line indicates the phase boundary. The color scale is
the same for both devices. The right panel shows the averaged recombination rate for each
device. Reprinted with permission from Maturova et al. [141]. Copyright (2009), American
Chemical Society
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temperature. According to the results obtained they suggested that the interchain
hopping of charge carrier between neighboring p conjugation planes is the dom-
inant process in conductivity and carrier mobility in P3DT [146].

Studies on thermal annealing under chloroform vapor on polythiophene
copolymers indicate a strong increase in the external quantum efficiency of
photogenerated charge carriers [147].

Using a tempering cycle at elevated temperatures in which an external voltage
is simultaneously applied, an increase in short-circuit current density and external
quantum efficiency was demonstrated [14] (see Fig. 20). Padinger et al. presumed
that the enhancement in the Voc and the FF of post-production treated devices
compared to untreated devices results partly from the burning of the shunts, while
they presumed that the increase in Isc results from an increase of the charge carrier
mobility [14] (see Fig. 21).

The results of the studies on the electrical and physical modifications to P3HT
upon thermal annealing showed that at temperatures higher than 100�C, the
content of O2 could no longer be detected due to a dedoping process, and the
organic absorber became protected against deterioration [148].

The influence of nanomorphology on the PV action of polymer-fullerene
composites was studied by Chirvaze et al. [15]. They analyzed the consequences of
thermal annealing on ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al PV devices. They real-
ized that inspite of a considerable increase in the short-circuit current density due
to heat treatment, a large amount of PCBM in the P3HT:PCBM-based devices do
not automatically imply a high-energy conversion efficiency. In their experimental
study, the PCBM concentration in the BHJ P3HT:PCBM composites was opti-
mized to approximately 50%, the critical value which stems from the mutual
interplay between an efficient generation of mobile charge carriers via photoin-
duced charge transfer and an efficient carrier transport, less affected by the
recombination processes [15] (see Fig. 22).

Fig. 20 IPCE of P3HT-
PCBM solar cells: as-
produced solar cell (open
triangles), annealed solar cell
(open squares), and cell
simultaneously treated by
annealing and applying an
external voltage (filled
circles). Reproduced with
permission from Padinger
et al. [14]. Copyright Wiley-
VCH Verlag GmbH&Co.
KGaA.
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Fig. 22 AFM images in tapping mode (phase) of the P3HT:PCBM absorber surface (a, c) as
well as of the aluminium electrode (b, d) for a PCBM concentration of 5 and 75%, respectively.
Scan area 50 9 50 lm2. Reprinted with permission from Chirvaze et al. [15]. Copyright (2004),
American Institute of Physics

Fig. 21 Influence of the
duration of the post-
production treatment on
the white light efficiency
(800 W/m2) for different
post-production treatment
methods: annealing (dotted
line) and annealing plus
external voltage (solid line).
Reproduced with permission
from Padinger et al. [14]
Copyright Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.
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The effects of annealing temperature and time on the device performance for
devices annealed before and after cathode deposition were studied by Li et al.
[149] (see Fig. 23). They showed that thermal annealing shows significant
improvement in the performance of both types of annealing conditions, with post
production annealing being slightly better. They found that the best annealing
condition for the device is post-production treatment at 110�C for 10 min. By
keeping the optimized thermal annealing condition and varying the active layer
thickness, they fabricated devices with PCEs up to 4% [149] (see Figs. 24 and 25).

The effects of solvent and annealing on the performance of P3HT:PCBM-based
organic solar cells were studied by Al Ibrahim et al. [150]. They fabricated
P3HT:PCBM devices using two different solvents. They showed that the
P3HT:PCBM films cast from chlorobenzene solution absorbed more red light than
the films cast from chloroform solution. After thermal annealing, the films cast
from chloroform showed higher absorption than the films cast from chlorobenzene.
They observed that solar cells made from P3HT:PCBM chlorobenzene solution
showed no change in the white light PVC after annealing. They concluded that the
solar cells processed from P3HT:PCBM chloroform solution showed higher PCEs
after annealing [150].

Fig. 23 AFM height images of the surface of the active layer consisting of P3HT:PCBM with a
1:1 weight ratio a before annealing, and after annealing at b 70�C, c 110�C, and d 150�C. The
annealing time for all the films was 10 min. The P3HT:PCBM films were spin-coated on top of
PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO glass. Reprinted with permission from Li et al. [149]. Copyright (2005),
American Institute of Physics
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Erb et al. studied the correlation between structural and optical properties of
composite P3HT/PCBM films [151]. They investigated the structural properties of
P3HT:PCBM films using grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) and deter-
mined the size and orientation of crystalline P3HT nanodomains. They did not
detect PCBM crystallites in thin films by XRD. Upon annealing, they observed
that the P3HT crystallinity increases, leading to an increase in the optical
absorption and spectral photocurrent in the low photon energy region. They
demonstrated a direct relation between efficiency and P3HT crystallinity [151].

Savenije et al. investigated the influence of various thermal treatment steps in
the morphology and photoconductive properties of a non-contacted, 50 nm thick

Fig. 24 I-V characteristics under an illumination of 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5G for devices that have
undergone annealing a pretreatment and b post-production treatment. The different curves
represent different annealing temperatures ranging from room temperture to 180�C. Reprinted
with permission from Li et al. [149]. Copyright (2005), American Institute of Physics

Fig. 25 aI-V characteristics under illumination for photovoltaic device based on P3HT:PCBM
with a 1:1 weight ratio and varying active layer thickness, and b short-circuit current density and
PVC as a function of active layer thickness. All the devices here were annealed at 110�C for 10
min post-production. Reprinted with permission from Li et al. [149]. Copyright (2005), American
Institute of Physics
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blend of P3HT and PCBM [152]. They characterized the films using TEM and
electrodeless time resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) techniques. They
observed that after annealing the film for 5 min at 80�C, the TEM images showed
the formation of crystalline fibrils of P3HT due to a more ordered packing of the
polymer chains. They found that the thermal treatment results in a large increase of
photoconductivity due to an enhancement of hole mobility in these crystalline
P3HT domains from 0.0056 cm2/Vs for the non-annealed sample to 0.044 cm2/Vs
for the annealed sample. They demonstrated that further annealing of the sample at
130�C results in the formation of three different substructures within the hetero-
junction: a PCBM:P3HT blend with PCBM-rich clusters, a region depleted of
PCBM and large PCBM single crystals. A tenfold rise in decay time of the
photoconductivity was explained by the authors by the formation of PCBM-rich
clusters and large PCBM single crystals, resulting in an increased diffusional
escape probability for mobile charge carriers and hence reduced recombination
[152].

Yang et al. used TEM and electron diffraction to study the changes in mor-
phology of P3HT:PCBM-based devices (see Fig. 26) [153]. They showed that
thermal annealing produces and stabilizes a nanoscale interpenetrating network
with crystalline order for both components. They demonstrated that P3HT forms
long, thin conducting nanowires in a rather homogeneous, nanocrystalline PCBM
film. They explained the increase in the PCE observed in these devices as a result
of both the improved crystalline nature of films and increased but controlled
demixing between the two constituents after annealing [153].

Van Bavel et al. performed an analysis of the three dimensional (3D) nanoscale
organization of P3HT/PCBM photoactive layers before and after annealing
treatments with nanometer resolution in all three dimensions by applying the
technique of electron tomography (ET), with the aim to identify the critical
morphology parameters contributing to the improved performance of annealed
devices;they identified the critical morphology parameters contributing to the
improved performance of P3HT/PCBM solar cells after thermal or solvent assisted
annealing [143]. They explained that after spin-coating from solution, few
aggregates of P3HT are present in the film and the overall crystallinity of P3HT is
quite low. However, they showed that after annealing, reorganization of the P3HT/
PCBM morphology takes place: many highly crystalline and long (up to several
microns) P3HT nanorods form over the volume of the films. These nanorods form
a genuine 3D network, which was proved by ET, and serve as physical barriers to
PCBM diffusion by suppressing a large-scale phase separation at any point in the
film preparation process. The authors concluded that all of the morphological
changes in the P3HT/PCBM system after thermal or solvent assisted annealing
result in improved photon absorption, better exciton dissociation, and more effi-
cient and balanced transport of free charges to the electrodes, and are reflected in
higher values of FF and Jsc, and hence better overall efficiency of corresponding
solar cell devices (see Figs. 27 and 28) [143].

Another ET study on imaging the 3D nanostructure of a polymer cell was
performed by Andersson et al. [154]. In ET, three-dimensional reconstructions are
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made from micrographs obtained from transmission electron microscopy. The
authors investigated the blends of poly [2,7-(0,9-dioctyl-fluorene)-alt-5,5-(40,70-di-
2-thienyl-20,1030-benzothia-diazole)] (APFO-3) and PCBM. They used this method
to supply a 3D representation of the morphology of the film, where domains with
different scattering properties can be distinguished [154].

Marsh et al. employed sub-picosecond transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy
on operating P3HT:PCBM devices to probe the effect of annealing on charge
transfer dynamics and nanoscale morphology [155]. They removed the effect of
high excitation densities which could otherwise dominate using their measurement
configuration. The authors demonstrated that the charge transfer in pristine
P3HT:PCBM devices proceeds on a sub-picosecond time scale. According to the
authors, in annealed devices, annealing results in diffusion limited charge

Fig. 26 BF TEM images show the overview (a), the zoom-in (b) and the corresponding
schematic representation (c) of the thermal annealed photoactive layer. The inset in (a) is the
corresponding SAED pattern. The arrow is to indicate the increased intensity of (020) Debye-
Scherer ring from P3HT crystals compared to the SAED pattern. For Fig. 3c the dash line
bordered regions represent the extension of existing P3HT crystals in the pristine film or newly
developed PCBM-rich domain during the annealing step. Reprinted with permission from Yang
et al. [153]. Copyright (2005), American Chemical Society
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generation with a half time of ca. 3 ps, complete only after 30 ps. The authors
address this as a result of exclusion of PCBM molecules and ordering of P3HT
domains and correlated this with the improved PV efficiency [155].

Keawprajak et al. investigated the effect of a crystallizable solvent on the
morphology and performance of BHJ solar cells based on a 1:1 weight-ratio RR-
P3HT/PCBM blend, using chlorobenzene with different concentrations of 1,3,5-
trichlorobenzene (TCB) as crystallizable aromatic solvents [156]. The authors
demonstrated that the decelerated release of the residual solvent during the
solidification of the blend film improves the self organization, and the surface of
the film becomes smoother with the addition of TCB, which in turn improves
organic/cathode contact. The authors concluded that the polymer blend film
formed with a TCB crystallizable solvent exhibited better crystallinity, optical
absorption, and polymer morphology than the polymer blend film formed without
the TCB crystallizable solvent [156].

Polyfluorene copolymers are well known for their high charge carrier mobility,
good processability, and high absorption coefficients. Among this class of polymers,
poly[9,90-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bithiophene] (F8T2) has excellent properties in both
hole transport and thermotropic liquid crystallinity to allow better packing of the
polymer via self assembly. The nanomorphological changes on the PV performance
based on a F8T2:PCBM BHJ system were demonstrated by Huang et al. [157].

In summary, obtaining a desired morphology in polymer-fullerene composite
solar cells is critical for device performance. Optimizing the electronic structure is
not alone sufficient and there is not a direct recipe to apply to new material systems;
therefore, morphology optimization should be performed for any combination of
materials, where solvent selection is just one parameter among many [11].

Fig. 27 Morphology development in P3HT/PCBM photoactive layers depending on film
preparation method. Reprinted with permission from Van Bavel et al. [143]. Copyright (2009),
American Chemical Society
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3.2 Charge Transport and Mobility

Charge carrier transport and mobility in organic semiconductors are of critical
importance for the device performance of organic solar cells. There have been
several studies on modeling the charge transport through organic solar cells.
Depending on the degree of order, the charge carrier transport mechanism in
organic solar cells falls between two extreme cases: band or hopping transport [77,
158]. For many systems, such as organic semiconductors it is not easy to determine
which type of transport exists. Band transport is typically observed in highly

Fig. 28 Results of EM applied to P3HT/PCBM photoactive layers: as spin-coated, thermally
annealed at 130�C for 20 min (TA) and solvent assisted annealed for 3 h (SAA). The first three
rows contain slices taken out of a reconstructed volume of the corresponding film. All slices are
lying in the horizontal (X,Y) plane of the film at different depths (Z location): one slice close to
the top of the film (i.e., close to the electron collecting LiF/Al electrode), another one in the
middle of a film, and the third one close to the bottom of the film (near the hole collecting
PEDOT:PSS/ITO electrode). The dimensions of the slices are around 1,700 nm 9 1,700 nm. The
images in the fourth row are snapshots of the corresponding film’s reconstructed volume, i.e., a
stack of all of the slices through the whole thickness of a film, with dimensions of around 1,700
nm 9 1,700 nm 9 100 nm. Reprinted with permission from Van Bavel et al. [143].Copyright
(2009), American Chemical Society
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purified molecular crystals at temperatures that are not too high [77]. For organic
crystals, for example, it has been demonstrated that band transport dominates in
the low T regime, while at room temperature hopping is the prevailing transport
mechanism [158]. A characteristic feature of band transport, the temperature
dependence follows power law behavior at lower temperatures. However, in the
presence of traps, significant deviations from such behavior are observed [77]. In
the other extreme case of an amorphous organic solid, hopping transport prevails,
which leads to much lower mobility values. Instead of a power law temperature
dependence, an activated behavior appears and the mobility also depends on the
applied electric field. Furthermore, space charge and trapping effects as well as
details of charge carrier injection mechanism have to be considered for describing
electrical transport in organic solids [77]. Many studies based on the charge
transport and mobility of organic semiconducting materials agree that most OPV
materials investigated so far are disordered in nature. Introducing disorder into the
lattice and breaking the crystal symmetry results in the wave functions becoming
localized and the formation of energy states in the forbidden band gap. Therefore,
former models describing the conductivity phenomenon in metals or other types of
materials can no longer explain the transport under such circumstances. Since
OPV materials are disordered in nature, the physical theories relating to the charge
carriers through disordered media should be taken into account [159].

Tessler et al. suggested that a conjugated polymer cannot be considered a single
electronic wire but rather as a wire broken into subunits by chemical or physical
defects that are called conjugation units and the number of monomers making this
unit is called the conjugation length (see Fig. 29) [159]. In this case, there are now
many small electronic units that can also be thought of as small molecules dis-
tributed across the film. The only role that was played by the polymer chain was to
determine the distribution of the units (‘‘molecules’’) in the film. With this simple
picture, one can consider that there is a distribution of sites that can host charge and
enable it to move across a film. Thus, one needs to analyze the charge transport
across sites that are distributed in real space as well as in energy space according to
their studies [159].

The key quantity that characterizes charge transport is the carrier mobility
[160]. In the absence of any external potential, transport is purely diffusive and is

Fig. 29 a Schematic
description of polymer chains
and b an illustration of how a
long chain breaks into small
conjugation units (or sites).
Reproduced with permission
from Tessler et al. [159].
Copyright Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.
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generally described by a simple diffusion equation. The application of an external
electric field induces a drift of the charge carriers; the mobility can then be
alternatively defined as the ratio between the velocity and the amplitude of
the applied electric field. Diffusion should be seen as a local displacement of the
charge around an average position, while drift induces a displacement of the
average position. Drift is the effect that dominates the migration of the charges
across an organic layer [160].

Even in the best cases, the charge mobilities of organic semiconductors are
several orders of magnitude lower than those of inorganic PV materials. The low
mobilities arise from the localization of electronic states on individual molecules
or segments of molecules. Relatively weak intermolecular interactions mean that
charge transport is best described by hopping transport rather than band transport
[161]. There is extensive evidence from temperature and field dependent con-
ductivity measurements that charge transport in both conjugated polymers and
small molecules occurs by a hopping mechanism [77].

The requirement of balanced hole and electron mobilities is of critical impor-
tance for the device performance of organic solar cells. Low mobilities limit the
performance of organic solar cells by enhancing the probability of charge
recombination, limiting the charge separation yield, and increasing resistive losses
[161]. Nelson et al. demonstrated that packing disorder can reduce mobility by
several orders of magnitude for a disordered molecular semiconductor relative to
the crystal. They mentioned that the effect of disorder on mobility is amplified by
anisotropy in the orbitals involved in the charge transfer; side chains strongly
influence mobility and transport in conjugated polymers is a function of both the
extension of polymer chains and order in chain packing [161].

Charge carrier mobilities can be determined experimentally by using various
techniques such as time of flight (TOF), field effect transistor (FET) configuration,
charge extraction under linearly increasing voltage (CELIV), steady state current
density–voltage response, admittance spectroscopy, and TRMC [160, 162].
Results from methods that measure mobilities under macroscopic distances
(&1 mm) are often dependent on the purity and order in the material. Methods
that measure mobilities over microscopic distances are less dependent on these
characteristics [160].

As previously described, after photoinduced electron transfer at the donor/
acceptor interface and dissociation, the electrons are localized in the PCBM phase
whereas the holes remain in the PPV polymer chains. Then, the free electrons and
holes must be transported via percolated PCBM and PPV pathways toward elec-
trodes [163]. For pure PCBM, the electron mobility was reported as 2 9 10-7 m2/
Vs [164], which is 4,000 times higher than the hole mobility in pristine MDMO-
PPV, reported as 59 10-11 m2/Vs [165]. The hole mobility of pristine MDMO-
PPV was rather low. Also, the results showed that usually the electron mobility
and the hole mobility are unbalanced.

One of the ways to improve the charge carrier mobility in conjugated polymers
is increasing the regioregularity of the conjugated backbone, as reported by Lutsen
et al. [166]. However, fully regioregular MDMO-PPV lacked solubility, which is
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quite important for OPV cells. Later, a soluble regiospecific (RS) MDMO-PPV
was synthesized and the room temperature TOF mobility of this 70:30 RS-
MDMO-PPV was found to be higher than the commercially available regiorandom
RRa-MDMO-PPV [167].

Mozer et al. investigated the hole mobility of P3HT by the TOF technique and
observed a negative electric field dependence of mobility for the first time in
conjugated semiconducting polymers [168].

The question of interest was whether or not the mobility values of pristine
materials changed upon blending. Melzer et al. demonstrated that the hole mobility
in a 20:80 weight ratio MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend was enhanced by more than two
orders of magnitude compared to the pure polymer value using space charge
limited current (SCLC) measurements [169]. The difference between the electron
and hole mobility was reduced by only a factor of 10, resulting in a more balanced
transport [163].

The 2.5% efficient MDMO-PPV:PCBM-based solar cells make use of 80 wt%
PCBM in the blend, a material which barely contributes to the absorption. Mih-
ailetchi et al. demonstrated that one of the main reasons for the relatively large
amount of PCBM being required is the enhancement of the hole transport in
MDMO-PPV, which is the slower carrier, when blended with PCBM [170]. An
insufficient hole mobility will also lead to a build up of space-charge in the solar
cell, which affects the fill factor and efficiency [171]. Therefore, an intrinsically
higher hole mobility in the blend permits one to reduce the amount of PCBM and
inhibits the occurrence of space charge, which will further increase the magnitude
of the photogenerated current and enhance the PCE [170].

Among the factors that may influence charge transport in polymer-molecule or
polymer–polymer blends are the different morphologies adopted by the two
components, especially in the case where one is a high molecular weight polymer
and the other is a small conjugated molecule [172]. Frost et al. studied the
influence of polymer blend morphology on charge transport and photocurrent
generation in polymer blends using Monte Carlo simulations. They reported that
different morphologies, such as well dispersed, loosely coiled polymer chains
(heterophilic) or aggregated, tightly coiled chains (homophilic) can be produced
by varying the interaction energies between the chains with different types of
process treatments, such as solvent or annealing. Frost et al. pointed out that the
morphology strongly influences charge transport characteristics; that is, homo-
philic blends show a lower threshold for charge percolation and more dispersive
transport than heterophilic blends, consistent with a higher probability of charge
trapping in configurational traps. They explained the experimental observations,
such as the effect of annealing on charge transients in some conjugated polymers,
by their model in terms of process-induced changes in polymer morphology,
whereas monomer-based transport models cannot explain the data [172]. They
concluded that the morphology influences both transport and charge recombination
such that the optimum composition and morphology is a sensitive function of
charge recombination and separation rates and faster transport, achieved through
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optimizing the blend morphology does not necessarily lead to higher photocurrent
generation [172].

Pivrikas et al. reviewed the charge transport and recombination in polymer/
fullerene organic solar cells [173]. They studied the transport and recombination in
two polymer/fullerene mixtures: RR-P3HT/PCBM and MDMO-PPV/PCBM. They
showed that the carrier mobility is strongly dependent on the film morphology and
disorder. Therefore, charge carrier mobility can change orders of magnitude
depending on film preperation techniques, solvents used for film deposition, time
and temperature of the thermal treatment, etc. [173].

Shah et al. used a model to address the interplay between anisotropic charge
transport and the orientational and/or crystalline ordering of donor molecules
[174]. They presented the influence of the degree of ordering, the impact of
ordering parallel or perpendicular to the electrodes, and the role of device
thickness. They used a drift–diffusion model, which accounted for the effects of
the anisotropic nature of charge transport in conjugated polymers and the donor–
acceptor density inhomogeneties, to determine the PV performance. They tried
to find answers for the following questions: ‘‘Is there an optimal degree of
alignment influencing the efficiency of the solar cells?’’, ‘‘Which among the
parallel or perpendicular orientations (relative to the electrodes) of the molecules
are more favorable for optimizing the efficiencies?’’, and ‘‘What is the influence
of anisotropic transport characteristics upon the optimal domain widths of the
donor and acceptors?’’. They considered ‘‘simulated morphologies’’ where
alternating lamellae of donor and acceptor are aligned perpendicular to the two
electrodes, forming an ordered heterojunction structure. They assumed that the
donor molecules are aligned only either paralel or perpendicular to the interface
to specifically elucidate the role of anisotropic charge transport. They charac-
terized the degree of alignment by a scalar order parameter. According to their
model, for perpendicularly aligned donors there exists an optimal degree of
alignment to extract the best device efficiencies. In contrast, for the case of
parallely oriented donor molecules, they observed an opposite effect where
stronger alignment is always beter due to accompanying enhancement in
transport to the electrodes. They observed that the magnitudes of short-circuit
current density (Jsc) are much smaller in the parallel orientation, reflecting the
fact that the transport of excitons to the interface and subsequent dissociation is
greatly diminished in this arrangement. For the interplay of the D–A size with
the anisotropic charge transport characteristics, Shah et al. commented that for
the perpendicularly oriented donors, increasing the anisotropy enhances the
exciton transport. In contrast, parallel-oriented donors are less affected by such
anisotropies [174].

Ballantyne et al. used the TOF method to study the effect of P3HT molecular
weight (MW) (Mn = 13–121 kDa) on the charge mobility in pristine and PCBM
blend films using highly RR P3HT [175]. They observed a constant 10-4 cm2/Vs
mobility value as the molecular weight increased from 13–18 kDa, but the
mobility value decreased by one order of magnitude as molecular weight further
increased from 34–121 kDa. They showed that the decrease in charge mobility
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observed in the blend films is accompanied by a change in surface morphology,
and leads to a decrease in the performance of PV devices made from these blends.
They attributed the decrease in mobility to the change in packing of the polymer
chains. They mentioned that it is possible that high molecular weight chains
become tangled, causing twisting of the polymer backbone, decreased intra-chain
transport by creating more traps, and/or reduction of inter-chain charge hopping by
allowing less overlap of conjugated segments. Combining their results, they pro-
posed that there is an optimal P3HT molecular weight for charge transport and
device performance between 13 and 34 kDa. Their modeling of the device
behavior indicated that the effect of MW on device performance could not be
explained solely in terms of differences in charge mobility. They mentioned that
other factors, such as the effect of blend morphology on interface resistance, the
effect of film thickness on transport, or the non-linear effect of transport on the net
charge-generation rate, could be partly responsible for the variations in the effi-
ciency [175].

In organic solar cells, the mobility simultaneously controls both the carrier
extraction and the losses via carrier recombination [176]. Mandoc et al. demon-
strated that the balance between carrier losses by extraction and by recombination
leads to a distinct optimal carrier mobility with regard to the efficiency of organic
solar cells [176]. They stated that for low mobilities, recombination losses limit the
performance, whereas efficient extraction at high mobilities leads to a reduction in
open-circuit voltage. The authors concluded that the maximal performance of the
BHJ solar cells is governed by balancing transport and recombination and that both
extremes of too low or too high mobility contribute to the loss of efficiency
through different mechanisms. Therefore, an optimized carrier mobility is an
important condition that must be fulfilled to obtain highly efficient organic solar
cells [176].

In summary, low mobilities limit the performance of organic solar cells since
the probability of charge recombination increases [161]. It should also be noted
that using different methods to characterize the mobility may lead to very different
mobility results. For example, when the hole mobility results of pristine P3HT are
examined, the measured hole mobility ranges from 10-8 m2/Vs in TOF and SCLC
up to 10-5 m2/Vs in FETs [177]. RR-P3HT self-organizes into a crystalline
structure and, owing to the p–p stacking direction, the charge (hole) transport is
extremely efficient. Since in FET measurements the current travels in the plane of
the film (parallel to the substrate), the anisotropy in the polymer-chain orientation
contributes strongly to the difference in the measured mobility [177]. A different
molecular weight of P3HT, the presence of PCBM, and/or the application of a
thermal treatment will also affect the measured electron and hole mobilities
[1, 178, 179]. Therefore, relevant values for charge carrier mobilities can only be
obtained when measured in the same configuration and experimental conditions as
used in an operational solar cell device [177].
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4 Current Status of Solution Processed Conjugated

Polymer-Based Organic Solar Cells

The first attempts to create organic solar cells were made by sandwiching a single
layer of organic material between two electrodes of different work functions [180].
In these cells, the performance strongly depends on the nature of the electrodes.

In 1986, Tang realized a breakthrough by fabricating a bilayer organic PV cell
using copper phthalocyanine and a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative [58]. A PVC
of about 1% has been achieved under simulated AM2G illumination. A novel feature
of the device was that the charge-generation efficiency was relatively independent of
the bias voltage, resulting in cells with fill factor values as high as 0.65. The interface
between the two organic materials, rather than the electrode/organic contacts, was
found to be crucial in determining the PV properties of the cell [58]. Although this
efficiencywas a breakthrough at that time, the performance of this PVdevicewas still
limited since the only light absorption within a very thin layer close to the interface
contributes to the photocurrent generation.

The carrier collection efficiency and PVC of polymer PV cells were improved
by blending of the semiconducting polymer with C60 or its functionalized deriv-
atives by Yu et al. [17]. Composite films of MEH-PPV and fullerenes exhibited
efficiencies better than those that have been achieved with devices made with pure
MEH-PPV by over two orders of magnitude. The efficient charge separation
results from photoinduced electron transfer from the MEH-PPV (donor) to the C60

(acceptor); the high collection efficiency results from a bicontinuous network of
internal donor–acceptor heterojunctions [17].

Halls et al. also showed that the interpenetrating network formed from a phase-
segregated mixture of two semiconducting polymers provides both the spatially
distributed interfaces necessary for efficient charge photo-generation, and the
means for separately collecting the electrons and holes [5].

Various combinations of donor and acceptor materials have been used to fab-
ricate BHJ solar cells. The most promising and successful combination of mate-
rials is a blend of a semiconducting polymer and a fullerene derivative as the
acceptor. It was demonstrated that sub-picosecond charge transfer takes place at
the interface of these materials, which ensures efficient charge generation [52].

A breakthrough on solution processed organic solar cells employing MDMO-
PPV as the donor and PCBM as the acceptor was realized by Shaheen et al. [10].
They showed that the PCE of OPV devices based on a conjugated polymer/
methanofullerene blend is dramatically affected by molecular morphology. By
structuring the blend to be a more intimate mixture that contains less phase seg-
regation of the methanofullerenes and simultaneously increasing the degree of
interactions between conjugated polymer chains, they fabricated a device with a
PVC of 2.5% under AM1.5G illumination. This was a nearly three-fold
enhancement over previously reported values. The crucial step that improved the
device performance was the use of a special solvent that improves the nanoscale
morphology for charge generation and transport [10].
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Although the efficiency of single-layer devices was improved by simple mixing
the p- and n-type materials, this solution bears a new challenge. In the BHJ
approach, the donor and acceptor components are mixed in a bulk volume so that
each donor–acceptor interface is within a distance smaller than the exciton dif-
fusion length of each absorbing site [43]. The donor and acceptor phases must
form a bicontinuous and interpenetrating network. Therefore, bulk heterojunction
devices are much more sensitive to the nanoscale morphology in the blend [43]. As
previously discussed, to organize the donor and acceptor in a nanometer scale is a
big challenge.

Further improvement in OPV efficiency was achived when the PPV was
replaced with P3HT. P3HT gave a further increase in the hole mobility and the
PVC was improved to 3.5% [14].

Recently, polymer PV cells with PCEs approaching 5% were fabricated using
titanium oxide (TiOx) as an optical spacer by Kim et al. [102]. In this study, solar
cells with a TiOx layer (deposited via a sol–gel process) between the active layer
and the electron-collecting aluminum electrode exhibited approximately a 50%
enhancement in short-circuit current compared to similar devices without the
optical spacer, as a result of modification of the spatial distribution of the light
intensity inside the device [102].

Konarka Technologies demonstrated a 5.21% power conversion efficient plastic
solar cell with an active area of 1.024 cm2 (NREL certificate for Konarka solar cell
from 11-20-2006) [181].

Park et al. demonstrated 6.1% efficient bulk heterojunction solar cells with
internal quantum efficiency reaching 100% [25]. They fabricated devices using
alternating copolymer, poly[N-900-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(40,70-di-2-
thienyl-20,10,30-benzothiadiazole) (PCDTBT), in bulk heterojunction composites
with the fullerene derivative [6,6]-phenyl C70-butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM).
The PCDTBT/PC70BM solar cells exhibited a JSC of 10.6 mA cm-2, an VOC of
0.88 V, a FF of 0.66 and a PCE of 6.1% under AM1.5G. The nearly 100% internal
quantum efficiency implies that essentially every absorbed photon results in a
separated pair of charge carriers and all photogenerated carriers are collected by
the electrodes [25]. PCBM, which amounts to 80% of the photoactive layer, has a
very low absorption coefficient in the visible region of the spectrum due to its
symmetrically forbidden HOMO–LUMO transition. When the C60 moiety of
[60]PCBM is replaced by a less symmetric fullerene, these transitions become
slightly allowed and an increase in light absorption/harvesting is expected [11,
182].

Chen et al. showed that the open-circuit voltage of polymer solar cells con-
structed based on a low-bandgap polymer, PBDTTT, can be tuned, step by step
using different functional groups to achieve values as high as 0.76 V [183]. This
increased open-circuit voltage combined with a high short-circuit current density
results in a polymer solar cell with a PVC as high as 6.77%, as certified by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory [183].

The demonstration of PCEs close to 8% under calibrated AM1.5G conditions
demonstrates the potential of this technology. The fabrication using suitable
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printing methods for the production of such organic solar cells is regarded as the
next important milestone [181].

In terms of research trends, the main direction has been toward the achievement
of high PCEs under simulated sunlight [184]. However, other important aspects
include stability, cost and processing [184]. Long operational lifetimes of solar
cells are required in real-life application. Polymer solar cells degrade under illu-
mination and in the dark. Therefore, methods for enhancing the stability through
the choice of better active materials, encapsulation, etc., are important [184].

5 Stability

Organic solar cells degrade under illumination and in the dark. Long operation
lifetimes of solar cell devices are required in real-life applications and under-
standing the degradation mechanisms is of great importance for successful
implementation of this promising technology [184]. For the technological devel-
opment of organic solar cells, the important aspects aside from PCE are the sta-
bility, cost and processing [185, 186].

Organic materials are, by nature, more sensitive to chemical degradation, e.g.,
from oxygen and water, than inorganic materials. Diffusion of oxygen and water
into the OPV device, photochemistry and photooxidation of polymers, degradation
of a function of polymer preparation, and chemical degradation of the ITO elec-
trode are seen as chemical degradation mechanisms whereas morphological sta-
bility can be seen as a physical degradation mechanism for OPV cells [184]. In a
recent review by Jorgensen et al. these mechanisms are discussed [184]. The
following points cause problems for the stability of devices [184]:

• Oxygen from the atmosphere will oxidize the organic layer, especially when the
device is illuminated.

• Materials such as P3HT are less sensitive to this degradation. Annealing can
lead to further structural changes when the devices are heated.

• Aluminium, which is the most commonly used metal electrode, reacts with
oxygen and water and perhaps with the organic material due to its low work
function.

• The transparent electrode, which is commonly ITO, is also not stable. Indium
atoms pass to the organic layer and distribute themselves into the polymer layer.

• PEDOT:PSS layer is hygroscopic in nature and may bind to water.

These possible factors for degradation have various degrees of influence on the
device lifetime.

Due to the degradation mechanisms mentioned above, polymer solar cells
cannot operate in air for more than few hours. Therefore, appropriate encapsula-
tion may help increase the lifetimes of these devices [112]. Dennler et al. reported
a shelf lifetime study of MDMO-PPV:PCBM solar cells encapsulated in a new
flexible and transparent poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN)-based ultra-high barrier
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material fabricated entirely by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) [112]. They demonstrated that encapsulation raises the shelf lifetime
(defined as the time performace degrades to 50% of the initial efficiency) of
30–57 mm2 solar cells from a few hours to over 3,000 h, or more than 4 months
[112].

Figure 30 shows the evolution of the normalized VOC and FF of a typical solar
cell versus storage time. In the case of PET encapsulation, both VOC and FF
decreased by 50% within less than 200 h. They observed that aging of the cells
results in the development of a back diode that tends to drastically reduce FF.
However, in the case of the flexible barrier encapsulation, VOC remains at about
90% of its initial value after 3,000 h, as does FF (see Fig. 30) [112].

However, 3,000 h of device stability is not sufficient for this type of device in
the market. MDMO-PPV is known to be particularly unstable and sensitive to
aging. However, new materials, such as polythiophenes, that are much less sen-
sitive to moisture and oxygen and allow even better PV conversion are becoming
available [187]. The combination of such materials with this flexible gas barrier
encapsulation might constitute a very promising advance in this field [112].

6 Technological Aspects of Organic Solar Cells

The technologically important features of organic solar cells can be summarized as
following [185]:

• flexibility and transparency.
• potential to be manufactured in a continuous printing process.
• large area coating.
• easy integration in a wide variety of devices.
• cost-effectiveness.

Fig. 30 Normalized ISC and
efficiency of solar cells
encapsulated with uncoated
PET (black) and with the
flexible gas barrier material
(red) versus storage time in
the dark under ambient air.
Reprinted from [112]
Copyright (2006) with
permission from Elsevier
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• ecological and economic advantages.

These features are very important for commercialization. However, as in
inorganic PV cells, OPV cells should also fullfill the basic requirements for
renewable energy production [185].

The production aspects of OPV cells were reviewed by Brabec et al. [185].
They pointed out that there are three essential parameters for every solar tech-
nology to take its competitive position in the market: efficiency, lifetime, and cost
per watt peak [185]. From efficiency point of view, a device efficiency of *10%
and a module efficiency of *5% are regarded as critical market entry values.
Higher efficiencies for OPV devices will demand novel materials, either low band
gap materials or material combinations with better matched electronic levels, to
improve Isc and Voc, respectively. From lifetime point of view, for low-cost
devices, a life time of 3–5 years (operational life time of 3,000–5,000 h) is
regarded as the market entry point. These values were derived from typical usage
lifetimes of electronic goods that could potentially be powered by solar cells.
According to Brabec et al., printing techniques are the necessary tool for signifi-
cant cost reduction for PVs. Under the assumption that the material costs
(including packaging and substrates) will further decrease with scale up, organic
solar cells with a cost structure significantly below 1 USD/Wp can be realized
[185]. Brabec et al. foresee that the first applications will most likely be in con-
sumer electronics: calculators, watches, sensors and innovative applications such
as mobile phone chargers.

Compared to the efficiencies over 20% achieved by Si-PVs, the efficiency of
OPV cells seem poor. However, other advantages, particularly the low cost,
flexibility and easy integration into a wide variety of systems make them com-
petitive for a range of applications such as packaging, smart fabrics, and signal-
ization. Organic PVs utilize cheap and easy processing techniques, such as inkjet
printing or spin coating, on large, flexible plastic substrates. The flexibility of the
final product offers low weight and easy installation.

One company has already announced that plastic solar panels will be available
for portable electronics, smart fabrics and building integrated PVs in the first
quarter of 2011; they also added that customers interested in protypes of plastic
solar panels for portable electronics testing can obtain samples by mid-2010.

7 Conclusions

Recent milestones and improved efficiencies achieved by organic solar cells
opened up a possibility for OPV devices to take their place in the market. The
biggest advantages of organic-plastic solar cells are their low cost, flexibility and
ability to be wrapped around structures or even applied like paint. As predicted by
Scharber et al., PCEs of 10% are within the achievable range [30] and 15% can be
achieved using the tandem solar cell concept [29]. Both of these efficiencies
designate the development of novel donor materials.
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Three key parameters will determine the success of organic solar cells: price,
efficiency and lifetime. Since they are manufactured using rather simple tech-
niques, their cost can be less than Si-based PV devices. The efficiencies achieved
recently are considerable and encouraging, and the research continues for further
improvement. Lifetime is a critical issue since organic materials are rather sen-
sitive to oxygen and humidity. Since, full commertialization will take time, it is
not easy to determine the product’s lifetime of plastic solar cells.

The first commercial applications seem to be portable electronics and smart
fabrics. It seems that the initial goal is not to replace the existing technology, such
as solar panels used on rooftops.

From the scientific point of view, new donor and acceptor materials and pos-
sibly device concepts are needed for further efficiency improvement of organic
solar cells. Several strategies can be summarized as the synthesis and development
of low band gap materials for improved matching with the solar spectrum, syn-
thesis and development of new electron accepting materials, tandem solar cells,
improvement of hybrid solar cell and dye-sensitized solar cell concepts.

The ideal structure of BHJ solar cells requires that the two phases of donors and
acceptors within the bulk heterojunction be spaced with an average separation of
around 10–20 nm, equal or less than the exciton diffusion length. The two phases
must be separated in percolated (ideally straight) pathways to ensure high mobility
charge carrier transport with reduced recombination. Such a well organized
nanostructure is not easy to obtain in classical polymer mixtures due to disorder.
However, self organization of the organic semiconducting polymers (molecules)
can be introduced using an amphiphilic structure di-block copolymer, which
results in a self-organized phase [188], using supramolecular fullerene architec-
tures by quadruple hydrogen bonding [189] and using uniaxially aligned, thin films
of discotic columnar liquid crystalline materials [190].

Research on organic solar cells is highly interdisciplinary, promising, and
challenging. The interdisciplinarity has already led to scientific and technological
advancement since the organic solar cells are close to commercialization and is
expected to lead to further achievements in this field.
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On the Importance of Morphology
Control for Printable Solar Cells

Svetlana S. van Bavel and Joachim Loos

Abstract Polymer and hybrid solar cells have the potential to become the leading
technology of the twenty-first century to convert sunlight to electrical energy
because they can be easily processed from solution printing devices in a roll-to-roll
fashion with high speed and low-cost. The performance of such devices critically
depends on the nanoscale organization of the photoactive layer, which is com-
posed of at least two functional materials, the electron donor and the electron
acceptor forming a bulk-heterojunction; however, control of its volume mor-
phology still is a challenge. The main requirements for the morphology of efficient
photoactive layers are nanoscale phase separation for a large donor/acceptor
interface area and hence efficient exciton dissociation, short and continuous per-
colation pathways of both components leading through the layer thickness to the
corresponding electrodes for efficient charge transport and collection, and high
crystallinity of both donor and acceptor materials for high charge mobility. In this
chapter we review recent progress of our understanding on how the efficiency of a
bulk-heterojunction printable solar cell largely depends on the local nanoscale
volume organization of the photoactive layer.
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1 Introduction

Besides conventional silicon-based solar cells, in recent years, an alternative type
of solar cells has been intensively studied, viz. thin-film devices printable from
purely organic or hybrid solutions using semiconducting polymers, such as poly
phenylene-vinylene, polythiopene, or polyfluorine, for light absorption and charge
transport [1, 2]. Despite comparatively low efficiencies of about 7–8% [3]
achieved so far with modelling studies that predict 10–11% efficiencies are
attainable [4] and rather low stabilities, presently 1 or 2 years at most [5], such
printable solar cells (PSCs) have a distinct advantage over inorganic counterparts,
viz. their fast and low-cost manufacturing process: they can be fabricated by
processing polymers, eventually together with other organic and/or inorganic
materials, in solution and depositing them by printing or coating in a roll-to-roll
fashion like newspapers. Thanks to the speed and ease of this manufacturing
process, the energy payback time of PSCs may, according to some estimates, be
reduced to months to about a year [6, 7]. Additional advantages include the low
weight and flexibility of organic materials, enabling fast and easy applications on
curved surfaces and thus freedom of design.

PSCs are still in the research and development phase; however, the first com-
mercial products were recently introduced to the market. To bring them closer to
the stage of practical and efficient devices, several issues still must be addressed,
including further improvement to efficiency and stability. These, in turn, are
determined to a large extent by the morphological organization of the photoactive
layer, i.e., the layer where light is absorbed and converted into electrical charges.
Thus, the general scope of this chapter is to examine how the morphology for-
mation of ultra-thin (100–200 nm) photoactive layers prepared via solvent-based
techniques can be controlled and manipulated and to establish relationships
between the three-dimensional morphological organization of photoactive layers
and the performance of corresponding PSCs.

2 Morphology Requirements of Photoactive Layers in PSCs

There is a principal difference in operation of solar cells based on inorganic
semiconductors and organic (polymer) semiconductors, governed by a differing
magnitude of exciton binding energy (an exciton is a bound electron–hole pair) in
these materials. In many inorganic semiconductors, the exciton binding energy is
small compared to the thermal energy (kT) at room temperature and therefore free
charges are directly created under ambient conditions upon absorption of a photon
of light [8]. An organic semiconductor, on the other hand, typically possesses an
exciton binding energy that exceeds kT by roughly more than an order of mag-
nitude [9]. As a consequence, excitons do not directly split into free charges in
organic semiconductors and an additional mechanism is required to achieve this.
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A successful way to dissociate excitons formed in organic semiconductors into
free charges is to use a combination of two materials: an electron donor (the
material with low ionization potential) and electron acceptor (with large electron
affinity). At the donor/acceptor interface, an exciton can dissociate into free
charges by rapid electron transfer from the donor to acceptor [10, 11]. Afterward,
both charge carriers move to their respective electrodes when electrode materials
are chosen with the proper work functions [1]. Significant photovoltaic effects of
organic semiconductors applying the heterojunction approach were first demon-
strated by Tang in the 1980s (Fig. 1a) [12]. A thin-film, two-layer organic pho-
tovoltaic cell was fabricated that showed a power conversion efficiency of about
1% and a large fill factor (FF) of 0.65 under simulated AM 2 illumination.

The external quantum efficiency, gEQE, of a photovoltaic cell based on exciton
dissociation at the donor/acceptor interface is gEQE = gA 9 gED 9 gCC, where gA
is the light absorption efficiency, gED is the exciton dissociation efficiency, which
is the fraction of photogenerated excitons that dissociate into free charge carriers at
a donor/acceptor interface, and gCC is the carrier collection efficiency, which is the
probability that a free carrier generated at a donor/acceptor interface by dissoci-
ation of an exciton reaches its corresponding electrode [13]. Donor/acceptor
interfaces can be very efficient in separating excitons; in some systems, it has been
shown that the forward reaction, the charge generation process takes place on the
femtosecond time scale, while the reverse reaction, the charge recombination step,
occurs in the microsecond range [14]. The typical exciton diffusion length in most
organic semiconductors is, however, limited to 5–20 nm [15–18]. Consequently,
acceptor/donor interfaces have to be within this diffusion range for efficient

Fig. 1 a Schematic representations of a Tang double layer cell and b a bulk-heterojunction
structure; c schematic three-dimensional representation of a bulk-heterojunction structure
(electron donor and acceptor constituents in different colors). The common device structure is
depicted here, with a photoactive layer sandwiched between an electron collecting electrode
(typically metal, such as Al) and a hole collecting transparent electrode of indium-doped tin oxide
(ITO) (c Reprinted with permission from [26]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)
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exciton dissociation into free charges; however, efficient light absorption only can
be guaranteed for photoactive layers with thickness larger than 200 nm.

Independently, Yu et al. and Halls et al. addressed the problem of limited
exciton diffusion length by intermixing two conjugated polymers with different
electron affinities [19, 20] or a conjugated polymer with C60 molecules or their
methanofullerene derivatives [21]. Since phase separation occurs between the two
constituents, a large internal interface is created so that most excitons are formed
near the interface and are thus able to dissociate at the interface. In case of the
polymer/polymer intermixed film, evidence for the success of the approach has
been found in the observation that the photoluminescence from each of the
polymers was quenched. This implies that the excitons generated in one polymer
within the intermixed film reach the interface with the other polymer and disso-
ciate before decaying. This device structure, a bulk-heterojunction (Fig. 1b),
provides a route through which nearly all photogenerated excitons in the film can
split into free charge carriers. At present, bulk-heterojunction structures are the
main candidates for high-efficiency polymeric solar cells.

Nanoscale phase separation between the donor and acceptor components is not
the only requirement for the morphology of photoactive layers of bulk-
heterojunction PSCs. Once free charges are formed upon exciton dissociation, they
should be transported through the donor and acceptor phases toward the corre-
sponding electrodes: holes through the donor phase to the hole collecting (positive,
usually indium-doped tin oxide, ITO) electrode and electrons through the acceptor
phase to the electron collecting (negative, e.g., aluminium) electrode. Thus, the
nanoscale phases of donor and acceptor must form continuous, and preferably
short (to minimize charge recombination), percolation pathways leading to the
electrodes.

Additionally, the transport of charge carriers can be enhanced if donor and/or
acceptor (ideally both) are characterized by high mesoscopic order and crystallinity
[22, 23]. Also, the transport and collection of charges should be facilitated in the
case where there is enrichment of the acceptor material at the site of a photoactive
layer close to a negative (metal) electrode and enrichment of the donor material
close to a positive electrode [24, 25]. Such favorable concentration gradients of
donor and acceptor materials through the thickness of the active layer should ensure
that the percolation pathways leading to electrodes are short and limit possibilities of
charge recombination.

The efficiency of a bulk-heterojunction PSC is thus largely dependent on the
local nanoscale organization of the photoactive layer in all three dimensions
[26–28]. The key requirements for efficient PSCs, including those dealing with
photoactive layer morphology, are listed in Fig. 2, together with the parameters of
device performance (JSC, FF, VOC, and g).

The short circuit current, JSC, generated by a solar cell is found at the end of the
whole chain: it is determined by the external quantum efficiency, i.e., efficiency of
all basic processes of the PSC operation as discussed above, viz. light absorption,
exciton dissociation at the donor/acceptor interface, and transport and collection of
free charges at the electrodes. The meaning of the FF is more specific: a higher FF
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implies an improved balance of electron and hole transport, low traps, and neg-
ligible space-charge effects [4, 29].

The open circuit voltage, VOC, scales with the energy difference between the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the acceptor material and the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donor [30, 31]. Lower values of VOC

obtained experimentally are attributed to band bending created by accumulated
charges at each electrode, with associated losses of *0.2 eV per electrode
[30, 32]. Recent studies indicated, however, that VOC may be determined by the
single occupied molecular orbital of the donor (i.e., the low-energy polaronic level)
rather than its HOMO level [33]. It has also been reported that VOC is dependent on
the probability of exciton dissociation into free charges [34], presence of electron
traps [35], and mobility of free charges [36], i.e., parameters that may be influenced
by morphology. However, the impact of these parameters on VOC can usually be
neglected [37, 38] and, for the present discussion, VOC is considered as a purely
material property, independent of the photoactive layer morphology [39].

Looking to the morphology requirements mentioned above, the following
parameters have been identified as the most significant for their influence on the
nanoscale volume organization in the photoactive layers of bulk-heterojunction
PSCs: the chemical structure of donor and acceptor materials, the solvent(s) used
for processing, concentration in solution, the ratio between donor and acceptor,
and post-production treatments such as thermal annealing or exposure to solvent
vapor [26, 40]. Some examples of how these parameters affect photoactive layer
morphology formation and device performance are considered below.
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Fig. 2 The key factors determining the power conversion efficiency (g) of bulk-heterojunction
PSCs, together with parameters of solar cell device performance are: short circuit current density
JSC, open circuit voltage VOC, and FF. All three basic processes: light absorption (characterized
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permission from [27]. Copyright 2010 Wiley–VCH)
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Since the photoactive layer is deposited from solution, for research studies,
mostly via spin-coating or drop-casting, the volume morphology-determining
parameters can be classified into two groups: thermodynamic aspects and kinetic
effects that play a role during thin-film formation process. Thermodynamic aspects
are reflected in the chemical structure of the donor and acceptor compounds
determining to a large extent their solubility in different solvents and the inter-
action (miscibility) between these compounds taken in a certain ratio. The kinetic
aspects are related to the duration of film formation, influenced by the solvent’s
boiling point, by solution viscosity, etc., with the rate of ordering or crystallization
in the case of crystallizing materials and thus accompanied reorganization, and
with post film formation treatments such as annealing that enable the diffusion and
crystallization of one or both compounds, leading to enhanced phase separation.

Both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters show comparable significance in
determining the morphology of the photoactive layer. Thermodynamics will,
however, drive (and kinetics may limit) eventual morphological reorganization
after the films have formed, and thus determine the long-term stability of the
photoactive layer morphology and corresponding solar cell devices.

3 Analyzing the Volume Organization

of the Bulk-Heterojunction Photoactive Layer

The thin-film nature of the photoactive layers with typical thicknesses of
100–200 nm and the need for local morphology information makes high-resolution
microscopy techniques essential tools for morphology characterization. Transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM), including conventional imaging and electron
diffraction operation modes [26, 41–44], scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
[40, 45] and scanning probe microscopy (SPM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) in
particular [43, 45–50], have proven their utility for characterization of the mor-
phology of photoactive layers.

The main difference between TEM, and SPM and SEM is that TEM provides
mostly morphological information on the lateral organization of thin-film samples
by acquisition of two-dimensional (2D) projections through the whole volume of
the photoactive layer, whereas SPM and SEM are probing the topography or
mainly phase demixing at the sample surface.

As discussed above, the performance of a PSC strongly depends on the three-
dimensional organization of the compounds within the photoactive layer. Donor
and acceptor materials should form co-continuous networks with nanoscale phase
separation to be able to effectively dissociate excitons into free electrons and holes,
and to guarantee fast charge carrier transport from any place within the active layer
to the electrodes.

Attempts to gain more information on the three-dimensional organization of
polymer solar cells have been described by applying techniques for cross-sectional
preparation of TEM and SEM samples. Besides use of a focused ion beam (FIB) to
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section whole devices prepared on glass substrates [51, 52], conventional cross-
sectional ultra-microtoming of the photoactive layer is used [43, 45]. Looking from
the side perpendicular to the photoactive layer lateral plane, the organization of
segregated phases of the bulk-heterojunction can be analyzed in the thickness
direction of the film. Similar to the top view, the cross-sectional side view provides
information on the sizes and shapes of phases. For instance, Sariciftci et al. demon-
strated by cross-sectional SEM investigations that in case of the system with poly
[2-methoxy-5-(30, 70-dimethyloctyloxy)-1, 4-phenylene-vinylene] (MDMO-PPV) as
a donor and the fullerene derivative [6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acidmethyl ester (PCBM)
as acceptor, the PCBM-rich phases always are imbedded in the MDMO-PPV matrix
independent of their size (Fig. 3) [45]. Most likely, this feature reduces the electron
injection capability from the PCBM to the electrode.

In principle, 3D morphology information can be obtained by cutting the sample
into thin sections and subsequently imaging the remaining sample or the sections
one by one with AFM or SEM. Using a FIB/SEM combination for FIB slicing and
SEM viewing is referred to as ‘‘slice-and-view’’. For photoactive layers of PSCs
these approaches are, however, of limited use due to the high risk of complete
sample destruction as a result of local heating by FIB, and due to the relatively low

Fig. 3 SEM side views (cross-sections) of MDMO-PPV/PCBM blend films cast from toluene
with various weight ratios of MDMO-PPV and PCBM. For ratios 1:4, 1:3, and 1:2 (b–d) the
nanoclusters, in the form of discs are surrounded by another phase, called the skin, that contains
smaller spheres of about 20–30 nm diameter. For the 1:1 film (a), only these smaller spheres are
found (Reprinted with permission from [45]. Copyright 2004 Wiley–VCH)
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lateral resolution of SEM, and depth resolution as determined by the thickness of
removed slices in the range of 10–100 nm at most.

The technique that circumvents these limitations and does provide 3D mor-
phology information with nanometer resolution in all three dimensions is electron
tomography (ET), also referred to as transmission electron microtomography and
3D TEM [53–58]. Besides conventional morphology characterization, in this
chapter, we focus on advanced ET analysis to reveal volume information on the
local nanoscale organization of the photoactive layer of PSCs.

4 On the Volume Organization of Bulk-Heterojunction

Photoactive Layers

So far, we have discussed the importance of morphology control in the bulk-
heterojunction photoactive layer of high performance PSCs. In this part, we discuss
the important morphology issues reported in the literature. Further, we introduce
recent morphology studies we have performed with the help of ET on three bulk-
heterojunction systems: MDMO-PPV as a donor and the fullerene derivative PCBM
as acceptor for the first bulk-heterojunction system for which the influence of
nanoscale volume organization on the performance of corresponding devices was
investigated in great detail, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)/PCBM as the currently
most successful electron donor/acceptor combination in terms of efficiency and long-
term stability, and finally P3HT as electron donor and ZnO as acceptor in a hybrid
system, which we have performed in-depth quantification of the nanoscale volume
organization and related it to the performance of corresponding devices.

4.1 MDMO-PPV/PCBM

Intensive morphology studies have been performed on polymer/fullerene systems, in
which PCBM is applied [37, 59]. PCBM is by far the most widely used electron
acceptor, and the most successful PSCs have been obtained by mixing it with the
donor polymers like MDMO-PPV and other PPV derivatives [38, 46], with poly
(3-alkylthiophene)s such as regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [23, 60–63]
or a less studied combination with polyfluorenes [64–67] and other amorphous
semiconducting polymers such as poly[2, 6-(4, 4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta
[2, 1-b; 3, 4-b0]dithiophene)-alt-4, 7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT) [68–71].

The influence of the solvent used for processing was first observed in MDMO-
PPV/PCBM system when a strong increase in power conversion efficiency was
obtained by changing the solvent from toluene (0.9% efficiency) to chlorobenzene
(2.5% efficiency) [46]. The improved performance of MDMO-PPV/PCBM cells in
case of using chlorobenzene (or o-dichlorobenzene) as a solvent rather than
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toluene was found to be due to a smaller (more favorable) scale of phase sepa-
ration (Fig. 4), viz. smaller PCBM-rich domains in the MDMO-PPV-rich matrix,
formed during spin-coating as a result of higher solubility of PCBM in chloro-
benzene [42, 45, 46, 72].

The evaporation rate of a solvent during film formation is also of importance.
Even when a good solvent (e.g., chlorobenzene) is used for MDMO-PPV/PCBM
but its evaporation is slowed by using lower spin speed during spin-coating or by
using drop-casting instead of spin-coating, coarse phase segregation is observed in
the resulting films similar to faster spin-coating from a less favorable solvent like
toluene [42]. Since a film has then a longer time to form and kinetic factors
become less limiting, thermodynamically driven re-organization, viz. large-scale
PCBM crystallization, takes place. Not surprisingly, thermal annealing of MDMO-
PPV/PCBM boosts PCBM crystallization even further leading to formation of
bulky PCBM crystals. Besides annealing conditions, the kinetics of their formation

Fig. 4 AFM images showing the surface morphology of MDMO-PPV/PCBM (1:4 by wt) blend
films with a thickness of approximately 100 nm and the corresponding cross-sections. a Film spin
coated from a toluene solution. b Film spin coated from a chlorobenzene solution. The images
show the first derivative of the actual surface heights. The cross-sections of the true surface
heights for the films were taken horizontally from the points indicated by the arrow (Reprinted
with permission from [46]. Copyright 2001 American Institute of Physics)
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was also found to depend on a type of spatial confinement, i.e., in a free-standing
film, PCBM clusters are formed much faster than in a film sandwiched between
two substrates [73].

Besides the solvent used and the evaporation rate applied, the overall compound
concentration and the ratio between two compounds in solution are important
parameters controlling morphology formation. High compound concentrations
induce large-scale phase segregation in MDMO-PPV/PCBM during formation of
the film [74]. The maximum solubility of PCBM was determined to be roughly
1 wt% in toluene and 4.2 wt% in chlorobenzene (at room temperature), so for
concentrations above these critical levels, aggregation of PCBM is anticipated in
the solvent and is enhanced further during film formation [26].

For the systems of MDMO-PPV/PCBM and MEH-PPV/PCBM, as for most
other amorphous polymer/PCBM bulk-heterojunctions, the optimal ratio of the
compounds was found to be 1:4 [21], despite a very low contribution of PCBM to
light absorption and despite the fact that photoluminescence of the polymer is
already quenched for much lower PCBM concentrations (less than 5%) [11]. A
rather abrupt improvement in the device properties was observed for PCBM
contents of around 67%, accompanied by the onset of phase separation [48]. Thus,
it was concluded that charge transportation rather than charge separation is the
limiting factor here and suggested that, only above this critical concentration,
PCBM forms a percolating network within the polymer matrix.

Most of the morphological studies carried out so far on the MDMO-PPV/PCBM
system were performed using AFM [43, 45–50], TEM [42–44], and SEM and TEM
imaging of cross-sections of the active layers [40, 43, 45]. They showed that at
compositions of[60 wt%PCBM, the phase separation sets inwith domains of rather
pure PCBM distributed in a homogeneous MDMO-PPV/PCBM matrix. It was
speculated that MDMO-PPV/PCBM films are built by interpenetrating networks at
high PCBM loadings [48] but, up to now, there was no unambiguous experimental
evidence for existence of any networks or percolations in MDMO-PPV/PCBM
photoactive layers, owing largely to the lack of appropriate tools that allow a proper
visualization of the morphological organization in all three dimensions.

To visualize the 3D morphology of MDMO-PPV/PCBM films (prepared from
solutions in chlorobenzene), we applied ET. The tilt series were acquired via
bright field conventional TEM (BF-CTEM) and annular dark-field scanning TEM
(ADF-STEM) modes, so that (denser) PCBM-rich domains look dark (BF-CTEM)
or bright (ADF-STEM), respectively. After 3D reconstruction, detailed informa-
tion about form and size of PCBM-rich domains in three dimensions was obtained.
In case of MDMO-PPV/PCBM films with 80 wt% PCBM, ET showed that the
PCBM-rich domains are interlinked by thin PCBM-rich strands, all together
forming a percolating nanoscale network (see the snapshots of the resulted volume
reconstructions in Fig. 5).

The presence of a nanoscale percolating network formed byPCBM-rich strands as
revealed by ET in BF-CTEM and ADF-STEM imaging modes presents two
advantages for the performance of corresponding MDMO-PPV/PCBM solar cell
devices. First, these interlinking PCBM domains form additional interfaces where
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more excitons can dissociate into free charges and, second, such a 3D network of
PCBM, surrounded by a 3D network of polymer-rich material, creates efficient
percolation pathways for transport of both electrons and holes from any place within
the photoactive layer to the top and bottom electrodes. This optimum morphology
results in higher values of short circuit current density (Jsc) and FF and thus higher
efficiency of devices made of 80 wt% PCBM and 20 wt% MDMO-PPV [48]. No
such beneficial morphology was observed (neither with BF-CTEM nor with ADF-
STEM) in MDMO-PPV/PCBM layers with at most 60 wt% PCBM.

In general, thermal annealing is a useful way to probe the morphological sta-
bility of photoactive layers. Apart from accelerating thermodynamically favorable
changes in the layer’s morphology, mild annealing also mimics practical condi-
tions since solar cells can easily heat up during operation to temperatures of
around 60�C. Obviously, long-term stability of PSCs based on MDMO-PPV/
PCBM is rather poor, due to the tendency of PCBM to crystallize by forming
micron-sized clusters in amorphous MDMO-PPV. Such large-scale crystallization
implies that exciton dissociation becomes rather inefficient, and the quality of a
percolating network of PCBM deteriorates, too. The formation of large PCBM
crystals can, however, be largely suppressed by choosing a polymer having a
higher glass transition temperature, Tg (e.g., 138�C) [75] than that of MDMO-PPV,
so that diffusion of PCBM molecules in the blends is hindered (another example of
interplay between thermodynamics and kinetics in these systems).

4.2 P3HT/PCBM

The P3HT/PCBM system, where both components can crystallize, differs in its
behavior andmorphological organization fromMDMO-PPV/PCBMblends. The type
of crystalline morphology formed by regioregular P3HT ranges from well-dispersed

Fig. 5 a A BF-CTEM image of the MDMO-PPV/PCBM film (with 80 wt% PCBM), where dark
PCBM-rich domains are visible, next to snapshots of volume reconstructions as obtained by
b BF-CTEM, and c ADF-STEM. In the volume reconstruction thin PCBM-rich strands
connecting PCBM-domains can be discerned (Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright
2010 Wiley–VCH)
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nanorods to well-developed spherulites, depending on solution processing conditions
[77]. Typically, P3HT crystallizes in thin-films by forming crystalline nanorods with
widths of around 15–25 nm, thicknesses of just a few nanometers, and lengths of
hundreds of nanometers or even a few microns [23, 26, 74, 76].

The best devices with power conversion efficiencies exceeding 5% and rather
stable morphologies, are obtained for P3HT/PCBM ratios of around 1:1 after an
annealing treatment, either at elevated temperature or during slow solvent evap-
oration (solvent assisted annealing) [30, 51, 77, 78]. Similar results are also
attained by adding high boiling point additives like alkyl thiols into the solution of
P3HT/PCBM because this slows down the film formation during spin-coating due
to a longer solvent evaporation time, analogous to solvent annealing [48, 79].

Various reasons have been named to account for morphology changes causing
efficiency improvement in P3HT/PCBM films upon annealing, such as the
increased crystallinity of P3HT [80], favorable dimensions of (long and thin)
P3HT crystals [76], suppressed formation of bulky PCBM clusters due to presence
of P3HT crystals [23, 63], improved light absorption of the P3HT/PCBM films as a
result of morphological changes in P3HT [47], improved hole mobility and hence
more balanced hole and electron transport in P3HT/PCBM films [29, 81, 82]. This
list, however, long it may seem, is not complete as it does not include details on
morphological organization throughout the volume of the photoactive layer, such
as the quality of percolating networks of nanocrystalline P3HT and PCBM and the
exact scale of phase separation.

In our studies, we have applied ET (among other techniques) to analyze the 3D
nanoscale organization of the P3HT/PCBM photoactive layers before and after
annealing treatments and found correlations between the observed morphology
and parameters of corresponding device performance [41, 83]. Electron tomog-
raphy was applied to P3HT/PCBM in the BF-CTEM mode, with the resulting
contrast due to the density difference between the polymer and the PCBM.
Crystalline P3HT nanowires are actually very unstable and loose their crystallinity
fast because the polymer crystals are under exposure to the electron beam (as
shown by electron diffraction studies) but they remain morphologically stable for a
much longer time, certainly long enough to acquire a tilt series (Fig. 6). The
crystallinity of the nanowires and their morphological stability were confirmed by
conical dark-field TEM imaging combined with the BF-TEM imaging. In the dark-
field TEM images, the image formation is governed by the diffraction contrast as
opposed to the mass-thickness and/or phase contrast in BF-CTEM. For this
investigation we can conclude that even though the P3HT crystals are destroyed,
their morphological integrity is sustained during tilt-series acquisition; thus,
amorphous but contrast-rich structures remain in place of the original P3HT
crystals are visualized in the P3HT/PCBM system by ET in BF-CTEM mode.
Dark-field TEM was also used to identify the size (width) of the P3HT crystals and
confirms similar sizes for ET data.

After reconstructing the morphology of as spin-coated and annealed samples,
only for the latter a genuine network is visible within the photoactive layer con-
necting any part of the P3HT nanowires with the respective hole collecting
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electrode. By going slice by slice through the reconstructed volume of the annealed
P3HT/PCBM films, the amount of P3HT nanowires can be quantified in relation to
the actual z-position within the photoactive layer (Fig. 7, performed on a thermally
annealed P3HT/PCBM layer). As evident from Fig. 7, there is enrichment of P3HT
nanowires in the lower part of the photoactive layer close to the hole collecting
electrode. The same trend was observed for P3HT/PCBM layers obtained by
solvent assisted annealing for 3 h. In this gradient analysis, only initially crystalline
P3HT nanowires are accounted for, as explained above (see Fig. 6). Amorphous
P3HT should be located around the crystalline P3HT nanowires, which is generally
the case in folded chain or chain stacked (for low molecular weights) polymer
crystals. As this amorphous P3HT is in all probability mixed with PCBM, it has
insufficient contrast with the rest of PCBM to be visualized by BF-CTEM. Vertical
segregation of initially crystalline P3HT in the annealed films, as showed by ET,
should thus apply to all P3HT, including amorphous parts. Correspondingly, there
should be enrichment of PCBM close to the top (electron collecting) electrode. The
situation when more crystalline P3HT is located in the lower part of the film is
expected to be beneficial for collection of holes as it suggests better percolation
networks made of crystalline P3HT and PCBM.

Further, when comparing the volume organization of photoactive layers with
different thicknesses, the basic conclusion is that an optimal morphological
organization of a photoactive layer in all three dimensions is more crucial for high
efficiency of solar cell devices than absorption alone. We have obtained the best
device performance using moderately thick (100 nm) P3HT/PCBM photoactive
layers characterized by high overall crystallinity of P3HT, namely more numerous
and more perfect crystalline P3HT nanowires forming a genuine 3D network, and
by enrichment of P3HT close to the hole collecting electrode. Thicker films
(200 nm) absorb more light but show less favorable morphological organization in
photoactive layers, i.e., lower crystallinity of P3HT, especially next to the hole
collecting electrode, and as a result produce poorly performing solar cell devices.

Fig. 6 a Dark-field TEM images of the P3HT nanowires: those structures get visualized that
give rise to the shown part of the (020) P3HT-ring in the electron diffraction pattern (left). b BF-
CTEM images of the same locations of the specimen after the crystals have been destroyed (i.e.,
no Debye-Scherer ring is any longer visible in the electron diffraction pattern). The scale bar is
200 nm (Reprinted with permission from [28]. Copyright 2010 Wiley–VCH)
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What exactly causes vertical segregation of crystalline P3HT is not clear at the
moment. Previous studies based on the modeling of data obtained by variable-angle
spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) [84] and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) [85] suggested that PCBM, and not P3HT, was preferentially concentrated
on the bottom of the P3HT/PCBM films due to the high surface energy of the
PEDOT:PSS layer. The experimental approach and conclusions drawn in these
studies do raise some questions though.

In general, however, we do not doubt that the unfavorable gradient (more of
PCBM below and more of P3HT on top of the film) is possible. We have observed
it with ET, too, e.g., in P3HT/PCBM samples prepared from P3HT grades with
different molecular weight distributions, lower regioregularity, or different type
and amount of impurities, and by using different film preparation conditions.

It should be noted that there are also SIMS (secondary ion mass spectrometry)
studies of MDMO-PPV/PCBM [48] and polyfluorene/PCBM blends [86], which
show a homogeneous distribution of both polymer and PCBM throughout the film.
It may be interesting to apply SIMS to P3HT/PCBM blends to follow the vertical
distribution of the (total) P3HT and PCBM.

Compared to XPS and modeling VASE data, the technique of ET has a number
of advantages to study vertical organization in P3HT/PCBM films. First of all, this
technique does not require any assumptions on morphological organization (like in
modeling of VASE or ellipsometry data), nor is there a risk of introducing such
artefacts as carbon and oxygen contaminations in case of surface-sensitive tech-
niques like XPS. Next, ET does provides some numbers on how P3HT is distributed
in the film and it also allows direct observation of the initially crystalline P3HT
nanowires with high accuracy at any depth of the film. A minor disadvantage of this
technique is that a few nanometers of the top and bottom of the films are usually
difficult to interpret but, for this, AFM may provide relevant data.

Fig. 7 Results of electron tomography: quantification of the crystalline P3HT nanowires
distribution through the thickness of the thermally annealed P3HT/PCBM photoactive layer.
Images a and b are original slices taken out of the reconstructed volume of the film, with slice in
a located close to the bottom of the film and b close to the top of the film. Dimensions of the
slices are 1700 nm 9 1700 nm. c The relative area (volume) occupied by P3HT in each slice is
determined for all slices through the whole volume of the P3HT/PCBM film and plotted
depending on a slice position and thickness of the photoactive layer (Reprinted with permission
from [41] and [83]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society)
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The fact that ET revealed different sorts of vertical gradients in P3HT/PCBM
films of different thickness deposited on the same PEDOT:PSS substrate dismisses
the proposed role of the underlying substrate’s surface energy for the formation of
vertical gradients. On the basis of the findings of this study, we infer that the
existence and type of composition gradients through the thickness of the active
layer are largely determined by the kinetic aspects of film formation due to
different solution viscosities, different times for the solvent to evaporate and
eventual differences in local solvent concentration. These aspects have a direct
impact on how long the (macro)molecules are mobile in the given solution/dis-
persion, on the eventual precipitation of components depending on local variations
in solvent concentration, and thus on formation of nuclei and subsequent growth
and distribution of (nano)crystals throughout the active layer.

Besides composition gradients, ET data can also be used to quantify the overall
degree of crystallinity of P3HT in the P3HT/PCBM films. Based on density values
of P3HT and PCBM and a 1:1 weight ratio of these components in the photoactive
layer, P3HT should occupy ca. 58% of the total volume of the thermally annealed
layer. From the plot presented in Fig. 7, it can be estimated that approximately
35% of the layer volume is actually made up of crystalline P3HT nanowires, which
indicates a high crystallinity of P3HT of about 60%. A comparable degree of
P3HT crystallinity was also obtained for P3HT/PCBM after solvent assisted
annealing (data not shown). For spin-coated films, this information was not
directly accessible due to poor contrast in the corresponding 3D datasets but, based
on electron diffraction data (where the intensity of the peak attributed to (020)
reflections of P3HT crystals increased threefold upon annealing) the degree of
P3HT crystallinity after spin-coating is estimated at around 20%.

4.3 P3HT/ZnO

The examples considered above are polymer/fullerene PSCs but, in general, all the
parameters influencing morphology formation are also valid for polymer/polymer
systems [87–91] and hybrid systems, where semiconducting polymers such as
P3HT are combined with inorganic materials such as ZnO, TiO2, or CdSe [92–95].
A potential advantage of all-polymer systems is improved absorption compared to
systems using poorly absorbing fullerenes. Hybrid solar cells form an attractive
alternative because of their high dielectric constant (facilitating carrier generation),
high carrier mobility in the inorganic semiconductors, and the thermal morpho-
logical stability of the photoactive layers.

Ultimately, hybrid cells offer the prospect of direct control over the morphology
of the blend by first constructing an inorganic scaffold with the proper layout and
dimensions [96–98] and then filling the scaffold with the organic material. But
until now this approach failed and the best hybrid solar cells were made by
simultaneous deposition of the two components. This often involves tricky pro-
cessing, due to the differing natures of the materials involved. These drawbacks
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can largely be circumvented by the in situ generation of the inorganic semicon-
ductor inside the organic material [99, 100]. In this process a soluble organome-
tallic precursor is deposited from solution together with the semiconducting
polymer. During and after this deposition, the precursor is converted by reacting
with moisture from the surrounding atmosphere to an inorganic network inside the
polymer film.

Here we describe and analyze in situ prepared P3HT/ZnO solar cells [101].
Electron tomography was applied to characterize the three-dimensional mor-
phology of the P3HT/ZnO photoactive layers and the resulting 3D datasets were
segmented and quantified in great detail. The elaborate 3D morphology quantifi-
cation combined with photophysical characterization and device performance data
provide detailed insight to the role of the nanoscale 3D morphology in creating and
transporting charges in the bulk-heterojunction photoactive layers.

To examine the morphology of the ZnO/P3HT films, ET was applied to free-
standing films of different thicknesses (57, 100, and 167 nm) obtained by spin-
coating onto PEDOT:PSS. The snapshots of the reconstructed volume of these
films are shown in Fig. 8a–c. A threshold was applied to the raw data as obtained
by ET in such a way that ZnO appears grey in the volume and P3HT looks

Fig. 8 a–c Reconstructed volumes of the P3HT/ZnO layers, obtained by electron tomography in
the BF-CTEM mode, and corresponding 2D slices taken from these volume datasets: with
thickness of 57 nm (a, d), 100 nm (b, e) and 167 nm (c, f). The lateral size of the datasets in
a–c and correspondingly the size of the slices in d–f is ca. 700 nm 9 700 nm. In the volumes in
a–c, the threshold was applied to the raw data such that ZnO appears grey and P3HT transparent
(Reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright 2009 Nature Publishing Group)
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transparent. Obviously, there is a large difference between the three films obtained,
with finer phase separated domains observed in thicker films. The thinnest film
displays large domains both for the ZnO and the P3HT and these domains are
substantially larger than the exciton diffusion length of 5–20 nm. This is consistent
with the poor device performance of thinner films.

In order to quantify the relevant morphological parameters, an extensive sta-
tistical analysis of the 3D datasets provided by ET was performed. The original 3D
data of the bulk of the film were binarized to decide which voxels (‘‘volume
pixels’’) are ZnO and which are P3HT. The threshold for this binarization has a
major impact on the final outcome, and hence error margins were estimated by
applying the two extremes for this threshold.

First of all, the volume fraction of ZnO was determined from the 3D datasets
(see Column 1 in the Table 1). In the two thickest layers, the estimated ZnO
volume fraction (ca. 21 vol.%) is close to the expected value of 19 vol.%, based on
the ratio of diethylzinc and P3HT in the spin-coating solution. The ZnO content in
the thinnest layer is significantly lower at 13 vol.%. This is rationalized by a
comparatively large fraction of the diethylzinc evaporating during spin-coating
with the higher spin speed applied for this thin layer. The low ZnO content of the
thinnest film partially accounts for the relatively large observed P3HT domains.

Next, spherical contact distances, defined as the distance from a certain voxel of
one material to the nearest voxel of the other material, were determined for these
three films. Cyclic boundary conditions were applied for this quantification, i.e., the
datasets were extended by mirroring the bulk part of the film (i.e., about 60% of the
total thickness). Because excitons are mostly generated inside the P3HT, we focused
on the distance distribution fromP3HT toZnO. Figure 9 shows the probability to find
P3HT at a certain shortest distance to a ZnO domain. For the 100 and 167 nm thick
films, most P3HT lies well within the shortest distance of 10 nm from ZnO. On the
other hand, the 57 nm thick sample displays a large amount of polymer at shortest
distances as high as 25 nm from an interface with ZnO. This analysis substantiates
that coarser phase separation is present in thinner layers.

The efficiency of the charge carrier generation was then estimated by modeling
the exciton diffusion through the P3HT phase. For this, the three-dimensional
exciton diffusion equation was solved. As the result, an estimated fraction of
excitons formed within P3HT that reach the interface with ZnO was obtained
(Column 2 in Table 1). Assuming that excitons efficiently dissociate into free
charges at the interface with ZnO [97], the numbers obtained coincide with the
efficiency of charge generation.

Besides charge carrier generation, carrier collection is also essential for solar
cell operation. Efficient collection relies on continuous pathways for both carriers
(Fig. 9c, d). Viewing the large volume excess of polymer in the blend, we see that
connectivity of this material will not be a limiting factor. The fraction of ZnO
voxels that is interconnected via other ZnO voxels to the top of the investigated
slab is quite high, at values well over 90% for all three layers despite the low ZnO
content (see Column 4 in Table 1). The connectivity is smaller for thicker layers,
likely because larger distances have to be crossed.
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Mere continuity of ZnO-phase may not be enough to effectively collect the
charges. Within a continuous phase, pathways may exist that are discontinuous in
the direction of the collecting electrode. Due to the macroscopic electric field over
the active layer of the device, charges may be trapped inside those cul-de-sacs and
thus not collected (Fig. 9d). Therefore, we also determined the fraction of ZnO
connected to the top through a strictly rising path (Column 5 in Table 1). The
calculated unidirectionally connected fraction of ZnO is still very high (93%) for
the 57 nm thin layer but reduces for thicker layers, dropping to 80% for the
167 nm thick film.

The volume fraction of ZnO (with respect to the total volume of the photoactive
layer) connected to the top electrode is, however, still higher in the thicker layers
than in the thin 57 nm layer, where the total ZnO content is significantly lower

Fig. 9 Statistical analysis of the 3D morphology: a Distribution of the probability to find a P3HT
voxel at a certain distance from a ZnO domain for mixed P3HT/ZnO films of different thickness,
calculated from the 3D-datasets displayed in Fig. 8. b Cumulative probability to have P3HT
within a shortest distance to ZnO. The error margins indicated are obtained from the two most
extreme thresholds possible for the binarization of the 3D data; color code as in a. c Reconstructed
volume of a cross-section of the P3HT/ZnO device with grey ZnO domains in transparent P3HT
matrix. d The part of this volume with the green arrow indicating an isolated ZnO domain and the
red arrow indicating a ZnO domain connected to the top, but not through a strictly rising path
(Reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright 2009 Nature Publishing Group)
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(Column 6 in Table 1, which is the product of values in Column 1 and Column 5).
This implies that electron transport through thin P3HT/ZnO layers may be less
efficient. However, as described above, there are also fewer charges to be trans-
ported in thin layers due to the unfavorably large phase separation. Since the FF
values (that reflects the balanced transport of free charges) are comparable in all
films, charge transport on the whole is unlikely to be less efficient in thin-films.

Looking at the combined effects of charge carrier generation and collection, we
can conclude that the relative poor performance of thin P3HT/ZnO solar cells is
related to inefficient charge generation as a result of low ZnO content, to the coarse
phase separation, and to the exciton losses impaired by the electrodes. For thicker
photoactive layers charge generation is much more efficient, owing to a much
more favorable phase separation.

Thicker devices show superior efficiencies, but still the internal quantum effi-
ciency (IQE) only reaches 50%. Since in thicker layers most excitons (around
80%) reach the P3HT/ZnO interface where they can dissociate into free charges,
the IQE is most probably limited by inefficient charge transport. Electron transport
may be limited by a low volume fraction of ZnO, whereas hole transport may be
inefficient due to low hole mobilities in P3HT.

5 Summary and Outlook

As evident from the above discussion, there is a complex interplay between
different aspects that determine photoactive layer morphology during film
formation, its eventual reorganization during post-production treatments and its
long-term stability. Due to this complexity and the fact that the desired structure

Table 1 Calculated volume fraction, fraction of excitons reaching the interface with ZnO before
decaying, fraction of excitons quenched at the electrodes (and thus not contributing to the current
generation) and percolation connectivity of P3HT/ZnO layers, all inferred from the electron
tomography data

Film
thickness
(nm)

ZnO
volume
fraction
(vol.%)

Without
electrodes

With electrodes ZnO
connected
to top (%)

ZnO
monotonously
connected to
top (%)

Volume
fraction of ZnO
monotonously
connected to
top (vol.%)

Excitons
reaching
the
interface
(%)

Excitons
reaching
the
interface
(%)

Excitons
quenched
by
electrodes
(%)

57 13 ± 4 40 ± 3 32 ± 1 32 ± 1 96 ± 2 93 ± 2 12 ± 4
100 21 ± 8 78 ± 5 73 ± 5 7 ± 1 94 ± 5 85 ± 10 18 ± 8
167 21 ± 8 83 ± 5 79 ± 6 4 ± 1 92 ± 5 80 ± 12 17 ± 9

Quantification ‘‘without electrodes’’ was performed on the homogeneous bulk (ca. 60% of the total
thickness) of the films extended by mirroring part of the morphology until the correct thickness was
obtained. Quantification ‘‘with electrodes’’ was obtained by using two perfectly quenching planes as
boundary conditions. The connectivity of ZnO was calculated for the bulk dataset and extrapolated to
the correct thickness
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should form spontaneously by deposition from solution (to retain low-cost man-
ufacturing), the optimal morphology is explored in practice by time-consuming
optimization. However, increasing the understanding of the underlying structure–
property relationships should make direct manipulations possible in the future.

What complicates the matter is that the ideal photoactive layer morphology is
characterized by different length-scales in the volume of the film (see Fig. 1c): for
efficient charge separation, it should have phases of donor and acceptor materials
on the order of 10–20 nm (in two dimensions) and, for charge collection, it should
have percolation pathways through the whole thickness of the film, i.e., a few
hundred nanometres in thickness direction of the photoactive layer. The require-
ment of donor and acceptor phases of different length-scales in three dimensions
makes the control of spontaneous morphology formation very challenging, espe-
cially in case of thicker photoactive layers. For optimal light absorption, the layer
should ideally be at least 200 nm thick, whereas it is often observed that thinner
films of 100–150 nm perform better in bulk-heterojunction PSCs even though they
effectively absorb less light. Poor performance of thicker layers is typically
attributed to enhanced recombination of free charges resulting from imperfect
percolation pathways.

Several attempts have been made to promote formation of such a well-
organized structure through the whole volume of the photoactive layer by using an
amphiphilic primary structure like diblock copolymers [102] or dyad structures
[103, 104], but performances of the resulting solar cells have been lower than with
conventional approaches thus far. Moreover, creation of nanostructures already in
the solvent prior to deposition might be a route to split structure formation from
the film deposition process, which probably allows for better morphology control
of the photoactive layer [105].

A key requisite to control and optimize the morphology is access to reliable
quantitative data sets reflecting the local nanoscale and the overall organization of
the photoactive layer in all three dimensions, allowing for straightforward corre-
lation of the volume morphology with device performance. In this respect, we have
introduced ET as a versatile tool to reveal volume data on the organization of bulk-
heterojunction photoactive layers of PSCs with nanometer resolution. Basically,
ET is able to provide information on size of separated phases, connectivity of the
phases in three dimensions, crystallinity, compositional gradients, and the overall
network organization in the whole volume of the photoactive layer. Ultimately, we
have demonstrated that correlation between device processing, device properties,
and volume morphology of the photoactive layer is possible.

The next step toward a better understanding of relations between the nanoscale
volume organization and the ultimate performance of PSCs is further controlled
over the complete device architecture. In this respect, sectioning of whole device
by FIB is a potential route allowing for straightforward preparation of complex
multilayered specimens for morphology investigations. Besides gaining additional
information on interfacial organization, investigation of whole devices is the only
accurate way to study lifetime dependent chemical and physical aging. Certainly
volume morphology information can be very helpful to understanding the aging
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mechanisms involved, and chemical volume mapping can tell us about the local
oxidation or diffusing electrode material, for example.

Moreover, it should be said that, besides better morphology control, device
performance can also be optimized through smart device architecture, e.g., by
applying hole blocking layers [106], optical spacers to enhance light absorption in
a layer of the same thickness [107, 108], and by using the tandem cell architecture
[109–111], where two photovoltaic cells are added in series. In a tandem cell, it is
possible to combine two, or more, thinner (more efficient) active layers using
semiconductors with different bandgaps for more efficient light harvesting.
Besides, since individual cells are added in series, the open circuit voltage of a
tandem cell is directly increased to the sum of the VOC values of individual cells.
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Development of Low Band Gap Polymers
for Roll-to-Roll Coated Polymer Solar
Cell Modules

Eva Bundgaard and Frederik Krebs

Abstract Organic photovoltaics (OPV) have the potential for low production
cost. Additionally, there has been an increase in both efficiency and stability of
small-area OPV devices prepared in research laboratories worldwide and, conse-
quently, attention on OPVs has increased tremendously. In this chapter we
describe the challenges of OPVs and give suggestions on how these can be
overcome. Design and synthesis of a new group of materials and low band gap
polymers are described. Problems and possible solutions of OPV stability are
shortly discussed. Furthermore, the latest technology to manufacture large-area
OPV modules is described along with production of large-area modules by roll-
to-roll printing of a low band gap polymer.

1 Introduction

1.1 Organic Photovoltaics

In the past, there has been a tremendous focus on renewable energy sources, such
as wind, hydro, biomass, geothermal and solar. This is mainly to find alternative
energy sources that are CO2 neutral since United Nations have decided that a 20%
reduction in the CO2 emissions by 2020 is necessary [1, 2]. Furthermore, due to the
growth of human population on Earth and its increasing demand for energy, it is
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likely that fossil fuels (which are the primary energy sources we depend on today)
will be exhausted within the next 30–50 years.

The sun delivers more energy to the Earth’s surface than we can consume and
thus this renewable energy source is impossible to ignore. To harvest the energy
from the sun and turn it into electricity, photovoltaics (PV) are used. There are
three generations of photovoltaics. In the first generation, referred to as inorganic
PV, the active material is crystalline silicon. In the second generation, referred to
as thin film PV, the active layer is typically based on CdS or CuIn(Ga)Se2 type
materials. Finally the third generation, referred to as organic PV or OPV, the active
layer is based on polymers or other organic molecules. There are advantages and
disadvantages for all three generations. Inorganic PVs are relatively expensive to
produce, mostly due to high temperatures and the need for very clean conditions;
however, they have a very high efficiency and are very stable [3]. Thin film PVs
frequently involve toxic materials and, eventhough they have demonstrated very
high efficiencies and a potentially low cost of production, the controlled fabrica-
tion is still a challenge [3]. Polymer-based PVs currently have a low efficiency and
poor stability. However, they have a low production cost and can be printed or
coated using roll-to-roll (R2R) methods. Thus, a simple comparison shows that the
inorganic photovoltaics dominate the areas of efficiency and stability, whereas
organic photovoltaics can take the lead in production cost (Fig. 1) [4].

Within the last 5 years the stability and efficiency of small-area organic pho-
tovoltaic (OPV) prepared in research laboratories have increased and they now live
fully up to the role as a competitor to inorganic PV and thin film PV at the
laboratory level. In this chapter we will therefore focus on this type of PV. For
further information on OPV (see [4–11]).

llustrations of two typical OPVs are shown in Fig. 2. The structure is a bulk
heterojunction, where the polymer is mixed with a soluble fullerene,

Cost

Efficiency Lifetime

Fig. 1 Brabec triangle [4]:
red represents inorganic PV
and blue represents OPV

Substrate

ITO

PEDOT:PSS

Active layer

Al

Substrate

ITO

PEDOT:PSS

Active layer

Ag

ZnO

Fig. 2 Illustration of OPV devices, normal structure (left) and inverted (right)
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e.g., [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), sandwichied between a
transparent electrode, typically indium tin oxide (ITO) and poly(3,4-ethylenedi-
oxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), and a back electrode, Al.
Recently, an inverted structure for the OPV device was developed, where the
transparent electrode is ITO and ZnO and the back electrode is Ag. The device
structure is referred to as inverted due to the inversion of the way the current flows in
the cell [12].

The typical processes in a bulk heterojuntion OPV is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
The polymer absorbs a photon and an exciton (electron–hole pair) is created. This
exciton diffuses to the donor/acceptor interface (i.e., the polymer/PCBM inter-
face), where an electron is transferred from the donor to the acceptor (i.e., from
polymer to PCBM). Dissociation of the exciton into free carriers, transport of the
free carriers to the electrodes and charge collection at the electrodes complete the
working cycle of the OPV. These processes determine how efficient the cell
operates, i.e., losses in these processes by charge recombination or non-absorbed
photons will result in a decrease in current and, hence, the efficiency will be lower.

1.2 Challenges of OPV

In the field of OPV, there are three focus areas within research groups worldwide.
Those are: efficiency, stability and production.

So far, power conversion efficiency (PCE) has received the most attention. The
literature shows a focus on device structure and device optimization to improve
efficiencies mostly for OPV devices based on poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) (P3HT) and
PCBM. Since the limit in efficiency for P3HT has been reached, the focus has
shifted during the past few years toward designing polymers with a lower band gap

Fig. 3 Processes in OPV:
from sunlight to electricity
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for potential improvement of the PCE. Low band gap polymers are expected to
enable a significant increase in the efficiency of the solar cell due to increased
absorption in the visible spectrum [13–16]. These types of polymers will be
described in detail in the next section.

The focus on stability is increasing and more research groups are carrying out
lifetime studies either by long time studies or accelerated studies. The stability can
be increased by encapsulating the OPV with layers that protects the cell from
water/moisture and oxygen or by design of the polymer [17]. In the third part of
this chapter we briefly describe the problems and possible solutions for prolonging
the stability of flexible R2R coated OPV modules.

Processing is a rather new topic, since most research has been carried out on
small-area devices, e.g.,\0.1 cm2. However, the OPVs have the advantage that
they can be printed on flexible substrates, making the processing of modules both
faster and lower in cost compared to inorganic photovoltaics. There are several
methods and techniques that need to be studied and in the last part of this chapter,
we describe in detail the methods and the preparation of modules based on a low
band gap polymer. The overall challenge for scientists working in the field of
organic solar cells is to unite their knowledge into a single material such that the
resulting device structure yields efficient and stable OPV modules that are easy to
produce at a low cost (Fig. 4).

In the following three parts of this chapter, we look upon the challenges sep-
arately. We discuss in detail (1) the low band gap materials, the type of polymer
that is believed to increase the efficiency of OPV, (2) stability issues, with a focus
on thermocleavable side chains and (3) the processing of large area OPV modules
and the different techniques that have been developed over the past years.

2 Low Band Gap Polymers

2.1 What and Why?

Within the past few years the focus within OPV research has been drifting more
and more toward low band gap polymers. But what are these polymers and why
are they so interesting?

Stability

Efficiency

Process

Fig. 4 Unification challenge
of organic photovoltaic [17]
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Low band gap polymers are loosely defined as polymers that absorb light with
wavelengths longer than 600 nm, i.e. they have a band gap below 2 eV. Low band
gap polymers are believed to have the ability to increase the efficiency of OPV
devices since they have the ability to harvest more photons from the sun than
the classes of polymers developed previously (e.g., MEHPPV, MDMOPPV and
P3HT) [13, 15, 16].

In Fig. 5, the solar spectrum (AM1.5G) is shown as number of photons together
with the integrated photon flux. This indicates that regular P3HT, which absorbs
light up to *700 nm can absorb at most 27.6% of incident photons. If all photons
are harvested and converted into electrons this corresponds to a maximum current
of 17.6 mA cm-2. However, a low band gap polymer that absorbs light to 900 nm,
for example, the portion of photons that can be absorbed increases to 46.7%,
corresponding to a maximum current of 29.8 mA cm-2 [15]. These examples
highlight the importance of low band gap polymers; however, in practice it is far
more complicated than just lowering the band gap. When the band gap is lowered
several parameters may change.

In Fig. 6, one can see that if the band gap is decreased by shifting the position
of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the polymer to lower
energies, it approaches the LUMO of the acceptor (PCBM) and, as a result, it may
not be energetically favored for the electron to transfer from the donor to the
acceptor, meaning that recombination of electron and hole is favored instead
(scenario B) [13, 15]. Furthermore, the open circuit voltage (VOC) is reduced if the
band gap is lowered by increasing the energy of the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) of the polymer, since the VOC is determined by the difference
between the HOMO of the donor and LUMO of the acceptor in a simple
pn-junction (scenario C) [13, 15]. This shows the importance of both designing
the polymer and choosing an appropriate acceptor (e.g., PCBM or PC70PM) so the
energy levels of HOMO and LUMO are aligned optimally.

The different acceptors that are often used in OPV devices are shown in Fig. 7,
along with an energy diagram showing their relative energy levels. The energy
level alignment can, in principle, also be optimized by addition of another polymer
instead of the fullerene based acceptor, i.e., combining a low band gap donor
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polymer with an acceptor polymer in a polymer–polymer OPV device [18]. This
approach has not been pursued by many.

The band gap of a polymer is affected by several factors, such as donor–
acceptor units, intramolecular interactions and molecular weight. The band gap is
affected by the molecular weight (MW) of the polymer, since an increase in MW

decreases the band gap due to a longer conjugation length [13].
Conjugated polymers with an alternating single double bond structure normally

have two resonance structures: the aromatic and the quinoid forms. The aromatic
form is normally lower in energy than the quinoid form and, hence, it is the
dominating form in the polymer backbone. The band gap of the polymer is low-
ered if the energy difference between the two is decreased, i.e., the difference
between double and single bond length is decreased [13]. An example of a
polymer where the quinoid form is more stable than the aromatic is poly(isot-
hianaphtalene) (PITN). Here the thiophene ring loses its aromaticity when going to
the quinoid form, however, the benzene ring gains aromaticity and stabilizes the
quinoid structure. Another way to lower the band gap of the polymer is to use
donor–acceptor alternation, which increases the double bond character between
the units, thereby stabilizing the quinoid form of the polymer back bone [13, 15].
The donor unit, often thiophene, is electron-rich and therefore increases the
electron density between the units or donating electrons to the acceptor, which is
electron poor. Copolymers with donor and acceptor alternating units are the most
dominating low band gap polymers, as seen in Fig. 8. There are a few details one
needs to keep in mind when designing these types of polymers. The energy levels
of the acceptor should fit those of the donor. An example of optimizing the

Donor Acceptor Donor Acceptor Donor Acceptor

(a) (b) (c)

VOC

VOC

Fig. 6 Consequences of lowering the band gap of the donor. Gray lines denote the LUMO and
black lines represent the HOMO levels
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polymer and lowering its band gap was shown for copolymers of benzothiadiazole
and thiophenes, where the number of thiophenes was varied from 1 to 4. It was
found that the band gap decreased with an increasing number of thiophenes [23].
And using benzo-bis-thiadiazole as the acceptor unit decreased the band gap to
0.6 eV [23]. Furthermore, when the band gap of the polymer is lowered, the
energy level alignment with the acceptor in OPV device should be taken into
account as described above.

Other design methods to decrease the band gap of a polymer are retention of
backbone planarity, thereby keeping the conjugation length as long as possible.
Thus, the torsion angle between units should be kept to a minimum by decreasing
the steric hindrance in the molecule, e.g., using smaller side chains. [13]. Side
groups can have another effect on the band gap of the polymer. When an electron
donating group (e.g., alkoxy or alkyl) is attached to a ring, it pushes electrons into
the aromatic system, making it easier to remove an electron from the HOMO due
to a raise in the energy level. When an electron accepting group (e.g., fluorine or
carbonyl) is attached, it pulls electrons away from the aromatic system, lowering
the LUMO of the polymer and, therefore, the band gap [13].

O

O

PCBM bis-PCBM PC70BM

O

O

O

O

O

O

- 6

- 4

- 2

Fig. 7 Different acceptors used in OPV devices along with their corresponding energy diagram
[19–22]. For other examples of fullerenes see [15]
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Substituents can also influence the band gap by intermolecular effects. For
P3HT the hexyl side chains ensure the polymer orders in a lamellar structure in
film. This is clearly seen in UV-vis spectrum of a solution and film of P3HT; the
band gap is decreased for the film [15].

Fig. 8 Examples of low band gap polymers reported in the literature. Their band gap and
photovoltaic data is reported in Table 1 along with references
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Design of the polymer is thus of great importance to control the band gap and
one should bare the following in mind during the design process:

• Donor and acceptor units should be chosen to ‘‘fit’’ each other
• Choice of side chains (solubility, electron donating/accepting, steric hindrance
and intermolecular interactions)

• Synthesis of polymers that ensures high molecular weight

Examples of low band gap polymers reported in the literature are given
in Fig. 8. In Table 1, the corresponding band gap and photovoltaic data is
summarized.

3 Stability and Degradation of OPV

3.1 Degradation of OPV

Stability of OPV devices is a relatively new research topic in the field of OPV.
The lifetime of a device has gone from minutes to years with in the past decade.
This is largely due to a better understanding of the degradations paths that an OPV
device can follow. The types of degradation include, but are not limited, to the
following [16]:

Table 1 Band gap and photovoltaic data for the low band gap polymers shown in Fig. 8. The
data for P3HT are given at the end of the table as a reference

Polymer Band gap
(eV)

ISC
(mA cm-2)

VOC

(V)
FF
(%)

Efficiency
(%)

Reference

1 1.00 0.05 0.55 30 0.008 [16,24–27]
2 1.60 3.10 0.72 37 1.0 [28–31]
3 1.78 4.66 1.04 46 2.2 [32, 33]
4 1.65 3.59 0.61 46 1.0 [23, 34]
5 1.27 3.40 0.58 35 0.7 [35–39]
6 1.20 3.50 0.56 58 1.1 [40]
7 1.30 5.00 0.52 34 0.9 [41]
8 1.73 16.2 0.62 55 5.5 [42–44]
9A 1.61 14.7 0.70 64 6.6 [45]
9B 1.63 9.20 0.76 45 3.1 [21]
10 1.52 1.05 0.55 32 0.2 [46]
11 1.70 2.97 0.68 44 0.9 [46]
12 1.51 10.7 0.62 52 3.4 [47]
13 1.82 9.50 0.90 51 3.4 [48]
14 1.30 – – – 1.0 [20]
15 1.45 12.7 0.68 55 5.1 [49]
P3HT 1.99 10.6 0.61 67 4.4 [50–52]
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• Reaction with either water or oxygen (all layers)
• Degradation of electrodes and PEDOT:PSS, e.g., diffusion of Al electrode into
the active layer

• Photooxidation, this is especially for polymers with an alkoxy side chain
• Impurities in the polymer, e.g., Pd particles from the catalyst used in the syn-
thesis of the polymer

• Morphology

This indicates that the stability of OPV devices can be improved with careful
considerations to design of both the polymer and the device. However, other ways
to increase the stability of the devices have also been reported, e.g., encapsulation
layers such as PET or glass [53, 54].

3.2 Materials to Ensure Higher Stability

There have been reports on polymers with increased stability by way of thermo-
cleavable side chains [55]. Historically conjugated polymers were prepared by
thermal routes, as shown in Fig. 9. PPVs and polyacetylenes were prepared by the
Wessling [56–59] and Durham [60–62] routes. Recently, the dithiocarbamate route

Fig. 9 Thermocleaving of polymers
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was developed [63–67]. Common to these three approaches, the conjugated
polymer backbone is formed in the last thermal step. A different route employs
tertiary ester groups that are cleaved upon heating to form the acid and further
heating results in decarboxylation and formation of the rigid polymer backbone as
shown in Fig. 9. The advantage of the latter technique is that the conjugated
backbone is present throughout the whole process and device films are active in
photovoltaic devices before and after thermocleavage.

The thermocleavable side chains have also been studied on low band gap
polymers where a dithienylthienopyrazine was coupled with different donor groups
to produce polymers with band gaps between 1.17 and 1.37 eV. Photovoltaic
performance was carried out and the highest efficiency was measured to be 1.21%.
However, with a material loss upon heating to 200�C where the alkyl chain of the
ester was removed, the performance decreased and no further thermocleaving was
observed before decomposition at 400�C. The decrease in performance was
ascribed to phase segregation in the active layer upon heating [68]. However, in a
similar study where the donor was thiophene it was found that the decay in device
stability was similar for both oxygen and inert atmospheres, indicating stability
toward oxygen when aluminium electrodes are used [69].

4 Manufacture of Large Area OPV Modules

4.1 Production Methods

The typical laboratory polymer solar cell is prepared by spin-coating solutions of
the materials onto a rigid glass substrate covered by a layer of ITO. The standard
device employs a spincoated layer of the hole conducting PEDOT:PSS from an
aqueous dispersion followed by spincoating of the active materials from an organic
solvent such as chlorobenzene. The metallic electron collecting back electrode is
applied by evaporation in a high vacuum. This approach has proven highly suc-
cessful for materials screening, testing and development of the polymer solar cell
technology in academia, requiring a relatively small investment in equipment
(metal evaporator and a source meter). It should be noted that the device geometry
with ITO/PEDOT:PSS as the transparent hole collecting front electrode requires
that the evaporated back electrode is the electron collector, implying that it must
be a low work function metal, such as aluminium or calcium. This is problematic
in terms of device stability and, as a result, most academic device work is per-
formed in an inert glovebox environment with very low humidity and oxygen
content. In order to take those devices outside the laboratory there are strict
requirements for the encapsulation that often requires active getter materials that
remove oxygen and water from the enclosed compartment. An example of an
encapsulated device is shown in Fig. 10, where a device prepared on glass is
sealed with a glass fiber-filled, thermosetting epoxy against a milled aluminium
back plate [53].
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An additional problem with the devices prepared on rigid glass substrates and
evaporated metal electrodes is the relatively slow batch process with which they
are prepared. In the typical laboratory experiment, a batch in the order of 10
devices is prepared over the course of several hours including cleaning the sub-
strates, spin-coating, masking and removal of unwanted material, evaporation and
encapsulation and an optimistic production time for such a device is around an
hour. While this is clearly not prohibitive for laboratory work and development, it
is impossible to implement this as a cost-effective method in a competitive solar
cell market. While it is possible to envisage the scaling of device production on
rigid glass substrates, the poor performance and stability makes it unlikely to be
successful and a different approach must be sought to create a financially viable
manufacturing process for polymer solar cells.

4.2 Other Film Forming Techniques

The most favored academic film forming technique, spin-coating, described above,
is limited by the fact that it provides no control of the pattern of the formed film (zero-
dimensional). Spin-coating is, however, very successful because it enables very good
control over the film thickness, allows for preparation of very thin films and is highly
reproducible. An additional reason for the success of spin-coating is that it is a non-
equilibrium film forming technique, which allows the experimenter to prepare films
in cases where wetting is not possible in an equilibrium situation. In many cases
experiments have been successful without the experimenter ever knowing what peril
(s)he faced! There are many other film forming techniques [70] available, some of
which are suited for particular purposes while others are less suitable for polymer
solar cells. The most well-known film forming techniques are:

• ink jet printing,
• electro/magnetographic printing,

Fig. 10 A rigid
encapsulation of a 10 cm2

low band gap laboratory
device prepared on a glass
substrate with a milled
aluminum back plate. The
sealing of the device was
achieved with a glass fiber-
filled, thermosetting epoxy
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• offset printing,
• screen printing,
• rotary screen printing,
• gravure printing,
• pad printing,
• flexographic printing,
• slot-die coating,
• curtain coating,
• slide coating,
• spray coating and
• knife coating.

Ink jet and electrographic coating are unique because they employ a digital
master and provide full two-dimensional patterning of the printed area. Only ink
jet printing has been used successfully in the context of polymer solar cells.
Offset printing, screen printing, rotary screen printing, gravure printing, pad
printing, flexographic printing all provide full two-dimensional patterning, but
require a master plate with the desired layout. The complexity of the master is
simplest and lowest in cost for screen printing, mid-range for rotary screen,
flexographic and offset printing, and quite expensive for gravure printing, in
which an engraved roller is required. They are all contact techniques, meaning
that the application of the ink to the substrate is made through physical contact
between the master and the substrate. It is currently debated whether this type of
method can be used to apply the active layer. They have all been explored in the
context of polymer solar cells, but none have been truly successful. Slot-die
coating is a non-contact technique that allows for one-dimensional patterning.
Curtain coating, slide coating, spray coating and knife coating are all non-contact
zero-dimensional techniques, but curtain and slide coating allow for exception-
ally high speeds and multilayer formation. In addition to the above techniques,
several more exist that are derived from this overall set of printing and coating
techniques. There is currently no clear view on which techniques are the most
suitable and each is plausible, pending dedicated development of ink systems
that suit the requirements of each individual technique. A few facts have,
however, been influential on the development of the different techniques in the
context of polymer solar cells. The most important factor is scale, as some of
these techniques simply cannot be made to work on a small scale. This is
possibly also the reason for the success of the few techniques that work on a
small scale. The second factor is ink usage because some techniques require
enormous amounts of ink before printing can even be started. Flexographic and
gravure printing require that the rollers be continuously bathed and this can
easily mean that liters of ink are required. Finally, research has focused on film
formation of the active layers. It is anticipated that a mature polymer solar cell
technology is a fully-printed, multilayer structure and it is likely that several
different film forming techniques will enter the final process, with each being
chosen because of its particular advantage for a specific layer.
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4.3 Roll-to-Roll Printed Modules Based on a Low

Band Gap Polymer

A frequently-highlighted attribute of polymer solar cells is their flexibility. While
this is true, it is often misunderstood that flexibility is a prerequisite for success in
application. While this may be the case in a few instances, it is unlikely that the
success of the technology rests on a flexible product. The flexibility is, however,
beneficial during manufacture to decrease costs and increase throughput. Many of
the film forming techniques mentioned above are R2R compatible and this is
viewed as a prerequisite for a printing or coating technique to be valuable. In order
to prepare a low band gap polymer solar cell by R2R coating it is necessary to have
a device geometry that enables the R2R processing of all layers.

The most successful process described so far is ProcessOne [71] that employs an
inverted geometry (see Fig. 2), where ITO-covered PET is employed as the substrate.
The ITO is patterned by screen printing and etch resist followed by etching, stripping
and washing away the resist. The ITO is converted into the electron collecting
electrode by slot-die coating a thin ZnO layer on top of the ITO to give a patterned
PET/ITO/ZnO substrate that serves as a platform for testing virtually any active layer
materials combination. The active layer material is slot-die coated onto the PET/ITO/
ZnO composite electrode. The device is completed by slot-die coating of PEDOT:PSS
on top as the hole collecting electrode. The PEDOT:PSS electrode is improved by
screen printing a full silver electrode or a silver grid electrode on top depending on the
sheet resistivity of the PEDOT:PSS and onwhether semi-transparency is required. The
complete five-layer device is thus prepared by a combination of screen printing and
slot-die coating. Selected steps of the process are shown in Fig. 11. The low band gap
polymer yielded semi-transparent modules with a deep blue, semitransparent color.

The IV curves of onemodule of indoor measurements under a solar simulator and
outdoor measurements (Fig. 12) are shown in Fig. 13 and the photovoltaic data is
summarized in Table 2. It shows a small decrease in currentwhenmeasured outdoors
and, even though the voltage is increased outdoors, the overall efficiency is higher
under the simulated sun, which has a higher intensity (1000 versus 915 W m-2).

All modules were characterized by a R2R procedure under a solar simulator and
the average efficiency of the modules was 0.3%. However, it is clear that after
annealing under the sun for about 30 min, the efficiency of the modules increased
to 0.5–0.6%. Lifetime studies were carried out at 55 and 85�C and clearly showed
the effect temperature has on the stability of the modules, i.e., the stability
decreases at higher temperatures (85 versus 55�C).

5 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, we have described the possible solutions to some challenges in
the area of OPV. We have described in detail how the efficiency is believed to
increase for low band gap polymers and provided examples from the literature.
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Additionally, we have shown that device stability can be improved using ther-
mocleavable side chains. And finally, production methods were described, along
with the results of production of large-area modules based on low band gap
polymers. The challenge for OPV devices is to combine the efficiency, stability
and production into a single material.

Therefore, it is of great importance to design the optimal material. This can be
accomplished by using donor and acceptor units that fit together. Another factor
one must bear in mind is the choice of side chain, which can have an effect on:

Fig. 11 The slot-die coating
of the low band gap polymer
onto PET/ITO/ZnO. The wet
film is shown immediately
after the slot-die coating head
(top right). The dry film is
shown as it exits the oven
(top left). The completed and
laminated devices are shown
below where the
semitransparent blue color of
the devices is visible

Fig. 12 Outside testing of
one of the completed modules
on a solar tracking platform
for general testing of OPV
modules and panels. The inset
shows the low band gap
device
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(1) the band gap, by intermolecular ordering or withdraw/donating groups, (2) the
production method, by ensuring solubility and (3) the stability, by thermocleavable
ester groups.

It is clear that polymer solar cells hold great potential as a novel type of low-
cost photovoltaic technology. There are, however, several developments needed
before one can realize polymer solar cells as a competitive photovoltaic tech-
nology. The largest cost limitation currently is the transparent ITO electrode and
there are currently few performing alternatives. The elimination of ITO is antic-
ipated to enable a cost reduction in the range of 20–35%. The operational stability
of the devices must be improved significantly in order for polymer solar cells to
reach beyond the crowded thin film photovoltaic market. Finally, the power
conversion efficiency is likely to require improvements to the 10–15% range
before the technology can become pervasive.
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Nanoarchitectured Electrodes
for Enhanced Electron Transport
in Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Tao Xu

Abstract The invention of dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) provided a prom-
ising alternative to Si-based photovoltaic devices. The first generation of DSSCs
was constructed on nanoparticle wide bandgap semiconductor photoanodes.
However, despite its unmatched success to date, the nanoparticle-based
photoanode suffers from exceedingly slow electron transport due to the intrinsic
defect states in the nanoparticle network, which eventually limits any further
advancement in the device efficiency. Recent efforts have been directed toward
developing ordered electron transport pathways using a variety of pseudo-1D
photoanodes that exhibit enhanced charge transport and greater material versa-
tility. Further exploration and optimization of these alternative nanoarchitectured
photoanodes may eventually lead to device performance exceeding the current
state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction

The global energy consumption is projected to double by 2050 from 13 terawatts
(TW) at present to about 30 TW, largely due to population growth and enhanced
industrial development world-wide [1]. The current reliance on fossil fuels (coal,
petroleum, and natural gas) incurs serious problems as model for the sustainable
energy future, such as scarcity and the disastrous impact on environment associ-
ated with their exploitation and utilization. Along with the increasing concern of
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global climate change, cutting greenhouse gas emissions from energy production
has become a major priority. Nuclear power can supply large amounts of energy in
a carbon-neutral fashion. However, the scale is enormous: in order to cover the
ever-growing energy demands nearly 1 gigawatt (GW) nuclear power plant must
be commissioned world-widely every day for the next decade. Solar energy is
currently thought to hold immense potential as a reliable clean energy source. The
sun deposits 120,000 TW of power onto the Earth’s surface, which can in 1 min
provide the entire human energy need for a whole year [1]. Several approaches are
being developed to tap into this vast, environmentally safe energy resource in an
economically competitive fashion: photovoltaic cells, solar fuels generation
(inspired by natural photosynthesis), and solar thermal conversion.

Photovoltaic devices convert solar photonic energy directly into electric energy
in an environmental friendly way. Thus, lowering the cost while improving the
efficiency of photovoltaic devices has become an attractive goal for both scientific
and economic purposes. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have attracted much
attention due to their potentially low cost and simple fabrication process in
comparison to silicon-based photovoltaics. However, compared to the progres-
sively increasing efficiency of silicon-based photovoltaic technology, the effi-
ciency of DSSCs has been stagnate since the ground-breaking work by O’Regan
and Grätzel [2], who reported the first TiO2 nanoparticle-based DSSC with an
efficiency of 7%. After that, the device efficiency was soon improved to 10% in
1993 by Grätzel et al. [3]. Ever since then, in nearly two decades, Grätzel’s
pioneering work has aroused tremendous research effort to understand the basic
photophysics, electrochemistry, and materials chemistry relevant to this fascinat-
ing device, but only relatively incremental improvements in efficiency have been
realized so far, reaching the current record of 11.2% [4, 5]. A brief schematic and
the working principle of a TiO2 nanoparticle-based DSSC are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Incident solar light first penetrates the device through a transparent conducting
oxide (TCO), on which a thick layer (typically 10–15 lm) of interconnected
semiconducting nanoparticles (NP), such as TiO2, are coated to provide a large
internal surface area for anchoring the light-harvesting dye molecules, whose
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) matches the conduction band
edge of the semiconducting NP. The dye molecules are excited by the incident
photons, leading to electron-hole pairs (excitons), from which the electrons are
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quickly injected into the conduction band of the semiconducting NP and subse-
quently collected by the TCO anode, while the holes in the highest unoccupied
molecular orbital are refilled by electrons from the cathode via redox species, e.g.,
an I-/I3

- couple in an electrolyte that interpenetrates the nanoparticle network [6].

2 Device Energetics and Kinetics

The schematic representation of the energetic and kinetic diagram of a TiO2

nanoparticle-based DSSC is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the most studied and most efficient devices to date (Fig. 1), the photoanode

consists of two layers of TiO2 NP subsequently coated on a TCO glass. The first
layer is directly attached to the TCO anode and is composed of a 12 lm thick film of
transparent 10–20 nm diameter TiO2NP, which is sintered from the paste of TiO2 at
450�C in air. A doctor blade is typically used to control the thickness of the paste.
This first layer of TiO2 nanoparticle film provides a large internal surface area
(characterized by a roughness factor, defined as the total film area per unit projected
substrate area) of *1,000 for the anchoring of solar-absorbing dye molecules to
yield high light absorption in the 400–800 nm region, covering *60% of the solar
spectrum. Furthermore, this first layer is treated with TiCl4 or other organometallic
TiO2 precursors to form a blocking TiO2 layer on the exposed TCO to enhance the
shunt resistance of the device. A second layer of much larger (400 nm diameter)
TiO2 particles with thickness of*4 lm is deposited atop the first layer. This second
layer of TiO2 particles is used to scatter the red and near-IR photons that are not
absorbed by the dyes on the first layer of TiO2 back into the first layer [7, 8]. This
photoanode must be sintered prior to dye-loading in order to enhance the adhesion
between TiO2 particles. Typically, ruthenium-based dye molecules, e.g., [Ru(4,40-
dicarboxy-2,20-bipyridine)2(NCS)2] (N3 dye), are used as solar absorbers and were
anchored to the surface of TiO2NP via carboxylate groups, followed by desiccation
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in dark to prevent the TiO2-catalyzed photo-bleaching of dye molecules. Then,
using a polymer sealant, the dye-sensitized photoanode is attached to a piece of
platinized TCO glass that acts as a cathode, (i.e., the so-called counter electrode,
dark electrode, or back electrode). Finally, the electrolyte containing I-/I3

- as redox
shuttles is infiltrated in the space between the photoanode and the cathode through a
pre-drilled hole on the cathode and spontaneously interpenetrates the matrix of the
dye-sensitized TiO2 nanoparticle layer through capillary force.

2.1 Forward Electron Transport

2.1.1 Electron Transfer from Dye to TiO2

Following the light absorption, an excited dye rapidly injects an electron from the
LUMO of the dye molecule to the conduction band of the TiO2, as illustrated by
the reaction below.

Dþ ht ! D� ð1Þ

D� ! Dþ þ e�TiO2
ð2Þ

Here, the LUMO level of the dye must be higher than the conduction band
edge of the semiconductor in order to provide a driving force for the photo-
electron injection. With the help of this driving force, the charge injection
efficiency (quantum yield) of Ru-based dyes can reach nearly unit. [4] The
injected hot electrons undergo a rapid decay through electron–phonon interaction
to the conduction band edge of the TiO2 in a time scale of less than 1 ps [4] and
this energy is not harvested, causing a loss of photovoltage of approximately
0.3 * 0.4 V.

2.1.2 Electron Transport in TiO2 Nanoparticle Network

Then, the injected photoelectrons diffuse through the sintered TiO2 nanoparticle
network and are collected by the TCO anode. The nature of electron transport in
the TiO2 nanoparticulate matrix is well-understood through time-resolved photo-
current and photovoltage measurements [9, 10] and simulation studies [11, 12]. In
a typical DSSC, there is a strong electrostatic coupling between the electrons in the
TiO2 nanoparticulate matrix and the nearby counter ions in the electrolyte. Such an
electron–ion coupling can screen off any macroscopic electric fields necessary for
drift transport found in many solid-state solar cells. Hence, the electron transport in
wet, illuminated nanoparticle network in DSSCS proceeds through a trap-limited
ambipolar diffusion process [13]. In details, the electrons in the conduction band of
TiO2 undergo a random walk through the TiO2 nanoparticulate film, during which
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the electrons frequently interact with a distribution of defective trap states (due to
vacancies, crystal dislocations etc.) on the surface or in the bulk of the TiO2 NP.
[14, 15]. Under steady-state, one Sun radiation, an injected electron in the TiO2

network can encounter, on average, one million trapping/detrapping events prior to
either percolating to the electron-collecting TCO electrode or recombining with an
oxidizing species, mainly the I3

- and dye+ cation in the electrolyte in the prox-
imity of the moving electrons [14]. sdiff, the time taken for a free electron to diffuse
across the TiO2 film to the collecting TCO anode, is given by sdiff = d/D0, where
d is the thickness TiO2 nanoparticle film and D0 is the diffusion coefficient of free
electrons in the TiO2 nanoparticle film. For d = 10 lm and D0 = 10-4 cm2 s-1 at
room temperature found in the nanoparticle film, electrons should reach the anode
in 0.1 to a few microseconds depending on the voltage. In comparison, the dif-
fusion coefficient of free electrons for single crystal anatase is *0.5 cm2 s-1 [16],
3–4 orders of magnitude faster than that through a TiO2 nanoparticle film. In fact,
injected electrons appear to become trapped on a time scale of picoseconds to
nanoseconds [17].

2.1.3 Electron Transfer from Cathode to Dye Molecules

Upon electron injection from the LUMO of dye to the TiO2 NP, the dye molecules
loose an electron in their HOMO orbitals and are in an oxidative state. Thus,
prompt refilling of an electron in the HOMO of the dye molecules is highly
demanded. The function of the redox shuttle is to convey electrons from the
counter electrode to the oxidized dyes to complete the electrochemical circuit. To
date, the most efficient redox shuttle is the iodide/triiodide redox couple (I-/I3

-).
The reaction between the oxidized dye and iodide leads to the formation of dii-
odide radicals (I2

-•). The pathway for the reduction of the oxidized dye (D+) by
iodide is given by the following reactions [18]:

Dþ þ I� ! ðD...IÞ ð3Þ

ðD...IÞ þ I� ! Dþ I��
2 ð4Þ

2I��
2 ! I�3 þ I� ð5Þ

Although several alternatives to the I-/I3
- mediator have been developed for

DSSCs, the performance of the iodide/triiodide couple remains unrivaled.
Understanding the physical mechanisms that influence the device parameters is
essential for further development. One of the key parameters that govern the
attainable power from a DSSC is the open-circuit voltage (Voc), which is the
maximum voltage the device can generate. The maximum value of Voc is deter-
mined by the energy gap between the quasi-Fermi level in the semiconductor
(i.e., TiO2 for a traditional TiO2 nanoparticle-based DSSC) under illumination and
the redox potential of the I-/I3

- in electrolyte. The Voc of a typical TiO2-based
DSSC is 0.75–0.85 V. Considering the 1.8 eV optical gap of the N3 dye,
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for example, only half of the energy available in a DSSC can be utilized. A
significant loss of Voc is caused by the overpotential required for interfacial
electron transfer from the excited dye to the TiO2. Besides, another major loss in
Voc is the nearly 500 mV overpotential of I-/I3

- (with respect to the HOMO of the
dye molecules), which seems to be a necessary driving force for I- to transfer its
electron to the dye+ species at an acceptable rate. This overpotential may also be a
consequence of both mechanistic complexity and the unusually large reorganiza-
tion energy (*0.7 eV) for I-/I3

- [18].
The regeneration of I3

- to I- requires the mass flow of I3
- from the voids of TiO2

matrix to the counter electrode. The transport of triiodide is mostly driven by
diffusion. Under a low concentration of triiodide or in a viscous electrolyte, the
mass-transport of I3

- can be a rate-limiting step in the DSSCs. The diffusion
coefficient of I3

- in the electrolyte is less than 10-4 cm2 s-1 at room temperature
[19]. Depletion of triiodide at the counter electrode causes an overpotential,
lowering the voltage output of the cell. In order to have rapid regeneration of the
oxidized dye, high iodide concentration is required. In nonviscous electrolytes
such as acetonitrile, an iodide concentration of 0.3 M is sufficient to assure prompt
regeneration. When a high concentration of triiodide is present, a Grotthus
mechanism, illustrated below, may increase the observed diffusion coefficient [20].

I�3 þ I� ! I�...I...2 I
� ! I� + I�3 ð6Þ

2.2 Back Electron Transfer

If the cell is illuminated with an open circuit under steady-state conditions, no
current can be collected from the cell. The forward electron transfer, namely the
electron injection from dye to semiconductor must, therefore, be exactly offset by
the back electron transfer from semiconductor to the oxidized dye (D+) or to I3

-,
as shown in the following equations [17]:

e�TiO2
þ Dþ ! D ð7Þ

2e�TiO2
þ I�3 ! 3I� ð8Þ

The refilling of D+ by the electrons from TiO2 (reaction 7) is a major com-
petitive process against the forward electron in reactions 3–5, in which it is desired
for D+ to be refilled by electrons donated from I-. Thus, in an efficient DSSC, the
loss of electrons in TiO2 must be prevented so that electrons can accumulate in the
TiO2 to build-up the output voltage. This can be achieved in two ways with regard
to the two possible electron leaking pathways in TiO2. First, the dye regeneration
via forward electron transfer in reactions 3–5 needs to be much faster than the
back electron transfer from TiO2 to D+ (reaction 7). Transient absorbance mea-
surements in the absence of I3

- indicate that the back electron transfer from TiO2
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to D+ (reaction 7) exhibits a strong dependence on the electron concentration in
the TiO2 [21]. Second, the back electron transfer from TiO2 to I3

- (reaction 8)
needs to be suppressed. However, under high light intensity, the regeneration of
the dye via reactions 3–5 can no longer compete effectively with reaction 7 due to
following side reactions [22].

I�3 þ ht ! I��
2 þ I� ð9Þ

I� þ I� ! I��
2 ð10Þ

The absorption band of I3
-/I- redox electrolyte overlaps with solar spectrum in

the red and yellow regions (450–600 nm). It was reported that over 13% depletion
in the photocurrent can occur when the concentration of triiodide ionic liquid
electrolyte reaches 1 M, mainly resulting from strong photoexcitation of the trii-
odide (reactions 9–10) [23]. In TiO2-based DSSCs, the diiodide radicals I2

-•

produced in reactions 9–10 are expected to accept electrons from the TiO2 con-
duction band or the electron-collecting TCO anode, leading to an extra recombi-
nation pathway.

The device performance is determined by several key parameters. The overall
efficiency (g) of a solar cell is calculated from g = (FF 9 |Jsc| 9 Voc)/I, where Jsc
is the short-circuit photocurrent density, FF is the fill factor of the cell and I is the
light intensity (I = 0.1 W cm-2 for one sun at AM 1.5G). In addition to maxi-
mizing the overlap of the absorption window of dyes and the solar spectrum
through the discovery of new dyes, Jsc can also be improved by thickening the
TiO2 nanoparticle film for increased optical density. However, a dilemma arises
from the fact that the electron diffusion length, typically 10 lm in TiO2 nano-
particle networks, limits the useful TiO2 nanoparticle film thickness.

As shown in Fig. 3, Ito et al. systematically studied the thickness dependence of
TiO2 nanoparticulate films with respect to each device performance parameter,
including g, FF, Jsc, and Voc [24]. It was revealed that by increasing the thickness
of the TiO2 film from *5 to *25 lm, the Jsc nearly monotonically increases by
96% until 15 lm and saturates or even slightly declines thereafter, presumably due
to the increase in surface area. The open-circuit voltage, however, decreases
monotonically with increasing film thickness. The fill factor also decreases when
thickness increases. The g of the cell reflects the overall device performance and
increases linearly with thickness increases until 15 lm, and saturates thereafter.
The decrease in Voc is associated with the increase of back electron transfer from
the conduction band of the TiO2 electrode to the I3

- ions because thicker TiO2

films have increased difficulty in the mass flow of the redox species in the elec-
trolyte, leading to a high concentration of I3

- ions in the film. Thus, it is suggested
that optimum g can be attained with around a 15 lm TiO2 thickness for N719 dye.

As a matter of fact, the initial transparent metal oxide nanoparticle film was
an extremely successful starting point for DSSCs in terms of the simple
device fabrication and low cost. However, despite the remarkable performance
of nanoparticle films in conventional DSSCs, this photoanode geometry has sev-
eral apparent disadvantages. The primary weakness of the nanoparticle-based
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photoanode is the extremely slow electron diffusion coefficient,Dn B 10-5 cm2 s-1,
which is several orders of magnitude slower than that of TiO2 and ZnO
single crystals, as discussed previously. As a direct consequence of the slow
electron transport in the TiO2 nanoparticle layer, the kinetics redox mediator must
be even slower to allow the successful traverse of the electrons across
10 * 14 um thick TiO2 nanoparticle film in milliseconds However, the slow
kinetics of the redox species also leads to the slow dye regeneration, which have to
be compensated by the large driving force namely, the energy gap between dye
HOMO and redox potential (refer to Fig. 2), leading to low Voc (\0.8 V). In other
words, the current state-of-the-art DSSCs achieve high photon-to-electron con-
version efficiency, i.e., quantum yield at a significant loss of the photovoltage that

Fig. 3 Relationship between the photovoltaic characteristics of bifacial DSSCs with TiO2/SiO2

(3 mm thick) porous electrodes and the thickness of the porous TiO electrodes. Blue squares and
red circles represent front- and rear-side irradiation, respectively. a Open-circuit photovoltage,
VOC. b Short-circuit photocurrent density, JSC. c Fill factor, FF. d Photopower energy conversion
efficiency, g. The lines represent best fit [24]. Copyright 2005, reprinted with permission from
Nature Publishing Group
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is used as driving force for the regeneration of dyes. Thus, exploration of inno-
vative photoanode architectures with prospect of enhanced electron transport
kinetics dominates the current effort toward highly efficient DSSCs.

3 One-Dimensional Nanoarchitectured Photoanodes

Despite the remarkable performance and design breakthroughs in DSSCs using
semiconducting nanoparticulate films as the photoelectrodes and iodide/triiodide
as the redox shuttle, there is no doubt that additional efforts are desired to improve
the parameters relevant to the efficiency. The incident photon-to-current efficiency
(IPCE), a key metric of the overall device efficiency (g), is a combined measure of
the efficiencies of three critical cell processes: light-harvesting efficiency (gLH),
charge separation efficiency (gCS), and charges collection efficiency (gCC) at the
appropriate electrodes. IPCE is expressed by the following equation [3]:

IPCE ¼ gLH � gCS � gCC ð11Þ

To achieve a high IPCE at a certain absorption wavelength, it first requires that
nearly every photon of this wavelength is absorbed (gLH * 1). Second, virtually
each photoexcited dye molecule must inject an electron into the conduction band
of the semiconductor (gCS * 1). Finally, at least at short circuit, the injected
electron that percolates the nanoparticle network must be havested at the trans-
parent photoanode without being scavenged by the oxidized dye or nearby oxi-
dizing redox species (I3

-) in solution (gCC * 1).
Enhancing gCC is believed to be the most challenging part in this rather com-

plicated photoelectrochemical system, since the journey of electrons traversing the
photoanode can last milliseconds up to second, during which the electrons are
exposed to various oxidizing species nearby. For comparison, the duration of
electron-collecting time in silicon-based photovoltaics is typically in the range of
tens of microseconds, and charge collection in efficient solid-state organic solar
cells is on a similar time scale [25].

Despite the extremely slow nature of such trap-mediated diffusion-dominated
transport, electron collection still remains favored over recombination because of
the even slower multi-electron kinetics of I3

- reduction on oxide surfaces [18].
Due to a simple kinetic competition between electron collection and its capture
by I3

-, IPCEs will be severely reduced when electron recombination is accel-
erated (lifetime shortened). It is not surprising that many efforts are directed
toward developing novel photoanode architectures with the prospect of rapid
charge collection. Those semiconducting nanostructures typically are one-
dimensional semiconducting nanoarchitectures, including nanowires, nanotubes,
or nanochannels that are aligned vertically with respect to the TCO glass [26].
Fabrication of these transformative electrode architectures has been supported by
several attractive synthetic techniques; among them are (a) surfactant-controlled
crystallization, (b) electrochemically controlled film anodization, and (c)
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templated atomic-layer deposition (ALD) [26]. Pseudo 1-D nanostructures, par-
ticularly with single or polycrystalline domains have received the most intense
investigations with the prospect of improved electron diffusion length because
percolating electron transfer in 1-D nanostructures can follow a directed pathway
with higher degree of order than the random fractal-like assembly of NP, which
can lead to significant scattering of free electrons at the particle–particle
interfaces.

3.1 Nanowires Photoanodes

One promising approach to boost the electron diffusion length in the anode is to
substitute the nanoparticle film with an array of oriented, single-crystalline
nanowires. Electron transport in single-crystalline wires is expected to be several
orders of magnitude faster than percolation through a random polycrystalline
network. In principle, when a sufficiently dense array of long, thin nanowires is
used as a platform to load the dye molecules, it should increase the DSSC’s dye-
loading (and thus its absorption of red light) while simultaneously maintaining
very efficient carrier collection. Furthermore, the rapid electron transport provided
by a nanowire anode would be very favorable for cell designs that use non-
standard electrolytes, such as polymer gels or solid inorganic phases, in which
recombination rates are high compared with the liquid electrolyte cell.

A DSSC photoanode based on an array of aligned semiconducting nanowires
was introduced in 2005 by Yang’s group [27]. Figure 4 shows the ordered
nanowire DSSC and illustrates how this topology can improve the understanding
and performance of DSSCs and other types of excitonic solar cells.

Fig. 4 The nanowire dye-sensitized cell, based on a ZnO wire array. a Schematic diagram of the
cell. Light is incident through the bottom electrode. b Typicalscanning electron microscopy
cross-section of a cleaved nanowire array on FTO. The wires are in direct contact with the
substrate, with no intervening particle layer. Scale bar, 5 lm [27]. Copyright 2005, reprinted with
permission from Nature Publishing Group
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The photoanode was prepared on a TCO glass substrate onto which a layer of
ZnO NP were spin coated as seeds for the growth of ZnO nanowires. Preferential
growth of the [0001] crystal face from solution affords fairly high aspect ratio single
crystal nanowires perpendicular to the TCO. The diameters of the nanowires are
50–70 nm and the packing density of the nanowires is *35 nanowires/lm2 [28].
In order to further enhance the anisotropic growth, poly(ethyleneimine) was incor-
porated in the growth solution, allowing nanorods with aspect ratios in exceeding
125. In addition, if the radius of the 1-D n-type nanowires is large enough, an upward
band bending at the semiconductor surface can occur, which suppresses the adverse
back electron transfers (charge recombination) [27, 29]. This is because the Fermi
level of an n-type semiconductor is typically higher than the redox potential of the
electrolyte. To equilibrate the two electron levels, electrons flow from the semi-
conductor into the electrolyte. As a result, there is a built-in circular electric field from
the surface of the semiconductor nanowires toward their centers. This internal electric
field pulls the injected electron toward the center of the wire and reduces the inter-
ception of the electrons by the electrolyte around the surface of the wire. The sup-
pression of back electron transfer improves the current density of the cells.

However, compared to nanoparticle films (roughness factors[1000) the nano-
wires arrays are notably smooth (roughness factor\200), leading to a considerably
decreasing JSC and, therefore, reducing energy conversion efficiency to 1.5%, like the
nanowire-based DSSC first reported [27]. In addition, the solution growth of nano-
wires has been limited primarily to ZnO. This is unfortunate because ZnO photoa-
nodes show consistently lower performance than similar TiO2 devices, owing
primarily to the instability of ZnO in acidic dye solution. For this reason, one must
reduce the dye-loading time on ZnO-based photoanode to lessen the dissolution of
ZnO in the acidic Ruthenium dye solutions and the subsequent formation of the Zn2+/
dye complexes,which candiminish the light absorption [30–33].Nonetheless, despite
their modest success in DSSCs to date, nanowire photoanodes still possess several
attractive features including low cost, scalability, and accelerated electron transport.

The instability of ZnO nanowires in acidic dye solution is perhaps the most
inconvenient for the preparation of ZnO-based DSSC. Through a low temperature,
nonpolar solvent/hydrophilic solid substrate interfacial reaction under hydrother-
mal conditions, Grimes’ group reported the fabrication of densely packed single
crystal TiO2 nanowire arrays supported on FTO coated glass substrates (Fig. 5)
[34]. Dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using such nanowire arrays demon-
strated very encouraging photoelectric conversion coefficiencies, 5.02% for a
2–3 lm long nanowire array when using N719 dye as solar absorber.

3.2 Nanotube Photoanodes

To conquer the apparent weakness of the reduced roughness factor found in
nanowire arrays, a second route to low-dimension DSSC photoanodes has been
established with nanotubes. Self-organized nanotube layers (NTs) provide
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considerably augmented surface roughness factors, mainly resulting from the inner
surfaces of the nanotubes. The use of nanotubes for DSSCs provides a very high
surface area with a continuous cylindrical morphology to minimize the number of
detrimental grain boundaries that one electron must pass when traveling to the
electron-collecting TCO anode.

3.2.1 TiO2 Nanotubes

Grimes’s group reported the use of highly-ordered TiO2 nanotube-arrays (Fig. 6),
made by potentiostatic anodization of a starting titanium film, in both front- and
back-side illuminated DSSCs [35].

A key advantage of the self-aligned TiO2 nanotube photoanode is its high
degree of ordering. In addition, the structural parameters of the nanotubes archi-
tecture can be conveniently controlled by the selection of the electrochemical
conditions, including the solution concentration, anodization voltage and duration,
etc. In contrast to solution-phase nanorod growth, the electrochemical anodization
of select metallic films produces an array of metal oxide nanotubes with a tunable
roughness reaching over 1000.

Backside illuminated DSSCs using an array of nanotubes 6.2 lm long as the
photoanode show an AM1.5 short-circuit current density of 10.6 mA cm-2,
0.82 V open-circuit potential and a fill factor of 0.51, which yields a solar con-
version efficiency of 4.4%. The front-side illuminated DSSCs, with a negative
electrode consisting of a transparent nanotube-array of 3600 nm thick, showed an
AM1.5 photocurrent of 10.3 mA cm-2, 0.84 V open-circuit potential, 0.54 fill
factor, and 4.7% efficiency. Open-circuit photovoltage decay measurements
suggest superior electron transport in the titania nanotube-array-based DSSCs with
an electron lifetime exceeding 1 s at the voltage of the maximum power point.
Thus, it is possible to achieve greater efficiency by increasing the lengths of the

Fig. 5 FE-SEM images of vertically oriented self-organized TiO2 nanowire array grown on FTO
coated glass at 180�C for 24 h: a Top-view images; b Cross-sectional FE-SEM image of the same
array, mechanically fractured [34]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society
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nanotubes in the array on the negative electrode since the amount of the absorbed
dye appears to be the limiting factor.

In fact, Grimes et al. further demonstrated the synthesis of TiO2 nanotube-arrays
1000 um in length with a free-standing nanotube-array membrane thickness of
over 2 mm by anodic oxidation of a 1.0 mm thick Ti film as shown in Fig. 7 [36].
Such thick nanotube-array films can be readily transformed into mechanically
robust membranes for DSSC applications. Because the nanotube has a morphology
similar to that of a test tube with a closed bottom, there may be difficulty in effective
dye-loading in the inner surface of the nanotubes due to the trapped air bubbles
during the dye-loading. Plus, the long tubes correspondingly increase the transport
length of redox shuttles. Therefore, further work is needed to solve these problems.

3.2.2 ZnO Nanotubes by Atomic-Layer Deposition

Using atomic-layer deposition, Hupp’s group fabricated ZnO nanotubes by con-
formably coating anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates [26, 37–39]. In this
technique, alternating exposures to reactive gas precursors deposit films of metal
oxides, sulfides, or nitrides. Inert gas is used as purging gas between the precursor

Fig. 6 FE-SEM images of illustrative TiO2 nanotube-array: a Top view; and b Cross-sectional
images from mechanically fractured samples, c and d Illustration of back-side illuminated
nanotube-array dye solar cell architecture [35]. Copyright 2006, Institute of Physics
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gases. The self-limiting nature of the layer-by-layer growth technique makes ALD
exceptionally suitable for high aspect ratio nanofabrication applications. Hupp’s
group reported a transparent array of polycrystalline ZnO nanotubes, the wall
thickness of which can be controlled with angstrom resolution as shown in Fig. 8
[26]. An optimal ZnO tube thickness grown within and upon commercially
available AAO yields DSSCs with 1.6% efficiency, limited primarily by the
modest roughness factor of the commercial membranes (\450).

The fill factor (0.64) and VOC (729 mV) of ZnO nanotube devices exceed those
of any other ZnO photoanode reported in the literature [38, 39]. The effective
diffusion coefficient for electrons in ZnO nanotube-array photoanodes was three
orders of magnitude greater than in any other DSSC photoanode reported to date.
Photovoltage decay measurements and analysis of IPCEs with increasing I3

-

concentration are consistent with the values of charge lifetime, sn, and charge
collection time, sd, as derived from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
Despite the relatively long lengths of the tubes constituting the photoanode
(64 lm), electrons were efficiently and rapidly extracted throughout the anode.
In addition, one can expect that efficient charge collection will be feasible in ZnO
nanotube-based DSSCs that employ redox couples other than I3

-/I-.
The most remarkable advantage of the templated photoanodes grown by ALD

is that a wide range of metal oxides can be synthesized. Thus, high surface area

Fig. 7 FE-SEM images of (a) top side of TiO2 nanotube-array film, (b) back-side or barrier layer
side of nanotube-array film, and (c, d) cross-sectionalimage of mechanically fractured nanotube-
array film showing its tubular nature. (e) Cross-sectional view of self-standing titania membrane
over 2 mm in thickness, mechanically fractured for imaging, achieved by anodizing both sides of
a 1.0 mm thick Ti foil sample at 60 V for 216 h in 0.6 wt% NH4F and 3.5% water in ethylene
glycol. The membrane consists of two, back-to-back nanotube-arrays no less than 1000 lm in
length [36]. Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society
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photoanodes based on new semiconducting metal oxides with tunable band
structures can be introduced to explore more basic science in DSSCs. In contrast,
the hydrothermal growth of nanorod arrays has been reported for only a limited
portion of metal oxides. Similarly, fabricating high surface area nanoparticle
photoelectrodes of different metal oxides is a technical challenge that has not yet
been overcome for several oxides of interest (e.g., NiO) [40]. In addition, ALD
also opens a new window for multilayer metal oxide devices to be utilized in
DSSCs. Due to the high reproducibility and well-controlled structural parameters
of the nanoporous template, ALD is also particularly useful for precisely com-
paring semiconducting metal oxides independent of photoanode geometry and
roughness, which are independently determined by the template.

A large effective surface area, which enables significant light absorption from
moderate extinction dyes, is a prerequisite for efficient DSSCs. Nanowires,
although in principle can have very high surface area mainly by increasing the
length of nanorod, the collapse of the long nanowires becomes inevitable due to
surface tension [41]. Similar to nanoparticle systems whose surface area can be
readily tuned by the size of NP and the thickness of the film, the AAO templates
allow for large and controllable surface areas. Unlike NP, however, AAO tem-
plates allow for independent control of the porosity, with 50% porous membranes
feasible [42]. The large porosities and the straight pore direction may enable thick
membranes to accommodate large current densities by overcoming the mass-
transport of redox species that is apparently a limiting factor in thick nanoparticle
films due to the highly disordered flow pathway and dead volumes. On the con-
trary, the mass-transport in the straight nanochannels in AAO will suffer less from
the flow resistance. In addition, the alternative architectures are one dimensional,
or pseudo-one dimensional, which should result in faster electron transport than in
three-dimensional nanoparticle films. Finally, both hydrothermal growth and ALD

Fig. 8 a Cross-sectional SEM image of an anodic aluminum oxide template coated with ZnO by
atomic-layer deposition. On average, the pores of the 64 lm thick membranes are 215 nm in
diameter and spaced 330 nm on center. b Magnified Cross-sectional SEM image of commercial
AAO membrane pores coated with 20 nm of ZnO by ALD [26]. Copyright 2008, with permission
from Elsevier
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are expected to yield more pristine semiconductors with larger polycrystalline
domains compared to nanoparticle films, resulting in fewer surface trap states and
grain boundaries or particle–particle junctions.

4 Advancing beyond Current 1-Dimensional

Nanoarchitectured Photoanodes

Despite the tremendous work spent on developing new 1-D nanoarchitectured
photoanodes to date, no DSSCs utilizing such an anode have achieved an effi-
ciency exceeding those of conventional TiO2 nanoparticle-based DSSCs. This is
because many other device parameters are often interlinked, which can offset or
reduce the improvements available through the new features. One particular
problem is the diametric opposing effect resulting from increasing the length of the
ZnO nanowires. On one hand, longer wires exhibit higher short-circuit current
densities due to the increased surface area and thus higher dye-loading. On the
other hand, longer wires lead to higher series resistance, lowering the fill factor.
Narrower, thus denser, nanowires appear as a potential approach to overcome this
problem. However, if the Debye–Hückel screening length exceeds the wire radius,
reducing the diameter of the wires can eliminate the upward band bending at the
wire’s surface, an advantage of 1-D semiconductor is presented above. Typically,
depending on the carrier density and the electrolyte, the width of the depletion
layer can extend to tens of nanometers into the ZnO wires [27].

Another fundamental bottleneck that substantially impedes the advantages of
1-D semiconductor photoanodes is the slow hole transport by the redox species
through mass-transport in the electrolyte. In all DSSCs using I-/I3

- as the redox
shuttle, the cathode is essentially a planar-platinized TCO that is separated from
the semiconductor layer by the electrolyte. Pt is an catalyst for efficient reduction
of I3

- to I-. The Pt cathode is typically 20–40 lm from the top of the semicon-
ductor layer, defined by a polymer spacer as sealer. The diffusion coefficient of I3

-

in the electrolyte is less than 10-4 cm2 s-1 at room temperature [19], which is 2–3
orders of magnitude slower than the electron diffusion coefficient in 1-D semi-
conductor nanowires ([10-2 cm2 s-1 for ZnO nanowires, for example). Thus, the
synchronism of charge carrier (both electrons and holes) transport cannot be
established. As a result, many adverse back electron transfers will take place,
including the recombination of the electron and the semiconductors with D+ and
I3
- as well as the formation of dye+-I3

- complex.
These dilemmas make it particularly necessary to explore further electrode

architectures to drastically improve this fascinating photoelectrochemical device.
The aims are (1) to increase the effective semiconductor thickness in the con-
ventional nanoparticle-based DSSC without exceeding the electron diffusion
length, (2) to increase the surface roughness of 1-D nanostructured semiconductors
without significantly increasing the length, and thus the series resistance; (3) to
alter the route of I-/I3

- diffusion pathways to coincide with the fast electron
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transport in the 1-D ordered semiconductor-based photoanode; and (4) to enhance
the interfacial rectifying effect to suppress the back electron transfer.

4.1 Branched One-Dimensional ZnO Nanowires

Besides maintaining the high electronic conductivity attributed to the high crys-
tallinity in 1-D nanowire-based photoanode, renovation on the morphology of 1-D
semiconductors also plays a very important role in enhancing dye-loading and
light harvesting. In Fig. 9a and b schematically show two nanostructured 1-D
arrays: upright nanorods and nanoflowers, respectively [43].

In principle, a portion of the incident photons could possibly fall on the voids
between neighboring semiconducting nanorods, missing the chance to be absorbed
by the dye molecules anchored to the semiconductor surface. Thus, the simple
upright nanorod array may not be the optimal structure for light harvesting. Even
with the light shining vertically on the nanorods, the absorption is not complete
because the light might only pass through one thin layer of the dye-nanorod
interface at the very apex of the rod. Therefore, the light loss may be significant for
the upright ZnO nanorod arrays, i.e., low gLH. In the nanoflower morphology as
shown in Fig. 9b, the random branches of the nanoflowers provide a larger surface
area resulting from the extra branches, and also an improved photon-dye inter-
action; meanwhile and more importantly, the nanoflowers maintain the good
electron transportation featured by 1-D nanostructures.

Based on the above discussions, Jiang et al. reported a DSSC employing a
ZnO-nanoflower film as the photoanode (Fig. 10), fabricated by hydrothermal

Fig. 9 Schematic of upright nanorod (a) and flower-like arrays under illumination (b) [43].
Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics
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decomposition and compared its performance to that of the DSSC with an upright
ZnO-nanorod film as the photoanode [44]. The nanoflower photoanode exhibited
enhanced dye-loading and light harvesting, while retaining good electron con-
ductivity as in the upright nanorod photoanode. With the nanoflower ZnO pho-
toanode, a DSSC with power conversion efficiency of 1.9% was attained, and a
90% enhancement over the control DSSC using the upright ZnO-nanorod array.

In addition, the nanoflower-basedDSSC shows a greater fill factor (0.53) than that
of the nanorod-based cell (0.36). The low fill factor of nanorod-based DSSC is
attributed to the recombination of charges at the interface between ZnO nanorod and
I-/I3

- electrolyte. As shown by the IV curves, the shunt resistance dV/dIV = 0
becomes larger for nanoflower-based cell than that for nanorod-based one, demon-
strating the suppressed charge recombination in ZnO-nanoflower based DSSC.

Hsieh et al. reported the DSSC based on branched ZnO nanowires on con-
ductive glass substrates via a solvothermal method (Fig. 11) [45].

The 1-D branched nanostructures provide a directed conduction pathway
instead of a disordered interparticle hopping pathway as in nanoparticle-based
DSSC. Furthermore, the short-circuit current density and the energy conversion
efficiency of the branched ZnO nanowire DSSCs are 4.27 mA cm-2 and 1.51%,
respectively, which are twice as high as those in bare ZnO nanowire devices.
This improvement was a product of the enlargement of the internal surface area
within the photoelectrode as suggested by the significantly enhanced IPCE spectra
compared with the bare ZnO nanowires.

Overall, these 1-D branched nanostructures could simultaneously offer a direct
conduction pathway and achieve higher dye adsorption to significantly enhance the
overall energy conversion efficiency of the DSSCs.

4.2 Branched One-Dimensional TiO2 Nanotubes

Self-organized TiO2 NTs are used as photoanodes to enhance the light-to-elec-
tricity conversion efficiency predominantly due to a continuous cylindrical

Fig. 10 SEM images of the (a) ZnO-nanorod array and (b) nanoflower film grown on FTO
substrates by hydrothermal synthesis [43]. Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics
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morphology accompanied by reasonably high surface area. Frank’s group reported
that the light-harvesting efficiencies of NT-based DSSCs were higher than those of
NP-based DSSCs owing to stronger internal light-scattering effects inside the tubes
[45]. Such improvement agrees well with the three key factors for efficient light
harvesting and conversion, as mentioned in the beginning of this section, including
(i) high surface area of nanostructured oxide films for dye adsorption, (ii) highly
efficient electron transfer from photoexcited dyes to the conduction band of TiO2,
and (iii) the fast forward transport of charge carriers in the conduction band of
semiconductor and in the redox electrolyte without a minimized recombination
loss of charge carriers.

Attempts to improve the TiO2 nanotube geometry toward higher conversion
efficiency have been reported. An effective improvement was achieved by
reducing disorder at the junction of the semiconductor nanotube-TCO anode that is
associated with the electrochemical growth of nanotubes in nonaqueous electro-
lytes. An increase in the efficiency from 1.6 to 1.9% under AM1.5G illumination
was reported [46].

Schmuki et al. showed that a new version of stratified TiO2 nanotubes with a
bamboo-type morphology, in which the nanotubes are interlinked with nodes as
found in bamboo [47]. This feature can considerably boost the conversion effi-
ciency of nanotube-based DSSCs. Figure 12 schematically illustrates the different
generations of solar cells from the conventional nanoparticle-based DSSC to the
nanotube-based and to the branched-NT-based solar cells [47].

Like conventional smooth-walled tubes, the bamboo-type TiO2 nanotubes were
prepared electrochemically via controlled anodization of Ti in an electrolyte
consisting of HF. The nodes that connect the nanotubes, however, were formed

Fig. 11 a The schematic growth procedure from the original ZnO nanowires to the branched
ZnO nanowires, b before and c after recoating a seed layer of the original ZnO nanowires
obtained from a solvothermal method, and d the branched ZnO nanowires after second growth;
scale bar, 1 lm [44]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society
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under appropriate alternating voltage cycling, which features a switch between
growth conditions for tube and for a compact layer. Essentially, at each voltage
step a compact connecting layer is formed in between the tubes and the bamboo-
type structure can be grown.

The amorphous structure of the as-anodized self-organized TiO2 nanotubes can
be converted into the anatase structure upon annealing in air at 450�C. DSSCs
prepared by using bamboo-type TiO2 nanotubes as photoanodes exhibit notable
enhancement over regular TiO2 nanotubes in terms of Jsc and, thus, efficiency g

(*3%), while Voc and FF are similar. Hence, the key improvement can be
attributed to the extra surface area for dye-loading provided by the bamboo rings.

4.3 One-Dimensional Semiconductor on a Rough

Metallic Electron-Collecting Anode

It would be a formidable challenge to retain the state-of-the-art strategy of
enhancing the electron transfer afforded in ordered 1-D semiconductor structures,
but simultaneously reducing the series resistance of the semiconductor without a
significant loss of surface roughness compared to 1-D nanowires. Rather than

Fig. 12 Schematic representation of dye-sensitized TiO2 solar cells based on nanoparticle (NP),
nanotube (NT), and bamboo-type nanotube (B-NT) electrodes. The inset shows a tilted SEM
image of the nanobamboo morphology and a high magnification inset shows the inner side of the
B-NT structure open over the entire length [47]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society
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placing all the roughness onto the semiconductor layer, Xu’s group reported a
strategy to allocate part of the roughness onto the collecting anode [48]. A rough
collecting anode provides a larger surface area to accommodate more individual
1-D nanoscale semiconductors.

Hence, for the same surface roughness factor (SRF, defined as the ratio of the
total semiconductor surface area to the nominal planar substrate area), the length
of the 1-D semiconductor on a coarsened anode can be shorter than that of
conventional 1-D semiconductors supported on a planar anode. Xu et al. dem-
onstrated this strategy by employing a Zn-microtip/ZnO-nanotip core–shell hierar-
chical nano-architecture as the anode/semiconductor component of the DSSC
(Fig. 13) [48].

Figure 14 illustrates the schematic diagram of a DSSC based on the Zn-microtip/
ZnO-nanotip core–shell hierarchy nano-architectured electrode, and its J–V char-
acteristics under one Sun (AM1.5G) illumination.

Fig. 13 a High magnification SEM image of Zn microtip array formed by anodization of a
Zn foil; b A representative large-area SEM image of ZnO-nanotips grown on an array of
Zn-microtips; c A magnified SEM top-view image of ZnO-nanotips grown on Zn-microtips; d A
magnified SEM top-view image of the ZnO-nanotips grown on the Zn-microtips [48]. Copyright
2009, American Chemical Society
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The measured Jsc for the Zn-microtip/ZnO-nanotip nanoarchitecture-based
DSSC was 3.5 mA lm-2. This value is close to that of the planar anode-supported
ZnO nanowires with the same SRF, which indicates that the dye-loading amounts
(1.1 9 10-8 mol cm-2) are comparable [27].

Remarkably, two key parameters of this device, the fill factor and open-circuit
voltage show pronounced improvements over those of DSSCs based on planar
anode-supported ZnO nanowires. The fill factors previously reported for DSSCs
based on planar anode-supported ZnO nanowires are typically between 0.3 and 0.4
[27, 43, 44, 49, 50]. In contrast, the fill factor of this device is consistently greater
than 0.5. This trend agrees with the reported enhancement of the fill factor through
the reduction of the series resistance in ZnO nanowires using interconnected ZnO
nanowires. For the same roughness factor (SRF = 60), the series resistance of shot
ZnO-nanotips (*0.3 lm) is greatly reduced due to the much shorter tip length
compared to the planar supported ZnO nanowires (6–7 lm). This 20-fold reduc-
tion in the length of ZnO-nanotips results in a series resistance Rs = dV/dJ(J=0) as
low as 28 Xcm2. For the same SRF, this Rs value is significantly lower than that of
DSSCs based on planar anode-supported ZnO nanowires, which fall in the
46–106 Xcm2 range [44, 49]. Therefore, the enhanced fill factor can be partially
contributed to the reduced series resistance in the shorter ZnO-nanotips.

The Voc’s of the Zn-microtip/ZnO-nanotip DSSCs were measured consistently
around 770 mV, greater than any literature reported values for long ZnO nano-
wire-based DSSCs, which are typically below 700 mV. The maximum value of
Voc is determined by the energy gap between the quasi-Fermi level in ZnO under
illumination and the redox potential of the I-/I3

- electrolyte [51]. The cause of the
enhancement of Voc in our Zn-microtip/ZnO-nanotip DSSC can be elucidated by
comparing its energy diagram with that of a planar supported ZnO nanowire
DSSC. Figure 15a is the highly idealized energy diagram of a planar FTO anode-
supported ZnO nanowire-based DSSC.

Fig. 14 a A schematic diagram of the DSSC based on Zn-microtip/ZnO-nanotip core–shell
hierarchy nano-architectured electrode; b A representative current density–voltage (J–V) curve of
the DSSC using Zn-microtip|ZnO-nanotip as the anode|semiconductor component [48].
Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society
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The upward band bending at the ZnO-electrolyte interface is due to the higher
Fermi level of n-type ZnO compared to the redox potential of the electrolyte, and
hence electrons will flow from the electrode into the electrolyte until equilibrium is
established [29]. Consequently, there is a positive space charge region in the center
of the wires, which are reflected by the upward bending at the wire surface. This
electron depletion layer in ZnO nanowires can extend into the semiconductor a
few nanometers up to tens of nanometers, depending on the carrier density and the
dielectric constant of the semiconductor, as well as the electrolyte. For example,
even at a fairly high-carrier density of 1018 cm-3, the diameter of a ZnO nanowire
should at least be 20 nm to attain a potential drop of 0.2 V cross the depletion
layer in a carbonate propylene electrolyte (0.1 M LiClO4) [29].

Figure 15b is the energy diagram of the DSSC using the Zn-microtip/ZnO-
nanotip core–shell nano-architecture as the anode/semiconductor component.
Considering that a large portion of a ZnO nanotip has a radius above 20 nm, an
upward band banding should also exist at the ZnO-nanotip/electrolyte interface,
similar to the case of the planar anode-supported ZnO nanowires. Besides, an
added feature in this device is a metal/n-type semiconductor Ohmic junction
established at the interface between Zn and ZnO-nanotips. This is because the
Fermi level of Zn (-4.2 eV) [52, 53], is higher than that of ZnO (-4.4 eV,
average value reported as the Fermi level for ZnO) [54–56]. To achieve thermal
equilibrium in this junction, electrons must flow from the Zn metal into the lower
energy states of the conduction band in the n-type semiconductor, i.e., ZnO, which
makes the ZnO in the junction region more n-type.17 As a consequence, the Fermi
level of the entire ZnO-nanotip is raised since the length of our ZnO-nanotips is
so short that a considerable section of the wire is affected by the electron
accumulation layer. The width of the junction (w) can be estimated by w ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2e0erVb=ðeNdÞ
p

[57], where e0 is the vacuum permittivity, er (=10) is the dielectric
constant of ZnO nanowires [29], Vb is the amount of band bending, assumed to be
0.2 V, e is the elementary charge, andNd is the carrier density of ZnO, andwe assume
Nd = 1017 cm-3. Thus, w is estimated to be approximately 50 nm. As a result,

Fig. 15 Highly idealized energy diagrams of DSSCs using a a planar FTO-supported long ZnO
nanowires as the anode/semiconductor component; b Zn-microtip/ZnO-nanotip as the anode/
semiconductor component [48]. Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society
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the Voc, that is, the energy gap between the quasi-Fermi level of ZnO and the
electrolyte redox potential is widened, which takes into account the upshifted band
edge of ZnO by about 0.15 eV due to the accumulation of electrons from the Zn
metal. In contrast, if there is an electron accumulation layer at the interface
between the much longer ZnO nanowires and the planar FTO anode, it can only
affect a relatively small portion (at the root of the nanowires). Therefore, this effect
is not considered in Fig. 6a for long ZnO nanowires on FTO.

Kieven et al. reported that the shorter the ZnO nanowires, the better the
photovoltage because the shorter electron collection distance suffers less from
the competing kinetic process, namely charge recombination [58]. Therefore, the
enhanced open circuit voltage in this device can also be contributed from the fact
that the short ZnO nanotips provide a short electron collection distance for the
metal, Zn. Such a short collection distance makes charge transport much more
favorable than the charge recombination process.

The realigned band structure at the metal–semiconductor interface affects the
Fermi level of the semiconductor and provides us with a potential opportunity to
improve the open-circuit voltage of the cells, a key parameter governing the
attainable power from a DSSC.

4.4 Semimetallic One-Dimensional Photoanodes

While employing of highly-ordered self-organized anodic TiO2 anotube as
photoanodes for DSSCs, the inadequate conductivity due to the semiconducting
nature of TiO2 impedes its broader and more efficient use as photoanode with
prospect of a fast electron transport, a crucial factor to achieve high efficient
energy conversion. Schmuki et al. demonstrated the fabrication of robust semi-
metallic TiO2 nanotubes to overcome this problem [59]. They adopted carbon-
thermal reduction treatment that converts TiO2 into an oxy carbide compound with
significantly enhanced conductivity.

First, the well-established self-organizing electrochemical anodization method
is used to produce TiO2 NTs as described previously. Then, the TiO2 nanotubes
were treated in acetylene at a high temperature to trigger the desired carbonization
reaction, which converts the semiconducting anatase phase into carbon-rich
Magnéli-type phases with pronouced semimetallic conductivity. This entire
synthetic process can be processed without loss of the ordered nanotubular mor-
phology, as illustrated in Fig. 16 [59].

Solid-state electrical measurements, as shown in Fig. 17, unambiguously show
a notable enhancement in the conductivity of the TiOxCy nanotubes in comparison
to C-doped TiO2 nanotubes and undoped anatase nanotubes. The carbon-modified
nanotubes exhibit an Ohmic I–V behavior, for which the resistance is in orders of
magnitude lower than that for the carbon-doped or pure-anatase TiO2 nanotubes.
A rough estimate yields approximate conductivity values of 3 9 105 S m-1 for
TiOxCy, 9 9 104 S m-1 forC-dopedTiO2, and10

3 S m-1 for anataseTiO2nanotubes.
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5 Conclusion and Outlook

Since O’Regan and Grätzel reported highly efficient TiO2 nanoparticle-based
DSSCs, many efforts have been dedicated to explore transformative photoanodes
with enhanced electron transport through innovations in morphology and interface
engineering of the photoanodes. However, compared to the 11% overall energy
conversion efficiency in the conventional configuration of TiO2 nanoparticle-based
DSSCs, no new photoanode has produced a device with an efficiency above this

Fig. 16 SEM images of the nanotubes after a anodization formation and b after a thermal
acetylene treatment at 8508C for 10 min. The lower insets are the corresponding cross-sectional
views [59]. Copyright 2009, Wiley–VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with
permission

Fig. 17 I–V characteristics
of 2-point solid-state
measurements of carbonized
tubes and of anatase TiO2

nanotube layers and C-doped
layers. Inset: a simplified
sketch of the 2-point
measurement arrangement
[59]. Copyright 2009, Wiley–
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA. Reproduced with
permission
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record value. Variations in the photoanode have, instead of improving the effi-
ciency, lead to degraded overall photovoltaic performance due to many antithetic
coupling among various energetic and kinetic parameters of the device. In order to
push DSSCs toward practical photovoltaics, it is necessary to alter not only the
photoanode, but also other major device components simultaneously, including the
solar absorbing dyes and the redox shuttles, which may potentially lead to DSSCs
with efficiencies exceeding 16% [60]. For example, for I-/I3

- based redox species,
future effort should also be conducted toward exploring new cathode architectures
that can provide alternative pathways to facilitate the mass flow of redox species
so that the transportation of holes can be enhanced to match the fast electron
transport found in the 1-D nanoarchitectured photoanodes.
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Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells Using Natural
Dyes and Nanostructural Improvement
of TiO2 Film

Shoji Furukawa

Abstract The characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using natural dyes,
such as those of red-cabbage, curcumin, and red-perilla, and synthesized dyes,
such as NKX-2553, NKX-2677, and D149, in which a precious metal is not
contained, will be explained. The largest conversion efficiency obtained is over 1%
for the dye-sensitized solar cell using the dye of red-cabbage. This value is rela-
tively small. However, the cost performance (defined by [conversion efficiency]/
[cost of dye]) is more than 50 times greater than that of the dye-sensitized solar
cell using Ruthenium complex. Therefore, when the cost of FTO and ITO sub-
strates, oxide semiconductor, electrolyte solution, and opposite electrode becomes
very low, dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using natural dyes may become
more pervasive, although the physical device becomes larger than one using a
Ruthenium complex. The effects of pH of the dye solution on the characteristic of
the dye-sensitized solar cells will be also described. The conversion efficiencies of
the dye-sensitized solar cells using the dye of red-cabbage, red-perilla, NKX-2553,
and NKX-2677 become larger when the pH value is low. It is expected that this
technique will be used in future dye-sensitized solar cell systems.

1 Introduction

Clean energy has become a focal point for many researchers. Among the clean
energy, solar cells are quite promising device because their cost is relatively low.
However, traditional crystalline silicon solar cells require much energy in order to
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fabricate the wafers. Therefore, recently, dye-sensitized solar cells are expected as
cheap energy conversion devices [1, 2].

Most researchers working in the field of dye-sensitized solar cells are using a
Ruthenium complex as the dye because such devices can have a high conversion
efficiency. To date, the highest conversion efficiency obtained experimentally is
over 12%. However, Ruthenium is a rare metal, so its cost is very high.

Our group has fabricated various kinds of dye-sensitized solar cells using
natural dye, such as those of red-cabbage, curcumin, and red-perilla [3–5]. The
cost of these natural dyes is very low. The largest conversion efficiency of dye-
sensitized solar cells using these dyes is about 1%, which is smaller than solar cells
fabricated using a Ruthenium complex. However, the cost performance (defined
by [conversion efficiency]/[cost of dye]) of the dye-sensitized solar cell using the
dye of red-cabbage is more than 50 times larger than that of the dye-sensitized
solar cell fabricated using a Ruthenium complex. Therefore, when the cost of FTO
substrate, oxide semiconductor, electrolyte solution, and opposite electrode
becomes very low, dye-sensitized solar cells using natural dyes may be a more cost
effective solution, although such devices will be physically larger than those using
a Ruthenium complex.

In this chapter, the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using natural
dyes and synthesized dyes in which precious metal is not contained are explained.
The effects of pH of the dye solution on the characteristic of the dye-sensitized
solar cell are also described.

2 Structure of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell

Figure 1 shows the fundamental structure of a dye-sensitized solar cell. A glass
sheet coated by the transparent and electrically conductive film (FTO) is used as
the cathode. On the cathode, an oxide semiconductor film, such as TiO2, is coated

Fig. 1 Fundamental
structure of dye-sensitized
solar cell
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and the dye is adsorbed onto its surface. The anode is prepared by sputtering Pt
film onto another ITO substrate. Then, the electrolyte solution is inserted between
the cathode and anode.

When sunlight irradiates the cathode substrate, most of it propagates to the dye.
This is because glass is transparent to visible light, and the band gap of the oxide
semiconductor is large. Then, the electronic states of the electrons in the dye
molecules jumps to higher levels due to energy absorbed from the sunlight. The
excited electrons transfer to the conduction band of the oxide semiconductor, then
move through the transparent oxide to the cathode. After arriving at the conducting
film on the anode, the electrons move to the dye surface through the iodine ions in
the electrolyte solution and back to the dye, creating electric current and com-
pleting the circuit.

3 Fabrication Process for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

In order to fabricate the dye-sensitized solar cells, an oxide semiconductor paste
was prepared [6–11]. In our laboratory, two kinds of TiO2 were used in fabrication
of the paste: P-25, with an average particle size of 26 nm, and PC-101, with an
average particle size of 20 nm. The two kinds of TiO2, P-25 (0.14 g) and PC-101
(0.06 g), were first placed in a shaker with HNO3 (0.6 ml). Then, polyethylene
glycol (PEG) was also added to the shaker in order to obtain a porous oxide
semiconductor film. The characteristics of the porous oxide semiconductor film
depend on the molecular weight of PEG. In our work, two kinds of PEGs were
used: PEG with a molecular weight of 500,000 and PEG with a molecular weight
of 2,000,000. The TiO2 paste was coated onto the FTO glass substrate, which had
been cleaned by ethyl alcohol and acetone. Then, the substrate was placed in an
electric heater, and annealed at 450�C for 1 h.

After depositing the porous oxide semiconductor film onto the FTO glass
substrate, the dye was adsorbed onto the oxide semiconductor film surface by
dipping the substrate into the dye solution. In our study, six types of dyes were
used. They were dyes of red-cabbage, curcumin, red-perilla, NKX-2553, NKX-
2677, and D149. The former three dyes are natural and the latter three are syn-
thetic. All dyes contain no precious metal. The chemical structures of the natural
dyes are shown in Fig. 2, and the molecular structures of NKX-2553, NKX-2677,
and D149 are shown in Fig. 3. The molar density of the red-cabbage, curcumin,
and red-perilla dye solutions was 0.5 mM. The solvent of the solutions of red-
cabbage and red-perilla was water, and the solvent for the curcumin solution was
ethyl alcohol.

The electrolyte solution was prepared using I2, LiI, 1-propyl-2,3 dimethylimi-
dazolium iodide (DMPImI), 4-tert-butyl pyridine (TBP), and propylene carbonate
(PC). The weights of I2, LiI, DMPImI, TBP, and PC were 0.0317, 0.330, 0.342,
0.189, and 3.00 g, respectively. The electrolyte solution was inserted between the
two electrodes.
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Photocurrent-voltage characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells were
measured using a halogen lamp as a light source. The power of the light source
was 50 mW/cm2. The conversion efficiency obtained using the halogen lamp was
about 5% larger than that obtained while using the standard light source that was
constructed in our laboratory. In our standard light source system, visible and
infrared components were partly eliminated by an optical filter.

4 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells Using Natural

Dyes

4.1 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells using

Dye of Red-Cabbage

Figure 4 shows the photocurrent-voltage characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar
cells using the dye of red-cabbage. Five solar cells have been fabricated, and the
numbers in Fig. 4 correspond to the sample number. In this case, the oxide
semiconductor paste was prepared using the PEG with the molecular weight of
500,000.

Fig. 2 Chemical structures of the dyes from red-cabbage, curcumin, and red-perilla
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Table 1 shows the summary of the characteristics of the solar cells fabricated
using the dye of red-cabbage (molecular weight of PEG is 500,000). The average
fill factor was 0.72, and the average open circuit voltage was 0.49 V. In this case,
the average conversion efficiency was 0.42%.

Fig. 3 Molecular structures of NKX-2553, NKX-2677, and D149

Fig. 4 Photocurrent-voltage
characteristics of the dye-
sensitized solar cells using
dye of red-cabbage. The
numbers correspond to the
sample number. The oxide
semiconductor paste was
fabricated using the PEG
whose molecular weight was
50,000
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Similar to Figs. 4, 5 show the photocurrent-voltage characteristics of the dye-
sensitized solar cells using the dye of red-cabbage. In this case, the oxide
semiconductor paste was fabricated using the PEG whose molecular weight was
2,000,000. Five solar cells were fabricated and the numbers written in Fig. 5
correspond to the sample number.

Table 2 shows the summary of the characteristics of the solar cells fabricated
using the dye of red-cabbage (molecular weight of PEG is 2,000,000). In this case,
the average short circuit current density is approximately twice that of the device
fabricated with the PEG with the smaller molecular weight. The average con-
version efficiency also doubled to 0.90%.

In order to investigate the difference in conversion efficiencies between the two
devices, the oxide semiconductor surfaces were characterized by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). This study showed that the pores were uniformly dispersed in
the oxide semiconductor film prepared using the PEG with a molecular weight of

Table 1 Summary of the characteristics of the solar cells fabricated using dye of red-cabbage
and the PEG with the molecular weight of 500,000

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 0.64 0.48 0.22 0.70 0.44
Sample 2 0.59 0.49 0.20 0.71 0.41
Sample 3 0.57 0.50 0.20 0.72 0.41
Sample 4 0.57 0.49 0.20 0.72 0.40
Sample 5 0.59 0.48 0.21 0.72 0.42
Average 0.59 0.49 0.21 0.72 0.42

JSC short circuit current density; VOC open circuit voltage; PMAX maximum power; F.F. fill factor;
g conversion efficiency

Fig. 5 Photocurrent-voltage
characteristics of the dye-
sensitized solar cells using
dye of red-cabbage. The
numbers written in the figure
are the sample numbers.
In this case, the oxide
semiconductor paste was
fabricated using the PEG
whose molecular weight
was 2,000,000
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2,000,000. On the other hand, some large particles were observed in the oxide
semiconductor film prepared using the PEG with a molecular weight of 500,000.
This change in morphology is hypothesized to be the cause of the difference in
efficiencies between the two devices.

In order to improve the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using
the dye of red-cabbage, the electrolyte solution was changed [12]. The photo-
current-voltage characteristics of the solar cells fabricated using the dye of red-
cabbage are shown in Fig. 6. Table 3 shows the summary of the characteristics
of these devices (the pH is controlled by adding citric acid) with the improved
electrolyte solution. The highest conversion efficiency was approximately 1.4%.
The improved electrolyte solution is considered to be the cause of the improved
performance.

Table 2 Summary of the characteristics of the solar cells fabricated using dye of red-cabbage
and the PEG whose molecular weight is 2,000,000

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 1.2 0.53 0.44 0.68 0.87
Sample 2 1.2 0.51 0.44 0.69 0.87
Sample 3 1.2 0.50 0.44 0.70 0.88
Sample 4 1.4 0.53 0.50 0.67 1.00
Sample 5 1.3 0.51 0.44 0.68 0.89
Average 1.3 0.52 0.45 0.69 0.90

Fig. 6 Photocurrent-voltage
characteristics of the dye-
sensitized solar cells using
dye of red-cabbage with an
improved electrolyte solution
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4.2 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells Using Mixed

Dye of Red-Cabbage and Curcumin

Figure 7 shows the optical absorption spectra of the red-cabbage, curcumin, and
the mixture of the two dyes in solution. As shown in Fig. 7, the dyes of red-
cabbage and curcumin have absorption peaks at about 550 and 440 nm, respec-
tively. When the both dyes are mixed, optical absorption occurs in wide band, as
shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, it is expected that the conversion efficiency of the solar
cell increases when using the dye mixture.

Figure 8 shows the photocurrent-voltage characteristics of the dye-sensitized
solar cells fabricated using the dye of red-cabbage, curcumin, and mixed dye of
red-cabbage and curcumin. As shown in Fig. 8, the characteristics of the dye-
sensitized solar cell using the mixed dye of red-cabbage and curcumin is better
than those fabricated using the dye of red-cabbage or curcumin.

Table 3 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using red-
cabbage dye solutions (whose pH is controlled by adding citric acid) with improved electrolyte
solution

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 3.9 0.39 0.66 0.44 1.3
Sample 2 4.1 0.36 0.71 0.49 1.4
Sample 3 3.6 0.39 0.67 0.49 1.3
Sample 4 3.9 0.36 0.68 0.48 1.4
Sample 5 3.8 0.38 0.68 0.47 1.4
Average 3.9 0.37 0.68 0.47 1.4

Fig. 7 Optical absorption
spectra of the red-cabbage,
curcumin, and mixed dye of
red-cabbage and curcumin
solutions
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Table 4 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar
cells using the dyes of red-cabbage, curcumin, and the mixture. The conversion
efficiency of the dye-sensitized solar cell using the mixed dye of red-cabbage and
curcumin becomes greater than those of the solar cells fabricated using the dye of
red-cabbage or curcumin.

Our recent data showed a large conversion efficiency of about 1.3% for the dye-
sensitized solar cell fabricated using the dye of curcumin with the improved
electrolyte solution [12].

4.3 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells Using Dye

of Red-Perilla

Table 5 shows the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using the dye of
the red-perilla. The average conversion efficiency was 0.17%, which is smaller

Fig. 8 Photocurrent-voltage
characteristics of the dye-
sensitized solar cells using
the dye of red-cabbage,
curcumin, and mixed dye of
red-cabbage and curcumin

Table 4 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using the dye
of red-cabbage, curcumin, and mixed dye of red-cabbage and curcumin

Red-cabbage:curcumin JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

1:0 0.69 0.52 0.25 0.70 0.50
100:1 0.73 0.52 0.27 0.71 0.53
90:1 0.78 0.50 0.27 0.69 0.54
80:1 0.78 0.50 0.27 0.69 0.54
70:1 0.81 0.53 0.30 0.69 0.60
60:1 0.74 0.52 0.27 0.71 0.54
50:1 0.74 0.50 0.25 0.69 0.51
0:1 0.53 0.53 0.20 0.72 0.41
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than that of the solar cell fabricated using the dye of the red-cabbage. As shown in
Fig. 2, the chemical structure of the main part of the red-perilla dye is the same as
that of the red-cabbage dye. However, the chemical structure of other part is
different. The OH groups in the dyes are believed to react with the OH groups on
the oxide semiconductor film surface. This reaction causes H2O and covalent
bonding between the dye and the oxide semiconductor via oxygen atom. The
number of OH groups of the dye of red-perilla is smaller than that of the dye of
red-cabbage (see Fig. 2). This may cause a lower conversion efficiency of the solar
cell using the dye of red-perilla.

5 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Using Synthetic Dyes

In this section, the characteristics of dye-sensitized solar cells using the synthetic
dyes containing no precious metal, such as Ruthenium, will be presented.

5.1 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Using NKX-2553

Table 6 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells
using NKX-2553. Five solar cells were fabricated. The average conversion effi-
ciency obtained was 3.0%, which is larger than that of the solar cells fabricated

Table 5 Characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using the dye of red-perilla

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 0.20 0.48 0.06 0.63 0.12
Sample 2 0.27 0.48 0.09 0.68 0.17
Sample 3 0.33 0.48 0.10 0.65 0.21
Sample 4 0.24 0.53 0.09 0.70 0.18
Sample 5 0.26 0.50 0.09 0.68 0.18
Average 0.26 0.49 0.09 0.67 0.17

Table 6 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using NKX-2553

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 4.2 0.63 1.5 0.56 3.0
Sample 2 4.3 0.63 1.5 0.54 2.9
Sample 3 4.3 0.63 1.5 0.54 2.9
Sample 4 4.3 0.63 1.5 0.55 3.0
Sample 5 4.7 0.62 1.6 0.54 3.2
Average 4.4 0.63 1.5 0.55 3.0
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using natural dyes. However, the cost of the synthesized dyes is high, so the cost
performances of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using synthetic dyes is
smaller than those of the solar cells fabricated using natural dyes.

5.2 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Using NKX-2677

Table 7 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells
using NKX-2677. Five solar cells were fabricated. The average conversion effi-
ciency obtained was 3.6%, again larger than those found in solar cells fabricated
using natural dyes or NKX-2553. Similar to the solar cell using NKX-2553, the cost
performance is smaller than those of the solar cells fabricated using natural dyes.

5.3 Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells using Mixture

of NKX-2553 and D149

Figure 9 shows the optical absorption spectra of NKX-2553, D149, and the mixed
dye of NKX-2553 and D149. The ratio of the mixture is 1:1. The vertical axis
indicates normalized absorbance.

As shown in Fig. 9, NKX-2553 and D149 have absorption peaks at about
450 nm and 540 nm, respectively. By mixing NKX-2553 and D149, the absorp-
tion in the range from about 400 to 500 nm increases, suggesting an increase of
conversion efficiency of the solar cell.

In our study, the FTO substrate on which the oxide semiconductor film was
fabricated was dipped into the dye solution, and various dye-sensitized solar cells
were fabricated by changing dipping time. Figure 10 shows the relation between
conversion efficiency and dipping time obtained at 12, 40, 60, and 80�C. The ratio
of the mixture of NKX-2553 and D149 is 1:1. As shown in Fig. 10, the maximum
conversion efficiency was obtained at a short dipping time when the dipping
temperature was high. However, the largest conversion efficiency was obtained at
a low temperature of 12�C. The largest conversion efficiency was 5.4%.

Table 7 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using NKX-2677

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 5.9 0.61 1.8 0.51 3.7
Sample 2 5.7 0.61 1.8 0.51 3.5
Sample 3 5.8 0.61 1.8 0.51 4.0
Sample 4 6.0 0.60 1.7 0.47 3.4
Sample 5 5.4 0.61 1.8 0.55 3.7
Average 5.8 0.61 1.8 0.51 3.6
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6 Effects of pH of Dyes on Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized

Solar Cells

6.1 Effects of pH of Dye on Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized

Solar Cells Using Dye of Red-Cabbage

Figure 11 shows the optical absorption spectra of various red-cabbage dye solu-
tions in which the pH is controlled by adding citric acid or sodium hydroxide.

Fig. 9 Optical absorption
spectra of NKX-2553, D149,
and the mixed dye of NKX-
2553 and D149. The ratio
of the mixture is 1:1. The
vertical axis indicates
normalized absorbance

Fig. 10 Relation between
conversion efficiency and
dipping time obtained at 12,
40, 60, and 80�C. The ratio
of the mixture of NKX-2553
and D149 is 1:1
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In the case of pH = 7.0, no addition was made. As shown in Fig. 11, the strength
of the absorption peak became increased when pH was 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 8.0, 9.0,
10.0, 11.0, and 12.0. When pH was low, the strength of the peak at about 530 nm
increased, whereas when pH was high, the strength of the peak at about 610 nm
increased. Therefore, it is expected that the conversion efficiency will increase by
adding citric acid or sodium hydroxide into the dye solution.

Table 8 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar
cells fabricated using various red-cabbage dye solutions whose pH is controlled by
adding citric acid or sodium hydroxide. The largest conversion efficiency (1.1%)
was obtained when pH was 2.0.

Fig. 11 Optical absorption
spectra of various red-
cabbage dye solutions whose
pH is controlled by adding
citric acid or sodium
hydroxide

Table 8 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using various
red-cabbage dye solutions in which the pH is controlled by adding citric acid or sodium
hydroxide

pH JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

2.0 2.7 0.38 0.56 0.56 1.1
3.0 2.4 0.39 0.52 0.57 1.0
4.0 2.1 0.39 0.49 0.59 0.97
5.0 2.0 0.40 0.44 0.55 0.89
6.0 1.4 0.42 0.34 0.59 0.68
7.0 0.92 0.42 0.22 0.57 0.45
8.0 0.91 0.42 0.22 0.57 0.43
9.0 0.96 0.42 0.25 0.61 0.50

10.0 0.93 0.44 0.26 0.63 0.51
11.0 0.38 0.47 0.09 0.50 0.19
12.0 0.15 0.44 0.03 0.45 0.06
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According to the chemical structure shown in Fig. 2, the basic structures of the
dyes of red-cabbage and red-perilla are both anthocyanin. As shown in Fig. 2,
there are three OH groups in the fundamental anthocyanin structure. However, one
of the OH groups changes to oxygen (double bond) under neutral conditions. As
discussed in ‘‘Nanomorphology and charge transport in organic solar cells’’, it is
considered that these OH groups in the dyes react with the OH groups which
terminate the oxide semiconductor film surface. This reaction causes the strong
covalent bond between the dye and the oxide semiconductor. In the acidic case,
there are three OH groups in the fundamental structure. This may cause an increase
in the number of the strong covalent bond between the dye and the oxide semi-
conductor, resulting in an increase of the conversion efficiency.

6.2 Effects of pH of Dye on Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized

Solar Cells Using Dye of Red-Perilla

Figure 12 shows the optical absorption spectra of the red-perilla dye solutions with
unmodified pH and a pH modified by adding citric acid (2 g). The strength of the
absorption peak at around 530–540 nm is very much increased by adding citric
acid.

Table 9 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar
cells fabricated using red-perilla dye solutions with modified pH. The average
conversion efficiency is 0.27% which is *60% larger than that of solar cells
fabricated using the red-perilla dye solution with an unmodified pH (0.17%, see
Table 5). This increase of the conversion efficiency is proposed to be caused by an
increase of the optical absorption strength shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Optical absorption
spectra of the red-perilla dye
solutions with unmodified pH
and a pH controlled by
adding citric acid (2 g)
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6.3 Effects of pH of Dye on Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized

Solar Cells Using NKX-2553

Figure 13 shows the optical absorption spectra of NKX-2553 solutions with and
without HNO3. The former solutions were prepared by adding NHO3 (0.1 or
0.2 ml) into NKX-2553 solution (25 ml). As shown in Fig. 13, the strength of the
absorption peak at about 460 nm increased slightly by adding 0.2 ml of HNO3.

Table 10 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar
cells fabricated using NKX-2553 with and without HNO3 (0.1 ml). Five solar cells
were fabricated. The average conversion efficiency is 3.3% which is larger by 0.3
point (about 9%) than that of the solar cells fabricated using NKX-2553 without
HNO3 (see Table 6). The reason for this increase of the conversion efficiency is
not clear. However, it may be related to a small increase of the optical absorption
strength at about 460 nm shown in Fig. 13.

Table 9 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using red-
perilla dye solutions whose pH is controlled by adding citric acid (2 g)

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 0.39 0.50 0.13 0.68 0.26
Sample 2 0.40 0.51 0.14 0.67 0.27
Sample 3 0.40 0.51 0.14 0.67 0.27
Sample 4 0.43 0.48 0.14 0.68 0.28
Sample 5 0.40 0.48 0.13 0.69 0.26
Average 0.40 0.50 0.13 0.68 0.27

Fig. 13 Optical absorption
spectra of NKX-2553
solutions with and without
HNO3. The former specimen
was prepared by adding
NHO3 (0.1 or 0.2 ml) into
NKX-2553 solution (25 ml)
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6.4 Effects of pH of Dye on Characteristics of Dye-Sensitized

Solar Cells Using NKX-2677

Figure 14 shows the optical absorption spectra of NKX-2677 solutions with and
without HNO3. The former specimen was prepared by adding NHO3 (0.1 or
0.2 ml) into NKX-2677 solution (25 ml). As shown in Fig. 14, the strength of the
absorption peak at about 520 nm was increased by adding HNO3 (0.1 or 0.2 ml).

Table 11 shows the summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar
cells fabricated using NKX-2677 with and without HNO3 (0.1 ml). Five devices
were fabricated. The average conversion efficiency is 4.1% which is larger by 0.5
point (about 15%) than that of the solar cells fabricated using NKX-2677 without
HNO3 (see Table 7). The reason of this increase of the conversion efficiency is
considered to be an increase of the optical absorption strength at about 520 nm
shown in Fig. 14.

Table 10 Summary of the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using NKX-
2553 with and without HNO3 (0.1 ml)

Sample number JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) PMAX (mW) F.F. g (%)

Sample 1 4.7 0.62 1.6 0.55 3.2
Sample 2 4.9 0.64 1.7 0.54 3.3
Sample 3 4.9 0.64 1.7 0.54 3.4
Sample 4 4.3 0.64 1.5 0.55 3.0
Sample 5 5.0 0.62 1.7 0.55 3.4
Average 4.8 0.63 1.6 0.55 3.3

Fig. 14 Optical absorption
spectra of NKX-2677
solutions with and without
HNO3. The former specimen
was prepared by adding
NHO3 (0.1 or 0.2 ml) into
NKX-2677 solution (25 ml)
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7 Summary

In this chapter, the characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cells using natural
dyes, such as those found in red-cabbage, curcumin, and red-perilla, and synthe-
sized dyes, such as NKX-2553, NKX-2677, and D149, with no precious metal
have been discussed.

The obtained largest conversion efficiency is greater than 1% for the dye-
sensitized solar cell using the dye of red-cabbage. This value is small. However,
the cost performance is more than 50 times larger than that of the dye-sensitized
solar cell using Ruthenium complex. Therefore, when the cost of FTO and ITO
substrates, oxide semiconductor, electrolyte solution, and opposite electrode
becomes very low, dye-sensitized solar cells fabricated using natural dyes may
become the most cost effective type of solar cell available.

The effects of the dye solution’s pH on the characteristics of the dye-sensitized
solar cells have been also described. The conversion efficiencies of the dye-sen-
sitized solar cells using the dyes of red-cabbage, red-perilla, NKX-2553, and
NKX-2677 become larger when the pH value is low. It is expected that this
technique will be used for future dye-sensitized solar cell systems.
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Nanotube- and Nanorod-Based
Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

Yung-Eun Sung, Soon Hyung Kang and Jae-Yup Kim

Abstract Considerable efforts have been devoted to the design and synthesis of low-
dimensional, nanostructured materials due to their morphology-dependent perfor-
mances. In particular, one-dimensional (1-D) TiO2 nanostructures, including
nanorods (NRs), nanowires (NWs), and nanotubes (NTs), have attracted consider-
able interest due to their unique characteristics. In dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)
operation, 1-D nanostructure-based photoanodes can contribute to rapid electron
transport, ensuring efficient charge collection by the conducting substrate in com-
petition with recombination. Relying on the ordering of 1-D TiO2 nanomaterial, the
conversion efficiency of DSSCs was affected because electron collection is deter-
mined by trapping/detrapping events at the site of the electron traps, such as defects,
surface states, grain boundaries, and self-trapping. This point has promoted research
on self-ordered, 1-D photoanodes stretched on a substrate with enhanced electron
transport properties due to their desirable features: highly decreased intercrystalline
contacts and a structure with a specified directionality. In this literature review, the
preparation of various 1-D nanomaterials from disordered to ordered states and their
electron dynamics in the application of DSSCs are reviewed.
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1 Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a typical wide-band gap (3.2 eV) semiconductor that has
been studied extensively in areas such as synthesis, deposition methods, crystal
structure, optical properties, phase stability, photosensitivity,and morphological
changes [1, 2]. In particular, among the various morphological phases, 1-dimensional
(1-D) TiO2 nanostructures such as nanorod (NR)/nanowire (NW) and nanotube (NT)
have been widely investigated on account of their unique microstructure and
promising features, such as a high-aspect-ratio, high surface area, higher surface area/
volume ratio, increased number of delocalized carriers, and improved charge trans-
port afforded by dimensional anisotropy with the conventional properties [3–5]. Their
remarkable properties have led to their use in a variety of applications including
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), photocatalysts,and photochromic devices [6, 7].
In particular, the DSSC is a photoelectrochemical cell that converts visible light
energy into electricity and is considered an alternative to silicon solar cells due to its
attainable high efficiency, environmental intimacy, and cost effectiveness.

Figure 1 shows the operating principle of a DSSC consisting of a semicon-
ductor photoanode (electron transporting layer), dye (a photosensitizer), electro-
lyte containing I-/I3

- redox couples (an electron transfer mediator), and Pt-coated
counter electrode (a catalyst for electron transfer). The DSSC features dye mol-
ecules chemisorbed onto the surface of a semiconductor nanocrystal filled with an
electrolyte. Under light illumination, charge separation occurs at the dye/semi-
conductor interface, where photoexcited dyes inject electrons into the conduction
band of the semiconductor, after which the original state of the dye is restored by
electron donation from the electrolyte containing the I-/I3

- redox system. The
iodide is regenerated, in turn, by reduction of triiodide at the counter electrode,
with the circuit being completed through the external load. The theoretical max-
imum voltage under the illumination corresponds to the difference between the
redox potential of the redox mediator and the Fermi level of the semiconductor
photoanode. Along with these processes, as side reactions, electrons in the con-
duction band of the semiconductor may be recombined with the oxidized dye
molecules or electron acceptor species from the electrolyte. Therefore, the fol-
lowing aspects of the photoanode deserve important consideration. Firstly, injected
electrons diffuse through thousands of particles before they reach the transparent
conductive oxide (TCO) substrate, emphasizing the importance of good electronic
inter-particle connection. Furthermore, recombination plays a critical role because
of the extremely large TiO2/dye/electrolyte interface area and the proximity of
electrons to the oxidized redox species (the hole carriers), which can limit the
photovoltaic performance. In its original form, the DSSC used the mesoporous
nanocrystalline TiO2 film in replacement of the previous flat TiO2 electrode to
enhance the light-harvesting dye. Adsorption resulted from the highly expanded
surface area, with a reported conversion efficiency of 7% [8]. Subsequently, to
improve the conversion efficiency, both the size (\20 nm) and phase (anatase,
rather than rutile) of the TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) were optimized. The TiO2 film
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thickness has a significant effect on the light-harvesting efficiency and charge
recombination in that the conversion efficiency increases linearly with increasing
TiO2 thickness due to the increased dye uptake. However, above a limited
thickness, the efficiency begins to degrade as a result of dominant charge
recombination and mass transport limitations [9]. This is easily explained by the
electron diffusion length in TiO2 films, which is the distance that photoinjected
electrons transport through a nanoporous network before reacting with the cations
of the redox electrolyte in the DSSC system. In general, an electron diffusion
length of approximately 15–20 lm in traditional electrodes composed of nano-
sized TiO2 particles (e.g., several orders of magnitude smaller than those in bulk
single crystal TiO2) is believed to limit the power conversion efficiency. This is
because electron collection is determined by trapping/detrapping events along the
site of the electron traps (defects, surface states, grain boundaries, self-trapping,
etc.) [10, 11]. This point has focused research on photoanodes comprised of
variously shaped nanoporous materials (rod, tube, wire, and tetra pad, etc.) with
enhanced electron transport properties due to highly decreased intercrystalline
contacts and structure with specified directionality. As a result, various methods
for synthesizing 1-D TiO2 particles have been reported [12–14].

However, the preparation of 1-D TiO2 nanomaterials strongly influences their
peculiar properties due to their enhancement or retardation in the fabrication
process of the photoanode layer for DSSCs. Figure 2 shows the simple scheme to
describe the disordered and ordered state of 1-D nanomaterials on the TCO sub-
strate for the application of DSSCs. The disordered state of 1-D nanomaterial-
based photoanode also provides additional grain boundaries or trapping sites,
while the ordered state of 1-D nanomaterial-based photoanode shows straight
electron percolation.

Herein, several approaches to prepare disordered (surfactant assisted, oriented
attachment, sol–gel reaction, and hydrothermal process) and ordered (electro-
chemical anodization and hydrothermal process) 1-D TiO2 nanomaterials and their
electron dynamic properties for the application of DSSCs are summarized.

Fig. 1 Simple representation
and operating principal of
dye-sensitized solar cells
(DSSCs)
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2 Preparation of Randomly Oriented TiO2 Nanorod

and Nanotube Films for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

NR-shaped TiO2 nanocrystals are believed to have exceptional properties and have
been considered an alternative to NPs. NRs have a higher surface area-to-volume
ratio thanNPs, thereby supplying a higher density of active sites for surface reactions
as well as a high interfacial charge carrier transfer rate. Furthermore, increased
delocalization of carriers in rods, where they can move freely throughout the length
of the NRs, is expected to reduce the e-/h+ recombination probability. However, this
is partially compensated by the traps in the surface sites to ensure more efficient
charge separation [15]. Finally, NRs can potentially improve charge transport in the
photoanodes of DSSCs when an ordered orientation of 1-D inorganic electron
transporters is employed. Therefore, NRs offer direct electrical pathways for
photogenerated electrons and can increase the electron transport rate, which in turn
may improve the performance ofDSSCs. Accordingly, a photoanode composed of 1-
D TiO2 NRs is a promising approach to which the following methodologies for
synthesizing anisotropic TiO2 nanomaterials have been applied: surfactant-assisted
methods, oriented attachment, sol–gel reactions, and hydrothermal reactions.

2.1 Surfactant-Assisted Method

As a stabilizing agent, surfactants prevent aggregation of synthesized NPs and
control their size and shape. With a large excess of surfactant, such as oleic acid,
lateral expansion of the crystal lattice must be suppressed to achieve anisotropic
crystal growth [16]. Oleic acid plays two roles: stabilizing solvent and chemical
modifier to control the hydrolysis rate of the precursor. For better tuning of the
growth rate of the different planes and control over the shape evolution of the
anatase nanocrystals, the use of mixture surfactants that selectively bind to
different crystal faces,and elimination of high-energy facets has been encouraged.

Fig. 2 Simple scheme to describe the ordered a and disordered b states of 1-D nanomaterials
based on photoanode in the DSSCs
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In this method, rod formation is usually realized when the surface free energies of
the various crystallographic planes differ significantly. The use of different surface
ligands that bind selectively to specific surface planes has been demonstrated as a
suitable approach for rod formation in a controlled manner. As a representative
example, Weller et al. reported the controlled growth of TiO2 nanocrystals by
modulation of the hydrolysis rate, using oleic acid as a stabilizing surfactant at
80�C [17]. In the present study, oleic acid served as an adsorbing-chelating ligand,
restricting the growth rate along some crystallographic directions.

Moreover, the chemical modification of titanium alkoxide has been proven as a
reasonable strategy to tune the reactivity of the precursor to water, manipulating
the nanocrystal’s growth kinetics and providing shape control over the resulting
NPs. This synthetic route is a unique tool for easily functionalizing the TiO2

nanocrystals surface with different capping ligands. Furthermore, Alivisatos’s
group reported a surfactant-mediated shape evolution of TiO2 anatase nanocrystals
in non-aqueous media. By using a surface selective surfactant, such as carboxylic
acid, which binds strongly to the anatase (001) facets, modulation of the surface
energies of the different crystallographic faces controlled the shape [18].

Recently, the Adachi group reported DSSCs using hydrothermally synthesized,
single-crystalline TiO2 NRs with diameters of 20–30 nm and lengths greater than
100 nm [19]. They synthesized TiO2 NRs using selective surfactants, since the
highest-energy facets were eliminated during crystal growth so that the progressive
addition of a selective surfactant yielded a sequence of shapes. In the case of TiO2

anatase, nucleation formed truncated octagonal bi-pyramidal seeds, exposing eight
equivalent (101) faces and two equivalent (001) faces. The surface free energy of the
(001) faces is nearly 1.4 times larger than that of the (101) faces. Therefore, the shape
evolution in TiO2 anatase was realized by modifying the surface free energy and
growth rate of the nucleus with the surface adhesion of ligands. In addition, by
controlling the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and poly(ethylene oxide)100–
poly(propylene oxide)65–poly(ethylene oxide)100 as a surfactant and triblock
co-polymer(F127), the NR shape and length were modulated. For the application of
DSSCs, the TiO2NR film was sintered at a high temperature, while retaining the rod
shape. This contributed to the achievement of a high conversion efficiency (7.29%) of
light-to-electricity (Jsc: 13.1 mA/cm2, Voc: 0.767 V, fill factor: 0.728) with a
thickness of 16 lm. This achievement was attributed to the increased rate of electron
transport resulting from the high crystalline anatase NR and high dye loading.

2.2 Oriented Attachment Method

Oriented attachment involves the spontaneous self-organization of adjacent par-
ticles so that they share a common crystallographic orientation, followed by
joining of these particles at a planar interface [20]. Bonding between the particles
reduces the overall energy by removing the surface energy associated with
unsatisfied bonds. Figure 3 shows how oriented attachment gives rise to
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homogenous single crystals or to crystals separated by twin boundaries or other
planar defects. This issue of morphological evolution is of direct importance to
material science because growth and morphological evolution dramatically modify
physical properties and surface reactivity.

Penn et al. reported the formation of anisotropic TiO2 nanocrystals during
hydrothermal treatment of TiO2 nanocrystals under acidic conditions by oriented
attachment [21]. Oriented attachment is important in nominally dry aggregates and in
periodicallywet environments. The particlemovement needed to achieve orientation
within random aggregates is provided by Brownian motion and other physical and
energetic effects [22]. In addition, the researchers predicted that the particles are in
contact with a solution under pH conditions near the isoelectric point. The organic
molecules may hinder or modify oriented attachment by preventing contact between
the faces on which adsorption has selectively occurred. Furthermore, they showed
the evolution of the chains of particles, starting with the attachment of two primary
crystallites. The attachment appears to occur most commonly on (112), less com-
monly on (001), and rarely on (101). This mechanism effectively serves to reduce the
overall energy by eliminating the surfaces at which the crystallites join. In the most
common case of (112) attachment, the highest surface energy face is eliminated.

Moreover, Hyeon et al. reported highly crystalline TiO2 nanocrystals with var-
ious shapes and crystal structures in aqueous media at room temperature by oriented
attachment [23]. In particular, the poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene
glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (PEO-PPO0-PEO) (P123) template controls
the hydrolysis and condensation of the titanium tetraisopropoxide precursor. Under
various reaction conditions, TiO2 nanocrystals with different sizes and shapes were
synthesized. With 1 M NaCl, spherical anatase nanocrystals with a particle size of
6 nm were produced, while in 1 M CH3COOH solution, short anatase NRs with an
average size of 4 9 20 nm were produced. Additionally, the addition of 1 M HCl
induced the formation of long rutile NRs with an average size of 6 9 50 nm. These
results reveal the essential presence of salt or acid to synthesize TiO2 nanocrystals
with unique shapes and crystal structures. In the DSSC, the photoanode comprised
of oriented attachment. TiO2 NRs showed the following two main advantages: (1)
confirmation of high surface area directly proportional to the light-harvesting yield
(dye uptake) resulted from the NRs synthesized from the necking of truncated NPs
by recovering the low surface area of the general TiO2 NRs, and (2) fast electron

Fig. 3 a Simple schematic drawing of the oriented attachment mechanism, b TiO2 nanorods
synthesized by oriented attachment process
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transport rate and degraded charge recombination from the decreased intercrys-
talline contacts between grain boundaries and specific directionality of NRs,
bringing about the improved charge collection efficiency. To demonstrate the dis-
tinguished marks, the NP- and NR-based photoanodes for DSSCs were prepared in
the same conditions (light-harvesting efficiency and charge injection yield). Only
the charge transport ability of both samples was varied for comparison [24].

Scheme 1 describes the TiO2 photoanodes consisting of the NPs and NRs in the
configuration of DSSCs. At the same dye uptake (n = 2.8 9 1016), the deposited
thickness variation between NP (5.47 lm) and NR (4.87 lm) films was small at
approximately 10%. This indirectly indicates that NRs have a large surface area.
From the photocurrent-voltage (J–V) measurements, a NP-based DSSC showed an
Voc of 0.68 V, a Jsc of 6.9 mA/cm2, a FF of 0.71, and an efficiency (g) of 3.36%,
while the NR-based DSSC exhibited results of 0.7 V, 11.7 mA/cm2, 0.6, and
4.95%, respectively, under one sun condition.

To measure the electron transport and charge recombination characteristics
between NP- and NR-based photoanodes in DSSCs, the stepped light-induced
measurements of photocurrent and voltage (SLIM-PCV) was performed under
front side illumination [25]. Then, truncated NRs with a particle size of about
6 nm were prepared as a control sample using the same synthesis tool.

Figure 4 shows the electron diffusion coefficients (D) and lifetimes (s) of the
NP-and NR-based DSSCs as a function of Jsc, as analyzed by SLIM-PCV. The
D values of both samples showed a power-law dependence on the light intensity,
indicating an aspect controlled by similar mechanistic factors [26]. The D value of
the NR film was slightly higher than that of the NP film, showing that NR films have
more favorable properties for electron transport than NP films. Considering the
condition where small TiO2 NPs (\10 nm) strongly bind to each other to decrease
the unstable surface energy during thermal treatment, this minor improvement may
be caused by the reduction of electron loss in the grain boundaries resulting from
the necking of NPs, as well as by the increase of average crystallite size. From the
parallel slope of both samples, similar traps were distributed over the whole range
of the film because the slope indicates a steeper trap-state distribution. Figure 4b

Scheme 1 TiO2

photoanodes consisting
of NPs and NRs in the
configuration of DSSCs
(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [24]. Copyright
2008 Wiley Interscience)
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shows the values of s as a function of Jsc. Over the light intensity range, the s values
of the NR films become an order of magnitude higher than those of the NP films.
The lower lifetime of the NP films might be due to the combined effect of the
downward band-edge shift, as confirmed by the relatively low Voc value, and the
increased charge recombination rate, as supported by dark current measurements
(not shown here). This is mainly illustrated by the effects of the surface state, which
leads to intraband gap states and enormous electron loss between the grain
boundaries that experience tens of thousands of trapping/detrapping events during
their transit through the film [27, 28]. The phenomenon indicates that more efficient
DSSCs will be realized with a thicker TiO2 NR layer than that in the NP film
because both the enhanced electron transport due to the geometry effect and the
increased electron lifetime due to the suppression of charge recombination con-
tribute to increasing charge collection efficiency.

In a similar context, Adachi’s group reported single-crystal-like TiO2 NWs
prepared by the oriented attachment mechanism using surfactant-assisted pro-
cesses at a low temperature for highly efficient DSSCs [29]. The crystal growth
direction of the oriented attachment was controlled by changing the molar ratio of
acetylacetone to Ti, regulating the adsorption of surfactant molecules via control
of the reaction rate and the surface energy. They showed that most of the aggre-
gated particles form a wire shape with a single-crystalline (sc) structure. The
oriented attachment occurred mainly in the (101) direction and formed a network
structure. They suggested that the use of a (101) exposure plane with a network
structure of single-crystal-like anatase NWs is one of the most promising methods
because the intercrystalline titania contacts are greatly decreased by using a single-
crystal-like network structure in comparison with a porous titania thin film com-
posed of accumulated nanosized particle. This might be useful for easier electron
transfer through the titania layer and suppression of back reaction of photoinjected
electrons with I3

-. This also influenced the 4-fold greater adsorption of ruthenium
dye compared to P25. To summarize, a high light-to-electricity conversion rate of

Fig. 4 Electron diffusion coefficients (D) and electron lifetimes (s) for dye-sensitized NP and
NR cells as a function Jsc controlled by ND filter from 635 nm laser illumination (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2008 Wiley Interscience)
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9.33% (Jsc: 19.2 mA/cm2, Voc: 0.72 V, and FF: 0.675) was obtained for the cell
with a TiO2 network of single-crystalline anatase NWs (Fig. 5).

Furthermore, the hydrothermal process with the transparent TiO2 sol prepared
by peptization of anatase TiO2 precipitates was suggested to dispersible and NR-
like TiO2 nanocrystals by an oriented attachment mechanism [30]. After further
hydrothermal treatment of the mixture of NR-like TiO2 nanocrystals and the
original sol, branched and nanoring-like nanostructures with diameters of 6 nm in
the anatase phase were obtained. When they were with the oriented crystallo-
graphic plane, more complex structures, such as nanoring-like and T-type TiO2

nanostructures, were formed. By counting the number of the primary crystallites
formed in the nanoring-like structures, about 20% of the nanocrystals were ori-
entated and attached to the closed and nearly closed nanorings. They showed
2-fold higher ruthenium dye adsorption than commercial TiO2 nanocrystals ST-01,
giving a DSSC efficiency of 5.75%.

2.3 Sol–Gel Method

The sol–gel process is a wet-chemical technique regarded as a powerful approach
for preparing dispersed NPs by tailoring the structure of a primary NP in which
metal atoms are uniformly distributed. Such methods are initiated as soluble
precursor molecules and are hydrolyzed to form a dispersion of colloidal particles
(sol). As the reaction proceeds, the bonding of sol particles forms the integrated
network of NPs (gel). The gel is typically heated to produce the desired materials.
During this process, the metal alkoxides and metal chlorides as a precursor
undergo various forms of hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions. To obtain
homogenous macromolecular oxide networks for qualified nanomaterials in sol–
gel processing, several factors in the reaction mixture (e.g., water, hydrolysis rate,
precursor ratio etc.) must be controlled [31]. The key parameter to form 1-D TiO2

NRs and NTs with the desired nanocrystalline structure and shape is the control of

Fig. 5 Illustration of the
photocurrent-voltage
characteristics of the cell with
titania thin film composed of
a TiO2 network structure of
single-crystal-like anatase
NWs (Reprinted with
‘‘Adapted’’ or ‘‘in part’’
permission from Ref. [29].
Copyright 2004 American
Chemical Society)
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the hydrolysis rate, due to the high reactivity of titanium precursors such as TiCl4
and alkoxide [32]. In normal sol–gel processing, gelization and calcinations are
necessary. If the calcination temperature for crystallization is not high enough,
some organic molecules will remain in the product, leading to the incomplete
crystallization of titania. On the other hand, if the temperature is too high,
aggregation and phase transformation will occur, resulting in phase-impure
product. Therefore, control over critical experimental parameters in the sol–gel
reaction can lead to the formation of crystalline 1-D TiO2 NR and NT.

Niihara et al. reported the synthesis of sol–gel derived TiO2 NTs [33]. Needle-
shaped TiO2 crystals with diameters of 8 nm and lengths of 100 nm were obtained
when sol–gel derived fine TiO2-based powders were treated chemically with a
5–10 M NaOH aqueous solution for 20 h at 110�C, followed by the addition of
HCl and distilled water in the solution. The following formation mechanism of
titania NTs has been proposed: the crystalline raw material is first converted into
an amorphous product through alkali treatment, after which the treatment with a
distilled water and HCl aqueous solution results in the formation of titania NTs.
This report is the first evidence that oxide NTs can be obtained easily via the sol–
gel process without requiring molds for replication or templates.

Yanagida et al. reported the sol–gel synthesis of TiO2NTs with large aspect ratio
and large specific surface area from P25 NP [34]. They optimized the fabrication
conditions of DSSCs, i.e., the pH of the starting paste, sintering temperature for TiO2

electrodes, electrolyte compositions, and TiCl4 treatment, to give a conversion
efficiency (7.1%) that was higher than that of the DSSC made of P25 (6.2%) due to
the higher open-circuit voltage. To investigate comprehensively the high efficiency
obtained by using the TiO2 NT-based photoanode, the electron dynamic properties
(electron diffusion coefficient (D) and lifetime (s)) were examined (Fig. 6).

The D value of TiO2 NTs was almost comparable with that of P25. The trend of
diffusion coefficients was explained by the charge trap site density and distribution
in the mesoporous electrode. The trap sites may have been formed mainly by grain
boundaries and crystal defects. As for the grain boundaries, the number of
boundaries across the TiO2 film may not have decreased greatly because the
orientation of NTs perpendicular to the conductive substrate had not been achieved
in the TiO2 NTs electrodes. On the other hand, the s value in TiO2 NTs electrode
was about 3 times greater than that in P25, indicating that the probability of
recombination between the electron in TiO2 and the I3

- in the electrolyte is
smaller than that of P25. Considering both factors affecting the electron behavior,
TiO2 NTs were found to have longer diffusion length and thus more favorable
electron transport property than P25.

More recently, the non-hydrolytic sol–gel method was successfully used for the
synthesis of 1-D TiO2 NRs by simultaneous modulation of the phase and size [35].
The synthesis of TiO2 NRs was achieved with this reaction via the continuous
delivery of two titanium precursors using two separate syringe pumps. By varying
the injection rate of the precursors, the TiO2 NRs simultaneously underwent phase
transformation and length elongation. Furthermore, the morphology of the TiO2

NRs evolved into a branched shape and their length was increased. In addition,
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the crystalline phase of TiO2 NRs was simultaneously affected by the injection
rate. Pure anatase and pure rutile NRs were produced at fast and slow injection
rates, respectively. Herein, the TiO2 NRs were successfully employed as the
photoanode for DSSCs. Particularly, the photoconversion efficiency (3.83%) of the
mixture comprised of star-shaped rutile TiO2 NRs and a small fraction of anatase
NRs was comparable to that of P25 (4.1%).

2.4 Hydrothermal Method

Hydrothermal synthesis has been considered the most powerful technique to
prepare single-crystalline 1-D TiO2 nanomaterials that rely on the solubility of the
precursor in hot water under high pressure. In particular, this method enables the
growth of crystalline phases, which have unstable melting points, and materials
showing high vapor pressure at their melting points can also be grown. Normally,
the hydrothermal process is performed in an autoclave (steel pressure vessel) with
Teflon� liners under controlled temperature and pressure. The hydrothermal
process of TiO2 nanomaterials under various experimental conditions (tempera-
ture, pH, and additives) yielded different morphologies and structural forms such
as anatase, rutile, and even brookite. In general, the TiO2 nanopowder is used as a
precursor to form a suspension sol in the alkaline solution, and is subsequently
hydrothermal treated to form TiO2 NTs. On the other hand, alkaline titanate NTs
were grown hydrothermally in alkaline solution, by exchanging the alkaline ions
with protons to convert the alkaline titanate NTs to hydrogen titanate NTs.
Afterward, TiO2 NTs were produced by the thermal dehydration in air at high
temperature or the hydrothermal reaction of hydrogen titanate NTs.

Fig. 6 Electron diffusion coefficients a and electron lifetimes b in the electrodes constructed
with TiO2 NTs (circles) and P25 (triangles) as a function of short-circuit photocurrent (Isc) per
unit TiO2 volume (Ref. [34]-Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies)
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Initially, the production of uniformly nanosized rutile and anatase particles was
carried out via the hydrothermal method [36]. Anatase and rutile phase TiO2 were
achieved by controlling the precursor ratio, hydrothermal conditions, and salt
incorporation [37–39]. In addition, the hydrothermal synthesis of single-crystalline
anatase TiO2 NRs from NTs as the precursor in the absence of surfactants or
templates was reported. In the strong basic solution (10 MNaOH), the pH of the NT
suspension was controlled at different values by HNO3 concentration. The crystal
size of the anatase NPs obtained from the hydrothermal treatment increased with
pH, and NRs with aspect ratios up to 6 and long axes along the anatase (001) were
obtained at a pH slightly below 7. The mechanism of the tube-to-rod transformation
was indicated by the local shrinkage of the tube walls to form anatase crystallites
and the subsequent oriented attachment of crystallites to form NRs.

Subsequently, the hydrothermal synthesis (130�C for 72 h) of trititanate
(H2Ti3O7)-type NTs, with diameters of 9 nm and lengths of 100 to several hun-
dreds of nanometers, using a single alkali treatment was suggested. In this method,
TiO2 reacts with a NaOH solution to form a highly disordered intermediate phase
containing Ti, O, and Na [40, 41]. Single sheets of the trititanate Ti3O7

2- started to
grow inside the disordered phase. Afterward, when such trititanate sheets grew
two-dimensionally, they simultaneously rolled up into NTs. When this recon-
struction took place three-dimensionally, they suggested that H2Ti3O7 plates with
several trititanate layers were formed. The utilization of trititanate NTs with a
multiwall structure as an electrode material in DSSCs was reported. These layered
trititanate NTs showed highly efficient DSSC performance (7.5%: Voc of 0.78 V,
Jsc of 12.8 mA/cm2, FF of 0.75) with a thickness of 14.4 lm. The incident photon
to current efficiency (IPCE) at a wavelength of 520 nm was 61%. This indicated
that the physicochemical characteristics of the trititanate NTs, including the high
surface area, afforded a higher photocurrent density and a network structure useful
for easier electron transfer through the titania layer, thereby suppressing the charge
recombination between photoinjected electrons from the dye to the conduction
band of the TiO2 electrode and the I3

- ions in the electrolyte.
Aydil et al. hydrothermally synthesized randomly oriented, anatase TiO2NWs on

a titanium substrate using 10 M NaOH as an alkaline source [42]. During the
hydrothermal reaction, the top surface of the titanium foil transformed to
Na2Ti2O4(OH)2 NTs. Subsequently, the Na2Ti2O4(OH)2 NTs were converted by an
ion exchange reaction to Na2Ti2O4(OH)2 NTs, which were in turn converted to
polycrystalline anatase NWs through a topotactic transformation. The prepared TiO2

NWfilm showed a photoconversion efficiency of about 1.8% (Jsc: 5.6 mA/cm2, Voc:
0.62 V, FF: 0.52). Additionally, IPCE as a function of wavelength typically reached
50% at 530 nm (the maximum absorbance of the dye). Furthermore, the researchers
investigated the electron transport time constant using intensity modulated photo-
current/voltage spectroscopy (IMPS/VS) and photocurrent decay methods. Figure 7
shows the charge recombination and transport time constants for TiO2NWDSSCs as
a function of Jsc (light intensity) [43].

The magnitude of the electron transport time (10-2–10-3 s) and its dependence
on the illumination intensity were similar to those reported for DSSCs made from
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TiO2 NPs, which exhibited a power-law dependence on Jsc. This indicated that the
electron capture and release by surface traps determine transport times even in
NWs, although the ratio of the electron recombination time to the electron col-
lection time in NR solar cells was *150, larger than that observed in the NP
DSSCs, resulting in an electron collection efficiency of nearly 100%. They pre-
sented two reasons for the longer recombination times observed in NWs relative to
NPs. First, the diameter of the TiO2 NWs is larger than both the diameter of typical
TiO2 NRs used for assembling DSSCs and the semiconductor’s Debye length. This
larger diameter and the cylindrical geometry allow the wires to support radial
electric fields that keep the electrons away from the NW surface, thereby reducing
surface electron densities and recombination. A second possibility is that the NWs
and NPs have different spatial distributions of electron traps. In nanowire, a fraction
of the traps may be at the internal grain boundaries, not exposed to the electrolyte.

Utilizing the TiO2 NRs, several approaches to increase the specific surface area,
and thereby improve the photoconversion efficiency, were tried by several
researchers [44–46]. At first, the DSSC photoanode was composed of a composite of
anatase TiO2 NPs and single-crystalline anatase TiO2 NWs [44]. The composite
electrode showed a high surface area from NP aggregates and the fast electron
transport rate and light scattering effect of NWs. At the optimum content (20 wt%)
of TiO2 NWs, the conversion efficiency (g = 8.6%) was improved more than that
(g = 6.7%) of pure NP cells. In addition, they indirectly showed that the improved
electron diffusion length of the composite electrode was caused by the continuous
increase in the current density with increasing film thickness over the whole
thickness range up to 17 lm. In addition, in the situation where the TiO2NWs baked

Fig. 7 a Charge recombination (D, e) and b transport (s, d, h, j) time constants for TiO2

NW DSSCs as a function of Jsc (light intensity). In b, the open (s, h) and filled (d, j) symbols
represent transport times extracted from IMPS and photocurrent decay, respectively. Data for two
cells (s, d), and (h, j) are shown to illustrate reproducibility. Similarly, recombination time
constant data are shown for two different cells (e, D) in a (Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[43]. Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics)
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at 450–500�C showed a significant morphology change to NP, the niobium treat-
ment of TiO2 NWs acted to decrease the Na+ content effectively and increase the
thermal stability of NWs [45]. DSSCs composed of a mixture of TiO2NPs (P25) and
the niobium-treated NWs (1:1 wt%) showed a photoconversion efficiency of 5.15%
(Voc: 0.78 V, Jsc: 11.2 mA/cm2, FF: 0.59) compared to 4.73% (Voc of 0.73, Jsc:
9.52 mA/cm2, FF: 0.68) of P25-based DSSCs. In addition, the branched TiO2 NPs
were synthesized by seeding with TiO2 NWs, thereby transforming from NWs to a
nanobranched shape [46]. Figure 8 shows the field-emission transmission electron
microscopy (FE-TEM) image of the synthesized nanobranched structure.

Relative to a typical TiO2 NW with few dye adsorption sites, the nanobranched
TiO2 showed the high roughness factor up to two times and thus the enhancement
of charge harvesting efficiency. In the fabrication process of TiO2 film, the high-
temperature annealing did not affect the morphological modification of nano-
branched TiO2, so that the photocurrent and cell efficiency were enhanced from
6.25 mA/cm2 (TiO2 NW) to 12.18 mA/cm2 (nanobranched TiO2) and from 2.6 to
4.3%, respectively.

3 Preparation of Self-Ordered TiO2 Nanorod/Nanotube Films

for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells

1-D TiO2 NRs or NTs synthesized by chemical approach showed a randomly
oriented, nanostructured electrode after the thin film formation for DSSCs. This
randomly mixed film caused the degradation of the originally unique properties

Fig. 8 FE-TEM image of the
TiO2 nanobranched structure
(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [46]. Copyright
2010 American Chemical
Society)
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in the electron transport, similar to in the NP system [43]. The structural disorder
at the contact between two crystalline NRs or NTs leads to enhanced scattering
of free electrons, thus reducing electron mobility. Accordingly, to benefit from
the improved electron transport in elongated nanostructures, it is necessary to
assemble nanostructures directly on the surface of the electrode. More recently,
ordered and strongly interconnected TiO2 NTs on the Ti substrate has attracted
attention as a fascinating material that offers a large internal surface area without
damaging the geometrical and structural order. The precisely oriented nature of
TiO2 NT arrays makes them excellent electron percolation pathways for vertical
charge transfer between the interfaces. Furthermore, TiO2 NTs arrays show
outstanding charge transport and carrier lifetime properties, and have been found
to be suitable for a variety of applications, including Li-ion batteries, photo-
electrolysis, and DSSCs [47, 48]. Furthermore, arrays of single-crystalline TiO2

NWs on Ti foil were prepared by a novel alkali hydrothermal growth process.
DSSCs using TiO2 NWs arrays are promising prospects in research in this field.
To minimize the light loss from back-side illumination, the TiO2 NWs were
prepared on an FTO substrate under hydrothermal conditions. This research is
closely correlated with application to various types of solar cells, including
DSSCs, heterojunction, hybrid, and organic solar cells [49–51]. The control of
diverse experimental conditions such as film growth time, substrate, initial
reaction concentration, acidity, titanium precursor, and surfactants or salts was
reported for the DSSCs. As another synthesis tool, large oriented arrays and
continuous films of TiO2-based NTs were prepared by hydrothermal process on
the Ti substrate. Several methodologies (electrochemical anodization and
hydrothermal reactions) to form self-ordered TiO2 NRs/NTs on the substrate are
summarized in detail below.

3.1 Electrochemical Anodization of TiO2 NTs on Ti for DSSCs

3.1.1 Electrochemical Anodization in Aqueous Electrolyte

In 1999, Zwilling et al. first reported titania films with porous surfaces formed by
anodizing Ti metal in an F- ion-based electrolyte [52]. Approximately
300 nm-thick TiO2 NTs were formed on the Ti foil. The thin TiO2 NTs were
restricted to applications to other fields. Afterward, the tubular shape and length
were optimized in the F- ion-based electrolyte by tuning the pH, electrolyte
concentration, and precursor species [53–55]. Schmuki et al. reported the fabri-
cation of a 2.5 lm-thick TiO2 NT array using NH4F as a fluorine source [53] and
Grimes et al. also succeeded in forming a longer TiO2 NT (up to 4.4 lm) array
using KF and NaF instead of HF as a precursor [54]. The key to achieve high-
aspect-ratio growth is adjustment of the dissolution rate of TiO2 by localized
acidification at the pore bottom while a protective environment is maintained
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along the pore walls and at the pore mouth [55]. Figure 9 shows the current density
as a function of the anodization time in 10 min intervals.

In the initial stage of anodization (up to 30 s), an abrupt decrease of the current
related to the formation of a barrier layer was followed by a sudden increase of
current due to the active chemical dissolution reaction of the oxide layer formed by
F- ions from the electrolyte, leading to the formation of a porous structure. In the
final stage, a relatively constant equilibrium state was maintained with increasing
anodization time, while the current density slightly increased, showing an oscil-
lation curve. In the equilibrium condition between the electrochemical formation
of TiO2 at the pore bottom and the chemical dissolution of this TiO2 layer in the
F- ion-containing electrolyte, the TiO2 NTs were grown continuously. The related
mechanistic process for the formation of self-ordered titanium dioxide has been
reported [56].

Ti4þ þ 2H2O ! TiO2 þ 4Hþ Hydrolysis of Tið Þ ð1Þ

TiO2 þ 6HF ! TiF6½ �2�þ 2H2O þ 2Hþ Dissolution of TiO2ð Þ ð2Þ

The above reactions proceed alternatively in the overall reaction. Because the
key to achieve longer TiO2 NTs is control of the dissolution rate of TiO2, which is
highly dependent on the pH value, for the growth of high-aspect-ratio TiO2 NTs.
Figure 10 shows the field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), top-
and cross-sectional views of TiO2 NTs for various electrolyte pH values adjusted
by a NaOH reagent.

The length of the TiO2 NTs is dependent on the electrolyte’s pH [57]. The
length of the nanotubular layer gradually increases with increasing pH, being
1, 1.3, 1.7, and 2.6 lm at pH 1.5, 2.3, 3.6, and 4.2, respectively. In a strongly
acidic electrolyte, there are enough H+ ions to increase the chemical dissolution
rate of the thin titanium dioxide layer formed on the pore bottom. If the chemical
dissolution reaction is dominant, it limits the growth of the nanotubular TiO2 layer

Fig. 9 Current-time
response at a constant voltage
of 20 V at pH 4.2 electrolyte
using NaF precursor
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because the anodic electrolyte-containing F- ions is directly connected to the bare
Ti substrate, instead of the titanium dioxide layer, which terminates the anodic
reaction. On the other hand, in a weakly acidic electrolyte, the chemical disso-
lution rate is retarded because the quantity of H+ ions is decreased by Eq. 2, and is
accompanied by a slight increase in the rate of the chemical oxidation reaction so
that thicker anodic TiO2 NTs are formed. In this condition, thicker TiO2 NTs were
grown. Above pH 5, thick TiO2 layers with densely connected NPs were grown,
instead of self-ordered TiO2 NTs. In this case, the surface morphology exhibits a
dendrite structure, which is formed due to the limited ion concentrations (not
shown here). These are influenced by the limited ion concentration of the elec-
trolyte and duration of anodization. The reduced number of H+ ions at the pore
bottom degrades the chemical dissolution rate and causes the formation of a thick
and compact TiO2 layer with dendrite-shaped surface morphology. All of the
grown TiO2 NTs were interconnected with a constant strain maintained among
them to impede the formation of the exceptionally dominant grown TiO2 NT that
leans in the downward direction and limits the thickness of TiO2 NTs.

Employing the TiO2 NTs as a photoanode, the DSSCs were fabricated under the
back-side illumination condition. Scheme 2 shows a representative diagram of a
back-side illumination, NT-array dye solar cell [58]. Approximately 6 lm-thick
TiO2NTs, grown in an electrolyte composed of 0.1 MKF, 1 MNaHSO4, and 0.2 M

Fig. 10 FE-SEM top- and cross-sectional views of TiO2 NTs for various electrolyte pH values
adjusted by a NaOH reagent: a pH 1.5, b pH 2.3, c pH 3.6, and d pH 4.2
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trisodium citrate with NaOH added to adjust the pH 5.0, were applied to the DSSCs
with a resultant conversion efficiency of 4.24% (Voc: 0.84 V, Jsc: 8.79 mA/cm2,
FF: 0.57) in the N719 dye dissolved in acetonitrile solvent. By adjusting the
anodization conditions, such as the electrolyte composition and the anodization
methods, different TiO2NTs with thicknesses of 1–2.5 lm (potential-sweeping) and
30 lm (rapid breakdown) were fabricated for the DSSCs [59]. The conversion
efficiency was about 0.05% with 1–2.5 lm-thick TiO2 NTs and 0.54% with 30 lm-
thick TiO2 NTs under back-side illumination. In addition, solid-state DSSCs with
TiO2 NTs electrodes were also made to use the easy penetration of viscous elec-
trolyte along the large inner pores. At first, straight-stranded anatase TiO2NTs were
produced by anodic oxidation on a pure titanium substrate in an aqueous solution
containing a 0.45 wt% NaF electrolyte at a fixed pH of 4.3 [60]. The average length
of the TiO2 NTs was approximately 3 lm. To improve the conversion efficiency by
retarding the charge recombination between the TiO2NT film and redox electrolyte,
a thin ZnO shell was coated on the TiO2NT film, which increased Voc (0.64–0.71 V)
and Jsc (2.38–2.68 mA/cm2), but similar FF (38–37%). Scheme 3 shows the inter-
facial charge-transfer process at the ZnO-coated TiO2/dye/electrolyte of DSSC. To
increase the FF, chemical etching was performed using hydrogen peroxide to reduce
the compact TiO2 layer formed between TiO2 NT and the Ti foil, giving a final
conversion efficiency of 0.906% (Voc: 0.693 V, Jsc: 2.67 mA/cm2, FF: 49%) with
ZnO coating and chemical etching effect, compared to 0.578% for bare TiO2 NT-
based solid-state DSSCs.

Scheme 2 Simple diagram describing a back-side illumination nanotube array dye-sensitized
solar cell (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [58]. Copyright 2006 IOP Publishing Ltd.)
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Following from this result, the influence of ZnO coating in the charge-transfer
process on the term of electron lifetime was investigated using open-circuit voltage
decay (OCVD) [61]. Figure 11 shows the OCVD result from bare and ZnO-coated
TiO2 NTs. After 10 s of illumination, exponential decay of the photovoltage
occurred immediately, followed by a steady decease. The ZnO-coated sample
showed no significant change, while the bare TiO2 film showed an irregular curve in
the low photovoltage region. From the decay curve of the photo-voltage, the
electron lifetime was calculated by applying Eq. 3, where kBT is thermal energy, e is
the electronic charge, and dVoc/dt is the derivative of the open-circuit voltage
transient.

s ¼ �
kBT

e

dVoc

dt

� ��1

ð3Þ

From this result, the ZnO-coated TiO2 film showed a longer electron lifetime in
the scanned potential range, indicating that more electrons were survived from the
back-reaction, improving the photocurrent. On the other hand, the linear curve of
the bare TiO2 NT arrays showed some deviation in the low potential region, from
0.25 to 0.35 V, indicative of the formation of interfacial charge transfer from the
trap/surface states to the cations of the redox electrolyte [62].

Scheme 3 Interfacial charge-transfer process at the ZnO-coated TiO2/dye/electrolyte of DSSCs.
Trapping/detrapping events of photoinjected electrons between the conduction band and trap sites
of TiO2 are shown in the region of EFn (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [60]. Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society)
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3.1.2 Electrochemical Anodization in the Organic Electrolyte

In the next step, the research focused on the growth of longer TiO2 NT arrays in a
polar organic-based electrolyte containing F- ions. In the aqueous electrolyte, the
thickness of the growing TiO2 NTs was limited by a fast chemical dissolution
process with the F- ions and the concurrent chemical etching process on the top
region of the tubular structure. In addition, the walls showed considerable disorder,
like sidewall ripples and other etch effects. However, in the organic media con-
taining the fluoride source, very long TiO2 NTs with significantly improved tube
wall roughness (smooth and high-aspect-ratio NTs) were formed on the Ti foil by
controlling the high power potential and solvent species [63, 64]. In general, the
anodization process occurred simultaneously in the three processes and was
governed by (1) the field-assisted oxidation of Ti metal to form TiO2, (2) the field-
assisted dissolution of Ti metal ions in the electrolyte, and (3) the chemical dis-
solution of Ti and TiO2 due to chemical etching by F- ions [65].

Figure 12 shows the current transient as a function of anodization time in the
ethylene glycol-based electrolyte containing 0.25 wt% NH4F and 2 wt% water. In
the initial stage (\100 s), gas evolution dominated from electronic conduction,
which was attributed to the formation of a thinner oxide layer in the organic
electrolyte. This is indicative of electronic conduction’s dominance in the early
part of the process. The current drops steeply thereafter due to the initial formation
of an insulating oxide layer. In this region, electronic conduction decreases due to
the blocking effect of the formed oxide layer and ionic conduction through the
TiO2 increases. Once the oxide layer is completely formed over the entire exposed
surface of the anode, electronic conduction through the TiO2 barrier layer becomes
negligible and ionic conduction dominates the mechanistic behavior. The thinner
oxide layer allows much greater ionic conduction than in aqueous electrolytes and
faster movement of the Ti/TiO2 interface into the Ti substrate, ultimately enabling
substantial increases in NT length. Moreover, the higher anodization potential

Fig. 11 The curves of the open-circuit voltage decay (OCVD) of the bare and ZnO-coated TiO2

NTs: a the profile of the Voc decay as a function of time, and b the log-plot of the electron lifetime
as a function of Voc (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [60]. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society)
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exerts a greater driving force for both electronic and ionic conduction. As the
anodization proceeds and the real surface area available for anodization is reduced,
the current density is decreased in the final state.

Figure 13 displays the FE-SEM images of 10 lm-long TiO2 NTs grown in
ethylene–glycol-based electrolyte for 1 h anodization. Compared to TiO2 NTs
grown in aqueous electrolyte, well-aligned TiO2 NTs with smooth wall were
produced [66]. Depending on the anodization time, the length was controlled by a
linear dependence. Furthermore, self-standing, 720 lm-thick TiO2 NTs were
fabricated using a double-sided electrochemical oxidation of Ti in an electrolyte
comprised of water, NH4F, and ethylene glycol [67]. From the effects of elec-
trolyte composition, applied potential, and anodization duration on the length and
diameter of the NTs, it was suggested that the reduced hydroxyl ion injected from
the electrolyte, which enables faster high-field ionic conduction through the barrier
layer, is responsible for the high NT growth rates.

Frank et al. studied the microstructure and dynamics of electron transport and
recombination in DSSCs incorporating oriented TiO2 NT arrays with a TiO2 NP
film as a control sample [68]. The arrays consisted of closely packed NTs several
micrometers in length according to the anodization time, with typical wall
thicknesses and intertube spacings of 8–10 nm and pore diameters of about 30 nm.
The calcined material was fully crystalline with individual NTs consisting of
approximately 30 nm-diameter crystallites. The transport and recombination
properties of the NT and NP films used in DSSCs exhibited comparable transport
times, while recombination was much slower in the NT films, indicating that the
NT-based DSSCs have significantly higher charge-collection efficiencies (25%)
than the NP-based films (Fig. 14).

This indicates that NT films can be made thicker than NP films for a given
recombination loss. Besides, NT films exhibit higher light-harvesting efficiencies
because of their stronger light-scattering effects. Accordingly, the conversion
efficiencies of NT-based DSSCs were comparable or superior to those of NP
film-based DSSCs of the same thickness.

Fig. 12 Current-voltage
profile during the anodization
process in the organic
electrolyte
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However, with increasing anodization duration, the surface morphology
became rough after an ultrasonic cleaning. Since the rough surface morphology
affects light absorption and scattering under the illumination, uniform and self-
ordered TiO2 NTs, which look like anodic aluminum oxide, were formed by
pretreatment of the Ti substrate [69]. Figure 15 shows the pretreated Ti substrate
and the surface morphology after two-step anodization process. The TiO2 NTs
grown by two-step anodization showed a uniform surface morphology and thinner
walls with a united wall structure between the pores like an aluminum oxide
membrane, while one-step TiO2 NTs showed a separated wall structure. The
dependence of the electron behavior on the surface morphology of TiO2 NTs in the
DSSC was investigated. Anodically grown TiO2 NTs, approximately 13 lm
thick, were prepared on an ethylene glycol-based electrolyte. The TiO2 NTs
grown on the pretreated substrate showed uniform surface morphology with an

Fig. 13 FE-SEM images of TiO2 NT arrays grown in ethylene–glycol-based electrolyte
(Reprinted from Ref. [66]. Copyright 2008 with permission from Elsevier)

Fig. 14 Electron transport properties of TiO2 NP and NT based DSSCs (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [68]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)
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interconnected nanotubular structure, while the surface morphology of the TiO2

NTs formed on the bare substrate was quite rough. The photocurrent (8.4 mA/cm2)
of two-step TiO2 NT-based DSSC was improved by 14% compared to that
(7.2 mA/cm2) of one-step TiO2 NT-based DSSC. This improvement was attributed
mainly to the increased light-harvesting efficiency (21%), that is, the light
absorbance by a dye-sensitized TiO2 NT film.

This was confirmed by a dye desorption experiment in NaOH after dye uptake.
The discrepancy between the increasing light-harvesting yield (21%) and the
overall photocurrent (14%) was attributed to the slow electron transport rate, a
result of the large surface area and lateral movement along the 3-D network.
Figure 16 shows the electron diffusion coefficient (D) and lifetimes in the DSSCs
based on the one- and two-step TiO2 NT electrodes with thicknesses of
7.5 ± 2.84 lm. The D values of the one-step TiO2 NT-based DSSC were higher
than those of the two-step TiO2 NT-based DSSC over the light intensity range
because the electrons in the two-step TiO2 NT electrode were transported through
a 3-D network instead of a 1-D conducting path. Generally, charge transport along
a 3-D conducting path is slower than that along a 1-D conducting path because
lateral movement reduces the transport rate significantly. The second explanation
is that traps are located on or near the surface of the TiO2 NPs, which are known as
near-surface states. These reduce the electron transport rate with increasing
internal surface area, which increases the number of traps sites. The mean surface
area of the two-step TONT film was 21% higher than that of the one-step TiO2 NT
film. A third possible cause for inhibited electron diffusion is the wall thickness
(electron pathway). The two-step TiO2 had thinner walls and the jointed wall
structure between the inner pores, while the pores of one-step TiO2 NTs were
divided separately. This means that the wall structure of the two-step TiO2 NTs is
unfavorable for electron transport.

On the other hand, the s of the one-step TiO2 NTs was lower than that of the
two-step TiO2 NT, possibly because of the distribution of traps near the surface
region. In the case of the one-step TiO2 NTs, the separation of each NT changes

Fig. 15 FE-SEM images of pretreated Ti substrate and TiO2 nanotube grown on pretreated
Ti substrate (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [69]. Copyright 2009 IOP Publishing Ltd.)
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the transport mechanism to a mixture of one and three dimensions because each
NT is bound strongly. The decrease in internal surface area is closely related to the
decrease in trap site density. Photoinjected electrons were trapped preferentially on
the energetically stable trap sites below the Fermi level. Electron transport to the
contact involves multiple trapping events, which were modeled as the trapping and
detrapping (thermal release) of the electrons along the distributed trap states.
Unstable electrons in the conduction band leave after occupying the limited trap
sites and can react easily with the cations from the redox electrolyte to maintain an
energetically stable state. This might reduce the electron lifetimes on the one-step
TiO2 NT. Although the L value of two-step TiO2 NT-based DSSCs is lower than
that of one-step TiO2 NT-based DSSCs, the L value is considerably higher than
that of the NP-based DSSCs, suggesting that the nanotubular structure can support
a thicker TiO2 film for more efficient DSSCs. Therefore, the improved photo-
current of the two-step TiO2 NT-based DSSC led to an enhancement (12.5%) of
the overall power conversion efficiency.

Moreover, the diverse experimental conditions for electrochemical anodization
affect the geometry and surface properties of the NT arrays [70–73]. Using
appropriate alternating voltage switches between conditions, enabling tube growth
and leading to a compact layer named the bamboo type structure [70]. By using
different alternating voltage pulse durations, the distance between the bamboo rings
can be adjusted. This structure resulted in an improved conversion efficiency of
DSSCs due to the higher dye loading per unit volume by the bamboo ring, com-
pared to normal NT structure where the carrier transport and recombination kinetics
of bamboo and normal NT structure showed similar trends. The top surface mor-
phology of the TONT was adjusted by several methods because this region is
closely associated with electron transport and electrolyte penetration in DSSCs. To
prevent the bundling and microcracks of oriented, NT film arrays, the supercritical
CO2 drying technique and the deposition of blocking layer composed of rutile-type
oxide layers were widely used to grow the uniform self-ordered TiO2 NT film [71].
Based on basic research on the TiO2 NTs, the improvement of the photoconversion

Fig. 16 a D and b s in the DSSCs based on the one- and two-step, TONT electrode with a
thickness of 7.5 ± 2.84 lm (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [69]. Copyright 2009 IOP
Publishing Ltd.)
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efficiency of the TiO2 NT-based DSSC was also attractive because its maximum is
about 4%. The main disadvantage of the TiO2 NT electrode in DSSCs is the low
surface area, especially in the case of TiO2 NTs composed of large pores
([100 nm). Therefore, a TiCl4 treatment of all areas of TiO2 NTs was used to
increase the dye adsorption area. Recently, the DSSC efficiency was doubled from
1.9 to 3.8% by such a treatment [72]. Then, 3 nm-sized TiO2 nanocrystallites were
uniformly coated on the surface region and annealed afterward. The amorphous
TiO2 NTs were transformed to anatase TiO2 NTs by annealing at about 350�C,
followed by the TiCl4 treatment and, finally, annealing again at 450�C for 30 min.
This research showed the potential for TiO2 NT-based DSSCs to achieve a high
efficiency. In addition, MgO was ‘‘coated’’ on the TiO2 NT surface as an energy
barrier to increase the efficiency by an order of magnitude higher than that of the
MgO using bare TiO2 NTs [73]. This was elucidated by the reduction of charge
recombination between the TiO2 and electrolyte and the improvement of dye
adsorption due to the basicity of the MgO surface.

3.1.3 Electrochemical Anodization of Sputtered Grown Ti Metal

on TCO Substrate for DSSCs

The micron-length TiO2 NTs grown on opaque Ti foil should utilize back-side
illumination from the counter electrode side to measure the DSSC efficiency.
This structure decreases the total absorbing visible light because the light must
pass through the counter-electrode and the light-absorbing electrolyte. Approx-
imately 25% of the incident solar energy that is lost from the counter side can be
recovered from the Ti metal film on the TCO substrate [74]. Grimes et al.
reported highly ordered transparent TiO2 NT arrays on TCO substrates in DSSCs
[75]. The critical point to form transparent TiO2 NTs on the FTO is the fabri-
cation of a high quality Ti thin film grown at a high substrate temperature
(500�C) and a slow sputtering rate during the sputtering process. After the
electrochemical anodization at a constant potential of 12 V in an electrolyte of
0.5% HF and acetic acid mixed in a 7:1 ratio (constant temperature: 5�C), highly
ordered NT arrays of 46 nm pore diameter, 17 nm wall thickness, and 360 nm
length were grown perpendicular to a FTO-coated glass substrate. The TiCl4
treatment on TiO2 NTs enhanced the photocurrent in the commercial DSSC
structure using ruthenium-based dyes. A photocurrent efficiency of 2.9% was
attained with 360 nm-thick TiO2 NTs. Furthermore, it was revealed that the
highly ordered TiO2 NT arrays, in comparison to nanoparticulate systems, have
superior electron lifetimes and provide excellent pathways for electron perco-
lation from voltage-decay measurements (Fig. 17). Furthermore, they succeeded
in growing the highly ordered TiO2 NTs (above 30 lm) on the FTO substrate
3 years later [76]. By employing several advantages of the TiO2 NT structure,
enhanced charge harvesting in the near-infrared region of the solar spectrum was
thereby enabled. Three challenges remain to be overcome in the fabrication of
transparent TiO2 NT array films with extended lengths. The first is the formation
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of uniform, nonporous TiO2 films with thicknesses of tens of micrometers and
sufficient adhesion to the FTO glass layer. Second, the anodization of these thick
TiO2 films until uniform optical transparency is achieved. Finally, the third is the
absence of any debris or clumping of the very long NTs after the anodization in
the fluorine-containing, non-aqueous organic electrolytes. These challenges were
overcome by the growth of a high quality Ti metal film on a FTO substrate and
an appropriate electrolyte conductivity was selected to minimize interface
etching and the surface debris problem, thus yielding long, uniform, non-clum-
ped,and debris-free transparent NT array films. DSSCs were then fabricated
using these TiO2 NTs. Depending on the TiO2 NT thickness, the efficiency
ranged from 2.57% (1.2 lm) to 6.86% (20 lm). Even though the TiO2 NT
thickness was increased up to 33 lm, the efficiency remained low relative to that
of NP DSSCs (10–11%). The major limitation of the power efficiency of NT
DSSCs is their low FFs, which are about 25% lower than those of NP DSSCs.
This was attributed to the degradation of the FTO film occurring during the
extended, high-temperature treatment of the NTs for improving crystallinity and
oxidizing trace metals under the NT film. It is expected that more efficient
DSSCs will be fabricated after these problems are eliminated.

3.2 Hydrothermal Reaction for Growing TiO2 NWs/NTs

on Ti and TCO Substrates for DSSCS

Recently, several fascinating results related to TiO2 NWs directly grown on the
substrate were produced by hydrothermal process. The first is the growth of oriented,
single-crystalline TiO2 NW arrays on Ti foil [77]. After the formation of single

Fig. 17 Response time
according to Voc decay for a
transparent TiO2 NT array
DSSC as well as the response
time for a TiO2 NP DSSC
(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [75]. Copyright
2006 American Chemical
Society)
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crystal, sodium titanate NWs (Na2Ti2O5�H2O), protonated bititanate NWs were
formed by ion-exchange process without changing their morphology or crystal
structure. The final calcination process led to the formation of the single-crystalline
anatase TiO2NWs. This sequential process yielded 2–50 lm-long, single-crystalline
NWs that oriented in the (100) direction and primarily normal to the Ti foil. The
DSSCs fabricated using 12 lm-thick TiO2NWfilms on Ti foil showed a low-energy
conversion efficiency (*1.4%), which was explained by five times lower roughness
factor compared to the NP film and the formation of a thick, resistive TiO2 layer
between the NWs and Ti foil during the calcinations step. In a similar context, TiO2

NWs were grown on a spiral-shaped titanium foil, synthesized by hydrothermal
reactions at 230�C for 4 h to form NWs with diameters of 20–23 nm and lengths of
2–5 lm [78]. The TiO2 NWs were randomly oriented and entangled to form a
macroporous structured film. The TiO2 NW film provided sufficient porosity for
efficient dye adsorption and fast diffusion of redox couple. Accordingly, the DSSCs
composed of TiO2 NWs grown on the spiral-shaped titanium wire showed a con-
version efficiency of 0.85% (Voc: 0.616 V, Jsc: 2.3 mA/cm2, FF: 0.61).

Furthermore, in a similar hydrothermal process using TiO2 NPs as seeds, ori-
ented TiO2 NTs were formed on the Ti foil [79]. After the preparation of a dilute
TiO2 suspension by dispersing 1.0 g of Degussa P25 powder in deionized (DI)
water, the TiO2 NPs were deposited onto a Ti foil through dip coating in the
suspension. The Ti foil containing the predeposited TiO2 NPs reacted with an
alkaline solution in a sealed Teflon� reactor containing 10 mL of 10 M NaOH
solution. After reaction, the Ti foil, now covered with the newly formed film, was
washed with DI water. The film showed an oriented texture and titanate structure
composed of multilayered sheets.

Recently, single-crystalline rutile TiO2 NRs or NWs were formed on FTO by
adjusting parameters such as growth time, growth temperature, initial reactant
concentration, acidity, and additives to control the diameters and lengths of the
single-crystalline TiO2NRs [80]. The key factor in growing single- crystalline rutile
TiO2 NRs is a small lattice mismatch (epitaxial relation) between the FTO substrate
and rutile TiO2, driving the nucleation and growth of the nanorods. Figure 18 shows
FE-SEM images of oriented, single crystal TiO2 NWs on the FTO substrate. The
entire surface of the FTO substrate is covered very uniformly with TiO2 NRs with
lengths of 90 ± 5 nm and diameters of 1.9 ± 0.1 lm. The NRs are nearly perpen-
dicular to the FTO substrate. For application to DSSCs, an array of 4 lm-long TiO2

NRswas used as the photoanode. To increase the dye adsorbing area, TiCl4 treatment
was carried out to give a photoconversion efficiency of 3% (Voc: 0.71 V, Jsc:
6.05 mA/cm2, FF: 0.7). However, the single-crystalline TiO2NWs didnot show any
improvement in the electron dynamics relative to the TiO2 NP systems due to the
intrinsic properties of rutile TiO2 [81] and a dependence on the slow and light
intensity-dependent electron transport rate, indicating that trapping and detrapping,
mostly in surface traps, still play an important role in electron transport [82]. Besides,
a c-axis, highly oriented, sandwiched TiO2 filmwas grown by hydrothermal process,
in which one TiO2NP interlayer acted as the seed layer [83]. Two layers of TiO2NRs
were grown toward both directions of the bulk solution and the substrate. Figure 19
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shows a schematic illustration of the formation mechanism of the sandwiched TiO2

film. The high supersaturation degree of the solution leads to homogenous nucleation
of TiO2, which is precipitated on the FTO surface as seeds for further growth. From
these seeds, subsequent crystal growth proceeds radially in the directions of the bulk
solution and the substrate alongwith FTO etching. The density and length of the TiO2

NRs can be tuned on both sides simply by controlling the reaction temperature and
time.

Furthermore, Miyauchi et al. later reported a hydrothermal method for growing
TiO2 nanotubular arrays directly on the Ti substrate without the use of TiO2 seeds
[84]. The resultant nanotubular array structure exhibits superhydrophilic proper-
ties. Furthermore, the use of branched titanate NTs to grow a 3-D nanotubular
network directly on the Ti substrate was reported [85]. The resultant 3-D nano-
tubular network exhibits a unique, three-dimensional, uniform, and porous struc-
ture. The 3-D nanotubular network structure was formed by the joining of
branched NTs, as opposed to the previous vertical growth on the substrate. The
inner and outer tubular diameters of the branched titanate NTs were approximately
6 and 12 nm, respectively. Branched titanate NTs were formed on the Ti substrate
(Fig. 20). Therefore, a continuous seed formation-oriented, crystal growth mech-
anism was proposed for the branched titanate nanotubular network formation.

Fig. 18 FE-SEM images of oriented, rutile TiO2 NR film grown on an FTO substrate at 150�C
for 20 h: a top, b cross-sectional, and c and d tilted cross-sectional views (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [80]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society)
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When implemented in a DSSC, this morphology produced a Jsc of 5.58 mA/cm2,
and Voc of 0.74 V, and a FF of 60%. An overall photoconversion efficiency was
3.0%, compared to only 0.33% with a Jsc of 1.01 mA/cm2, an Voc of 0.65 V, and a
FF of 0.42 for the DSSCs constructed using a TiO2 porous film photoanode. From
these results, the conversion efficiency of the 3-D titanate NT network photoanode
cell was nine times higher than that of the TiO2 porous film photoanode cell, which

Fig. 19 Schematic
illustration of the formation
mechanism of sandwiched
TiO2 film: (I) formation of
TiO2 seeds, and (II) growth of
TiO2 NRs in both directions
(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [83]. Copyright
2009 IOP Publishing Ltd.)

Fig. 20 FE-SEM and TEM images of hydrothermally prepared, nanobranched TiO2 nanotubes
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [85]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society)
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was attributed to the textural and structural properties of the 3-D nanotubular
network architecture.

4 Future Outlook

One of the challenges in the fabrication of highly efficient DSSCs is the control of
the charge recombination that occurs in the interfacial region between the TiO2

photoanode and dye/redox electrolyte. To overcome this problem, the use of a 1-D
NR/NT photoanode instead of the previously applied NP film has been researched
to increase the electron transport properties. Despite active investigations of var-
ious DSSC photoanodes from NPs to 1-D NR/NT, the electron dynamics remain
comparable to those of the NP system. To further enhance the electron transport
properties, four promising photoanode designs have been proposed: (1) single-
crystalline TiO2 NRs or NTs directly grown on the substrate will hinder charge
recombination due to the fast electron transport rate, (2) the development of a self-
assembly method to deposit the 1-D TiO2 nanomaterials, (3) the use of single wall
carbon NT scaffolds to increase the charge separation and transport, and (4) the
fabrication of a core-shell structure with a core material showing fast electron
transport rate, such as ZnO, Cu, Sn, Ti, and doped TiO2, and a shell material
mainly consisting of TiO2 due to the consideration of the electronic bandgap. The
significant enhancement of electron transport ability in the DSSC photoanode that
is expected to be achieved from these research efforts will contribute to the
blocking of photogenerated electron loss, and hence the improvement of photo-
conversion efficiency in the DSSCs.
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Nanostructured Materials Formed
by Molecular Layer Deposition
for Enhanced Solar Energy Utilization
with Optical Waveguides

Tetsuzo Yoshimura

Abstract We propose a waveguide-type sensitized photovoltaic device, where the
porous semiconductors in a conventional dye-sensitized solar cell are replaced with
flat thin-film semiconductors of high crystalline quality and high electron mobility.
Although the light-absorbing layer on the semiconductor surface is very thin,
sufficient light absorption is available in the guided light beam configurations.
The light-absorbing layer is fabricated by molecular layer deposition (MLD), which
achieves molecule-by-molecule polymer wire growth with designated molecular
arrangements. MLD also forms self-assembled molecular structures utilizing elec-
trostatic force. We demonstrated that MLD constructs polymer wires with multiple
quantum dots, which are expected as efficient and robust light-absorbing layers.
Measurements in the guided light beam configurations revealed that sensitized
spectral regions of photocurrents are widened by self-assembled double layers of
p-type and n-type dye molecules formed on ZnO thin films by liquid-phase MLD.
Integration of the waveguide type devices into light beam collecting films will
provide resource-saving flexible solar energy conversion systems.

1 Introduction

Nanostructured organic materials provide various kinds of optoelectronic devices.
Molecular layer deposition (MLD) [1–8], which enables self-limiting monomolec-
ular-step growth of organic materials, is a promising method for nanostructure
construction. In MLD, different kinds of molecules are introduced onto a substrate
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surface with designated sequences to grow organic materials with specificmolecular
arrangements. MLD can control electron wavefunction shapes in organic materials
to optimize performance of electro-optic switches [5, 6, 9], electro-luminescent
devices [5], photovoltaic devices [6], and so on.

In this chapter, the waveguide-type sensitized photovoltaic device [6, 7], which
we proposed recently is presented. The nanostructured materials built by MLD are
used as the light-absorbing layers in the photovoltaic device.

First, the structures of the waveguide-type sensitized photovoltaic devices, and the
concept and experimental demonstrations of MLD are reviewed. Next, two examples
of the light-absorbing layers fabricated byMLDare described; poly-azomethine (AM)
wires with multiple quantum dots (MQDs), and self-assembled double layers con-
sisting of p-type and n-type dye molecules. Since the MQDs can control the dimen-
sionality of electronwavefunctions in the light-absorbing layers between 0-dimension
and 1-dimension, they are useful to optimize spectral sensitization characteristics of
the photovoltaicdevices.Two-dye sensitizationusing the self-assembleddouble layers
widens sensitized spectral regions in ZnO thin films. Then, preliminary experimental
results of photocurrents enhanced by guided light beams in ZnO waveguides with the
poly-AMwires and the self-assembled double layers are presented. Finally, film-based
integrated solar energy conversion systems, which are suitable to integrate with
waveguide type photovoltaic devices, are proposed.

2 Structures of Waveguide-Type Sensitized Photo-Voltaic

Devices

In Fig. 1, the waveguide-type dye-sensitized photovoltaic device [6, 7] is compared
with a conventional dye-sensitized solar cell. In the conventional device, in order to
increase adsorbed dye molecule concentration on semiconductor surfaces, porous
semiconductors are used. In this case, although sufficient light absorption is achieved
for incident light normal to the semiconductor surfaces, the crystalline quality tends
to be poor, suppressing electron mobility. Furthermore, the porous structure makes
the carrier path in the semiconductors narrower, increasing the cell resistivity.

In the waveguide-type dye-sensitized photovoltaic device, on the other hand, thin-
film semiconductors with flat surfaces, high crystalline quality, and high electron
mobility, are used. The structure is suitable for reducing the internal resistivity.
However, in this case, the adsorbed dyemolecule concentration on the semiconductor
surfaces is insufficient.Normally incident light onto the semiconductor surfaces passes
through only themonolayer of dyemolecules, resulting in very small light absorption.
To solve this problem, instead of using normally incident light, we use guided light
beams in the semiconductor thin films. In such configurations, light passes through
many dye molecules to enhance light absorption. In addition, in the waveguide-type
photovoltaic device, transparent electrodes can be replaced with metal electrodes,
which reduce the series internal resistance of electrodes as well as the material costs.
Thus, high-performance sensitized photovoltaic devices will be realized.
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Figure 2 shows a waveguide-type sensitized photovoltaic device with polymer
MQDs [6, 7], defined as polymer wires having MQDs. In this device the dye
molecules are replaced with the polymer MQDs, which are described more

Fig. 1 The conventional
dye-sensitized solar cell
and the waveguide-type
dye-sensitized photovoltaic
device [7]

Fig. 2 Waveguide-type
sensitized photovoltaic
devices using polymer
multiple quantum dots
(MQD) for the light-
absorbing layer [7]
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precisely in Sect. 4. The MQDs are fabricated by MLD. The polymer MQDs act
as efficient and robust light-absorbing layers on the semiconductor surfaces.
By controlling quantum dot size, the quantum confinement effects are optimized to
provide appropriate sensitization spectra with high conversion efficiencies.

Figure 3 shows waveguide-type two-dye-sensitized photovoltaic devices using
self-assembled double layers of p-type and n-type dye molecules adsorbed on the
semiconductor surfaces. The two-dye sensitization can widen the sensitized
spectral region to enhance the energy conversion efficiency [10, 11]. A detailed
description is provided in Sect. 5.

3 Molecular Layer Deposition (MLD)

3.1 Concept

The concept of MLD is shown in Fig. 4 [1–8]. Different kinds of molecules,
Molecules A, B, C, and D, were prepared under the following guidelines:

• A molecule has two or more reactive groups.
• Reactive groups in a molecule cannot react with reactive groups in the same
kind of molecule. For example, reactive groups in Molecule A cannot react
with reactive groups in Molecule A.

• Reactive groups in a molecule can react with reactive groups in other kinds of
molecules. For example, reactive groups in Molecule A can react with reactive
groups in Molecule B.

Then, same kind of molecules cannot be connected, and different kinds of
molecules can be connected through the reactions between reactive groups. When
Molecule A is deposited onto a substrate surface, a monolayer of Molecule A is
formed. Once the surface is covered withMolecule A, the deposition of the molecules
is automatically terminated due to the small reactivity between the same kinds of
reactivegroups, giving rise to thickness saturation.WhenMoleculeB is provided to the
surface, Molecule B connects to Molecule A to induce a rapid thickness increase
followed by saturation, exhibiting monomolecular-step growth. This enables us to
carry out sequential self-limiting reactions, as in atomic layer deposition (ALD) [12],
by switching molecules. By repeating the switching with a designated sequence,
polymer wires with a molecular sequence like ABCD, for example, can be obtained.

Fig. 3 Waveguide-type sensitized photovoltaic devices using self-assembled double layers of
p-type and n-type dye molecules adsorbed on ZnO surfaces [7]
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MLD can also be performed by using electrostatic forces. In this case, the
monomolecular deposition and the self-limiting effect arises from attraction between
different kinds of molecules and repulsion between the same kinds of molecules.

In MLD, source molecules are supplied to a substrate surface in either gas phase
or liquid phase. Figure 5a shows schematic illustration of a K-cell type MLD.
Molecular gases are provided to a surface in vacuum from low-temperature
K-cells, in which source molecules are loaded. Molecular gas switching is per-
formed by shutters or valves. In carrier gas-type MLD, as shown in Fig. 5b,
molecular gases are provided with carrier gas onto a surface. Molecular gas
switching is performed by valves. In fluidic circuit-type MLD, which is a kind of
liquid-phase MLD [6, 13], source molecules are carried with solvent to be supplied
to a surface, as shown in Fig. 5c. Fluidic processes using capillary circuits are
effective to reduce the volume of solutions required for MLD as well as the
solution switching duration. Figure 6 shows photographs of the K-cell-type MLD
equipment and the carrier gas type MLD equipment in our laboratory.

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of MLD equipment: a K-cell type, b carrier gas type, and c fluidic
circuit type

Fig. 4 The concept of
molecular layer deposition
(MLD) [6, 7]
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3.2 Experimental Demonstrations of MLD

Experimental demonstrations of MLD [1–4, 6, 7] for polymer wire growth were
carried out using K-cell MLD and carrier gas MLD. Figure 7 shows examples of
reactions for conjugated polymer wire growth. By using terephthalaldehyde (TPA)
for Molecule A and p-phenylenediamine (PPDA) for Molecule B, conjugated
polymer wires of poly-azomethine (AM) [TPA/PPDA] were grown [14]. TPA and
PPDA react through –CHO in TPA and –NH2 in PPDA to form –C = N–, inducing
p-conjugated systems.When oxalic acid (OA) was used withMolecule A and oxalic
dihydrazide (ODH) with Molecule B, conjugated polymer wires of poly-oxadiazole
(OXD) were grown [15].

We demonstrated MLD using TPA and PPDA [2]. Figure 8 shows the results
obtained by K-cell MLD. When PPDA was deposited on TPA with a molecular
gas pressure of 1–8 9 10-2 Pa, step-like growth of *0.7 nm, close to the
molecular size, was observed at substrate temperature TS = 25�C. After
removing PPDA from the vacuum chamber, by depositing TPA on PPDA, step-
like growth with saturation was observed again. These results indicate that
monomolecular-step growth with self-limiting is achieved by MLD. It is also
confirmed that the thickness is proportional to the molecular gas switching counts
just like ALD.

If more kinds of source molecules are used, a variety of structures can be
fabricated, as described in Fig. 4. This enables realization of molecule-by-mole-
cule polymer wire growth with designated molecular sequences to control
p-electron wavefunction shapes, optimizing nanostructured material performances.

MLD for polyamic acid, which is a precursor of polyimide, was demonstrated
[1] using the reactions shown in Fig. 9 at molecular gas pressures ranging from
1 to 5 9 10-3 Pa. Polyamic acid [PMDA/DNB] or [PMDA/DDE] were obtained
by using pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) for Molecule A and 2,4-diaminoni-
trobenzene (DNB) or 4,40-diamino-diphenyl ether (DDE) for Molecule B [14].
Figure 10a shows the results of MLD for polyamic acid [PMDA/DNB]. When
DNB was deposited on PMDA at TS = 50�C, monomolecular-step growth with
saturation was observed, and the thickness was preserved after removing the DNB

Fig. 6 Photograph of MLD equipment: a K-cell type and b carrier gas-type
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from the vacuum chamber. When TS is increased to 65�C, a monomolecular-step
thickness change was observed, but the thickness decreases after removing the
DNB. This means that DNB re-evaporates from the PMDA before strong chemical
bonds are formed. The average time sS for DNB to remain at PMDA surface
corresponds to the time constant of the thickness change decay, about 30 s at
TS = 65�C.

When PMDA is deposited on DNB, as Fig. 10b shows, at TS = 50�C an initial
rapid increase in thickness is observed, but thereafter, the thickness continues to
increase without saturation. This is indicative of PMDA molecules condensing on
the surface to form a multi-molecular layer. When the substrate temperature is
raised to 80�C, thickness saturation is observed, implying that PMDA condensa-
tion is avoided at this temperature and monomolecular-step growth of PMDA on
DNB is achieved.

As described above, the optimal temperature for monomolecular-step growth of
DNB on PMDA differs from that of PMDA on DNB. This might be due to the
difference in vapor pressures between PMDA and DNB. To fabricate polyamic
acid [PMDA/DNB] wires by MLD, the substrate temperature should be elevated
synchronously with molecular gas switching.

As shown in Fig. 11, in the case of polyamic acid [PMDA/DDE], monomolec-
ular-step growth is realized without elevating temperature. This might be attributed
to small difference in vapor pressures between PMDA and DDE. A 10 nm growth is
observed with 15 steps of molecular gas switching.

Fig. 7 Reactions for conjugated polymer wire growth
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It should be noted that, in addition to the reactions shown in Figs. 7 and 9, MLD
may be performed via other reactions using epoxy ring, –NCO, and so on [14].

3.3 MLD with Location/Orientation Control of Polymer

Wire Growth

One of the future challenges in MLD is three-dimensional growth of polymer
wires. The concept is shown in Fig. 12 [6, 8, 16]. On the top surfaces and/or
sidewalls of the seed cores, a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) is formed
selectively. The seed cores are used for controlling polymer wire growth loca-
tions and orientations. For vertical growth, the SAM is put on the top of the
seed cores while for horizontal growth it is put on the sidewalls. The regions,
where the SAM should not be formed, are covered with, for example, SiO2

films. By distributing the seed cores with designed patterns, polymer wires
are expected to be grown with designed configurations to construct a kind of
polymer wire networks.

Fig. 8 Dependence of
thickness changes on time,
and thickness versus
molecular gas switching
count characteristics in the
MLD of poly-AM [TPA/
PPDA] [2]. Copyright 1992,
American Institute of Physics
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Fig. 9 Reactions for polyamic acid wire growth

Fig. 10 Dependence of
thickness changes on time in
the MLD of polyamic acid
[PMDA/DNB] [1]. Copyright
1991, American Institute of
Physics (a) DNB on PMBA.
(b) PMDA on DNB
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Figure 13 shows a possible process of polymer wire growth from seed cores for
poly-AM [TPA/PPDA] using MLD [3, 4]. First, amino-alkanethiol SAM is formed
on patterned Au films. Next, TPA is deposited onto the SAM surface to connect
TPA to the SAM. Then, PPDA is supplied to the TPA surface, connecting the
PPDA to the TPA. By sequential molecular gas switching to perform MLD,
poly-AM wires were grown vertically from the Au film surfaces selectively.

Such location/orientation-controlled polymer wire growth can be done not only
by MLD but also by other growth methods, such as the vacuum deposition
polymerization [14] or organic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [3].

Figure 14 shows the fourier transform infrared reflection absorption spectros-
copy (FTIR-RAS) spectra of poly-AM grown by carrier gas-type MLD (step
m = 20) [3]. Here, ‘‘SAM surface’’ indicates polymer wires grown on a surface
with SAM and ‘‘non-SAM surface’’ describes polymer wires grown on a surface
without SAM. It can be seen that both ‘‘SAM surface’’ and ‘‘non-SAM surface’’
have absorption peaks in wavenumber regions around 1,200–1,300 cm-1 and
850 cm-1. The peaks are attributed to vibration in the in-plane direction (denoted
‘‘in-plane’’) and vibration in the surface-normal direction (denoted ‘‘surface-nor-
mal’’) in benzene rings, respectively. When polymer wires stand on the surface,
absorption arising from ‘‘in-plane’’ increases. When polymer wires lie on the sur-
face, absorption of ‘‘surface-normal’’ increases. The absorbance ratio of ‘‘in-plane’’

Fig. 11 Dependence of
thickness changes on time in
the MLD of polyamic acid
[PMDA/DDE] [1]. Copyright
(1991), American Institute of
Physics

Fig. 12 Concept of polymer wire growth by MLD with location/orientation control
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to ‘‘surface-normal’’ I In-Plane/I Surface-Normal is larger by factor of 2 in the ‘‘SAM
surface’’ than in the ‘‘non-SAM surface.’’ This suggests that polymer wires tend to
grow along nearly-vertical directions in ‘‘SAM surface’’, as in the model shown in
Fig. 13, while wires tend to grow along nearly-horizontal directions in ‘‘non-SAM
surface’’.

The poly-AM wire growth direction described above was confirmed by the
growth rate of poly-AM in carrier gas-type organic CVD. For the ‘‘non-SAM sur-
face’’, the film thickness increases in the initial stage, followed by saturation. The
contact angles of water droplets on the surface increase with growth time. For ‘‘SAM
surface’’, film thickness increases linearly with growth time, without saturation.

As previously reported [17], hydrophilic TPA and PPDA molecules are adsorbed
selectively on hydrophilic surfaces, resulting in the selective growth of poly-AMfilms
onhydrophilic surfaces.As shown in themodel illustrated inFig. 15, on the ‘‘non-SAM
surface’’, horizontal poly-AM wire growth occurs. Since the –CHO group and the
–NH2 group are hydrophilic, TPA and PPDAmolecules are preferably adsorbed onto
the –CHO and –NH2 groups at the edge of the poly-AM wires while they are not
adsorbed onto the body part of poly-AMwires, which are hydrophobic. Consequently,
as poly-AM wires grow, the density of hydrophilic sites that exist at the edge of the
poly-AM wires is reduced, i.e., the surface changes from hydrophilic to hydrophobic,
resulting in the film growth’s saturation. However, on the ‘‘SAM surface’’, poly-AM
wires grow vertically, keeping the density of the hydrophilic sites constant. Therefore,
poly-AM film does not exhibit growth saturation when grown on a ‘‘SAM surface’’.

It is clearly indicated from these results that nearly-vertical molecule-
by-molecule growth of conjugated polymer wires can be achieved on substrates

Fig. 13 The process of poly-AM wire growth using MLD from seed cores [3]. Copyright 2007,
American Institute of Physics
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with SAMs by carrier gas-type MLD. This enables three-dimensional growth of
polymer wires using seed cores, which can be ultra-small, e.g., nm-scale Au
blocks with a SAM, or atomic-scale cores arranged by a scanning tunneling
microscope.

Fig. 14 FTIR-RAS spectra of poly-AM grown by carrier gas type MLD [3]. Copyright 2007,
American Institute of Physics

Fig. 15 Models for poly-AM
growth by carrier gas type
organic CVD on a surface
with SAM and a surface
without SAM [3]. Copyright
2007, American Institute of
Physics
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3.4 Molecular Nanoduplication

In order to reduce the fabrication cost of molecular nanosystems built by MLD, a
mass production process is required. To do this, we proposed molecular nanodu-
plication (MND). Figure 16 shows the concept [8, 16]. On a growth substrate,
surface treatments, such as SAM formation, are applied in nanoscale patterns.
On the SAM, removable molecules are placed by MLD, followed by polymer wire
growth. After attaching a picking-up substrate on the surface, the removable bonds
are cut by a chemical agent to separate the polymer wires from the SAM. Thus,
nanoscale patterns consisting of only polymer wires are transferred onto the
picking-up substrate.

Since the growth substrate with patterned SAM is reusable, further nanoscale
lithography is not required for nanoscale pattern duplication. By combining MND
with the selectively occupied repeated transfer (SORT) [18], heterogeneous inte-
gration of nanoscale devices can be achieved. Although MND has not yet been
demonstrated experimentally, we believe that this process will contribute to cost
reduction of molecular nanosystems.

4 Multiple Quantum Dots in Polymer Wires by MLD

4.1 Polymer MQD Made from Two Molecules

First experimental demonstrations of polymer MQD construction were carried out
using two kinds of molecules [2], shown in Fig. 17. The reaction between –CHO and
–NH2 is the same as described in Fig. 7 for poly-AM formation. Figure 18 diagrams
the molecules and polymer wires with their corresponding electronic potential
energy curves. Benzene rings in TPA, PPDA, and DDE are regarded as a short
quantum dots *0.5-nm long. In poly-AM [TPA/DDE], the p-conjugated part is
regarded as a long quantum dot with barriers of –O–. The quantum dot contains three
benzene rings and its length is *2 nm. In poly-AM [TPA/PPDA], p-conjugation is
spread along the wire to form a quantum wire.

Fig. 16 Concept of
molecular nanoduplication
(MND) [16]
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Figure 19 shows absorption spectra for TPA, PPDA, DDE, poly-AM [TPA/
DDE], and poly-AM [TPA/PPDA]. In poly-AM [TPA/PPDA], a sharp peak of
excitons are observed near 500 nm in wavelength. In poly-AM [TPA/DDE] the
absorption band appears at a shorter wavelength than that in poly-AM [TPA/
PPDA] due to electron confinement in the quantum dot structure. In TPA, PPDA,
and DDE, the absorption band exhibits a further blue shift, indicating strong
electron confinement in the short quantum dots.

In poly-AM [TPA/DDS] or poly-AM [TPA/DDM], –S– or –CH2– respectively
make a barrier as –O– does in poly-AM [TPA/DDE]. In the order of –S–, –O–, and
–CH2–, the absorption peak shifts to the shorter wavelengths, indicating that the
barrier height increases to produce strong electron confinement.

Energy of electrons confined in a quantum dot with infinite potential barrier
height is expressed as En ¼ �h2p2n2

�

2m � m0L
2ð Þ, where, n = 1, 2,…, m0 is

electron mass, m* is the effective mass in units of m0, and L is the quantum dot
length. Assuming the effective mass is 1 and the absorption peak energy for
L = ? equals that of poly-AM [TPA/PPDA], the excitation energy for the lowest
allowed transition is calculated as a function of L, as shown in Fig. 20. Experi-
mental and calculated results agree fairly well, confirming the electron confine-
ment in the quantum dots. These results demonstrate the possibility of controlling
dimensionality to enhance the light-absorbing characteristics in polymer MQDs.

Fig. 17 Molecules for
making quantum dot
structures based on poly-AM
[2]. Copyright 1992,
American Institute of Physics
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Fig. 18 Molecules and polymer wires, where quantum dots and quantum wires are formed, with
corresponding electronic potential energy curves [2]. Copyright 1992, American Institute of
Physics

Fig. 19 Absorption spectra
of TPA, PPDA, DDE, poly-
AM [TPA/DDE], and poly-
AM [TPA/PPDA] [2].
Copyright 1992, American
Institute of Physics
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4.2 Polymer MQD Constructed by Controlling Three-Molecule

Sequences

Second, experimental demonstrations of polymer MQD construction were carried
out by Three-Molecule MLD [6, 7], that is, by using three kinds of molecules,
TPA, PPDA and ODH. TPA and PPDA were connected with a double bond, as
shown in Fig. 7, allowing the wavefunctions of p-electrons to spread through the
double bond to both molecules. TPA and ODH were connected with a single
bond, as shown in Fig. 21, which cuts the wavefunctions at the bond, forming a
barrier. By using these bond characteristics, quantum dots can be formed in
polymer wires. Figure 22 shows a Three-Molecule MLD process for the con-
struction of a structure called OTPT, where the molecules are connected
sequentially as –ODH-TPA-PPDA-TPA–. The region between ODHs is regarded
as a quantum dot since the wavefunctions of the p-electrons are spread within
the region.

In order to control the wavefunctions and quantum dot lengths in polymer wires
artificially, molecular sequence controls are essential. In Sect. 4.1, polymer MQD
construction using two kinds of molecules is described. In that case, the polymer
wire structures obtained by the MLD were not different from those obtained by the
vacuum deposition polymerization [14] because the two molecules are automati-
cally connected alternately in both cases.

When three kinds of molecules are used for polymer wire growth, the polymer
wire structures obtained by the MLD are completely different from those obtained
by vacuum deposition polymerization. In vacuum deposition polymerization, the
three molecules are contained in the polymer wires with random arrangements.
In MLD, on the other hand, the three molecules are contained in polymer wires with
designated arrangements. Therefore, the essential advantage of the MLD appears
when more than three kinds of molecules are used for polymer wire growth.

Fig. 20 The dependence of
absorption peak positions on
quantum dot length [2].
Copyright 1992, American
Institute of Physics
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Figure 23 shows structures of a poly-AM quantum wire and poly-AM wires
with MQDs: OTPTPT, OTPT, and OT. In the poly-AM quantum wire, TPA and
PPDA are alternately connected, so, the wavefunctions of p-electrons are spread
through the polymer wire. In OTPTPT, molecules are connected in a sequence
of —ODH-TPA-PPDA-TPA-PPDA-TPA—, resulting in a long quantum dot
length of *3 nm. In OTPT, the quantum dot length is around 2 nm that is shorter
than in OTPTPT. In OT, ODH and TPA are alternately connected, giving quantum
dots with a very short length of less than 1 nm.

The poly-AM quantum wire, OTPTPT, OTPT, and OT were grown by the
carrier gas-type MLD schematically shown in Fig. 24 [3]. A carrier gas of
nitrogen (N2) was employed to introduce molecular gases of TPA, PPDA, and
ODH in temperature-controlled molecular cells onto a glass substrate surface with
a flow rate of 4 NL/min. Excess gases were removed by a rotary pump. The
molecular cell temperature was 50�C for PPDA and ODH, and 25�C for TPA.
MLD operation was carried out by sequentially switching the three valves for

Fig. 22 Three-Molecule MLD process for OTPT formation [7]

Fig. 21 The molecules and reaction for barrier formation in Three-Molecule MLD
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TPA, PPDA, and ODH molecular gas injection. The substrate surface was exposed
to molecular gas for 3–5 min in each molecular growth step. In order to switch
molecular gases, after removing previous molecular gas by closing the valve for
the gas and pumping for 5 min, the valve for the next molecular gas was opened.
The switching step count was around 20, implying that three quantum dots were
contained in a polymer wire for OTPTPT, four quantum dots for OTPTP, and ten
quantum dots for OT.

Fig. 23 A poly-AM
quantum wire and poly-AM
wires with MQDs (OTPTPT,
OTPT, and OT) and their
corresponding electronic
potential energy curves [7]

Fig. 24 Schematic
illustration of the carrier
gas type MLD [7]
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As Fig. 25 shows, in the order of the poly-AM quantum wire, OTPTPT, OTPT,
and OT, with decreasing the quantum dot lengths, the absorption peak shifts to the
shorter wavelength side. The shift is attributed to the quantum confinement of
p-electrons in the quantum dots.

In Fig. 26, the absorption peak energy is plotted as a function of the quantum
dot length. In this figure, the absorption peak energy calculated by the molecular
orbital method is also plotted. The molecular structures for the calculation are
shown in Fig. 27. The structures are obtained after structural optimization using
WinMOPACK (Fujitsu). Since there is 0.3 eV offset between the calculated value
and the experimental value in the absorption peak energy of the poly-AM quantum
wire, the calculated absorption peak energy in Fig. 26 is plotted with sliding by
0.3 eV. In addition, the result derived from the free-electron model in a quantum
dot, which is described in Sect. 4.1, is presented in Fig. 26. It was found that the
experimental results and the calculated results reasonably agree, suggesting that
the MQDs were successfully constructed in the polymer wires by MLD and
present the quantum confinement effect.

Fig. 25 Absorption spectra
of a poly-AM quantum wire,
OTPTP, OTPT, and OT [7]

Fig. 26 The dependence of
absorption peak positions on
quantum dot length [7]
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5 Self-Assembled Double Layers for Two-Dye

Sensitization of ZnO

ZnO powder has been used as the photoreceptor for electrophotography, and a
great deal of study has been done on the dye sensitization of ZnO. In the 1970s,
Kiyota developed a technique to form a double layer of p-type and n-type dye
molecules on ZnO surfaces and applied this self-assembled double layer to two-
dye sensitization of ZnO-powder-based photoreceptors [19]. Recently, dyed ZnO
has received much attention as the semiconductors in dye-sensitized solar cells.
The sensitization mechanism of dyed ZnO in the solar cells is exactly the same as
in the photoreceptors. Therefore, the self-assembled structure of p-type/n-type dye
molecules on ZnO is expected to have applications in photovoltaic devices.

In this section, self-assembled double layers of p-type and n-type dye molecules
and the two-dye sensitization of ZnO by the layers is reviewed [10, 11].

5.1 Self-Assembled Double Layers of p-Type and n-Type

Dye Molecules

To analyze the self-assembled configuration of molecules on ZnO surfaces, surface
potential measurements were carried out. The samples used for the measurement
were prepared as follows. A ZnO powder layer was formed on a glass substrate
with a SnO2 electrode. An alcohol solution containing the first type of dye mol-
ecule was dropped on the ZnO layer and the solvent was removed. For adsorption
of the second type of dye molecule, another alcohol solution containing the second

ODH – TPA – PPDA – TPA – ODH – TPA – PPDA – TPA – ODH

ODH   – TPA   – ODH   – TPA   – ODH   – TPA   – ODH

ODH  – TPA  – PPDA  – TPA  – PPDA  – TPA – ODH

TPA  – PPDA  – TPA – PPDA  – TPA  – PPDA  – TPA – PPDA

OTPT

OTPTPT

OT

Poly-AM 
Quantum Wire

Fig. 27 Molecular structures of the poly-AM quantum wire, OTPTPT, OTPT, and OT after
structural optimization
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dye molecules was similarly dropped on top of the first dye molecule layer.
Typically, rose bengal (RB) and bromphenol blue (BPB) are used for the p-type
dye, while crystal violet (CV) and malachite green (MG) are used for the n-type
dye. Structures of these dye molecules are illustrated in Fig. 28.

It was found that the surface potential becomes more negative than that of
the undyed ZnO layer when a p-type dye layer is adsorbed on the ZnO layer.
Conversely, when an n-type dye layer is adsorbed, the surface potential becomes
less negative than that of the undyed ZnO layer. The results can be explained as
follows. When a p-type dye layer is adsorbed on the ZnO layer, electrons in the
ZnO layer are transferred to the dye molecule layer. When an n-type dye molecule
layer is adsorbed on the ZnO layer, electrons in the n-type dye molecule layer
are transferred to the ZnO layer.

In Fig. 29, the surface potential of ZnO adsorbing the first dye molecule layer
and the second dye molecule layer is shown. Here, A?B indicates that the first
dye molecule layer is A and the second dye molecule layer is B. Variations of the

Fig. 28 Structures of dye
molecule examples used in
surface potential
measurements

Fig. 29 Surface potential of
ZnO adsorbing the first and
second dye molecule layers,
and the surface potential of
ZnO co-adsorbing p-type dye
molecules and n-type dye
molecules simultaneously
[11]
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surface potential arising from the adsorption of two-dye double layers on the ZnO
largely depend on the second dye molecule layer. This indicates that the surface
potential is determined by differences in Fermi levels between the second dye
molecule layer (the top layer) and ZnO.

The surface potentials of samples in which p-type and n-type dye molecules
were co-adsorbed on the ZnO layer simultaneously are also shown in Fig. 29. The
coadsorption is expressed by A ? B. An alcohol solution containing both p-type
dye molecules and n-type dye molecules at equal concentrations was dropped onto
the ZnO. The surface potential of the ZnO after co-adsorbing the p-type and n-type
dye molecules was very similar to that of the ZnO adsorbing p-type dye molecules
as the first dye molecule layer and n-type dye molecules as the second dye mol-
ecule layer. This suggests that p-type dye molecule and n-type dye molecule are
self-assembled to form an npn layered structure of ZnO (n-type)/p-type dye
molecule/n-type dye molecule, as shown in Fig. 30.

The self-assembled structure arises from electron transfers from ZnO to p-type
dye molecules and from n-type dye molecules to p-type dye molecules, resulting
in strong connection between ZnO and p-type dye molecules, and n-type dye
molecules and p-type dye molecules due to electrostatic force.

5.2 Two-Dye Sensitization with Self-Assembled Double Layers

The self-assembled double layered structure of p-type and n-type dye molecules
adsorbed on the ZnO surface is desirable for spectral enhancement of dye sensi-
tization. In this section, the two-dye sensitization of ZnO using the self-assembled
structure is described precisely.

5.2.1 Experimental Demonstrations

A 20 lm-thick ZnO powder layer was formed on a glass substrate with a slit-type
electrode (slit width: 10 mm, slit gap: 0.5 mm). Dye adsorption on the ZnO layer

Fig. 30 Self-assembled
structures of p-type dye
molecules and n-type dye
molecules adsorbed on
ZnO surfaces
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was carried out in the same fashion as described in Sect. 5.1. For photocurrent
measurements, a 30 V potential was applied across the slit gap and the sample was
illuminated by monochromatic light; the current was measured by an electrometer.
The following six types of dye molecules were used: fluorescein (FL), eosine (EO),
and RB for the p-type dye, and CV, MG, and brilliant green (BG) for the n-type dye.
Figure 31 shows the reflection spectra of the dyed ZnO. N-type dyes have
absorption bands in longer wavelength regions compared with p-type.

Photocurrents in the dyed ZnO layers at the maximum dye absorption wave-
lengths are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that the photocurrents are much larger
for the p-type dyes than for the n-type dyes. This suggests, as Meier reported [20],
that the p-type dye molecules inject photocarriers into the ZnO layer more effi-
ciently than the n-type dye molecules.

A result of a typical two-dye sensitization is shown in Fig. 32. The photocurrents
are for light intensity of 10 lW/cm2. When RB and CV are co-adsorbed on ZnO, a
self-assembled structure of ZnO/p-type dye molecule/n-type dye molecule is con-
structed, as shown in Fig. 30.As a result, anomalous sensitization of the photocurrent
in the red regions is induced in the ZnO [RB ? CV] sample. As it can be seen from
Figs. 31 and 32, the profiles of the photocurrent spectra for ZnO [RB] and ZnO [CV]
are respectively similar to those of the reflection spectra for ZnO [RB] and ZnO [CV]
shown in Fig. 31. The photocurrent spectrum for ZnO [RB ? CV] is obtained by an
upward parallel shift of the spectrum for ZnO [CV] by two orders of magnitude
keeping the spectral profile unchanged. Thus, in the 600–700 nmwavelength region,
the photocurrent in ZnO [RB ? CV] becomes much larger than that in either ZnO
[RB] or ZnO [CV]. The same effect of two-dye sensitization was observed in ZnO

Fig. 31 Reflection spectra of
dyed ZnO [10]

Table 1 Photocurrents in
the dyed ZnO layers at
the maximum absorption
wavelengths of the
dyes [10]

Dye Type Photocurrent (pA)

FL p 120
EO p 190
RB p 180
CV n 3
MG n 0.02
BG n 0.01
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[RB ? MG] (Fig. 33) and ZnO [EO ? MG]. The spectral ranges of the dye sensi-
tization are widened in the two-dye sensitization due to the superposition of the
sensitization spectra of the p-type dye molecules and the n-type dye molecules.

5.2.2 Mechanism

Remarkable feature of the two-dye sensitization can be summarized as follows:

(1) Dramatic sensitization with two dyes arises only from the combination of a
p-type dye and an n-type dye.

(2) When p-type and n-type dye molecules are co-adsorbed on ZnO, the p-type dye
molecule layer is inserted between ZnO and the n-type dye molecule layer.

Fig. 32 Two-dye
sensitization of ZnO (RB and
CV) [10]

Fig. 33 Two-dye
sensitization of ZnO
(RB and MG) [10]
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(3) The n-type dye molecule layer absorbs almost all the red light illuminating the
sample.

A schematic model of the two-dye sensitization is shown in Fig. 34. Kp is the
efficiency with which the electrons are injected from the p-type dye molecule layer
into ZnO. Similarly, Kpn is the efficiency with which the electrons excited in the
n-type dye molecule layer are injected into the p-type dye molecule layer. Then the
efficiency of the photocarriers generated in the n-type dye molecule layer being
injected into ZnO is given by the following relationship:

f ¼ KpKpn

Kpn depends, to a large extent, on the combination of p-type and n-type dyes.
Figure 35 shows the photocurrents caused by the various combinations of p-type
dyes (FL, EO, and RB) and n-type dyes (CV, MG, and BG) at the maximum
absorption wavelength of the n-type dye. The horizontal axis of this figure, DEg,
represents the difference between the energy gaps of the p-type dye and n-type dye
combined that is, DEg ¼ Egp � Egn, where Egp and Egn are obtained from the
absorption peaks of the dyes.

It was found from Fig. 35 that each point is approximately on a line with a
slope of -24. If the p-type and n-type dye molecule layers form the energy
structure shown in Fig. 34, the photocurrent may be proportional to e�DE=kT , where
DE is the difference in energy of the excited states between the p-type and n-type
dye molecules. If we assume Kp is constant, logIp_� ðlog e=kTÞ DE, where Ip is
the photocurrent. At room temperature, �log e=kT � �17; the value is close to the
slope of the line in Fig. 35. This implies that DE corresponds to DEg in the 0th
order approximation.

Since the efficiency of the electron injection into the ZnO is much higher for the
p-type dye molecule than for the n-type dye molecule, the injection efficiency of
the electrons from the n-type dye molecule into ZnO increases with the insertion of
the p-type dye molecule layer. This is the reason why dramatic sensitization with
two dyes occurs with the combination of p-type and n-type dyes.

Fig. 34 The mechanism of
two-dye sensitization [10]
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6 Molecular Circuits

Conjugated polymer wires grown by MLD are expected to be applied as molecular
circuits, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 36 [8, 16], due to the following reasons:

• High carrier mobility characteristics of the p-conjugated systems.
• Small wire diameter, which is smaller than that of carbon nanotubes.
• Molecular sequence controllability in the wire with monomolecular precision,
i.e., precise wavefunction shape controllability, which is not available in carbon
nanotubes.

The circuits consist of molecular LEDs, PDs, photovoltaic devices, and transis-
tors. Molecular LEDs, PDs, and photovoltaic devices are comprised of conjugated
polymerwires with p-i-n junctions, sandwiched by a pair of conjugated polymerwire

Fig. 35 Photocurrent versus
DEg characteristics in
two-dye sensitization [10]

Fig. 36 Concept of
molecular circuits consisting
of molecular LEDs, PDs,
photovoltaic devices, and
transistors [16]
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electrodes. In molecular transistors, a semiconductor conjugated polymer wire is
aligned between source and drain electrodes, passing over a gate electrode.

Figure 37 shows proposed examples of conjugated polymer wires with p-i-n
junctions. For the donor/acceptor substitution-type p-i-n junction, donors and
acceptors are substituted into a common backbone. For the backbone-type p-i-n
junction, an n-type backbone and a p-type backbone are connected. In proposed
devices shown in Fig. 37, –NH2 (D) and –NO2 (A) are introduced into a polydi-
acetylene wire for the donor/acceptor substitution-type junction, and poly-AM and
poly-OXD are directly connected for the backbone-type junction. Although p/n-type
characterizations of poly-AM and poly-OXD are uncertain, if poly-AM and poly-
OXD are formed within a polymer wire with molecular sequence arrangements like
ABABABABABCDCDCDCD using the reactions shown in Figs. 7 and 21 with
Molecule A: OA, Molecule B: ODH, Molecule C: TPA, and Molecule D: PPDA,
some kind of ‘‘p-i-n-like’’ junctions may be formed in the poly-AM/poly-OXD
interface region. For photovoltaic device operation, electrons and holes are gener-
ated by absorbing light beams in the i region to induce current/voltage. By using the
p-i-n polymerwires in a form offlux or a film consisting ofmany p-i-n polymerwires,
high-performance organic photovoltaic devices may become available in future.

7 Photocurrent Enhancement by Guided Light

Beams in Waveguides

7.1 ZnO Thin-Film Waveguides

To confirm the photocurrent enhancement induced by guided light beams in wave-
guide-type photovoltaic devices, we measured photocurrents in a 600-nm thick ZnO
thin film deposited by vacuum evaporation onto a glass substrate having a slit-type Al
electrodewith a 60-lmgap, as shown inFig. 38 [6, 7]. TheZnO thinfilmwas annealed
in air at 400�C for 1 h after deposition. Light beams from a laser diode of 405 nm in
wavelength were introduced into the ZnO thin film by the following two ways:

(1) by ‘‘normally incident light’’ onto the ZnO surface, and
(2) by ‘‘guided light’’ from the edge of the ZnO film.
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Fig. 37 Tentative examples
of p-i-n junctions in
conjugated polymer wires
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Since the absorption coefficient of ZnO is low at 405 nm, small light absorption
occurs for the ‘‘normally incident light’’. Therefore, photocurrent enhancement by
‘‘guided light’’ is expected to appear clearly.

Figure 39 shows guided light beams in the ZnO thin film and photocurrents
induced by ‘‘normally incident light’’ and ‘‘guided light’’. It was found that the
photocurrent was enhanced by one order of magnitude in the ‘‘guided light’’ case
compared to ‘‘normally incident light’’. The photocurrent enhancement arises from
an increase in light absorption in the ‘‘guided light’’ configuration.

7.2 ZnO Thin-Film Waveguides with Light-Absorbing Layers

We performed the same experiments for ZnO thin films with light-absorbing layers.
We made a ZnO thin film, on which poly-AM wires were grown, and measured the
photocurrents. Sensitization at 405 nm and 532 nm was observed [6].

This result indicates the possibility that the poly-AM-based polymer MQD can
be used for the light-absorbing layer for sensitization in the photovoltaic device
shown in Fig. 2. At 532 nm, considerable photocurrent enhancement was observed
in the ‘‘guided light’’ configuration.

We alsomade ZnO thin films with dye adsorption. The dye layers on the ZnO thin
films were formed by the liquid-phase MLD [6, 13]. In RB-adsorbed ZnO thin films,
photocurrents were generated at 532 nm and the photocurrent enhancement by
‘‘guided light’’ was observed. Two-dye sensitization with a self-assembled double
layer of RB and CV extended the sensitized spectra to red regions. The photocurrent
enhancement was observed in the ‘‘guided light’’ configuration at 633 nm [6].

The next challenge is to combine the ZnO thin films with polymer MQDs or
self-assembled double layers of dye molecules on the surface with an electrolyte
layer to fabricate the photovoltaic devices shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

8 Film-Based Integrated Solar Energy Conversion Systems

In conventional solar cells, semiconductors are placed all over the modules, so
the cost of the systems will increase with a shortage of semiconductor materials.
In systems with Fresnel lens/mirror concentrators, semiconductor materials can be

Fig. 38 Schematic
illustration of a method for
photocurrent measurements
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saved because solar beams are focused on small semiconductor cells. However, the
system size becomes very large and solar-beam tracking mechanisms are neces-
sary. Recently, to reduce consumption of semiconductor materials, to provide
wide-angle solar collecting capability to the systems, and to make systems flexible
and compact, we proposed integrated solar energy conversion systems with
waveguide-type light beam collecting films [21, 22–23]. In this section, the per-
formance of the waveguide-type light-collecting film is predicted [24] using the
beam propagation method (BPM) and the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
method.

8.1 Proposed Structures

We consider three types of light beam collecting films. In the system with tapered
vertical waveguide-type light beam collecting film (Fig. 40), semiconductor
flakes for thin-film photovoltaic devices are embedded in the film. The incident

Fig. 39 Photocurrent
enhancement by ‘‘guided
light’’ in ZnO thin films [7]

Fig. 40 Integrated solar
energy conversion system
with the tapered vertical
waveguide-type light beam
collecting film
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light beams received by the tapered vertical waveguides are guided to the semi-
conductor flakes, whose areas are smaller than the areas of the light beam col-
lecting aperture of the vertical waveguide. This enables a reduction of
semiconductor consumption.

In the system with the tapered vertical/horizontal waveguide-type light beam
collecting film (Fig. 41), a film with tapered vertical waveguides and a film with
horizontal waveguides having vertical mirrors are stacked. The incident light
beams are introduced into the horizontal waveguides through the vertical mirrors
and guided to the semiconductor flakes embedded in the film. This enables further
reduction of semiconductor consumption. By embedding wavelength filters into
the optical waveguide films, solar beams can branch to semiconductors having
appropriate absorbances. For example, in such a system, UV-blue beams are
directed to ZnO, green–red beams to Si, and infrared beams to InP.

In the system with the multi-layer waveguide-type light beam collecting film
(Fig. 42), many films with horizontal waveguides and vertical mirrors are stacked.
The incident light beams are introduced through the vertical mirrors into the
horizontal waveguides and guided to semiconductor flakes.

These film-based systems are suitable to integrate with waveguide-type pho-
tovoltaic devices because both the light beam collecting films and the photovoltaic
devices have optical waveguide structures.

8.2 Simulation Procedure

The simulation procedure for predicting the light beam collecting performance is
explained using a model example for the tapered vertical/horizontal waveguide-

Fig. 41 An integrated solar
energy conversion system
with the tapered vertical/
horizontal waveguide-type
light beam collecting film
[23]
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type light beam collecting film shown in Fig. 43. Incident light beams from a
metal mirror are introduced into a horizontal waveguide via a tapered vertical
waveguide and a vertical mirror. The refractive indices of the optical waveguides
are 1.6, and that of background is 1.0, assuming air. The width of the horizontal
waveguide is 4 lm. An anti-reflective coating (ARC) with 100-nm thickness and
refractive index of 1.3 is applied to the top and the bottom of the horizontal
waveguide.

Incident light beams with a large width are preferable to reproduce the plane
waves of sunlight. However, when the width is broadened, the area of the FDTD
calculation increases and computation time becomes long. So in the present work,
the simulations were performed using fundamental guided beams in an optical
waveguide with a width of 10 lm for incident light beams. The incident angles of
the light beams are adjusted by the metal mirror. The length of the model from the
left boundary to the right boundary is 200 lm.

Fig. 42 Integrated solar
energy conversion system
with the multi-layer
waveguide-type light beam
collecting film

FDTDBPM BPM

Metal Mirror

Tapered Vertical Waveguide (n=1.6)

1
0

12 

4

Background (n=1.0) 10 µm 

Horizontal Waveguide (n=1.6)

Intensity 
Distribution of 
Incident Light

Vertical Mirror

Unit : µm

Fig. 43 An example of a simulation model for light beam collection in the waveguide-type light
beam collecting films
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8.3 Predicted Performance of Tapered Vertical/Horizontal

Waveguide-Type Light Beam Collecting Films

Figure 44 shows models and the light intensity distribution of the tapered vertical
waveguides with a high refractive index upper part (Model UH) and a high
refractive index lower part (Model LH). hT is 17�. Wavelength of incident light
beams is 600 nm. The light beam collecting efficiency was 61% in Model UH. The
efficiency increased up to 77% in Model LH. Since stronger light beam confine-
ment is necessary in the lower region of the tapered vertical waveguide, by putting
a high refractive index material in the lower regions, effective light beam con-
finement can be achieved. For further enhancement of the collecting efficiency, the
tapered angles and refractive index distribution profiles in the tapered vertical
waveguides should be optimized.

8.4 Predicted Performance of Multi-Layer Waveguide-Type

Light Beam Collecting Films

Figure 45 shows a detailed structure of a multi-layer waveguide-type light beam
collecting film. Eighteen films are stacked. The numbers in the top view indicate
vertical mirror apertures of the film. An example of optical circuits in a film is
illustrated in Fig. 46. Merging waveguides transport light reflected off the mirrors
to the main waveguide. By arranging the films regularly, the surface can be
occupied by the light beam collecting apertures in high density, achieving an
aperture occupation of 100% theoretically.
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(a)Fig. 44 Models of the
tapered vertical/horizontal
waveguide-type light
collecting films and the light
intensity distribution. a The
upper part of the tapered
vertical waveguide has a high
refractive index (Model UH)
and b the lower part of the
tapered vertical waveguide
has a high refractive index
(Model LH)
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8.4.1 Effects of Incident Angles on Light Beam Collecting Efficiency

Figure 47 shows models with 45� mirrors and the light intensity distributions. The
wavelength of the light beam is 600 nm. For an incident angle of 0�, the light beam is
introduced to the optical waveguide through the 45� mirror, and then is guided
through the optical waveguide smoothly, indicating the fundamental mode is dom-
inant. For an incident angle of 45�, much of the light passes through the 45� mirror.
At the same time considerably higher modes are excited in the guided beams.

Figure 48 shows models with 30� mirrors and the light intensity distributions.
For an incident angle of 0�, the light beam guided in the optical waveguide
contains considerably higher modes. For an incident angle of 45�, on the other
hand, the guided beams propagate smoothly.

As summarized in Fig. 49, optical waveguides with 45� mirrors and optical
waveguides with 30� mirrors are useful for incident light beams with vertical
direction and with tilted directions, respectively.

8.4.2 Light Beam Collecting Efficiency of Multi-Layer Waveguides

We proposed multi-layer waveguide-type light beam collecting films consisting of
optical waveguides with 45� and 30� mirrors. As illustrated in Fig. 50, the first
layer is an optical waveguide with a 45� mirror, and the second and the third layers

Fig. 45 A detailed structure
of a multi-layer waveguide-
type light collecting film [24]

Fig. 46 An example of
optical circuits with merging
waveguides in a film
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are optical waveguides with 30� mirrors. The two optical waveguides with 30�
mirrors are arranged to direct light in opposing directions. The first, second, and
third layers are for incident light beams from the vertical direction, from the left
direction, and from the right direction. This structure is expected to provide wide-
angle light beam collecting capability without tracking mechanisms.
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Fig. 47 Models with 45�
mirrors and the light intensity
distributions. a An incident
angle of 0� and b an incident
angle of 45�
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Fig. 48 Models with 30�
mirrors and the light intensity
distributions. a An incident
angle of 0� and b an incident
angle of 45�

Fig. 49 Light beam
collecting efficiency in
models with 30� and 45�
mirrors for incident angles of
0� and 45�
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Figure 51 shows models of the three-layer structure with 45� and 30� mirrors,
and the light intensity distribution. Here, in the model of -45�, the optical
waveguide direction is flipped horizontally, which effectively reproduces a con-
figuration for -45� incidence with the same incident light beam direction as for
the 45� incidence. The distance between optical waveguides is 1 lm. The wave-
length of the incident light is 600 nm. It was found that the light was mainly
collected by the first layer for vertical incidence, by the second layer for tilted
incidence from the left, and by the third layer for tilted incidence from the right.

For comparison, the light beam collecting characteristics of the three-layer
structure with only 45� mirrors were examined. As shown in Fig. 52, for tilted
incidence, the collected light beams are reduced and propagate with considerably
higher modes.

Fig. 50 An example of the
three-layer structure with 45�
and 30� mirrors. a Incident
light beams with vertical
directions, b incident light
beams from the left side
directions, and c incident
light beams from the right
side [24]
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Fig. 51 Models of the three-
layer structure with 45� and
30� mirrors and light intensity
distributions. a An incident
angle of 0�, b an incident
angle of 45�, and c an
incident angle of -45� [24]
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Figure 53 shows dependence of the light beam collecting efficiency on incident
angles for the three-layer structure having optical waveguides with 45� and 30�
mirrors (denoted 45�/30�/30�) and the structure having optical waveguides with
only 45� mirrors (denoted 45�/45�/45�). For an incident angle of 0�, almost the
same efficiency is obtained in the 45�/30�/30� and 45�/45�/45� devices. For an
incident angle of 45�, the efficiency is 50% larger in the 45�/30�/30� than in the
45�/45�/45� device. This indicates that the light beam collecting film consisting of
mirrors of different angles provides wide-angle light beam collecting capability.

The light beam collecting efficiency was calculated to be 60%, 57%, and 65%
for wavelengths of 400, 600, and 800 nm, respectively. Thus, it was found that the
proposed model can operate in visible to near-infrared regions.

The models shown in Fig. 51 have 4 9 4 lm apertures. By stacking the 45�/
30�/30� units three times and shifting the position by 4 lm to enlarge the effective
aperture by a factor of three, the light beam collecting efficiency is expected to
increase to 80% or more for incident angles of 45�, 0�, and -45�.
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Fig. 52 Models of the three-
layer structure with only 45�
mirrors and the light intensity
distributions. a An incident
angle of 0�, b an incident
angle of 45�, and c an
incident angle of -45� [24]

Fig. 53 Dependence of light
collecting efficiency on
incident angles for the three-
layer structure having optical
waveguides with 45� and 30�
mirrors and the structure
having optical waveguides
with only 45� mirrors
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In the case of the model shown in Fig. 45, the layer count is eighteen for one
angle of vertical mirrors. The eighteen-layer structure forms a module. To con-
struct a multi-layer structure consisting of optical waveguides with 45� and 30�
mirrors, one module unit for 45� mirrors and four module units for 30� mirrors are
necessary to be stacked in order to collect light beams with vertical incident angles
and tilted incident angles (from left side, right side, near side and far side). When
the waveguide core thickness is 4 lm and the distance between optical waveguides
is 1 lm, the module unit thickness is around 90 lm. Then, total thickness of the
stack of five module units is 450 lm.

8.5 Overall Consideration

8.5.1 Overall Light Beam Collecting Efficiency

As mentioned in Sects. 8.3 and 8.4, the light beam collecting efficiency via vertical
mirror for the tapered vertical/horizontal waveguide-type light beam collecting
film (Model LH) and the efficiency via the multi-layer waveguide-type light beam
collecting film are approximately 80%.

In addition to light beam collection through the vertical mirrors, light beam
propagation via merging horizontal waveguides and couplings between optical
waveguides and semiconductor flakes affect the overall light beam collecting
efficiency. For the merging horizontal waveguides, BPM calculations reveal effi-
ciency of *70% for five-step merging.

For the optical transfer fromopticalwaveguides (polymer, refractive index: 1.52) to
semiconductor flakes (ZnO, refractive index: 2.1), the reflection loss at the interface is
around 16%. The coupling efficiency may increase to nearly 100% by inserting an
appropriate ARC between the optical waveguides and semiconductor flakes.

Overall light beam collecting efficiency gOverall is given as follows:
gOverall = [light beam collecting efficiency via vertical mirror] 9 [light beam

propagation efficiency via merging waveguide] 9 [coupling efficiency between
optical waveguide and semiconductor flake]

By substituting the light beam collecting efficiency of the vertical mirror
(*80%), light beam propagation efficiency of the merging waveguide of (*70%),
and the coupling efficiency between an optical waveguide and a semiconductor
flake of *100% into the above relation, the expected overall light collecting
efficiency is calculated to be *56% for five-step merging.

The estimated efficiency of the waveguide-type light beam collecting films is
lower than that of Fresnel lens/mirror concentrators. So, at present these light
collecting films do not seem suitable for large-scale solar energy conversion
centers. However, they have an outstanding feature of flexible light-weight films,
enabling us to carry them as sheets and put them on cars, robots, buildings, roofs of
tents, surfaces of pavements/roads, walls, tables, various kinds of equipment,
clothes, and anywhere else we desire. Since very high efficiency is not always
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necessary in these applications, these film-based integrated solar energy conver-
sion systems may be useful yet.

8.5.2 ‘‘Efficiency/Material Consumption’’ Ratio

In the conventional solar cell, the overall light beam collecting efficiency is
*100%, and the reduction ratio of semiconductor consumption is 1. So,
‘‘efficiency/material consumption’’ ratio is 100.

For Model LH of the tapered vertical/horizontal waveguide-type light beam
collecting film shown in Fig. 44b, the overall light beam collecting efficiency is
*56%. The light beam collecting aperture of the tapered vertical waveguides is
12 lm and that of the vertical mirror is 4 lm. So, a light collection factor of 3 will be
achieved in this two-dimensional model. For three dimensions, the light collection
factor is 9, i.e., the reduction ratio of semiconductor consumption is 1/9. In the case of
five-step merging, since light beams from ten apertures are merged into one semi-
conductor flake, the reduction ratio of semiconductor consumption is expected to be
(1/9) 9 (1/10) = 1/90 giving an ‘‘efficiency/material consumption’’ ratio of 56/(1/
90) = 5040, fifty times larger than that of the conventional solar cell.

For the multi-layer waveguide-type light beam collecting film, the reduction
ratio of semiconductor consumption is 1/10 for five-step merging, giving an
‘‘efficiency/material consumption’’ ratio of 56/(1/10) = 560, over five times that
of the conventional solar cell. When collected light in different films are further
merged and directed to a semiconductor flake, the ‘‘efficiency/material con-
sumption’’ ratio will be increased.

8.5.3 Resource-Saving Heterogeneous Integration

In order to fabricate actual integrated solar energy conversion systems, it is
important to provide a simple and low-cost process for embedding semiconductor
flakes into a film. For this purpose, photolithographic packaging with SORT
(PL-Pack with SORT) [18], which was developed for the optical interconnects
within boxes, can be used. SORT enables us to place semiconductor flakes onto
films at one time from a growth wafer, achieving semiconductor saving and
low-cost device integration.

In addition, in the present design, we assumed 4-lmwaveguide cores. In practice,
larger cores with several tens-lm sizes can be used. For waveguide fabrication, the
built-in mask method as well as imprinting and stamping can be used.

9 Summary

The waveguide-type sensitized photovoltaic devices consisting of ZnO thin films
with flat surfaces and high-carrier mobility will enable us to improve the solar
energy conversion efficiency. Polymer MQDs fabricated by MLD is promising for
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the light-absorbing layer in the sensitized photovoltaic devices. Sensitization using
self-assembled double layers, which are fabricated by the liquid-phase MLD for
p-type and n-type dye molecules on ZnO thin films, is also promising to widen the
sensitized spectral regions. Integration with waveguide-type photovoltaic devices
into light beam collecting films can provide flexible, light-weight solar energy
conversion systems with wide-angle beam collecting capability.
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Part II

Electricity Generation via Fuel Cells and
Piezoelectric Materials



Nanomaterials for Proton Exchange
Membrane Fuel Cells

Xin Wang and Shuangyin Wang

Abstract The development of fuel cell technology, especially the proton
exchange membrane fuel cell, is progressed through the use of nanomaterials. This
chapter introduces the recent development of nanostructured electrocatalysts for
fuel cell applications. An overview of various synthesis methods for nanostruc-
tured electrocatalyts is first presented. The morphology control of the
electrocatalysts is then discussed, including zero-dimensional, one-dimensional,
multi-dimensional, and hollow structures. Multi-component electrocatalysts with
improved durability and activity for various fuel cell reactions are also introduced.
Finally, the advantage of using carbon nanotubes as electrocatalyst support and
noncovalent functionalization of nanotube surface is discussed in detail.

1 Introduction of Proton Exchange Membrane

Fuel Cell(PEMFC)

The fuel cell, a device that converts chemical energy directly into electrical
energy, involves an electrochemical reaction, like the conventional battery [1–4].
The difference is that fuel cells have an external and continuous supply of fuels and
therefore do not require a time-consuming charging process. Fuel cells have
attracted much attention in the past few decades due to their advantages over
conventional internal combustion engines, such as low pollutant emissions, high
efficiency, and high theoretical power output density.
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An anode, electrolyte, and cathode are the main components of a fuel cell.
Among the various members in the fuel cell family, PEMFCs are the most
attractive candidate for automotive and portable applications [1, 4]. Figure 1
shows the main components of a PEMFC. The output voltage of a single cell is
limited by the Nernst potential of the two half-cell reactions occurring on the two
electrodes. Electrochemical oxidation of fuels such as hydrogen and small organic
molecules (SOMs, such as methanol, ethanol, and formic acid) occurs on the
anode and the electrochemical reduction of the oxidant takes place on the cathode.
Ions generated from the electrochemical reduction or oxidation processes are
transported through the electrolyte, which is ionically conductive but electroni-
cally insulating. During the reaction, the generated electrons will flow through the
external circuit, producing electrical energy, while the ions will flow through the
electrolyte from one side to the other side of the electrode, completing the overall
fuel cell reactions. Depending on the fuels used, PEMFCs can be categorized as
hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells, direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs), and direct formic
acid fuel cells (DFAFC) etc. [2, 5, 6].

In the various components of PEMFCs, nanotechnology is frequently employed
to improve cell performance, increase durability, and reduce the cost. For example,
the precious metal electrocatalysts used are reduced to the nanoscale, ensuring a
high catalytic surface area and minimizing the amount of precious metal used to
maintain high performance. Meanwhile, carbon nanomaterials are typically utilized
as catalyst supports due to their high conductivity, good thermal and chemical
stability, and excellent mechanical properties. Not limited to the catalyst, some
nanosized materials such as carbon nanotube and silica oxide nanoparticles are also
employed in the membrane to enhance its self-humidifying ability and mechanical

Fig. 1 Illustration of a
proton exchange membrane
fuel cell
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properties. Therefore, nanomaterials have found extensive use in fuel cell system
andwill continue to be of research interest. Therefore, in this chapter, wewill discuss
the applications of nanomaterials in fuel cell systems. Specifically, we will focus on
nanostructured electrocatalysts and their supports in PEMFC devices.

2 Synthesis Methods of Nanosized Electrocatalysts

for PEMFC

Platinum-based metal nanoparticles supported on carbon are the most commonly
used electrocatalysts for various reactions in PEMFCs. However, the high cost
of this precious metal is a major barrier to a large-scale commercialization of
PEMFCs. In order to reduce Pt usage without sacrificing cell performance, a great
deal of effort must be devoted to improving the electrocatalyst utilization effi-
ciency and enhancing the intrinsic catalytic activity of the electrocatalysts. One
approach is to use high surface area carbon materials (e.g., carbon nanotube and
carbon black) as supports to enhance the dispersion and distribution of metal
nanoparticles and to improve their utilization efficiency [7]. The dispersion of
metal electrocatalyst nanoparticles on carbon supports strongly depends on the
interaction between them, and intrinsic properties of the supports. On the other
hand, electrocatalytic activity is highly dependent on the morphology and particle
size of metal electrocatalysts. Metal electrocatalysts exhibit shape, size, and
dimension dependent catalytic properties, which have made controlling the mor-
phology an active and prolific research area.

To date, various synthesis methods have been investigated to prepare supported
metal electrocatalysts. These methods include impregnation, potential step elec-
trodeposition, colloidal processing, and microwave-assisted polyol techniques [8].
The impregnation method, also called the electroless deposition method, is widely
used to prepare highly-dispersed metal nanoparticles deposited on carbon supports.
This approach involves the pre-mixing of carbon supports and metal precursors
followed by the addition of reducing agents (such as sodium borohydride, ethylene
glycol, and formic acid). The average particle size, dispersion, and distribution of
the metal nanoparticles strongly depend on the properties of carbon supports and
reducing agents. The synthesis and deposition of Pt nanoparticles by the electro-
deposition is realized by pasting the carbon supports onto the working electrode
and subsequent pulse deposition in an electrolyte containing metal precursors.
However, such an electrodeposition method is not suitable for large-scale pro-
duction. The colloidal route involves the pre-formation of metal nanoparticles
followed by the deposition onto carbon supports. In this case, organic materials,
such as polymers or surfactants, are used to stabilize metal nanoparticles to avoid
aggregation in the colloidal dispersion. After the nanoparticles are deposited on the
supports, these stabilizers should be removed from the metal surface. Otherwise,
they can hinder the interaction between the reactant molecules and the active
catalyst sites. Usually, a heat treatment or solvent rinse is used to remove the
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stabilizer molecules. However, it is difficult to completely remove them with a
simple solvent rinse. On the other hand, the heat treatment method usually leads to
the aggregation of metal nanoparticles, resulting in low utilization efficiency of the
electrocatalysts and alteration of the surface composition of the catalysts if multi-
component alloy catalysts are involved.

To date, the most commonly used chemical reduction method is the polyol
reduction method. For this method, ethylene glycol is used as the solvent, reducing
agent, and stabilizer. The formation of metal nanoparticles involves the reduction
of metal precursor salts by ethylene glycol, which, in turn, is oxidized. It has been
proposed that the oxidation of ethylene glycol mainly results in glycolic acid or
glycolate anions, depending on the pH value of the solution. The stabilization of
the metal nanoparticles by ethylene glycol system is realized by the electrostatic
repulsion of the attached glycolate anions on the surface of the metal colloids.

Fig. 2 TEM images of 6 wt% Pt and 3 wt% Ru catalysts deposited on Vulcan XC-72R. The
PtRu catalysts were synthesized in ethylene glycol solutions with the following NaOH
concentrations: 0.1 M (a), 0.075 M (b), and 0.068 M (c). The bars in (a) and (b) indicate a 20 nm
scale, and the bar in (c) indicates a 50 nm scale. Reprinted with permission from Bock et al. [8]
American Chemical Society
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The concentration of glycolate anions in the synthesis solution can be adjusted by
controlling the pH of the solution. As the concentration of glycolate anions affects
the stabilization behavior of the metal nanoparticles, the metal nanoparticle size
can be easily tuned by controlling the pH of the synthesis solution. Bock et al. [8]
performed such an investigation. As shown in Fig. 2, the average particle size and
distribution of metal nanoparticles on carbon black can be adjusted by the con-
centration of NaOH. They concluded that the increase of the pH of the solution
leads to smaller particle size. Such a strategy allows for the synthesis of highly-
dispersed metal nanoparticles with tunable particle size on various substrates [8].

More recently, the microwave-assisted polyol reduction method has been
developed to synthesize highly-dispersed metal nanoparticles deposited on carbon
supports with much smaller particle size. Microwave irradiation facilitates the fast
reduction of metal precursors to metal atoms and uniformly distributes heat in the
reaction solution [9]. The creation of a high level of supersaturation within very
short time range leads to fine particle size.

3 Morphology Control of Nanostructured Electrocatalysts

Extensive efforts have been directed toward the synthesis of morphology-
controlled nanomaterials because of their extraordinary morphology-dependent
properties and their wide application in various fields, such as catalysis, opto-
electronics, biolabeling, chemical sensors, and fuel cells. To date, various forms of
nanostructures have been developed, ranging from highly monodispersed spherical
and cubic nanoparticles to various anisotropic nanostructures such as nanowires,
nanorods, and nanotubes. Herein, we will review the recent progress of the mor-
phology-controlled synthesis and its effect on the catalytic activities of metal
nanomaterials [8, 10–14].

3.1 Zero-Dimensional Nano-Electrocatalysts

Fuel cell electrocatalysts are normally used in the form of zero-dimensional
nanoparticles with small particle size, since small particles feature a high surface
area to volume ratio, which is essential for surface catalysis applications [15].
Other than the surface area, the electrocatalytic activities are significantly
affected by the surface properties of metal nanoparticles that could be tuned via
size and shape-controlled synthesis. For example, Arenz et al. [16] investigated
the size effect of Pt nanoparticles on the electrocatalytic activities for adlayer
and bulk CO oxidation and found that the removal/oxidation of adsorbed CO on
the Pt surface is sensitive to the surface properties of Pt nanoparticles. As shown
in Fig. 3, the onset potential of adlayer CO oxidation is almost independent of
the particle size, but the rate of CO2 production decreases with the decrease of
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the particle size. They suggested that the removal/oxidation of CO is mainly
controlled by the number of defects on the Pt surface. Large particles have
‘‘rougher’’ surfaces and therefore more defects than small particles, which have
fairly smooth (111) facets. In contrast to CO adlayer oxidation, smaller particles
are more active for bulk CO oxidation than larger particles because of the
increased oxophilicity. Sun et al. [17] conducted shape-controlled synthesis of Pt
nanoparticles. Polyhedral (3 nm), truncated cubic (5 nm), and cubic (7 nm)
Pt nanoparticles were prepared, with dominating lattice fringes of Pt (111), Pt
(100), and Pt (100) respectively, as shown in the TEM images in Fig. 4.
The electrochemical investigation revealed that Pt (100)-dominated nanocubes
are more active for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in 0.5 M H2SO4

than the other two catalysts (polyhedral and truncated cubic nanoparticles). It is
believed that such a shape-dependent ORR activity can be ascribed to the
different adsorption properties of Pt surface. Therefore, these two examples
demonstrate that the catalytic activities of the zero-dimensional nanoparticles
could be efficiently tuned through the size and shape control.

3.2 One-Dimensional Nano-Electrocatalysts

In parallel, recently a lot of attention has been given to one-dimensional or bran-
ched metal nanostructures, such as nanorods, porous nanoparticles, multipods,
nanowire networks, and dendritic nanoparticles. Zhuang et al. [18] successfully
prepared one-dimensional Pd nanorods (Fig. 5) and zero-dimensional nanoparticles
with electrochemical deposition technique by simply changing the precursor con-
centration. The electrochemical characterization indicated that Pd nanorods
exhibited an unexpectedly higher area-specific activity toward the ORR than
nanoparticles, which is close to that of bulk Pt. The electrochemical fingerprint
experiment on CO stripping shows that the surface of Pd nanorods is dominated by
Pd (110) facets, on which the adsorption of O is found to be exceptionally weak by
subsequent density functional theory (DFT) calculations. It is believed that such a
weak adsorption is the reason for the superior activity of Pd nanorods toward ORR.
Another example of one-dimensional nanostructured electrocatalysts is the Pt
nanotubes developed by Lu et al. [19]. The Pt nanotubes (Fig. 6) were synthesized
via a redox replacement reaction in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB). Improved catalytic activity toward methanol oxidation was
observed compared to that of the nanowires, which is due to the high surface area
and high preferential crystal facets of Pt nanotubes.

Using similar redox replacement reaction method, Yan et al. [20] successfully
synthesized supportless Pt and PtPd alloy nanotubes (Fig. 7). As shown in Fig. 8,
the as-synthesized PtPd alloy nanotubes not only exhibit significantly enhanced
catalytic activities toward ORR, but also demonstrate an improved durability/
stability, compared to monometallic Pt nanotubes, Pt black, and commercial Pt/C
catalysts. The improved durability was explained by (1) the elimination of support
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corrosion problem and (2) the one-dimensional nanostructure has a length on the
order of microns, which makes it less vulnerable to dissolution, Ostwald ripening,
and aggregation during fuel cell operation than the platinum nanoparticles.
Additionally, the anisotropic morphology of the one-dimensional nanostructures
also improves the mass transport properties and catalyst utilization efficiency for
the electrocatalytic reaction. If properly assembled (e.g., cubic or hexagonal close-
packing and vertical alignment on a Nafion� membrane), they can also lead to a

Fig. 3 Comparison of
CO-stripping curves in 0.1 M
HClO4 solution purged after
CO adsorption with argon for
30 min at 0.05 V; scan rate
1 mV/s; dashed gray curves
show the respective base
voltammograms; the blue
curves show the CO-stripping
curves after oxide-annealing
and the red curves after
CO-annealing. Reprinted
with permission from Arenz
et al. [16] American
Chemical Society
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thin catalyst layer, further improving the mass-transfer characteristics within the
catalyst layer [20]. On the basis of the above works, it can be concluded that, the
electrocatalytic activity and durability of metal nanostructures can be controlled by
changing the structure.

3.3 Two and Three-Dimensional Nano-Electrocatalysts

The increase in dimension of the metal nanostructures of electrocatalysts to two or
three may produce other unexpected catalytic activities. Ding et al. [21] developed
a simple method to fabricate a novel nanotubular mesoporous (NM) PdCu
bimetallic catalyst with a nanoporous shell based on low-temperature dealloying in

Fig. 4 TEM images of (a) the 3 nm polyhedral (b) the 5 nm truncated cubic, and (c) the 7 nm
cubic Pt Nanoparticles. The insets are the representative HRTEM images of corresponding single
particles, showing (a) Pt (111), (b) Pt (100), and (c) Pt (100) lattice fringes. All scale bars in the
insets correspond to 1 nm. This is the pre-peer reviewed version of the following article: Wang
et al. [17] Angewandte Chemie-International Edition 47:3588–3591

Fig. 5 A TEM image of
Pd-NR deposited on carbon
powder. Reprinted with
permission from Xiao et al.
[18] American Chemical
Society
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an aqueous solution and a subsequent in situ galvanic replacement reaction. The
as-prepared PdCu bimetallic catalyst exhibits a superior ORR activity, as shown in
Fig. 9. The authors claimed that trimodal hollow bimetallic structure in the
PdCu nanostructures play a crucial role in the enhancement of ORR activity.
Another two-dimension example, Jiang et al. [22] fabricated Pd nanowire arrays
(NWA) by the anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) templated electrodeposition

Fig. 6 (a–d) SEM and FE-SEM images of the platinum nanotubes. Reprinted with permission
from Bi et al. [19] American Chemical Society

Fig. 7 a SEM image of PtPd nanotubes. b TEM image and electron diffraction pattern (inset) of
PtPd nanotubes. This is the pre-peer reviewed version of the following article: Chen et al. [54]
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method (Fig. 10). The Pd nanowire arrays have large amounts of electrochemi-
cally active surface area. The electrocatalytic activity and stability of the Pd
nanowire array for ethanol electrooxidation are not only significantly higher than
those of conventional Pd film electrodes, but also higher than those of commercial
E-TEK PtRu/C electrocatalysts. The utilization efficiency and electrocatalytic
activity of the Pd nanowire array electrode strongly depend on the length and
structure of the Pd nanowires. The nanometer-sized gaps or pores between the
nanowires in the array are straight and short, acting as effective transport channels
to and from the electrode/electrolyte interface for the liquid fuel and products
formed during the electrooxidation of ethanol [22].

Furthermore, Chen et al. [23], by use of a low-cost, one-step hydrothermal
method, successfully prepared three-dimensional nanoporous PtRu networks
(Fig. 11). The precursors Ru3+ and Pt4+ ions were reduced simultaneously by
the reduction agent formaldehyde, resulting in the formation of PtRu alloys.
The composition of the PtRu networks can be easily changed by varying the
concentration of the Ru and Pt precursors. The surface characterization and

Fig. 8 a Loss of
electrochemical surface area
(ECSA) of Pt/C, platinum-
black (PtB), and Pt nanotube
catalysts with number of CV
cycles in Ar-purged 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution. b ORR
curves in O2-saturated 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution. Inset: Mass
activity (top) and specific
activity (bottom) for the four
catalysts at 0.85 V. This is
the pre-peer reviewed version
of the following article:
Chen et al. [54]
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electrochemical studies show that the active surface area of the synthesized novel
nanoporous PtRu networks is much higher than that of the polycrystalline platinum
electrode, and that the nanoporous PtRu networks have much higher activity for
the electrochemical oxidation of methanol and CO.

In light of the potential benefits that multi-dimensional nanostructures possess,
there is a pressing need to develop efficient approaches for the fabrication of multi-
dimensional nanostructures with controllable morphology. A variety of approaches
including chemical vapor deposition, laser assisted synthesis, electrochemical
deposition, and hard or soft templating have been extensively attempted. The hard
template method, e.g. using mesoporous silica, generally produces low metallic
interconnectivity due to poor continuity of precursors in the mesoporous templates.
Additionally, to remove the silica template, hydrofluoric acid, a serious environ-
mental and safety hazard, is required. The template method based on the AAO is
also limited by the channel diameter of the AAO available. On the other hand,
low-temperature soft-template approaches based on wet-chemistry offer enormous
process flexibility to assemble nanoscale building blocks into variety of nano-
architectures. For example, metal nanowires can be synthesized using micelles,
polymer-mediated nanoparticle assembly, and surfactant-stabilized water-in-oil
microemulsions. Recently, a self-assembly soft-template method has been

Fig. 9 Polarization curves
for the ORR on NM-PdCu
and Pd/C, Pt/C nanoparticles
in an O2-saturated 0.1 M
HClO4 at room temperature
at 1600 rpm. Scan rate:
5 mV s-1. The inset is the
specific activity for NM-
PdCu, Pt/C, and Pd/C
catalysts at 0.8 and 0.85 V,
respectively. Reprinted with
permission from Xu et al.
[21] American Chemical
Society

Fig. 10 SEM images of (a) cross section and (b) surface of Pd NWAs. Inset in (a): XRD pattern
of Pd NWAs. This is the pre-peer reviewed version of the following article: Xu et al. [22]
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developed to effectively synthesize Pd nanowire networks (NWNs) as electro-
catalysts for formic acid oxidation [24]. The principle of the tunable synthesis of
Pd nanostructures via the polysodium-p-styrenesulfonate (PSS) polyelectrolyte-
mediated self-assembly process is shown in Fig. 12. Self-assembly occurs between
positively charged Pd2+ ions and negatively charged SO3 function groups attached
to the pendent aromatic ring of PSS, forming anisotropic Pd2+–PSS networks in
solution. The reaction rate is controlled by pH. If the nucleation rate of Pd
nanoparticles along the PSS molecular chains is fast, the crystallization and growth
of Pd(0) would adopt the anisotropic Pd2+-PSS network, forming Pd NWNs. The
assembly and formation of Pd nanoparticles and NWNs occurs simultaneously. On
the other hand, if the nucleation rate of Pd nanoparticles along the PSS polymeric
chain is slow, the grain growth of Pd nanoparticles would dominate. The random
nucleation and grain growth would disturb the anisotropic Pd2+–PSS network in
solution and form isolated Pd nanoparticles instead. This principle is confirmed by
the TEM images shown in Fig. 13.

3.4 Hollow Metallic Electrocatalysts

The proper design of core–shell nanostructured electrocatalyst reduces the cost of
precious metal electrocatalysts and improves their electrocatalytic activity.
Meanwhile, hollow nanostructured electrocatalysts with empty cores have also

Fig. 11 SEM images of:
(a) nanoporous Pt surface;
and (b) typical nanoporous
Pt-Ru electrode.
Magnification: 50009. This
is the pre-peer reviewed
version of the following
article: Koczkur et al. [23]
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Fig. 12 A schematic illustration of the templateless and PSS-mediated self-assembly of Pd
NWNs and nanoparticles. Reprinted with permission from Wang et al. [24] Copyright 2008 IOP
Publishing Ltd

Fig. 13 TEM micrographs of Pd nanostructures synthesized in the presence of PSS polyelec-
trolyte. (a) Pd nanocubes synthesized at pH = 2, (b) Pd cuboctahedrons synthesized at pH = 6,
(c) Pd nanorods synthesized at pH = 8, and (d) Pd nanowire networks synthesized at pH = 12.
PSS/Pd ratio was 1:1 and ethanol was used as reducing agent. Inset is the high magnification
TEM image. Reprinted with permission from Wang et al. [24] Copyright 2008 IOP Publishing
Ltd
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attracted much attention due to their unique properties. The hollow structure
provides increased surface area and saves on material cost. It should be kept in
mind that methodology is critically important to the preparation of a catalyst with a
hollow structure. Template-based synthesis is the primary method to synthesize
hollow metallic catalysts. Porous alumina, polystyrene spheres, silica spheres, and
micelles have been employed as templates to prepare hollow metal nanostructures
[25–28]. More recently, a galvanic replacement reaction-based template method
was developed. This method uses a sacrificial Ag or Co nanoparticle as a template,
which reduces aqueous metal ions, resulting in the formation of hollow metal
nanostructures with various morphologies conformal to those of the templates. Bai
and coworkers [27] developed a facile procedure for the synthesis of a Pt hollow
nanosphere catalyst based on the replacement reaction between Co nanoparticles
and H2PtCl6, as shown in Fig. 14. The as-prepared Pt hollow nanospheres had a
very high surface area and therefore exhibited enhanced weight-normalized
electrocatalytic performance. Based on this procedure, some bimetallic hollow
nanospheres could also be synthesized. For example, Qiu [26] synthesized PtRu
hollow nanospheres using Co as the sacrificial template and supported them on
carbon nanotube support. The PtRu hollow nanospheres exhibited enhanced
weight-normalized electrochemical performance for methanol oxidation compared
with PtRu nanoparticles and commercial PtRu/C electrocatalysts due to the
advantageous structural properties of the hollow structure.

4 Multi-component Electrocatalysts

Platinum is the best-known monometallic electrocatalyst for hydrogen oxidation
and oxygen reduction reactions. However, at the anode side, Pt suffers from severe
poisoning from fuel impurities, such as carbon monoxide (CO), and the electro-
catalytic activity is quite low for other fuels like methanol or formic acid. Even for
oxygen reduction at the cathode side, there exists a large overpotential. The
enhancement of Pt electrocatalysts for fuel cell applications is usually realized by
the appropriate design of multicomponent electrocatalysts with the introduction of
another component, called the promoter.

Fig. 14 TEM images of Pt
hollow nanospheres (a) and
(b). This is the pre-peer
reviewed version of the
following article: Liang et al.
[27]
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4.1 Bimetallic Alloy Electrocatalysts

To overcome the low electrocatalytic activity of Pt toward fuels like methanol or
CO containing hydrogen, the approach of incorporating other promoting metals
has been investigated extensively, of which the most commonly used are ruthe-
nium and tin. For example, it has been observed that the presence of Ru increases
the rate of methanol adsorption and the maximum CO coverage of the surface is
reached more rapidly at a PtRu surface than at a pure Pt catalyst at a given
potential. A bifunctional mechanism originally proposed by Watanabe [29] is
believed to be responsible for the activity improvement, where one metal (Pt) is
available for the adsorption of the intermediate and the other metal on adjacent site
acts as the adsorption site for oxygen-containing species. Since Ru can generate
OH species from the water activation at lower potential than Pt [1, 12], the oxi-
dation of the adsorbed CO species can be realized at lower potential.

PtSn bimetallic electrocatalysts have also been reported to show enhanced
electrocatalytic activity for methanol oxidation in DMFCs [1]. It should be pointed
out that the promotional role of a PtSn system is slightly different from that for
PtRu electrocatalysts. The significant difference in electronegativity between Sn
and Ru elements leads to different environments around the Pt sites in the two
systems. Because of the small difference in electronegativity between Pt and Ru
elements, the electronic effect of Ru on Pt is very weak and the bifunctional
mechanism is responsible for the enhanced electrocatalytic performance of
methanol oxidation on PtRu electrocatalysts. For PtSn electrocatalysts, Sn atoms
donate electrons to Pt atoms due to Sn’s smaller electronegativity. The charge
transfer from Sn atoms to Pt atoms increases the electron density around Pt sites
and downshifts their d-band center, which leads to weakened chemisorption
energy with oxygen-containing species. Therefore, the enhancement of PtSn
electrocatalysts is mainly due to the modification of electronic environment of Pt
sites (electronic effect) [1].

At the cathode side, the ORR suffers from high polarization loss even with the
use of the best catalyst Pt. There is an enormous impetus to find better and cheaper
catalyst than Pt/C. Another consideration during the search of better electrocatalyst
is its stability in highly corrosive and oxidizing environment in fuel cells.
Throughout the effort to maintain the advantageous properties of Pt (i.e., relatively
low overpotential, high stability) while simultaneously reducing the high Pt
loading and searching for an improved ORR catalyst, a variety of binary and
ternary Pt alloy systems have been investigated, with most of the alloyed metals
being transition element metals, such as Co, Ni, Cu, Cr, Mo, and Fe. The main
objective is to tune the ability of the metal to bond the key reaction intermediates
in just the right way, either via the electronic effect or adjustment of the atomic
distance between adjacent atoms. The appropriate chemisorption energy of O
species with catalyst surface determines their electrocatalytic activity. An oxygen
adsorption energy that is too high yields stable intermediates on the surface; if the
interaction between oxygen and the surface leads is too weak, the adsorption is
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also weak, thereby limiting the activity of molecular oxygen. To date, the most
extensively investigated cathodic bimetallic electrocatalysts are PtNi and PtCo.
Stamenkovic et al. [30] demonstrated that the Pt3Ni (111) surface is 10-times more
active for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) than the corresponding monometallic
Pt (111) surface, as illustrated in Fig. 15. They claim that the Pt3Ni (111) surface
has an unusual electronic structure (d-band center shift) and the distribution of
surface atoms in the near-surface region. The downshift of the d-band center of Pt
on the surface was caused by the electronic modification by the underlying Ni,
resulting in weakened chemisorption with –OH (nonreactive oxygenated species)
on Pt surface, leading to increased number of active sites for O2 adsorption and
reaction [30].

4.2 Bimetallic Core–Shell Electrocatalysts

Although alloying Pt with other transition metal elements can significantly
enhance the electrocatalytic activity of fuel cells, these materials tend to dissolve
from the electrocatalyst during fuel cell operation because of the strong favor-
ability of transition metals to leave their metal alloy crystal and form ions in acidic
and oxidizing environment. The leaching out of transition metals forms a Pt skin
(less than 1 nm) on the electrocatalyst nanoparticles and has been proposed to be
the main reason for the improved activity with the use of bimetallic alloy catalysts
[31]. In order to overcome this problem, incorporating these transition metals
into the cores of Pt nanoparticles is a promising way to reduce the cost. Such a

Fig. 15 Influence of the surface morphology and electronic surface properties on the kinetics of
ORR. Specific activity is given as a kinetic current density ik, measured at 0.9 V versus RHE.
Values of d-band center position obtained from UPS spectra are listed for each surface
morphology and compared between corresponding Pt3Ni(hkl) and Pt(hkl) surfaces. Reprinted
with permission from Stamenkovic et al. [30] Copyright 2007 Science Magazine
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core–shell structure prevents the transition metals from dissolving out of the
bimetallic structure and reduces the usage of precious Pt, since the catalytic
reaction only occurs on the catalyst surface instead of inner core sites. Further-
more, the appropriate selection of inexpensive metal elements as the cores can
modify the electronic structure of Pt shell, thereby improving the electrocatalytic
activity of the Pt shell [32].

The first core–shell electrocatalyst for fuel cell reaction was reported by Adzic
et al. [33]. They prepared a Pt monolayer on noble metal or nonnoble metal
nanoparticles and examined them for O2 reduction (see Fig. 16). These electro-
catalysts showed a very high activity of O2 reduction even though they contain
only very small amounts of Pt. The Pt monolayer was prepared by galvanic dis-
placement of a Cu monolayer deposited at underpotential condition. Geometric
effects on the Pt monolayer and the effect of PtOH coverage, as revealed by
electrochemical data, X-ray diffraction and X-ray absorption spectroscopy data,
appear to be the sources of the enhanced catalytic activity. However, a full
comparison to the common electrocatalyst Pt/C could not be obtained because of
the large difference in the amount of active surface area. Moreover, from the
viewpoint of mass production of the electrocatalyst, the electrochemical method
used is less effective and less feasible compared to wet-chemistry approach [32].

More recently, Wang et al. [34, 35] developed an efficient wet-chemistry
method to synthesize Au–Pt core–shell nanoparticles with controlled shell/core
ratios for both methanol and formic acid oxidation. The synthesis process involves
the pre-formation of Au seeds followed by the slow growth of Pt atoms on the Au
cores in the presence of a weak reducing agent. Improved Pt utilization in terms of
methanol oxidation is demonstrated with the core–shell structure. Furthermore, at
very low Pt/Au molar ratios, incomplete Pt shells with decorated structures are
formed. This catalyst not only significantly reduces the use of Pt via improved Pt
dispersion, but also shows a high activity for formic acid oxidation as shown
in Fig. 17. Compared to Pt/C, it undergoes a different reaction pathway by sup-
pressing the formation of the CO intermediate where the Pt coverage on Au
nanoparticles plays an important role. The origin behind this enhancement is
proposed in Fig. 18. Formic acid oxidation on Pt generally follows a dual path
mechanism. It is believed that the direct oxidation of formic acid on Pt surface
(dehydrogenation) does not require the presence of continuous neighboring Pt

Fig. 16 Model for the synthesis of Pt monolayer catalysts on nonnoble metal-noble metal core–
shell nanoparticles. Reprinted with permission from Zhang et al. [33] American Chemical Society
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sites, while the dissociative adsorption of formic acid to form CO requires at least
two ensemble binding sites. A continuous decrease of Pt coverage on Au surface,
i.e., decreasing the availability of Pt adjacent atoms, leads to a decrease in the
dehydration rate and an eventual blocking of CO formation (the disappearance of
the second oxidation peak at *0.63 V), while the dehydrogenation reaction can
still occur without being affected.

4.3 Metal Oxide as the Promotional Component

of Electrocatalysts

The slow kinetics of the electrooxidation of methanol in PEMFCs is a large barrier
to large-scale commercialization of fuel cells. As stated above, the most commonly
used approach is to alloy Pt with other transition metals for use as catalysts. The
detailed investigation on the electrocatalysis behavior of methanol oxidation on
PtRu has shown that, in order to minimize the effect of the CO species, the

Fig. 17 CV of Pt/C and
PtAu/C at 10 mV s21 in
0.5 M HCOOH ? 0.5 M
H2SO4. Reprinted with
permission from Kristian
et al. [35] Copyright 2007
The Royal Society of
Chemistry

Fig. 18 Illustration of the catalytic reactions of formic acid oxidation (dissociative adsorption
and dehydrogenation) on the Pt-decorated Au surface. Reprinted with permission from Kristian
et al. [35] Copyright 2007 The Royal Society of Chemistry
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cocatalyst, Ru should have a large fraction of oxide [36]. In such a case, CO tends
to interact with the oxygenated species on oxide surface and converts to CO2 at a
relatively low potential via the classical bifunctional mechanism. On the basis of
this concept, many researchers have been focusing on the promotional role of other
metal oxides on the electrocatalytic reactions in fuel cells. Many metal oxides,
such as TiO2, CeO2, SnO2, ZrO2, MgO, and MoO2, have been extensively used as
cocatalysts and found to play promotional role in alcohol oxidation or oxygen
reduction either in acidic or alkaline media [20, 36–40]. Experimentally,
researchers typically adopt two strategies to incorporate metal oxide into the
catalyst system. One is to form a Pt-metal alloy, followed by the adjustment of the
metal oxide component. Other researchers adopt a successive method; that is,
loading metal oxide onto catalyst supports (such as carbon black and CNT/
nanofiber), followed by the deposition of Pt nanoparticles onto the metal oxide/
support composites.

Song et al. [36] prepared TiO2 coated carbon nanotubes (TiO2/CNTs) by a sol–
gel method to act as Pt catalyst which support and enhance the electrooxidation of
ethanol. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images shown in Fig. 19 confirmed
the successful coating of CNT and subsequent deposition of Pt nanoparticles with
narrow particle size distribution. The electrochemical characterization for the
ethanol oxidation and CO stripping demonstrates the promotional role of TiO2/
CNTs as Pt catalyst support. As shown in Fig. 20, the addition of TiO2 signifi-
cantly decreases the CO-stripping peak potential compared to Pt/CNTs and
commercial Pt/C. This result shows that incorporating TiO2 in the Pt/CNT catalyst
system could enhance the electrochemical oxidation/removal of CO. It is believed
that CO adsorption occurs only on the Pt surface and the bifunctional mechanism
explains the promotional role of TiO2. Plus, the addition of TiO2 may enhance the
durability of the catalysts because TiO2 is very stable in acidic solution, which can
hinder the corrosion of carbon nanotube supports. With a similar procedure, Peng
et al. [41] synthesized MnO2/CNT supported Pt and PtRu nanocatalysts for direct
methanol fuel cells. It is concluded that the existence of MnO2 on the surface of
the CNTs effectively increases the proton conductivity of the catalyst, which
remarkably enhances the electrochemical performance of the catalysts toward
methanol oxidation.

In addition to mono-metal oxides as cocatalysts, multicomponent metal oxides
are also used to enhance the electrochemical performance of ectrocatalysts in fuel
cells. Qiu et al. [20] prepared Pt-CexZr1–xO2/C catalysts with a co-precipitation
method. This method involves the pre-mixing of zirconium nitrate and cerium
nitrate with carbon black followed by the addition of an ammonia solution to
prepare CexZr1–xO2/C support composite. The deposition of Pt nanoparticles on
the support composite completes the preparation of the catalysts. Figure 21 shows
the typical CO-stripping voltammograms for the catalysts compared with Pt/C and
PtRu/C. Catalysts with a metal oxide show much lower peak potential of CO
stripping. The reason is that metal oxide favors the activation of water to produce
the OH species on metal oxide surface, which subsequently interacts with poi-
sonous CO adsorbed on Pt surface to generate CO2 at lower potentials. The authors
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claimed that the peak potential of CO stripping depends on the content of ZrO2

(1–x) in the catalysts and found that the peak potential increases with the increase
of ZrO2 content. The reason may be related to the different lattice structure of
CexZr1–xO2/C.

For the ethanol oxidation in direct ethanol fuel cells, the most serious barrier is
the splitting of C–C bonds with the direct oxidation to CO2. Recently, Adzic et al.

Fig. 19 HRTEM image and
EDX spectrum of Pt–TiO2/
CNTs (1:1): (a) TiO2/CNTs;
(b) Pt–TiO2/CNTs. The
strong Cu-peak originates
from the supporting HRTEM
Cu grid. Reprinted from Song
et al. [36] Copyright 2007
with permission from
Elsevier

Fig. 20 CO stripping
voltammograms in 1 M
HClO4 solutions with a scan
rate of 10 mV s-1. Reprinted
from Song et al. [36]
Copyright 2007 with
permission from Elsevier
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[42] synthesized a ternary PtRhSnO2/C electrocatalyst for ethanol electrooxidation
by depositing platinum and rhodium atoms on carbon-supported tin dioxide
nanoparticles. The as-synthesized electrocatalyst is capable of oxidizing ethanol
with high efficiency and holds great promise for resolving the impediments to
developing practical direct ethanol fuel cells. The electrochemical result shown in
Fig. 22 demonstrates the significantly improved current density and lower onset
potential of ethanol oxidation of PtRhSnO2/C compared to the classical PtRu/C
electrocatalysts. The PtRhSnO2/C electrocatalyst effectively splits the C–C bond in
ethanol at room temperature in acid solutions, facilitating its direct oxidation to
CO2 at low potentials, which has not been achieved with existing catalysts. It is
concluded that the enhanced electrocatalytic activity is due to the specific property
of each of the constituents, induced by their interactions. First, the addition of Rh
effectively breaks C–C bonds based on interaction with Pt. Secondly, SnO2, by
strongly adsorbing water and interacting with the Pt and Rh, precludes the Rh and
Pt sites from reacting with water to form M-OH, making them available for

Fig. 21 The CO-stripping
voltammograms recorded in
1 M HClO4 solutions at
10 mV s-1 on Pt-CeO2/C,
Pt-Ce0.6Zr0.4O2/C, PtRu/C,
and Pt/C catalysts. Reprinted
from Bai et al. [20] Copyright
2007 with permission from
Elsevier

Fig. 22 Polarization curves
of the oxidation of ethanol on
PtRhSnO2/C and PtRu/C
(20% PtRu with 1:1 atomic
ratio on C E-TEK). Reprinted
with permission from Kowal
et al. [42] Copyright 2009
Nature Publishing Group
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ethanol oxidation. Also, SnO2 activated with OH species facilitates CO removal
from Rh active sites. Finally, Pt facilitates ethanol dehydrogenation and modifies
the electronic structure of Rh to afford moderate bonding to ethanol, intermediates
and products, leading to C–C bond splitting [42].

5 Noncovalent Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

as Electrocatalyst Supports

5.1 Motivation for Using Carbon Nanotubes as Supports

Platinum-based electrocatalysts normally exist in the form of nano-scaled particles
deposited on catalyst supports with a high surface area [43]. The catalyst supports
not only to prevent the nano-scaled electrocatalyst particles from aggregation, but
also to play a significant role in transporting the electrons generated from and
consumed by the electrochemical reactions [12]. It has been demonstrated that
catalyst supports have great influence on the performance and durability of
electrocatalysts. An ideal catalyst support should meet these requirements: (a) high
surface area to improve the catalyst dispersion; (b) low combustive reactivity;
(c) high conductivity; and (d) high electrochemical and thermal stability.
Currently, the most popular support material is porous carbon black (XC-72) with
high surface area, which leads to well-dispersed electrocatalyst nanoparticles [43].
Recently, developing novel catalyst supports for PEMFC application has attracted
much attention, a large portion of which has been devoted to the investigation of
using carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as catalyst supports [43–45].

CNTs have attracted much attention due to their promising physical and chemical
properties, since their discovery in 1990s by Ijima in Japan. Nowadays, the synthesis
of carbon nanotubes can be realized by three main approaches: chemical vapor
deposition, laser vaporization, and arc-discharge evaporation. CNTs are categorized
as multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), double-walled carbon nanotubes
(DWCNTs), and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) on the basis of the
number of graphitic layers in the structure. CNTs have attracted increasing interest
in both fundamental physics and a plethora of applications, including mechanically
reinforced composites, field-effect transistors, chemical/electrochemical sensors,
hydrogen storage, catalysis, and electronic nano-devices [12, 43–45].

CNTs are widely investigated as support materials for Pt and Pt alloy catalysts in
fuel cells due to their high surface area, good electronic conductivity, and high
chemical and thermal stability [3, 45, 46]. Compared with carbon black, CNTs allow
for a higher utilization of Pt due to their smooth surfaces, as opposed to conventional
carbon black supports where a big portion of Pt nanoparticles are trapped in the
pores. An additional advantage of CNTs over carbon black is increased durability,
owing to their inert nature. Furthermore, the high electrical conductivity of CNTs
and their unique interaction with metal electrocatalysts (more specifically, the
interaction of the p-electrons of carbon nanotubes and the d-electrons of platinum)
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leads to enhanced electrocatalytic activity [43]. The deposition, dispersion, and size
of metal nanoparticles supported strongly depend on the surface properties of the
CNTs [47]. The electrocatalytic activity of metal nanoparticles is significantly
affected by the nature of their interaction with CNTs. The synthesis process of CNTs
usually generates bundles, especially for single-walled CNTs, which limits their
utility [43]. Furthermore, pristine CNTs are chemically inert; therefore, it is nec-
essary to activate the graphitic surface of the nanotubes to disperse them in solution
and efficiently deposit catalyst nanoparticles [48]. Thus, a pre-functionalization
process is required for the use of CNTs as support material.

At the early development stage of CNT functionalization, the chemical oxidation
of CNTs is most commonly used. Typically, this method involves the ultrasonica-
tion or refluxing CNTs in a harsh acid mixture, e.g., a mixture of sulfuric acid and
nitric acid, resulting in the formation of oxygen-containing functional groups (i.e.,
carboxyl groups) on the ends and side-walls of CNTs [49]. The presence of carboxyl
groups introduced by the chemical oxidation enables the further functionalization of
CNTs via the covalent coupling. Various functional groups could be obtained on
CNTs through the synthetic chemistry design [49]. However, such a vigorous
functionalization process leads to the damage of the perfect CNT structure, namely,
opening the nanotube caps, generating holes in the CNT side-walls or even cutting
CNTs. In addition, the introduced functional groups prefer to locate at the defect
sites of CNTs, and thus the distribution of functional groups is not uniform.

Alternatively, a gentler and more facile noncovalent functionalization method
has been developed. Surfactant aggregating, bifunctional molecule stacking,
macromolecule immobilization, and polymer wrapping on CNTs are the four main
strategies to noncovalently functionalize CNTs. Surfactants are amphiphilic
molecules, in which the hydrophobic ends attach to the hydrophobic CNT surface
and the hydrophilic ends are directed to the solvent (aqueous solution), forming
aggregates. A bifunctional molecule containing aromatic groups can be efficiently
stacked on CNT surface via p–p interactions [50]. For macromolecules like pro-
teins, the hydrophobic regions in the proteins could be responsible for the
adsorption onto CNTs. CNTs can be effectively functionalized by most water-
soluble polymers via a wrapping technique. These noncovalent functionalization
methods effectively and uniformly introduce specific molecules/functional groups
to the CNT surfaces without any damage to their structures. Compared to the
covalent method, the noncovalent methods are more facile and effective for the
functionalization of CNTs [12].

5.2 Noncovalent Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

with Bifunctional Molecules

Recently, Wang et al. [9, 24, 51] developed a noncovalent functionalization
method to modify the surface of CNTs with bifunctional molecules as
electrocatalyst supports. As illustrated in Fig. 23, it involves the adsorption of
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1-aminopyrene (1-AP) molecules onto the surface of MWCNTs. 1-AP is a
bifunctional molecule with a pyrenyl group and an amino functional group. The
pyrenyl group, being highly aromatic, is known to interact strongly with the basal
plane of graphite via p-stacking. In a similar manner, the pyrenyl group of 1-AP
also strongly interacts with the side-walls of MWCNTs, immobilizing the mole-
cule. When the pH of the solution is controlled at a slightly acidic level (e.g., pH
6.5), the amino groups of 1-AP immobilized on the MWCNT surface are pro-
tonated and gain a weak positive charge. This leads to the electrostatic attraction of
the negatively charged PtCl6

2-, followed by the subsequent self-assembly of
positively charged Ru3+ on the 1-AP-MWCNTs. The microwave-assisted polyol
treatment in the presence of ethylene glycol reduces the PtRu precursors, forming
PtRu nanoparticles on the MWCNTs. These surface groups also serve as anchoring
sites for the direct deposition of reduced metal nanoparticles, which are negatively
charged. Differing from the acid-oxidized MWCNTs, where the harsh chemical
acids are used to produce carboxylic acid sites on the surface, the 1-AP-func-
tionalization treatment preserves the integrity and the electronic structure of
MWCNTs. As shown in Fig. 24, fine metal nanoparticles with a narrow size
distribution were deposited on 1-AP-CNTs with a uniform distributions, a result of
the evenly-distributed functional groups on the surface of CNTs. The average
particle size is 2 nm and no aggregation occurs, even with high PtRu loading.
However, on acid-oxidized CNTs, PtRu nanoparticles tend to form aggregates of
large particle size due to the poor distribution of functional groups introduced by
the harsh acid oxidation. The density of PtRu electrocatalysts can be controlled by
adjusting the feeding concentration of the metal precursors. As a result, PtRu
nanoparticles on 1-AP-MWCNTs have higher electrochemical surface area, much
better activity, and enhanced stability for methanol electrochemical oxidation in
acid solution than those on AO-MWCNTs [9].

5.3 Non-covalent Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

by Polymer-Wrapping

Polymer-wrapping techniques are also used to functionalize carbon nanotubes as
electrocatalyst supports. Wang et al. [24] used poly(diallyldimethylammonium
chloride) (called PDDA) to wrap CNTs in an aqueous solution. PDDA is a water-
soluble quaternary ammonium with a positive charge. During the functionalization
process, sodium chloride salt is added to allow the PDDA chain to adopt a random
configuration, leading to high coverage of PDDA chains on MWCNTs (PDDA-
MWCNTs). This noncovalent functionalization not only leads to a high density
and homogeneous dispersion of surface functional groups on MWCNTs, but also
preserves the intrinsic properties of MWCNTs without damaging their perfect
surface structures. As illustrated in Fig. 25, because of the positive surface charge
on MWCNTs, a large amount of negatively charged Pt precursor can be anchored
onto the MWCNT surfaces via electrostatic interaction. The subsequent reduction
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by ethylene glycol (EG) yields Pt nanoparticles with uniform distribution and high
density [12].

One of the most significant advantages of this noncovalent functionalization is
the high density of functional groups introduced onto the CNT surface. Such
high density allows for a high loading of metal nanoparticles. By combining the

Fig. 24 TEM images and distribution histograms of PtRu nanoparticles on 1-AP-MWCNTs
(a and b) and AO-MWCNTs (c and d). The PtRu loading was 40 wt%. Reprinted with permission
from Wang et al. [9] American Chemical Society

Fig. 23 Schematic diagram
of the synthesis of PtRu
electrocatalysts on 1-AP-
functionalized MWCNTs.
Reprinted with permission
from Wang et al. [9]
American Chemical Society
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noncovalent functionalization with polyelectrolyte and a seed-mediated growth
method, Wang et al. successfully synthesized Pt/CNT electrocatalysts with
various loadings ranging from 10–93 wt%, with the corresponding TEM images
shown in Fig. 26. The correlation between the electrocatalytic activity and
interconnectivity of Pt nanoparticles on CNT was further investigated. It was
demonstrated for the first time that the electrocatalytic activities of Pt/CNTs
catalysts are fundamentally correlated to the interconnectivity. The magnitude of
the interconnectivity of Pt nanoparticles is a critical factor influencing their
electrocatalytic activity, and the interconnected Pt nanoparticles are more active
than the isolated Pt nanoparticles. The high electrocatalytic activity of highly
interconnected Pt nanoparticles is considered to be related to the increased
number of active grain boundaries, which promote the electrocatalytic activity of
Pt nanoparticles. On the other hand, the interconnected Pt nanoparticles signif-
icantly weaken their chemical adsorption with oxygen-containing species (i.e.,
COad and OHad), resulting in increased electrocatalytic activity for CO and
methanol oxidation and oxygen reduction. The increase of interconnectivity of Pt
nanoparticles also reduces the interface resistance among particles for electron
transfer [12, 51].

Based on the same polymer-wrapping techniques, polyelectrolytes with
various characteristic functional groups, to be used as interlinkers to catch Pt
nanoparticles, were deployed to functionalize carbon nanotubes. The effect of

Fig. 25 Illustration of the synthesis of Pt nanoparticles on PDDA wrapped CNTs. Reprinted
with permission from Wang et al. [24] Copyright 2008 IOP Publishing Ltd
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interlinkers between Pt nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes on the electrocata-
lytic activity for methanol oxidation was investigated by the same group. It was
found that polyanions (e.g., poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PSS) and poly(acrylic
acid sodium) (PAA)) have a beneficial effect on methanol electrooxidation on Pt
nanoparticles supported on CNTs. The effect is due to charge transfer from
polyanions to Pt sites and supply of oxygen-containing species, as evidenced by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results. The increased electron density
around Pt sites via charge transfer causes partial filling of Pt 5d-bands, resulting
in the downward shift of the d-band center and weaker chemisorption with
oxygen-containing species (e.g., COad). The weakened chemisorption of CO on
Pt nanoparticles promotes methanol electrooxidation. However, polycations have
a contrary effect on the electronic structure and chemisorption properties of Pt
nanoparticles. On the other hand, the long-term stability testing shows that
polycation-functionalized CNTs as Pt supports enhances their stability by the
stronger interaction between Pt nanoparticles and CNTs contributed by the
electrostatic attraction forces.

In addition to direct-stacking of bifunctional molecules and polymer wrap-
ping, layer by layer self-assembly is another strategy to immobilize metal

Fig. 26 TEM micrographs of Pt/MWCNTs catalysts with Pt loadings of (a) 10 wt%,
(b) 20 wt%, (c) 30 wt%, (d) 40 wt%, (e) 50 wt%, (f) 69 wt%, (g) 81.6 wt%, (h) 86 wt%, and
(i) 93 wt%. Reprinted with permission from Wanget al. [51] American Chemical Society
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nanoparticles on the CNT surfaces. For example, Yang et al. [52] immobilized Pt
nanocubes on CNT surface noncovalently using this technique. In this method,
CNTs were first pre-functionalized with a negatively charged polyelectrolyte,
PSS. Meanwhile, Pt nanocubes stabilized by a positively charged surfactant,
CTAB, were synthesized separately. Mixing of the two batches leads to the
deposition and immobilization of Pt nanocubes on CNT via electrostatic self-
assembly. The Pt NC/CNT electrocatalyst shows relatively high catalytic activity
toward the reduction of oxygen.

5.4 Noncovalent Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

by Ionic Liquid

To develop another advanced strategy, Chen et al. [53] made use of an ionic
liquid to functionalize CNT. This approach is based on free radical polymeri-
zation of the ionic-liquid monomer 3-ethyl-1-vinylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate
via thermal-initiation to form ionic-liquid polymers (PIL) on the surfaces of the
CNTs. This results in a large number of surface functional groups on the CNT
with good dispersion. The introduction of the ionic species on the surfaces of
CNTs provides positive charges to stabilize metal nanoparticles and prevents
them from aggregating. Furthermore, the electrochemical performance of these
catalysts was investigated by cyclic voltammetry in a nitrogen-saturated 0.5 M
H2SO4 ? 1.0 M CH3OH solution, with the CV curves shown in Fig. 27. It was
found that catalysts supported on ionic-liquid-functionalized CNTs show
enhanced current density, reduced onset and peak potential, and improved CO
tolerance, compared to those supported on conventional CNTs. This observation
shows the advantage of ionic-liquid/CNT composites as electrocatalyst supports
for fuel cell applications.

On the basis of the above examples, we conclude that noncovalent func-
tionalization of CNTs effectively equips CNTs with specified functional groups
with a high density and uniform distribution. These surface groups function as
active sites to anchor metal precursors or metal nanoparticles, resulting in well-
dispersed, narrowly-distributed, loading-controlled metal nanoparticles/CNT
electrocatalysts. In addition to the physical role, these functional groups also
interact with catalyst nanoparticles and affect their intrinsic electrochemical
activities. To date, most strategies to tune the activity have been limited to the
modification of Pt with other metals, while no specific attention has been paid to
the anchoring groups connecting the metal nanoparticles and the support mate-
rial, which may be equally important. This direction is certainly worthy further
studying. Thus, the non-covalent functionalization strategy is an attractive
method for the coating of CNTs with size and shape-controlled Pt-based nano-
particles and other nanocatalysts.
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6 Conclusions

Nanoscale design of electrocatalysts provides a general approach to precisely
control the composition, structure, and properties of electrocatalysts for fuel cells.
It also furthers the fundamental understanding of electrocatalysis on various cat-
alysts. For practical application in fuel cells, appropriate adoption of nanomaterials
and nanotechnology has been shown to improve electrocatalytic activity, dura-
bility, and cost. Additionally, nanostructured materials are also being extensively
used in other critical components of fuel cells.
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Energy Harvesting Based on PZT
Nanofibers

Xi Chen, Nan Yao and Yong Shi

Abstract Energy harvesting technologies that are engineered to miniature sizes,
while increasing the power delivered to wireless electronics [1, 2], portable
devices, stretchable electronics [3] and implantable bio-sensors [4, 5] are strongly
desired. Piezoelectric nanowire- and fiber-based generators have potential uses for
powering such devices through conversion of mechanical energy into electrical
energy [6]. However, the piezoelectric voltage constants of the semiconductor
piezoelectric nanowires of the reported nanogenerators [7–12] are low. Here we
introduce a piezoelectric nanogenerator based on lead zirconate titanate (PZT)
nanofibers [13]. The PZT nanofibers, with diameters and lengths of approximately
60 nm and 500 lm, respectively, were aligned on interdigitated electrodes of
platinum fine wires and packaged using a soft polymer on a silicon substrate. The
measured output voltage and power under periodic stress applications to the soft
polymer were 1.63 V and 0.03 lW, respectively.

1 Introduction

Recently, the piezoelectric properties of several nanowires, nanofibers and nano-
rods from zinc oxide [9], lead zirconate titanate (PZT) [14], cadmium sulphide
[15], barium titanate [16] and gallium nitride [17], have been demonstrated. These
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one-dimensional piezoelectric nanostructures convert mechanical energy into
electrical energy. As examples, various nanogenerators based on ZnO nanowires
[9–12] and fine fibers [7, 8] proposed by Wang et al. have been demonstrated for
potential applications in converting low frequency vibration and biomechanical
energy into electrical energy.

However, the piezoelectric voltage constant of the piezoelectric nanomaterials,
output voltage and output power of the nanogenerators still need to be improved
further for practical applications. Furthermore, the fabrication method of the
semiconductor piezoelectric nanomaterials may pose some drawbacks that can
affect the performance of the nanogenerator. It is difficult to grow single crystal
nanowires longer than 50 lm with diameters below 100 nm. The nanogenerator
fabrication method and the output voltage of the nanogenerator could be signifi-
cantly restricted by the short length of nanowires.

In order to overcome some of the drawbacks of the existing devices and
demonstrate the possibility of energy harvesting using PZT nanomaterials, a highly
efficient nanogenerator based on laterally aligned PZT nanofibers on interdigitated
electrodes was created, and is reported herein. PZT is a widely used piezoelectric
ceramic material with a high piezoelectric voltage constant and dielectric constant,
which are ideal properties of the active materials for mechanical to electrical
energy conversion. For a given volume under the same energy input, PZT can
generate much higher voltage and power output than other semiconductor-types of
piezoelectric materials.

As a ceramic material, bulk and thin film PZT structures are extremely fragile
especially when subjected to alternating loads. Matters are made worse since thin
film and micro fiber [18] structures are typically sensitive to high frequency
vibration. However, unlike bulk, thin films or micro fibers, PZT nanofibers pre-
pared by electrospinning process exhibit an extremely high piezoelectric voltage
constant, high bending flexibility and high mechanical strength, which have been
demonstrated in [14]. Therefore, utilizing PZT nanofibers in energy harvesting
technology could provide a new way to make a portable, flexible, highly efficient
device with low frequency vibration nature, since the nanofibers could be woven
into fabrics and made into composites.

2 PZT Nanofiber Synthesis

PZT nanofibers were prepared by electrospinning [19]. The starting materials, PZT
(52/48) sol-gel and poly vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP, Aldrich) were obtained from
commercial sources. Alcohol was used as the solvent for PVP, while acetic acid
was added to stabilize the solution and to control the hydrolysis reaction of the
sol-gel precursor [20]. After being stirred vigorously for two hours at room tem-
perature, the mixture was fed into a microscale metallic tube through a syringe
pump. A droplet of the modified sol-gel solution was held at the orifice of the
metallic tube due to the high surface tension. A high DC voltage (10 kV) between
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the tip of the micro metallic tube and the collecting substrate was applied to
overcome the surface tension and generate an electrically charged jet of the
modified solution. After electrospinning, the as-spun nanofibers were annealed at
650�C to obtain PZT nanofibers in the perovskite phase.

Figure 1 shows the morphology and X-ray diffraction pattern of the annealed
PZT nanofibers. Figure 1a is a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a
selected nanofiber with a diameter of 70 nm. By varying the concentration of the
polymer in the precursor, the average diameters of the nanofibers can be tuned
from 52 ± 8 to 150 ± 12 nm. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the
annealed PZT nanofibers shown in Fig. 1b indicates that the PZT nanofibers
annealed at 650�C were in the pure perovskite phase. The annealing temperature
was lower than that used by most other methods. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of the cross-section and surface of PZT nanofibers are
shown in Fig. 1c–d. The grain size of the PZT nanofibers was about 10 nm. The
structure of the nanofiber seemed porous, probably because of the polymer
precursor solution of the sol-gel process [21]. By modifying the precursor and
controlling the electrospinning parameters, a denser nanostructure can be
obtained.

Fig. 1 a SEM image of single PZT nanofiber. b X-ray diffraction pattern for the PZT nanofibers.
c–d TEM images of a PZT nanofiber. Reprinted with permission from [14]. Copyright 2009
American Institute of Physics
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3 Piezoelectric Voltage Constant of a Single PZT Nanofiber

Piezoelectric response was measured by using a nanomanipulator under SEM.
Two probes with tungsten tips were used for the measurements. The bending
moment was applied to the nanofiber through one tungsten tip, while the other tip
was used to form the ground by contacting the Au electrode directly near the PZT
nanofiber. The output voltage from the PZT nanofiber was recorded in real time by
a Keithley semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) with a charge amplifier; the
equivalent circuit used for the measurement is shown in Fig. 2. To reduce the
contact resistance between the tungsten tips and the PZT nanofiber, high currents
were applied to burn the organic layer absorbed on the tungsten tips before the
measurement. The resistance between the two tungsten tips, which were 1 lm
apart, was around 30 X after the burning process. The current in the circuit shown
in Fig. 2 was set to be at a picoampere level for signal readout using the software
of the Keithley measurement system.

The PZT nanofiber across the trench was ruptured at one end using a tungsten
tip to form a nanofiber cantilever, while the other end of the nanofiber remained
anchored to the Au electrode. The tip of the nanofiber cantilever was firmly
attached to the tungsten tip by electrostatic force when the two approached each
other. The electrostatic potential, Vnw, of the nanofiber could be considered as an
offset measured from the ground of the Keithley system when no force was applied
on the nanofiber (Fig. 3a). When a concentrated load was applied to the tip of the
nanofiber cantilever through the tungsten probe tip, the nanofiber was deformed, as
shown in Fig. 3b. The measured voltage output is shown in Fig. 3c. The magni-
tude of the output voltage, Vo, generated from the single PZT nanofiber was
0.4 mV, while the discharging process due to the load resistor, RL, of the mea-
surement system lasted about 40 s. The higher noise level in the right part of the
curve could be from the charge amplifier during the discharging process when the
current in Keithley system was set to 0 nA. The results were reproducible and each
voltage impulse lasted for the same period of time, as shown in Fig. 3d, when the
nanofiber was bent repeatedly, as shown in Fig. 3a–b.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the measurement system: RL1, RL2 and CL were load resistances
and circuit capacitance respectively while Vo was the output voltage readout from the Keithley
SPA. Reprinted with permission from [14]. Copyright 2009 American Institute of Physics
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The measured voltage output due to the bending of the single PZT nanofiber
was significantly higher than the noise level of the whole testing and measurement
system, which was less than *0.1 mV. When the electron beam of the SEM was
switched between the on and off states, the differences in the measured voltage
output results was less than *0.05 mV. During the cycling test process, the
nanofiber tip was attached to the tungsten probe perfectly during the test, which
proves that the measured signal was not from the initial surface charges of the PZT
nanofiber. The piezoelectric nanofiber also exhibited extremely high flexibility and
strength during the test, which was very attractive in developing active micro and
nanodevices or nanoenergy scavenging devices.

The voltage generation mechanism can be explained by a model similar to the
one suggested in [22]. The voltage change on the PZT nanofiber surface during the
bending test can be determined by:

DV ¼

Z r

0
g33rðrÞdr ð1Þ

(c) (d)

Fig. 3 a–b SEM images showing the free and bent single PZT nanofiber. c Voltage output and
discharging from the single PZT nanofiber during the bending test. d Voltage output during the
cycling tests. Reprinted with permission from [14]. Copyright 2009 American Institute of Physics
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where r is the radius of nanofiber, rðrÞis the stress function along the radius
direction on the cross-section of the nanofiber; and g33 is the piezoelectric voltage
constant. The stress function can be obtained using a FEM method based on the
displacement measured from the SEM image. According to Eq. 1, using a Young’s
modulus of 42.99 GPa for the PZT nanofiber, as reported previously [19] and a
voltage change of 0.403 mV, as measured in the test, the piezoelectric voltage
constant, g33, was determined to be about 0.079 Vm/N, which was larger than that
found in bulk PZT. This was in agreement with the piezoelectric voltage constant
measured from a bundle of PZT nanofibers during a dynamic bending test using a
dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA).

4 Fabrication Process for Nanogenerator

The nanogenerator device fabrication began with electrospinning the PZT
nanofibers and depositing them on the pre-prepared interdigitated electrodes of
platinum fine wire (diameter of 50 lm) arrays, which were assembled on a silicon
substrate (Fig. 4a). The diameters of the PZT nanofibers were made to be around
60 nm (Fig. 4b) by varying the concentration of PVP in the modified sol-gel
solution. The PZT nanofibers obtained were continuous while the distance between
two adjacent electrodes was 500 lm as designed.

The pure perovskite phase was obtained by annealing at 650�C for about 25 min.
Subsequently, a soft polymer (Polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) was applied on top of
the PZT nanofibers (Fig. 4c). The interdigitated electrodes of fine platinum wire
were connected by extraction electrodes to transport harvested electrons to the
external circuit. Finally, the PZT nanofibers were aligned by applying an electric

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4 Concept of the PZT
nanofiber generator.
a Schematic view of the PZT
nanofiber generator. b SEM
image of the PZT nanofiber
mat across the interdigitated
electrodes. c Cross-sectional
SEM image of the PZT
nanofibers in PDMS matrix.
Reprinted in part with
permission from Ref. [13].
Copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society
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field of 4 V/lmacross the electrodes at a temperature of above 140�C for about 24 h.
The nanogenerator can be released from the silicon substrate or prepared on flexible
substrates, depending on the requirements of the applications for energy harvesting.

By controlling the electric field distribution during the electrospinning process
(Fig. 5), PZT nanofibers were laterally aligned on the interdigitated electrodes.
PZT nanofibers, which were positively charged, were spun on the collection
substrate under the electric field. PZT nanofibers were stretched by the controlled
electric field in two directions and deposited across the substrate.

5 Working Principle

5.1 Power Generation Mechanism

The nanogenerator device and power generation mechanism are illustrated in
Fig. 6a–b, where PZT nanofibers were operating in the longitudinal mode (an
alternating pressure applied on the top surface of the nanogenerator). The applied
pressure was transferred to the PZT nanofibers through the PDMS matrix and
resulted in charge generation due to the combined tensile and bending stresses in
the PZT nanofibers. A voltage difference between the two adjacent electrodes was
thereby induced by this separation of charge. The interdigitated electrodes
enhanced the power output of the nanogenarator. The piezoelectric nanofibers
between each pair of adjacent electrodes served as unit cells and each cell was
connected in parallel.

Electrons generated in the PZT nanofibers could transfer through the electrodes
when the PZT nanofibers were subjected to external stresses. Compliant PDMS

Fig. 5 Schematic of
nanofiber alignment by
controlling the electric field
during the electrospinning
process. Reprinted in part
with permission from Ref.
[13]. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society
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covered the entire PZT nanofiber/electrode structure, due to the placement of the
PZT nanofibers in a levitated position above the silicon substrate. The stress in
the longitudinal direction, caused by Poisson’s ratio of the composites, could be
directly transferred to the PZT nanofibers when a stress was applied to the polymer
matrix in the vertical direction. To avoid excessive stresses on the PZT nanofibers
and to minimize the risk of damaging the electric connection of the electrodes, the
silicon substrate was packaged with the nanogenerator as a rigid mechanical
backing. This support could potentially be replaced by a flexible plastic backing
for different applications. The final cured thickness of the PDMS polymer matrix
was about 2 mm.

5.2 Mathematical Model

The potential generated from the PZT nanofibers between the interdigitated
electrodes is given by:

DV ¼

Z l

0
g33rðlÞdl ð2Þ

where l is the length of the nanofibers across two adjacent electrodes, rðlÞ is the
stress function along the axial direction of the nanofiber and g33 is the piezoelectric
voltage constant. Assuming perfect bonding between PZT nanofibers and PDMS
polymer matrix, we have:

ep ¼ em ¼ ec ð3Þ

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Power generation mechanism of the PZT nanofiber generator. a Cross-sectional view of
the PZT nanofiber in the generator. b Schematic view explaining the power output mechanism of
the PZT nanofibers working in the longitudinal mode. The color presents the stress level in
PDMS due to the application of pressure on the top surface. Reprinted in part with permission
from Ref. [13]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society
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where em and ec are the longitudinal strains in the PDMS matrix and the composite,
respectively. Assuming both the PZT nanofibers and PDMS matrix are elastic, the
nanogenerator can be considered as unidirectional, continuous fiber lamina, and
we have [23]:

E11 ¼ Epvp þ Emð1� vpÞ ð4Þ

vp ¼ Ap=Ac ð5Þ

where E11 is the longitudinal modulus, Ep is the PZT nanofiber modulus, Em is the
PDMS modulus, Ap is net cross-sectional area for the fibers and Ac is the cross-
sectional area for the composite. The major Poisson’s ratio can be calculated as:

t12 ¼ t13 ¼ tpvp þ tmð1� vpÞ ð6Þ

where tpand tm are the Poisson’s ratios of the PZT nanofibers and PDMS,
respectively. The longitudinal strain can be given by:

exx ¼
rxx

E11
�

ryy

E11
t12 �

rzz

E11
t13 ð7Þ

where rxx, ryy, rzz are the stresses in three directions. By considering only the
stress in the longitudinal direction:

rðlÞ ¼ Ep � rxx=E11 � ryy=E11 � t� rzz=E11 � t
� �

ð8Þ

Thus, the output voltage can be written as:

DV ¼

Z l

0
g33�Ep � rxx=E11 � ryy=E11 � t� rzz=E11 � t

� �

dl ð9Þ

For a given applied load or impact energy, the maximum output voltage is
primarily determined by the piezoelectric voltage constant. From our previous
study, the piezoelectric voltage constant of PZT nanofiber is roughly 0.079 Vm/N,
which is much higher than that of bulk PZT (0.025 Vm/N) or the PZT microfiber
composite (0.059 Vm/N) [24]. By inspection, the significantly larger g33 and l/
A ratio of the nanofiber generator should result in much higher voltage output
compared to that of the PZT microfibers [18] under the same loading condition.
For the same reason, PZT nanofibers can also be used as an ultra-high sensitivity
force/vibration sensor.

6 Characterization of Nanogenerator

The characteristics of the nanogenerator as a potential power supply were inves-
tigated by measuring generated voltage versus strain in the polymer matrix, under
varying dynamic load frequencies, and power output versus load resistance, both
using a DMA. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7.
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The voltage generated by applying a harmonic force at a frequency of 250 rad/s
(*39.8 Hz) and a specified maximum strain of 12% applied on the polymer
matrix is shown in Fig. 8a. The positive and negative voltages were generated due
to the sinusoidal load oscillations applied by the DMA (Fig. 8a). The peak to peak
open circuit voltage, Vp-p, increased as the maximum strain applied increased. The
maximum Vp-p was 1420 mV under a maximum applied strain along the PZT
nanofibers of*7.5 9 10-5% (established from mathematical and FEM models) at
250 rad/s, as shown in Fig. 8b.

The Vp-p versus various excitation frequencies under a maximum applied strain
on the PDMS surface of 2.25% is illustrated in Fig. 8c. The highest output voltage
of 62 mV occurred at a frequency of 220 rad/s (*35 Hz), corresponding to the
lowest resonant frequency of the entire architecture. Voltage outputs were also
recorded when varying the load resistances from 0.1 to 10 MX under a maximum
specified strain of 10% applied to the PDMS surface and a harmonic load fre-
quency of 250 rad/s (see Fig. 8d).

The power delivered to the load can be estimated from:

PL ¼
1
T

Z

VoðtÞ

RL

2

dt ð10Þ

where Vo(t) is the real-time voltage, RL is the load resistance and T is the period of
load application. The maximum measured output power reached 0.03 lW with a
load resistance of 6 MX, as shown in Fig. 8d.

7 Applications

Two applications of this nanogenerator are demonstrated. In the first application,
the output voltage from the PZT nanofiber generator was measured when it
underwent an impulsive loading, applied by tapping the top of the generator with a
small Teflon� stack. As shown in Fig. 9a, the generated voltage, which was
induced by piezopotential driven transient flow of electrons under the external load
[25], reached 600 mV when a larger impact was applied on the nanogenerator by
the periodic knocking. The higher the impact energy applied on the surface, the
higher the output voltage generated by the device. The dampening effect of the soft

Fig. 7 The schematic of the
experiment setup for the
nanogenerator
characterization test using the
DMA. Reprinted in part with
permission from Ref. [13].
Copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society
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polymer matrix on the resonant frequency was also observed during the energy
harvesting process.

In the second application, fingers were used to apply a periodic dynamic load to
the top of the nanogenerator, during which positive and negative voltage outputs
were observed (Fig. 9b). The negative voltage distribution was generated due to
the carriers flowing in reverse when the external load was removed and the
piezopotential vanished. The highest output voltage recorded during the test was
1.63 V. The amplitudes of the voltage outputs depended on how much pressure
was applied on the nanogenerator surface.

In order to eliminate the influence of the bioelectric field of the human body and
the electromagnetic interference from the testing equipment, a free vibration test
using the PZT nanogenerator as a damper was conducted (Fig. 10a). The output
voltage from the nanogenerator was measured when a Teflon� cantilever was

Fig. 8 The voltage generation properties of PZT nanofiber generator tested via DMA. a Voltage
output when a harmonic force at the frequency of 250 rad/s (*39.8 Hz) and a maximum strain of
12% were applied on the PDMS surface. b The open circuit peak to peak voltage output versus
strain of PZT nanofiber at the frequency of 250 rad/s (*39.8 Hz). The inset in b shows the stress
of composites versus strain applied between the top and bottom PDMS surface. c The open circuit
peak to peak voltage output versus frequencies of the harmonic forces at the maximum strain of
2.25% applied on PDMS. The inset in c shows the stress of composites versus frequency applied
on the nanogenerator. d The power delivered to the load resistors versus the load resistance. The
inset in d shows the voltage output versus the load resistance. Reprinted in part with permission
from Ref. [13]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society
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placed on top of the nanogenerator and subjected to free vibration, as shown in
Fig. 10b. The damping ratio, f, and the natural frequency of this system were
determined to be 0.064 and the 49.9 rad/s (*7.9 Hz), respectively. The output
voltage from a dummy block without PZT nanofibers or any other active materials
in it was also measured using the same setup. The measured result revealed that the
amplitude of noise signal is only at about the 10 mV level. This confirmed that the
power output from the PZT nanogenerator was in fact the energy harvested from
mechanical vibration.

8 Conclusion

Energy harvesting technology that can increase operation time and decrease device
size is urgently needed in wireless electronics, portable devices and implantable
bio-sensors. This PZT nanofiber-based nanogenerator provides a promising solu-
tion for the challenges we are facing. This nanogenerator produces high voltage
and power output, and has a high dielectric constant for a power source, which can
be directly used for wireless sensors, personal electronics, implantable bio-sensors
and bio-actuators. This low cost, flexible nanogenerator can also be packaged in
bio-compatible polymers for embedding in shoes or clothes to harvest the kinetic
energy of human body and charge batteries for devices such as iPods and cell
phones on the go.

The peak output voltage from this nanogenerator was 1.63 V, and the output
power was 0.03 lW with a load resistance of 6 MX. The piezoelectric voltage
constant and dielectric constant of PZT nanofibers were much higher than those of

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Measurements of output voltage from PZT nanofiber generator. a Voltage output
measured when a small Teflon� stack was used to impart an impulsive load on the top of the PZT
nanofiber generator. The inset in a shows the schematic of a Teflon� stack tapping on the
nanogenerator. b Voltage output measured when using a finger to apply a dynamic load on the top
of the generator. The inset shows the schematic of a finger applying the dynamic load. Reprinted
in part with permission from Ref. [13]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society
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the semiconductor-type of piezoelectric nanowires and nanofibers, making this
material ideal for nanogenerator or nanobattery applications. The flexible PZT
nanofibers were embedded in soft PDMS polymer matrix, which helped to prevent
the PZT nanofibers from being damaged, thereby extending the life cycle of the
nanogenerator. The simple fabrication and assembly process would allow for the
facile mass production of this type of nanogenerator.

Acknowledgment This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Award
No. CMMI-0826418 & No. ECCS-0802168), by the NSF MRSEC program through the Princeton
Center for Complex Materials (grant DMR-0819860; N.Y.).

Fig. 10 Energy harvested from the free vibration of a Teflon� cantilever. a Schematic of the
experimental setup. b The open circuit voltage output when the cantilever was under free
vibration. Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [13]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical
Society
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Part III

Clean Fuels Generation and
Environmental Remediation by Sun Light



Nanostructured Materials for Photolytic
Hydrogen Production

Jiefang Zhu, Dinko Chakarov and Michael Zäch

Abstract A hydrogen economy is often considered an attractive alternative to our
current fossil fuel-based energy system. In order for such a hydrogen economy to
become reality, several challenges associated with the production, storage, trans-
portation and use of hydrogen must be solved. This chapter addresses the issue of
hydrogen production. While the currently most widely used method to produce
hydrogen is based on the conversion of fossil fuel resources and does not therefore
fulfill the requirement of CO2 neutrality, we discuss here the photolytic production
of hydrogen via water splitting. This scheme is based on energy input from the
most powerful and ultimately sustainable energy source mankind has at its dis-
posal: the sun. Moreover, no carbon dioxide is released into the atmosphere, and
the method has potential for cost-effective large-scale production.

1 Background and Introduction

Mankind is facing two challenges of hitherto unsurpassed importance and com-
plexity, namely the ‘‘tera-Watt’’ and ‘‘tera-ton’’ challenges. The former refers to
the issue of supplying a rapidly growing world population with larger and larger
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amounts of energy [1], while the latter encompasses finding ways to deal with the
huge amounts of carbon dioxide being emitted into the atmosphere as a conse-
quence of our fossil fuel-based energy system [2]. The formidable task is to
identify an alternative energy system, which at the same time is sustainable, vir-
tually unlimited, safe and clean. The task becomes yet more challenging when also
considering economy and security of supply aspects.

The hydrogen economy is one of many suggested scenarios that may be able to
address these tera-challenges. The basic idea of the hydrogen economy is that
hydrogen—a light, diatomic gas with a vast energy content by weight, but a small
energy content per volume—would replace the fossil fuels which form the
backbone of our current energy system. Hydrogen reacts cleanly with oxygen in a
highly exothermic reaction, with pure water being the only exhaust product. The
energy stored in the chemical bond of hydrogen can thus be released by burning it
in a combustion engine, or more efficiently by oxidizing it in a fuel cell. Apart
from zero-emissions, hydrogen has further attractive properties, including that it
can be stored and transported, which are crucial requirements addressing the
typically intermittent nature of renewable energy sources. In order for hydrogen to
become an economically viable option, several hurdles must be surpassed. Besides
providing efficient, inexpensive and durable fuel cells, the production of hydrogen
and its storage constitute two other important cornerstones of the hydrogen
economy. The former aspect will be discussed in this chapter, while the latter is
covered separately in different chapters of this book.

1.1 Overview of Current and Potential Future Hydrogen

Production Methods

While hydrogen (H) is abundant on earth, molecular hydrogen (H2) is usually not
found in large quantities in nature. Most of the hydrogen is bound to carbon,
oxygen or both, meaning that H2 must be generated by extracting it from other
hydrogen sources via highly endothermic processes. The energy required to drive
these extraction processes may come from essentially any energy source, including
renewable energy sources, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A key aspect to bear in mind is
that hydrogen is not an energy source but an energy vector.

A large fraction of today’s hydrogen production is based on fossil fuel
resources. The processes involved in the conversion of fossil fuels, such as the
reforming of natural gas, coal gasification/liquefaction and coal electrolysis,
require large amounts of energy, either in the form of heat or electricity, and all
these methods are associated with the release of vast amounts of carbon dioxide.
For the hydrogen economy to become a viable option of our energy future, we
therefore have to access other feedstocks from which hydrogen can be produced,
and we have to make sure that the energy required to transform these feedstocks to
hydrogen is provided by a sustainable and carbon–neutral source. Alternative
feedstocks under consideration include wood, other biomass, organic waste and
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water, where the first three options are not truly carbon neutral. The last option
constitutes an entirely sustainable energy system, where hydrogen is produced
from water and later on recovered back into water upon conversion in a com-
bustion engine or a fuel cell. This chapter therefore focuses on hydrogen pro-
duction from water. In principle, water can be split into hydrogen and oxygen
along several different pathways and utilizing various (sustainable) energy sources.
The method used most commonly today is to dissociate water in an electrolysis
cell, where the required electricity may be produced from nuclear, geothermal,
gravitational or solar energy.1 Solar energy is clean, quiet, sustainable, and its
potential is enormous. The solar influx, i.e., the energy received by the planet from
the sun 174 petawatts ¼ 1:7� 1017Wð Þ, surpasses the current world energy
consumption rate (ca. 15 TW ¼ 1:5� 1013W) by more than four orders of
magnitude. In other words, less than one hour of sunshine would, in principle, be
sufficient to provide us with energy for an entire year. Given this enormous
potential, various forms of solar energy, including exploiting solar energy for
heating and cooling purposes, converting solar energy into electricity using pho-
tovoltaic materials or solar thermal technologies and converting solar energy into
storable chemical fuels, as discussed in this chapter, have recently received con-
siderable attention.

Since electrolysis is a two-step process, the potential of achieving a highly
efficient, simple, and at the same time cost-effective conversion is limited. A more
appealing idea is to directly split water into its component gases using a single
device without the prior production of electricity, i.e., with no external electron
flow. High-temperature thermochemical cycles, i.e., a set of coupled, thermally-
driven chemical reactions that sum to the decomposition of water into H2 and O2,
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration
of various hydrogen
production pathways using
different primary energy
sources and energy
conversion schemes. The
main application areas of
hydrogen and unwanted
emissions from selected
processes are indicated on
the right and left hand side,
respectively

1 Note that wind power and hydropower are considered variations of solar energy here, and that
solar energy, and to a large extent also geothermal energy, actually are based on nuclear
processes.
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and photolysis (the direct splitting of water using light as the only energy input),
represent two approaches in this direction. The primary heat sources, which are
discussed in the context of high-temperature thermochemical cycles, are nuclear
energy and solar energy. While thermochemical cycles potentially can be run at
high efficiency, they currently either require very high temperatures ([ 1500�C),
where material challenges are significant, or they involve aggressive chemicals.
Photolysis-based approaches, on the other hand, can run at ambient temperature
because the splitting of water is not thermally induced but achieved via electron–
hole pair driven redox reactions. To this end, energy-rich photons from the solar
spectrum are harvested in a semiconductor material, where they may excite
electron–hole pairs, which in turn may drive chemical reactions at the semicon-
ductor surface.

The latter scheme is the subject of this chapter, which provides an overview of
the CO2-free production of hydrogen via photon-driven redox reactions on semi-
conductor materials and employing entirely renewable and abundant raw materials
and energy sources, namely water and sunlight. Particular attention will be paid to
the role of nanoscience and nanotechnology, which have attracted a continuously
growing interest in this context, and which have shown a strong potential to
improve the efficiency of various hydrogen production methods, not the least
approaches based on photolysis.

Before diving into the details, we would like to note that the idea of using water
as a raw material for energy production is not an entirely new concept. In 1874,
Jules Verne, in his novel The Mysterious Island, painted a scenario where water
one day will be employed as fuel, thereby replacing dwindling coal reserves and
driving the machinery without which there would be no railways, no steamers, no
manufactories, nothing of that which is indispensable to modern civilization.
Today, almost 140 years later, Jules Verne’s visionary ideas have neither been
realized nor abandoned. In fact, the concept of a hydrogen economy still attracts a
lot of interest, although the hurdles on the way sometimes seem insurmountable.
The hope is that this chapter may provide the reader with an understanding of the
state-of-the-art in the field of photolytic hydrogen production and identify the most
burning scientific and technological issues that have prevented hydrogen from
becoming our prime energy carrier.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: after a general
introduction, we briefly review the mechanism and challenges associated with
photolytic water-splitting (Sect. 2). In Sect. 3, we present an overview of various
semiconductor materials, which have been scrutinized for their ability to split
water into hydrogen and oxygen under sunlight illumination. The advantages and
shortcomings of these materials will be described. Next, we discuss various ways
in which nanoscience and nanotechnology (N&N) can improve materials and their
integration into water splitting devices (Sect. 4). Our emphasis is on N&N
approaches: (i) to tune the optical and electronic properties of semiconductors, (ii)
to manage and optimally utilize the incoming light, (iii) to improve the separation
and extraction of photogenerated charge carriers via control of the photocatalyst
structure and morphology, (iv) to tailor the transport of reactants and products, and
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(v) to fabricate well-defined model systems. We conclude by outlining possible
pathways toward sustainable hydrogen production schemes, which challenges
need to be addressed on the way, and how N&N may contribute.

2 Mechanism of Photolytic Hydrogen Production

Photolytic water-splitting schemes integrate solar energy collection and water
electrolysis into a single device, thereby transforming solar energy into chemical
energy in the form of hydrogen. Several steps are required to achieve this trans-
formation, which is initiated by the harvesting of solar photons (see Fig. 2). Since
water is essentially transparent to the wavelengths constituting the solar spectrum,
photolytic splitting of water requires the presence of a light harvesting structure,
typically in the form of a semiconductor. Owing to their particular electronic band
structure, semiconductors are able to interact with photons whose energy exceeds a
threshold corresponding to the bandgap energy of the material, i.e., the energy
separation between the valence and conduction band edges. If this condition is
met, an electron may be promoted from the valence band to the conduction band,
thereby leaving an empty state, normally referred to as a hole, behind. In order for
such an excited electron–hole pair to drive water-splitting, it must have an energy
that exceeds the standard potential, DEo, for the decomposition of liquid water to
form gaseous hydrogen and oxygen (-1.23 V, where the negative sign indicates
that the water-splitting process is thermodynamically non-spontaneous). The
excited electron–hole pairs are short lived, and the photogeneration of charge
carriers must therefore be followed by efficient charge separation schemes in order
for a significant fraction (defined by the quantum yield) of these electron–hole
pairs to escape recombination and make their way to the semiconductor surface. If
the photogenerated electrons and holes have sufficient energy to reduce protons
and to oxidize water, respectively, they may be extracted at the solid/liquid
interface and drive the photosplitting of water. Finally, hydrogen and oxygen gas
need to be removed from solution and separated from one another in the case of
photocatalytic water splitting.

Note that we distinguish here photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical water
splitting. In the former case, the reaction takes place in a suspension or colloidal
solution of semiconductor nanoparticles. Oxidation and reduction reactions occur
in close proximity to one another, and a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is thus
evolved. In the latter case, the semiconductor is made into a photoanode, from
which oxygen is evolved. Photogenerated electrons are extracted from the semi-
conductor by a charge collection layer and, through an external circuit, shuttled to
a counter-electrode, where they recombine with protons to form hydrogen. Oxygen
and hydrogen production sites are thus spatially separated.

There are several potential bottlenecks, which may hamper or even prevent
photolytic water splitting. The most burning issues are summarized as follows: (i)
mismatch between the semiconductor’s absorption characteristics and the solar
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spectrum (and other light sources), (ii) inappropriate semiconductor bandgap and/
or band edge positions, (iii) fast (bulk and/or surface) electron–hole recombina-
tion, (iv) short lifetime and thus limited diffusion length of photogenerated elec-
trons and/or holes, (v) poor electron and/or hole transfer kinetics at the
semiconductor-liquid interface (large over-potentials required), (vi) competing
reactions, including photocorrosion and the back-reaction of hydrogen and oxygen
to water in the case of photocatalytic water splitting

In the next section, different classes of materials and their properties will be
discussed in light of these requirements and issues, followed by Sect. 4, which
presents various nanoscience- and nanotechnology-based approaches towards
improved photolytic water splitting.

3 Materials for Photolysis of Water

Materials play a key role in photolytic H2 production, and their structure and
electronic properties largely determine the efficiency of each step in the photolysis
of water. The majority of photocatalysts and photoanodes are composed of metal
oxides (Sects. 3.1–3.3), metal sulfides (Sect. 3.4), metal nitrides (Sect. 3.5), oxy-
sulfides (Sect. 3.6), oxynitrides (Sect. 3.6) and composites thereof (Sect. 3.7). In
these cases, metal cations with the highest oxidative states have d0 (red area in
Fig. 3) or d10 (green area) electronic configuration, while O, S and N (blue area)
show their most negative states. The bottom of the conduction band consists of the
d and sp orbitals of the metal cations, while the top of the valence band in metal
oxides is composed of O 2p orbitals, which are normally located at ca. +3 V
(vs NHE) or higher [4, 5]. The valence bands of metal oxysulfides and oxynitrides
are formed by S 3p (and O 2p) and N 2p (and O 2p), respectively. Some alkali
(Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs), alkaline earth (Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba) and transition metal

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the elementary reaction steps of photocatalytic hydrogen
production via water splitting on semiconductor nanoparticles with additional co-catalysts for
oxygen and hydrogen evolution. Reprinted with permission from [3]. Copyright 1995 American
Chemical Society
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(Y, La and Gd) ions can construct a crystal structure of layered perovskite and
cubic pyrochlore compounds, but do not contribute to the energy band structure of
these compounds [5]. In this section, the most widely used materials for photolytic
H2 production will be introduced. The focus is on material properties, which
influence the photoconversion efficiency.

3.1 Titanium Dioxide (TiO2)

Compared to other photoactive materials for H2 production, TiO2 has received
much attention since the initial work of Fujishima and Honda [6] due to its low
cost, abundance, stability and performance.

Despite a high rate of consumption, a shortage of TiO2 seems impossible in the
near future. Titanium is the ninth most abundant element in the world and con-
stitutes about 0.63% in weight of the Earth’s crust. Minerals, like rutile (TiO2) and
ilmenite (FeTiO3), are the main ores of this element, and they are found in large
deposits in Norway, Australia, China, Canada and many other countries [7]. The
toxicity of TiO2 is low, and it has been approved as a food colorant (E-171 in EU
legislation). Actually, TiO2 is widely used in many daily products such as tooth-
paste, pill coatings and chewing gum [8].

TiO2 has four main crystal phases: anatase (tetragonal), rutile (tetragonal),
brookite (orthorhombic) and TiO2 (B) (monoclinic). All TiO2 forms can be
described as different arrangements of elongated TiO6 octahedra connected by

Fig. 3 Elements constructing photocatalysts for water splitting
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sharing corners and edges. These differences in lattice structure determine different
mass densities and electronic band structures between different forms of TiO2.
Loose zigzag chains in octahedra coordination exist in anatase and TiO2 (B)
structures, compared to linear chains of octahedra in rutile. Therefore, the inter-
stitial spaces between octahedra in TiO2 (B) and anatase are larger, making them
less compact than rutile and brookite (densities of TiO2 (B) and anatase are 3.64
and 3.84 g cm-3, respectively, compared to 4.26 g cm-3 for rutile and
4.17 g cm-3 for brookite) [9, 10]. Compared to anatase and rutile, brookite and
TiO2 (B) are uncommon, unstable and not easily synthesized in their pure phases.
Therefore, they are seldom used as independent photocatalysts or photoanodes.
Although rutile is the most stable crystal phase of TiO2, the difference in Gibbs free
energies of formation for rutile and anatase is small (less than 15 kJ mol-1) [11].
Generally speaking, anatase will transform to rutile at high temperature, big size
and/or small surface area. However, the critical values of this transformation
depend on the pH conditions, adsorbates, pressure and preparation methods, which
explains some of the conflicts in the literature. It has been shown that bicrystalline
TiO2 (mixture of anatase–rutile, anatase-brookite or anatase-TiO2 (B)) normally
has better photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical performance than its single-
phase constituents. This synergistic effect is attributed to the formation of n–p
junctions at the contact of the two crystal phases, which improves the efficiency of
charge separation.

Due to the presence of a small amount of oxygen vacancies, which are com-
pensated by the presence of Ti3+ centers, pure TiO2 is an n-type semiconductor and
is transparent to visible light. The top of the TiO2 valence band is mainly formed
by overlapping oxygen 2p orbitals (O pp states), whereas the lower part of its con-
duction band is mainly constituted by the 3d orbitals (t2g bands) of Ti

4+ cations [12].
The band gaps are 3.2 eV (corresponding to an absorption edge of 380 nm) and
3.0 eV (400 nm) for anatase and rutile, respectively, which limits their ability to
convert visible light. Another drawback of TiO2 is its low photon efficiency. The
band transitions of TiO2 are indirect, and indirect-band semiconductors normally
present less photon absorption compared to direct-band semiconductors. In addi-
tion, 90% of the photogenerated electron–hole pairs have short lifetimes and
recombine in less than 10 ns; the photogenerated carriers available for surface
reactions are very limited. Quantum yields for TiO2 reactions in solution are
typically below 1%, while they can exceed 25% for some gas-phase reactions. The
values depend largely on the electronic transport at different interfaces and sur-
faces [13].

The conduction band energy ECB of rutile coincides with the reversible hydrogen

potential ðEHþ=H2 ¼ 0Vvs:NHEatpH0Þ, whereas that for anatase is more negative
by 0.2 eV. The valence band energy EVB of both anatase and rutile is more than
positive enough to oxidize water ðEO2=H2O ¼ 1:2 V vs: NHE at pH 0Þ, by about
1.8 eV. Note that these relationships are relatively fixed, since both ECB, EVB, and
reduction and oxidation potentials simultaneously shift with solution pH
(–59 mV per pH unit). Therefore, one of the main advantages of TiO2 over other
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semiconductors is that its electronic structure allows both the reduction of protons
and the oxidation of water, which are key processes for water splitting. TiO2 is
photo-corrosion resistant because water oxidation is thermodynamically more
favored than the oxidation of oxide anions by photogenerated holes. This stability,
which is maintained over a large pH range, is a crucial feature and explains the
widespread use of TiO2 in water splitting [13].

3.2 Other Binary Metal Oxides

In addition to TiO2, there are some other traditional metal oxides, which have also
been investigated extensively due to their specific advantages. Among them, ZnO,
a-Fe2O3 and WO3 are representative. However, they all have inherent drawbacks
in photolytic H2 production.

ZnO has a large application potential in optoelectronic devices, due to its
diverse physical properties and finely tunable preparation. ZnO normally has a
hexagonal (wurtzite) structure with the lattice parameters a = b = 3.25 Å and
c = 5.12 Å. ZnO is intrinsically doped via oxygen and/or zinc interstitials, which
act as n-type donors. However, it can be designed and doped to be either n- or
p-type. ZnO is a direct-band gap semiconductor, and has a wide band gap of
3.2 eV with good charge carrier mobility. ZnO has similar conduction and valence
positions as anatase TiO2, as shown in Fig. 4, and therefore has been frequently
considered an alternative to TiO2 for photocatalytic applications. Although ZnO
and TiO2 have similar conduction band positions, the density of states is about one
order of magnitude lower in ZnO. Also, the structure of the conduction bands
differs. The conduction band of ZnO is mainly composed of Zn 4s and 4p orbitals,
while that of TiO2 consists of Ti 3d orbitals [14]. This may affect the transfer rate
of photogenerated electrons from the valence band to the conduction band under
irradiation. The electron mobility in single-crystalline ZnO is much higher than
that of anatase TiO2. It tends to decrease with doping due to electron scattering at
impurities, and decreases substantially due to scattering and energy barriers at
grain boundaries [14, 15].

The main drawback of ZnO in solution is its chemical instability. It is soluble in
strong acids (Eq. 1) and its surface converts to Zn(OH)2 in alkalis (Eq. 2), which
limits its application at extreme pH settings as well as in the presence of Zn2+

chelating agents.

ZnOþ 2Hþ
ðaqÞ ! Zn2þðaqÞ þ H2O ð1Þ

ZnOþ H2O ! Zn OHð Þ2 ð2Þ

Besides its chemical instability, ZnO is easily photo-corroded, especially at
low pH values. Under irradiation for a long time, ZnO suffers from photode-
composition due to the oxidation of O2- in ZnO by photogenerated holes (Eq. 3).
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2ZnOþ 4hVB
þ ! 2Zn2þðaqÞ þ O2ðgÞ ð3Þ

WO3 is an n-type semiconductor with a relatively narrow band gap of 2.7 eV,
which enables it to convert part of the visible solar light. Using WO3 for solar
energy conversion has been extensively investigated. WO3, like TiO2, is photo-
corrosion resistant. The VB of WO3 is close to that of TiO2, exceeding the O2/H2O
potential, which makes it a successful photocatalyst for O2 evolution from water.
However, the bottom of its CB lies below the redox potential of H+/H2, which
means that the reduction of water to hydrogen is thermodynamically unfavorable
for WO3. Applying a bias can overcome the energy barrier for the ejection of
photogenerated electrons from the conduction band to water. Coupling with other
semiconductors (like TiO2) and doping are alternative ways to achieve overall
water splitting with WO3 [16].

a-Fe2O3 is another attractive candidate for water splitting due to its narrow band
gap (2.2 eV), good photo stability, chemical inertness and the abundance of iron
mineral resources in the world. The band structure of a-Fe2O3 is similar to that of
WO3, with the VB top more negative, but still exceeding the O2/H2O potential, and
the CB bottom lower than the redox potential of H+/H2. A variety of dopants have
been employed to modify a-Fe2O3 and p-type semiconductor behavior has been
obtained, in addition to its common n-type characteristics. The main bottlenecks of
a-Fe2O3 are its fast e

--h+ recombination rate, poor charge transport characteristics
due to the trapping of electrons at defect sites and the poor mobility of holes.
Attempts to circumvent these problems by using a bias, scavengers, coupling to

Fig. 4 Valence and conduction band positions of various semiconductors with respect to the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) and the vacuum reference energy level EAVS. All values are
tested at pH 1, unless otherwise noted
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other semiconductors, structure configurations and compositional tuning will
contribute to further applications of this material.

There are many other binary metal oxides that have been used in photoelec-
trolysis of water, such as SnO2; CeO2; NiO; CdO; PdO; V2O5; MoO3; Cr2O3;
In2O3; Ga2O3; Cu2O; CuO; Bi2O3; ZrO2; Ta2O5 and so on. Although all of
them have inherent issues, some of them are very good coupling partners to be
used in conjunction with another semiconductor.

3.3 Ternary and Quaternary Metal Oxides

When TiO2 is fused with other metal oxides (SrO, BaO, Ln2O3 (Ln = lantha-
nide)), metal titanates with the perovskite structure are formed. Perovskites have
the general formula, ABX3, with SrTiO3 as an example. Their framework structure
contains corner-sharing TiO6 octahedral with the A cation in twelve-coordinate
interstices. Several hundred oxides own this structure. In addition to the cubic
structure exhibited by SrTiO3, a series of distorted, non-cubic structures occurs,
with the framework of TiO6 octahedra being twisted. For example, BaTiO3 is
tetragonal. Both SrTiO3 and BaTiO3 with band gaps of 3.3 eV are interesting
semiconductors for photoelectrolysis of water. Compared to BaTiO3, SrTiO3 has
been more intensively studied.

Titanates with tunnel structures have been investigated for water splitting [17].
BaTiO9 has a twin-type tunnel structure in which the TiO6 octahedra are not
parallel to one other, forming a pentagonal prism space. Alkaline metal hexati-
tanates M2Ti6O13; M ¼ Na; K; Rbð Þ have Wadsley-Andersson type structures
in which TiO6 octahedra share one edge at one level in linear groups of three,
creating a tunnel structure with rectangular space. These materials have been used
in powder form in suspensions, normally together with a co-catalyst.

There are more complex perovskites containing two different cations, which
occupy either the A or B sites, and many of these have a layered structure. Two
main classes of such oxides have been studied in water photolysis: the
Dion-Jacobson series ðAMn�1BnO3nþ1; e:g:;KCa2Ti3O10Þ and the Ruddlesden-
Popper series ðA2Mn�1BnO3nþ1; e:g:;K2La2Ti3O10Þ. Noble metal co-catalysts can
be loaded onto these materials by photo deposition. Due to a negative charge
(which is balanced by the alkali cations) of the oxide sheets, the noble metal
salt anions will not be intercalated in the host lattice. Instead, the noble metal
particles are formed on the external surfaces of the layered perovskites. In many
cases, the H+-exchanged layered oxides show higher activity for hydrogen pro-
duction, due to the easy accessibility of the interlayer space to electron donor
species [18, 19].

Another type of layered perovskite has the generic composition
AnBnO3nþ2 n ¼ 4; 5; A ¼ Ca; Sr; La; B ¼ Nb; Tið Þ. Unlike the (100)-ori-
ented structures mentioned above, these perovskites have slabs parallel to (110)
and are highly donor-doped. These structural and electronic characteristics are
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thought to be responsible for the observed improved quantum yields for overall
water splitting under UV irradiation. Among these compounds, La2Ti2O7 (deduced
from La4Ti4O14) and La4CaTi5O17 are representative titanates. Their band gaps are
3.2 and 3.8 eV, respectively, and they show quantum yields of 12% (\ 360 nm)
and 20% (\ 320 nm), respectively [19, 20].

Tantalates and niobate oxides with corner-sharing octahedral MO6 (M = Ta,
Nb) structures have shown high photocatalytic activity for the cleavage of water.
The high activity of these layered compounds can be assigned to the ease of
migration and separation of photogenerated electron–hole pairs through the cor-
ner-shared framework of MO6 units [21]. Tantalates, MTaO3 (M = Li, Na, K)
have been reported as effective photocatalysts for water splitting under UV irra-
diation. These oxides crystallize in perovskite structure, and their band gaps are
4.7 eV (Li), 4.0 eV (Na), and 3.7 eV (K) [22]. NaTaO3 shows the highest
photocatalytic activity among these ATaO3 type photocatalysts when a NiO
co-catalyst is loaded, which is due to the suitable conduction band level consisting
of Ta 5d orbitals and energy delocalization caused by the small distortion of TaO6

connections.
The layered oxides with ion-exchange characteristics have a net negative

charge on the layered sheets. Thus, they can attract positively charged ions (such
as K+) in the interlamellar spaces. Interestingly, some of these materials (e.g.,
K4Nb6O17) have two kinds of interlayers (I and II) that alternate, as shown in
Fig. 5. H2 is evolved from one interlayer, in which co-catalysts are introduced by
ion-exchange or intercalation reactions, while O2 production occurs in the other
interlayer. In this case, the sites for H2 and O2 evolution are thus separated by the
photocatalytic niobate sheet [5]. Furthermore, an electric field gradient originating
from the uneven K+ distribution on opposite sides of the niobate sheets assists
electron–hole separation.

Generally speaking, oxides containing transition metal cations with d0 electronic
configuration like Ti4+, Nb5+ or Ta5+ have wide band gaps ([ 3.0 eV). Thus, these
materials do not perform well under visible-light irradiation. The ternary and
quaternary titanates, tantalates and niobates suffer from the same handicap. How-
ever, a series of H2 production photocatalysts based on K4Ce2M10O30 (M = Ta,
Nb) and their solid solution K4Ce2Ta10�xNbxO30 x ¼ 0� 10ð Þ have appropriate
band gaps of ca. 1.8–2.3 eV (corresponding to absorption edges of 540–690 nm)

Fig. 5 Water splitting over K4Nb6O17 photocatalyst with layered structure. From [5].
Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
b800489g)
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[23, 24]. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations indicate that the valence
bands of these photocatalysts are composed of hybridization with O 2p ? Ta 5d
(or Nb 4d) and occupied Ce 4f orbitals, while the conduction bands are mainly
comprised of the Ta 5d (or Nb 4d) orbitals (Fig. 6). K4Ce2M10O30ðM ¼ Ta; NbÞ
has a parallelepiped (tunnel) surface structure. This is beneficial to the formation of
‘‘nano-nests’’, to which the co-catalysts, nanoparticles of Pt, RuO2 and NiOx, can be
strongly associated, thus avoiding aggregation and improving photocatalytic H2

generation greatly. This is an example of an effect of surface nanostructures on
photocatalytic performance.

3.4 Metal Sulfides

Metal sulfides are considered attractive candidates for visible-light responsive
photocatalysts. The valence bands of most metal sulfides consist of 3p orbitals of
S, which results in a higher (more negative) valence band and narrower band gap
compared to metal oxides.

Among the available metal sulfides, CdS with wurtzite structure is probably the
most studied metal sulfide photocatalyst. Its narrow band gap (2.4 eV) means that
it can absorb visible light below a wavelength of 510 nm. Compared to the VB of
metal oxides being formed by O 2p orbitals, the VB of CdS is constituted by S 2p
orbitals. The electronegativity of S is smaller than that of O, resulting in different
VB positions. The CB potential of CdS is around -0.52 V (vs. NHE), high enough
to reduce H2O, and the top of its valence band is about 1.5 V (vs. NHE), suitable
for the oxidation of H2O. However, CdS is prone to photocorrosion (Eq. 4), which
is a problem common to most metal sulfide photocatalysts.

2hVB
þ þ CdS ¼ Cd2þ aqð Þ þ SðsÞ ð4Þ

Many methods have tried to overcome this photocorrosion, such as combining
with other semiconductors or using scavengers (electron donors, such as cysteines,
EDTA, sulfide or sulfite species) to attract or consume photogenerated holes. In
particular, H2 generation from an aqueous medium containing S2-/SO3

2- is

Fig. 6 Band structure of K4Ce2M10O30 (M = Ta, Nb) and comparison with redox couples for
photocatalytic production of H2 and O2 from water. Reprinted from [23], Copyright 2007, with
permission from, Elsevier (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/14686996)
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appealing. H2S is produced in large quantities as an undesirable by-product in
coal- and petroleum-related industries, and similarly, sulfite is a pollutant. Thus,
the combination of photo-oxidation of H2S and/or sulfite (to sulfate), and
co-generation of H2 using CdS has a value-added benefit.

ZnS (zinc blende) is another important metal sulfide for photochemical water
splitting. It shows high activity without any assistance of co-catalysts. It has a wide
band gap of 3.6 eV, which restricts light absorption to the UV (\ 340 nm). Studies
have been carried out to sensitize ZnS. Doping and the formation of solid solutions
are promising ways to improve the optical absorption of ZnS in the visible. Similar
to CdS, it undergoes photochemical decomposition into the constituents when
irradiated in the absence of sacrificial electron donors [25] (Eq. 5).

2hþVB þ ZnS ¼ Zn2þ
aqð Þ þ SðsÞ ð5Þ

3.5 Metal Nitrides

We have seen that doping of nitrogen into the TiO2 lattice has a favorable effect in
terms of sensitizing it to the visible light range [26]. Reasonably, the band gap of
Ta2O5 shrinks from *4.0 to *2.1 eV by nitriding it in a NH3 atmosphere to yield
Ta3N5. The shrinking of the band gap was attributed to a conduction band derived
from Ta 5d orbitals and a higher-lying valence band derived from N 2p orbitals
other than O 2p orbitals of Ta2O5. This material evolves H2 and O2 under visible
irradiation (\ 600 nm) in the presence of a sacrificial electron acceptor such as
Ag+ and a co-catalyst such as Pt [27].

Nitrides with d10 electronic configuration, such as Ge3N4 and GaN, are a new
series of photocatalysts for the cleavage of water under UV-light irradiation.
b-Ge3N4 exhibits the highest activity for the reaction among these nitrides. It is the
first example of a non-oxide powdered photocatalyst for water splitting. The band
gap of Ge3N4 is estimated to be 3.6–3.8 eV. The electronic structure of b-Ge3N4

was investigated using plane wave density functional theory (DFT) calculations.
The density of states (DOS) indicate that the top of the valence band consists of N
2p orbitals, whereas the bottom of the conduction band is composed of hybridized
Ge 4s4p orbitals. The band structure indicates that charge transfer under photo-
excitation occurs from the N 2p orbitals to the hybridized Ge 4s4p orbitals.
Because hybridized Ge 4s4p orbitals broadly expand, resulting from d10 electronic
configuration, photogenerated electrons in such broad hybridized orbitals with
large dispersion can be readily transferred to the co-catalyst, like RuO2, on the
surface without recombination, carrying out efficient overall water splitting [28].
The conduction band of GaN is 0.5 eV higher than the reduction potential of
water, which is sufficient to overcome the over-potential for the release of hydro-
gen from a solution of methanol and Na2S/Na2SO3 during the action of visible
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light in the absence of additional co-catalysts [29]. The results for Ge3N4 and
GaN indicate that broad hybridized sp orbitals with large dispersion in nitrides
with d10 electronic configuration have suitable band structures for overall water
splitting.

3.6 Oxynitrides and Oxysulfides

Oxynitride photocatalysts consisting of metal cations of Ti4+, Nb5+ and Ta5+ with
d0 configuration are active for H2 or O2 evolution in the presence of sacrificial
reagents. TaON has been found to be active for water oxidation and reduction
under irradiation between 420 and 500 nm [30, 31]. Two other d0 metal oxynit-
rides, LaTiO2N and Y2Ta2O5N2, were reported effective for evolving H2 and O2

from H2O under visible-light irradiation [32, 33].
In the development of oxynitrides with d10 electronic configuration, a solid

solution of GaN and ZnO, (Ga1-xZnx)(N1-xOx) was first tested for decomposing
water under visible-light illumination [34]. The solid solution of ZnO and
ZnGeN2, (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) is another active d

10 metal oxynitride photocatalyst for
pure water splitting under visible light [35].

In addition to N, sulfur is another non-metallic element that has sensitized TiO2

to visible light. Thus, oxysulfides have also been studied as potential photocata-
lysts for water splitting. Ln2Ti2S2O5 (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er)
with layered perovskite structure was reported for photocatalytic water splitting.
The band gap of this series of oxysulfides varies from 1.94 eV (Er) to 2.13 eV
(Sm). Sm2Ti2S2O5 was found to have the highest activity among all the homo-
logues tested [21, 36].

3.7 Other Materials for Photolytic H2 Production

Group III–V semiconductors have several positive features that make them
attractive for water splitting. The combination of high charge carrier mobility, an
optimal band gap (particularly for many of the alloys) and reasonable photo-
electrochemical stability of the p-type materials for cathodic H2 production, should
inspire continuing scrutiny of Group III–V semiconductors. As with their chal-
cogenide semiconductor counterparts, Group III–V semiconductors, in n-type
form, undergo photoanodic corrosion instead of evolving O2 under illumination in
aqueous media. Fortunately, their p-type form is relatively stable against cathodic
photocorrosion, and the photogenerated electrons on these p-type semiconductor
cathodes can be used to reduce water to H2, particularly in the presence of a
co-catalyst such as Pt or Ru [37]. p-InP photocathodes are capable of evolving
H2 from HCl or HClO4 electrolytes with very high efficiency [38]. Photocathodes
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made from p-GaInP2 (a solid solution of GaP and InP) biased with a GaAs p-n
junction have also evolved H2 with high efficiency [39].

Silicon has been studied for H2 evolution under irradiation. One fundamental
problem with Si from a water-splitting perspective is its low band gap (1.1 eV),
which is too small for complete water splitting (1.23 eV). One way around this
problem is to seek an alternative electron donor (e.g., ethanol, formic acid, HBr or
HI), instead of water. For example, illumination of a Si powder photocatalyst
whose anodic and cathodic surface were coated with polypyrrole and platinized
Ag, respectively, caused hydrogen evolution from aqueous ethanol for longer than
150 h with a quantum efficiency of 2.1% at 550 nm [40]. Photocatalytic H2

evolution from aqueous formic acid was successfully achieved by using platinized
n-type silicon powder as a photocatalyst [41]. A tandem-type hydrogenated
amorphous Si (a-Si) electrode having a [n-i-p-n-i-p] structure and a similar tandem
a-Si electrode having [n-i-p-n-i-p] layers deposited on p-type crystalline Si showed
cathodic photocurrents accompanied by H2 evolution. These two electrodes, when
connected to a RuO2 counter-electrode (for O2 evolution), caused sustained water
splitting without external bias with solar-to-chemical conversion efficiencies of
1.98 and 2.93%, respectively [42].

CdSe nanoribbons show catalytic activity for photochemical hydrogen evolu-
tion from aqueous Na2S/Na2SO3 solution under irradiation with ultraviolet and
visible light [43]. This is one of few instances that displays the photocatalytic
characteristics of CdSe, and the first evidence of the ability of CdSe to induce the
reduction of water.

AgCl photoanodes combined with either p-GaInP2 [44], or a single junction
amorphous silicon solar cell connected to a platinum electrode [45] as the cathodic
part of an electrochemical cell, split water. AgCl does not absorb light below the
indirect-band gap transition, which is in the near-UV at about 3.3 eV (380 nm).
The light sensitivity in the visible part of the spectrum is due to self-sensitization
caused by reduced Ag species. The formation of these Ag clusters introduces new
levels within the forbidden gap.

SiC was recently found to be able to reduce water upon exposure to visible
light, even in the absence of electron-donating compounds [46].

4 Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Approaches Toward

Improved Photolytic Water Splitting

Nature is a great source of inspiration, and the structure and function of both
enzymes and the photosynthetic apparatus provide valuable guidelines for the
design of optimized (photo) catalysts for water splitting. Key features of the
biological analogues include: (i) judicious nanoscale design of reactant binding
sites, (ii) ingenious arrangement of several components to form an electron
transfer system and (iii) ultimate control of the reaction conditions by selectively
operating transmembrane channels that connect the inside of a cell to the outside
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environment. Researchers have tried to mimic some of these concepts in artificial
catalysts with varying degrees of success. We will review some selected approa-
ches, including methods to control charge separation and transport, attempts to
steer the flow of reactants and products and means to confine the reaction volume.
The potential benefits of these approaches will be discussed from the viewpoint of
the issues associated with photochemical water splitting outlined in Sect. 2.
Additionally, we will discuss nano approaches aiming to tune the light absorption
properties.

4.1 Tuning of Electronic and Optical Properties

As outlined in Sect. 2 above, a mismatch between the solar spectrum and a
semiconductor’s absorption properties may severely limit the photoconversion
efficiency under solar illumination. Approaches to modify the semiconductor’s
electronic band structure and thus optical absorption are therefore urgently needed
and discussed below. Another factor limiting conversion efficiency is the fast
recombination of photoexcited charge carriers. Various ways to minimize such
recombination losses are therefore covered in this section.

4.1.1 Quantum Size Effects

The most interesting feature of semiconductor nanoparticles is the remarkable blue
shift in their optical absorption spectra due to size reduction, compared to the
corresponding bulk material. Molecular orbital (MO) and the linear combination
of atomic orbitals coupled with molecular orbitals (LCAO-MO) procedures can
provide information about energy level diagrams for clusters of several molecules
(left part of Fig. 7) up to bulk semiconductors (right part of Fig. 7). Increasing the
number of molecules in a cluster requires the addition of filled and empty orbitals
to the energy manifold. This decreases energy differences between the filled
orbitals and the empty orbitals. The energy gap between the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
is also decreased. For a bulk semiconductor, the filled and empty states form
separated continuums, i.e., the valence and conduction bands, respectively. In the
Q-size regime, the energy levels within the filled and empty states remain discrete,
and the gap between the HOMO and the LUMO states increases, compared to the
bulk material, as shown in Fig. 7 [47]. This leads to a blue shift of the absorption
edge in nanoparticles.

Accompanying the bandgap broadening due to reduced particle size, electrons
at the lower edge of the conduction band and holes at the upper edge of the valence
band then possess more negative and positive potentials, respectively. Therefore,
electrons and holes have stronger reduction and oxidation powers, respectively, in
such nanoparticles.
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4.1.2 Modification by Doping

As mentioned above, semiconductors with a wide bandgap have stronger reduction
and oxidation power. However, the main drawback of a large bandgap is the low
utilization of solar light. For single semiconductor systems, dye sensitization has
shown some encouraging results. It is, however, not easy to find a suitable and
stable dye that can be illuminated over extended periods of time. Another way to
sensitize semiconductors is by doping with ionic species. Although in many cases
a red shift of the absorption edge into the visible region is observed in doped
semiconductors, it should be noted that the photocatalytic activity may not
necessarily increase under visible-light irradiation, since the measured absorption
spectra of doped semiconductors result from several absorption transitions of
different origins. Since the effects of doping depend on many factors, including the

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the molecular orbital model for band structure. The number of
energy levels increases with increasing number of atoms in the cluster. This results in a decrease
in spacing within the occupied and unoccupied levels, and between the HOMO and LUMO
levels. For bulk crystals the states within the occupied and unoccupied levels are so close that it is
convenient to represent them as separated bands, i.e., the valence and conduction bands. The
energy gap between these bands is the band gap, Eg, which increases in magnitude as the
semiconductor particle radius decreases to the point where it becomes comparable to or smaller
than the exciton radius. Reprinted from [47]. With kind permission from Springer
Science ? Business Media: Fig. 8
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doping method, the dopant species, the amount of dopant and the distribution of
dopant in the semiconductor matrix, the role and behavior of dopants are still not
completely clear and need to be investigated further.

The doping of wide-band gap semiconductors with transition metal ions creates
local states (new energy levels) within the forbidden band. Visible-light absorption
and photoactivity are induced by the interband, as shown in Fig. 8. Here, water is
reduced by the photogenerated electrons, while the dopant metal ions get back
electrons from a donor. This induced visible-light photoactivity is normally low,
due to the small amount of visible-light absorption, as indicated by a small
shoulder in the visible-light region, instead of a total red shift of the absorption
edge. Increasing the dopant concentration in the semiconductor matrix can
improve visible-light absorption, but excessive doping can easily disturb the
original structure. Sometimes, doping can extend the lifetime of photogenerated
charge carriers by trapping them transitorily and shallowly. On the other hand,
dopants can also act as recombination centers for photogenerated electrons and
holes and decrease photocatalytic activity.

Doping semiconductors with non-metal ions can also form intra-bandgap
energy levels, as in the case of transition metal doping. For example, doping TiO2

with F- forms new energy states (color centers) close to the conduction band of
TiO2 (0.53 eV below the conduction band edge of TiO2 for F center and 0.84 eV
for F+ center), resulting in an enhanced photocatalytic activity of TiO2 under both
UV and visible-light irradiation [49]. N-doping can locate N 2p states near the top
of the valence band of TiO2, which was predicted by theoretical calculations [50]
and confirmed by photocatalytic experiments [51]. Interestingly, anionic doping of
semiconductors with suitable N, C or S concentration can also narrow the bandgap
due to mixing of the p orbitals of the dopant and oxygen, as shown in Fig. 9. The
concentration should be higher than that required for the formation of discrete p

Fig. 8 Energy diagram of the operation of a photocatalytic system for the release of hydrogen
from an aqueous solution containing an electron donor D for undoped titanium dioxide (LHS) and
titanium dioxide doped with Ni2+ (TiO2:Ni

2+, RHS). From [48]. With kind permission from
Springer Science ? Business Media, Fig. 3
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states of dopants, which are close to the valence band. The dopant p orbitals then
contribute to the top of the valence band, while the bottom of the conduction band
is still formed by transition metal d orbitals without any change. Although some
fruitful results have been achieved by this approach, it is difficult for a semicon-
ductor to maintain its electronic balance and structural stability after incorporating
large amounts of dopants. Heavily-doped oxides are non-stoichiometric and con-
tain too many oxygen defects, due to different oxidation numbers of oxygen and
dopants. These defects will reduce photocatalytic activity. Furthermore, excessive
N (or S) doping can also change the structure of doped samples to stoichiometric
oxynitrides (oxysulfides) or even nitrides (or sulfides), which, in many cases, are
not very photoactive (there are also some exceptions, as mentioned in previous
Sects. 3.4–3.6). The stability of dopants during long-term photocatalytic H2 pro-
duction should also be considered, since the bonds between transition metals and
dopants are normally weaker than those between transition metals and oxygen, due
to the smaller electronegativity of dopants as compared to oxygen.

4.1.3 Modification by Nanostructured Co-catalysts

Nanostructured co-catalysts, traditionally based on noble metals, have been widely
investigated and used in photocatalytic systems for H2 production. The function of
these co-catalysts is to shuttle photogenerated electrons from the semiconductor to
an acceptor (H+ for H2 production) in a photocatalytic process. Besides noble
metals, co-catalyst chemistries also include nickel and its oxide, the mixed oxides
of rhodium and chromium, tungsten carbide, MoS2 and so on. The promoting
mechanism of co-catalysts is illustrated in Fig. 10. Under irradiation by photons
with enough energy (equal to or larger than the semiconductor bandgap), photo-
generated electrons are promoted from the valence band to the conduction band of

Fig. 9 Energy diagram of the operation of a photocatalytic system for the release of hydrogen
from an aqueous solution containing an electron donor D for undoped titanium dioxide (LHS) and
nitrogen-doped titanium dioxide (TiO2:N, RHS). From [48]. With kind permission from Springer
Science ? Business Media, Fig. 4
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the semiconductor, which raises the Fermi level of the semiconductor. Then, the
energy difference at the semiconductor/metal interface drives electrons from the
conduction band of the semiconductor to the noble-metal nanoparticle. The Fermi
level of the noble-metal is thereby negatively shifted, which drives another elec-
tron transfer to an electron acceptor (H+ in the case of H2 production). This
concept is also applicable to photoelectrochemical cells for H2 production. Instead
of a direct contact as in particulate photocatalysis, in photoelectrochemical water
splitting, a noble metal counter-electrode (cathode) is connected to the semicon-
ductor photoanode by an external circuit, which leads to spatial separation of H2

and O2 evolution sites and thus has the additional benefit of restraining their back-
reaction to water (as shown on the RHS of Fig. 10).

One of the early studies indicated how different noble metals influence semi-
conductor-based photocatalytic H2 production [53]. A direct correlation between
the work function of the noble metals and the photocatalytic activity was also
studied for metalized TiO2 photocatalysis systems [54]. Besides the species of
noble metal, the size of the noble-metal nanoparticle also largely affects the
energetics and the electron transfer between the semiconductor and noble metal by
shifting the Fermi level to more negative potential for smaller sizes. In the TiO2-
Au system, higher photocatalytic reduction efficiency was obtained with smaller
Au nanoparticles [55]. Identifying and developing less expensive (noble) metals
(like Ag) as co-catalysts for solar H2 production is an important research topic.

4.1.4 Coupling to Another Nanostructured Semiconductor

Photoinduced charge separation can be realized by coupling one semiconductor
with another. Matching their conduction and valence band levels can drive a
vectorial transfer of photogenerated charge carriers from one semiconductor to the
other, thus minimizing losses via electron–hole recombination. A case of special

Fig. 10 Splitting of water by photocatalyst nanoparticles modified with Pt co-catalyst
nanoparticles (LHS) and in a photoelectrochemical cell based on a nanostructured TiO2 film
anode and a nanostructured Pt cathode (RHS). Reprinted with permission from [52], Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society
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interest is to select a narrow bandgap semiconductor as a coupling semiconductor
in order to realize harvesting of visible light. Semiconductors, such as CdS, PbS,
Bi2S3, CdSe and InP that can absorb visible light serve as sensitizers in semi-
conductor/semiconductor nanocomposites because they are able to transfer
photogenerated electrons to wide-bandgap semiconductors, such as TiO2, ZnO and
SnO2, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The band structure of two coupled semiconductors
and the photogenerated charge transfer between them are determined by many
factors, such as particle size, crystal structure, crystallinity, defect type and density
and surface area; by tuning these factors, the flow of charge carriers can be
adjusted and lead to enhanced photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical perfor-
mance of such coupled-semiconductor systems. For example, the energetics can be
controlled by varying the size of the semiconductor quantum dots. Increasing the
band energies of these quantum dots was utilized to promote, suppress or rectify
the electron transfer between two semiconductors [52].

In a traditional photocatalytic water-splitting system, semiconductor photo-
catalysts should possess both conduction band and valence band potentials that are
suitable for H2 and O2 evolution, respectively, as shown in Fig. 12a. This
requirement seriously limits photocatalyst selection and visible-light utilization.
A Z-scheme photocatalytic water-splitting system, which involved two-step
photoexcitation under visible-light irradiation, was developed by mimicking the
natural photosynthesis of green plants [56]. The Z-scheme system consisted of a
H2-evolution photocatalyst (PS1 in Fig. 12b) an O2–evolution photocatalyst (PS2
in Fig. 12b) and a reversible redox mediator (Ox/Red) that acted separately as the
electron donor (for PS1) and acceptor (for PS2) for the respective half reactions.

Photocatalysts, which alone are only effective in one of the two half reactions in
water splitting, are capable of running both half reactions when arranged in a
Z-scheme. SrTiO3, TaON, CaTaO2N and BaTaO2N can work as H2 evolution
photocatalysts, while WO3, BiVO4 and Bi2MoO6 can act as O2 evolution photo-
catalysts. The IO3

-/I- and Fe3+/Fe2+ redox couples normally serve as reversible
electron mediators. An all-solid-state Z-scheme based on a CdS–Au–TiO2

Fig. 11 Diagram illustrating
spatial separation of
photogenerated charge
carriers in a CdS/TiO2

heterostructure and the
formation of hydrogen during
the action of visible light.
From [48]. With kind
permission from Springer
Science ? Business Media,
Fig. 2
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three-component nanojunction was recently reported, where PS1(CdS), PS2(TiO2)
and the electron-transfer system (Au) were spatially fixed [57]. The vectorial
electron transfer of TiO2 ? Au ? CdS occurs as a result of excitation of both
TiO2 and CdS. The electron supply from TiO2 to CdS via Au restricts the self-
decomposition of CdS due to the oxidation of surface S2- ions by the photo-
generated holes in CdS. In a Z-scheme system, H2 and O2 are evolved separately
by two different photocatalysts, which, to some extent, restrains their back-reaction
to water. The key factors in the design of a Z-scheme system are to find a pair of
photocatalysts for separate H2 and O2 production with high efficiency, and a
reversible electron mediator, the redox potential of which can meet the require-
ments of being electron donor and acceptor in the respective half reactions. From
what we have mentioned above, the energy levels of the components and charge
transfer between them should be considered when designing both semiconductor–
semiconductor nanocomposites and Z-scheme systems.

4.2 Micro- and Nanostructures for Light Management

An important issue in photovoltaic and photolytic energy conversion is a large
mismatch between optical and electronic length scales for photon energies close to
the semiconductor bandgap; while the absorption depth of light is on the order of
(hundreds of) micrometers, the electronic diffusion length is at least an order of
magnitude smaller. The optimal device thickness is thus a compromise between
absorbing most of the incoming photons and reducing volume recombination of
excited charge carriers. Ideally, one would like to construct optically thick but
physically thin absorbers. This concept provides several advantages, including
resource-efficient use of (in certain cases expensive and/or scarce) materials, the

Fig. 12 Reaction
mechanism of photocatalytic
water splitting into H2 and O2

for: (a) a conventional one-
step photo-excitation system,
and (b) a system mimicking
the Z-scheme of
photosynthesis (two-step
photo-excitation system).
Reprinted from [56],
Copyright 2002, with
permission from Elsevier
(http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/journal/
10106030)
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opportunity to use relatively impure materials and/or the potential to achieve
higher device efficiency.

While various approaches to address this issue have been presented in the
context of photovoltaic (PV) solar cells, our opinion is that their usefulness for
photochemical energy conversion, and in particular photochemical water splitting,
has not yet been exploited fully. Much of the work reviewed in this section is
therefore taken from the area of photovoltaics, with a strong belief that the pre-
sented schemes are of high relevance also for photochemical water splitting.

Traditional light-trapping approaches in PV solar cells include the use of
wavelength-scale textured substrates [58] and diffractive optical structures [59],
which can increase the optically effective cell thickness by a factor of 4–5. More
recently, light-scattering layers [60] and optical microcavities [61], including
photonic crystals [62, 63] and whispering gallery modes, have attracted significant
interest. The latter is named after the whispering gallery at St. Paul’s Cathedral in
London and occurs at particular resonant wavelengths of light for a given cavity
size and shape when the light undergoes total internal reflection at the inner
surface and becomes trapped within the void (or guide) for timescales of the order
of nanoseconds [64]. Obviously, the increased photon path length increases the
total absorption. An illustrative example of this effect is the observation of
photolysis of water-soluble components inside cloud droplets by ultraviolet/visible
radiation [65]. Most photonic dielectric cavities have traditionally been limited to
sizes that are in the order of the wavelength of light. The lower bound on the
effective mode volume (Veff) arises from a mechanism of confinement based on
interference effects and is therefore wavelength dependent. However, it has been
shown [66] that by introducing dielectric discontinuities with sub-wavelength
dimensions as a means of local field enhancement, the effective mode volume
becomes wavelength independent. In this way cavities with large Veff can be
achieved, with a corresponding increase in the Purcell factor (a measure of
the spontaneous emission rate enhancement for an emitter in a resonant cavity) of
nearly two orders of magnitude relative to previously demonstrated high index
photonic crystal cavities.

The most recent development in the area of light management for solar energy
applications involves the utilization of plasmonically-active nanostructures. It is
well-known that nanoparticles and perforated films of certain materials (e.g., silver,
gold, platinum) show strongly enhanced optical absorption (i.e., increased cross-
section for initial photon capture) due to the excitation of localized surface plas-
mon modes [67, 68]. Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are collective
oscillations of the conduction electrons, which may result in optical absorption
cross-sections that exceed the geometric cross-section by several orders of mag-
nitude. These plasmons are accompanied by a strongly enhanced electromagnetic
near field. They may decay either radiatively (i.e., by re-emitting a photon), or non-
radiatively into (quasi) particles such as electron–hole (e–h) pairs. For many
metals, the resonance wavelength falls into the near-ultraviolet, visible or near-
infrared regime for nanostructure sizes covering the range 20–200 nm. What is
typical for the mentioned spectral range is that it covers (most of) the energetics of
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important chemical transformations, e.g., bond breaking and bond formation
(0.5–6.5 eV). This should allow one to create conditions and propose schemes for
enhanced (solar) light absorption in nanostructured materials and utilization of the
deposited energy to run chemical transformations such as water splitting.

There are various pathways along which plasmonics may enhance solar-cell
devices, as summarized in a recent review by Atwater and Polman [69]. In short,
plasmonic structures can function as: (i) scattering structures that couple freely
propagating waves from the sun into (waveguiding modes in) a thin semiconductor
absorber layer (see [70, 71]), (ii) light-trapping structures, which effectively bend
the incoming solar flux by 90� via the excitation of propagating surface plasmon
polaritons (SPPs) [72, 73] and (iii) nanoantennas that increase the absorption in the
adjacent semiconductor via their strongly enhanced plasmonic near-field [74, 75].
In the first two cases, the effective path length of the incident light in the semi-
conductor is increased, whereas in the final case, the incident light is concentrated
into nanoscale volumes around the plasmonic nanoparticles. Experimental and
theoretical work indicate that the active layer thickness of various types of solar
cells, including organic solar cells, dye-sensitized solar cells and inorganic solar
cells, may be decreased by 10–100-fold using such schemes with no significant
impact on efficiency. While the three radiative pathways described above have
shown great potential for PV devices, a potential fourth pathway, namely (iv)
charge carrier generation via non-radiative plasmon decay has not been investi-
gated to the best of our knowledge, and its usefulness for photovoltaic power
generation thus remains to be shown.

Finally, we note that there are a number of recent design suggestions based
on nanostructures that do not involve plasmonic effects. To mention a few,
Kelzenberg and colleagues [76] demonstrated the use of microrod arrays in
between which light is scattered and Zhu et al. [77] recently introduced nanodome
solar cells.

In the case of plasmon-enhanced photochemistry, an area pioneered by Nitzan
and Brus in the early eighties [78], both radiative and non-radiative enhancement
pathways have been pursued, as illustrated in an extensive review article by
Watanabe et al. [79]. To give two representative examples, the photocatalytic
degradation of methylene blue was found to be significantly increased on nano-
composite photocatalysts consisting of silver nanoparticles embedded in titania.
Radiative energy transfer from the Ag nanoparticles to the semiconductor was
claimed to be the origin of the increased efficiency [80, 81]. Tian and Tasuma, on
the other hand, reported that ethanol and methanol were photocatalytically oxi-
dized by gold nanoparticle–nanoporous TiO2 composites (at the expense of oxygen
reduction) under visible-light illumination [82]. In this case, photoexcitation of the
gold nanoparticles was followed by simultaneous charge transfer of electrons from
the gold to the TiO2 conduction band and from a donor in the solution to the gold
nanoparticle, as illustrated in Fig. 13.

While the traditional light-trapping schemes presented at the beginning of this
section seem to be primarily interesting for photoelectrochemical water splitting,
the discussed plasmonic amplification schemes are applicable to both PEC and
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photocatalytic water splitting. Despite a large potential, we are not aware of any
actual realizations of plasmon-enhanced water splitting.

4.3 Control of Photocatalyst Structure and Morphology

Structure and morphology are important and hot issues in photocatalysis, since
both affect the performance of a photocatalytic material. Small size and large
surface area normally correspond to high photocatalytic activity. Low-dimensional
nanostructures with high aspect ratio and porous nanostructures have attracted
intense attention, since they favorably affect charge and mass transport,
respectively.

4.3.1 Small Size and Big Surface Area: Catalytic and Photocatalytic

Considerations

Heterogeneous catalysis is dependent on processes taking place at surfaces and
interfaces. Since catalytic materials are often expensive, the goal has always been to
fabricate catalysts with the highest possible surface-to-volume (S/V) ratio. In real-
life catalysts, this is usually achieved by depositing small (\ 5 nm), catalytically
active nanoparticles onto a highly porous support material with very high surface

Fig. 13 Schematic
illustration of charge
separation at an illuminated
gold nanoparticle–titania
interface, enabling visible-
light induced photocatalytic
oxidation of alcohols.
Reprinted with permission
from [82]. Copyright 2005
American Chemical Society
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area [83]. In parallel, it is known that nanostructures may possess catalytic power
not found in their bulk counterparts. As an example, it was shown that tiny dots of
gold on certain metal oxide supports exhibit extraordinary catalytic properties,
despite the fact that bulk gold is chemically inert [84].

Similar to ‘‘normal’’ (dark) heterogeneous catalysis, the size of photocatalyst
particles determines the surface area available for the adsorption and decompo-
sition of reactants (e.g., water or H2S in H2 production), and for the harvesting of
light. Besides providing more active sites due to large surface area compared to
their bulk counterparts, nanosized photocatalysts can restrain bulk electron–hole
recombination via charge-carrier trapping on their way to the surface. Photogen-
erated electrons and holes need to diffuse to the photocatalyst surface to react
with electron and hole acceptors (reactants). If the dimensions of nanosized
photocatalysts are small enough so that the transfer of photogenerated electrons
and holes to the surface is faster than the recombination process, the photocatalytic
efficiency will be largely enhanced. It should be noted, however, that the photo-
catalytic activity does not always increase with decreasing photocatalyst size.
There are several potential disadvantages if the size becomes too small. First, too
small a size cannot guarantee the best crystal structure for photocatalysis. Nor-
mally, very small particles (or quantum dots) are more prone to have amorphous
structure. Secondly, very small particles easily aggregate. The size and mor-
phology of these aggregates, or secondary particles, can affect the light-scattering
properties of the photocatalyst, as well as the degree of photon penetration. The
slow transport of reactants and products within the aggregates can also decrease
the photocatalytic efficiency [85]. Finally, particles that are too small may result in
increased surface electron–hole recombination, which offsets the benefits of high
surface area. It is believed that there are respective optimal sizes at the nanoscale
for different photocatalytic materials and reactions.

4.3.2 1-D Nanostructures: Nanowires, Nanorods,

Nanotubes and Nanofibers

One-dimensional (1-D) nanostructured materials (nanowires, nanorods, nanotubes
and nanofibers) have attracted more and more attention due to their specific
properties, which differ from the bulk and other nanostructure (nanoparticle)
counterparts. Compared to a nanoparticle with the same volume or weight, a 1-D
nanostructure can provide higher surface area and faster interfacial charge transfer
rate. As shown in Fig. 14, photoelectrodes composed of nanorods oriented per-
pendicular to the conductive substrate (see Fig. 14b) can shorten the transport
distance for electrons to the back contact (the ‘‘electron expressway’’ concept [86])
and avoid recombination losses at grain boundaries between nanoparticles
(see Fig. 14a) [87].

Furthermore, poor hole transport has been known to be one of the main factors
that limit the conversion efficiency of Fe2O3 photo anodes. An elegant solution for
this is to use high aspect-ratio nanowire electrodes. It was reported that the
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transport distance for photogenerated holes to the Fe2O3–electrolyte interface was
reduced in Fe2O3 nanowires with a small diameter, as illustrated in Fig. 15 [88].
One can imagine that the limitation with regard to hole transport can be overcome
when the radius of the Fe2O3 nanowires is smaller than the hole diffusion length.

It should be noted that even with the same 1-D morphology of the basic
building blocks, disorder, order and different orientations of the 1-D units affect
the photoelectrochemical properties. As shown in Fig. 16, the photon-to-current
efficiency is lower for the Fe2O3 electrode with nanorods parallel to the substrate.
The IPCE at 360 nm is 3% compared to 5% with nanorods oriented perpendicu-
larly. The electrons have a more straightforward pathway to the back contact with
nanorods perpendicular to the substrate, which leads to a decrease in recombina-
tion losses (see Fig. 16b) and higher IPCE values [87].

Fig. 14 Schematic
representation of the electron
transport through
(a) spherical particles and
(b) nanorods with preferential
orientation. From [87].
Reproduced by permission of
The Electrochemical Society

Fig. 15 Optimized
morphology for an a-Fe2O3

photo-anode for water
splitting. The small diameter
of the nanowires ensures
short hole diffusion path
lengths. From [88].
Reproduced by permission
of The Royal Society
of Chemistry,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/
B718969A
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We additionally note that the basic concepts described above also hold for more
complex nanostructures, such as the Fe2O3 ‘‘cauliflower’’ structure reported by
Kay et al. [89].

Although the initial idea of using 1-D nanostructured (nanorod) electrodes for
PEC water splitting was first reported for Fe2O3 [90], it has been widely investi-
gated using other semiconductor electrodes, including novel materials such as VO2

[91] and Ta3N5 [92], and, especially, TiO2 (see [93] for a recent review). Thin film
and nanowire electrodes of n-type titanium oxide (n-TiO2) were fabricated and
their photoresponse toward water-splitting was measured; a more than twofold
increase in maximum photoconversion efficiency was observed when a single-
layer thin film of n-TiO2 was replaced by nanowires [94]. Photoelectrochemical
water splitting using dense and aligned TiO2 nanorod arrays with well-defined
length was also reported; overall water splitting was observed with an applied
overpotential of 1.0 V (versus Ag/AgCl) with a photon-to-hydrogen efficiency of
0.1%. The results suggest that these dense and aligned one-dimensional TiO2

nanostructures are promising for hydrogen generation from water by PEC cells
[95]. The concept of using 1-D nanostructures for H2 production via PEC water
splitting has also been extended to nanotubes. Compared to nanorods and

Fig. 16 Schematic illustration (cross-section) and scanning electron micrograph (top view) of
hematite nanorods with (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular orientation to the conducting substrate.
From [87]. Reproduced by permission of The Electrochemical Society
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nanowires, nanotubes have higher surface area for redox reactions. Highly ordered
titania nanotube arrays of variable wall thickness were used to photocleave water
under ultraviolet irradiation. It was found that the nanotube wall thickness is a key
parameter influencing the magnitude of the photoanodic response and the overall
efficiency of the water-splitting reaction. Using nanotubes with a 22 nm poredi-
ameter and 34 nm wall thickness, upon 320 - 400 nm illumination at an intensity
of 100 mW/cm2, hydrogen was generated at a rate of 960 lmol/h W (24 mL/h W)
and an overall conversion efficiency of 6.8%, which was the highest value reported
for a titania-based photoelectrochemical cell [96].

Besides the application in PEC H2 production, 1-D nanostructures also play a
very important role in photocatalytic H2 production. TiO2 nanotubes modified with
Pt were found to be a photocatalytic dehydrogenation catalyst in neat ethanol for
producing H2 gas [97]. Self-organized TiO2 nanotube-layers were fabricated by
electrochemical anodization of Ti in a HF electrolyte, and then Pt was deposited on
the TiO2 nanotube layer by plasma sputtering. The Pt-TiO2 nanotube photocatalyst
generated H2 successfully from an alkaline water solution [98]. Pt-ionized TiO2

nanotubes were prepared for the stoichiometric production of H2 and O2 by water-
splitting under visible light with hydrogen evolution rates of 14.6 and 2.3 lmol/h
in aqueous methanol and pure water, respectively [99]. Nanostructured TiO2 films
with controlled morphology and thickness were synthesized for use in water
splitting photocells and dye-sensitized solar cells. Two different morphologies
were compared: a granular morphology and a highly crystalline columnar mor-
phology. The columnar morphology outperformed the granular morphology for
both applications, achieving a UV-light to hydrogen conversion efficiency of 11%
for water splitting, and a visible light to electricity conversion efficiency of 6.0%
for the dye-sensitized solar cell [100]. TiO2 nanowires (TiO2 NWs) were
synthesized through a one-step hydrothermal process followed by post heat
treatment. In this study, anatase TiO2 NWs exhibited the highest photocatalytic H2

evolution, which was also higher than that of the starting TiO2 powder (Degussa
P25) [101]. However, Lin et al. suggested that a bi-crystalline structure consisting
of TiO2 (B) nanotubes (or nanofibers) and anatase nanoparticles could act as an
active, H2-producing photocatalyst [102, 103]. A solvothermal method was
applied to synthesize CdS nanorods [104] and nanowires [105], which have high
photocatalytic activity for H2 production.

We finally note that the concepts of 1-D nanostructured materials and semi-
conductor–semiconductor nano-composites, as discussed in Sect. 4.1.4, can be
combined and lead to synergistic effects [106]. The same holds for the deposition
of co-catalyst nanoparticles (Sect. 4.1.3) onto 1-D nanostructured materials, which
leads to improved charge separation properties [107, 108]. Qu et al. demon-
strated the fabrication of rationally designed 1-D nanostructures, which integrate
several concepts in a single nanosystem. The combination of a charge-separating
nanodiode structure, which was encased in a protective insulating shell and
functionalized with two exposed metal co-catalysts, was both highly efficient and
stable throughout the entire solar spectrum [109].
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4.3.3 2-D Nanostructures: Nanosheets, Nanoscrolls and Layered Materials

From the microstructure point of view, nanosheets, nanoscrolls and layered
materials belong to two-dimensionally (2-D) structured materials. For photocata-
lytic H2 production, 2-D structured materials can maintain a high surface area,
selectively expose certain photocatalyst facets with high photocatalytic activity,
provide fast charge transfer and stack multicomponent structures by layer
assembly.

Photocatalytic H2 production over Pt/TiO2 nanosheets with exposed (001)
facets was reported recently [110]. The authors concluded that the exposed (001)
facets contributed largely to the high photocatalytic activity in H2 production,
which was also proven by Lu et al. [111, 112]. In a dye-sensitized semiconductor
photosystem, the semiconductor particle mediates electron transfer between the
dye and a particle catalyst for hydrogen evolution (typically Pt or Rh). For the
reaction to be efficient, the rate of electron transfer to this catalyst must be faster
than that of back electron transfer to the oxidized dye or electron donor. Oxide
nanosheets make particularly good electron transfer mediators. An external
quantum yield of 20–25% was observed for hydrogen evolution from EDTA2-

solutions with niobate nanoscrolls and nanosheets catalyzed by Pt and sensitized
by a phosphonated [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ derivative (Fig. 17). Taking into account light
scattering, the low extinction coefficient of the dye, and the charge injection
efficiency, this system has[ 50% internal quantum yield for hydrogen evolution
from photoinjected electrons. This high internal quantum yield shows that the
single-crystal oxide nanoscrolls and nanosheets are good mediators of electron
transfer between the dye molecules and Pt particles. Since the electron transfer
from EDTA2- to Ru3+ was the slowest (limiting) step in the overall reaction, these
results demonstrate that the nanosheet morphology was largely responsible for the
enhanced overall photon conversion efficiency [113].

Layered structures have been widely used in photocatalytic H2 production.
K4Nb6O17 has a layered structure with two kinds of interlayers. H2 is evolved from
one interlayer, in which co-catalysts are introduced by ion-exchange or interlayer
reaction, while O2 is produced in the other interlayer, as shown in Fig. 18. In this
way, the sites for H2 and O2 evolution are separated by the photocatalytic niobate
sheet [5]. Furthermore, an electric field gradient resulting from the uneven K+

distribution on opposite sides of the niobate sheets assists electron–hole separation.

4.3.4 Porous Structures

Porous materials, behaving as spatially confined micro- and nanoreactors (see
Sect. 4.4.2 below for further details), have attracted more and more attention in
photocatalysis. They have high surface areas, and they can concentrate reactants
with low concentrations, control the reaction environment and provide host–
guest effects. Selective photocatalysis can be realized by adjusting the pore
size. Co-catalysts can be easily deposited and dispersed onto these porous
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photocatalysts. Peng et al. reported that hydrothermally synthesized TiO2 nano-
particles without calcination had a large specific surface area (438 m2/g) with
small crystallites (2.3 nm) dispersed among amorphous mesoporous domains, and
exhibited much better photocatalytic activity for H2 production compared to
samples calcined at different temperatures and also the commercial photocatalyst
P25 [114]. A novel synthesis was carried out using KCl electrolyte to control the
electrostatic repulsive force between TiO2 nanoparticles toward the formation of a
mesoporous structure, which owned the highest photocatalytic activity for H2

production, compared to nonporous colloidal-TiO2, and commercial Degussa P25
and Hombikat UV-100 (HBK) samples [115]. The photocatalytic reduction of
metal cations (M = Ni2+, Co2+, Cu2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Fe2+, Ag+, Pb2+) on the surface
of mesoporous TiO2 (specific surface area 130–140 m2/g, pore diameter 5–9 nm,
and anatase content 70–90%) resulted in the formation of nanostructured metal–
semiconductor composites (TiO2/M). These metal–TiO2 nanostructures showed a
remarkable photocatalytic activity for hydrogen production from water–alcohol

Fig. 17 (Top) Schematic
representation of photo-
induced electron transfer
from a phosphonated
[Ru(bpy)3]

2+ sensitizer to Pt
catalyst particles, mediated
by H4Nb6O17 nanoscrolls.
(Middle) TEM images of
individual nanosheets and of
nanoscrolls precipitated from
a suspension of exfoliated
H4Nb6O17. (Bottom) The
dependence of hydrogen
evolution rate on Pt loading
and the observed high
quantum yield establish that
electron transfer from
EDTA2- to Ru3+ is the
slowest step in the overall
process. Reprinted with
permission from [113].
Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society
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mixtures, and the efficiency was 50–60% greater than that of the metal-containing
nanocomposites based on Degussa P25. The anatase content and pore size proved
to be the basic parameters determining the photoreaction rate [116].

Porous materials were also used as active supports for catalysts and photo-
catalysts. Tetrahedrally coordinated metal oxide (titanium, vanadium, chromium,
and molybdenum oxides) moieties can be implanted and isolated in the silica
matrices of microporous zeolite and mesoporous silica materials, referred to as
‘‘single-site photocatalysts’’. The single-site titanium oxide photocatalyst dem-
onstrates a high reactivity and selectivity under UV-light irradiation, while the
single-site chromium oxide operates as a visible-light sensitive photocatalyst
[117]. The photocatalytic H2 production by nanosized CdS was enhanced by
immobilization of CdS on porous supports, such as aluminum-substituted meso-
porous silica molecular sieve (Al-HMS) [118], microporous and mesoporous sil-
icas [119], porous polyethylene terephthalate fibers (PET) [120], and ETS-4
zeolite [121].

4.4 Spatial Control of the Reaction Environment

Judicious control of the reaction environment, which includes tailoring the
transport of reactants and products to and away from the reaction sites, respec-
tively, and confining the reaction to nanoscale volumes, is an interesting option to
fine-tune the kinetics of photolytic water splitting. It allows one to address issues
related to the fast back-reaction of hydrogen and oxygen, photocorrosion and
reaction selectivity.

4.4.1 Tailored Transport of Reactants and Products

Experience shows that noble metal co-catalysts, which are oftentimes used to
assist water reduction, at the same time tend to act as good catalysts for water
formation, i.e., the unwanted back-reaction of hydrogen and oxygen to water.
While this is not an issue in photoelectrochemical water splitting due to hydrogen

Fig. 18 Water splitting over K4Nb6O17 photocatalyst with layered structure. From [5].
Reproduced with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry (http://dx.doi.org/
10.1039/b800489g)
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and oxygen being evolved in separate compartments, it constitutes a major
limiting factor for photocatalytic water splitting, where the two species are
evolved in close proximity to one another. To alleviate this problem, Domen
and co-workers pioneered a concept, where the transport of reactants to the
co-catalyst sites is controlled judiciously by coating the noble metal co-catalyst
nanoparticles with a very thin chromium oxide shell using a photodeposition
method [122]. An oxynitride photocatalyst loaded with such core/shell co-catalyst
nanoparticles showed a much higher water-splitting activity than the same
photocatalyst with unmodified noble-metal co-catalyst nanoparticles. Recently,
extensive work by the same group [123] demonstrated that the beneficial effect of
the chromia shell is related to its relative permeability for protons, hydrogen and
oxygen; while the Cr2O3 layer is permeable to protons and evolved hydrogen
molecules and does not interfere with proton reduction and hydrogen evolution, it
prevents oxygen from accessing the underlying noble-metal core and therefore
blocks the back reaction (Fig. 19).

This modification method has also been shown to work in combination with an
oxygen evolution co-catalyst on the same photocatalyst; the addition of a Mn3O4

oxygen evolution co-catalyst to a Rh/Cr2O3 core/shell loaded GaN:ZnO photocat-
alyst resulted roughly in a doubling of hydrogen and oxygen evolution rates [124].

Finally, we note that the approach of blocking the back reaction via the con-
struction of core–shell nanoarchitectures is versatile and has been applied to
different semiconductors and using other shell chemistries, such as SiO2 [125].

Kale et al. [126] reported a strategy to protect CdS quantum dots from
photocorrosion by carefully controlling the interaction between reactant and
photocatalyst; by partially embedding the otherwise un-photostable CdS QDs in a
glass matrix, photocatalytic decomposition of H2S to hydrogen was possible with
high activity over extended time periods, thus demonstrating an increase in
photostability without compromising the catalytic function.

Fig. 19 Schematic
illustrating the function of
noble-metal/Cr2O3 core/shell
nanoparticles as a co-catalyst
for photocatalytic water
splitting. Selective
permeability of the chromia
layer enables proton
reduction and hydrogen
evolution, while the back-
reaction of hydrogen and
oxygen to water is blocked.
Reprinted with permission
from [123]. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society
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4.4.2 Nanoreactors to Confine the Reaction Volume

Traditionally, catalytic systems are described in terms of interactions between the
reacting species and the (open) catalytic surface. Architectures in which the
interaction between the catalyst and the reactant(s) is confined to nano-liter
volumes, i.e., nanoreactors, have recently attracted a great deal of attention.
Various methods of confining the reaction volume have been identified and include
diverse porous inorganic structures (mesoporous materials, zeolites, etc.),
approaches based on molecular self-assembly (oil-in-water emulsions, liquid
foams, polyelectrolyte capsules [127], co-polymer vesicles [128], lipid vesicles
[129] and lipid nanotube-vesicle networks [130], etc.,) and lithographically-
defined nanocavities [131].

While the most evident way in which confinement can affect a reactive system
is to alter the thermodynamic properties, there are a number of other effects that
can influence chemical reactions in nanospace, such as geometrical constraints in
pores with a size comparable to the molecular sizes, selective adsorption of
reacting molecules, and changes to the potential energy surface.

A nanoreactor may stabilize a transition state of a chemical reaction and
thereby change the activation parameters of the reaction. Both enthalpic stabil-
ization, i.e., non-covalent interactions between the transition state and the sur-
rounding, and entropic stabilization must be considered. The latter contribution
may be appreciable since the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of
reactants are reduced inside a confined nanospace, leading to a pre-organization of
reactants toward the transition state. Even in cases where the nanoreactor does not
change the activation parameters, the kinetics of the reaction may be modified due
to a locally increased concentration of reactants. This mechanism is important for
low (bulk) reactant concentrations.

Stabilization of reaction intermediates, or reaction products for that matter, has
the added benefit of providing new pieces of information regarding the reaction
mechanism, which would not have been accessible otherwise owing to the reactive
and/or labile nature of the intermediates and products; encapsulation traps inter-
mediates and/or final products for spectroscopic analysis. Such confinement also
means that several successive reactive events can be induced in a very small
confined space of molecular dimensions. For example, a first photon can generate
an electron that causes one bond to break and thereby creates some reaction
intermediates that are trapped at the interface. A second photon can then later
generate another electron that induces a second type of reactive event where the
intermediates from the first event participate, and so on. This creates significant
probabilities for reaction paths and products that would be vanishingly small if the
reactants and intermediates were not confined. We would like to point out that this
reaction mechanism, as presented, is a batch process. In order to continue, it is
necessary to take the products out and to regenerate the active sites to make this a
true catalytic process. There are several possible ways to achieve this, such as
photo-excitation, or further reaction with other molecules. If such a process could
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be found, the system would thereafter work as a molecular energy conversion
cycle: a true nanoscale chemical reactor.

The combined result of these effects is that confinement may increase the
activity and/or selectivity of a photocatalytic reaction. Additionally, the large
surface-area-to-volume ratio, associated with small dimensions and small
volumes, short material transport and high attempt frequency for the reaction in
nanoreactors make it possible to conduct unique processes not possible for
ordinary heterogeneous schemes [132–135].

While the nanoreactor concept has been applied to a diversity of chemical
(photo) processes [136–139], it has not yet found widespread attention in the
photocatalytic water-splitting community. Early experimental efforts report
successful incorporation of photocatalyst nanoparticles into the cavities of lipid
and surfactant vesicles and the ability of these to generate hydrogen under visible-
light illumination. The focus of these studies was, however, mainly on electron
relays for charge separation across the membrane rather than confinement effects
[140–143]. Some more recent and encouraging results for photocatalytic conver-
sion in porous media are presented in Sect. 4.3.4 above.

A recent example from our own research [144] further illustrates the
applicability of the nanoreactor concept to photocatalytic water splitting. Our
experimental system consists of a graphite substrate onto which water and
potassium are co-adsorbed. Upon photoexcitation of the graphite substrate, ener-
getic charge carriers are generated and drive photo-dissociation reactions of water
molecules at the graphite/K+/water interface, leading to the formation of H2, CO
and CO2 (Fig. 20). Covering the graphite substrate with ice layers of varying
thickness and with different morphologies drastically changes the product com-
position due to (partial) confinement effects imposed by the ice layer, the product
permeability of which depends on thickness and morphology.

Although the limited body of results generated to date is perhaps mainly of
academic interest, we believe that further research efforts will demonstrate the
usefulness of the concept for large-scale industrial schemes.

Fig. 20 Schematic
illustrating the mechanism of
photodissociation of water on
potassium-functionalized
graphite. Reprinted from
[144]
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4.5 Fabrication of Supported Model Systems

Enormous progress in the area of nanoscience and nanotechnology has resulted in
a plethora of nanofabrication and characterization methods becoming available
today. While the nano-architectures in most of the examples given in the previous
sections were realized via bottom-up (often wet-chemical) approaches, the role of
lithographic, top-down methods will be discussed in this section. Lithographic
nanofabrication schemes such as electron beam lithography, nanosphere lithog-
raphy [145] and (hole-mask) colloidal lithography [146] allow one to manufacture
photocatalysts and photoelectrodes with an extremely high degree of control over
structural parameters such as the size, shape and mutual arrangement of nano-
structures. Given the high cost, limited speed and restrictions regarding the
maximum area that can be patterned typically associated with lithographic
nanofabrication approaches, we note that these methods are perhaps not expected
to be of great importance for large-scale applications. They are, however, an ideal
playground to fabricate supported model systems, the nano-architecture of which
can be controlled and tuned accurately and over a large parameter space. By
systematically varying certain key parameters, such model systems allow one to
construct structure–activity maps, providing a detailed understanding of the
physical and chemical processes underlying water splitting, and predictions for
improved photocatalyst architectures may also be derived. An additional attractive
feature of lithographically fabricated, well-defined model systems is that they are
easily modeled, which is often not so for wet-chemically synthesized systems.

The concept of supported model systems has entered several fields related to
energy and environment, including catalysis [147], solar cells [75], hydrogen
storage materials [148] and fuel cells [149–151]. It has, to our surprise, not seen a
breakthrough in the photolytic water-splitting area however. Considering the
enormous, demonstrated power of this approach, we believe that it is only a matter
of time until suitable model systems will be utilized to study the intriguing details
of photolytic water splitting.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

There is no doubt that the world energy consumption will continue to increase
rapidly, and man-made global warming is a fact, which is closely associated with
our current, fossil fuel-based energy system. In order to avoid serious political
unrest, energy shortages and catastrophic climate change, mankind must tap into
renewable, CO2-neutral energy sources as soon as possible. Hydrogen might be
part of the answer to this immense challenge. Yet, for hydrogen to become a viable
option numerous fundamental problems associated with both the production, the
storage, the distribution and the use of hydrogen must still be solved. Without cost-
competitive production schemes, which neither emit greenhouse gases nor have
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any other negative environmental impacts, the production of hydrogen will be the
bottleneck of a future hydrogen economy.

Currently, commercially available hydrogen production methods are limited to
fossil fuel-based procedures and electrolysis (as driven by a variety of electricity
sources). Initial efforts in the transition to the hydrogen economy may be based on
these methods, with improved efficiency, lower costs and minimized carbon
dioxide footprint being important prerequisites. On a longer time scale, only
hydrogen which is derived from carbon-neutral sources and produced using
renewable energy sources fulfills all demands posed on a sustainable energy
carrier. Research and development in all fields of hydrogen production conforming
to these basic criteria should be intensified, so that a wide variety of processes will
become available and constitute a flexible energy system, which can be adapted to
varying local conditions and requirements.

Among the renewable energy sources, we believe that solar energy will be the
dominant resource for hydrogen production. Of the various pathways to harvest
solar energy and use it to produce hydrogen, photolytic schemes seem to be
particularly interesting, owing to their potential to achieve an attractive trade-off
between high efficiency and low costs. Considering that ‘‘traditional’’ metal oxi-
des, such as TiO2, WO3 and Fe2O3, have, despite several decades of investigation,
not reached the target of 10% solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency, it is clear
that further research into materials that are inexpensive, durable, abundant and
environmentally-benign is needed; materials with good absorption and carrier-
transport properties need to be developed, and novel interfaces need to be designed
with energetic and kinetic properties favoring the water-splitting reactions while
inhibiting corrosion reactions. In the case of PEC hydrogen production, the
materials challenge is not only limited to the photoactive material, but also con-
cerns the materials found in the transparent conductive layer used for charge
collection. Experimental efforts in the area will be complemented by computa-
tional catalysis.

Further down the road, we foresee a significant engineering challenge to inte-
grate improved materials and interfaces into integrated devices that can be man-
ufactured on a commercial and large-scale basis at low cost.

But what is the role of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (N&N) in this pro-
cess? We believe that N&N will have several roles to play and that they will
continue to push the field forward. Many of the improvements we have seen over
the years have, in fact, been made possible thanks to N&N, albeit with a lack of
consciousness and direction. This has changed over time, however, due to ana-
lytical tools to analyze very small structures becoming widely available as a
consequence of developments in N&N. Today N&N are being used to systemat-
ically investigate and improve water-splitting schemes. The design of nano-
composites, which feature a genuine combination of light-harvesting and
charge-separation units, is perhaps the most prominent research topic at present.

Considering the rapidly growing number of important N&N contributions to
other related fields, there seems to be an immense backlog demand for such
schemes to be implemented in the area of photolysis. In particular, light-harvesting
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and light-management schemes, which have been investigated in conjunction with
solar photovoltaics, are expected to make their way into the water-splitting
community in the near future. On a somewhat longer term, we expect nanoreactor
concepts to gain momentum and become an area of intense research. Throughout
this development, N&N will enable scientists to achieve a better understanding of
the basic physics and chemistry involved in photolytic water splitting, owing to the
ability to manufacture and characterize well-controlled model systems. Based on
such an improved understanding, more efficient and durable systems can be
constructed.

We conclude by noting that alternatives to the hydrogen economy are being and
should be considered. One such example is the concept of the methanol economy
[152], where methanol rather than hydrogen is used as an energy storage medium.
The potential advantages of such a scheme include convenient and safe stor-
age and handling options, and readily available transport and distribution
infrastructure. Additionally, methanol may replace oil and gas resources to serve
as a feedstock for the synthesis of hydrocarbons.

The most attractive scheme of producing methanol is via the photocatalytic
conversion of carbon dioxide and water, i.e., using abundant and clean energy
from the sun and offering ways to chemically recycle CO2. This process has many
similarities to photocatalytic hydrogen production as described in this chapter. The
oxidation of water is in fact a prerequisite for both reactions, and there are thus
obvious synergies. Many of the N&N concepts described here for water splitting
are thus expected to be readily applicable also to photocatalytic CO2 conversion.
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(Oxy)nitrides and Oxysulfides
as Visible-Light-Driven Photocatalysts
for Overall Water Splitting

Kazuhiko Maeda, Tsuyoshi Takata and Kazunari Domen

Abstract Overall water splitting to form hydrogen and oxygen using a particulate
photocatalyst with solar energy is a promising process for clean hydrogen pro-
duction in large-scale. In recent years, numerous attempts have been made for the
development of photocatalysts that work under visible-light irradiation to effi-
ciently utilize solar energy. This chapter presents recent research progress in the
development of visible-light-driven photocatalysts, focusing on the refinement of
non-oxide type photocatalysts such as (oxy)nitrides and oxysulfides. These
materials harvest visible photons (450–700 nm), and work as stable photocatalysts
for water reduction and oxidation under visible-light.

1 Introduction

Catalytic splitting of pure water into hydrogen and oxygen in the presence of
semiconductor powders using visible-light is a promising approach for storing solar
energy as chemical energy. The reaction (Eq. 1) is a typical ‘‘uphill reaction’’, having
a large positive change in the Gibbs free energy (DG0 ¼ 238 kJ �mol�1).

2H2O ! 2H2 þ O2 ð1Þ

The half-reactions are described as follows:

2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2 ð2Þ

2H2O þ 4hþ ! O2 þ 4Hþ ð3Þ
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Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the basic principle of overall water
splitting on a particulate photocatalyst. Under irradiation at an energy equal or
greater than the band-gap of the semiconductor photocatalyst, electrons in the
valence band are excited into the conduction band, leaving holes in the valence
band. These photogenerated electrons and holes cause reduction and oxidation
reactions, respectively. To achieve overall water splitting, the bottoms of the
conduction bands must be located at a more negative potential than the reduction
potential of H+ to H2 (0 V vs. NHE at pH 0), while the tops of the valence bands
must be positioned more positively than the oxidation potential of H2O to O2

(1.23 V vs. NHE). Therefore, the minimum photon energy thermodynamically
required to drive the reaction is 1.23 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of ca.
1,000 nm, in the near-infrared region. Accordingly, it would appear to be pos-
sible to utilize the entire spectral range of visible-light. However, there is an
activation barrier in the charge transfer process between photocatalysts and water
molecules, necessitating a photon energy greater than the band-gap of the
photocatalyst to drive the overall water-splitting reaction at reasonable reaction
rates. In addition, the backward reaction, that is, water formation from H2 to O2,
must be strictly inhibited, and the photocatalysts themselves must be stable in
the reaction.

Research in this field was initially triggered by the demonstration of photo-
electrochemical water splitting using a single-crystal titanium dioxide (rutile)
photoanode and a platinum cathode with an external bias [1]. Over the past dec-
ades, while many semiconducting materials have been reported to be utile in this
reaction, none had demonstrated a stable, reproducible water-splitting capability
under visible-light irradiation. The major obstacle to progress in this field has been
the lack of a suitable compound that meets the following three requirements: (1) a
band-gap narrower than 3 eV, (2) band-edge potentials suitable for overall water

Fig. 1 Basic principle of
water splitting on a
particulate photocatalyst
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splitting, and (3) stability in the photocatalytic reaction. Specifically, the band-gap
must be sufficiently small to allow the absorption of visible-light (\3 eV), and
the band edges must be located in a position that allows for the reduction and
oxidation of water by photoexcited electrons and holes, as mentioned earlier. In
general, efficient photocatalytic materials contain either transition-metal cations
with a d0 electronic configuration (e.g., Ti4+ and Ta5+) [2–14] or typical-metal
cations with a d10 electronic configuration (e.g., In3+ and Sn4+) [15–20] as prin-
cipal cation components. The empty d or sp orbitals form the bottom of the
conduction band. The top of the valence band of a metal-oxide photocatalyst with
d0- or d10-metal cations usually consists of O2p orbitals, which are located at about
+3 eV or higher versus NHE, thereby producing a band-gap too wide to absorb
visible-light [21]. Because some non-oxide compounds such as CdS and CdSe
have band edge potentials suitable for overall water splitting under visible-light,
these compounds were carefully examined for visible-light utilization. However,
no successful photocatalytic systems have been established because of a lack of
oxygen production due to the instability of the materials [22, 23].

The authors’ group has studied such materials, in particular (oxy)nitrides and
oxysulfides, as photocatalysts for overall water splitting under visible-light. Note
that these types of materials are different from those doped with nitrogen or sulfur.
Figure 2 shows the schematic band structures of metal oxides and (oxy)nitrides.
The tops of the valence band (HOMO) for metal oxides are composed of O2p
orbitals. When N atoms are partially or fully substituted for O atoms in a metal
oxide, the HOMO of the material must be shifted to higher level compared to
corresponding metal oxide without affecting the bottoms of the conduction bands
(LUMO) level. In this chapter, (oxy)nitride and oxysulfide photocatalysts for
overall water splitting under visible-light are presented. Although our research has

Fig. 2 Schematic band structures of metal oxides and metal (oxy)nitrides
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shown that photocatalytic activity of (oxy)nitrides is significantly enhanced upon
modification of nanostructured cocatalysts as H2 evolution sites [24], we would
like to focus on the refinement of the base photocatalyst in this chapter.

2 d0-Type Photocatalysts

2.1 Ta5+-Based (Oxy)nitrides

Some metal nitrides and oxynitrides have recently attracted attention as non-toxic
inorganic pigments alternating to the CdS–CdSe system. For example, a series of
LaTaON2–CaTaO2N solid solutions were reported to vary in color from yellow to
red [25]. In addition, these materials are chemically stable except in the very
strong acids, e.g., aqua regia and hot concentrated sulfuric acid. We were attracted
to oxynitrides because of such properties, triggering our study of (oxy)nitrides as
novel photocatalysts for visible-light-induced water cleavage.

For the utilization of narrow gap materials, band-gap position and stability are
essential factors for achieving water splitting. In the preliminary stage of our study,
various transition-metal (oxy)nitrides were surveyed to judge the effect of applying
visible-light to induce photocatalysis. Various transition-metal (oxy)nitrides were
synthesized and characterized, and subsequently their abilities for photocatalytic
H2 and O2 evolution were investigated.

First, several tantalum-based (oxy)nitrides were examined. Many tantalum-
based d0 transition-metal oxides have been reported as photocatalysts for overall
water splitting [11–14]. Therefore, it is natural to expect that colored oxynitrides
based on Ta5+ with d0 electronic configuration would exhibit photocatalytic
activity under visible-light. In Fig. 3, the schematic structures of examined
Ta5+-based (oxy)nitrides are depicted. The crystal structures of LaTaON2 and
AETaO2N (AE = Ca, Sr, Ba) are perovskite, generally formulated as ABX3

[26, 27]. There are two distinct cationic sites in the perovskite structure. The
coordination number of A- and B-site cations are 12 and 6 with respect to anions
located at X-site, respectively. A-site is generally occupied by La3+ or AE2+ with
relatively large ionic radius, whereas smaller Ta5+ ions are located at B-site. For
the occupancy of X-site with O2- and N3-, the total anion number in a unit is 3,
and the O/N ratio here is determined by the total positive charge of the constituent
cations, thereby maintaining charge balance. TaON has a baddeleyite structure,
which is isostructural to the monoclinic ZrO2 [28]. Each Ta5+ ion is coordinated
with total seven O2- and N3- anions, and the occupancies of O2- and N3- in the
lattice are in 8 ordered arrangements. Ta3N5 has an anosovite structure consisting
of corner- and edge- sharing TaN6 octahedra [29].

Transition-metal (oxy)nitrides were prepared by thermal ammonolysis of
precursor oxides in our experiments. For the synthesis of Ta3N5 and TaON,
commercially available Ta2O5 powder consisting of crystalline particles with
several hundred nanometers in diameter was the precursor. The corresponding
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mixed-oxide precursors for perovskite oxynitrides were prepared via a molecular
route called polymerized complex method [30]. In this method, the component
were intimately mixed. Otherwise, Ta3N5 was formed in some cases as a result of
direct nitridation of Ta2O5 without forming perovskite oxynitride structure due
to insufficient mixing. Typically, TaCl5 and anhydrous citric acid (CA) were
dissolved in ethylene glycol (EG); then, a methanol solution of La(NO)3•6H2O or
ACO3 was added. The molar ratio of La or AE/Ta/CA/EG was 1/1/30/120. The
mixture was heated at 403 K with stirring until a transparent gel was formed. Then
the polymer was carbonized at 623 K followed by calcination in air at 923 K for
the removal of carbon species. The precursor was wrapped with quartz wool, and
was inserted in the center of a horizontal alumina tube-furnace, and heated under
the flow of dry NH3 at 1,223 K for 10–15 h. Flow rates were typically 1 L min-1

except for the preparation of TaON to employ a flow rate of 20 mL min-1. The
products were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction.

Figure 4 shows the UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra of various tantalum-
based (oxy)nitrides. Each (oxy)nitride absorbs photons in visible region, while the
precursor oxides (e.g., LaTaO4, shown for reference) absorb only UV light. Most
of the examined oxynitrides have absorption band edges in between 500 and
650 nm. BaTaO2N has a characteristic absorption band in longer wavelength
region, up to 700 nm. This is attributable to the d-d transition based on reduced
tantalum species (e.g., Ta4+ and Ta3+) created during nitridation. Band-gap ener-
gies of various Ta5+-oxynitrides, as estimated from their absorption band edges,
are summarized in Table 1. For AETaO2N series, the band-gap values decrease in
the order of Ca-[Sr-[Ba-form. In the case of some perovskite type oxides
(e.g., ATaO3 (A = Li, Na, K)), the band-gap values decrease in the order of
Li[Na[K-form [13]. Band-gap energy seems to decrease with increasing the

Fig. 3 Schematic crystal structures of Ta5+-based (oxy)nitrides. a LaTaON2 and AETaO2N
(AE = Ca, Sr, Ba), b TaON, and c Ta3N5
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radius of A-site cations, which is related to distorted linkage of TaO6 octahedra
and affects the extent of delocalization of the electronic bands. This tendency also
holds true for the AETaO2N series. The linkage of Ta–O/N bonds is the origin of
visible-light absorption and the distortion of the octahedra would also affect the
band-gap energy. Apparently, band-gap narrowing to sufficiently absorb visible-
light up to ca. 500–650 nm is possible for these (oxy)nitrides by the introduction
of nitrogen to change the valence band’s position. These results show that band-
gap energy varies depending on the constituent cations and O/N ratio in the
material, indicating the tunable band-gap energy and photocatalysis, as well.

The photocatalytic performances of H2 and O2 evolution for various Ta
5+-based

oxynitrides were examined. H2 and O2 evolution was separately evaluated in the
presence of sacrificial reagents to examine the abilities of the oxynitrides in each
reaction. The water-splitting process is often inhibited for various but unclear
reasons, even though a given photocatalyst satisfies the thermodynamic require-
ment to split water into stoichiometric H2 and O2. Therefore, H2 and O2 evolutions

Fig. 4 UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra for some
Ta5+-based oxynitrides

Table 1 Photocatalytic
activities of some Ta5+-based
(oxy)nitrides for H2 or O2

evolution in the presence of
sacrificial reagents under
visible-light (k[ 420 nm)

Photocatalyst Band-gapa/eV Activity/lmol h-1

H2
b O2

c

TaON 2.5 15 220
Ta3N5 2.1 6 46
LaTaON2 2.0 20 0
CaTaO2N 2.4 23 0
SrTaO2N 2.1 20 0
BaTaO2N 1.9 12 0

Reaction conditions: 0.2–0.4 g of catalyst, 200 ml aqueous
solution containing sacrificial reagents, 300 W xenon lamp light
source, Pyrex top irradiation-type reaction vessel with cutoff
filter
a Estimated from onset wavelength of diffuse reflectance spectra
b Loaded with nanoparticulate Pt as a cocatalyst, reacted in the
presence of methanol (10 vol%), sacrificial reagent
c Sacrificial reagent: silver nitrate (0.01 M)
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were separately carried out in the presence of following sacrificial reagents for
tentative evaluation of photocatalytic capabilities. One is H2 evolution from
aqueous methanol solution, and the other is O2 evolution from aqueous AgNO3

solution as denoted in the Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively [24].

H2O þ CH3OH ! 3H2 þ CO2 ð4Þ

2H2O þ 4AgNO3 ! O2 þ 4Ag þ 4HNO3 ð5Þ

In the former case, oxidation of methanol by valence-band holes is facilitated,
which allows accumulation of electrons in the conduction band and leads to
accelerated H+ reduction to H2. In the latter case, a conduction band electron
promptly reduces Ag+ adsorbed on the surface of photocatalyst instead of H+

depositing Ag on the surface, while positive holes in the valence band oxidize H2O
to O2. The results of both reactions are essential for a given photocatalyst to be
regarded as a candidate for visible-light-induced water splitting.

Typical experimental procedures of photocatalytic reactions are as follows. The
photocatalytic reaction was carried out in a closed gas circulation system under
visible-light irradiation using a Xe lamp (300 W) through a cutoff (k[ 420 nm)
filter. Residual air both in gas phase and the reactant solution was completely
removed by evacuation prior to photo-irradiation. The catalyst (0.2–0.4 g) was
suspended in an aqueous solution (200 mL) by magnetic stirring. An aqueous
methanol solution (H2O 180 mL ? MeOH 20 mL) was employed as the sacrificial
electron donor for H2 evolution, and an aqueous silver nitrate solution (0.01 M)
was employed as the sacrificial electron acceptor for O2 evolution. For H2 evo-
lution, Pt was loaded by the impregnation method from an aqueous [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2
solution followed by H2 reduction for 2 h at 573 K. In the case of O2 evolution,
La2O3 (0.2 g) was added to the reaction solution to maintain the pH at ca. 8.5.
Evolved gases were analyzed by gas chromatograph (Ar carrier, TCD, MS-5A
column) connected directly to the closed gas circulation system. A schematic
illustration of the reaction setup is shown in Fig. 5.

Photocatalytic activities of various Ta5+-based (oxy)nitrides were examined
[31]. As summarized in Table 1, the activities of H2 evolution are in a similar
order (a few tens of lmol•h-1) in every case. For O2 evolution, TaON and Ta3N5

were active while others did not show any activity. Despite many efforts to
improve the activity of O2 evolution on LaTaON2 and AETaO2N, no success has
been achieved thus far. In the case of oxide photocatalysts, there are many
examples of H2 and O2 evolution over compounds containing La3+ or alkaline
earth metal cations. Therefore, the presence of these cationic species should not be
the cause of O2 evolution inhibition. One conceivable reason for the lack of O2

evolution is that the tops of the valence band of LaTaON2 and AETaO2N lie at
potentials more negative than water oxidation potential. On the other hand, both
TaON and Ta3N5 have the ability to evolve H2 and O2 under band-gap excitation,
suggesting that these materials are candidates for overall water splitting under
visible-light. In this context, structural, physicochemical and photocatalytic
properties of Ta3N5 and TaON were examined in detail [32].
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Typically, TaON and Ta3N5 can be obtained by nitriding Ta2O5 for 15 h under
NH3 flow of 20 mL•min-1 and 1 L•min-1, respectively. A mixture of TaON and
Ta3N5 phases is produced in intermediate nitriding conditions. The detailed phase
transition from Ta2O5 to TaON (and to Ta3N5) was investigated by slowing the
progress of nitridation. Figure 6 shows the XRD patterns of nitrided Ta2O5 at
various time intervals under 20 mL•min-1 of NH3 flow. The XRD pattern of
Ta2O5 heated for 1 h under this nitriding condition is almost the same as that of the
original Ta2O5. Heating for 5–10 h under NH3 flow resulted in the formation of
TaON as a major phase, with small amounts of unreacted Ta2O5. TaON as a single
phase was obtained with 15 h of nitridation. Further nitridation led to the for-
mation of a mixture of Ta3N5 and TaON. The TaON phase completely disappeared
after 100 h of nitridation, resulting in the single phase of Ta3N5.

It was also clearly seen from the structural analysis by XRD that Ta3N5 was
formed from Ta2O5 via the formation of TaON. This means that TaON is an
intermediate and metastable phase produced during the phase transition from
Ta2O5 to Ta3N5. Other crystalline phases of tantalum oxynitrides, TaOxNy

(0\ x\ 2.5, x ? 3/2y = 2.5), were not detected. The O/N ratio changes dis-
continuously due to transformation of the crystal structure. As two N3- ions are
substituted for three O2- ions in order to maintain the charge balance, the number
of atoms coordinating to one Ta atom inevitably changes upon nitridation, with a
corresponding change in the crystal structure. Therefore, O/N exchange proceeds
intermittently rather than continuously, following the transformation of the crystal
structure from Ta2O5 to Ta3N5 via TaON. Although the XRD patterns of the
samples nitrided for 15 and 100 h corresponded to those of the single phases of
TaON and Ta3N5, respectively, the compositions of obtained samples were

Fig. 5 A schematic illustration of the reaction setup for photocatalytic water splitting
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somewhat different from those expected from their stoichiometry. This means that
the obtained samples are non-stoichiometric and defective compounds.

The UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra for nitrided Ta2O5 subjected to
various durations of nitridation are shown in Fig. 7. Although pure Ta2O5 only
absorbs light at wavelengths shorter than 320 nm, the absorption band extended to
500 nm after nitridation for 1 h. A broad absorption band up to around 500 nm
increased with nitridation duration up to 10 h, after which another absorption band
at around 500–600 nm appeared and increased upon further nitridation. Correla-
tion of these results with the XRD results suggests that these two absorption peaks,
up to ca. 500 and 600 nm, are attributable to TaON and Ta3N5, respectively. From
the absorption band edges, the band-gap energies of Ta2O5, TaON and Ta3N5 are

Fig. 6 XRD patterns of
Ta2O5 subjected to various
durations of nitridation

Fig. 7 UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra of Ta2O5

at various time intervals
during nitridation
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estimated to be 3.9, 2.5 and 2.1 eV, respectively. The observed band-gap nar-
rowing occurs as a result of the increase in nitrogen content through changes in the
electronic structure due to the incorporation of nitrogen. Since the conduction and
valence bands of tantalum oxynitride consist primarily of Ta5d orbitals and hybrid
O2p and N2p orbitals, respectively, the incorporation of nitrogen is expected to
result mainly in electronic structural changes of the valence-band states. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations [33] show that the upper part of the valence
band is dominated by N2p orbitals on account of the higher potential energy of the
N2p orbital compared to the O2p orbital. However, DFT calculations were unable
to reveal the absolute band positions or determine whether the change in the
absorption band is due to a shift of the valence band’s maximum or the conduction
band’s minimum. The absolute band positions of Ta2O5, TaON and Ta3N5 were
measured by electrochemical and photoelectron spectroscopic methods [34], as
illustrated in Fig. 8. Major changes due to the incorporation of nitrogen appear at
the valence-band level. The observed band-gap narrowing due to nitridation is
therefore attributable to the negative shift of the valence band’s maximum.

H2 evolution was performed in an aqueous methanol solution as a sacrificial
electron donor with the use of a platinized catalyst. For O2 evolution, an aqueous
AgNO3 solution was employed as a sacrificial electron acceptor. The dependences
of the activities of nitrided Ta2O5 for H2 and O2 evolution on the nitridation time
are shown in Fig. 9. The activities of H2 and O2 evolution increased monotonically
with nitridation time and reached maximum for 15 h nitridation in both cases.
Further nitridation led to a gradual suppression of H2 evolution activity and decay
in O2 evolution activity.

Fig. 8 Band-gap positions of Ta2O5, TaON and Ta3N5
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Taking into consideration the structural transformation with nitridation time,
the increase in the activities for H2 and O2 evolution during the first 15 h of
nitridation is attributed to the broadening of the absorption band into the visible
region through the increase of TaON content. The decrease in activity associated
with nitridation for more than 15 h is considered to be due to the replacement of
the TaON phase with the Ta3N5 phase. The highest activities were obtained after
nitridation for 15 h, corresponding to an almost pure TaON phase, in the case of
both H2 and O2 evolution. Therefore, TaON appears to have higher activity for
water decomposition than Ta3N5 under visible-light. The decrease in activity
for O2 evolution due to the increase in the Ta3N5 phase was more prominent than
for H2 evolution. The characteristics of TaON and Ta3N5 in terms of photocata-
lytic activity can be differentiated as follows: the capacity for O2 evolution on
TaON is significantly greater than that on Ta3N5, whereas the activity of H2

evolution on TaON is moderately higher compared to Ta3N5. These characteristics
can presumably be explained from the band positions. The top of the valence-band
position shifts negatively as nitridation proceeds, whereas the position of the
conduction band bottom remains largely unchanged as mentioned above. It is
considered that the difference between the position of the valence band maximum
in TaON and Ta3N5 determines the activity of O2 evolution. The sufficiently
positive potential of TaON with respect to water oxidation may be beneficial for
O2 evolution. On the other hand, the bottom of the conduction band did not change
significantly upon nitridation, which may be a possible reason for the similar H2

evolution activity of TaON and Ta3N5.
Figure 10 displays a typical time course of H2 evolution on Ta3N5 in aqueous

methanol solution under visible-light irradiation. The gas phase was evacuated at
every 24 h. H2 evolved under visible-light irradiation, accompanied by a small
amount of N2 evolution in the early stage of the reaction. N2 evolution was
suppressed almost immediately, and no N2 evolution was observed after the first
iteration. The evolution of N2 is attributed to the oxidation of nitrogen species in
the catalyst via valence-band holes. Less than 0.5% of the nitrogen present was

Fig. 9 Dependence of the
photocatalytic activity of
nitrided Ta2O5 for H2 and O2

evolution on nitridation time.
Reaction conditions: 0.4 g of
catalyst, 200 mL aqueous
solution containing sacrificial
reagents, 300 W xenon lamp
light source, Pyrex top
irradiation-type reaction
vessel with cutoff filter
(k[ 420 nm)
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oxidized during H2 evolution in both cases. TaON showed similar and somewhat
superior photocatalytic performance for H2 evolution to that of Ta3N5. Thus,
Ta3N5 and TaON can be regarded as essentially stable photocatalysts for H2

evolution.
Figure 11 shows the time courses of O2 evolution over Ta3N5 in an aqueous

AgNO3 solution under different conditions. When O2 evolution was performed
without the addition of La2O3 powder, the activity of O2 evolution was quite low
and was exceeded by N2 evolution. The relatively high N2 evolution is attributed
to the anodic dissociation of oxynitrides according to the following reaction:

2N3� þ 6hþ ! N2 ð6Þ

The oxidation of N3- via valence-band holes competes with the oxidation of
water (Eq. 3). However, the addition of La2O3 powder resulted in a remarkable
enhancement of O2 evolution and suppression of N2 evolution. The pH of the
reactant solution decreases with the progress of this reaction because H+ is
released (Eq. 5). The La2O3 powder maintained the pH of the reaction solution at
about 8.5, balancing the consumption of OH- ions that occurs with the progress
of O2 evolution in the presence of Ag+. Thus, La2O3 functions as a buffer to
maintain the pH at about 8.5. Any other buffers to maintain the pH above 8.5 are
not available due to the precipitation of Ag+ by OH-. It is clear that the activity
of O2 evolution is strongly affected by the pH of the reaction solution, and
alkaline conditions appear to be favorable for enhancing O2 evolution and sup-
pressing N2 evolution. The addition of La2O3 is an effective means of main-
taining the pH of the reaction solution. The dominant reaction is therefore
controllable by changing the pH of the reaction solution. Similarly, TaON
showed better activity of O2 evolution in alkaline condition compared with the
case in acidic condition. However, N2 evolution on TaON was inhibited in both
acidic and basic conditions.

Fig. 10 Time course of
photocatalytic H2 evolution
on Pt-loaded Ta3N5. Reaction
conditions: 0.4 g of catalyst,
200 mL aqueous solution
containing methanol
(10 vol.%), 300 W xenon
lamp light source, Pyrex top
irradiation-type reaction
vessel with cutoff filter
(k[ 420 nm)
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As such, both Ta3N5 and TaON proved to be potential photocatalysts for the
splitting of H2O into H2 and O2 under visible-light irradiation. Although other
narrow-band-gap photocatalysts such as sulfides or phosphides have valence
bands consisting primarily of S3p or P3p orbitals, such non-oxide photocatalysts
are generally unstable against water oxidation due to photo-anodic dissociation
[22, 23, 35]. The stability of the (oxy)nitrides presented here under alkaline
conditions is a distinctive and advantageous feature, differentiating these materials
from previously examined non-oxide photocatalysts.

2.2 Ti4+-Based Oxynitrides

Oxynitrides based on Ti4+ with d0 electronic configuration were also examined as
another possible material class for visible-light photocatalysis. Several titanium-
based oxides, such as TiO2 and SrTiO3, are known to be active photocatalysts for
overall water splitting [3–5, 7–10]. Generally, the band-gap energies of Ti4+-based
compounds are smaller than those of Ta5+-based compounds. This is mainly due to
the lower potential of conduction-band minimum of Ti4+-based compounds. This
minimum consists mainly of Ti3d orbitals, rather than the Ta5d orbitals found in
the conduction-band minimum of Ta5+-based materials. However, most Ti4+-based
oxides are known to have ability to evolve both H2 and O2. Therefore, it is
expected that Ti4+-based oxynitrides to decompose water under visible-light.
In addition, it should be noted that Ti4+-based materials are more cost-effective
than Ta5+-based materials because Ti is a cheaper and more abundant. Therefore,
Ti4+-based oxynitrides are important materials in terms of very large-scale solar
energy utilization.

Fig. 11 Time course of
photocatalytic H2 evolution
on Ta3N5 with and without
La2O3 addition as a pH
buffer. Reaction conditions:
0.4 g of catalyst, 200 mL
aqueous solution containing
silver nitrate (0.01 M),
300 W xenon lamp light
source, Pyrex top irradiation-
type reaction vessel with
cutoff filter (k[ 420 nm)
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A typical compound of Ti4+-based oxynitride with d0 electronic configuration is
LaTiO2N [36]. This material has a perovskite structure that is isostructural to that
of LaTaON2. The detail of the crystallographic analysis has already been reported.
When a binary oxide of TiO2 was nitrided by dry NH3 in a similar condition to the
synthesis of Ta3N5, TiN was produced instead of Ti3N4. In this case, original
valence of Ti4+ was reduced to Ti3+ during nitridation because NH3 provides
strongly reductive atmosphere at high temperature. When the nitridation of TiO2

was carried out in low temperature, very small part of oxygen in the lattice was
replaced by nitrogen, namely to form N-doped TiO2 [37]. However, the formation
of any clear crystalline phase consisting of Ti4+ and O2-/N3- has never been
recognized. Since the absorption coefficient of N-doped TiO2 in visible region is
quite low on account of the small nitrogen content, this type of materials are not
suitable for an application to huge scale photon energy conversion. Therefore, the
study of photocatalysis in the d0-Ti4+-based oxynitrides was focused on LaTiO2N
and its variant with modified composition [38, 39]. A partial substitution of Ca2+

for La3+ in LaTiO2N creates single negative charges, which is compensated by
creating single positive charges with the substitution of O2- for N3- to perform an
isostructural substitution. This system can namely be regarded as a solid solution
of CaTiO3 and LaTiO2N, generally formulated as CaxLa1–xTiO2+xN1–x.

The Ti4+-based oxynitrides were prepared in a similar manner to that of above-
introduced perovskite-type Ta5+-based (oxy)nitrides. Figure 12 shows XRD pat-
terns of LaTiO2N and Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75 prepared by thermal ammonolysis
at 1,223 K. The diffraction pattern of LaTiO2N agrees with the reference data,
which is similar to that of Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75. This indicates that isostructural
replacement was successfully performed for the Ca2+-doped variant. Although the
diffraction patterns were similar for the two samples, each diffraction peak of
Ca2+-doped sample was located at a slightly higher diffraction angle compared to
the corresponding peaks in LaTiO2N, indicative of lattice shrinkage in Ca2+-
substituted sample. The ionic radii of La3+ and Ca2+ are 150 pm and 148 pm [40],
respectively, which are close enough not to cause lattice shrinkage. The change in
anionic composition accompanied by La/Ca-substitution, i.e., the change of N/O

Fig. 12 XRD patterns of
(a) LaTiO2N and
(b) Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.25
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contents, leads to the decrease of lattice constant due to the difference in the radii
between O2- (126 pm) and N3- (157 pm).

Figure 13 shows the UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra of LaTiO2N sam-
ples. The spectrum of as-prepared LaTiO2N consists of two broad bands. These
absorption bands are attributed to the band-gap and d-d transitions of the reduced
Ti3+ species in shorter and longer wavelength regions, respectively. Heating the
sample in air at 573 K for 24 h caused no change in the XRD pattern, but
weakened the band in longer wavelength region. The absorption edge of charge
transfer band in LaTiO2N was found to be about 600 nm. Thus, the band-gap
energy of LaTiO2N is approximately 2.1 eV.

Figure 14 shows the evolution of H2 from an aqueous methanol solution. No
reaction took place in the dark, but H2 evolution started upon irradiation. The rate
of H2 evolution in the second and subsequent runs with intermittent evacuation
was somewhat slower than that of the first run, but continued to proceed steadily.
Up to 1.6 lmol of N2 was detected in the first run, but was not detectable by gas
chromatography after the second run. Therefore, it is concluded that the oxynitride
was stable during the reaction.

Figure 15a shows the time course of O2 evolution under visible-light irradiation
(k[ 420 nm). In this case, La2O3 was also added to the reaction solution for pH
control as in the case of Ta3N5; otherwise the activity of O2 evolution was poor
and experienced photo-anodic dissociation. LaTiO2N, prepared at 1,223 K, was
used in the following photoreactions because of increased activity for O2 and H2

evolution under visible-light irradiation. No reaction took place in the dark, and O2

evolution began with the irradiation. The total amount of O2 evolved over 43 h is
estimated to be 440 lmol. This amount corresponds to ca. 60% of the lattice
oxygen in the catalyst (0.2 g of LaTiO2N). There was no noticeable difference in
the XRD pattern of the sample before and after the reaction, except for the
emergence of a diffraction peak attributable to metallic Ag. The evolution of O2 is
therefore attributable to the oxidation of water on LaTiO2N under visible-light
irradiation.

Fig. 13 UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra of
LaTiO2N: a as-prepared
b heated in air at 573 K
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The photocatalytic performance of LaTiO2N for O2 evolution was improved
by modification with iridium dioxide (IrO2) nanoparticles as promoters. IrO2

nanoparticles were deposited on the surface of photocatalysts by adsorption from
an aqueous colloidal IrO2 solution [41]. Although IrO2 nanoparticles were not
adsorbed onto LaTiO2N at all, Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75 absorbed considerable
amount of IrO2. This difference is attributed to different surface charging states
between the two materials. Figure 15b, c show the time courses of O2 evolution
under visible-light irradiation on bare and IrO2(2 wt%)-loaded Ca0.25La0.75-
TiO2.25N0.75, respectively. Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75 was prepared at 1,223 K.
There was no noticeable difference in the activity of O2 evolution between
LaTiO2N and Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75. However, as shown Ca0.25La0.75-
TiO2.25N0.75 loaded with IrO2-nanoparticles showed higher activity for O2

Fig. 14 Time course of
photocatalytic H2 evolution
on Pt-loaded LaTiO2N.
Reaction conditions: 0.2 g of
catalyst, 200 mL aqueous
solution containing methanol
(20 vol.%), 300 W xenon
lamp light source, Pyrex top
irradiation-type reaction
vessel with cutoff filter
(k[ 420 nm)

Fig. 15 Time courses of
photocatalytic O2 evolution
on LaTiO2N-based materials:
a LaTiO2N, b Ca0.25La0.75
TiO2.25N0.25 (c) IrO2/
Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.25.
Reaction conditions: 0.2 g of
catalyst (0.2 g of La2O3),
200 mL aqueous solution
containing silver nitrate
(0.01 M), 300 W xenon lamp
light source, Pyrex top
irradiation-type reaction
vessel with cutoff filter
(k[ 420 nm)
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evolution and lower activity for N2 evolution than those with unmodified
Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75 and LaTiO2N. With the evolution of 500 lmol of O2 (5 h
irradiation), only 4 lmol of N2 was produced, i.e., 99% of holes were used for
water oxidation. This result clearly demonstrates that it is possible to stabilize this
system via kinetic control with respect to the degradation of the oxynitride with the
appropriate modifications, as schematically depicted in Fig. 16.

LaTiO2N and its variant of Ca0.25La0.75TiO2.25N0.75 were shown to evolve H2

and O2 in the presence of sacrificial electron donor and acceptor, respectively.
Both the activities of H2 and O2 were moderately high for LaTiO2N. O2 evolution
on LaTiO2N was remarkably improved by the combination of IrO2 as a cocatalyst
to promote O2 formation, and the Ca2+-substitution is necessary to make the IrO2

nanoparticles adsorbed on the surface. However, simultaneous H2 and O2 evolu-
tion from water in the absence of sacrificial reagent have yet to be successful.

2.3 Oxysulfide

Sulfur-containing materials are also an interesting research area. Some metal
sulfides, such as CdS and CdSe, have suitable band-gap positions for absorption of
visible-light and decomposition of water. The energy level of S3p state is more
negative than that of O2p state, resulting in a shallower valence band maximum
and narrower band-gap in sulfides compared to oxides. However, in practice,
these metal chalcogenides are not stable for water oxidation to O2 because surface

Fig. 16 Effect of IrO2-
loading on the improvement
of photocatalytic O2

evolution by an (oxy)nitride
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S2- and Se2- are more susceptible to oxidation than water, i.e., the CdS or CdSe
itself is oxidized [22, 23]. Oxysulfides, on the other hand, are expected to be
somewhat durable against self-oxidation by stabilizing surface S2- via hybrid-
ization of S3p and O2p orbitals.

Next, we will introduce the photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical properties
of an oxysulfide, Sm2Ti2S2O5 [42, 43]. Sm2Ti2S2O5 can be synthesized by the
following two methods. The first is a solid-state reaction carried out by heating a
mixture of Sm2S3, Sm2O3 and TiO2 (molar ratio, Sm2S3/Sm2O3/TiO2 = 2/1/6) in
an evacuated quartz tube at 1,273 K for 1 week [42]. The other method is the
sulfurization of a corresponding oxide under H2S flow at 1,223 K. Here, the results
obtained from a sample synthesized by the former method are presented [43].

Figure 17 shows the structures of Sm2Ti2O7 [44] and Sm2Ti2S2O5 [45].
Sm2Ti2S2O5 belongs to I4/mmm crystallographic group and has a similar structure
to the Ruddlesden-Popper type layered perovskite oxide, represented by
(AX)(ABX3)2 (A, B: metal cations, X: anions), and the layers are composed of
S-(TiO2)-O-(TiO2)-S double octahedra. The oxide with corresponding cationic
composition is Sm2Ti2O7, which has a pyrochlore structure. Although S2- was
substituted for equimolar amount of O2-, structural transformation occurs because
of the large difference in ionic radius between S2- and O2-.

Figure 18 shows UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra for Sm2Ti2O7 and
Sm2Ti2S2O5. The absorption band edge of Sm2Ti2S2O5 lies at around 600 nm with
a tail that extends up to 650 nm. The absorption band edge of Sm2Ti2S2O5 is

Fig. 17 Schematic structures of Sm2Ti2O7 and Sm2Ti2S2O5
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shifted about 250 nm from that of Sm2Ti2O7. The band-gap energy of Sm2Ti2S2O5

is estimated to be 2.1 eV. The observed band-gap narrowing is likely due to the
contribution of S3p orbitals to the upper region of valence band.

Figure 19 shows the time courses of H2 evolution on 1.0 wt% Pt-Sm2Ti2S2O5

in the presence of Na2S-Na2SO3 or methanol under visible-light irradiation. In the
case of the Na2S-Na2SO3 system, a faster rate of H2 evolution was obtained by
loading Pt of 1.0 wt% via in situ photodeposition. In the early stage of the reaction
(*3 h), 1.0 lmol of H2PtCl6 is reduced to Pt0 as an H2 evolution promoter on the
Sm2Ti2S2O5 surface. After the induction period, H2 evolved steadily, indicating
that excited electrons in the oxysulfide can reduce H+ to H2. XRD and XPS

Fig. 18 UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra for
Sm2Ti2O7 and Sm2Ti2S2O5

Fig. 19 Time courses of
photocatalytic H2 evolution
on Pt-loaded Sm2Ti2S2O5.
a From aqueous
Na2S ? Na2SO3 solution
(0.01 M) using a Pt-
photodeposited catalyst, and
b from aqueous methanol
solution (10 vol.%) using a
Pt-impregnated catalyst.
Reaction conditions: 0.2 g of
catalyst, 200 mL aqueous
solution (20 vol.%), 300 W
xenon lamp light source,
Pyrex top irradiation-type
reaction vessel with cutoff
filter (k C 440 nm)
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analyses confirmed that H2 evolution proceeded without any degradation of
Sm2Ti2S2O5. This indicates that Sm2Ti2S2O5 also functions as a stable photocat-
alyst for the photoreduction of H+ to H2 under visible-light irradiation. This
photocatalyst also showed steady activity of H2 evolution under visible-light
irradiation in the presence of methanol as a sacrificial electron donor. In this case,
Pt was loaded via the impregnation method from [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2, followed by
reduction in H2 at 573 K.

Time courses of O2 evolution on Sm2Ti2S2O5 in AgNO3 solution under visible-
light irradiation are shown in Fig. 20. In evaluating the as-prepared Sm2Ti2S2O5

samples, O2 was evolved with visible-light irradiation after short induction period
(ca. 1 h). The XRD patterns of Sm2Ti2S2O5 samples before and after the reaction
were essentially identical except for the appearance of diffraction peaks assigned
to metallic Ag in the latter sample. O2 evolution was examined in a basic solution
(ca. pH 8.5) buffered by La2O3 as described previously. When the reaction was
carried out in the absence of La2O3, the rate of O2 evolution was suppressed, as in
oxynitrides. This implies that alkaline conditions are favorable for O2 evolution on
Sm2Ti2S2O5. For comparison, time course on CdS under the same experimental
condition is also shown in Fig. 20. CdS in the AgNO3 solution turned black
immediately because of dissociation of CdS by the formation of Ag2S, and only a
trace amount of O2 evolution was observed.

Modification of Sm2Ti2S2O5 with IrO2 was also examined to promote O2

evolution. Although adsorption of colloidal IrO2 onto Sm2Ti2S2O5 was not
achieved, a prior treatment of Sm2Ti2S2O5 with Ca(OH)2 made adsorption pos-
sible. As shown in Fig. 20, the photocatalytic activity of O2 evolution was tripled
upon modification with IrO2. These results demonstrate that IrO2, in nanoparticle
form, functions as an effective O2 evolution promoter for Sm2Ti2S2O5.

Fig. 20 Time courses of
photocatalytic O2 evolution
on (a) IrO2(0.25wt%)/
Sm2Ti2S2O5,
(b) Sm2Ti2S2O5, and (c) CdS.
Reaction conditions: 0.2 g of
catalyst (0.2 g of La2O3),
200 mL aqueous solution
containing silver nitrate
(0.01 M), 300 W xenon lamp
light source, Pyrex top
irradiation-type reaction
vessel with cutoff filter
(k C 440 nm)
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The band-gap position of Sm2Ti2S2O5 was measured by electrochemical
methods. The estimated band structure of Sm2Ti2S2O5 is illustrated in Fig. 21. The
conduction and valence bands have appropriate potentials for reduction of H+ to
H2 and oxidation of water to O2 at a pH of 8 under irradiation, consistent with the
results of photocatalytic reactions. At a pH of 0, the tops of the valence bands of
Ti4+-based metal oxides are located at ca. 3 V, whereas that for Sm2Ti2S2O5 is
more negative than 3 V, resulting in a smaller band-gap energy. This also suggests
that S3p orbitals contribute to the valence band of Sm2Ti2S2O5. Interestingly, the
flat band potential of Sm2Ti2S2O5 is almost independent of pH. In metal-oxide
photocatalysts such as TiO2, there is a flat band potential shift to more negative
potentials with increasing pH because of dissociation of surface hydroxyl groups.
Although Sm2Ti2S2O5 has surface hydroxyl groups as shown by XPS analysis, the
flat band potential of Sm2Ti2S2O5 is not sensitive to pH. A possible explanation for
this is the small acid dissociation constant of hydroxyl groups on Sm2Ti2S2O5. S

2-

in S–(TiO2)–O–(TiO2)–S or Sm3+ might affect this feature of the hydroxyl groups.
Sm2Ti2S2O5, a Ti4+-based oxysulfide, was confirmed to be a stable, visible-

light-driven photocatalyst for the oxidation of water to O2 and reduction of H+ to
H2. The bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence band are
sufficiently positive and negative to allow for water reduction and oxidation,
respectively. Therefore, this oxysulfide performs as a stable photocatalyst for H2 or
O2 evolution from aqueous solution containing a sacrificial electron donor or
acceptor under visible-light. The deposition of IrO2 nanoparticles on Sm2Ti2S2O5

as an O2 evolution promoter enhanced the photooxidation activity by 3 times,
demonstrating that such surface modification can also improve the photocatalytic
activity of Sm2Ti2S2O5.

Fig. 21 Band-gap position
of Sm2Ti2S2O5 at pHs 0 and 8
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3 d10-Type Photocatalysts

3.1 Difference in Band Structure Between

d0- and d10-Compound

As described in the previous sections, compounds including early transition-metal
cations with d0 electronic configuration, such as Ta3N5, LaTiO2N and Sm2Ti2S2O5

are potential candidates for overall water splitting under visible-light. From the
viewpoint of the electronic band structure, however, d10-based semiconducting
materials are advantageous over the d0 configurations as photocatalysts. In metal-
oxides, for example, the top of the valence band consists of O2p orbitals and the
bottom of the conduction band is composed of hybridized s,p orbitals (Fig. 22)
[15–20]. Hybridized s,p orbitals possess large dispersion, leading to increased
mobility of photogenerated electrons in the conduction band and increased photo-
catalytic activity. This sparked study of (oxy)nitrides or oxysulfides with the d10

electronic configuration as photocatalysts for overall water splitting.

3.2 b-Ge3N4

As a typical-metal-nitride with d10 electronic configuration, b-Ge3N4 has been
shown to act as a photocatalyst for stoichiometric water splitting into H2 and O2

when modified with ruthenium dioxide (RuO2) nanoparticles as promoters
[46, 47]. Germanium nitride is a well-known polymorphic compound, exhibiting

Fig. 22 A schematic illustration of the difference in electronic band structure between d0- and
d10-based compounds
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a, b, c and d phases with various crystal structures [48–50]. The synthesis of
Ge3N4 was pioneered by Johnson in 1930 [51]. This material can be readily
obtained by heating Ge or GeO2 powder under a flow of ammonia; the crystal
phase of the product is dependent upon the process conditions, such as tempera-
ture, duration time, flow rate and so on. Our comparative experiments have shown
that the b-phase exhibits the highest activity. Additionally, c and d phases were
difficult to obtain under the present synthetic conditions. In a typical synthesis,
b-Ge3N4 can be synthesized from GeO2 powder by nitridation under a flow of NH3

at 1,123–1,173 K for *20 h [52]. The compound consists of GeN4 tetrahedrons
that connect to share each corner, as schematically shown in Fig. 23 (left).
Figure 23 (right) shows typical HR-TEM images and an electron diffraction pat-
tern of the as-prepared b-Ge3N4. As can be seen, the material consists of primary
well-crystallized rod-like particles with a hexagonal crystal system. The photo-
catalytic activity of the as-synthesized b-Ge3N4 for overall water splitting was
negligible. However, when modified with RuO2 nanoparticles, the material
became photocatalytically active for the stoichiometric evolution of H2 and O2

from pure water. This demonstration of the photodecomposition of water is the
first involving a non-oxide-based photocatalyst.

Effects of reaction conditions and post-treatment on activity of RuO2/b-Ge3N4

were examined. The photocatalytic performance of RuO2-loaded b-Ge3N4 was
strongly dependent on the pH of the aqueous solution, with the activity increasing
with decreasing pH from neutral with the addition of H2SO4, passing through a
maximum at a pH of 0 and then decreasing [47]. Figure 24 shows the time courses
of overall water splitting on the RuO2-loaded b-Ge3N4 under UV irradiation
(k[ 200 nm) at pH’s of 7 and 0. Both H2 and O2 evolved, but the rates of both H2

and O2 evolution decreased with reaction time. The reason for this deactivation
will be explained later. In pure water (pH & 7), the rate of O2 evolution was lower

Fig. 23 Crystal structure of b-Ge3N4 (left) and HR-TEM images and an electron diffraction
pattern (right)
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than that expected from the stoichiometry. Furthermore, a relatively high level of
N2 evolution was observed continuously in the reaction, indicating that the
material is gradually decomposed by photogenerated holes. This decomposition
consumes photogenerated holes that would otherwise be consumed in the oxida-
tion of water, as described earlier (Eq. 6). However, as the concentration of H2SO4

was increased (up to 1 M, pH 0), the rate of H2 and O2 evolution became stoi-
chiometric and increased. At H2SO4 concentrations exceeding 1 M, the evolution
rates began to degrade. N2 evolution, indicative of partial decomposition of
the nitride photocatalyst, was also increasingly suppressed at higher H2SO4 con-
centrations. This characteristic pH dependence of the RuO2-loaded b-Ge3N4

photocatalyst deviates significantly from the general character of transition-metal-
oxide-based photocatalysts. For example, NiO-loaded NaTaO3 [13] favors alkaline
solutions for overall water splitting. It appears that the enhanced activity of RuO2-
loaded b-Ge3N4 with increasing H2SO4 concentration is associated with the sup-
pression of hydrolysis. In general, typical-metal (oxy)nitrides are inherently
unstable in basic media due to hydrolysis, but are stable in acidic media. Another
possible explanation for this improvement is the promotion of water reduction
(Eq. 2) due to an increase in H+ concentration with the addition of H2SO4.
Increasing the H2SO4 concentration above 1 M reduces activity, possibly a result
of the detrimental effect of high H+ concentrations in the water oxidation reaction
(Eq. 3). It was also found that a high-pressure treatment of b-Ge3N4 with NH3 gas
results in a four-fold increase in activity by reducing the density of defects [53].

For non-oxide photocatalysts, it is important to discuss the effect of self-
decomposition by photogenerated holes in the valence band of the material, since
this process competes with the water photo-oxidation reaction. An interesting
feature is that b-Ge3N4, having lower crystallinity, released N2 continuously with
reaction time, while well-crystallized material did not, even under neutral reaction
conditions [52]. The observed N2 evolution during the reaction occurs near the

Fig. 24 Time courses of overall water splitting on the RuO2-loaded b-Ge3N4 under UV
irradiation (k[ 200 nm) at pH’s of 7 and 0. Reaction conditions: 0.5 g of catalyst (1 wt% RuO2-
loaded), 390 mL pure water or aqueous H2SO4 solution, 450 W high-pressure mercury lamp light
source, Quartz inner irradiation-type reaction vessel
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catalyst surface, while O2 evolution takes place directly on the Ge3N4 surface.
Therefore, photogenerated holes contributing to O2 evolution must migrate over a
longer distance compared to those involved in N2 evolution. This situation is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 25. As the crystallinity of Ge3N4 improves,
photogenerated electrons and holes can more readily migrate longer distances,
resulting in a higher likelihood that the electrons and holes will reach the surface
reaction sites without recombining. As mentioned above, a decrease in the pH of
the reactant solution suppresses N2 evolution in overall water splitting using RuO2-
loaded b-Ge3N4 by inhibiting hydrolysis-induced deactivation in neutral or basic
media, leading to enhanced activity. In addition to such a kinetic control, N2

evolution can be effectively suppressed by improving the crystallinity of b-Ge3N4.
In metal-oxide photocatalysts, high crystallinity has a positive effect on the rates of
H2 and O2 evolution in overall water splitting, since the density of defects, which
act as recombination centers between photogenerated carriers, decreases with
increasing crystallinity [7, 13, 16–20]. In metal-nitride photocatalysts, however,
high crystallinity is a crucially important factor affecting the stability of the
material in addition to promoting H2 and O2 evolution in overall water splitting.

Even under the optimal reaction conditions, the rates of H2 and O2 evolution via
water splitting on RuO2-loaded b-Ge3N4 decreased with reaction time. After 24 h
of reaction, however, the total production of H2 and O2 reached 11.2 mmol,
substantially greater than the amount of RuO2-loaded b-Ge3N4 used (0.5 g;
1.8 mmol of b-Ge3N4). This result is indicative of a catalytic cycle in the reaction.
In order to examine the reason(s) for the decreased activity, catalysts, after
reacting for 24 h in an aqueous 1 M H2SO4 solution, were investigated by a
variety of techniques. XRD and XPS revealed that the crystal structure and the
valence state of the catalyst are almost unchanged by the photocatalytic reaction.
However, inductively coupled plasma (ICP) mass spectrometry revealed that the
solution contained approximately 7.5 mg of Ge cations and no Ru cations after the
reaction. Since GeO2 is slightly soluble in aqueous media [54], Ge–O species on
the b-Ge3N4 surface are presumably eluted from the photocatalyst during the
reaction. Such elusion of the catalyst component affected the interface between
b-Ge3N4 and loaded RuO2 nanoparticles before and after the reaction. Before the
reaction, the surface of b-Ge3N4 was smooth, and b-Ge3N4 and the loaded RuO2

nanoparticle were in contact with each other. However, the surface structure
became rougher after the reaction, which is attributed to elution of the surface Ge
cations. This situation would cause a partial collapse and relaxation of the inter-
facial structure between b-Ge3N4 and the RuO2 nanoparticles. This degredation of
the structure hinders prompt electron migration from the b-Ge3N4 to the RuO2,

Fig. 25 A schematic
illustration of overall water
splitting using b-Ge3N4 with
different degree of
crystallinity
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thereby resulting in deactivation of the catalyst. Another reason for the deacti-
vation of the catalytic activity was found to be photoreduction of O2; however, this
is a reversible deactivation.

The electronic band structure of b-Ge3N4 was examined by DFT calculations,
which revealed that the top of the valence band is formed by N2p orbitals, whereas
the bottom of the conduction band consists of hybridized 4s,4p orbitals of Ge. This
result indicates that photoexcitation under irradiation occurs from the N2p orbitals
to the Ge4s,4p hybridized orbitals. Water oxidation to produce O2 on conventional
metal-oxide photocatalysts takes place as a result of contributions from photo-
generated holes in the valence band consisting of O2p orbitals. Conventional
non-oxide photocatalysts, such as CdS and CdSe, are unable to achieve overall water
splitting, as mentioned earlier. It is therefore noteworthy that the N2p orbitals in the
valence band both generate photogenerated holes and contribute to the photocata-
lytic water oxidation in the overall water-splitting reaction. Unfortunately, b-Ge3N4

has a band-gap of ca. 3.8 eV and is thus only active under UV irradiation. Never-
theless, the discovery of such a non-oxide photocatalyst (b-Ge3N4) achieving the
same function as metal-oxide photocatalysts provides strong encouragement for
research on non-oxide materials for visible-light-driven photocatalysis.

3.3 GaN–ZnO Solid Solution

To devise a new (oxy)nitride with d10 electronic configuration that can decompose
water under visible-light, the solid solution of GaN and ZnO, (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx),
was examined. As both GaN and ZnO have wurtzite structures with similar lattice
parameters [55, 56], a solid solution can easily be formed between the two. Taking
into account the large band-gap energies of GaN and ZnO ([3 eV), the resulting
composite was expected to have a band-gap exceeding 3 eV. However, for II–VI
semiconductors, it has been shown that p–d repulsion (e.g., O2p–Zn3d) shifts the
valence-band maximum upward without affecting the conduction-band minimum
[57]. Similarly, it was hypothesized that p–d repulsion in the GaN–ZnO solid
solution (i.e., N2p–Zn3d repulsion) may cause the top of the valence band formed
by N2p atomic orbitals to shift to higher potential energy, resulting in a narrower
band-gap for GaN. The expected band structure of GaN–ZnO solid solution is
illustrated in Fig. 26.

Preparation of the solid solution was first attempted by nitriding a mixture of
b-Ga2O3 and ZnO under a flow of ammonia at *1,223 K. The product was a
yellow powder. The yellow color clearly indicates visible-light absorption by this
material, consistent with the initial hypothesis. Elemental analysis by inductive
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) revealed that the ratios
of Ga to N and Zn to O were close to 1, and that the nitrogen and oxygen
concentrations increased with increasing gallium and zinc concentrations [58, 59].
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis showed that the prepared material had a wurtzite
structure similar to GaN and ZnO, and that the diffraction peaks were between
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those of GaN and ZnO (as will be discussed below in more detail). Figure 27a
shows typical XRD patterns of samples with various compositions. All samples
exhibit single-phase diffraction patterns indicative of the wurtzite structure similar
to GaN and ZnO. The positions of the diffraction peaks are shifted successively to
lower angles (2 h) with increasing Zn and O concentrations, indicating that the
samples are not physical mixtures of GaN and ZnO phases but rather solid solu-
tions of GaN and ZnO. This peak shift is reasonable, as the lattice parameters of
GaN are larger than those of ZnO (GaN: a = b = 0.319, c = 0.519 nm. ZnO:
a = b = 0.325, c = 0.521 nm) [55, 56]. This same trend was confirmed by
Rietveld analysis using the computer program RIETAN-2000 [59] and neutron
powder diffraction analysis has confirmed that the oxygen atoms are substituted
directly for the nitrogen atom in (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx), without causing interstitial
sites or large amounts of disorder in the material [60].

While GaN and ZnO both have band-gap energies greater than 3 eV and
therefore do not absorb visible-light, the (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) solid solution has
absorption edges in the visible region. Figure 27B shows the UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra for several samples. The absorption edge shifts to longer
wavelengths with increasing Zn and O concentration (x) in (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx).
The band-gap energies of the solid solutions are estimated to range between 2.4
and 2.8 eV based on the diffuse reflectance spectra. To elucidate the origin of the
visible-light absorption of the material, photoluminescence spectroscopy mea-
surements were conducted. The photoluminescence and photoluminescence
excitation spectra of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) with compositions of x = 0.05–0.20 (i.e.,
GaN-rich) measured at 10 K suggested that the visible-light absorption of these
materials occur via Zn-related acceptor levels [61]. The proposed band structure
model is illustrated in Fig. 28. This idea, however, contradicts our previous DFT
calculations, which indicates that the bottom of the conduction band for (Ga1–xZnx)
(N1–xOx) is mainly composed of 4s and 4p orbitals of Ga, while the top of the
valence band consists of N2p orbitals followed by Zn 3d and O2p orbitals [62].
This idea remains valid for the solid solution with stoichiometric unit cells. For a
dilute solid solution, however, it is necessary to consider the local inhomogeneity

Fig. 26 A schematic
illustration of the formation
of GaN–ZnO solid solution.
Shown are schematic band
structures
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of the Zn and O atom densities. In such circumstances, empty impurity levels can
appear just above the valence band or filled impurity levels may appear just below
the conduction band. These impurity levels may explain the present experimental
results, and were characterized by our DFT calculations with nonstoichiometric
unit cells. Muckerman et al. and Huang et al. have studied this material using
theoretical calculations [63, 64]. Their results are essentially identical to those
obtained in our study.

On the basis of the characterization above, it is concluded that the samples
prepared from the Ga2O3 and ZnO mixture under ammonia flow are solid solutions
of GaN and ZnO. Therefore, the ideal composition of the present samples can be
expressed as (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx), although the real compositions deviated some-
what from the ideal one. A similar type of solid solution is that between Si3N4 and
Al2O3, (Si3–x Alx)(N4–x Ox), which is known as ‘‘SiAlON’’ [65].

Fig. 27 a Powder XRD
patterns and b UV-visible
diffuse reflectance spectra for
various (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx)
solid solutions with x = (a)
0.05, (b) 0.12, (c) 0.23, and
(d) 0.42
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The as-prepared (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) exhibits little photocatalytic activity for
water decomposition even under UV irradiation. However, modification by RuO2

nanoparticles as H2 evolution sites resulted in H2 and O2 evolution. The photo-
catalytic activity increased remarkably with increasing RuO2 content to a maxi-
mum at 5 wt% RuO2, with the activity dropping gradually at higher RuO2

loadings. It was determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), XPS and
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy that the enhancement of
photocatalytic activity by RuO2 loading is related to the formation of crystalline
RuO2 nanoparticles with optimal particle size and coverage [66]. The photocata-
lytic performance of the RuO2-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) was also dependent on
both the pH of the aqueous solution [58] and the crystallinity and composition of
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) [59]. The activity increased with decreasing pH from neutral
and reaching maximum activity at a pH of 3. Below 3, where the activity began to
decrease, the surface of the catalyst is no longer completely stable due to corrosion
of the surface Zn species. This tendency is similar to that observed for RuO2-
loaded b-Ge3N4 [47]. The occurrence of peak activity in an acidic medium is
consistent with the general characteristics of d10-type (oxy)nitride materials, which
are inherently unstable in basic environments but stable in acids. Although it is
known that O2 evolution occurs on ZnO electrode as a result of degradation when
employed as a photoanode for water oxidation in a photoelectrochemical cell [67],
it has been confirmed through 18O-isotopic H2O cleavage experiments that O2

evolution on (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) is due to water oxidation, with the XRD pattern
of the sample remaining unchanged after the reaction [58]. These results indicate
that (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) functions as a stable, visible-light-driven photocatalyst for
overall water splitting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first successful and
reproducible example of overall water splitting via one-step photoexcitation using
a particulate photocatalyst having a band-gap in the visible region.

The photocatalytic activity of a given material is dependent on the cocatalyst,
which plays the essential roles of inducing the photogeneration of carriers, pro-
viding reaction sites, and reducing the activation energy required for gas evolution.

Fig. 28 A proposed energy
level diagram for GaN-rich
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) by means
of photoluminescence
spectroscopy
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A range of transition-metal oxides have been examined as potential cocatalysts for
promotion of overall water splitting using (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx). The cocatalysts
were loaded by impregnation with the transition-metal precursors followed by
calcination in air. Ni-, Ru-, Rh-, Ir- and Pt-oxides were found to be effective for
promoting overall water splitting by (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) under UV irradiation. The
activity of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) modified with various transition-metal oxides as
cocatalysts was further enhanced by coloading Cr-oxide, although modification
with Cr-oxide alone was not effective for promoting activity in this reaction
[68, 69]. The activity of the coloaded catalyst was found to be strongly dependent on
the amount of Cr, which varies according to the paired transition-metal. The
improvement in activity is attributed to the formation of suitable reaction sites by
intimate interaction between Cr and the paired metal component. Among the var-
ious materials examined, the largest improvement in activity was obtained when
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) was loaded with a mixed oxide of Rh and Cr. Analyses by SEM,
HR-TEM, EDX, XPS and XAFS confirmed that the loaded Rh and Cr species
interact to formmixed-oxide (Rh2–yCryO3) nanoparticles of 10–30 nm in size with a
trivalent electronic state [70]. The photocatalytic performance of the Rh2–yCryO3-
loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) was strongly dependent on the pH of the reactant
solution [71], as in the case of RuO2-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx). The photocatalyst
exhibits stable and high photocatalytic activity in an aqueous solution at a pH of 4.5
for as long as 3 days. The photocatalytic performance at pHs of 3.0 and 6.2 was
much lower, attributable to corrosion of the cocatalyst and hydrolysis of the cata-
lyst. It has also been confirmed by XRD, XPS and XAFS that the crystal structure of
the catalyst and the valence state of both the surface and bulk material do not change
even after reaction for 3 days at the optimal pH (4.5). As shown in Fig. 29, at each
optimal condition, the activity of the Rh2–yCryO3-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) cat-
alyst for overall water splitting was at least 5 times greater than that of the RuO2-
loaded catalyst. The improvement in activity achieved by loading the (Ga1–xZnx)
(N1–xOx) catalyst with Rh2–yCryO3 is attributable to promotion of the H2 evolution
reaction, which is the rate-determining step of overall water splitting, and inhibition
of O2 photoreduction [71]. This Rh2–yCryO3 cocatalyst was also applicable to other
photocatalytic systems, such as TiO2 and GaN, regardless of electronic configu-
ration or the type of photocatalyst [69].

From the viewpoint of practical application, the ability to produce hydrogen
from natural seawater, the most abundant water resource, would be highly desir-
able. Interestingly, Rh2–yCryO3-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) catalyst produced H2

and O2 simultaneously from artificially-prepared seawater, although the activity
was approximately half of that observed in pure water. Experimental results
suggest that the main culprit of the decreased activity in seawater is Cl-, which
suppresses water oxidation and may induce other reactions, thereby contributing to
a decrease in overall water-splitting efficiency. Nevertheless, the results demon-
strate the possibility of a seawater-based reaction system for photocatalytic overall
water splitting under visible-light [72].

In a typical synthesis, (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) can be obtained by nitriding a
mixture of b-Ga2O3 and ZnO at temperatures higher than 1,123 K under a flow of
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NH3, as described above. In order to establish a guideline to prepare a highly-active
photocatalyst, the effects of the nitridation conditions were examined in detail. It was
found that there is a trade-off between activity and nitridation conditions; that is, the
activity increased up to a certain point, as nitridation progressed, but further nitrid-
ation resulted in decreased activity. Structural analyses by means of XRD, SEM,
EDX and XPS revealed that promoting nitridation results in crystallization of
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx), with volatilization of Zn species from the surface [59]. Crys-
tallization of a photocatalyst leads to reducing the number of defects acting as
recombination centers between photogenerated electrons and holes, thereby
improving activity [24]. A decrease in the ZnO concentration of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx),
on the other hand, suggests that the density of surface defects related to zinc and/or
oxygen species are increased at such high temperatures or during long time nitrid-
ation. This is supported by the fact that post-calcination of the as-prepared
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) in air at *873 K enhances the water-splitting activity, and the
degree of enhancement by post-calcination decreases with increasing ZnO compo-
sition [73]. It also appears that the activity is nearly independent of the specific
surface area, unlike the behavior generally observed in metal-oxide photocatalysts
[59]. These trends were seen regardless of cocatalysts employed. To summarize,
photocatalytic activity of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) for overall water splitting is primarily
dependent on the crystallinity and the composition of the material.

It is generally known that the precursor material affects the physicochemical
properties (e.g., crystallinity, surface structure and composition) of the final
product and plays a crucial role in determining the activity. The influence of

Fig. 29 Time courses of
overall water splitting using
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) with
various cocatalysts under
visible-light irradiation
(k[ 400 nm). Circles denote
Rh-Cr mixed-oxide
cocatalyst, diamonds denote
RuO2, solid symbols denote
H2 production, open symbols
denote O2. Reaction
conditions: 0.3 g of catalyst,
an aqueous H2SO4 solution
adjusted at pH 3.0 for RuO2-
loaded sample and at pH 4.5
for Rh2–yCryO3-loaded
sample (370 mL), 450 W
high-pressure mercury lamp
light source, Pyrex inner
irradiation-type reaction
vessel made of Pyrex with an
aqueous NaNO2 solution
(2 M) filter
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starting materials on the physicochemical and photocatalytic properties of
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) were investigated in an attempt to optimize the preparation
conditions [74, 75]. The catalyst was successfully prepared by nitriding a starting
mixture of ZnO and Ga2O3. A mixture of metallic zinc and GaN, however, did not
produce the desired compound. The crystallinity, surface area, composition and
absorption characteristics of the resultant (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) solid solution were
found to be dependent on the morphology of ZnO but largely insensitive to the
choice of Ga2O3 polymorph. The use of coarser-grained ZnO resulted in a coarser-
grained catalyst with elevated zinc and oxygen content and reduced uniformity in
composition and crystallinity. The results demonstrate the importance of selecting
appropriate ZnO and Ga2O3 starting materials for maximizing the photocatalytic
activity of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) for overall water splitting under visible-light.

ZnGa2O4 was also found to be a useful starting material for (Ga1–xZnx)
(N1–xOx), but the final product exhibited little photocatalytic activity [76]. The
addition of ZnO was essential for preparing a high-activity catalyst. XRD analysis
and SEM observation revealed that the sample prepared from ZnGa2O4 had rel-
atively low crystallinity and many structural imperfections, compared to an
analogous sample prepared with an addition of ZnO. This was the probable cause
of its negligible activity, and strongly suggests the importance of ZnO in the
preparation of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx). The importance of ZnO was further indicated
when nitridation of a mixture of metallic Zn powder and b-Ga2O3 in a similar
manner did not lead to the formation of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx). XRD analysis showed
that ZnGa2O4 and some other impurity phases were in the nitridation products
in addition to desired phase, and the intensity of the peaks assigned to the
solid solution was much lower than in the sample prepared using ZnO. This
result indicates that the changes in physicochemical properties of the resulting
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) are derived not from metallic Zn but from ZnO, suggesting
that ZnO in the starting material facilitated the formation of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx).

As described in the previous sections, certain (oxy)nitrides containing d0 transi-
tion-metal cations are presented to be photocatalytically active for H2 and O2 evo-
lution in the presence of sacrificial reagents (i.e., half-reactions) under visible-light.
However, while most of the (oxy)nitride materials examined to date exhibit visible-
light photocatalytic activity for such half-reactions in the presence of a sacrificial
reagent, there are only two (oxy)nitrides that are active for the full overall water-
splitting reaction under visible-light: (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) and (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox), the
latter of which will be introduced below. As half-reactions are carried out as test
reactions for overall water splitting, comparison of the activities for the half-reac-
tions with those for overall water splitting is of interest and is expected to provide
useful information for the development of efficient catalysts. Such a comparison has
been made for a number of ultraviolet-driven metal-oxide photocatalysts, and the
relationship between the structural characteristics of the material and photocatalytic
activity has been reported. However, no comparative study had been made for vis-
ible-light-responsive (oxy)nitride photocatalysts.

Therefore, the photocatalytic activity of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) for H2 and O2

evolution in the presence of methanol and silver nitrate as sacrificial reagents
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under visible-light was investigated in detail [77]. (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) evolved H2

from an aqueous methanol solution when loaded with nanoparticulate Rh2–yCryO3

as a cocatalyst, and evolved O2 from an aqueous silver nitrate solution without a
cocatalyst. Structural analyses indicated that the H2 evolution activity is strongly
dependent on the crystallinity and composition of the catalyst, while the rate of O2

evolution is proportionally related to the specific surface area. The activity for H2

evolution from methanol solution was of the same order as for overall water
splitting, but was an order of magnitude lower than that for O2 evolution from
silver nitrate solution. The results of photocatalytic reactions and photoelectro-
chemical measurements suggested that the rate-determining step for overall water
splitting using (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) is the H2 evolution process.

To further investigate aspects of the water-splitting mechanism on (Ga1–xZnx)
(N1–xOx) photocatalyst powder, the water-splitting rate was investigated on the
basis of the effects of cocatalyst loading, light intensity, hydrogen/deuterium iso-
topes and reaction temperature on photocatalytic activity [78]. The loading amount
of Rh2–yCryO3 cocatalyst significantly affected the photocatalytic behavior with
varying light intensity. When the loading amount of Rh2–yCryO3 as a H2 evolution
cocatalyst was insufficient, the reaction yield was lower than unity. This is because
photoexcited electrons accumulated in the photocatalyst and recombined with
photoexcited holes more frequently than they contributed to the water-splitting
reaction. Conversely, when a sufficient amount of cocatalyst was loaded accumu-
lation of photoexcited electrons was suppressed and the water-splitting rate
increased monotonically with light intensity. At a light intensity equivalent to solar
irradiation, AM1.5, the water-splitting rate using modified (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx)
remained below the light-intensity-proportional regime. The isotope effect of H2O/
D2O on overall water splitting using Rh2–yCryO3-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) was
smaller than previously reported for electrochemical H2 evolution reactions.
Moreover, the apparent activation energy of the overall water splitting was as small
as 8 kJ mol-1, and independent of the reactants. These results arise from the limited
number of photoexcited carriers present in the Rh2–yCryO3-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)
(N1–xOx), which should become available for redox reactions on the surface of the
photocatalyst. A kinetic model of photocatalytic water splitting proposed in this
work suggests that the reaction probability of photoexcited holes for O2 evolution
versus recombination with intrinsic electrons of the photocatalyst determines the
photocatalytic activity of the Rh2–yCryO3-loaded (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx).

3.4 ZnGeN2-ZnO Solid Solution

A solid solution of ZnGeN2 and ZnO, (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) was also found to be an
active and stable photocatalyst for overall water splitting under visible-light
[79, 80]. This material has several similarities with (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx). ZnGeN2

forms a hexagonal monoclinic phase with similar lattice parameters to ZnO,
constituting a hexagonal wurtzite structure [81]. Both ZnGeN2 and ZnO are
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wide-gap semiconductors with band-gaps larger than 3 eV, although the band-gap
of ZnGeN2 is dependent on the crystal structure and composition [82]. Nitridation
of ZnO and GeO2 (Zn/Ge = 5 by mole) at 1,123 K for 15 h under a flow of NH3

(20 mL min-1) resulted in a pale yellow powder with an atomic composition of
(Zn1.44Ge)(N2.08O0.38). The crystal structure of the material was confirmed by
Rietveld analysis and neutron powder diffraction to be wurtzite with space group
P63mc. In the solid solution between ZnGeN2 and ZnO, oxygen atoms are replaced
with nitrogen. Figure 30 shows the diffuse reflectance spectrum for (Zn1.44Ge)
(N2.08O0.38), along with ZnGeN2 and ZnO references. The solid solution exhibits
an absorption band at around 460 nm, while the absorption edges of ZnGeN2 and
ZnO are both located in UV light region. The band-gap of (Zn1.44Ge)(N2.08O0.38) is
estimated to be ca. 2.7 eV based on the absorption edges, which is smaller than the
band-gaps of b-Ge3N4 (ca. 3.8 eV), ZnGeN2 (ca. 3.3 eV), and ZnO (ca. 3.2 eV).
DFT calculations indicated that the visible-light-response of the material originates
from the wide valence bands consisting of N2p, O2p and Zn3d atomic orbitals and
p–d repulsion between Zn3d and N2p ? O2p electrons in the upper part of the
valence bands. This implies that the band-gap of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) solid solutions
decreases with increasing Zn content in the compounds, consistent with the
experimental results [80]. Although both (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) and (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox)
solid solutions are structurally similar to each other, the mechanism of the band-
gap reduction appears different. Photoluminescence spectroscopy for (Zn1+xGe)
(N2Ox) samples revealed that the materials excited by 420 nm light exhibit an
emission centered at ca. 650 nm, similar to (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx). However, the
excitation spectrum of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) was similar to the absorption profile,
which suggests that the visible-light absorption of this material occurs via band-
gap transition from the valence band formed by hybridized N2p, O2p and Zn3d
atomic orbitals to the conduction band consisting of hybridized Ge4s,4p orbitals.
A schematic illustration of the band structure of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) is depicted
in Fig. 31.

Fig. 30 UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra for a
ZnGeN2, b ZnO, and c

(Zn1.44Ge) (N2.08O0.38).
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Neither ZnGeN2 nor ZnO alone exhibited photocatalytic activity for overall water
splitting under UV irradiation. However, the solid solution (Zn1.44Ge)(N2.08O0.38)
became photocatalytically active under UV and visible irradiation when loaded
with nanoparticulate RuO2. Overall water splitting on RuO2-loaded (Zn1.44Ge)
(N2.08O0.38) proceeds by band-gap photoexcitation from the valence band formed by
N2p, O2p and Zn3d atomic orbitals to the conduction band consisting of Ge4s,4p
hybridized atomic orbitals, without noticeable degradation. As demonstrated in the
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) section earlier, the photocatalytic activity of the transition-
metal-loaded catalysts was improved markedly by co-loading Cr-oxide. The largest
improvement in activity was obtained by loading the base catalysts with both 3 wt%
Rh and 0.2 wt% Cr. It was confirmed that catalytic gas evolution of Rh2–yCryO3-
loaded (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) are stable as long as 60 h.

In addition to cocatalyst-loading, preparation conditions of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox)
and the kind of precursors had a significant impact on the photocatalytic activity.
As mentioned earlier, (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) are typically prepared by reaction of GeO2

and ZnO under a NH3 flow at 1,123 K. With increasing nitridation time, the zinc
and oxygen concentrations decreased due to reduction of ZnO and volatilization of
zinc, and the crystallinity and band-gap energy of the product increased. The
highest activity for overall water splitting was obtained from the sample subjected
to nitridation for 15 h. Structural analyses revealed that the photocatalytic activity
of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) for overall water splitting depends heavily on the crystallinity
and composition of the material. The preparation route has a strong influence on
photocatalytic performance of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) [83]. Improving the homogeneity
of the (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) powder, reducing the number of superficial defects or
increasing the crystallinity, shows a direct positive impact on the photocatalytic
activity for overall water splitting. However, photoreduction of water, a half-
reaction of overall water splitting, occurred with low Zn/Ge ratios and water
oxidation requires a high crystallinity. Moreover, overall water splitting was
achieved only if the crystal phase is active enough for photoreduction. It was also

Fig. 31 A schematic of the band structure of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox)
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found that post-calcination of (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) with N2 or air at moderate tem-
peratures (*673 K) is effective for enhancing photocatalytic activity for overall
water splitting [84, 85]. These tendencies are very similar to those observed in the
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) system, as introduced above.

Another interesting feature of this material, which has not been explored in
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx), is that doping with certain metal cations such as Mn or Cu
into (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) improves activity [85]. As shown in Fig. 32, the activity
increases with dopant concentration to a maximum at 0.5 wt%, above which it
began to drop. This tendency suggests that there are at least two conflicting factors
affecting the activity. The activity-decrease of catalysts with higher doping con-
centration is ascribed to the excess dopants that can increase the probability of
recombination between electrons and holes, as believed in other doping-type
photocatalysts. On the other hand, it is speculated that the promotional effect
observed in doped-(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) can originate from the possibility that the
doped species act as cocatalysts to promote surface redox reactions and/or the
intrinsic properties of the material are positively changed by doping. The former
possibility was investigated by a series of test reactions using Cu-doped
(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) samples. As listed in Table 2, Cu-doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox)
without cocatalyst exhibited little activity for H2 evolution, even in the presence of
methanol as an electron donor. In addition, O2 evolution activity from aqueous
AgNO3 solution decreased upon doping of Cu. It indicates that doped Cu species
do not provide active sites for H2 evolution and have a negative effect on
water oxidation process. With modification by Rh2–yCryO3 cocatalyst, however,
Cu-doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) gave higher activity for H2 evolution from aqueous
methanol solution than a similarly-modified undoped sample. On the other hand,
the O2 evolution activity of the doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) modified with Rh2–yCryO3

was still lower, compared to the undoped analogue. The results clearly indicate
that Cu-doping promotes the H2 evolution but decreases the O2 evolution on the

Fig. 32 Effects of Mn-
doping on activity of
(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) loaded with
Rh2–yCryO3 for overall water
splitting under visible-light
(k[ 400 nm). Reaction
conditions: 0.2 g of catalyst
(3 wt% Rh and 0.2 wt% Cr),
pure water (390 mL), 450 W
high-pressure mercury lamp
light source, Pyrex inner
irradiation-type reaction
vessel made of Pyrex with an
aqueous NaNO2 solution
(2 M) filter. The same
tendency was observed in Cu-
doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox)
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photocatalyst. Considering the importance of promoting H2 evolution [71, 78, 80],
the effect with respect to H2 evolution by Cu-doping would enhance the activity
for overall water splitting. It was therefore considered that the improvement arises
from the altered band structure by forming the impurity levels that allow for more
visible-light absorption, increasing the number of photons available for photo-
catalytic reaction, or from the suppression of recombination [86]. UV-visible
spectroscopy showed that no additional absorption band formed by dopants is
observed in Cu-doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox), precluding the former possibility. Inter-
estingly, (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) alone exhibited a photoluminescence band centered at
ca. 650 nm upon excitation at 77 K, which might be produced by recombination.
The intensity of the luminescence band decreased upon doping, suggesting that the
density of such recombination sites in (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) is effectively reduced as a
result. It should be noted that the same relationship between activity and photo-
luminescence was observed in (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) post-calcinated with N2 or air
[84], but post-calcination for the doped samples did not result in any activity-
increase. Presumably, the effects of doping and post-calcination give identical
changes, which would have a positive effect on activity. Although further inves-
tigation on the nature of defects in (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) is required, it is considered
that the improvement of photocatalytic activity is attributed mainly to the reduc-
tion in defects in the photocatalyst.

3.5 A Mixed Oxynitride of Gallium, Zinc and Indium

As presented in above sections, both (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) and (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) work
as stable water-splitting photocatalysts under irradiation of light with wavelength
shorter than 500 nm. For more efficient utilization of solar spectrum, it is highly
desirable to develop a photocatalyst having amore extended visible-light absorption,
ideally up to 600 nm [24]. A straightforward way to reduce band-gaps of solid

Table 2 H2 and O2 production rates for the photocatalytic reactions with sacrificial reagents
using (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox)-based photocatalysts under visible-light (k[ 400 nm)

Photocatalyst Cocatalyst Activity/lmol h-1

H2
b O2

c

(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) None n.d. 349
(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) None n.d. 318
Cu-doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) Rh2–yCryO3

a 204 247
Cu-doped (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) Rh2–yCryO3

a 468 127

Reaction conditions: 0.05 g of catalyst, 390 mL aqueous solution containing sacrificial reagents,
3,450 W high-pressure mercury lamp light source, Pyrex inner irradiation-type reaction vessel
made of Pyrex with an aqueous NaNO2 solution (2 M) filter
a 3 wt% Rh and 0.2 wt% Cr
b In the presence of methanol (40 mL methanol, 350 mL H2O)
c In the presence of silver nitrate (0.01 M)
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solutions having wurtzite structure is to make a solid solution with wurtzite indium
nitride (InN), which has a much narrower band-gap (*1 eV) [87] than (Ga1–xZnx)
(N1–xOx) and (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) (*2.5 eV). Although it is easy to draw such an
ideal picture, there exists a major challenge in how InN is incorporated due to its
relatively low thermal stability [88]. Nevertheless, our preliminary attempt resulted
in a material consisting of gallium, zinc, indium, oxygen and nitrogen as principal
elements and exhibits a visible-light absorption band around 600 nm [89].

This new material is brown powder, and can be prepared by nitriding an oxide
precursor containing gallium, zinc and indium, which is prepared by a low-tem-
perature precursor route, under a flow of NH3 at 873 K for 15 h. Controlling the
nitridation temperature is very important because the desired material was not
produced at lower or higher temperatures than 873 K. Figure 33 shows DRS
spectrum for the as-prepared material (Ga–Zn–In–O–N), along with a reference of
(Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) having the same Zn/Ga concentration as Ga–Zn–In–O–N. It is
clear that Ga–Zn–In–O–N has a wider absorption band than (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx),
attributed to the contribution from indium content in the material. Structural
characterization by means of XRD and TEM revealed that Ga–Zn–In–O–N is
incompletely-crystallized aggregated nanoparticles with *10 nm in size. XAFS
analyses also showed that the valence states of Ga, Zn and In are somewhat close
to those in the corresponding metal oxides, but not completely consistent. This is
attributed to the lower nitrogen concentration than that expected from an ideal
solid solution among GaN, ZnO and InN.

Photocatalytic activity of this sample was evaluated using methanol and silver
nitrate as sacrificial electron donors and acceptors, respectively, to test whether the
sample can reduce and oxidize water under visible-light. When Rh metal and
cobalt oxide were loaded as cocatalysts for water reduction and oxidation onto
Ga–Zn–In–O–N, both H2 and O2 evolution were achieved upon visible-light

Fig. 33 UV-visible diffuse
reflectance spectra for
(a) Ga–Zn–In–O–N and
(b) (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) with
x = 0.42
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irradiation. In the case of O2 evolution, the Co-oxide worked as a cocatalyst to
improve O2 evolution rate while suppressing N2. It was also confirmed that O2

evolution is observed up to 560 nm irradiation, which corresponds to the
absorption band of the material. However, the same experiment for H2 evolution
was difficult because of its lower activity. Although the activity of this material is
at least an order of magnitude lower than that of (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) at the present
stage, the results of photocatalytic reactions indicate that Ga–Zn–In–O–N has the
abilities to reduce and oxidize water with visible-light. To enhance the perfor-
mance of this sample, improvement of the crystallinity is considered to be a
straightforward approach, judging from experiences with (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) and
(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox).

4 Summary and Outlook

A range of non-oxide materials for photocatalytic overall water splitting have been
developed by the authors’ group. (Oxy)nitrides and oxysulfides have been found to
function as stable photocatalysts for water reduction and oxidation under visible
irradiation, and the (Ga1–xZnx)(N1–xOx) and (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) solid solutions have
been shown to achieve overall water splitting under visible-light without notice-
able degradation. A tentative goal for research on hydrogen production via solar-
driven overall water splitting using a particulate photocatalyst is to develop a
stable material that can achieve quantum efficiency of 30% at 600 nm. The state of
the art in this field is, at most, quantum efficiency of a few percent at wavelengths
as long as 500 nm. Therefore, more efficient photocatalytic materials with a band-
gap as narrow as 2 eV (corresponding to 600 nm) must be developed.
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Heterogeneous Photocatalytic Conversion
of Carbon Dioxide

Hisao Yoshida

Abstract Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas, which may contribute to the global
warming. The conversion of carbon dioxide to more useful chemicals is not an
easy task because of a high thermodynamic barrier, which requires much energy
consumption. However, we should not use energy from fossil resources to convert
the carbon dioxide because the use of them produces carbon dioxide; therefore, it
is desirable to use natural energy for this purpose. Photocatalysis, which can utilize
solar energy and break the thermodynamic limitation, is a possible green tech-
nology available for the carbon dioxide conversion and many studies have been
carried out. In this chapter, after a description of the importance of the photo-
catalytic system, the physical and chemical basis for carbon dioxide conversion,
and the basis for photocatalysis and photocatalysts, we will review a brief history
about heterogeneous photocatalytic conversion of carbon dioxide to other com-
pounds, such as methane, methanol and carbon monoxide, by using reducing
reagents such as water, hydrogen and methane. The perspectives related to the field
of nanotechnology will also be described.

1 Introduction

Since the global warming issue has become worldwide concern, the methodology
for the mitigation of carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas has been investigated.
There are several strategies to reduce carbon dioxide emissions, such as energy-
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conservation, carbon dioxide capture and storage, enhanced oil recovery and so on
[1]. One such method, artificial conversion of carbon dioxide to other useful
chemicals, has attracted much attention.

In the ecological system in nature, photosynthesis (Eq. 1) takes place in plants to
convert carbon dioxide and water to sugars and oxygen by using solar energy [2].

6 CO2 þ 6 H2O þ photoenergy ! C6H12O6 þ 6 O2 ð1Þ

Plant photosynthesis demonstrates the viability of converting carbon dioxide to
chemicals and also converting sunlight into chemical potential. Since carbon
dioxide is one of the most stable molecules, as mentioned later, the conversion of
carbon dioxide to other chemicals must involve energy injection. This means that
plants can store the energy from the incident solar irradiation in the form of
chemical bonds. The carbon neutral cycle is driven by solar energy (Fig. 1a).

However, the efficiencies of energy-conversion in natural photosynthesis are
not enough to satisfy our demands. We need an artificial photosynthetic method.
Photocatalysis with solar light is one potential approach as an artificial photo-
synthesis (Fig. 1b).

Clearly, utilization of the diluted carbon dioxide in atmosphere is difficult
because of its large entropy and therefore requires much cost for collection, sep-
aration and purification [3]. Diluted carbon dioxide is released from stationary
sources, such as electric power stations and blast furnaces in industry, as well as
from the mobile sources such as cars, aircrafts, trains and ships [3, 4]. On the other
hand, concentrated carbon dioxide is more preferred as a carbon dioxide source.
There are many stationary sources emitting the concentrated carbon dioxide,
including several kinds of industries for processing of natural gas, production of
ethanol by fermentation, and production of bulk chemicals such as ammonia and
ethylene oxide, as well as inorganic industries for production of cement, limestone
and soda ash [3, 4]. Thus, we should just diminish the diluted emission from both
the stationary and mobile sources, and should effectively utilize the concentrated
carbon dioxide before diffusion.

(b)

Photocatalysis

Photosynthesis

Foods, Materials

Consumption

Products

CO2

(a)

Consumption

CO2

Chemicals

Fig. 1 Carbon neutral cycles
through (a) agriculture and
forestry with photosynthesis,
and (b) artificial route with
photocatalysis
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Currently, carbon dioxide is used in various ways: for beverage carbonation, or
fire extinguishers, also as a refrigerant for food preservation (as dry ice), a
supercritical solvent, a pressurizing agent and a neutralizing agent. In addition,
carbon dioxide is regarded as an important green chemical reagent as a mild
oxidant or as a weak acid for many synthetic reactions [3, 4]. Catalytic reactions
involving carbon dioxide and producing valuable products have been well
reviewed, e.g., by Xiaoding and Moulijn [4], Song [3], Sakakura et al. [5] and
Aresta and Dibenedetto [6]. Although establishing a chemical industry based on a
renewable feedstock like carbon dioxide is still challenging, some reactions have
already been industrialized or are one step away from commercialization [5]. The
fixation of carbon dioxide as compounds is valuable for reducing the carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere until the products will finally be disposed and trans-
formed to carbon dioxide again. However, we must also consider that the amount
of fixed carbon dioxide converted to chemical compounds will be much smaller
than that of carbon dioxide emission through combustion of fossil fuels on the
global scale. Moreover, fixation reactions require activation energy, which is
usually produced in conjunction with more carbon dioxide emissions. Thus, these
reactions using carbon dioxide as a raw material may not necessarily contribute to
reduce the greenhouse effect as much as desired. Currently, less than 1% of carbon
dioxide emissions are used in chemical reactions [4]. Of course, even if it is only
1%, it is still very important. However, we must also provide and develop other
methods that are more environmentally benign. The photocatalytic conversion of
carbon dioxide described in this chapter has a potential to become a useful method
[1, 7] because these methods require no chemical reagents except for water,
hydrogen and methane.

2 Properties of Carbon Dioxide in Chemical

and Thermodynamical View

2.1 Acidic Properties of Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide is one of the most stable molecules among carbon compounds, and
is, therefore, the final product in the oxidation/combustion of organic and carbo-
naceous compounds. The molecule consists of a linear connection of a carbon and
two oxygen atoms (O=C=O) and it does not have a dipole moment. However, as a
chemical reagent, it is not an inert molecule.

This molecule is often recognized as an acidic gas. Since it can be adsorbed by
the surface base sites of heterogeneous catalysts, it can be used as a probe mol-
ecule for these sites in measurements of FT-IR spectra and temperature pro-
grammed desorption (TPD) profiles [8]. In this adsorption, the carbon atom of
carbon dioxide molecule accepts the electron lone pair of the surface oxygen ion at
the metal oxide surface, and the oxygen atom having a lone pair in the carbon
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dioxide molecule can donate these electrons to the surface acidic sites, to form
various kinds of adsorbed species, such as carbonate-like species (Fig. 2).

The acidic property of carbon dioxide promotes the formation of carbonate with
alkaline and alkaline earth cations to become more stable. In the Table 1 the
values of Gibbs free energy for the representative compounds are given [3]. We
can recognize the thermodynamically stable properties of carbon dioxide, car-
bonate anion and metal carbonates. Thus, carbon dioxide is the last product in
combustion of compounds containing carbon, and metal carbonates are found as
stable natural resources.

2.2 Chemical Reactions of Carbon Dioxide

On the other hand, carbon dioxide can function as a mild oxidant since carbon
dioxide cannot be oxidized any further. For example, it is well-known that the
reaction between methane and carbon dioxide can produce syngas (carbon mon-
oxide and hydrogen), which is called a dry reforming of methane (DRM) or CO2

reforming of methane (Table 2, entry 7) [9]. In this reaction, carbon dioxide
oxidizes methane to yield carbon monoxide, while carbon dioxide itself is reduced
by methane to become carbon monoxide. The DRM is a thermodynamically
unfavorable reaction and can only proceed at high temperature, typically more
than 1,000 K, even by using catalysts [10]. There are many other reactions using

bidentate species monodentate species

O
C

O
M M

O

O
M M

C
O OFig. 2 Adsorbed forms of

carbon dioxide

Table 1 Gibbs free energy (DG0
f /kJ mol-1) for each compound

Gas phase Liquid phase Solid phase

C6H6 +130 C6H6 +124
C2H4 +68 C (graphite) 0
H2, O2 0 Ni, Mg 0
NH3 -16 C6H14 -4
CH4 -51 HCHO -102
CO -137 CH3OH -166
H2O -237 H2O -228 NiO -212
CO2 -394 HCOOH -361

CO2 -368
CO3

2-
-528 MgO -569

HCO3
-

-586 CaO -603
C2O4

2-
-671 NiCO3 -613

MgCO3 -1012
CaCO3 -1130

The values are from [3]
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carbon dioxide as an oxidant, where carbon dioxide is reduced instead, as reviewed
in the literature [4–6].

Table 2 shows the representative reactions of carbon dioxide with simple small
molecules, i.e., hydrogen, methane and water, with the values of the change of
Gibbs free energy at 298 K for each reaction. In these reactions, these molecules
reduce the carbon dioxide as reductant to yield products such as carbon monoxide,
formic acid, acetic acid, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, methanol, methane and
carbon. A reaction can proceed preferably when the change of Gibbs free energy is
negative. However, most of reactions listed here show positive values, meaning
that they are thermodynamically unfavorable reactions.

When we reduce the carbon dioxide with hydrogen, the products will be the
reduced C1 compounds or carbon (Table 2, entries 1–6). In the case of the reactions
to form carbon monoxide, formic acid and formaldehyde, the changes of Gibbs free
energy are positive values in range from 29 to 63 kJ mol-1 (Table 2, entries 1–3).
This means that these reaction systems require the energy and store it as chemical
potential in the products. This type of the reaction is called an ‘‘uphill reaction’’
(Fig. 3a) [11]. On the other hand, in the reactions with hydrogen producing methane
and carbon, the changes of Gibbs free energy are negative values such as -114 and

Table 2 Change of Gibbs free energy at 298 K for various reactions related to the photocatalytic
reduction of carbon dioxide

Entry Reductant Product Chemical equation DG0/kJ mol-1

1 H2 Carbon
monoxide

CO2 + H2 ? CO + H2O 29

2 Formic acid CO2 + H2 ? HCOOH 43
3 Formaldehyde CO2 + 2 H2 ? HCHO + H2O 63
4 Methanol CO2 + 3 H2 ? CH3OH + H2O 4
5 Methane CO2 + 4 H2 ? CH4 + 2 H2O -114
6 Carbon CO2 + 2 H2 ? C + 2 H2O -63
7 CH4 Carbon

monoxide
CO2 + CH4 ? 2 CO +2 H2 171

8 Acetone CO2 + 2 CH4 ? CH3COCH3 + H2O 115
9 Acetic acid CO2 + CH4 ? CH3COOH 71
10 Formaldehyde CO2 + CH4 ? 2 HCHO 240
11 Carbon CO2 + CH4 ? 2 C + 2 H2O -12
12 H2O Formic acid CO2 + H2O ? HCOOH + 1/2 O2 272
13 Carbon

monoxide
CO2 + H2O ? CO + H2 + O2 486

14 Formaldehyde CO2 + H2O ? HCHO + O2 521
15 Methanol CO2 + 2 H2O ? CH3OH + 3/2 O2 690
16 Methane CO2 + 2 H2O ? CH4 + 2 O2 801
17 Carbon

monoxide
CO2 ? CO + 1/2 O2 257

18 H2O(g) ? H2 + 1/2 O2 229
19 H2O(l) ? H2 + 1/2 O2 237

Calculated from the data of gaseous states in most cases [12, 13]
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-63 kJ mol-1 (Table 2, entries 5 and 6). This type of the reaction is called a
‘‘downhill reaction’’ (Fig. 3b). The reduction of carbon dioxide by hydrogen to
producemethane (Table 2, entry 5) is not an attractive reaction since the systemmust
lose the chemical potential by consuming hydrogen of high chemical potential, and in
the economical sense, hydrogen is more expensive thanmethane [4]. However, if the
hydrogen could be obtained easily through utilizing solar energy, e.g., through the
photocatalytic water splitting, rather than through consumption of fossil fuels, this
reaction may become appealing.

When we reduce carbon dioxide with methane, the products vary more than the
case of the reduction by hydrogen. In Table 2, entries 7–11, the representative
products are listed. Among them, most of the reactions are uphill. Thus, when
we try the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide by methane, the yields of
these products will be valuable.

The reduction of carbon dioxide with water seems extremely thermodynamically-
unfavorable reaction, since the changes of Gibbs free energy are largely positive
values greater than 272 kJ mol-1. These values are larger than the value for the water
splitting (Table 2, entries 18 and 19), especially the value is as high as 801 kJ mol-1

for themethane formation (Table 2, entry 16); this value is too high to proceed through
usual catalysis. These reactions are the reverse reactions for the complete oxidation of
carbon compounds. However, there are many studies reporting the photocatalytic
reduction of carbondioxide bywater as a reductantwith a heterogeneous photocatalyst
to yield carbon monoxide, methanol, methane and so on, as mentioned later.

There are many reports on the utilization of carbon dioxide through the organic
synthetic reactions [4–6]. In these cases, carbon dioxide is regarded as a chemical
feedstock that is required for the specific reaction. However, it is not clear whether
these reactions can contribute to the mitigation of carbon dioxide. In these reac-
tions, we use the chemically active reagents having high chemical potentials such
as epoxide, acetylene, diyne, diene, allene and amine, to yield oxygen-containing
stable molecules such as carbonate, carbamate carboxylic acid, ester and lactone
[5], where the changes of Gibbs free energy are usually negative and thus the
reaction can proceed more favorable, but always with energy consumption. When
we discuss the conversion of carbon dioxide in the viewpoint of environmental
issue, it is very important that we avoid using the fossil energy. If we use the
energy obtained from fossil fuels or the active chemicals derived from the fossil
sources for the carbon dioxide conversion, it may be almost meaningless. Most
desirable is a direct utilization of the solar energy, that is, photoenergy.

reactants

products
ΔG0 < 0reactants

products

ΔG0 > 0

(a)  (b)  

EE

Fig. 3 Energy diagrams for (a) up-hill reaction and (b) downhill reaction
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Direct decomposition to produce carbon monoxide and oxygen is thermody-
namically difficult with a large positive change of the Gibbs free energy (Table 2,
entry 17). Photoexcitation by a part of solar light can dissociate carbon dioxide
into excited states of carbon monoxide and oxygen atom. However, the required
light for the photoabsorption and photodissociation of carbon dioxide are
VUV light. The threshold wavelength is around 90 nm (corresponding to
1,330 kJ mol-1) [14]; neither UV nor visible light can excite carbon dioxide.
Thus, the solar energy reaching the surface of the earth is not enough for photo-
chemical dissociation. Therefore, in order to utilize available sunlight, we must
apply suitable photocatalysis to activate the carbon dioxide.

2.3 Redox of Carbon Dioxide

When carbon dioxide is activated in a redox system, such as electrochemical,
photochemical and photocatalytical systems, it can be reduced by receiving one or
several electrons to become the corresponding reduced forms (Table 3) [1].
For example, a carbon dioxide molecule that receives one electron becomes a
carbonate anion radical (CO2

•-) (Table 3, entry 1). It is notable that this reaction is
highly endergonic because of the negative adiabatic electron affinity of CO2

[1, 15]. This step may be the first step for the photoreduction of carbon dioxide.
This suggests difficulty in the photoreduction of carbon dioxide, which is even
more difficult than the hydrogen production from water (Table 3, entry 5).
However, the experimental data revealed that adsorbed carbon dioxide was
photocatalytically reduced to form the carbonate anion radical (CO2

-), as men-
tioned later. Thus, it is suggested that the special interaction between the photo-
catalyst surface and carbon dioxide is very important. This suggests that the
development of the structure and surface state of the semiconductor photocatalyst
on the nanoscale will enable enhancement of their photocatalytic activity.

Table 3 Some electrochemical reactions with their corresponding reduction potential (E0
redoxvs.

NHE at pH 7)

Entry Product Reaction E0
redox/V vs.

NHE

1 Carbonate anion radical CO2 + e- ? •CO2
-

-1.90
2 Formic acid CO2 + H+ + 2 e- ? HCO2

-
-0.49

3 Carbon monoxide CO2 + 2 H+ + 2 e- ? CO + H2O -0.53
4 Formaldehyde CO2 + 4 H+ + 4 e- ? HCHO + H2O -0.48
5 Hydrogen 2 H+ + 2 e- ? H2 -0.41
6 Methanol CO2 + 6 H+ + 6 e- ? CH3OH + H2O -0.38
7 Methane CO2 + 8 H+ + 8 e- ? CH4 + 2 H2O -0.24
8 Oxygen H2O ? 1/2 O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e- 0.82

The values are from [1]
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When the anion radical is further reduced by receiving multiple electrons with
protons (or hydrogen radicals), a formate anion (HCO2

-), carbon monoxide (CO),
formaldehyde (HCHO), methanol (CH3OH) and methane (CH4) are obtained. We
usually consider that carbon dioxide is reduced gradually in this order, since the
production of each product requires two, four, six or eight electrons and protons.
Thus, we often assume that formic acid, carbon monoxide and formaldehyde are the
early products, while methanol and methane are subsequently obtained by deep
reduction of these intermediates. However, in the sense of potential energy, the
reactions producing methanol and methane can more easily proceed than the for-
mation of other compounds and hydrogen. It has not yet been determined which
proceedsmore easily: consecutive photoreduction or complete reduction tomethane.

To reduce carbon dioxide, we can use the electrochemical method by using
electricity produced by solar cells. However, the use of the photoenergy for the
chemical conversion by using photocatalysis is a more direct and effective way.
Thus, in the following chapter, we focus on the photocatalytic conversion.

3 Photocatalytic Reactions and Photocatalysts

Here, introduced are the basis of photocatalysis in view of thermodynamics and
two types of heterogeneous photocatalysts.

3.1 Photocatalytic Reactions

Photocatalytic reactions can promote thermodynamically unfavorable and difficult
reactions at low temperature (e.g., room temperature). This brings some advan-
tages, such as reduced energy consumption, less catalyst deactivation and more
safety and stability of the reactor. Usually, the photoenergy that can be used for
photocatalytic reactions, typically UV light, is larger than the activation energy for
many kinds of chemical reactions. We can determine the energy of one photon in a
certain wavelength light using Planck’s constant. For example, photons with
300 nm wavelengths (UV light) have energies of 399 kJ mol-1. Even though this
energy is too low to directly break the C=O bond in carbon dioxide (estimated to
be 799 kJ mol-1) [16], it is expected that the use of a suitable photocatalyst would
enable activation of even stable molecules. As mentioned above, the molecules
adsorbed by the surface of a heterogeneous catalyst are in a certain stable state as
shown in Fig. 2, which may provide an easier route for the reaction.

For example, the changes of Gibbs free energy for the reduction of carbon
dioxide with water to produce methane is a largely positive value (801 kJ mol-1),
as mentioned above (Table 2, entry 16) and this value corresponds to the energy of
the VUV light of about 150 nm in wavelength. Normally, in order to promote a
reaction, activation energy (DEa) is required and it must be larger than the change
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in Gibbs free energy (DG), as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, one may think that the direct
promotion of this reaction should be impossible. However, in actuality, this
reaction is reported to photocatalytically proceed on a suitable photocatalysts upon
irradiation by UV light or even visible light, as discussed later. Thus, we believe
that photocatalysts with the multiple photons of high energy can enable the
thermodynamically unfavorable reactions (DG[ 0) to proceed photocatalytically
under mild conditions (Table 3, entry 7).

In principle, a photocatalyst uses the photoenergy for the activation energy and
the increment of the Gibbs free energy (DG0). When the DG0 is positive (uphill
reaction), the photoenergy is converted to the higher chemical potential of prod-
ucts as shown in Fig. 3. Solar energy cannot be stored as it is. Thus, it is very
valuable that we can store the photoenergy in chemicals, such as hydrogen, which
can be stored and transferred easily. It opens the possibility to utilize the abundant
solar energy conveniently and efficiently.

In the case of the thermal catalytic reaction, the reaction is finally controlled by
thermodynamic equilibrium, where the forward and backward reactions can
equally proceed. The thermodynamic values of the molecules and the reaction
temperature determine the equilibrium composition. Since a usual catalyst pro-
motes both the forward and backward reactions, the system will reach the equi-
librium composition at the temperature. On the other hand, some photocatalytic
reaction systems can break the thermodynamic equilibrium [9], although there are
some exceptions. In many cases, the forward and backward reactions could be
considered two different reactions in photocatalysis. The excited molecules and the
excitation light wavelength are usually different from each other: e.g., the excited
molecules are carbon dioxide or water in the forward reaction and methane or
oxygen in the backward reaction. In addition, the reaction mechanism and the
excitation state are also different (Fig. 4). Thus, it is possible to avoid the pro-
gression of the undesired backward reaction in some cases, meaning it is possible
for the photocatalytic reaction to break the thermodynamic equilibrium.

All of these matters mentioned above are the benefits of the photocatalytic
reactions. However, unfortunately, the yield obtained from the photocatalytic

CO2 + 2 H2O

CH4 + 2 O2

∆G
∆ Ea+

∆Ea-

E

Fig. 4 Energetic scheme of
photocatalytic reduction of
carbon dioxide, where the
photoenergy is partly
converted to a higher
chemical potential of
products. DG is the change of
Gibbs free energy, DEa+ is the
activation energy for the
forward reaction and DEa- is
that for the backward reaction
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reactions is still very low in many cases. Therefore, development of photocatalytic
system is required at present.

3.2 Types of Heterogeneous Photocatalysts

The heterogeneous photocatalysts introduced in this chapter can be roughly
divided into two groups: semiconductor photocatalysts and highly-dispersed
photocatalysts.

Examples of the semiconductor photocatalysts include metal oxide, sulfide,
nitride and oxynitride [11]; the most famous is TiO2. Metal additives, such as Pt
nanoparticles, are often employed to enhance the photocatalytic activity. When the
TiO2 photocatalyst absorbs incident light of larger energy than its band gap,
photoexcitation occurs as electrons transfer from the valence band (O2p) to the
conduction band (Ti 3d), as shown in Fig. 5, and the holes and electrons in
the valence and conduction bands, respectively, migrate to the surface. When the
metal nanoparticles are deposited on the surface, the excited electrons migrate to
them. Holes and electrons promote oxidative and reductive reactions, respectively.
This type of photocatalyst has a large and intense band in the UV spectrum. For
example, the spectrum of TiO2 is shown in Fig. 6a [17].

On the other hand, the highly-dispersed photocatalyst has unique structures and
excitation states [18]. An example is monomers of titanium oxide supported by
insulating materials, such as silica, where one titanium cation is coordinated by
oxygen anions on the surface of the support. The photoexcitation takes place at the
isolated titanium sites, which is often expressed as follows:

Ti4þ � O2� þ photon ! Ti3þ � O� ð2Þ

Since the species exist on insulating materials, the excitation state is localized
on the moiety. Compared to the semiconductor photocatalysts, this type photo-
catalyst shows a narrow and less intense absorption band in UV spectra. Figure 6b
shows an example, the spectrum of silica-supported titanium oxide photocatalyst
containing 0.3 mol% of Ti, Ti(0.3)/SiO2 [17]. In the following chapter, another
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Fig. 5 Photoexcitation and
successive photocatalytic
reactions on a titanium
dioxide semiconductor
photocatalyst with a co-
catalyst of metal nano-
particles
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type of photoactive site, the surface carbonaceous species derived from adsorbed
carbon dioxide, will be also described.

4 Photocatalytic Conversion of Carbon Dioxide

Photocatalytic conversion of carbon dioxide will be a most desirable method
because this can mitigate the carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas, utilize the carbon
dioxide as a carbon source, and convert the solar energy to storable chemical
energy. In addition, the processes consume no fossil energy in principal and are
free from carbon dioxide emission. The photoenergy is high enough to activate
even a stable molecule such as carbon dioxide on the surface, and the reactions
have a potential to proceed with breaking the thermodynamics barrier. Thus, the
photocatalytic conversion of carbon dioxide can proceed if the condition of
the system including the photocatalyst is satisfied. So far, many researchers have
examined many photocatalytic reaction systems in both homogeneous and heter-
ogeneous systems. In this chapter, we will survey only the heterogeneous ones, and
describe the brief history and the current situation of the photocatalytic conversion
of carbon dioxide.

In this chapter, the photocatalytic reductions of carbon dioxide are classified
into three groups by means of the reductant; i.e., water, hydrogen and methane as
shown in Table 2.

4.1 Photocatalytic Reduction of Carbon Dioxide by Water

4.1.1 Semiconductor Photocatalysts

Since the discovery of the electrochemical photocatalysis on TiO2 for water
splitting by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 [19], this system has received much
attention. This led to the revelation that the photocatalytic system can convert solar
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(a) TiO2 as a semiconductor
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SiO2 as a highly-dispersed
photocatalyst
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energy to hydrogen. Several years later, in 1978, although the reduction of carbon
dioxide is a more difficult reaction as mentioned above, Hemminger et al. reported
that methane was formed from gaseous water and carbon dioxide (ca. 4 kPa)
through a photocatalytic reaction on SrTiO3 single crystal in contact with Pt foil
[20]. The reaction took place on a clean and reduced surface of SrTiO3 (111)
without any externally applied potential between the foil and the substrate, and in
the absence of liquid electrolyte, upon the photoirradiation with light of greater
energy than the band gap (from a 500 W high-pressure mercury lamp through an
infrared filter consisting of NiSO4 solution). The initial rate of methane formation
corresponded to one molecule of methane for each 104 incident photons. Although
the reaction stopped after 10 min due to poisoning, the total amount of the
methane was 5–10 times larger than the number of the surface sites on the SrTiO3

crystal, indicating the photocatalytic reaction proceeded. Other products were not
observed. In the same year, Halmann reported that carbon dioxide in water was
reduced to formic acid, formaldehyde and methanol on a p-type, Zn-doped GaP
photocathode in an electrochemical photocell using a high-pressure mercury lamp
[21]. The maximal solar energy conversion efficiencies for formaldehyde and
methanol in this system were estimated to be 0.97 and 0.61%, respectively.

In 1979, Inoue et al. showed that carbon dioxide was photocatalytically con-
verted to organic compounds, such as formic acid, formaldehyde, methanol and
methane, in the presence of various semiconductor powders, like TiO2, ZnO, CdS,
GaP and SiC, suspended in water as photocatalysts [22]. Reduced compounds,
such as formaldehyde and methanol, were mostly obtained on SiC, which has a
conduction band with a highly negative potential. A correlation between the
conduction band energy and the yield of methanol was found: the yields of
methanol increased as the conduction band became more negative with respect to
the redox potential of H2CO3/CH3OH (Table 3, entry 6), while methanol was not
produced on WO3 (with a more positive conduction band than the redox potential
of H2CO3/CH3OH). The estimated quantum yields of production for photocatalytic
reduction of carbon dioxide were ca. 5.0 9 10-4 for formaldehyde and
1.9 9 10-4 for methanol with a TiO2 photocatalyst, and 4.5 9 10-3 for methanol
on SiC, measured against the absorbable incident photons. These photocatalytic
systems employing semiconductor photocatalysts have also been tested under
sunlight irradiation for utilization of solar energy, and the formation of formic
acid, formaldehyde, methanol, methane, acetaldehyde and ethanol were confirmed
[23–25].

Metal-loaded semiconductors, such as Pt/TiO2, function as micro-photoelect-
rochemical cells [26]. For example, Pt-loaded TiO2 was found to decompose water
to hydrogen and oxygen photocatalytically, in 1980 [27]. Then, the Pt/TiO2

photocatalysts were examined as one of the typical heterogeneous photocatalysts
for the reduction of carbon dioxide or carbonate. In 1983, Chandrasekaran and
Thomas reported that photoirradiation of an aqueous deaerated sodium carbonate
solution containing Pt/TiO2 gave rise to a small yield of oxygen and formaldehyde
in the solution [28]. However, extended irradiation led to the loss of formaldehyde.
In this work, phthalocyanine-coated TiO2 was also tested and gave the similar
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results, where phthalocyanine absorbed light and transferred an electron to the
conduction band of TiO2. In 1984, Halmann et al. found that RuO2-loaded TiO2

enhanced the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide to formic acid, formal-
dehyde and methanol, where formic acid was the major product [29]. Tennakone
examined several kinds of metals (Pt, Au, Ag, Co, Pb, Hg) as the additive on TiO2

[30] and found that Hg/TiO2 provided the highest yield of formaldehyde from the
water containing CO2 upon photoirradiation from a 200 W medium-pressure Hg
lamp. Raphael and Malati reported that Pt/TiO2 in aqueous sodium carbonate gave
methanol, carbon, formaldehyde and formic acid [31]. Hirano et al. [32] reported
that the coexistence of suspended TiO2 and Cu metal powders promoted the
photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide to yield methanol, formaldehyde and a
trace amount of formic acid and carbon monoxide. Since Cu(II) ions were also
observed in this system, the copper metal particles do not only offer the reaction
sites for photoreduction of carbon dioxide with the excited electrons but also act as
a sacrificial reagent to react with positive holes in the valence band. In this work,
they mentioned that the presence of KHCO3 in the solution enhanced the photo-
catalytic yield of methanol. In 1993, Ishitani et al. investigated the activity of
various metal-deposited TiO2 photocatalysts [33]. Metal particles of 2 wt%, such
as Pd, Rh, Pt, Au, Cu and Ru, were loaded on TiO2 by the photochemical depo-
sition method and examined for the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide in
water. Although only a small quantity of methane was produced by using
non-deposited TiO2, the deposition of Pd, Rh, Pt or Au on TiO2 greatly enhanced
the methane formation. Among them, Pd/TiO2 exhibited the highest activity. The
second one was Rh/TiO2. They also confirmed that when 13CO2 was employed
instead of 12CO2,

13CH4 was obtained, while
13CH4 was not detected under 12CO2,

which clearly evidenced the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide to meth-
ane. Solymosi and Tombácz reported that Rh-loading TiO2 and Rh-loading
W-doped TiO2 photocatalysts provided formic acid, formaldehyde and methanol
[34]. Reductive pretreatment for the latter photocatalyst offered high conversion
and high selectivity to methanol.

Cu/TiO2 has been investigated by several groups. In 1994, Yamashita et al.
showed that anatase TiO2, which has a large band gap and numerous hydroxyl
groups, showed high efficiency for photocatalytic formation of methane while Cu-
loaded TiO2 showed additional formation of methanol [35]. Further, they observed
photogenerated Ti3+, H and CH3 radicals as reactive intermediates by ESR at
77 K. Tseng et al. also reported that methanol was obtained on Cu/TiO2, where
TiO2 was prepared by a sol-gel method [36, 37]. They found that the addition of
NaOH increased the methanol yield, suggesting that the basic solution dissolved a
larger amount of carbon dioxide than pure water and the hydroxy anions in the
solution react with holes to accelerate the photocatalytic reaction. Wu et al.
showed that the most active Cu species on TiO2 surface were Cu2O clusters and
they played an important role for the formation of methanol in a study using an
optical fiber photoreactor [38]. Nguyen and Wu reported that Fe and Cu co-loaded
TiO2 produced ethylene and methane and trace amount of ethane and methanol
[39]. This catalyst exhibited higher activity for ethylene production than the
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catalysts loaded with either Cu or Fe, indicating a synergistic effect for photore-
duction of carbon dioxide with water to ethylene. In this condition, Cu/TiO2

produced methane more favorably than ethylene.
In many of the reports mentioned above, the formation of molecular oxygen

was scarcely mentioned in the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with
water, although oxygen should be formed, as indicated in Table 2, entries 12–16.
In some papers, the formation of molecular oxygen was confirmed. For example,
an oxygen sensor detected the molecular oxygen dissolved in the solution, which
was produced over the Cu/TiO2 photocatalyst, though the amount was less than
expected from the stoichiometric ratio [36]. In the case of water splitting, non-
stoichiometric evolution of oxygen has also been frequently observed and ascribed
to the photoadsorption of O2 or O�

2 onto semiconductor particles [40–42] or the
formation of surface O2

2- peroxide species [40, 41]. Photoadsorption of O2 on
highly hydrated TiO2 surface was also directly observed [43, 44]. A H2/O2 ratio
greater than stoichiometric is observed only when the photocatalytic reaction is
slow, and this is attributed to the adsorption of O2 on TiO2; if the reaction is fast,
the reaction stoichiometry is not influenced by the photoadsorption [42]. In the
system of the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with water, the pho-
toadsorption of oxygen was mentioned as a possible reason for the difficulty in
detecting oxygen [35], implying that the reaction rate was low in these reaction
systems. The decreasing rate for products evolution might be due to this
photoadsorption.

In 1993, Sayama and Arakawa discovered that the photocatalytic decomposition
of pure water proceeded over non-loaded ZrO2 powder, without any loaded metals
upon photoirradiation in a closed gas-circulating system with an inner irradiation
quarts reactor equipped with a 400 W high-pressure Hg lamp, at an almost constant
rate for long period (*20 h) [45]. Moreover, in the presence of NaHCO3 in water,
H2, O2 and CO were constantly produced at rates of 309, 167 and 3 lmol/h,
respectively, over the ZrO2 photocatalyst, and 19, 11 and 2.5 lmol/h, respectively,
over Cu-loaded ZrO2. These results suggest that photocatalytic water decomposi-
tion (Table 2, entry 19, 2H2O lð Þ ! 2H2 þ O2;DG

0 ¼ 474 kJ mol�1) and photo-
catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide (in water HCO�

3 ) to form CO, H2 and O2

(Table 2, entry 13, CO2 þ H2O lð Þ ! CO þ H2 þ O2;DG
0 ¼ 494 kJ mol�1)

can proceed, although photocatalytically produced hydrogen might reduce the
carbon dioxide, yielding CO (Table 2, entry 1, CO2 þ H2 ! CO þ H2O lð Þ;
DG0 ¼ 20 kJ mol�1). Since the ZrO2 semiconductor has a highly negative flat-band
potential and a wide band gap, it can promote both photocatalytic water decom-
position and the photoreduction of carbon dioxide without loaded metals. In this
study, some kinds of loaded metal and metal oxides, such as Pt, RuO2, Au, and Cu,
were examined, and it was found that the loaded co-catalyst change the reaction
selectivity.

To reveal the fundamental aspects, several studies have been carried out on
TiO2 photocatalysts with and without loaded metals. High-pressure CO2 (1 MPa)
was effective for the production of methanol as a major product on a TiO2
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photocatalyst in pure water, and higher pressure (2.5 MPa) was effective for
gaseous minor products, such as methane, ethane and ethene on Cu-loaded TiO2

and pure TiO2. While in the NaOH solution, the higher pressure gave high yields
of acetaldehyde, ethanol and methanol [46, 47]. Under a high-pressure of carbon
dioxide liquid (13.8 MPa), bare TiO2 homogeneously dispersed on Nafion� films
produced formic acid and methanol as major products and acetic acid as a minor
product [48], while Ag-loaded TiO2 onto Nafion� films produced methanol as a
major product and formic acid as a minor one [49]. The effect of the reaction
temperature was varied between 298 and 473 K on TiO2 and the reaction rate
increased with increasing temperature [50], where the activation energy (Ea) for
the formation of methane was calculated to be ca. 2 kJ mol�1 around room tem-
perature and almost zero at 473 K. The product desorption was suggested to be the
rate limitation step. In supercritical carbon dioxide (8 MPa, 308–323 K) with a
small amount of water, TiO2, and a mixture of TiO2 and metal Cu photocatalytically
converted carbon dioxide to formic acid and methanol [51]. During photoirradiation
of TiO2 in liquid-phase carbon dioxide without any proton source was found to
produce carbonate anion radicals, and after pressure reduction the addition of water
resulted in the formation offormic acid, suggesting that the photoreduction of carbon
dioxide with water to produce formic acid proceed in two steps, the photoreduction
of carbon dioxide to form the radical intermediates and the successive protonation
[52]. Yahaya et al. reported the effect of the photoirradiation time by using high-
intensity light of 355 nm wavelength from a Nd:YAG laser [53]. The amount of
methanol produced from carbon dioxide increased with the irradiation time on TiO2

and ZnO and then decreased, while hydrogen was continuously produced. From
these results, they discussed reaction schemes including consecutive oxidation of
methanol to formaldehyde and carbon monoxide with formation of hydrogen.

The effect of the particle size also has been studied. Kočí et al. investigated the
effect of the particle size of anatase TiO2 in the range from 4.5 to 29 nm crys-
tallites, determined by X-ray diffraction [54]. Hydrogen, methane, methanol and
CO were obtained, and the optimum particle size for the production of both
methane and methanol was 14 nm, which would result from some competing
effects such as specific surface area, photoexcited carrier dynamics and light
absorption efficiency. Yang et al. studied that the size effect by using the TiO2

nanocrystallites supported on SAB-15 mesoporous silica [55], where the size was
changed from 1.4 to 8.3 nm by changing the loading amount. The optimum
amount of TiO2 loading for methanol production was 45 wt%, corresponding to
the 5.5 nm crystallites of TiO2. Quantum size effects of the metal sulfide photo-
catalysts in the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide using sacrificial electron
donors were reviewed by Yoneyama [56].

The structure of the TiO2 is also important. A study on the single crystals of
TiO2(100) and TiO2(110) showed that the former was more active for the for-
mation of methane and methanol than the latter [57]. The photocatalytic activity of
TiO2 nanotubes (20 nm in diameter 9 300 nm in length 9 5 nm in thickness) was
compared to that of TiO2 nanoparticles (P-25, Degussa, 20–50 nm in size
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determined by HRTEM), both of which were loaded with Pt. For the reaction
between gaseous carbon dioxide and water vapor [58], the Pt-loaded TiO2 nano-
tubes exhibited a higher activity in forming methane than the nanoparticles,
especially under a high H2O=CO2 ratio.

In recent years, many researchers have developed photocatalysts that can
function upon irradiation of visible light, since it is the main component of solar
light. One strategy is the application of the dye-sensitized semiconductor photo-
catalysts, which is conceptually depicted in Fig. 7. For example, the addition of
tris(2,2’-bipyridyl) Ru(II) chloride, perylene diimide derivatives [59] and Ru(II)
(2,2’-bipyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxylate)2-(NCS)2 (N3 dye) [60] as visible light sensi-
tizers on metal loaded TiO2, such as Pt/TiO2 and Cu-Fe/TiO2, offered the activity
to yield methane in visible light. In these systems, the photoexcited electron
generated on the sensitizer is transferred to the conduction band of the semicon-
ductor and then to the metal co-catalyst. The electron leads the reduction of carbon
dioxide on the metal. In these examples, carbon dioxide was reduced to form
methane. However, at the same time, the hole remains on the sensitizer. When the
holes cannot be consumed, the photocatalytic reaction stops and the dye sensitizer
is oxidized. This means that some sacrificial reagent is required to consume the
holes. Like dyes, semiconductors can also serve this function. Recently, Wang
et al. applied CdSe quantum dots of 2.5 nm in size as a photosensitizer to Pt/TiO2

photocatalyst [61]. Although the conduction band of bulk CdSe is only slightly
above that of TiO2, quantum confinement shifts the conduction band of CdSe
quantum dots to higher energies, which enables charge injection into the TiO2.
Then, the electron on the Pt/TiO2 reduces carbon dioxide. On this CdSe/Pt/TiO2

heterostructured photocatalyst, carbon dioxide was reduced to give methane as a
major product and methanol, hydrogen and CO as minor products. However, the
consumption of hole generated on the quantum dots was still a problem, which led
to the oxidation of the quantum dots, decreasing the photocatalytic activity during
the photoreaction.

As another strategy to design visible light photocatalysts, many materials have
been examined and many viable semiconductor photocatalysts have been found,
especially in the field of photocatalytic water splitting [11]. Also in the field of
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photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide, many photocatalysts have been found.
CaFe2O4, a p-type semiconductor with a small band gap (1.9 eV) was found to
produce formaldehyde and methanol under UV light, but the activity was not
enough to perform the photoreduction under visible light irradiation without a
sacrificial reducing agent [62]. In 2007, Pan and Chen reported that NiO/InTaO4

photocatalysts produce methanol upon visible light irradiation [63]. Jia et al.
reported that C and Fe co-doped LaCoO3 exhibited photocatalytic activity to yield
formaldehyde and formic acid [64]. Kudo and co-workers developed photocata-
lysts, such as Ag/NaTaO3:Ba and Ag/BaLa4Ti4O15, which produced H2, O2 and
CO from an aqueous medium with a carbon dioxide flow system [65, 66]. These
photocatalysts exhibited a high production rate for CO (38 and 25 lmol/h,
respectively). These semiconductors were previously reported as active photo-
catalysts for water splitting [67, 68] and the Ag co-catalyst was found to be
suitable co-catalyst for these photocatalysts to reduce carbon dioxide. Liu et al.
found that a BiVO4 photocatalyst reduced carbon dioxide with water to yield
ethanol and O2 under visible light irradiation from a 300 W xenon lamp [69].
When the irradiated light was extended to the UV region, the rate of ethanol
production increased on the monoclinic BiVO4 photocatalyst. The intensity of the
light plays an important role in ethanol formation; both methanol and ethanol were
formed when a 36 W fluorescent lamp was used.

4.1.2 Highly-Dispersed Photocatalysts

For the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with water, highly-dispersed
photocatalysts (Fig. 8) have been also developed. In 1992, Anpo and Chiba pre-
pared highly-dispersed titanium oxide anchored onto porous Vycor� glass through
a facile reaction between the surface hydroxy groups and TiCl4 [70]. This
anchored catalyst showed photocatalytic activity for the reduction of carbon
dioxide with water to yield methane, methanol and carbon monoxide. A small
amount of O2 was also detected. An ESR study revealed the formation of C
radicals and H atoms, as well as Ti3+ ions. Thus, the highly-dispersed titanium
oxide species was photoexcited to a charge-transfer excited state, a trapped hole
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center (O-) paired with an electron center (Ti3+), i.e., [Ti3+–O-]*, which activated
the carbon dioxide to produce radicals. When the reaction system involved CO2

and D2O in place of H2O, the major composition of photoformed methane was
CD4, indicating that the water functioned as the reductant.

When titanium oxide species are well-dispersed on silica materials, such as
amorphous silica, mesoporous silica and zeolites, the highly-dispersed species
become tetrahedral [18]. Mesoporous silica materials containing Ti, Ti-MCM-41
and Ti-MCM-48 were hydrothermally synthesized and applied to the photocat-
alytic reduction of carbon dioxide with water [71]. Although it is difficult to
compare the photocatalytic performance of the highly-dispersed titanium oxide
catalysts with bulk powdered TiO2, the product selectivity was clearly different,
i.e., while the bulk material produced predominantly methane, the highly dis-
persed one produced methanol in addition to methane. The Ti-MCM-41 showed
similar activity to TS-1, which is a famous MFI-type zeolite containing Ti, while
the Ti-MCM-48 showed much higher activity than either TS-1 or Ti-MCM-41,
and similar selectivity to them. TiO2-loaded zeolites and Ti ion-exchanged
zeolites were prepared by the impregnation and ion-exchange methods, respec-
tively, and examined for the photoreduction of carbon dioxide with water [72].
The sample containing 10 wt% TiO2 showed high selectivity to methane, similar
to bulk anatase, while the sample of 1 wt% TiO2 gave methanol as minor
product in addition to methane. The Ti ion-exchanged MFI-zeolite produced
methanol and methane with comparable rates. These results suggest that the
highly-dispersed titanium oxide species are more suitable for methanol formation
than bulk TiO2. Furthermore, the addition of Pt to the Ti ion-exchanged zeolite
resulted in a high methane yield with high selectivity. Although the structure and
size of the platinum species and the junction between Pt species and Ti species
were still unclear, the Pt species would promote the charge separation, increasing
the methane yield.

Ikeue et al. prepared two types of Ti-b zeolites by a hydrothermal synthesis
method under different conditions using OH- and F- as anions of the structure-
directing agents, referred to as Ti-b(OH) and Ti-b(F), respectively [73]. The
titanium species in both samples were in a highly-dispersed, tetrahedral coordi-
nation state in the zeolite frameworks. The Ti-b(OH) was hydrophilic, while the
Ti-b(F) was hydrophobic. It was confirmed by XANES that the highly-dispersed
Ti species in Ti-b(OH) interacted with water molecules. Both samples exhibited
photocatalytic activity in the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with water
to yield methane, methanol, and trace amounts of CO, C2H4 and O2. The Ti-b(OH)
exhibited a much higher activity and higher selectivity to methane than TS-1, and
Ti-b(F) exhibited a lower activity and higher selectivity to methanol than TS-1.
This means that hydrophilic behavior is important to enhancing photocatalytic
activity in the reduction of carbon dioxide with water to methane, while hydro-
phobic behavior is suitable for methanol production. This is consistent with
another report: among other type of Ti-containing porous silica films prepared by
solvent evaporation, the more hydrophobic sample with small amount of surface
hydroxy groups exhibited higher methanol selectivity [74].
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On the other hand, Frei et al. found the formation of CO and O2 in the pho-
tocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with water over Ti-MCM-41 upon phot-
oirradiation by 266 nm light from a Nd:YAG laser by using in situ FT-IR
spectroscopy and mass spectrometric analysis [75]. They concluded that a single
UV photon induced the splitting of CO2 with H2O to CO and a surface OH radical,
i.e., CO2 + H2O ? CO + 2 OH ? CO + 1/2 O2 + H2O. They also observed that
this type of photoreduction of CO2 could be promoted by a metal to metal charge
transfer (MMCT) at Zr–O-Cu(I) moiety formed on MCM-41, Zr(IV)-O-Cu(I)
?[Zr(III)-O-Cu(II)]* [76], although a MMCT on Ti–O-Cu(I) moiety could not
induce the reaction.

4.2 Photocatalytic Reduction of Carbon Dioxide by Hydrogen

The reduction of carbon dioxide using hydrogen seems unattractive because of
economics, i.e., hydrogen is relatively expensive. However, if we can use
hydrogen as a reductant, the carbon dioxide can be converted to other products
more easily, since the reduction with hydrogen is less unfavorable thermody-
namically than the reduction with water, as shown in Table 2. Since many types of
highly active photocatalysts have been developed for water splitting to produce
solar hydrogen [11], we can use the solar hydrogen as the reductant for the
reduction of carbon dioxide (Fig. 9a). Thus, we should also consider studying the
photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with hydrogen.

In 1982, Thampi et al. [77] found that methanation of carbon dioxide, the
reduction of carbon dioxide by hydrogen to produce methane and water (Table 2,
entry 5), was promoted by highly-dispersed Ru/RuOx loaded on TiO2 at room
temperature even in the dark, and furthermore the reaction rate was greatly
enhanced by photoirradiation. The reaction proceeded photocatalytically and the
selectivity was very high ([99%). They proposed that (i) the carbon dioxide was
first reduced by 4 electrons on the Ru species to form Ru–C and active oxygen
species, such as O2-, (ii) hydrogen was oxidized by holes to form protons and
react with the active oxygen species to form water, and (iii) the Ru–C species also

H2O H2

CO2 products

photoenergy thermal energy

catalystphotocatalyst

H2O H2

CO2 products

photoenergy photoenergy

photocatalystphotocatalyst

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 The reduction of carbon dioxide with water by hybrid photocatalysts in which a
photocatalyst for water splitting is combined with (a) a photocatalyst or (b) a catalyst for the
reduction of carbon dioxide with hydrogen
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reacts with hydrogen to yield methane and regenerate the Ru. Since this reaction is
not an uphill reaction (Table 2, entry 5), the suitable catalyst can promote the
reaction catalytically, even at room temperature in the dark. However, combined
with water splitting, considering utilization of the solar hydrogen (Table 2, entry
18), the whole reaction becomes thermodynamically unfavorable (Table 2, entry
16). In 1999, Kohno et al. reported that the reduction of CO2 with hydrogen to
form CO or CH4 proceeded on Rh-loaded TiO2 in the dark, but was enhanced upon
photoirradiation [78]. In this system, the metallic Rh species showed low activity
but high selectivity to CH4, while the mixture of Rh in metallic and oxidized states
showed high activity and high selectivity to CO. Furthermore, it was found that the
photocatalytic activity decreased with a decrease of the particle size of the Rh
species during the photoreaction [79].

As mentioned above, the ZrO2 photocatalyst without any co-catalyst promoted
the photoreduction of carbon dioxide with water, where the carbon dioxide was
actually aqueous carbonate [45]. The products were hydrogen, oxygen and carbon
monoxide. Since the product distribution was not consistent with the equation
shown in Table 2, entry 13, it was clear that water splitting also occurred. Thus, in
this system, there is a possibility that the carbon oxide is reduced photocatalyti-
cally by hydrogen or hydrogen radical species in water produced through photo-
catalytic water splitting. In 1997, Kohno et al. [80] reported that gaseous carbon
dioxide was reduced to carbon monoxide by hydrogen on a ZrO2 photocatalyst
without loading a co-catalyst in a closed static system with light of sub-300 nm
wavelength from a 500 W ultrahigh-pressure Hg lamp. Among several samples,
including TiO2, ZrO2, V2O5, Nb2O5, Ta2O5, WO3 and ZnO, only ZrO2 was active
for this reaction. FT-IR spectroscopy clarified that the surface formate species
existed as surface intermediates [81]. On ZrO2, it was revealed that the photo-
catalytic reaction consisted of the following three steps, as shown in Fig. 10; (i)
adsorbed carbon dioxide or carbonate was photoexcited and received an electron
from ZrO2 to become an adsorbed •CO2

- anion radical [82], (ii) the anion radical
reacted with hydrogen to form an adsorbed formate, even in the dark, and (iii)
upon photoirradiation the formate species reduced the carbon dioxide molecule to
yield carbon monoxide and water, where the surface formate species functioned as

ZrO2

CO2(ad)

ZrO2

CO2
–

(ad)

ZrO2

HCO2
–

(ad)

CO + H2O
CO2

H2
Fig. 10 Proposed
mechanism for photocatalytic
reduction of carbon dioxide
by hydrogen over ZrO2
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a reductant to become adsorbed carbon dioxide. For the photocatalytic reduction of
carbon dioxide, at least two photons were required at the first and the third steps.
ZrO2 is a semiconductor with a wide band gap (5.0 eV) and can be excited by the
light with wavelength shorter than 250 nm. However, the reaction proceeded even
under light with wavelengths longer than 290 nm and the surface formate was
formed even under the light with wavelengths longer than 330 nm. The photolu-
minescence spectroscopy revealed that adsorbed carbon dioxide species (or car-
bonate) can absorb the light above 300 nm in wavelength [81]. Therefore, the
photoactive species is not the bulk ZrO2, but the surface photoactive species. This
means that a new type of photocatalytic reduction system was found: the adsorbed
carbon dioxide species act as the photocatalytic active species [83].

Since it is known that the CO2
- anion radical can form on MgO [84], the

photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide by hydrogen was examined and dis-
covered on MgO [85]. Teramura et al. revealed that the reaction proceeded by a
similar mechanism to that on ZrO2 (Fig. 11) [86]. On the surface of MgO, the
carbon dioxide was adsorbed in the form of the surface bidentate carbonate and
can be photoactivated to form a surface CO2

- anion radical. This can be reduced
by hydrogen to form the surface bidentate formate species, which can reduce
another carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide as an actual reductant upon photoir-
radiation. These surface species can act as photocatalytically active species. These
studies confirmed the new type of photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide that
occurred in the manner of the surface photochemistry on the metal oxide of an
insulator, rather than a semiconductor. Hydrogen is used as a reductant of the
surface species in the photocatalytic cycle. As mentioned later, methane can
similarly act as a reductant of the surface species on both MgO [86] and ZrO2 [83,
87, 88].

Lo et al. [89] confirmed that the photoreduction of carbon dioxide over TiO2

was enhanced using a gaseous mixture of hydrogen and water vapor to yield
methane as a major product, compared with the using solely hydrogen or water.
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Fig. 11 A main mechanism
of photocatalytic reduction of
carbon dioxide on MgO by
hydrogen or methane as a
reductant
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On the other hand, the photoreduction of carbon dioxide over ZrO2 with hydrogen
gave a higher yield of carbon monoxide compared with using water or the mixture
of hydrogen and water vapor, supporting the results presented above.

Teramura et al. [90] reported that Ga2O3 promoted the photoreduction of car-
bon dioxide by hydrogen to yield carbon monoxide selectively around room
temperature. The conversion of carbon dioxide was approximately 3% using
b-Ga2O3 calcined at 1,073 K for 3 h. Both carbon dioxide and hydrogen can be
chemisorbed on Ga2O3 [91, 92] and the highest yield was obtained when the
amount of adsorbed hydrogen reached saturation. Since the effect of the introduced
amount of hydrogen was not observed on MgO, the photoreduction mechanism on
Ga2O3 is expected to be different from that over basic metal oxide such as MgO
and ZrO2. The photoreaction on Ga2O3 was proposed to proceed between the
adsorbed substrates according to the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism.

Guan et al. [93] successfully demonstrated that the hydrogen produced through
photocatalytic water splitting could be used for the reduction of carbon dioxide by
a hybrid catalyst, in which a Pt-loaded K2Ti6O13 photocatalyst (Pt/K2Ti6O13) was
combined with an Fe-based catalyst supported on a dealuminated Y-type zeolite
(Fe-Cu-K/DAY) under concentrated sunlight in water. Upon photoirradiation from
an Hg lamp around room temperature, the Pt/K2Ti6O13 photocatalyst promoted the
water splitting to produce hydrogen and somewhat reduced carbon dioxide to
organic compounds though the Fe-Cu-K/DAY catalyst did not work. On the other
hand, in concentrated sunlight, since the temperature of the system reached about
600 K, the hybrid catalyst produced hydrogen, formic acid, methanol, ethanol and
methane, where the Pt/K2Ti6O13 photocatalyst promoted the water splitting and
the Fe-Cu-K/DAY catalyzed the reduction of carbon dioxide with produced
hydrogen. The sunlight provided both the excitation light for the photocatalyst to
produce hydrogen and the thermal energy to enhance the catalysis for the reduc-
tion of carbon dioxide (Fig. 9b). This study shows a new strategy to utilize the
sunlight as both photoenergy and thermal energy.

4.3 Photocatalytic Reduction of Carbon Dioxide by Methane

Methane might be a good candidate as a reductant for the conversion of carbon
dioxide [9]. Methane is known as an abundant underground resource (a fossil fuel),
and also a renewable resource that can be naturally generated from ecosystems and
artificially produced from biomass. Moreover, since methane can act as a green-
house gas with an even higher global warming potential (GWP) than carbon
dioxide [94], it is desirable to reduce its release into the environment and to utilize
and convert it to more useful compounds. The reaction between methane and
carbon dioxide can be catalyzed at high temperature to form syngas (carbon
monoxide and hydrogen). This reaction is called a ‘‘dry reforming of methane’’
(DRM) or ‘‘CO2 reforming of methane’’, as shown in Table 2, entry 7. A short
history of the DRM can be found in literature [95]. The DRM is a
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thermodynamically unfavorable reaction and only can proceed at a high temper-
ature, typically over 1,000 K, even when using catalysts. However, the photo-
catalytic reaction between methane and carbon dioxide can proceed at room
temperature or mild temperatures.

Photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with methane was found to proceed
over ZrO2 [83, 87, 88] and MgO [86] at room temperature. After the photoreac-
tion, carbon monoxide and hydrogen were detected, although the amount of
hydrogen was very low compared to the amount of carbon monoxide. It was
confirmed that carbon monoxide was produced from carbon dioxide, not from
methane. Methane acted as a reductant of the surface carbonate anion radical
species to form the surface bidentate formate, as shown in Fig. 11. In these sys-
tems, the photoexcitation of adsorbed carbon dioxide forms a surface carbonate
anion radical, followed by the reduction with methane to form the surface
bidentate formate, and another carbon dioxide is photocatalytically reduced by the
surface bidentate formate to yield carbon monoxide.

A Cu/CdS-TiO2/SiO2 photocatalyst was reported to yield acetone as the major
product (Table 2, entry 8) with a high selectivity in the photocatalytic conversion
of carbon dioxide with methane under UV irradiation at 393 K [96], where the
selectivity for acetone was 92% at a 0.74% conversion of carbon dioxide. Other
products, such as ethane and CO were also detected with selectivities of 3.1% and
4.6%, respectively. At a lower temperature (353 K) only ethane and CO were
produced with selectivities of 47% and 53%, respectively. However, the conver-
sion of methane and carbon dioxide ceased after about 2 h due to the photo-
corrosion of CdS by the TiO2.

Recently, we found the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide by methane
to produce CO and hydrogen, i.e., photocatalytic DRM (Table 2, entry 7) by using
Ga2O3 under photoirradiation at 473 K in a closed reactor [97]. As a side reaction,
photocatalytic non-oxidative coupling of methane [98] to yield hydrocarbons
(mainly ethane) was also observed. Since only a trace amount of carbon monoxide
was obtained at room temperature, it was clear that thermal energy is required to
yield the desired products. The production of carbon monoxide increased with
increasing reaction temperature. The thermal activation energy (Ea) for carbon
monoxide formation was ca. 10 kJ mol-1 at 473–673 K and ca. 60 kJ mol-1 at
673–873 K, which were much lower than that obtained from the catalytic thermal
DRM on this Ga2O3 sample without UV irradiation (Ea = 110 kJ mol-1 at
773–973 K). This mild thermal activation energy at 473–673 K can be used for a
mild activation step in the photocatalytic reaction mechanism, such as product
desorption or electron migration from the bulk to the surface of Ga2O3. As
mentioned above, sunlight can provide both the photoenergy and thermal energy
and, therefore, the thermally assisted photocatalytic reaction at a moderate or high
temperature is also possible. The methane conversion at 473 K was 0.27% after
3 h, which was superior to the equilibrium conversion (0.21%). This means that
the photocatalysis can promote the difficult reaction under mild condition beyond
the thermodynamic equilibrium conversion.
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In this system, both carbon dioxide and hydrogen existed as reactant and
product, respectively, and a Ga2O3 photocatalyst was reported to promote the
photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide by hydrogen to yield carbon monoxide
[90]. Quite recently, we prepared a series of Ga2O3 photocatalysts by homoge-
neous precipitation and examined the photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide
with methane at 523 K [99]. We obtained Ga2O3 samples consisting of homoge-
neous granules with a short, rod-like morphology with similar size (300–500 nm in
diameter and 1–2 lm in length), and calcination at various temperatures provided
two polymorphs with various specific surface areas and crystallites sizes. We
found that the Ga2O3 photocatalysts of low specific surface area selectively pro-
moted reduction of carbon dioxide by methane at moderate temperature to yield
carbon monoxide and hydrogen, while those of high specific surface area addi-
tionally promoted consecutive photocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide by
produced hydrogen to provide carbon monoxide selectively. The surface sites of
Ga2O3, such as low coordination sites or surface hydroxy groups, would preferably
catalyze the photoreduction of carbon dioxide by hydrogen. This demonstrates that
the structure of the semiconductor photocatalysts, including crystallites size (or the
specific surface area) and the surface sites, is very important for controlling the
photocatalytic reactions. Further improvement is expected with the aid of recent
developments in the nanotechnology.

5 Conclusion and Perspective

In this chapter, we reviewed the bases and history of the photocatalytic reduction
of carbon dioxide by heterogeneous photocatalysts with three kinds of reductants:
water, hydrogen and methane. The most preferable way to reduce carbon dioxide
uses only water and sunlight. The investigations of using of hydrogen or methane
accelerate the development of photocatalytic systems for carbon dioxide conver-
sion. The idea of using the hydrogen generated by photocatalytic water splitting
for the reduction of carbon dioxide is one of the realistic ways. The utilization of
biomethane or other biomass is also meaningful.

Now, we note that, among the investigations introduced in this chapter, many
photocatalysts have been prepared by conventional methods. On the other hand,
we are now developing nanomaterial syntheses that can produce finely designed
materials. As shown, the structure of the photocatalysts is very important, e.g., the
crystallites size, specific surface area, surface structure and electronic band
structure of the semiconductors. The structure and physicochemical properties of
the co-catalysts and the local structure of the dispersed photoactive sites are also
important. It is expected that the nanotechnology will enable us to design the
structure and function of these photocatalysts with precise control, which will
provide effective photocatalysts. The conversion of carbon dioxide using solar
energy is fundamentally important for our sustainable future. We hope that the
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development of the photocatalysis with nanomanufacturing realizes the reduction
of carbon dioxide with solar energy in the near future.
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Nanostructured Electrodes and Devices
for Converting Carbon Dioxide Back
to Fuels: Advances and Perspectives

Gabriele Centi and Siglinda Perathoner

Abstract The production of solar fuels from water and CO2 is an efficient solution
to store and use solar energy and reduce the negative effects associated with large
volumes of CO2 emissions. In this vision, the liquid fuels produced by recycling
CO2 using solar energy are an ideal energy source: easy to store/transport and
providing full integration into the existing energy infrastructure. After discussing
the possible option to reach this objective, the use of a novel photoelectrocatalytic
(PEC) device is analyzed in a more detail. New characteristics of the photoanode
and electrocatalyst are required. Some aspects related to the characteristics of
nanostructured (a) TiO2 thin films (based on an ordered array of titania nanotubes)
and their performances as photoanodes and (b) carbon nanotube-based electrodes
for the gas phase reduction of CO2 to liquid fuels (mainly isopropanol) together
with their application for the design of a novel photoelectrocatalytic (PEC)
approach for the synthesis of solar fuels will be presented.

1 Introduction

Rising concerns over carbon dioxide emissions, shown at the recent United Nations
Climate Change Conference (Copenhagen, December 2009) has accelerated the
R&D activities on carbon dioxide sequestration and storage (CSS) [1–3].
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However, at the same time the interest in considering CO2 as a value instead of a
waste increased [4–6]. The increasing amounts of CO2 available from current and
planned CSS plants will make carbon dioxide a feedstock of zero (or even nega-
tive!) cost for conversion to fuels and chemicals. Furthermore, incentives exist,
such as goodwill for companies adopting policies of CO2 emissions reduction.

The other factor stimulating the interest in CO2 chemical recycling is the
presence of many emissions for which the CSS option is unsuitable: distance from
safe sequestration sites, diluted concentration of CO2 in the emission, small-
medium size sources, and uncertainty on the impact on environment. Considering
that at least 5–10% of the total CO2 emissions (about 30 Gt worldwide in 2009 [7])
could be suitable for production of fuels and chemicals, e.g., at least one order of
magnitude higher than the actual use of CO2 in industry, there are large oppor-
tunities to develop new approaches for recycling [8–14]. The utilization of CO2 as
a raw material in the synthesis of chemicals and liquid energy carriers offers a
way to mitigate the increasing CO2 build-up in conjunction with economic
opportunities.

The volume of CO2 emissions is so large with respect to the amount which may
be converted to chemicals that recycling it back to fuel using renewable sources of
energy is the necessary and sustainable option to consider [15–20]. Worldwide fuel
consumption is two orders of magnitude higher than that of chemicals. Therefore,
the fuel market has the largest potential to utilize the products of CO2 conversion.
In addition, valorization of carbon dioxide emissions could be one important part
of the general strategy for reducing CO2 emissions and pushing the chemical and
energy companies toward a more sustainable use of the resources [21, 22].

From a different perspective, it should be pointed out that in the near-term, we
could forecast an increasing use of solar energy, allowing it to become predomi-
nant in a longer-term energy scenario. A massive use of solar energy would require
converting light energy to forms that can be easily stored to be used when and
where required. In fact, photovoltaic (PV) cells for converting solar to electrical
energy can have a mismatch between the time and location of production and use.
Actual methods for storing electrical energy (mainly based on potential energy)
are not very efficient. The storage of electrical energy by devices such as batteries
and capacitors, notwithstanding the significant developments in nanostructured
materials for them [23, 24], still remains an issue for large energy amounts.
Therefore, there is a strong need to develop efficient chemical energy vectors to
store and easy transport energy produced from solar light.

H2 is a clean energy vector that has received a large amount of attention, part of
the idea to implement the ‘‘hydrogen economy’’ [25–27]. However, the technical
limits in efficient and cost-effective hydrogen storage put serious constraints on the
possibility of its use as the primary energy vector. Other alternatives, such as
ammonia, have relevant limits in terms of safety and toxicity. Furthermore, huge
investments are necessary to rebuild the energy infrastructure using H2 or other
alternative energy vectors. Liquid products such as methanol or better longer-chain
alcohols or hydrocarbons are preferable options as energy vectors in terms of
energy density, low toxicity, easy and safe storage/transport, and, especially,
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capability of integration into the existing energy infrastructure for both mobile and
stationary applications. We have thus proposed these C-based energy vectors as
the preferable and more sustainable options toward solar fuels [28–30].

1.1 Options for Converting Carbon Dioxide Back to Fuels

In principle, there are different possibilities in converting CO2 back to fuels. The
most investigated area is the hydrogenation of CO2 to form oxygenates and/or
hydrocarbons. Methanol synthesis from CO2 and H2 has been investigated up to
pilot-plant stage with promising results [16]. An alternate possibility is the pro-
duction of dimethyl ether (DME), a clean-burning fuel that is a potential diesel
substitute. Ethanol formation, either directly or via methanol homologation, or the
conversion of CO2 to formic acid are also potentially interesting routes. Methanol,
ethanol, and formic acid can also be used as feedstocks in fuel cells, providing a
route to store energy using CO2 and subsequently produce electricity. Alcohols
are, in principle, preferable over hydrocarbons because their synthesis requires less
hydrogen per unit of product. In fact, the key problem in this route is the avail-
ability of H2. If the latter is produced from hydrocarbons (the main current route is
by steam reforming of methane) there are no real advantages in converting CO2.
H2 must be derived from renewable sources. The possible options are the
following:

• Water electrolysis, coupled with a renewable source of electrical energy (pho-
tovoltaic cells, wind or waves, etc.). This technology is already available, but the
need of multiple steps, the overpotential in the electrolyzer, and other issues
limit the overall efficiency. The technology is mature with a limited degree of
further possible improvements.

• Biomass conversion, preferably using waste materials and in conditions which
require low energy consumption. An example is the catalytic production of H2

directly in liquid phase from aqueous solutions (ethanol waste streams, for
example). This option could be a way for the valorization of side waste streams
from a biorefinery, but it is not an efficient method if considered alone. In fact, if
we consider the whole life cycle from growing the plant, harvesting, fermen-
tation, etc. and finally H2 production (from bioethanol, for example), the overall
energy consumption (and thus amount of CO2 produced) is higher than the
advantage in hydrogenating CO2 back to fuels.

• Production of H2 via biogas produced from anaerobic fermentation of biomass.
Also in this case, it could be a valuable option using waste biomass, but is a
quite complex process considering the whole production chain. There are also
problems with the purification of biogas.

• Production of H2 using cyanobacteria or green-algae. This is an interesting
option, but with low productivity and still under development.
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• Direct H2 production by water photoelectrolysis, which suffers low productivity
and, in some cases, of the need for further separation/recovery of hydrogen.

Renewable H2, after the eventual compression and heating to the requisite
reaction temperature, may then be used for the hydrogenation of CO2. The first
step is the reversible reaction of reverse water gas shift (RWGS), a mildly
endothermic reaction with enthalpy and free energy changes of DH298K = 41.2 kJ/
mol and DG298K = 28.6 kJ/mol:

CO2 þ H2 � CO þ H2O ð1Þ

Carbon monoxide and hydrogen, also called syngas, may then be converted to
methanol and/or DME, or Fischer–Tropsch products (hydrocarbons, mainly) by
known catalytic processes. These processes may also be combined into a single
process with the RWGS reaction, but the formation of water in the latter is an issue
in syngas transformation.

If we consider H2 produced at 10% efficiency by a combination of
PV ? electrolyzer cell, the need of three H2 molecules for converting CO2 to
methanol is shown by:

CO2 þ 3H2 � CH3OH þ H2O ð2Þ

and the energy associated with the whole process chain (including the separation,
etc.) in a complete life cycle assessment (LCA), it is possible to calculate the
effective energy efficiency (EEE) of the process (the ratio between energy content
of the product (methanol) and the total energy input necessary for the whole chain)
and the CO2 recycle effectiveness (CRE) [the ratio between CO2 recycled and CO2

emitted due energy consumption (due to the use of fossil fuels in producing and
running the various devices)].

A few LCA studies exist on the use of CO2, H2 production, PV cells, methanol
production, etc. [31–38] and they are not specific to the above case or its analogous
paths. It is therefore not possible to make conclusions, but it can be estimated that
EEE is significant below 1% and the CRE is only slightly negative. The routes
using H2 produced via biomass have significantly lower EEEs and positive CRE
values. In other words, specific studies are necessary to evaluate the effective
sustainability of CO2 hydrogenation routes. This technology is nearly viable,
although some further improvement is necessary. The overall complexity (multi-
stage process) makes the overall efficiency low, with a limited degree of possible
improvement. Therefore, it is not a long-term, sustainable option for converting
CO2 back to fuels.

Dry reformation of methane with CO2 is an alternative possibility to produce
syngas:

CH4 þ CO2 � 2CO þ 2H2 DH298K ¼ 247 kJ=mol ð3Þ

This is a strong endothermic reaction that suffers from fast deactivation due to
carbon formation. The coupling of the reaction of steam reforming of methane and
partial methane combustion (the tri-reforming process) reduces the issue of
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deactivation and allows authothermic operations. The process is interesting and
has been developed to pilot-scale operations. However, the CO2 recycle effec-
tiveness is probably low, even if specific LCA studies are not present in the
literature.

There are other routes and options in converting CO2 to fuels, but it is not
our aim to discuss them in detail here. More specific aspects are reported else-
where [1, 15–17, 39–46]. The above discussion highlights the concept that when
complex and multi-stage processes are necessary, the final effectiveness is low, as
is the effective potential in reducing CO2 emissions. It is necessary to explore
direct routes for producing fuels from carbon oxides using solar energy. Although
all of these routes are still at an early stage of development, they have the potential
to be more effective and more economical. They are therefore the necessary
direction for research, although in a medium to long-term perspective.

1.2 Solar Fuels Based on Carbon Dioxide Recycle

There are essentially three main routes for solar fuels based on carbon dioxide
recycling:

• Bio-route, based on plants, algae, bacteria, etc.
• Concentrated solar energy, where the solar radiation is concentrated using
mirrors, providing the required heat to perform endothermic reactions or suit-
able thermodynamic cycles

• Low-temperature conversions using semiconductors, where the light absorption
is used to generate electrons and holes by charge separation, which subsequently
react with water and CO2.

Photosynthesis in green plants is the best known example of solar energy used
for the conversion of CO2, but its efficiency is relative low (around 1%) and the
CO2 is converted (in a slow process) to carbohydrates, lipids, etc. Producing fuels
from biomass is possible and the research interest is growing, especially on bio-
mass conversion to liquid fuels (the BtL process) [47, 48]. Many steps are nec-
essary, from plant growth to harvesting, treatment, transport, and finally
conversion in typically multi-step processes before producing biofuels. This is
only a feasible short-term solution but, in our opinion, not in the long-term per-
spective of sustainable energy.

Using algae, the efficiency in using solar light is higher (around 10%) and CO2

(from power plants) can be even fed directly to the photobioreactors or open ponds
[49, 50]. However, the process of producing biofuels from (micro)algae is quite
complex and critical problems are the controlled growth of the algae and
cost. Biofuels from microalgae are considered third generation biofuels, after the
second generation processes based on biofuels produced from lignocellulosic
materials [50]. However, from a conceptual point of view, direct routes of solar
energy use for conversion of CO2 to fuels that do not pass through the phase of
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complex molecules (cellulose, hemicellulose, lignine, starch, lipides, oils, etc.) are
preferable. A life cycle assessment of biodiesel production confirms the necessity
to decrease the energy and fertilizer consumed by the process [51].

Some algae and cyanobacteria can use light directly to produce fuels [45, 52,
53], but only hydrogen can be produced. It could be possible to genetically
manipulate enzymes, fungi, or bacteria to convert CO2 directly to biofuels, but it is
difficult to predict if this will ever be realized. Bio-routes for the production of
solar fuels by recycling CO2 suffer the intrinsic limitation to go ‘‘uphill’’ in energy
by creating complex molecules that are then decomposed (‘‘downhill’’ in energy)
to produce fuels. It is evident that it is preferable to preserve this complexity to
make chemicals instead of fuels and that a direct route to use solar energy that
directly (or at least in fewer steps) converts CO2 and H2O to liquid fuels and O2 is
the energetically preferable route. In addition, biomaterials (algae, cyanobacteria,
etc.) are typically quite sensitive to the environment and it is necessary to have
sophisticated control of the reaction conditions, which in turn demand higher costs.

Concentrated solar radiation (in solar high-temperature furnaces) can be used to
produce H2 (and O2) from water or CO (and O2) from CO2 [1, 43, 54–56].
Thermochemical cycles are necessary to lower the temperatures required. An
example is the use of a metal oxide that spontaneously reduces at high temperature
and is then reoxidized by interaction with H2O to form H2 or alternatively with
CO2 to produce CO. Nevertheless, temperatures above 1200–1400�C are neces-
sary. This creates a number of issues in terms of materials, stability, cost-effec-
tiveness, and output. The syngas (CO/H2) should then be catalytically upgraded to
fuels (e.g., methanol and FT hydrocarbons). This approach is essentially suitable
for solar plants, while it may be difficult to adapt to a delocalized production of
solar fuels. In addition, scaling problems are likely.

A variation of the concept is to use this solar concentrators and reactors to drive
CO2 reforming with methane (solar dry reforming of methane) to produce syngas,
which can be then converted to methanol and Fischer–Tropsch products. The
advantage is the possibility of continuous operations, instead of cyclic, while the
disadvantage is the need of a methane feed. Solar illumination provides the heat
necessary for the endothermic, dry reforming of methane with CO2. Also in this
case, there are issues related to the difficulty of maintaining a homogeneous
temperature in the monolith, materials stability, and carbon formation. Scaling of
the solar system to larger production of solar fuels remains an issue.

Possible alternatives are the solar, wet reforming of methane (e.g., feeding
water instead of CO2) and the solar decomposition of methane to carbon and
hydrogen. All of these reactions are endothermic and the sun provides the heat of
reaction. However, in the wet reforming of methane, the water to methane ratio
should be greater than three in order to avoid excessive build-up of carbon over the
catalyst. In the conventional catalytic process, with an external heat supply, this
dilution is not critical, but in solar reformers, where the uniformly heated zone is
limited, the productivity and cost-effectiveness is significantly affected. The
reaction is controlled by the heat transfer rate and the parameters to improve
the reaction rate are therefore very limited. In solar decomposition of methane,
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the production of a solid (carbon) is a clear issue, particularly for larger-scale
applications. Solar dry reforming of methane with CO2 appears the preferable
choice between these three options, although in all cases the problem of catalyst
stability (due to inhomogeneities in the heating) is a big issue.

Therefore, although the potential gain in energy efficiency of solar reformers
over the conventional catalytic process to generate syngas or H2 is attractive, the
low productivity and limited scale of economy are the main issues, not to forget
the problem of the materials. The feasibility of concentrated solar power (CSP) for
producing solar fuels was proven, but not its stability of operations or its economic
value. The expansion of the market for CSP (mainly to produce electrical energy)
provides incentive to further explore this technology.

Delocalization of energy production is also an important aspect for better
integration, reduction of eco-impact, and of the fuel transport costs. Low-
temperature approaches in producing solar fuels present advantages in this respect.

In the low-temperature approach, solar energy is used by a suitable semicon-
ductor to generate electrons and holes by charge separations, which react with water
and CO2. The reduction of the latter can be a two-step approach (e.g., generation of
electricity and then using the electrons to reduce electrochemically/catalytically
CO2 in a physically separate cell) [57]. Alternatively, a one-step approach is pos-
sible by coupling the two processes in a single unit, a photoelectrochemical/cata-
lytic approach [18, 28, 29, 58–60]. The physical separation of the two reactions of
water oxidation and CO2 reduction, in a photoanode and electrocathode, respec-
tively, is necessary to increase the efficiency of the two reactions and limit charge
recombination. The same device can also be used for the production of physically
separated flows of H2 and O2 during water photoelectrolysis.

Many studies have been dedicated to water splitting on semiconductor catalysts
under solar irradiation. Recent developments have been reviewed in detail by
various research groups [61–63]. Remarkable progress has been made since the
pioneering work by Fujishima and Honda in 1972, but the development of phot-
ocatalysts with improved efficiencies for hydrogen production from water using
solar energy still faces major challenges. Most of the recent efforts focus in the
search for active and efficient photocatalysts, for example through new materials
and synthesis methods. While good quantum efficiencies ([50%) have been
obtained with ultraviolet light, the use of visible light still poses major problems.
While in principle the same materials could be used also for the photocatalytic
reduction of CO2 to fuels, the progresses in this field has been much more limited.

There are several basic problems in the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to
fuels. The addition of one electron to CO2 leads to the formation of the corre-
sponding anion radical •CO2

-, which is easily transformed to acids (formic and
oxalic acids) in water solution. These are the main products of reaction, but their
recovery from the water solution is energetically very expensive. While they could
be used in fuel cells in principle, the concentration that can be achieved by the
photocatalytic reduction of CO2 is too small to be used without a further treatment.
Moreover, another relevant problem is the low solubility of CO2 in water and the
abundance of quenching reactions present, which lower the quantum efficiency.
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Although the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to gaseous fuels such as CH4

has been reported [64, 65], the amounts produced are very limited. In addition,
O2 forms simultaneously and must be separated from methane. Also, potential
safety issues are created. Alcohols such as methanol can also be obtained by
photocatalytic reduction of CO2 on Ag/TiO2 [66]. A maximum methanol yield
of 4.12 lmole/gcat h was observed, while using TiO2–SiO2 doped with Cu and
Fe, hydrocarbons (methane and ethylene) were formed. It is possible to form
alcohols or hydrocarbons by photocatalytic reduction of CO2 using different
doped photomaterials, but the problems mentioned above are not solved. When
liquid products form, their recovery from solution is energetically too expen-
sive. When gaseous hydrocarbons form, they are not separated from the oxygen
derived from the simultaneous reaction of water oxidation. In addition, these
gaseous products have exactly the same problems of storage/transport discussed
previously for H2.

Although the direct photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to fuels is potentially
attractive, we suggest that it will be not practically feasible and the approach
should be based on the physical separation of the water photo-oxidation reaction
from the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2, i.e., the photoelectrocatalytic (PEC)
approach.

2 PEC Approach

The photoelectrocatalytic or photoelectrochemical (PEC) approach involves the
separation of the oxidation and reduction processes into two half-cell reactions
[59]. Three approaches are possible: the use of (i) photovoltaic (PV) cells, (ii)
semiconductor-liquid junctions (SCLJ), or (iii) a combination of the two (PV/
SCLJ). The approach based on solid-state photovoltaics is to couple a PV cell and
electrolyzer into a single system. Semiconductor layers are connected in series to
form a single monolithic device capable of generating the potential needed to split
water. These tandem cells or multi-junction cells are modified with, or connected
to, H2 and O2 producing electrodes, like Pt and RuO2-modified Pt acting as
cathode and anode, respectively.

An example of recent achievement in this area is a flexible, thin film Cu
(In,Ga)Se2 solar cell deposited on a titanium foil which was combined with a TiO2

photocatalyst layer and modified by a niobium-doped titanium oxide front elec-
trode to function as a photoelectrochemical tandem cell/membrane to facilitate the
direct, light-driven hydrogen evolution from aqueous solution [67]. Under illu-
mination with UV/visible light, the system produced up to 0.052 lLH2/s cm

2 (i.e.,
the hydrogen formation rate was about 7250 lmol/h g relative to the amount of
TiO2 used). Several aspects of the operating principles of the photoelectrochemical
devices, the materials requirements, main bottlenecks, and the various device
concepts (in relation to H2 production) were discussed in a chapter of a recent book
on sustainable energy technologies [68]. However, this approach may be adapted
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with difficulty to the reduction of CO2, and to date, the attempts in this direction
have been quite limited.

In the semiconductor—liquid junction approach, the water splitting occurs at
the semiconductor—liquid interface. In 1972, Fujishima and Honda first reported
the sunlight-assisted electrolysis of water using crystalline TiO2 photoelectrodes
[69]. The photoelectrochemical cell consisted of TiO2 (rutile) as a photoanode and
platinum as a cathode. Illumination of the TiO2 electrode led to O2 evolution on
the anode and H2 evolution on the cathode. The quantum efficiency increased with
an increase in alkalinity in the TiO2 photoanode compartment and in the acidity of
the Pt cathode compartment. This means that the thermodynamic potential of
1.23 V required for water splitting was substantially decreased due to the presence
of a large pH gradient between the compartments (DpH * 13, chemical bias
*0.77 V).

A photoelectrolysis cell based on two illuminated semiconductor—liquid
junctions is another possibility. An n-type semiconductor is used for the evolution
of O2 and a p-type semiconductor for the evolution of H2. By separating the
oxidation and reduction processes into half-cell reactions, the optimization of each
reaction is possible, in addition to reducing recombination. Besides, two semi-
conductors with smaller band gaps can be utilized since each needs only to provide
part of the water-splitting potential. These smaller band gaps mean more absorption
in the visible region of the solar spectrum where the sun has a greater photon flux.
As a result, the maximum theoretical efficiency is considerably higher.

In the PV/SCLJ approach for overall water splitting, a PV cell is directly
combined with a semiconductor that is in direct contact with the electrolyte to
form a single integrated unit. The PV cell can be combined either with a reduction
(photocathode) or an oxidation (photoanode) photocatalyst.

Using these approaches, good efficiencies in separate H2 and O2 production are
possible even with visible light, although in several cases stability was a major
issue, in addition to complexity and cost. These systems may be adapted with
difficulty for the solar conversion of CO2 to fuels. In general, there is a need to
develop robust and cost-effective systems that can be scaled and are suitable for
small to medium-sized installations. The key issue for applicability is an approach
that intrinsically solves the problem of recovering the fuels produced from CO2

and at the same time allows the production of liquid fuels to be used directly in the
energy infrastructure.

The feasibility of CO2 conversion depends on the ability to form liquid fuels
under solventless conditions; such liquid fuels include long-chain hydrocarbons
and/or alcohols, which can be easily collected without the need to distill from
liquid solutions (a very energy intensive process). There are very few studies
based on this novel approach, which will be discussed in more detail in the
following section. The need to recycle carbon dioxide to liquid fuels (methanol
and dimethyl ether) has been addressed in the perspective paper of Nobel
Laureate Olah and co-workers [20], which summarizes the more extensive
discussion made in the recent 2nd edition of their famous book on the methanol
economy [70].
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2.1 Novel PEC Solar Cells

For practical use of PEC solar cells, the design of the cells should be quite different
from what is used commonly in the literature: devices based essentially on slightly
modified conventional electrochemical cells operating in the liquid phase.

The cathode and anode in the PEC device should take the form of thin films
separated by a proton-conducting membrane (Nafion� for example, but other
membranes could be used) and deposited over a porous conductive substrate that
allows efficient collection/transport of the electrons over the entire film as well the
diffusion of protons to/from the membrane. It is also necessary to allow an efficient
evolution of the gas. The reactor geometry and the spatial relation between the
reactor and light source are also important, as is the efficient control of the tem-
perature to avoid overheating during operations. It is necessary to have different
types of nanostructured electrodes (both at the photoanode and at the cathode).

On the cathode side, gas phase operation is necessary for CO2 reduction to
avoid the problem of forming a gas cap over the electrode, CO2’s limited solubility
in solution and change the type of products formed. Note, the electrocatalytic
reduction of CO2 in gas phase is essentially a new area of development; most of
studies focus on liquid phase CO2 reduction. This would also require new
approaches in the type of electrodes to be used.

Electrochemical utilization of CO2 (in liquid phase) has been studied for many
years, as recently reviewed [71, 72]. There are two main approaches, depending
whether the conversion of CO2 is studied in aqueous or non-aqueous solutions.
Formic acid is the main reaction product in the electrolysis of aqueous solutions of
CO2 because the carbon dioxide anion radical forms easily by addition of one
electron to CO2 on the electrode surface. Desorption of this product is faster than
its consecutive reduction. In addition, a problem in the utilization of CO2 in
aqueous solution derives from its low solubility in water at standard temperature
and pressure. Higher pressures are necessary to increase the CO2 concentration in
the liquid phase, but electrode stability in these conditions is limited [73].

Solvents with high solubility for CO2 are used in the non-aqueous electro-
chemical reduction. However, high CO2 solubility requires larger current density,
but low electrolytic conductivity leads to high Ohmic losses. High current den-
sities are also necessary to maximize the formation of hydrocarbons. Also, a fast
deactivation can occur under these conditions [74].

A solventless electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 would overcome these problems
and can formmore valuable products (liquid fuels) as it will be discussed later. A novel
design for the PEC solar cell is necessary for this scope. An example is presented in
Fig. 1. The apparatus for the photocatalytic experiments consists of a solar illuminator
source, a photo-reactor and gas chromatographs for on-line analysis. The lamphousing
is furnishedwith aXe-arc lamp (ORIEL, 300 W), a set of lenses for light collection and
focusing, and a water filter, to eliminate the infrared radiation.

The PEC solar cell consists of three layers: a nanostructured TiO2 thin film
supported on Ti prepared by anodization, a Nafion� membrane for electrical
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insulation and proton transport, and an electrocatalyst (Fig. 1). This PEC device
can be used either for water photo-splitting/-electrolysis with separate evolution of
O2 and H2, or for the CO2 reduction to liquid fuels using solar energy. In the H2

photoproduction configuration, the electrocatalyst is a carbon cloth (E-tek�) with a
high platinum dispersion (20%). For CO2 reduction, the electrocatalyst is the
electrode prepared by the deposition of Fe/CNT or Pt/CNT (carbon nanotubes) on
carbon cloth, described later. The assembly of the disc was performed by hot-
pressing at 120�C under a pressure of 20 kg/cm2.

2.2 Photoanode and Role of Titania Thin-Film Nanostructure

The photoanode in a PEC solar cell, as introduced before, should be in the form of
a porous thin film allowing good light harvesting, fast transport of the protons and
electrons produced during the water oxidation, and good contact with both the

Fig. 1 a View of the lab-scale PEC device. b Image of the assembly of the photoanode with the
Nafion� membrane and the electrocatalyst (on the back). c Scheme of the PEC device for CO2

reduction to fuels and H2 production. In the inset, SEM images of the photoanode and the
electrocatalyst. Adapted from Ampelli et al. [29]
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electron-collector substrate and the proton-conductor membrane. There is a need
to have a specific nanostructure in the photoanode.

The use of an array of 1D aligned nanostructures (nanorods, nanotubes, etc.)
improves light harvesting and limits charge recombination at the grain boundaries
with respect to an assembly of nanoparticles, while maintaining a high surface area
necessary to improve the photoresponse [23, 75–77]. An optimal contact/interface
with the H+-membrane is also necessary.

A further general issue is the need of a preparation method to produce the
photoanode that (i) is cost-effective, (ii) allows a good control of the nanostructure
in terms of 1D-array characteristics (vertical alignment, density, and thickness),
and (iii) can be easily scaled to large films (at least 10 9 10 cm). The choice of
suitable preparation methods having all of these characteristics is quite restricted
[75, 76]. We have therefore focused our attention on the anodic oxidation of
titanium thin foils [76, 78, 79] to synthesize 1D nanostructured titania arrays to be
used as photoanode in PEC solar cells.

These TiO2 materials show excellent properties in the preparation of solar cells
and photoelectrodes [80–82]. We limit discussion here to not doped titania films,
but their reactivity properties, which can be further promoted by doping or creating
of heterostructures. Such structures promote visible-light absorption and effective
transfer of electrons from the valence to the conduction band of titania.

A critical question is whether clear proofs exist that the use of a specific
nanostructure has advantages in terms of photo-performances. In fact, notwith-
standing the fast-growing literature on the subject (discussed in detail in the cited
reviews and books [76, 78, 79]), often a clear comparison with conventional titania
films (under comparable conditions) is not made.

An example of such a comparison is shown in Fig. 2 [29], which reports the
performances in ethanol photoreforming for H2 production of three different titania
films: (a) produced by pressing commercial P25 Degussa TiO2, (b) prepared by
anodic oxidation of Ti foils, and (c) prepared by sol–gel dip-coating method. For
comparison, the results obtained with P25 Degussa using a slurry-type well-mixed
reactor are also reported. All of these titania samples were loaded with 0.5 wt% Pt
by wet impregnation because without Pt all the samples show very low activity in
photoreforming [83]. The data in Fig. 2 demonstrate that the specific photore-
forming activity (per amount of titania) considerably depends on both the reactor
geometry and the nanostructure of the titania thin film.

P25 TiO2 Degussa is a classical reference material in photocatalysis. Under the
tested reaction condition this material shows about twice the specific activity when
used in the form of a thin film than as a suspended powder (slurry reactor), due to
reduced light scattering. The sample prepared by sol–gel dip-coating, also a
conventional method to prepare titania thin films, shows performances quite
similar to those of the thin film prepared by compacting the P25 TiO2 nanopar-
ticles. On the contrary, the thin film in the form of an ordered array of vertically
aligned TiO2 nanotubes (produced by anodic oxidation) shows higher activity than
the other samples. It is evident that the nanostructure of TiO2 has a large effect.
There are several reasons for this improvement: better light harvesting, lower rate
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of recombination at the grain boundaries, reduced effects related to formation of a
H2 cap, faster electron transport and charge separation, and a nanostructure that
increases the absorption of visible-light components. The result of these effects is
that the specific activity of the TiO2 nanotube array thin film has significant higher
activity in H2 photoreforming.

Similar observations have been made in water photoelectrolysis (splitting),
although the activity in hydrogen production is lower than in the photoreforming
of ethanol [29]. A parallel trend for the photocurrent generated during the reaction
and the amount of H2 formed was also demonstrated [29]. This is a general
observation that is in accordance with the indication that the reaction of H2

production from water on semiconductors such as titania is effectively a photo-
electrolysis rather than a photocatalytic splitting as often described. In other words,
the semiconductor generates an electric current by adsorbing solar light and these
promoted electrons are responsible for the electrolysis of water at short-circuited
nanoelectrodes. The latter are associated with the metal nanoparticles (Pt, for
example).

The process of anodic anodization used to prepare the nanostructured titania
thin films can be summarized, by analogy with the formation of porous alumina by
anodization [84], as follows. When the Ti foil, after the preliminary cleaning
treatment, is immersed in the electrolyte for the anodization process, a fast surface
oxidation occurs with formation of a thin TiO2 layer. This process can
be monitored by a fast decrease of the current, since the TiO2 layer is not con-
ductive. Due to the presence of an aqueous solution of HF as electrolyte, the
solubilization of Ti4+ ions and/or of small TiO2 particles starts simultaneously with
the formation of the oxide layer. These processes lead to the formation of holes,

H
2
 (mmol/h.g)

0 10 20 30 40 50

Powder (a) (slurry)

Powder (a) (film)

TiO2 film nanotube array (b)

TiO2 film sol-gel (c)

Fig. 2 Hydrogen evolution rate for different kinds of TiO2 samples during photoreforming of
10% ethanol in water. a Degussa P-25 TiO2 powder; b ordered array of TiO2 nanotubes prepared
by anodization on Ti foil; c TiO2 dense film prepared by sol–gel dip-coating. In all samples 0.5
wt% Pt was added by wet impregnation. Adapted from Ampelli et al. [29]
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which locally modify the electric field and induce from one-side the acceleration
of the process of dissolution, due to field-enhanced effects, and from the other side
the oriented growing of a 1D structure (nanotubes, nanorods, etc.). All of these
processes are strongly influenced by the reaction conditions, which, in turn,
determine the characteristics of the different nanostructures.

The electrolyte and conditions of anodization influence the film characteristics
(thickness, type of nanostructure, specific features on 1D nano-objects, etc.). An
example is given in Fig. 3 which reports the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images for two cases using organic electrolytes and two different anodization
conditions in an aqueous medium in the presence of fluoride ions. All these titania
nanostructured films give very different performances in terms of photocurrent
generation upon irradiation and photocatalytic activity.

The film thickness increases with the time of anodization with a consequent
increase of the photocurrent. While minor differences are observed using either
water or glycerol as the solvent, a very large difference is observed using ethylene
glycol as the solvent. In this case, a photocurrent density of about an order of
magnitude higher is observed, particularly for the longer anodization times. Using
ethylene glycol, very regular straight TiO2 nanotubes with thick walls are obtained
(see Fig. 3). At longer times of anodization, the presence of an amorphous titania
deposit on the surface is observed, but this debris can be removed from the surface

Glycerol Water + HF 

150 nm 150 nm 

150 nm 

Water + NH4F Ethylene Glycol

150 nm 

Fig. 3 Role of the electrolyte on the nanostructure of titania films produced a by anodic
oxidation. SEM images (top view, apart cross-section in the case of ethylene glycol) of titania
nanotube arrays prepared by anodic oxidation under different conditions: (i) in glycerol ? 0.5
wt% NH4F at pH 6 applying a 20 V potential for 45 min. (ii) in water ? 0.5 wt% HF at pH 0
applying a 15 V potential for 45 min. (iii) in ethylene glycol ? 0.3 wt% NH4F and 2 vol% H2O
applying a 50 V potential for 6 h. (iv) in water ? 0.5 wt% HF at pH 4 (adjusted with NH4OH)
applying a 20 V potential for 45 min
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by sonication. The photocurrent generated during irradiation could be measured in
situ also during the catalytic reaction using the apparatus schematized in Fig. 1.

2.3 Nanostructured Electrodes for CO2 Gas-Phase Reduction

In the liquid phase, electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide Cu-based foils as
electrode materials gives the best results to form hydrocarbons [71, 72]. High
current densities are necessary to maximize the formation of hydrocarbons. Hori
et al. [74], using immobilized CuCl on a Cu-mesh electrode, reported a Faradaic
efficiency of about 70% to C2H4, although the electrode quickly deactivates. In
addition, corrosive media (high pressure, metal halides) are used because they are
necessary to promote a high surface concentration of CO2 at the electrode. Also of
note, Cu is the only metal, which gives appreciable amounts of C2 hydrocarbons.
Several critical aspects determine the performance, such as (a) the gas evolution in
the electrochemical cells, which reduces electrolyte conductivity and increases
Ohmic resistance, (b) the pH and reaction temperature, which negatively influence
the solubility of CO2 and selectivity to C2 products [85], and (c) the porosity of the
electrodes. Using TiO2 nanotube composite electrodes for the electrochemical
reduction of CO2 to methanol [86], current efficiencies over 60% were reported.

The reaction network in the CO2 electrocatalytic reduction on Cu-electrodes
involves an initial stage of formation of carbon dioxide anion radicals •CO2

-,
which shows why metal halides are necessary to promote the reaction. The next
step leads to the formation of adsorbed carbon monoxide (CO) which can react
with protons and electrons (in the presence hydroxide anions) to give water and
chemisorbed methylene (:CH2). The latter may be further hydrogenated to CH4 or
react with another methylene intermediate following a Fischer–Tropsch like chain
growth mechanism.

Alkanes and alkenes up to C6 hydrocarbons were recently reported by Shibata
et al. [87] using a Cu-electrode that was not pre-treated by electropolishing. The
product distribution follows the Schultz–Flory distribution and, depending on the
applied potential, the chain growth probability (a) ranges from 0.23 to 0.31, values
lower than those obtained in Fischer–Tropsch synthesis over heterogeneous Co- or
Fe-based catalysts. When the same electrode material was pre-treated by electro-
polishing it behaved like a pure Cu-electrode, yielding mainly methane and ethene.

These results show that the electrode’s specific nanostructure affects the per-
formances and type of products formed. In these tests, flat-type electrodes have
been used, as typically made for electrochemical studies. However, as discussed
before, the feasibility of CO2 conversion to fuels depends on the formation of long-
chain hydrocarbons and/or alcohols and the use of solventless reaction conditions.
This suggests using different types of electrodes.

The PEC solar cell reported in Fig. 1 is analogous to proton-exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cells, where the reaction of O2 reduction is also made in
the gas phase. The commercial electrodes for PEM fuel cells typically use a
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tissue of carbon macrofibers (carbon cloth—CC) as a substrate, which has the
function of electron transport and allows a homogeneous dispersion of the
electrocatalyst and good diffusion of the gases. On CC, the electrocatalyst is
deposited on the side in contact with the proton-conducting membrane (Nafion�

112, for example).
On the anode side, Pt (20 wt%) deposited on carbon black (for example, Vulcan

XC-72 carbon black) is used as the electrocatalyst. The typical size of noble metal
particles is around 2 nm. On the cathode side (O2 reduction) Pt-Ru bimetallic
electrocatalysts also deposited on carbon black are used. Moreover, on the sides of
the CC, which are in contact with the gas phase, a hydrophobic porous layer is
created (for example, by deposition of a Teflon solution), in order to avoid the
dehydration of the proton-conducting membrane. This structure is called the gas
diffusion electrode (GDE). The anode and cathode GDE are then hot pressed with
the Nafion to realize the final composite known as membrane-electrode assembly
(MEA) to be used in the PEMFC.

For the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 commercial-type electrodes for PEM
fuel cells were used [87, 88] (e.g., a carbon cloth/Pt on carbon black/Nafion
assembled electrode). The electrocatalyst is Pt supported on carbon black, which is
then deposited on a conductive carbon cloth to allow the electrical contact and the
diffusion of gas-phase CO2 to the electrocatalyst. The Pt particles are in contact
with Nafion, through which protons diffuse.

On the Pt nanoparticles, gas-phase CO2 reacts with electrons and protons to be
reduced to long-chain hydrocarbons and alcohols, with relative distributions
dependant upon the reaction temperature. At room temperature, long-chain
hydrocarbons (up to C9) were formed, but with low productivities [88, 89]. A 60�C
and atmospheric pressure, acetone was found to be the major product of
conversion.

Flat-type carbon electrodes (i.e., glassy carbon) were not effective. Due to the
active carbon’s high porosity, the Pt nanoparticles were mainly located inside
nanopores. To realize an efficient reduction of CO2, it is necessary to optimize the
three-phase reaction at the catalyst surface between the protons diffusing through
the Nafion membrane, the electrons necessary for the carbon dioxide reduction,
and the CO2 from the gas phase. Furthermore, the formation of C–C bonds should
be enhanced when CO2 (and its products of conversion) remains confined over the
electrocatalyst surface. Thus, nanoporosity (nanoconfinement concept) should
have a role in forming products with longer C-chains from CO2.

However, it is equally important to guarantee fast diffusion of the protons and
electrons to the electrocatalytic nanoparticles. The latter should be in good contact
with a conductive (graphitic) carbon support. For this reason, carbon nanotubes
should be used as the substrate instead of active carbon because they combine
good electron conductivity with a specific nanostructure, thereby optimizing the
nanoconfinement.

Using a similar GDE configuration, but with carbon nanotubes as the substrate
for the electrocatalyst nanoparticles, it is possible to form isopropanol as the main
reaction product [90, 91] (Fig. 4). This figure also shows that the electrocatalyst
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can be based on iron nanoparticles instead of a noble metal. In any case, the
Pt-based electrodes show better stability on carbon nanotubes. In addition, it is
shown that the use of N-doped carbon nanotubes (N/CNT) allows a further
improvement in the productivity of isopropanol. This is related to two concepts.
The first is a better dispersion and stabilization of the metal particles, due to the
creation of nitrogen moieties, which anchor the nanoparticles. The nature and
amount of these nitrogen species (which depends on the modalities adopted to
dope the carbon nanotubes with nitrogen sources, and the thermal treatment after
this doping procedure) influences the performances. The second is a modification
of the hydrophilic properties of the carbon nanotubes which influences the contact
interface with the Nafion� and the diffusivity of the protons.

In general, the doping and creation of surface defect sites in carbon nanotubes,
increasing the number of surface functional groups on each CNT, influences
various aspects: (i) the efficiency of the three-phase boundary and the transport of
protons to or from the active metal particles, (ii) the resistance of electron transfer,
and (iii) the intrinsic reactivity properties of the metal nanoparticles. Many aspects
determine the final properties.

There are other aspects to consider in the optimization of the performance of
nanostructured electrodes for CO2 gas-phase reduction, such as the presence of a
suitable 3D organization to maximize the contact with the Nafion, promotion of an
efficient diffusion of CO2 and back-diffusion of the reaction products, and limited
dehydration of Nafion, which negatively affects the transport properties of the

Fig. 4 Products distribution at 60�C in the electrocatalytic reduction of carbon dioxide in gas
phase over Nafion 117/(Pt or Fe(10%)/CNT)20%/carbon cloth GDM (gas diffusion membrane)
electrode. Tests in a semi-batch cell, using a 0.5 KHCO3 electrolyte on the anode side and
operating the cathode in the gas phase with a continuous feed of 50% CO2 in humidified nitrogen.
Adapted from Centi and Perathoner [90] and Gangeri et al. [91]
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membrane and proton diffusion. For this objective, the use of a hierarchically
organized structures by growing carbon nanotubes over carbon maro fibres (CC)
has been proposed [90, 92].

Figure 5 shows an example of these materials prepared by deposition of a
Co-Fe/SBA-15 catalyst onto carbon cloth and the use of these catalysts to grow
CNT by the propane CVD method [90]. It was observed that the CNTs uniformly
cover the carbon macrofibres. This allows for the improvement of the surface area
of carbon while avoiding the need to use the carbon black as the support for Pt.
The use of hierarchically organized structures provides a better 3D geometry for
contact with the Nafion. However, the properties of these materials are not optimal
in terms of wettability by the Nafion and transport of protons. Thus modification is
necessary to optimize the performances. Also tuning the conductivity properties by
annealing in an inert atmosphere is necessary. There are therefore many aspects
that must be controlled and optimized to prepare the optimal electrocatalysts for
the CO2 conversion to fuels.

Fig. 5 Top image: electron
microscopy images of carbon
cloth used as substrate to
create the necessary flexible
grid to allow electron
transport and good diffusion
of the gases. Bottom image:
carbon nanotubes covering a
carbon macrofiber; the CNTs
were obtained by propane
CVD after deposition on the
carbon cloth of a suitable
catalyst (Fe, Co
nanoparticles); in the inset a
higher resolution image of
one CNT growing from the
catalyst [90]
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3 Conclusions

The interest in the use of solar energy is quickly growing, as is the need to find
efficient solutions to reduce the negative effects associated with large volumes of
CO2 emissions. We have discussed here an approach to combine these two aspects
by producing solar fuels from water and CO2. In this vision, liquid fuels produced
by recycling CO2 using solar energy are ideal energy vectors, easy to store/
transport and fully integratable with the existing energy infrastructure.

The approach discussed to reach this objective is based on a novel photo-
electrocatalytic (PEC) device, which solves some of the potential issues in the
photoelectrochemical or photocatalytic approaches to convert carbon dioxide.
This device needs some specific new characteristics in the photoanode and
electrocatalyst, which were briefly discussed. In particular, some aspects related
to the characteristics of nanostructured (a) TiO2 thin films (based on an ordered
array of titania nanotubes) and their performances as photoanodes, and (b)
carbon-nanotube-based electrodes for the gas phase reduction of CO2 to liquid
fuels (mainly isopropanol) was presented. Finally, their application to the design
of a novel photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) approach for the synthesis of solar fuels
has been analyzed.

This is an area currently under fast development worldwide and significant
progress is expected in the near future. We feel that the PEC reactor design
discussed here is a good attempt toward the practical implementation of solar
fuels, even if the passage from the proof-of-the-concept (actual state) to the
practical implementation still requires significant research.
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Nitrogen Photofixation at Nanostructured
Iron Titanate Films

Horst Kisch

Abstract A nanostructured iron titanate thin film on glass is prepared by a sol-gel
method from iron(III) chloride and titanium tetraisopropylate. Energy dispersive
X-ray analysis, Mößbauer spectroscopy, and wavelength dependent measurements
of the quasi-Fermi level suggest the presence of an Fe2Ti2O7 phase having n-type
semiconductor characteristics. In the presence of ethanol or humic acids and traces
of oxygen, the film photocatalyzes the fixation of dinitrogen to ammonia and nitrate
under ultraviolet or visible light irradiation. In the first observable reaction step,
hydrazine is produced, which then undergoes further photoreduction to ammonia.
Oxidation of the latter by oxygen yields nitrate as the final product. Since the
reaction also occurs in air and with visible light (k[ 455 nm), and since the iron
titanate phase can be formed by weathering of ilmenite minerals, the system may be
a model for a previously unknown non-enzymatic nitrogen fixation in nature.

1 Introduction

Nitrogen fixation is the most important chemical process in nature after photo-
synthesis. The mild reaction conditions of the enzymatic reaction compared to the
Haber–Bosch synthesis stimulated a large variety of investigations on the synthesis
and reactivity of N2 transition metal complexes under thermal reaction conditions.
Relevant examples are the reductive protonation to ammonia under concomitant
oxidation of the central metal, oxidative alkylation with alkyl halogenides
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affording alkyldiazenido complexes [1] and successive addition of methyl lithium
and trimethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate leading to a 1, 2-dimethyldiazene complex
[2]. Comparably little work is known for photofixation, especially with respect to a
sunlight-induced non-enzymatic nitrogen fixation at a simple inorganic photocat-
alyst. In 1977, Schrauzer and Guth reported for the first time that powdered,
humidified, Fe-doped TiO2 photoreduces molecular nitrogen to ammonia with the
concomitant production of molecular oxygen. It was proposed that nitrogen is
reduced at photochemically generated, reduced Ti-centers that react with adsorbed
H2O to yield ammonia via diazene and hydrazine intermediates. Oxygen is formed
by the reaction of surface Ti-OH groups with photochemically-generated valence
band holes. The most active photocatalyst activity was obtained from powdered
anatase doped with 0.2% Fe2O3 and subjected to a three-hour heat treatment at
1000�C. This treatment caused a partial conversion to rutile, producing crystals of
diameters from 0.1 to 0.3 microns. Increasing the iron content produced fewer
active photocatalysts because Fe accelerates the anatase–rutile conversion and
speeds up the growth of the newly formed rutile crystals with attendant diminution
of the active surface.

No ammonia was formed when nitrogen was bubbled through an aqueous
suspension of this powder. Higher iron contents resulted in inactive materials [3].
Subsequent work of other authors confirmed these results, although the nature of
the reducing agent was unknown in most cases since oxygen was only rarely
identified [4–20]. In general, ammonia concentrations were in the range of
1–10 lM, and excitation by UV light was necessary. Very recently, in a short
communication, it was reported that an electrochemically-formed titania layer is
also active without iron doping [21, 22].

These partly contradictory results induced adverse discussions, particularly by
Edwards et al., and culminated in the conclusion that all the previously reported
ammonia yields originate from traces of this gas as always present in a laboratory
[23, 24]. However, this possibility can be easily excluded using corresponding
precautions. Furthermore, it is well-known that the photocatalytic properties of
semiconductor powders are strongly influenced by crystal phase composition,
crystal size, and the presence of impurities. Therefore the contrary results most
likely stem from difficulties in preparing the photocatalyst by calcination proce-
dures. We therefore checked alternative approaches and prepared nanostructured
thin films of iron titanates by a sol-gel method. Contrary to the previously
employed titania powders containing only 0.2% of iron, the films have an Fe:Ti
ratio of 1:1 and are able to fix nitrogen also with visible light.

2 Film Preparation and Characterization

The thin films were prepared from an alcoholic solution of anhydrous iron(III)
chloride and titanium tetraisopropylate in ratios of Fe:Ti = 1:1 or 1:2 by dip-
coating glass slides, followed by hydrolysis in humid air and annealing at 600�C.
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At 500 and 700�C only inactive films were produced. Iron-free titania and
titania-free iron oxide films were prepared analogously. Electron microscopy of
the iron titanate film as obtained from a 1:1 metal ratio indicated the presence of a
nanostructured matrix of about 300 nm thickness. It contains 15–20 vol.% of
cubic crystals with an average diameter of 150 nm. The ratio of Fe:Ti:O was
determined by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) as 1:1:3.5 for both the
matrix and the crystals. This composition suggests that the compound Fe2Ti2O7 is
present. It was previously obtained only as an intermediary phase by heating
ilmenite minerals (FeTiO3) in oxygen atmosphere at 700�C [25]. This assignment
is corroborated by the good agreement between the published and measured XRD
spectra, although they also suggest the presence of traces of pseudobrookite
(Fe2TiO5) and anatase [26]. The iron-free titania film exhibited only anatase peaks.

In the Mößbauer spectrum of the 1:1 film, the doublet at d (relative to
a-Fe) = 0.462 mm s-1 (DEQ = 0.910 mm s-1, line widths of 0.294 mm s-1)
points to the presence of hexa-coordinated FeIII. Although these values are almost
identical with those of pseudobrookite, they cannot originate from this phase since
the Fe:Ti ratio of the film is 1:1. There is no indication of the presence of an
iron(III) oxide phase which should have a similar isomer shift but a much smaller
quadrupole splitting (0.24 mm s-1) [27].

2.1 Absorption and Photocurrent Action Spectra

The UV/V is spectrum of titania (Fig. 1, curve a) is red shifted down to 600 nm
upon increasing the Fe:Ti ratio of the starting metal compounds from 0:1 to 1:2
and 1:1 (Fig. 1, curves b and c, respectively).
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Fig. 1 UV/V is absorption spectra of various films and wavelength dependence of ammonia
formation (75 vol% EtOH; 90 min of irradiation time). a TiO2, b Fe:Ti = 1:2, c Fe:Ti = 1:1.
The two vertical bars indicate ammonia concentrations when cut-off filters were employed
(k C 335 and 455 nm). From Ref. [29], Copyright 2003 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, reproduced with permission (http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/B608396J)
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Absorbance starts at about 650 nm and increases sharply around 400 nm. To
evaluate the bandgap energy, the square and square root of the absorption coef-
ficient, a, should be plotted against the light energy for direct and indirect semi-
conductors, respectively [28]. It turns out that the use of the square root is
necessary to obtain the required linear relationship. Surprisingly two linear
regimes are found, resulting in bandgap energies of about 2.0 and 3.0 eV for the
1:1 film. Since this Fe2Ti2O7 film upon UV-Vis irradiation produced the highest
ammonia amounts (Fig. 6), all results discussed in the following refer to this
material.

The anodic photocurrent observed upon irradiation of an Fe2Ti2O7/ITO (ITO is
indium tin oxide, a conducting glass) electrode at wavelengths between 320 and
640 nm suggests the presence of an n-type semiconductor (Fig. 2, curve a).
Addition of methanol to the electrolyte results in a photocurrent increase by a
factor of up to *3 (at 380 nm, Fig. 2, curve b), an effect known in photoelect-
rochemistry as current amplification. This effect is based on electron injection of
the CH2OH radical, formed by primary hole-oxidation, into the semiconductor
conduction band. When the film was calcined at 700, 500�C, or lower tempera-
tures, the resulting electrode did not exhibit current amplification by methanol and
was inactive in nitrogen photofixation.

2.2 Measurement of Quasi-Fermi Levels

Photoelectrochemical measurements of the quasi-Fermi level, i.e., the Fermi level
observed under irradiation, were performed by recording the photovoltage of the
iron titanate film on glass as a function of pH value in the presence of
methylviologen.

This method was originally reported for titania powders [29, 30] but can also be
applied to thin films on glass. At the inflection point (pH0) of the resulting titration
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Fig. 2 Photocurrent action
spectrum of the Fe2Ti2O7/
ITO electrode (a) before and
(b) after the addition of
methanol. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [34].
Copyright 2005 American
Chemical Society
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curve, the photovoltage is identical to the quasi-Fermi level of electrons (nEF*) in
the semiconductor [30–33]. The plot of photovoltage versus pH value surprisingly
exhibited two inflection points: pH0(1) and pH0(2) at pH 4.5 (± 0.2) and pH 8.6
(± 0.2), respectively (Fig. 3a). Whereas at the first point, where no color change
was observed, the deep blue color of the methylviologen radical cation appeared at
the second inflection point pH0(2). The first and second inflection points corre-
spond to quasi-Fermi levels of -0.60 and -0.32 V (at pH 7), respectively. In
agreement with the XRD analysis, the first level is assigned to traces of anatase.
When a cut-off filter of 455 nm was inserted into the exciting light beam, the first
inflection point disappeared whereas the second was still present at the same pH0

value of 8.6 (Fig. 3b). Under this irradiation condition, the titania component
cannot be excited and therefore the photovoltage must originate from the Fe2Ti2O7

phase, exhibiting a quasi-Fermi level at 0.32 V. It is noted, that such a wavelength
dependent photovoltage measurement offers an easy method for testing the com-
position of a semiconducting thin film or powder. These conclusions are also
supported by spectroelectrochemical experiments [34].

3 Nitrogen Photofixation

3.1 Ammonia Formation

Irradiations (k C 320 nm) of the iron-titania films in EtOH/H2O solutions were
performed under N2-bubbling or in a closed system after saturation with N2.

The background concentration of ammonia, as measured before each experi-
ment, was in the range up to 2 lM. Depending on the solvent composition,
ammonia concentrations of 3–17 lM were observed (Fig. 6). It is noted that no
significant amounts of ammonia formed under argon bubbling. To exclude the
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Fig. 3 Photovoltage versus pH value recorded for the Fe2Ti2O7 film in 0.1 M KNO3 in the
presence of 1 mM methylviologen dichloride. Irradiation with full light (a) and through a
455 nm cut-off filter (b). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [34]. Copyright 2005 American
Chemical Society
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possibility that ammonia may originate not from N2 but rather from other nitrogen
contaminants, the experiments were performed with 15,15N2. After acidification of
the reacted solution, addition of excess (14NH4)2SO4, and oxidation with sodium
hypobromite, 29N2 was generated, as indicated by the intense peak at m/z = 29
(Fig. 4). The same result was obtained when ethanol was replaced by humic acid
as the reducing agent [35].

Since it is known that carbon monoxide inhibits thermal nitrogen fixation [36],
a mutual influence on the photofixation was tested. Upon bubbling with a mixture
of N2:CO = 10:1, complete inhibition was observed (Fig. 5, line b). The effect is
reversible; the same film induced ammonia formation after it had been washed
with water (Fig. 5, curve c).

The iron titanate films produced largest amounts of ammonia when the alcohol
content was 75% (v/v) (Fig. 6). While the 1:1 film was inactive both in pure water
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Fig. 4 Mass spectra of gas samples obtained from hypobromite oxidation of the reaction
solution after 4 h irradiation time. Gas phase in Schlenk tube (a) before and (b) after filling with
product gas (in EtOH (75 vol.%)). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [35]. Copyright 2006 the
Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC)
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Fig. 5 Ammonia formation
versus irradiation time in
EtOH (75 vol.%):
a background concentration of
ammonia; b under bubbling a
mixture of N2:CO = 10:1;
and c under N2 after washing
the same film. From Ref. [29],
Copyright 2003 Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
reproduced with permission
(http://dx.doi.org/
10.1039/B608396J)
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and pure ethanol, the 1:2 film afforded small ammonia amounts in pure ethanol.
This differs significantly from the solvent dependence of the iron-free titania
phase, which was active both in pure water and pure alcohol, and did not exhibit a
maximum ammonia yield at 75% alcohol content. From these differences, we
conclude that the 1:2 film is a mixture of the Fe2Ti2O7 phase and anatase, and that
traces of pristine titania are not responsible for nitrogen reduction. The results
further suggest that in this latter case, water is the reducing agent, as also observed
for the rutile/anatase powder containing 0.2% of iron [3], whereas in the case of
the 1:1, film ethanol is the reductant. Why significant activity is observed only at
ethanol contents of 50–75% but not in pure alcohol remains an open question. It is
further noted that ammonia is also produced upon visible light excitation
(k C 455 nm, Fig. 1) of the 1:1 film, excluding the possibility that the traces of
anatase present in this film may be responsible for nitrogen photofixation under
polychromatic irradiation. Finally, it is mentioned that an analogously prepared
titania-free iron oxide film did not produce ammonia.

Since the 1:1 film afforded the highest yield of ammonia in 75% EtOH, all of
the following experiments were performed with this reaction system unless
otherwise noted. Under these experimental conditions, acetaldehyde was detected
after 90 min of irradiation and reached a concentration of 13 mM after 24 h.
Ethanol may also be replaced by the natural reducing agent humic acid (see Fig. 7,
curve e).

Figure 7 displays the time dependence of ammonia concentration under various
reaction conditions. Line a represents the values measured for the solution con-
taining the immersed film before irradiation and before N2-bubbling. Line b cor-
responds to the values observed upon purging this system with nitrogen in the
dark, and line c represents the system under irradiation and purging with argon. In
all these blank experiments, the ammonia concentrations never exceeded values of
2 lM. However, when the irradiation was performed under N2-bubbling, forma-
tion of ammonia started after an induction period of 30 min and passed through a
maximum at 90 min of irradiation time (Fig. 7, curve d). Using air instead of
nitrogen purging, the ammonia concentration decreased by about 60%.

Fig. 6 Dependence of
ammonia concentration on
alcohol content of water and
on the Fe/Ti ratio employed
in the thin film preparation;
k C 320 nm, 90 min of
irradiation time (standard
irradiation conditions). From
Ref. [29], Copyright 2003
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA, reproduced with
permission
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When instead of iron(III) chloride the corresponding anhydrous bromide or
acetylacetonate was employed for the preparation of the 1:1 film, slightly less
active materials were obtained when irradiating under standard conditions (Fig. 8).

3.2 Hydrazine Formation

As evidenced by Fig. 9 (curve a), the photoreduction has a rather long induction
period of about 30 min, suggesting formation of the true photocatalyst or of a
reaction intermediate like hydrazine. In fact, small amounts of hydrazine are

Fig. 8 Photofixation of
dinitrogen to ammonia at thin
films prepared from a FeCl3,
b FeBr3, and c Fe(acac)3.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [35]. Copyright
2006 the Royal Society of
Chemistry (RSC)

Fig. 7 Ammonia formation as function of irradiation time in EtOH (75 vol.%): a solution with
immersed film prior to nitrogen bubbling and irradiation, b subsequent nitrogen purging in the
dark, c irradiation under argon bubbling; d irradiation under N2; and e irradiation under N2 in the
presence of 10-2 g L-1 of aqueous humic acid in ethanol-free water. From Ref. [29], Copyright
2003 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, reproduced with permission (http://dx.doi.org/
10.1039/B608396J)
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produced during the first 15–30 min with a concentration maximum at about
20 min (Fig. 9, curve b). This result clearly suggests that in the induction period,
nitrogen is photoreduced to hydrazine. No hydrazine was detectable when nitrogen
was replaced by argon.

To find out if the further reduction of hydrazine occurs thermally or photo-
chemically, a 15 lM solution of hydrazine in 75% EtOH in the presence of the 1:1
film was either stirred in the dark or subjected to the standard irradiation proce-
dure. Whereas the photoreaction after 90 min produced a 25 lM solution of
ammonia, the thermal reactions, conducted at 50�C and room temperature, did not
exceed the blank value of about 2 lM (Fig. 10).

Although this result shows that hydrazine is reduced to ammonia only photo-
chemically, it does not unequivocally establish that this is also the case during the
actual nitrogen photofixation. If so, two photochemical steps would be required for
ammonia formation and the reaction should exhibit a corresponding intensity
dependence (vide infra).

Fig. 9 Concentrations of
(a) ammonia, (b) and
hydrazine under N2 and
(c) under Ar. From Ref. [29],
Copyright 2003 Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
reproduced with permission

Fig. 10 Formation of
ammonia from hydrazine in
the presence of the iron
titanate film (a) upon
irradiation or (b) stirring in
the dark at 50�C and (c) at
room temperature. Reprinted
with permission from Ref.
[35]. Copyright 2006 the
Royal Society of Chemistry
(RSC)
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3.3 Nitrate Formation

The disappointing decrease of ammonia concentration after a 90 min irradiation
time (Fig. 7, curve d) suggests a deactivation of the iron titanate film or a consec-
utive reaction like oxidation to nitrate, as known to occur upon UV excitation of
titania [37–42]. Since after repeated washing of the film with water re-irradiation
afforded ammonia in a concentration lowered by only 15%, photocatalyst deacti-
vation is rather unlikely. Furthermore, no iron ions were detectable in the solution
after 24 h of irradiation. These observations suggested that ammonia may be
oxidized to nitrite/nitrate by traces of oxygen introduced during nitrogen-bubbling.
Whereas only traces of nitrite were detectable, the nitrate concentration in the film
reached 45 and 7 lM in solution (Fig. 11). When air was substituted for nitrogen, the
total concentration of nitrate was 30 lM. Nitrate was formed in appreciable amounts
only when ammonia reached its maximum concentration. This suggests that nitrate
is formed via intermediary ammonia and not by direct oxidation of nitrogen. In
accordance with this postulate, no nitrite/nitrate formed in the absence of EtOH.

To find out if the oxidation of the initially-produced ammonia is a photo-
chemical or thermal process, an ammonium chloride solution of comparable
concentration was stirred in the dark in the presence of the iron titanate film.
Surprisingly, it turned out that nitrate formation is a thermal process occurring
only in the presence of the film. Whereas at room temperature the oxidation is
slow, it is much faster at 50�C, a temperature that could be easily reached during
the prolonged irradiation experiment since the photoreactor was cooled only by
ambient air.

The unexpected finding that ammonia oxidation is a thermal catalytic process
prompted us to investigate whether or not the related semiconducting films of
titania and iron(III) oxide, prepared analogously, would also be active. Whereas
titania is active as the Fe2Ti2O7 phase, iron oxide induced only about one-third of
the activity.
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Fig. 11 Concentration of
(a) ammonia in solution and
(b) total nitrate concentration
as a function of irradiation
time
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3.4 Role of Chloride Ions

During ion chromatographic nitrate measurements varying amounts of chloride
ions were detected. This suggested that hydrolysis of the employed anhydrous iron
trichloride was not completed under the experimental conditions of film prepara-
tion. It turned out that a solution of up to 23 lM chloride was obtained upon
prolonged irradiation of the film or even stirring in the dark. Since this is
accompanied by a decrease of the pH-value from 7.2 to 6.3, it suggests that
hydrochloric acid is formed. The resulting film induced formation of only traces of
ammonia, even upon addition of 20 or 40 lM of sodium chloride solution
(Fig. 12). From these results it follows that chloride is desorbed from the film
surface probably by hydrolysis of remaining Fe–Cl bonds and therefore cannot be
re-adsorbed at the original surface sites responsible for nitrogen photofixation.

In agreement with this observation is the finding that the iron titanate film
produced from iron chloride hydrate is inactive.

From this dominating role of chloride ions we propose that in the oxidative
primary step not ethanol but chloride is oxidized (Eq. 1). The resulting adsorbed
chlorine atom then oxidizes ethanol to the hydroxyethyl radical (Eq. 2) followed
by re-formation of the reactive surface iron chloride species (Eq. 3). This
unprecedented role of surface Fe–Cl bonds differs from titania photocatalyzed
oxidation reactions in the presence of dissolved chloride ions. In this case, both
inhibiting and accelerating effects are known [43, 44]:

hþr þ ½Fe IIIð ÞCl�s ! Fe IIIð Þ½ �þs þ Cl�ads ð1Þ

Cl�ads þ CH3CH2OH ! CH�
3CHOH þ Cl� þ Hþ ð2Þ

Fe IIIð Þ½ �þs þCl� ! Fe IIIð ÞCl½ �s ð3Þ

Fig. 12 Dependence of
photochemical ammonia
formation on the presence of
chloride ions. a unwashed
film, b washed film in the
presence of 20 lM sodium
chloride solution, c washed
film. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [35].
Copyright 2006 the Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC)
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When instead of iron(III) chloride the corresponding bromide is used as starting
material, the resulting film is a little less active, in agreement with the smaller
oxidation potential of a bromine atom (Fig. 8, curves a and b). About the same
activity is also obtained when the film is prepared from iron(IIII) acetylacetonate,
suggesting that ethanol oxidation can proceed also in the absence of an Fe-X bond
(X = Cl, Br) (Fig. 8, curve c), either via an initially formed acetylacetonyl radical
or through direct reaction with the reactive hole.

3.5 Mechanism

From the experimental results presented above, a semiconductor photocatalysis
mechanism is proposed for this unique nitrogen photofixation process, as sche-
matically depicted in Scheme 1. Absorption of a photon by the Fe2Ti2O7 phase
generates a reactive electron-hole pair trapped at iron and oxygen surface centers.
The hole oxidizes ethanol to the hydroxyethyl radical directly or via Eqs. 1–3.
Subsequently the hydroxyethyl radical injects an electron into the conduction band
affording acetaldehyde as oxidation product, analogous to the current amplification
effect (Fig. 2). It is recalled that films that do not exhibit this effect also do not
induce ammonia formation.

Thus, absorption of one quantum of light yields the two electrons necessary for
the crucial first reaction step: the proton-coupled one photon/two-electron reduc-
tion of N2 to diazene, known as the primary reduction product in homogeneous
model systems of biological nitrogen fixation [3, 45]. Disproportionation of this

CH3CH2OH

CH3CHOH + 2 H+

hr
+

er
-

+1.68 V

-0.32 V

hν

2 H2O + N2

HN=NH + 2 OH
-

H2N-NH2 + N2

hν

2 NH3

3 O2

2 NO3
-

CH3CHO + H+ + e
-
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Scheme 1 Simplified mechanistic scheme of the visible light photofixation of nitrogen to nitrate.
The upper and lower horizontal lines represent conduction and valence band edges, respectively.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [35]. Copyright 2006 the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC)
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/B608396J)
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short lived intermediate produces N2 and hydrazine [36, 46–48], the latter of which
is subsequently photoreduced to ammonia. The following oxidation of ammonia to
nitrate by traces of oxygen is the thermally catalyzed final reaction step.

Instead of ethanol, humic acid can also act as a reductant, as shown in Fig. 7.
Since humic acids are ubiquitous in nature and Fe2Ti2O7 phases may be formed
through solar oxidative weathering of ilmenite, this novel nitrogen photofixation
may be an example for a light-driven non-enzymatic nitrogen fixation under
natural conditions. It is known that solar nitrogen reduction occurs on rutile-
containing desert sands [49].
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Photoreduction of Nitrogen on TiO2

and TiO2-Containing Minerals

Gerhard N. Schrauzer

Abstract A report appearing in 1975 demonstrated that incompletely out-gassed,
powdered titanium dioxide photo-reduces acetylene to ethylene and prompted
attempts to achieve the photoreduction of molecular nitrogen under similar con-
ditions. Whereas pure, powdered anatase was only slightly active, a substantial
enhancement of its photocatalytic activity was achieved by impregnating it with a
small percentage of iron, causing its partial conversion to rutile by a heat-treat-
ment at 1000�C. After humidification, this TiO2 substratum, on exposure to light
in an argon atmosphere, exhibited activity in the water-splitting reaction and
yielded NH3 in the presence of molecular nitrogen. Subsequent studies demon-
strated that this N2 photoreduction occurs in a stepwise fashion via diazene and
hydrazine as the intermediates. These reactions were shown to take place under
simulated terrestrial conditions on the surface of rutile-containing minerals on
exposure to sunlight. Evidence for the secondary photoxidation of NH3 on rutile-
containing minerals was also obtained. In view of the wide distribution of titanium
minerals on the Earth’s crust, these abiological, light-driven reactions contribute
to the nitrogen ecology in semiarid regions of the Earth and have been suggested
to occur on the surface of Mars.
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1 Introduction

Following the description of the first TiO2-based hydrogen-producing solar cells by
Fujishima and Honda in 1971 [1], the photoreduction of nitrogen to ammonia was
deemed theoretically possible: since TiO2 is known to absorb molecular nitrogen, it
would only be necessary to divert the electrons generated by the photodecompo-
sition of water to the absorbed nitrogen molecule. Interest in this reaction was
initially primarily theoretical, although the possibility that the process could provide
fertilizer ammonia in remote areas was considered; the idea that nitrogen could be
fixed on titanium-containing minerals on Earth or perhaps on other planets, also
seemed persuasive. The observation that N2 inhibited the TiO2-sensitized photolytic
production of H2 and the photoreduction of C2H2 led to the discovery that N2 was
photoreduced on Fe-doped TiO2 [2] as well as on desert sands containing titanium
minerals [3–5]. In the following chapter, the photoreduction of N2 on TiO2 substrata
will be described from a general, methodological and historical point of view.
Inasmuch as the general aspects of the reaction are concerned, the emphasis is on
energetics and the mechanism. Methodological details are given primarily to make
it easier for other investigators to enter the field. Since this review focuses on the
photoreduction of N2, the discussion of other substrates has been limited to those
that are relevant to this reaction. This limitation was deemed necessary in view of
the many substrates whose photocatalytic reactions on TiO2 have already been
investigated (for recent reviews see Mills and Le Hunter [6], Anandan et al. [7]).
Historical details are given to show that the concept of N2 photoreduction is not
entirely new—the reaction was actually postulated to occur already more than half a
century ago but remained obscure until it was independently rediscovered by the
present author in the mid-1970s.

2 Studies Leading to the Discovery of Nitrogen Photoreduction

2.1 Water Photocleavage on Platinized TiO2 Substrata

The photosplitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen on TiO2 will be discussed
first because it provides the energetic and chemical basis for nitrogen photore-
duction; the coverage of the literature in this subject is not exhaustive since it was
recently reviewed [6–9]. The reaction is possible energetically because the band
gap of TiO2 is 2.9–3.2 eV (290–335 kJ mol-1), larger than the DG0 of Reaction 1:

H2O lð Þ ! H2 gð Þ þ 1=2 O2 gð Þ ðDG0 at 298 K ¼ 286 kJ mol�1Þ ð1Þ

For the reaction to occur, near-UV radiation of wavelengths 390–420 nm is
required. The reaction is believed to be initiated by the formation of hole-electron
exciton pairs in TiO2, followed by the photochemical cleavage of surface or sub-
surface Ti–OHgroups, yieldingOH radicals and titanium(III) centers; these products
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have been detected under specified experimental conditions on light-exposed TiO2

[9–11]. The formation of H2 requires the subsequent reaction of protons with
reducing sites. On pure TiO2 surfaces such sites are rare and the overpotential for the
release of hydrogen is high, making it a poor substratum for H2O photosplitting. To
lower this overpotential, platinized TiO2 electrodes are used. The oxygen is believed
to have formed fromOH radicals at the TiO2 photoanode, which are generated by the
reaction ofH2Owith photochemical vacancies at the TiO2 surface. RuO2 at the anode
was found to reduce the O2 overvoltage, but at 0.78 V, according to recent Density
Function Theory (DFT) calculations [12] is still too high and must be compensated
by the application of an external potential, making oxygen production the most
difficult step in the photochemical splitting of water.

2.2 Water Photocleavage on Powdered TiO2 Substrata

The efficiency of water photosplitting is not only reduced in the absence of a
supporting potential—the presence of excessive amounts of water is also unde-
sirable because it prevents desorption of the reaction products from TiO2. The
photochemical water-splitting reaction was accordingly explored with powdered,
humidified TiO2 in gas–solid systems in the absence of excess water [13]. Under
these conditions, the production of H2 and O2 from water in the molar ratio of 2:1
was observed. The preparation of the TiO2 substrata requires special attention. In
the studies conducted in the author’s laboratory, the substrata with the highest
photoreactivity were obtained using powdered anatase after it was partially con-
verted to rutile by a heat treatment and rehumidified in an argon atmosphere. The
starting material was a commercial-type powdered, essentially rutile-free anatase,
which had been prepared by hydrolysis of titanyl sulfate [2], with an average
particle size of 2 lm. The absence of rutile in the anatase is emphasized because
any rutile accelerates the rate of the anatase ? rutile transformation during the
thermal pretreatment, causing the rapid growth of rutile crystals with diminution of
active surface and photocatalytic activity. After heating to 1000�C for 4 h in the
presence of air, the size of the newly-formed rutile crystals was only about 0.1 lm,
affording a high active surface. After rehumidification, this substratum produced
H2 and O2 at the molar ratio of 2:1 when exposed to UV light in an argon
atmosphere at 50�C. Substrata with significantly higher photocatalytic activity
were obtained by doping the anatase with small amounts of iron, added prior to the
heat-pretreatment, usually in the form of ferric sulfate. As it will be discussed
further in Sects. 3.6 and 3.7, iron accelerates the rate of the anatase ? rutile
conversion. Accordingly, the thermal pretreatment time was reduced from 4 to 1 h
at 1000�C. In this manner, a substratum with a rutile content of 23% and an
average particle size of approximately 0.1 lm was obtained, which proved to be
significantly more photoactive than any previously examined TiO2 substrata.
Substrata with the same rutile content and the same small particle size can be
reproducibly obtained only if the heat treatment is conducted under rigorously
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identical conditions with respect to temperature and time of heating. The presence
of air or oxygen in surrounding gas-atmosphere during thermal pretreatment is also
important as oxygen slows the rate of rutile formation. Under conditions of
insufficient oxygen supply, the rate of the anatase ? rutile conversion may be too
fast to control rutile crystallite growth. The optimal duration of the thermal pre-
treatment must be determined empirically for each batch of anatase.

The substrata with the highest relative photocatalytic activity contain 0.2 wt%
Fe [2,3.5]. The increased photocatalytic activity may be attributed primarily to the
high surface area of the newly-formed rutile. The iron present in the TiO2 lattice
was suggested by Bickley et al. [14, 15] to introduce defect sites and enhance
photocatalytic activity by improving the charge separation on exposure to UV
light. The strong dependence of photocatalytic activity of the substrata on the
pretreatment conditions caused some investigators to work with inactive substrata.
For example, unable to observe significant yields of H2 and O2 in their experi-
ments, Van Damme and Hall questioned the catalytic nature of the water-splitting
reaction and suggested that it was a photoassisted stoichiometric decomposition of
the hydroxylated TiO2 surface instead [16]. An important variable that must be
considered within this context is the reaction temperature: it must be high enough
to favor product desorption. Figure 1 shows an experiment with an appropriately
prepared and pretreated Fe-doped TiO2, which produced H2 and O2 from H2O
continuously and at the molecular ratio of 2.00 for at least 80 h when irradiated
with UV light in a gas–solid reactor at 80�C [5].

Fig. 1 Time dependence of
H2 and O2 evolution from
chemisorbed H2O on Fe-
doped TiO2 (0.2 wt% Fe2O3)
upon exposure to light from a
500 W Hanovia Hg-arc lamp
at 80�C. Sample weight:
0.1 g, reactor volume: 38 ml.
Adapted from Salehi and
Schrauzer [6]
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2.3 The Photoreduction of Acetylene and Ethylene

on Fe-Doped TiO2

The photoreduction of acetylene (C2H2) is mentioned here because acetylene is
widely used as a model substrate in nitrogen-reducing systems and was also used
in the initial experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of photoreducing N2 on
TiO2. Exposure of powdered TiO2 to UV light in the presence of acetylene was
first shown by Boonstra and Mutsaers [17] to yield a mixture of methane (CH4),
ethylene (C2H4), ethane (C2H6), and C3 hydrocarbons, provided that the TiO2 was
incompletely outgassed, i.e., surface Ti–OH groups were present. Ethylene under
similar conditions was converted to a mixture of CH4, C2H6, propane (C3H8), and
n-butane (C4H10). With TiO2 rendered anhydrous by vacuum outgassing at 500�C,
C2H2 was phototrimerized to benzene (C6H6) instead. In the presence of N2 in the
gas phase, the photoreduction of C2H2 to C2H4 was inhibited and NH3 was formed,
indicating that N2 was photoreduced at the C2H2-binding sites [2]. At the optimal
temperature for N2 photoreduction (40�C), nitrogen in the gas phase had little
effect on CH4 formation, but almost completely suppressed C2H4 production,
indicating that N2 was reduced at two-electron reducing sites. Diazene, N2H2, is
the primary product of N2 photoreduction.

3 The Photoreduction of Nitrogen on Fe-Doped TiO2

3.1 Demonstration of the Reaction Stoichiometry

In the presence of increasing amounts of N2 in the gas phase, proportionately more
electrons are diverted to reduce nitrogen, causing a decline of the yields of H2 from
the photodecomposition of water, but not of O2, while the yields of NH3 and N2H4

increase (Fig. 2). These experiments prove the stoichiometry of N2 photoreduc-
tion, as given in Eq. 2:

Fig. 2 Yields of H2, O2,
NH3 and N2H4 as a function
of the percentage of N2 in the
gas phase; 100% N2 = 1 atm
at 40�C. Reaction time 3 h,
TiO2 photocatalyst and light
source, as in Fig. 1;
photocatalyst mass 0.2 g,
water content 0.3 wt%,
estimated from weight loss on
heating for 2 h at 1000�C.
Data from Schrauzer and
Guth [2]
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N2 þ 3H2O þ nhm ! 2NH3 þ 11=2 O2 ð2Þ

Quantitatively, the observed NH3/O2 ratio at 100% N2 in the gas phase was
1.32, close to the theoretical value of 1.33, according to Eq. 2. If the O2 yields are
corrected for the observed formation of N2H4 and of H2, the NH3/O2 ratio
increases to 1.54, indicating an apparent oxygen deficit of 14%. The ratio of the
yield of NH3 at 100% N2 vs. the yield of H2 generated in argon, 1.68, was also
somewhat larger than the theoretical ratio of 1.50. However, in argon, slightly
more O2 was produced than in N2 (1.10 vs. 1.05 lM), and if this difference is taken
into account, the H2/NH3 ratio approaches the theoretical ratio of 1.50. The
observed H2/O2 ratio from the water-photolysis experiment in argon was 2.11, 6%
above the theoretical ratio of 2.00. This difference, as well as the deviation from
the theoretical NH3/O2 ratio at 100% N2 are most likely caused by the incomplete
desorption of O2, which is less complete at 40�C, the temperature at which these
experiments were run, than at 80�C, at which temperature the observed H2/O2 ratio
was 2.00 (see Fig. 2).

3.2 Energetics of Nitrogen Photoreduction

The question now is whether N2 is reduced to ammonia and hydrazine in one step
or sequentially. In view of the large DG0 of Reaction Eq. 3:

N2 gð Þ þ 3H2O lð Þ ! 2NH3 gð Þ þ 11=2 O2 gð ÞðDG0 at 298 K ¼ 766 kJ mol�1Þ

ð3Þ

the photoreduction of N2 to NH3 on the surface of TiO2 cannot proceed in one step.
The same is true for the direct photoreduction of N2 to N2H4 according to Eq. 4:

N2 gð Þ þ 2 H2O lð Þ ! N2H4 gð Þ þ O2 gð Þ ðDG0 at 298 K ¼ 626 kJ mol�1Þ ð4Þ

It thus remains to consider diazene, N2H2, the two-electron reduction product of
nitrogen, as the intermediate:

N2 gð Þ þH2O gð Þ ! N2H2 gð Þ þ 1=2O2 gð Þ DG0 at 298 K ¼ 440� 482 kJ mol�1
� �

ð5Þ

Although the DG0 in Eq. 5 is still larger than the bandgap energy of TiO2, it
applies to N2H2 generated in the gas phase. However, since under the actual
conditions of the experiment, N2H2 would be chemisorbed on the surface of TiO2

rather than in the gaseous state, this could diminish the value of DG0 by as much as
100–140 kJ mol-1, sufficiently to bring it down to the accessible range of between
290 and 335 kJ mol-1 [18].
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3.3 Diazene as the Intermediate of Nitrogen Reduction

For diazene to be formed from N2, two electrons must be transferred into the lowest
antibonding p* molecular orbital of N2, which lies at –7.0 eV [19]. This is ener-
getically possible on the surface of TiO2 since its band gap ranges from –4.25 to
–7.8 eV [9].With sufficiently strong reducing agents, nitrogen can also be reduced to
diazene under non-photochemical conditions, as in the case of the nitrogen-reducing
systems first described by Shilov and co-workers [20]. In one such system,
vanadium(II) hydroxide co-precipitated with magnesium hydroxide is the reducing
agent; in another, the reducing agent is a V(II)-pyrocatechol complex. Since alkynes,
RC:CR, are reduced to olefins, RCH=CHR, the V(II) species in these systems acts
as two-electron reducing agents and nitrogen is reduced to hydrazine and ammonia.
From the four- and six-electron reduction products of N2, it follows that the reduction
of nitrogen occurs in a stepwise fashion via diazene, N2H2, as the intermediate. From
the stereochemical course of the reduction of the alkynes, which is exclusively cis,
the reduction of N2 was postulated to proceed by way of a side-on interaction of N2

with V(II), producing a vanadium diazenido intermediate from which N2H2 is
released on protolysis [21–24]. The subsequent fate of the generated N2H2 depends
on the reaction conditions: as it will be shown in the next section, diazene either
disproportionates to N2 and N2H4 or decomposes into the elements. This stepwise
mechanism of N2-reduction was shown also to operate in other protic nitrogen-
reducing systems [25–27].

The reaction of N2 with the photochemically excited Ti(II) sites at the surface of
TiO2 is envisaged to proceed analogously by way of a ‘side-on’ Ti-diazenido inter-
mediate, see Eq. 6, fromwhich diazene is released by the subsequent reactionwith two
protons from the adjacent Ti–OH groups:

ð6Þ

The Ti(II) centers can form on TiO2 from photochemically generated Ti(III)
ions by trapping an additional electron or from two photochemically generated
Ti(III) ions by a disproportionation reaction. The involvement of Ti(II) species has
also been suggested in the light-enhanced reduction of N2 on p-GaP phosphide in
the presence of Ti(IV) isopropoxide [28].

3.4 Formation of N2H4 and NH3

N2H2 is a short-lived, endothermic compound. Since it is a strong reducing agent,
it is not reduced further, but either disproportionates into N2H4 + N2, or decom-
poses spontaneously into N2 and H2 [29]. The disproportionation of diazene is a
unimolecular reaction and occurs quantitatively at lower concentrations; it is
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also base-catalyzed and favored under alkaline conditions. For N2H2 to dispro-
portionate into N2H4, it must be generated in sufficiently high concentrations and
preferably in a neutral or acidic environment. Humidified TiO2 fulfills the latter
condition since about half of its surface OH groups are acidic, with a pKa of about
2.9 [30]. The former condition, however, is fulfilled only by the most active TiO2

substrata because only on these N2H2 is generated at sufficiently high stationary
concentrations for its disproportionation to occur. Although formed in detectable
amounts, the absolute yields of N2H4 are generally low since it is rapidly reduced
further to NH3 (see Sect. 3.5). With less active TiO2 substrata, the N2H2 generated
decomposes into N2 and H2, giving rise to a characteristic N2-stimulated evolution
of H2 (see Scheme 1). For similar observations in several chemical N2-reducing
systems, see [21–27].

3.5 Reaction Parameters

The photoreduction of N2 requires the use of specially prepared TiO2 substrata
with surface Ti–OH groups and proceeds optimally in gas–solid systems with
humidified, powdered substrata; no reaction was observed with completely out-
gassed TiO2 photocatalysts. The ammonia yields were also low when the TiO2

substrata were exposed to light in aqueous slurries in the presence of N2 in the gas
phase. The fact that N2 photoreduction experiments with these substrata should not
be conducted in aqueous slurries was ignored by later investigators and resulted in
several erroneous claims in the literature (see Sect. 3.9).

Maximum yields of NH3 were observed with bulk TiO2 substrata that were
rehumidified after the thermal pretreatment (see Sect. 3.6) by storage in an H2O-
saturated Ar or N2 atmosphere. The H2O content of active substrata was, on
average, 0.30 wt% [2]. Radiation in the near-UV region (390–420 nm) as emitted
by a 500 W Hg arc lamp or by the Sun was photo-chemically active, as in other
TiO2-sensitized reactions; light from a tungsten filament lamp whose maximum
intensity ranged from 520 to 575 nm was ineffective [2]. Although some of the

Scheme 1 Reduction of N2

via diazene (N2H2)
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reactions were conducted in quartz vessels, in most experiments Pyrex glass
reactors were used. This is possible because Pyrex is transparent to light in the
300–400 nm wavelength range. The temperature at which the irradiation is con-
ducted is also an important parameter. The yields of NH3 and N2H4 are highest at
irradiation temperatures of 30–50�C; only traces of N2 reduction products are
detected at irradiation temperatures below 10�C or above 80�C (Fig. 3).

Hydrazine yields also increased with N2 pressure, but only up to about 2 atm.
As a function of time at the irradiation temperature of 40�C, yields of NH3

increased for 6 h of irradiation, mostly during the first 3 h. The cause(s) of pla-
teauing of the yields of NH3 on prolonged irradiation remains to be discovered.
Possible causes include product inhibition (chemisorbed NH3 blocking active
reducing sites or the diminishing availability of acidic surface Ti–OH groups due
to their reaction with NH3) or NH3 photooxidation.

The formation of NH4
+ ions causes some of the product NH3 to be relatively

firmly held; only approximately two-thirds of the NH3 formed can be removed by
vacuum degassing at about 250�C. Repeated irradiation-desorption cycles resulted
in gradual declines of photocatalytic activity, presumably due to surface-aging
phenomena, and/or the occupation of lattice vacancies by oxygen. The latter view
is supported by the fact that inactivation of the substrata is also observed on
prolonged storage in O2, but not on storage in N2, argon or H2 atmospheres [2].

3.6 Photooxidation of NH3

Lower yields of NH3 are observed if N2 photoreduction experiments are conducted
in the presence of O2. In air, for example, the yields of NH3 reach about 40% of the

Fig. 3 Yields of NH3 and of
N2H4 from N2 (1 atm) as a
function of the ‘irradiation
temperature’, i.e., the
temperature of the reaction
vessel during UV irradiation.
Other conditions as indicated
in Fig. 2. Adapted from
Schrauzer and Guth [2]
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yields observed at 1 atm of N2 in the absence of O2. Prolonged irradiation,
especially in the presence of O2, results in larger losses of NH3. The photooxi-
dation of NH3 has long been known to be sensitized by TiO2 [31]; more recent
studies showed that NH2 chemisorbed on TiO2 is photooxidized in the presence of
O2 to N2, NO2, N2O, NO, and NH2OH, as evidenced by selective cold-trapping
and mass spectrometry [32]. The direct photochemical oxidation of chemisorbed
N2 to NO would be energetically possible on TiO2 and was reported to occur in
1974 [10]. However, later studies demonstrated that the oxidized nitrogen species
were the products of NH3 photooxidation [18, 33].

3.7 Preparation of the Photocatalysts

The preparation of the photocatalysts usually begins with the selection of the
appropriate anatase starting material and its impregnation with a suitable iron
compound. In the original experiments [2], anatase with an average particle size of
2 lm, prepared by the hydrolysis of titanium(IV) sulfate, was impregnated with
Fe(III) sulfate and dried. The Fe-impregnated anatase was subsequently subjected to
a heat treatment to affect the dissolution of the iron and the partial transformation of
the anatase into rutile. As it was already discussed in Sect. 2.2, the emphasis is on
‘partial’ because the newly-formed rutile crystals must be small so that a large
surface area is obtained formaximum chemisorption ofN2. The rate of the anatase?
rutile transformation is dependent on the type of anatase used, the concentration and
composition of the iron dopant, the geometry of the furnace, and the atmosphere in
contact with the sample during the heat treatment [34, 35]. The heat treatment should
be conducted in a furnace that allows air to access the sample since oxygen slows
down the anatase ? rutile conversion. Themetal dopant should preferably be Fe(III)
sulfate because the sulfate ion also slows down the anatase? rutile conversion and
its decomposition upon heating into SO3 presumably produces micropores and
defect sites in the TiO2 lattice that increases H2O and N2 chemisorption. The highest
photocatalytic activity was observed with 0.2% iron-doped anatase containing
20–30% rutile, which required a heating period at 1000�C for 1 h (Fig. 4).

The photocatalytic activity of the Fe-doped substrata was found to depend pri-
marily on the presence of the optimal amount of dissolved iron in the rutile lattice and
the small size of the newly-formed rutile crystals, as evidenced by SEM studies [3].
Increasing the iron content further accelerates the anatase ? rutile transformation
and growth of the rutile crystals, resulting in lower photocatalytic activities. Heating
for longer periods also resulted in significant declines in photocatalytic activity. The
optimal duration of the heat treatmentmust be determined empirically for each batch
of TiO2, also because of its dependence on the type of furnace used (see below). The
pretreatment temperature, usually 1000�C, should be maintained as accurately as
possible to obtain substrata with reproducible photoactivity. At pretreatment tem-
peratures of 920–960�C, the rate of the anatase ? rutile transformation was slow,
yielding substrata containing only a small percentage of microcrystalline rutile.
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These still produced H2 and O2 from H2O on UV irradiation under argon but did not
yield NH3 under N2. Instead, N2-stimulated H2 evolution was observed (Fig. 5). An
N2-stimulated evolution of H2 is typically observed in reactions in which N2H2 is
formed at low stationary concentrations favoring its decomposition into N2 and H2.
At pretreatment temperatures above 1000�C, rutile is formed too rapidly and crystal
growth is accelerated somuch that active substrata are usually not obtained. As to the
furnace, a vertical heat crucible furnace was used (maximum temperature 1200�C)
with an opening in its ceramic lid for air access. It is generally not recommended to
perform the heat treatment in a vacuum, or in the presence of inert or flowing gases.
As furnace dimensions may vary, the duration of the heat treatment must be deter-
mined empirically and chosen so that the anatase ? rutile conversion of a 0.2%
Fe-doped sample is complete in about 5 h at 1000�C. Substrata with photocatalytic
activity are obtained after a heating period of 1–2 h at 1000�C. All prospective
substrata must be characterized by X-ray diffraction analysis before and after the
heat treatment; analysis by SEM or surface area determinations is also recom-
mended. The ‘apparent quantum yields’ or ‘turnover numbers’ as defined by
Schiavello et al. [36] can also be used for photocatalyst characterization.

Not all commercially available samples of anatase are suitable for photocatalyst
preparation. Some of the newer products are produced by vapor-phase reactions,

Fig. 4 Yields of ammonia as
a function of the percentage
rutile content in 2% Fe-doped
TiO2. Irradiation temperature:
40�C. Other conditions as in
Fig. 2. Adapted from
Schrauzer and Guth [2]
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such as the combustion of TiCl4 in oxygen. These failed to produce active sub-
strata due to rapid rutile crystal growth under standard thermal pretreatment
conditions. Other commercial TiO2 products were found to be unsuitable for
photocatalyst studies due to the undisclosed presence of proprietary brighteners
and stabilizers. Several authors accordingly preferred to prepare their photocata-
lysts themselves, either by hydrolyzing the sulfate or the hydrolytic decomposition
of TiCl3, a method known to produce amorphous anatase. The hydrolytic methods
allow co-precipitation of titanium oxide with metal dopants and were preferred by
some workers in this field (Cordischi et al. [37], Bickley et al. [38]). Hydrazine
yields also increased with N2 pressure, but only up to about 2 atm. As a function of
time at 40�C, yields of NH3 increased for 6 h of irradiation, mostly during the first
3 h. The cause(s) of plateauing of the yields of NH3 on prolonged irradiation
remain to be discovered. Possible causes include product inhibition (chemisorbed
NH3 blocking active reducing sites or the diminishing availability of acidic surface
Ti–OH groups due to reaction with NH3) or NH3 photooxidation.

3.8 The Role of the Metal Dopants

The function of iron and other dopants in the photocatalysts is not fully under-
stood. In the presence of iron, the conversion of anatase to rutile and the grain
growth of TiO2 are accelerated during the thermal pretreatment; other metals, e.g.,
Co, Mo, and Ni, have the same effect [34] and have produced active substrata; the

Fig. 5 Yields of H2 in the
presence of N2 relative to Ar
in the gas phase (both at
1 atm), at irradiation
temperature of 80�C. Note
stimulation and inhibition of
H2 production with TiO2

substrata pretreated at 920–
940 and 960–1040�C,
respectively, by N2.
Maximum inhibition of H2

production by N2 coincides
with the maximum of NH3

formation
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roles of the metals were therefore judged to be nonspecific [2]. It is possible that
the thermal treatment of TiO2 in the presence of these metals introduces oxygen
vacancies into the rutile lattice, which then facilitates N2 chemisorption. A number
of other metals, including Pd, Pt Ag, Au, Pb, and Cu, did not produce significantly
active photocatalysts. However, most of these metals also do not accelerate the
anatase ? rutile trans-formation under the pretreatment conditions chosen. In the
active photocatalysts, Fe3+ ions are dispersed in the rutile lattice and no other
phases are observed. At high Fe concentrations ([5%) the solids become multi-
phasic, indicating the presence of Fe2TiO5 [4, 5]. Such substrata generally showed
low photo-catalytic activity. For additional studies on the preparation properties of
Fe-doped TiO2 photocatalysts, see Navio et al. [39], Martin et al. [40], Palmisano
et al. [41], Litter and Navio [42] and Ranjit and Viswanathan [43].

3.9 Newer Studies

In the 1980s to early 1990s N2 photoreduction reactions on TiO2 substrata was
further investigated by Augugliaro and his associates [44–51]. These investigators
conducted the reaction in gas–solid fluidized bed reactors and used Fe-doped TiO2

prepared in a manner similar to those originally employed by Schrauzer and Guth,
except that some were supported on Al2O3 to improve photocatalyst fluidizability.
Active substrata were also obtained by co-precipitating titanium dioxide with iron
hydroxide and subsequent heat treatments. Control experiments revealed little or
no N2 photoreducing activity with undoped anatase, rutile, Fe2TiO5, or alumina.
Several authors subsequently studied the photoreduction of nitrogen with Fe-doped
TiO2 substrata with various preparation methods or with chemical compounds that
were altogether different. In some of these studies, it is difficult to assess whether
the ammonia was formed by a genuine photocatalytic process or a photoassisted
reaction, as pointed out by Schrauzer et al. [18]. For example, Radford and Francis
[52] reported in 1983 that ammonia was formed upon irradiating an aqueous slurry
of anatase impregnated with 1–2% iron by thermally decomposing an organoiron
compound. As the NH3 may have been formed by the reaction of N2 with finely
divided elemental iron that could have been formed on light irradiation of the
organoiron compound, this system would more likely have to be regarded as
photoassisted rather than photocatalytic. The same is true for the reported pho-
toreduction of N2 with co-precipitated hydrous oxides of samarium(III) [53] or
Fe(III) [54] and vanadium(III) in which the V(III) hydroxide was considered to be
the sacrificial reducing agent. Another system operating in the presence of a
sacrificial electron donor (ethanol) and utilizes nanostructured iron titanate films
as the photocatalysts was described by Linnik and Kisch [55]; for details see
Chap. 17 of this volume.

Failures to achieve photoreduction of N2 on TiO2 substrata were reported in the
early 1990s by Edwards and Boucher et al. [56, 57]. One problem of the studies of
these authors was that their experiments were conducted with poorly characterized
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and probably inactive substrata; their conclusions were rejected in subsequent
rebuttal communications [58, 59].

4 Nitrogen Photoreduction on Desert Sands and Titanium

Minerals

4.1 The 1979 Study and Earlier Work by Dhar

The wide distribution of titanium minerals on the surface of the earth suggested
that nitrogen photoreduction should also take place in nature on titanium-con-
taining soil minerals and contribute to the nitrogen cycle, especially in semi-arid
regions. In 1979, the first results were published [3] that demonstrated that sand
from a Californian desert photoreduced N2 on exposure to sunlight. Sterilized
samples of this sand (10 g) produced 140 nmol of NH3 when exposed to La Jolla,
California July sunlight for 5 days at 1 atm in a 15N2/O2 mixture (78:22%). The
same sand produced 600 nmol of 15NH3 when irradiated in 1 atm of 15N2 with
light from a 360 W Hanovia mercury arc lamp at a distance of about 20 cm at
28�C. Virtually all the photocatalytic activity was concentrated in the heavy,
rutile-containing fraction. Encouraged by this result, and with the support of a
grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, sands from deserts in different
countries were investigated for photoreducing activity. Among the sands tested,
only those containing substantial amounts of rutile were found to be active [4].
While this study was in preparation, an extensive literature search revealed that the
concept of nitrogen photoreduction was not entirely new—it was actually first
proposed by the Indian soil scientist Dhar in the 1940s. Dhar and co-workers also
conducted experiments that showed, or at least suggested, that a reduction of N2 to
NH3 takes place photochemically on the surface of TiO2 minerals. Dhar believed
that the reducing equivalents needed for the reduction of nitrogen were generated
by the photodecomposition of water on TiO2 into hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl
radicals, but also considered that organic substances could act as sacrificial elec-
tron donors [60–62]. Although some of Dhar’s observations were later confirmed
in 1955 by Eschena [63], his hypothesis was rejected and fell into oblivion until
1983, when a sample of sand was specifically obtained from the same location
Dhar had been using for his experiments shown with 15N2 as the tracer in the
present author’s laboratory to be photoactive (see below).

4.2 The 1983 Study

A total of 12 samples of sand were obtained from the locations given in
Table 1 and were tested for N2-photoreducing and -photooxidizing activity under
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sterile conditions [4]. For comparative purposes, the sands were also tested for
C2H2-photoreducing activity. Six of the samples were from California deserts, two
from deserts in Saudi Arabia and one each from Kuwait, Egypt, China, and India.
To identify the photocatalytically active minerals present, samples of each sand
were subjected to a density fractionation. For this, weighed amounts of sand were
suspended in C2Br4, yielding a heavy (q[ 3 g mL-1) and a light (q\3 g mL-1).
fraction. The latter consisted mainly of SiO2, CaCO3 and other common light
minerals, and contained only traces of titanium, showing little or no photocatalytic
activity. The heavy fractions were collected and, after removal of ferromagnetic
minerals (mainly magnetite) by means of a magnet, were analyzed by X-ray
powder diffractometry. The data were processed with a General Nova 4X mini-
computer using ICPDS cards from 1981 for mineral identification. The compo-
sitions of the heavy nonmagnetic fractions, as determined by X-ray analysis, are
given in Table 2. The detection limits for minerals are dependent on the total
number of other minerals present; for rutile it was 2%. In addition, the samples
were analyzed by atomic absorption spectroscopy for Ti, Fe, and 16 other ele-
ments. The results for Ti and Fe and the percentage rutile contents are given in
Table 3.

The sands were tested for photocatalytic activity in their native states without
grinding or other treatments affecting the surface of the minerals present. To
eliminate any possible measurement bias, the samples were coded randomly. Each
sample was washed with deionized water and heat-sterilized at 100�C for 4 h.
Aliquots of the samples (6 or 10 g, as indicated) were placed into Pyrex glass test
tubes (10 cm long, 1 cm diameter).

A calculated volume of air was withdrawn and replaced by the same volume of
15N2 to enrich the N2 to 25% 15N2. The test tubes were subsequently exposed to
sunlight, or, in other experiments, to UV light from a 400 W Hanovia mercury arc
lamp. In all cases, simultaneous dark controls were used. These were prepared
using the same experimental samples except that they were covered with alu-
minium foil or black cloth during the exposure to light.

Table 1 Sites of sand samples used in the 1983 N2 photoreduction study

No. Site

1 Imperial Sand Dunes, Imperial Valley (California)
II Death Valley Dune, base material (California)
III Kuwait desert (Kuwait)
IV Jumna River near Allahabad (India)
V Desert near Cairo (Egypt)
VI Tengger Desert (China)
VII Panamint Spring area, Death Valley (California)
VIII Death Valley, top of dune (California)
IX Desert, gray sand (Saudi Arabia)
X Entrance to Windrose Canyon, Death Valley (California)
XI Desert (Saudi Arabia)
XII Nemo Canyon, Death Valley (California)
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For analysis, the exposed sand samples were extracted twice with HCl, followed
by water. The combined extracts were made alkaline and distilled into a measured
amount of dilute HCl. Since it was expected that some of the ammonia formed would
have been oxidized to nitrite or nitrate, the residual solutions in the Kjeldahl flasks

Table 2 Composition of heavy nonmagnetic fractions

No. Heavy minerals identified in nonmagnetic heavy fractiona heavy fraction (%)

I 41% hornblende, 13% augite, 14% haematite, 6–9% rutile 0.57
II 60% hornblende, 17% augite, 17% Fe2TiO5, 2–3% rutile 1.20
III 47% diopsite, 6% banalsite, 16% haematite, 17% Fe2TiO5,

3% rutile
0.35

IV 53% a-quartz, 17% kyonite, 4% aphrosiderite, 10% rutile 0.19
V 26% chantalite, 22% bakerite, 15% ilmenite, 12% rutile 0.25
VI 30% paragasite, 23% haematite, 18% tourmaline, 5% sphene 0.19
VII 35% diopsite, 16% diopsite-Hegenbergite, 10% Al-diopsite

21% augite, 10% high albite
3.33

VIII 42% hornblende, 28% diopsite, 9% sphene, 6% pseudorutile,
Fe2Ti3O9

1.05

IX 30% augite, 21% piedmontite, 19% a-quartz, 6% haematite 0.31
X 41% piedmontite, 34% anorthoclase, 9% kryzanovskite 0.65
XI 77% dolomite, 22% goethite 6.97
XII 43% goethite, 20% diopsite-Hedenbergite, 12% grenalite,

9% biotite, 8% aphrosiderite
0.43

a q[ 3.0 g ml-1

Table 3 Results of N2 and C2H2 photoreduction and photooxidation experiments and analytical
data for samples I–XII

Product yield (nmol) Weight(%) Ti/Fe (wt/wt) Rutile in samplea%a

Sample NH3 N(ox) C2H4 Ti Fe

I 59.2 20.0 27.0 0.08 0.47 0.178 0.0513
II 38.4 3.2 19.0 0.27 2.13 0.126 0.036
III 28.4 5.2 18.0 0.05 0.28 0.178 0.011
IV 25.2 0.11 14.0 0.22 1.62 0.135 0.019
V 24.0 9.6 16.0 0.03 0.38 0.079 0.030
VI 23.4 12.3 13.0 0.16 0.03 0.132 0.010b

VII 20.0 8.0 11.0 0.15 1.25 0.12 0.016c

VIII 14.4 0.12 13.5 0.20 1.86 0.108 0.010b

IX 10.8 2.0 9.5 0.06 0.54 0.111 0.007
X 5.7 8.8 6.6 0.18 2.57 0.07 *0.001
XI 5.2 0.0 13.0 0.05 0.05 0.091 *0.001
XII 1.4 7.6 3.6 0.43 5.26 0.082 *0.001

From Schrauzer et al. [4]. Samples of 6 g each were exposed to 15 N2-enriched air and daylight
with intermittent sunshine (42%) for 14 days. C2H4 was from C2H2 reduction experiments at
1 atm, after 3 h of UV irradiation at 60�C
a Previously unreported data calculated from X-ray diffraction data or as indicated
b Estimated; photocatalytic species is probably sphene (CaTiSi3O9)
c Rutile below X-ray diffraction detection limit, estimated from Ti contents and Ti/Fe ratios
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were reduced to NH3 with Devarda’s alloy and collected by Kjeldahl distillation as
outlined above. No attempt was made to distinguish between NO2

– and NO3
–. The

NH3was oxidized to N2withNaOBr, collected and subjected tomass spectrographic
analysis. All yields were corrected for background from parallel experiments with
the same sands kept under the same conditions in the dark.

Acetylene photoreduction experiments were conducted with heat-sterilized
sand at 1 atm (1.013 9 105 Pa) of C2H2. The bottles were irradiated at 60�C with a
400 W Hanovia mercury arc lamp for 3 h and yields of C2H4 were determined by
gas–liquid-phase chromatography.

4.3 Results

N2 and C2H2 photoreduction experiments with native sands. The results of the N2

photoreduction and photooxidation field experiments and the C2H2 laboratory
photoreduction experiments are shown in Table 3 in sequence of declining photo-
catalytic activity, together with the weight percentage of Ti and Fe, the Ti/Fe ratio
and the rutile content.

Figure 6 demonstrates that the relative N2- and C2H2 photoreducing activities
of the 12 sand samples are directly correlated, suggesting that the two substrates
are photoreduced by the same photoactive minerals present, Fig. 7 reveals the
N2-photoreducing activities of the sands to be proportional to their native rutile
contents. This is also in accord with the results of intercorrelation calculations
shown in Table 4. The observed yields of NH3 from N2 and of C2H4 from C2H2

are most significantly correlated with the rutile contents.
The highest yields of NH3 were obtained in sample I, consisting of sand from the

Imperial Sand Dunes, located 100 miles east of San Diego, California, which also
contained the largest amount of rutile (0.0513%). Samples II and VIII were samples
from the base and the top of a dune in Death Valley, California. The base material
(sample II) contained much more rutile than the sand from the top of the dune,
suggesting that gravity separation had occurred. Sample IV, the fourth most active,
was from Jumna River near Allahabad, India. This sample was specifically inves-
tigated because sand from this location was previously used by Dhar in his experi-
ments. Its heavy fractionwas isolated and found to contain 10% rutile. Samples IX—
XII showed negligible photocatalytic activities and contained very little or no rutile.

Experiments with isolated ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ sand fractions. Independent
photoreduction experiments with the isolated ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ mineral fractions
showed that virtually all the photocatalytic activity was concentrated in the heavy
fraction (q[ 3.0 g mL-1), which contained all the rutile (q = 4.25 g mL-1).
Rutile emerged as the most active, and perhaps the only active photocatalytic
mineral in this and the 1979 study; ilmenite, FeTiO3 and magnetite, Fe3O4, and 30
other minerals present in the sands showed no photoactivity, with the possible
exception of sphene, CaTiSiO5 (q = 3.53 g mL-1), which was detected in sam-
ples VI and VIII (see Table 2). However, the photocatalytic species in these cases
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were probably also rutile, since sphene is known [64] to lose calcium ions to
leaching, resulting in a surface layer of TiO2. Since reliable estimates of the
amount of TiO2 present could not be made, the linear correlation coefficients in the
last column of Table 4 were calculated with and without samples VI and VIII;
inclusion of the data by assuming sphene to be as photocatalytically active as rutile
did not significantly alter absolute values of the correlation coefficients.

Photooxidation reactions. The desert sands exhibiting N2-photoreducing activity
also produced some 15N-containing nitrate and nitrite, designated N(ox) in Table 3.
The amounts of 15N(ox) were, inmost cases, significantly lower than those of 15NH3.
The degree to which the photooxidation of ammonia is inhibited by the possible
concurrent oxidation of organic substances remains to be determined. However, the
observed correlations ofN(ox) with the percentage rutile contents andwith the yields
of NH3 were both direct and significant with P\ 0.05, indicating that the photo-
oxidation of NH3 occurs predominantly on the rutile minerals.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

The photoreduction of N2 is one of the most interesting and challenging reactions
known to occur on TiO2. Future investigations should focus on the character-
ization of the photoactive sites on TiO2, the roles of the metal dopants, lattice
defects, and of the surface Ti–OH groups on photoactivity. The reaction is not
only of academic interest; it also has practical significance since it can take place

Fig. 6 Plot of
photochemically produced
C2H4 from C2H2 vs. NH3

from N2. Experiments with
sand samples I –XII; data
from Table 3 (from
Schrauzer et al. 4)
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on naturally occurring TiO2-containing minerals exposed to sunlight and thus
could play a role in semi-arid regions where conditions for biological nitrogen
fixation are unfavorable. Based on the average TiO2 concentration of 0.25% of
terrestrial sands or sandstones [65], the photoreduction of N2 was estimated to
produce 107 tons of NH3 per year on the 19 9 106 square miles of deserts on the
Earth [4]. This corresponds to about one-third of the N2 annually oxidized by

Fig. 7 Plot of ammonia
yields against the rutile
contents of sands I–XII

Table 4 Linear correlation coefficients between pairs of data in Table 3a

NH3 C2H4 N(ox) Ti Fe Ti/Fe % rutileb

NH3 0.93c 0.55d –0.25 –0.44 0.78e 0.94c

C2H4 0.375 –0.47 –0.623d 0.71e 0.87c

N(ox) –0.38 –0.33 0.28 0.59d

Ti 0.94 0.01 –0.145
Fe –0.19 –0.33
Ti/Fe 0.54d

a P (=probability) values are from one-tailed t-tests
b Previously unreported data (see text)
c P\ 0.001
d P\ 0.05
e P\ 0.01
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lightning discharges, and to about 10% of the N2 reduced biologically, or to
about 10 kg of NH3 per acre per year—enough to support the sparse plant
growth in deserts. Field experiments could reveal if the amount of bioavailable
nitrogen can be increased by addition of TiO2-rich sands to soils. A recent
Chinese study produced encouraging results by demonstrating that nano-struc-
tured TiO2 increases the photoreduction activities of the spinach chloroplast
membrane [66]. Titanium minerals in soils stimulating nitrogen fixation was
already claimed by Japanese researchers in the 1930s, but the effect was
attributed to the development of the nodules of legumious plants by Ti(IV) [67].
According to another report [68], spraying plants with titanium ascorbate
increases crop yields. Since this effect appears to be unrelated to the ability of
TiO2 to promote nitrogen photoreduction, the effect of Ti on plant growth thus
could be studied from a broader perspective. Within this context, the catalytic
photooxidation of ammonia nitrogen and of biomass on the surface of Ti-con-
taining minerals should also be investigated to assess the degree to which it
contributes to nitrogen losses, especially in tropical regions where sunlight is
intense. On the other hand, the TiO2–promoted nitrogen photoreduction is
expected to be of little or importance in temperate regions with abundant rainfall
or in aquatic environments. Last but not least, there is a question of whether or
not ammonia can form on the surface of titanium minerals on planets such as
Mars, as suggested as early as in 1977 [2], and in 2004 tentatively confirmed by
spectroscopic data collected by the Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS) on
board the European Space Agency’s orbiting Mars Express craft. Initially con-
sidered to be of biological origin [69], the presence of ammonia on Mars, if
confirmed, could have a more plausible, if less spectacular, explanation.
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Photocatalytic Degradation of Water
Pollutants Using Nano-TiO2

R. Vinu and Giridhar Madras

Abstract This review discusses the utilization of photocatalysis for the degra-
dation of water pollutants. Emphasis is placed on TiO2 nanoparticles as a
benchmark photocatalyst for the destruction of microorganisms and the degrada-
tion of a wide variety of organic compounds like phenolics, dyes, pesticides and
pharmaceuticals. The mechanism of photocatalytic degradation is elucidated,
underlining the importance of reaction kinetics for the efficient design of the
processes. The effects of different reaction parameters on photocatalytic degra-
dation are discussed. Surface modification of TiO2 for visible light response by
doping and heterostructuring is outlined. Finally, the challenges in the imple-
mentation of this technology for ‘‘real’’ waste water systems are summarized with
a few attainable goals.

1 Introduction

The industrial revolution has led to the pollution of the natural resources in
massive proportions. Environmental pollution caused by anthropogenic sources is
a day-to-day problem faced by both developing and developed countries. Among
the different types of pollution, air and water pollution from the point sources
contribute a major share of the overall imbalance of the ecosystem. Common
pollutants are usually toxic organic compounds like chlorinated and non-chlori-
nated aliphatic and aromatic compounds, dyes, detergents and surfactants, agro
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wastes like insecticides, pesticides and herbicides, disinfection byproducts, volatile
organic compounds, plastics, inorganic compounds (e.g., heavy metals), noxious
gases (e.g., NOx, SOx, CO and NH3) and pathogens (e.g., bacteria, fungi and
viruses). Hence, strict environmental regulations on the use of these recalcitrant
pollutants and their safe disposal drives the research community to develop clean
and green processes to degrade the pollutants before they are discharged into the
atmosphere and water bodies. This review examines ‘‘photocatalysis’’ as an
advanced oxidation process for the degradation of different kinds of organic
pollutants for environmental remediation.

Photolysis involves the use of ultraviolet (UV) or visible light radiation to effect
chemical transformations. Photocatalysis uses a catalyst, usually, a semiconduct-
ing oxide to accelerate the photoreaction. The pioneering work of Fujishima and
Honda in 1972 [1] on the photosplitting of water (i.e., simultaneous oxidation and
reduction of water to oxygen and hydrogen, respectively) on a TiO2 single crystal
electrode led to the onset of photo induced redox reactions on semiconductor
surfaces. This remarkable discovery attracted worldwide attention because it
showed the possibility of generating hydrogen as a clean source of energy from
water. It was soon realized that such redox processes could be utilized for envi-
ronmental cleanup applications by Frank and Bard in 1977 [2], when they showed
the photocatalytic oxidation of CN- and SO3

- using different semiconductor
materials like TiO2, ZnO, CdS, Fe2O3 and WO3. This was followed by the dem-
onstration of the TiO2-catalyzed photodegradation of chlorinated organic com-
pounds by Ollis [3, 4], and the Pt-loaded-TiO2-catalyzed photochemical
sterilization of microorganisms by Matsunaga et al. in the early 1980s [5]. Later,
Grätzel, in 1991 [6], showed the first high-efficiency solar cell based on dye-
sensitized colloidal TiO2 films for photovoltaic power generation. Today, the
principles of photocatalysis, especially using TiO2 and its variants are widely
employed in water and air purification, self-cleaning surfaces, self-sterilizing
surfaces, antifogging surfaces, anticorrosive surface treatments, lithography,
photochromic materials, microchemical systems and the selective and green
synthesis of organic compounds.

Photocatalysis, as a research area, has witnessed tremendous development over
the past two decades, with progress in the synthesis of novel materials and nano-
structures, and the design of efficient processes for degradation of organic pollu-
tants. Several classic review articles are dedicated to the principles and mechanism
of photocatalysis [7–21], with special emphasis on the electron transfer processes,
lattice and electronic structure of TiO2, the surface chemistry of semiconductor
oxides, generation of reactive radicals, chemisorption of small and large mole-
cules, surface modification by doping and photooxidation of organic and inorganic
substrates. Hence, photocatalysis can be regarded a well-understood field; yet,
immense challenges and opportunities exist in realizing this technology on a large
enough scale for pollution abatement.

Some of the traditional methods of water purification include neutralization of
acidic and alkaline liquors, ultrafiltration, air stripping, flocculation, extraction,
activated carbon adsorption, biological and peroxide/ozone treatment. It is
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important to note that most of the above methods are non-destructive, i.e., they
only transfer the pollutant to another phase and do not ensure its destruction. The
peroxide/ozone (H2O2/O3) treatment is an economical way to oxidize pollutants,
but O3 causes air pollution. Biological degradation methods are effective in
reducing the biological oxygen demand of the effluent. However, achieving
complete mineralization (i.e., complete conversion to CO2 and H2O) of the parent
organic compound using the above methods is difficult. The potential of photo-
catalysis to accelerate the rate of degradation reactions is attributed to the gen-
eration of reactive hydroxyl radicals (OH�), which are the precursors of
degradation of any organic or inorganic compound and microorganisms. These
reactive species possess a higher oxidation potential (2.80 V) compared to other
common oxidants like atomic oxygen (2.42 V), O3 (2.07 V), H2O2 (1.78 V), hy-
droperoxy radicals (1.70 V) and chlorine dioxide (1.57 V) [15]. Moreover, the
thrust to utilize solar radiation has made photocatalysis, the technology of choice
for the detoxification of water pollutants.

This review article begins with an explanation of the basic principles of UV
photocatalysis and the different semiconductor oxides, which are used as photo-
catalysts. Emphasis is on TiO2 as a ‘‘benchmark photocatalyst’’, and the different
synthesis procedures and properties of TiO2 are briefly discussed. The photocat-
alytic degradation of various organic compounds like aliphatic and aromatic
compounds, dyes, pesticides, pharmaceutical compounds and the destruction of
microorganisms are extensively discussed in terms of their pathway of degrada-
tion. The effect of different reaction parameters like temperature, pH, solvents, UV
light intensity, catalyst loading, substrate concentration, photocatalyst and the
presence of anions and cations are discussed. The possibility of extending the
absorption spectrum of UV photocatalysts to the visible region by appropriate
surface modification is examined. The various mechanistic kinetic models pro-
posed for the degradation of organic compounds are evaluated. The industrial
applicability of photocatalysis is analyzed in the chemical engineering point of
view, in terms of the different photoreactors that are currently being developed.
Finally, the future research perspectives and the possibilities for commercializing
this technology for the degradation of ‘‘real’’ industrial effluents are probed.

2 Mechanism of UV Photocatalysis

The mechanism of UV photocatalysis is well-documented [8, 10, 17, 18], and the
following reactions represent the key steps in the generation of charge-carriers and
hydroxyl radicals, which mediate photocatalytic reactions. A pictorial represen-
tation of the mechanism of TiO2 photocatalysis is shown in Fig. 1.

Charge-carrier generation:

TiO2 þ hv�!
hv[EBG

hþVB þ e�CB ð1Þ
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Charge-carrier trapping:

TiIVOH� þ hþVB �!TiIV � OH� ð2Þ

TiIVOH� þ e�CB � TiIII � OH� ð3Þ

TiIV þ e�CB �!TiIII ð4Þ

Electron–hole recombination:

TiIV � OH� þ e�CB �!TiIVOH� ð5Þ

TiIII þ hþVB �!TiIV ð6Þ

hþVB þ e�CB �! heat ð7Þ

Reactions in aqueous medium:

TiIV � H2Oþ hþVB �!TiIV � OH� þ Hþ ð8Þ

TiIII þ O2 � TiIII � O��
2 ð9Þ

TiIV � O��
2 þ 2Hþ þ e�CB � TiIV � H2O2 ð10Þ

TiIV � O��
2 þ Hþ

� TiIV � HO�
2 ð11Þ

TiIV � 2HO�
2 �!TiIV � H2O2 þ O2 ð12Þ
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TiIV � H2O2 þ e�CB �!TiIV � OH� þ OH� ð13Þ

TiIV � H2O2 þ O��
2 �!TiIV � OH� þ OH� þ O2 ð14Þ

Adsorption–desorption of a reductant (e.g., any organic substrate S):

TiIV þ S � TiIV � S ð15Þ

TiIV � OH� þ S � TiIV � OH� � S ð16Þ

Adsorption–desorption of an oxidant (e.g., metal ion)

TiIV þMnþ
� TiIV �Mnþ ð17Þ

Photooxidation of a reductant:

TiIV � Sþ TiIV � OH� �!TiIV þ TiIV � I�!CO2 þ H2O ð18Þ

TiIV � Sþ OH� �!TiIV � I�!CO2 þ H2O ð19Þ

TiIV � OH� � S�!TiIV � I�!CO2 þ H2O ð20Þ

TiIV � Sþ TiIVðhþVBÞ�!TiIV þ TiIV � I�!CO2 þ H2O ð21Þ

Adsorption–desorption of the organic intermediate:

TiIV þ I � TiIV � I ð22Þ

Photoreduction of a metal ion:

TiIV �Mnþ þme� �!TiIV �Mðn�mÞþ ð23Þ

When TiO2 or any semiconductor oxide is irradiated with UV light of energy
greater than or equal to its bandgap (EBG), valence band holes (h

þ
VB) and conduction

band electrons (e�CB) are produced (reaction 1). Hoffmann et al. [8] have found by
laser flash photolysis studies that the characteristic time scale for this charge-carrier
generation reaction is of the order of femtoseconds (fs). The charge carriers gen-
erated get trapped on the TiO2 surface, which occurs over a time scale of tens of
nano seconds (ns). Reaction 2 represents the trapping of the holes by the surface
hydroxyl groups present in TiO2, and reactions 3–4 represent the reversible trap-
ping of the electrons on the surface of TiO2 (shallow traps), and the irreversible
trapping or relaxation of the electrons in the bottom of the conduction band (CB)
(deep traps), respectively. TiIV denotes the four coordinated surface functionality of
TiO2 or the ‘‘active site’’. An important reaction that competes with the charge-
carrier trapping is the electron–hole recombination reaction. As shown by reac-
tions 5–7, electron–hole recombination can occur either at the surface states of the
TiO2, or in the bulk medium due to the delocalization of the electrons and holes
from the surface. This is one of the most detrimental reactions in photocatalysis as
this affects the interfacial charge transfer processes and hence the quantum
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efficiency of the photoprocess. Hence, several techniques have been adopted to
modify the semiconductor surface to increase the lifetime of the charge carriers by
introducing surface trapping sites by the deposition of noble metals or transition
metals. Due to the contact between the semiconductor and the metal, electrons flow
from the CB of the semiconductor to the metal, until the Fermi levels of the two
materials are aligned. This results in enhanced charge-carrier separation.

In an aqueous medium, valence band (VB) holes can react with the surface
adsorbed water molecules to from hydroxyl species (reaction 8), and the trapped
CB electrons can react with the dissolved oxygen in the system to form superoxide
radicals (reaction 9). These superoxide radicals then undergo a series of reac-
tions 10–14 with the solvated protons and the CB electrons to form hydrogen
peroxide, hydroperoxy radicals, hydroxyl anions and hydroxyl radicals. Thus,
hydroxyl radicals are generated by both the hole and electron pathways of pho-
tocatalysis. When the reactions are carried out in a non-aqueous (organic) medium,
the surface bound hydroxyl species present in the semiconductor plays a major role
(reaction 2), and the contribution of reactions 8–14 for the overall oxidation of the
substrate is negligible.

The next reaction in the sequence is the adsorption of the target material
(oxidant or reductant) onto the active sites of the photocatalyst. This is one of the
crucial steps in heterogeneous photocatalysis as the reactions take place on the
surface of the semiconductor photocatalyst. This is followed by the oxidation of
the reductant and the concomitant reduction of the oxidant by the attack of
hydroxyl radicals and CB electrons, respectively. The characteristic time scales for
the above two processes are of the order of 100 ns and ms, respectively [8, 13].
This shows that the oxidizing powers of VB holes and hydroxyl radicals are
always higher than that of the reducing power of the CB electrons. Moreover, these
interfacial electron transfer steps compete with the electron–hole recombination
reaction (10 ns), and hence, the practical efficiency or quantum yield is always
lower than that of the theoretical yield. Reactions 18–21 denote the different
possibilities by which the surface bound or solvated hydroxyl radicals and the VB
holes can attack and degrade organic materials. Initially, organic intermediates are
formed, which, on longer exposure to UV radiation, undergo mineralization to
form CO2 and H2O. Once the reaction is complete, the unreacted reactants,
intermediates and the products desorb from the surface of the catalyst (reac-
tions 15–17, 22). Similarly, when metal ions are present in the system, they are
reduced to their thermodynamically stable oxidation states by the CB electrons
(reaction 23). This opens up a possibility to reduce the metal ions from their toxic
to non-toxic states (e.g., Cr6+–Cr3+) by photocatalysis. Therefore, the overall
photocatalysis reaction can be represented by reaction 24, wherein, the oxidants
are reduced and the reductants are oxidized by the action of UV radiation on the
semiconductor photocatalyst.

ðOx1Þads þ ðRed2Þads�!
hv=TiO2

Red1 þ Ox2 ð24Þ
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3 Semiconductor Photocatalytic Materials

Several metal oxides (TiO2, ZnO, MoO3, CeO2, ZrO2, WO3, a-Fe2O3, SnO2,
SrTiO3) and metal chalcogenides (ZnS, CdS, CdSe, WS2, MoS2) can be used as
photocatalysts [10, 12, 17, 18]. However, energetics dictates that, for a semicon-
ductor photocatalyst to be active, the redox potential of photogenerated VB holes
must be sufficiently positive to generate hydroxyl radicals and that of CB electrons
must be sufficiently negative to generate superoxide radicals. Figure 2 depicts the
band structure diagram of the different materials, which have been tested for the
photooxidation of organic compounds. It is clear that, TiO2, ZnO, SrTiO3 and CdS
exhibit favorable bandgap positions compared to the other materials. The material
selection is also based on the stability of the material toward photocorrosion. For
example, ZnO and CdS have only one stable oxidation state (+2), and are prone to
decomposition by VB holes. Furthermore, ZnO undergoes incongruous dissolution,
yielding Zn(OH)2 on the surface, thereby leading to the deactivation of the material
over a period of time [18]. However, Ti in TiO2 is capable of reversibly changing its
oxidation state from +4 to +3; hence, TiO2 is more favorable compared to the other
materials. Between the two common crystal structures of TiO2, viz., anatase and
rutile—anatase phase TiO2 is widely used in photocatalysis while rutile phase TiO2

is used in pigments. Although rutile phase TiO2 possesses a smaller band-gap
energy (3.0 eV) compared to anatase phase (3.2 eV), indicating the possibility of
the absorption of longer wavelength radiation, the former exhibits a higher
photoactivity because of the position of the CB edge, which is more negative. This
shows that TiO2-anatase possesses a higher reduction power compared to that of
TiO2-rutile. In addition to the above advantages, other factors like its non-toxic
nature (environmentally benign), low cost and the ease of synthesis makes TiO2 the
‘‘photocatalyst of choice’’ for photocatalytic degradation reactions.
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4 Synthesis and Properties of TiO2

Different methodologies are being adopted for the synthesis of TiO2. Many studies
have concentrated on the synthesis of ‘‘nano-sized’’ TiO2 for applications in
photocatalysis. The importance of the nanometer regime stems from the fact that
the physical, chemical, electrical and optical properties of the materials change
immensely from the macroscopic to the nanoscale. One important property of
nanoscale materials is the high surface to volume ratio of the material, which is
beneficial to catalysis. This results in catalytic materials with high surface area and
high porosity, which can promote high reaction rates owing to the high level of
interaction of the reactants on the surface. Another important property is the
efficient transport of the electrons and holes across the band gap of the material,
which is governed by quantum confinement. The bandgap of the photocatalyst also
dictates the wavelength at which the material can be excited. Hence, lower
bandgap energies are beneficial for visible light absorption.

TiO2 photocatalysts have been synthesized in different shapes and morpholo-
gies, which include, nanoparticles, nanorods, nanotubes, nanopillars and nanowire
arrays, nanobowls, nanowhiskers, aerogels, nanosheets, opal and inversed opals
[12, 14]. The synthesis routes can be broadly classified as solution phase and gas
phase techniques. Solution phase synthesis is the most preferred technique for the
preparation of TiO2 in the form of powders and thin films. Some of the solution
phase techniques are the precipitation method, hydrothermal synthesis, solvo-
thermal synthesis, sol–gel method, sol method (nonhydrolytic sol–gel), micelle
and inverse micelle method, combustion synthesis, electrochemical synthesis,
sonochemical synthesis and microwave synthesis methodologies. Gas phase
technique is widely employed for the synthesis of thin film samples. Some of the
gas phase techniques are chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor
deposition and spray pyrolysis deposition. Each of the above synthesis methods
possesses a unique advantage over the other techniques, and the characteristics of
the final product vary from one method to another. The review article by Chen and
Mao [14] discusses each of the above synthesis techniques in detail, with particular
emphasis on the morphology, size, shape and properties of the final TiO2 product
obtained in each method. Table 1 [23–30] presents a representative list of the
different techniques adopted for the synthesis of TiO2. These works elucidate that
the final properties of TiO2 nanoparticles like the phase composition (anatase : ru-
tile), particle size, porosity, surface area, band gap and surface hydroxyl content
can be tailored by varying the reaction conditions like: the precursor compound
(TiCl4, titanium(IV) isopropoxide, etc.), fuel (glycine, oxalyl dihydrazide, hex-
amethylene tetramine in the case of solution combustion synthesis), hydrolyzing
agent (in the case of sol–gel synthesis), molar composition of the reactants,
reaction temperature, reaction time (ageing time), calcination temperature and
presence of gas atmosphere (air, Ar, NH3).

One of the synthesis methodologies that has been proven to yield nano-TiO2

with enhanced characteristics is the solution combustion method (CS TiO2),
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Table 1 Physicochemical properties of nano-TiO2 by various synthesis techniques

Sl. No. Synthesis method Highlights/properties of TiO2 Reference

1 Thermal decomposition of
ammonium titanyl sulfate

Properties of TiO2 tuned by varying
the gas atmosphere and reaction
temperature; mesoporous texture
with mean pore dia. = 15 nm;
particle size = 20–30 nm; surface
area c.a. 64 m2 g-1

[23]

2 Precipitation of a mixture of
Ti(OPr)4, stearic acid and
1-propanol, followed by
calcination at different
temperatures

Pore size tuned by adjusting the molar
composition of stearic acid; pore
dia. = 5–15 nm; surface
area = 92–130 m2 g-1

[24]

3 Four different synthesis routes
involving the hydrolysis of
Ti(OPr)4 or TiCl4 followed
by calcination at different
temperatures

Samples made from TiCl4 exhibited
the highest photoactivity; 100%
anatase phase TiO2 was obtained
with crystallite size = 7–30 nm;
surface area = 100 m2 g-1; pore
size = 7–14 nm

[25]

4 Combustion of aqueous titanyl
nitrate with stoichiometric
amounts of glycine at
350oC; precursor—
Ti(OPr)4

100% anatase phase TiO2 was
obtained; particle
size = 8 ± 2 nm; band
gap = 2.21 and 2.85 eV; surface
area = 240 m2 g-1; TGA wt.
loss = 15.5%; high surface acidity

[26]

5 Hydrothermal synthesis using
TiCl4 using cationic
surfactants like CTAB and
CPB

Crystallite size = 10–18 nm;
morphology change—nano-
spheres to cotton fibrils; surface
area = 240–418 m2 g-1; pore
size = 2–4 nm; mixture of anatase
and rutile phase was obtained

[27]

6 Sol–gel synthesis using
Ti(OPr)4

Max. surface area = 125 m2 g-1;
min. crystallite size = 6 nm; band
gap = 3.2±0.1 eV; mixture of
anatase and rutile phase was
obtained

[28]

7 One-pot hydrothermal
synthesis using
tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAOH)

Anatase phase TiO2 nano-pillar
arrays; c.a. 250 nm in width and
c.a. 700 nm in length with a
tetrahedral bipyramidal tip;
optimum conditions—1M
TMAOH, 200oC, 8 h

[29]

8 Combustion of aqueous titanyl
nitrate with stoichiometric
amounts of glycine at
350oC; precursor –
Ti(OBu)4

100% anatase phase TiO2 was
obtained; crystallite size =

4–6 nm; surface
area = 257 m2 g-1; band
gap = 2.92 eV

[30]

Ti(OPr)4—titanium(IV)isopropoxide; Ti(OPr)4—titanium(IV)isobutoxide; CTAB—cetyltri-
methylammonium bromide; CPB—cetylpyridinium bromide
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developed by Nagaveni et al. [26]. CS TiO2 exists in anatase phase, possesses a
smaller particle size, higher surface area, lower band gap, higher amount of surface
hydroxyl species and a highly acidic surface compared to the commercial P-25
TiO2 (DP-25) produced by Degussa corporation. Figure 3 shows the UV/visible
spectra and thermogravimetric analysis of CS TiO2 and DP-25. It is clear that CS
TiO2 exhibits strong absorption in the visible region due to the carbide ion sub-
stitution for oxide ion, of the form TiO2-2xCxVx, where ‘V’ denotes the oxide ion
vacancy. Moreover, CS TiO2 exhibits a higher weight loss compared to DP-25,
indicating the presence of higher amount of surface hydroxyl groups. Table 2
[26, 31–35] compares the characteristics of CS TiO2 with the other commercially
available TiO2 samples. It is evident that the activity of the photocatalyst cannot be
standardized based on any single property, but by striking a balance between the
different physicochemical properties. In a series of publications it was shown that
the photoactivity of CS TiO2 toward the photooxidation of different class of dyes
[36–38], phenolic compounds like chlorophenols, nitrophenols and multiple
substituted phenols [39, 40], substituted nitrobenzenes [41], water soluble poly-
mers and plastics [42, 43] and the reduction of metal ions [44], is much higher
compared to that of DP-25. More detailed discussions on the degradation of the
organic compounds are available in later sections.

5 UV Photocatalytic Degradation of Organic Compounds

Chlorinated organic compounds like chloroalkanes were the first organic com-
pounds to be degraded by photocatalysis [3, 4, 45]. Besides being widely used as
solvents, pesticides, refrigerants and in plasticizers and plastics, these organo-
chlorine compounds are toxic and accumulate in the environment. Hsiao et al. [3],
and Pruden and Ollis [4] demonstrated complete mineralization of dichloromethane
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(CH2Cl2), chloroform (CHCl3), carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) and trichloroethylene
in the presence of TiO2, to HCl and CO2. They observed that the chloride ions
generated during the reaction act as inhibitors for the conversion of chloroalkanes.
A Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetic model was proposed to find the adsorption and
degradation rate coefficients of the chloroalkanes and the chloride ions. The relative
order of degradation of the chloromethanes is: CHCl3[CH2Cl2[CCl4.

A general stoichiometric reaction for the photocatalytic degradation of any
organochlorine compound can be written as [8]:

CxHyClz þ xþ
y� z

4

� �

O2�!
hm;TiO2

xCO2 þ zHClþ
y� z

2

� �

H2O ð25Þ

Many studies have been devoted to the photocatalytic degradation of chlori-
nated aromatic compounds like chlorophenols and chlorobenzenes, chlorinated
pesticides like DDT, hexachlorobenzene, atrazine and parathion, surfactants like
sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate and trimethyl phosphate, aliphatic and olefinic
compounds, dyes, nitrogeneous compounds like nitrophenols and nitrobenzenes,
carboxylic acids, alcohols and heteroatom compounds. The review articles by
Hoffmann et al. [8], Mills and Hunte [10], Legrini et al. [15], Bhatkhande et al.
[17] and Blake [46] have discussed the different studies on the photocatalytic
degradation of different classes of organic compounds.

Although many organic compounds have been shown to photocatalytically
degrade in presence of TiO2, the mechanism of degradation of phenolic com-
pounds like phenol, chlorophenols, nitrophenols and other substituted phenols,
which are used as intermediates in the manufacturing of pesticides and herbicides,

Table 2 Comparison of the physicochemical properties of combustion synthesized TiO2

(CS TiO2) with commercially available TiO2 samples

TiO2 BET surface area,
m2 g-1

Crystallite
size, nm

pHzpc Surface hydroxyl
content

Reference

CS TiO2 150 8±2 nm 2.4 15.6% total wt. loss
(TGA)

[26]

DP-25 (80% A:
20% R)

50 A—37; R—
90

6.3 1.4% (TGA); 163
(FTIR)

[26, 31]

Hombicat UV
100

290 5 6.0 843 (FT-IR) [32, 33]

Junsei 9.7 34 4.4 52 (FT-IR) [32]
Aldrich Anatase 9.2 37 4.2 54 (FT-IR) [32]
Millenium PC 10 11 75 – – [34]
Millenium PC 50 50 25 – – [34]
Millenium PC

100
89.6 21 5.9 505 (FT-IR) [32, 34]

Millenium PC
500

287 5–10 6.2 – [34]

Tronox A-K-1 90 20 – – [35]
Ishihara ST-01 340 11 5.8 719 (FT-IR) [32]

A—anatase; R—rutile; unless otherwise mentioned all the TiO2 samples are 100% A
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is well understood and documented. The degradation proceeds primarily by the
attack of the hydroxyl radicals, which results in the hydroxylation of the parent
compound at the ortho and para-positions, due to the ortho and para-directing
nature of the phenolic –OH moiety. These are the primary intermediates, which,
upon further exposure, results in the formation of a fully hydroxylated secondary
intermediate species. The next step is the fragmentation of the benzene ring to
form C-6 and C-5 aliphatic carboxylic acids and aldehydes.

In the case of chloro or nitro-substituted phenols, the hydroxyl group replaces
the substituent group before the ring fragmentation. The longer (C-6, C-5, C-4)
chain organic acids and aldehydes on longer exposure periods yield C-3, C-2 and
C-1 organic acids. Finally, these shorter chain compounds mineralize to form CO2

and H2O. Li et al. [47] elucidated the mechanism of formation of the intermediates
during the photocatalytic degradation of 4-chlorophenol and 4-chlorocatechol.
Figure 4 shows the degradation pathway of phenol and 4-chlorophenol, adapted
from different studies [39, 40, 47]. The photocatalytic degradation of phenol and
4-chlorophenol yields catechol, hydroquinone and chlorocatechol as the primary
hydroxylated intermediates. Further hydroxylation steps result in the formation of
pyrogallol, hydroxy hydroquinone and 4-chloro dihydroxy phenols. This step is
followed by the fragmentation of the dihydroxy phenols to form muconic acid and
muconic aldehydes with chloro and hydroxy-substitutions. A detailed mechanism
of scission of the benzene ring is depicted in Figure 5. Muconic acid further
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degrades to smaller organic acids like oxalic acid, maleic acid, succinic acid,
fumaric acid, acrylic acid, etc. Finally, these acids mineralize to CO2 and H2O
after long exposure periods.

Sivalingam et al. [39] studied the effects of different substituents like chloro
group, nitro group and methyl group on the kinetics of photocatalytic degradation
of phenol, and concluded that the order of degradation is: pentachlorophenol[
trichlorophenol[ dichlorophenol[ 4-chlorophenol & 2-chlorophenol[ 2-methyl
phenol & 3-methyl phenol[ phenol. Similarly, Priya and Madras [40] conducted a
thorough study on the effect of multiple substitutions of the above groups on the
degradation of phenol. Their results indicate that chloro-methylphenols (cresols)
degraded much faster compared to chloro-nitrophenols, which was attributed to the
ring deactivating nature of the nitro group for the hydroxyl radicals to react with
the phenolic compound. Another interesting conclusion of their study shows that
the degradation is independent of the position of the substituents, but depends on
the nature of the substituent group. In another study [41], it was found that chloro
and hydroxy-substitution in nitrobenzene accelerated the degradation rate, while
nitro-substitution resulted in a reduced degradation rate of nitrobenzene.

Other important organic compounds, which have attracted interest in the past
decade, include dyes, pesticides and pharmaceutical compounds. The forthcoming
sections will examine the various studies on the photocatalytic degradation of
these pollutants.

5.1 Dyes

Dyes constitute a major class of organic compounds, which find a multitude of
applications in our daily life in clothing, food, paper, leather, cosmetics, plastics,
drugs, electronics and printing. The modern textile industry consumes about 80%
of all synthetic dyes produced, with 700,000 tons of dyes applied to 40 million tons
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of fabric annually [48]. One of the major bottlenecks in the textile industry is dye
fixation (i.e., spent dye baths, residual dye liquors and water from washing
operations contain dye in the hydrolyzed and unfixed form). Although dye fixation
depends on the class of the dye, type of fabric and other dyeing parameters, nearly
10% of the dyes used are discharged into the effluent as a result of this process.
Hence, reducing the toxicity levels to permissible limits before admitting the dye
waste water to aquatic bodies is a critical issue. In this regard, photocatalysis, as an
AOP, has played a significant role in the degradation of textile dye effluents. Many
reviews exclusively discuss the degradation of different classes of dyes under UV
and visible light exposure [48–50], various parameters affecting the degradation of
dyes [51], and modified TiO2 materials for the degradation of dyes [52].

Based on the functional group that constitutes the dye molecules, dyes can be
classified as azoic, anthraquinonic, heteropolyaromatic, aryl methane, xanthene,
indigo, acridine, nitro, nitroso, cyanine and stilbene. Among all the above dye
functionalities, photodegradation of azo dyes has been investigated extensively
[50], as these dyes contribute 50% of the commercial dyes. The degradation of a
dye can be characterized in two ways: percent decolorization and percent min-
eralization. Decolorization refers to the reduction in concentration of the parent
dye molecule under consideration at its characteristic wavelength, but does not
refer to the complete removal of the organic carbon content. This is due to the
formation of colored dye intermediates, which might absorb at a different
wavelength. Hence, complete degradation or mineralization occurs when all the
organic carbon is converted to CO2. Therefore, analyzing the mineralization of
the dyes in terms of the total organic carbon (TOC) content assumes importance.
The mechanism of CO2 evolution from an organic dye intermediate is well-
documented and it follows the photo-Kolbe decarboxylation mechanism [53].
The reaction is given by:

U� COO� þ hþVB �!U� þ CO2 ð26Þ

In Eq. 26, U denotes the organic component of the dye or the dye intermediate.
The radical U� formed as a result of this reaction can undergo further transfor-
mation to yield other intermediates with smaller sizes.

Epling and Lin [54] degraded 15 dyes belonging to different classes of
functionality in the presence of visible light. Their results show that the presence
of electron withdrawing groups retards the degradation of the dye. The order of
degradation among the different dyes follows this order: indigo & phenan-
threne[ triphenyl methane[ azo & quinoline[ xanthenes & thiazine[ anthra-
quinone. Moreover, the order of degradation of the dyes in the presence of different
light sources follows: natural sunlight�90 W halogen flood light[150 W spotlight.
They have attributed the degradation of the dye to both photosensitized oxidation and
reduction mechanisms.

Vinu et al. [38] studied the degradation of 5 anionic, 8 cationic and 3 solvent
dyes, each belonging to a different class by molecular structure, with CS TiO2 and
DP-25 in the presence of UV irradiation. It was observed that the order of
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degradation of the dyes with CS TiO2 and DP-25 was different, and this was
correlated to the surface charge of the catalysts. By monitoring the shift in the
characteristic wavelength of the dyes during degradation, it was concluded that the
formation and consumption rates of the intermediates were high in the presence of
highly acidic surface of CS TiO2, while significant amounts of intermediates were
observed in the presence of DP-25. Overall, anionic dyes exhibited higher
decolorization rates compared to the cationic dyes, and the solvent dyes exhibited
adsorption dependent degradation.

Silva et al. [55] studied the degradation of mono, di and tri-azo dyes and found
that the decolorization followed the order: Solophenyl Green BLE (tri-
azo)[Erionyl Red B (di-azo)[Chromotrop 2R (mono-azo). However, the
mineralization of the dyes followed the opposite trend. All the above studies
suggest that a correlation does not exist between the degradation rate of the dye
with the dye structure or the functional groups that characterize the dye. Therefore,
it is important to analyze the pathway of degradation of the dyes in order to assess
the stability of the different intermediates.

A representative list of the studies devoted to the analysis of the organic inter-
mediates during the degradation of the dyes is presented in Table 3 [53, 56–63].
Rajeshwar et al. [48] provided an extensive list of the studies on the degradation
pathway of azo and non-azo dyes. A generalized conclusion is that alkyl
substituted (methyl or ethyl) dyes like triphenyl methane or rhodamine dyes
degrade by the N-de-alkylation mechanism, which involves the abstraction of the
alkyl groups by the hydroxyl radicals resulting in the formation of the corre-
sponding aldehyde as a side product. Once complete dealkylation occurs, frag-
mentation of the molecule occurs, which results in the formation of different
substituted benzene compounds. At long exposure periods, the cleavage of
benzene ring results in the formation of low molecular weight organic acids. The
degradation of azo dyes involves the cleavage in the vicinity of the azo bond and
results in the formation of naphthol and benzoic acid intermediates. Likewise, the
degradation pathway of anthraquinone dyes result in the formation of phthalic
acid intermediates.

The dye molecules also contain other hetero atoms like N, S, Br and Cl in their
structure, and hence, an assessment of the fate of these elements during miner-
alization is also critical. It has been well established that sulfonate groups (–SO3

-)
in anionic dyes are transformed to innocuous sulfate ions (SO4

2-), primary (–NH2)
and secondary (–NH–) amino groups are converted into ammonium ions (NH4

+),
azo nitrogen (–N=N–) is converted to N2 and halogen atoms are released into the
solution as their respective anions. The following reactions describe the mecha-
nism by which the above transformations take place [53]:

Formation of sulfate ions:

U� SO�
3 þ OH� ! U� OHþ SO��

3 ð27Þ

SO��
3 þ OH� ! H� þ SO2�

4 ð28Þ
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Formation of ammonium ion:

U� NH� U0 þ H� ! U� þ U0 � NH2 ð29Þ

U0 � NH2 þ H� ! U
0� þ NH3 ð30Þ

NH3 þ Hþ ! NHþ
4 ð31Þ

Formation of N2:

U� N ¼ N� U0 þ H� ! U� N ¼ N� þ U0 � H ð32Þ

U� N ¼ N� ! U� þ N � N ð33Þ

Table 3 Survey of the organic intermediates formed during the photocatalytic degradation of
different classes of dyes

Sl.
No.

Dye/dye category Organic intermediates detected Reference

1 Acid Orange 7/mono-azo 22 intermediates were detected; coumarin,
2-maphthol, naphthoquinone derivatives,
phthalic acid, phthalic acid, phthalimide,
benzoic acid derivatives, phenol, succinic acid,
maleic acid, malonic acid, etc.

[56]

2 Metanil Yellow/Mono-azo Benzenesulfonic acid, hydroxylated diphenyl
amine, diphenyl amine, benzene, aniline,
phenol, hydroquinone

[57]

3 Procion Red MX-5B/
Triazine+mono-azo

12 intermediates were detected; p-hydroxy-
phenyl-3-hydroxy propanedioic acid,
2-hydroxy benzoic acid, p-hydroxy cinnamic
acid, phthalic acid, malic acid, oxalic acid, etc.

[58]

4 Remazol Brilliant Blue
R/Anthraquinonic

Amino and hydroxyl substituted anthraquinone,
phthalic acid, amino substituted phthalic acid

[59]

5 Indigo and Indigo
Carmine/Indigo

2-Nitro benzaldehyde, 2,3-dihydroxy indoline,
anthranilic acid, tartaric acid, malic acid,
amino-fumaric acid, pyruvic acid, malonic
acid, glycolic acid, oxalic acid, acrylic acid,
acetic acid, etc.

[60]

6 Methylene Blue/
Heteropolyaromatic

(3-dimethyl amino) aniline, benzene sulfonic acid,
phenol, hydroxylation of amino and sulfoxide
groups was observed

[53]

7 Rhodamine B/Xanthene
fluorene

Mono-, di-, tri- and tetra-N-de-ethylated
rhodamine species, rhodamine 110

[61, 62]

8 Methyl Green/Triphenyl
methane

33 intermediates were identified and
characterized; major intermediates—colorless
carbinol base and crystal violet dye;
degradation proceeded by
N-de-methylation and N-de-alkylation
pathway; methylated and ethylated derivatives
of aminophenol and benzophenone
were observed

[63]
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Formation of chloride/bromide ions:

U� Cl=Brþ OH� ! U� OHþ Cl�=Br� ð34Þ

5.2 Pesticides

Pesticides encompass a class of organic compounds used for preventing,
destroying or controlling pests. These are widely applied on agricultural crops to
protect them from insects, pathogens, weeds, moths, microbes, etc. However, the
continuous usage of pesticides results in poor soil quality, reduced nitrogen fixa-
tion for plants and poisoned food sources. Also serious is the transfer of these
compounds to water bodies by leaching, percolation, spillage or runoff, which
poses ill-effects to human health and other forms of life. Based on the chemical
structure, pesticides can be classified as organochlorine compounds, organophos-
phorous compounds and carbamate compounds, which contain nitrogen, phos-
phorous, sulfur, chlorine and heterocyclic nitrogen atoms. Therefore, the
mineralization of pesticides should result in the conversion of these hazardous
compounds to innocuous products of N, S and P, along with CO2 and H2O.

A variety of pesticides like atrazine (s-triazine) [64], propanil (acetanilide) [64],
molinate (thiocarbamate) [64], pyridaben [65], methamidophos [66], methyl
parathion [67], cyproconazole [68], hexachloro benzene [69], dicofol [69], pyri-
methanil (fungicide) [70], primicarb (insecticide) [70], propyzamide (herbicide)
[70], etc., have been photocatalytically degraded using TiO2. Many studies have
proposed a detailed pathway of degradation of the pesticides by monitoring the
formation of intermediates by HPLC/MS/MS and GC/MS techniques. It was found
that, during mineralization, phosphorous is converted to orthophosphoric acid
(H3PO4), nitrogen to NO3

- and NH4
+ ions and sulphur to SO4

2- ions. Figure 6
depicts the pathway of degradation of triazophos, an organophosphorous
pesticide [71].

5.3 Pharmaceutical Compounds

Recently, photocatalytic degradation of pharmaceutical compounds and drugs has
received attention, as these compounds are found in the effluents in levels ranging
from ng L-1–lg L-1. These compounds are admitted into waste water and aquatic
bodies by manufacturing operations, spillage, human and animal excretion and
hospital wastes. Besides leading to serious hazards like genotoxicity, endocrine
disruption and aquatic toxicity, these xenobiotic substances increase the resistance
of the pathogenic bacteria in waste water. These compounds are resistant toward
biological degradation and other common oxidation techniques, and thus, build up
their concentration in the ecosystem. In fact, clofibric acid, which is used as a
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regulator of lipids in the blood, is still detected in lakes and rivers, even after
21 years of persistence in the environment [72]. Therefore, photocatalysis has
emerged as an alternative for the effective degradation and mineralization of these
persistent organic pollutants.

The different pharmaceutical compounds that were subjected to photocatalytic
degradation using TiO2 are listed in Table 4 [72–79]. The degradation of a wide
class of compounds has been studied, and many studies have optimized the
reaction parameters like pH, O2 concentration and TiO2 loading for maximum
conversion of the parent drug compound. Most of these studies have also estab-
lished the pathway of degradation of the pharmaceutical compounds, by following
the evolution of the intermediates via mass spectroscopy. A generalized conclu-
sion in each of the above studies is that the time taken for the complete miner-
alization of the pharmaceutical compound was longer compared to the removal of
the parent compound. Calza et al. [80] studied the photocatalytic degradation and
ecotoxicity of amiloride, a diuretic agent, and concluded that although amiloride is
non-toxic, the degradation intermediates were toxic compounds. Similar results
were also observed for salbutamol [79], indicating the importance of complete
mineralization of the drug to CO2, H2O and inorganic ions. Figure 7 depicts the
pathway of degradation of diclofenac, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug [78].
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6 Photocatalytic Destruction of Microorganisms

Microorganisms like pathogenic bacteria, fungi, viruses and protozoa in drinking
water and air pose a severe threat to human and animal life; they are the primary
carriers of infectious diseases like gastroenteritis, cholera, tuberculosis, anthrax,
malaria and yellow fever. Conventional disinfection technologies employ chlorine,
chlorine dioxide (ClO2), hypochlorite (OCl-) or ozone as disinfectants, owing
to their low operating cost and applicability in a wide pH range. However, the
byproducts of the above techniques involve the formation of halomethanes
and halo acetic acids, which are carcinogenic even at low concentrations.
Hence, photolytic (UV-C radiation at 254 nm) and photocatalytic disinfection

Table 4 Listing of recent studies on the photocatalytic degradation of different pharmaceutical
compounds

Sl.
No.

Compound class Pharmaceutical compounds

1 Antibiotic Chloramphenicol [73], sulfamethoxazole [74],
ciprofloxacin [75], ofloxacin [72]

2 Analgesic and antipyretic Paracetamol [76], phenazone [72]
3 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drug (NSAID)
Diclofenac [77, 78], naproxen [77], ibuprofen [77]

4 Beta blocker Atenolol [76]
5 Anti convulsant Carbamzepine [72]
6 Anti cholestric Clofibric acid [72]
7 Histamine H2—receptor

antagonist
Ranitidine hydrochloride [72]

8 Loop diuretic Furosemide [72]
9 Beta 2-agonist Salbutamol [79]
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(UV-A at 365 nm or visible radiation) of microorganisms, using TiO2 as the
photocatalyst has been researched extensively for the past two decades. Table 5
[81–90] shows the different studies devoted to the deactivation of various kinds of
microorganisms using different semiconductor materials. Among the different
microorganisms, Escherichia coli (E. coli), a Gram negative rod shaped bacterium,
owing to its presence in the intestines of humans, animals and birds, serves as a
biological indicator to test environmental samples for fecal contamination. Unlike
organic compounds, the concentration of microorganisms is usually expressed in
terms of the number of colony forming units per mL of the solution (cfu mL-1).
CFU refers to the number of viable microbial colonies, which are measured by
counting the cell aggregates on an agar plate.

Cho et al. [91] evaluated the inactivation of E. coli under different light
intensities, TiO2 concentration and pH, and have observed a linear correlation of
the inactivation time (for 2-log reduction) with the hydroxyl radical concentration
in the system. This study suggests that hydroxyl radicals are more important than
the reactive oxygen species, and that they are 1000–10000 times as effective as
common oxidants like chlorine, chlorine dioxide or ozone for the disinfection of
E. coli. The mechanism of photocatalytic disinfection of microorganisms is dif-
ferent from that of the degradation and mineralization of organic compounds,
although the hydroxyl radicals are the precursors of degradation in both the cases.
The primary reason concerning the complex nature of inactivation of microor-
ganisms is due to their large size and complex structure compared to organic
molecules. This results in several pathways of cell rupture and regeneration.

Many modes of cell wall damage of the microorganisms have been proposed.
Matsunaga et al. [92] observed a decrease in Coenzyme A (CoA) content in the
cell and a concomitant increase in concentration of the dimeric form of CoA, when
E. coli was irradiated in presence of TiO2. Since the electron transfer between the
cell and the TiO2 is mediated by CoA, the reduction in its concentration was
attributed to cell damage. Saito et al. [93] observed a ‘‘rapid’’ leakage of potassium
ions and the ‘‘slow’’ release of protein and RNA during the lysis of Streptococcus
sobrinus, in presence of UV/TiO2. Thus, they concluded that the inactivation is
due to the loss of permeability of the cell wall of the bacteria. Maness et al. [94]
have observed an exponential increase in the concentration of malondialdehyde
during the inactivation of E. coli, suggesting that the active species like hydroxyl,
hydroperoxy and superoxide radicals attack the polyunsaturated phospholipids in
E. coli, which results in lipid peroxidation and hence the loss of respiratory activity
of the cell.

Thus, it is unequivocally accepted that the cell wall damage induced by the
active species in presence of UV/TiO2 is the primary cause for the death of the
microorganisms. However, it must be ensured that complete disinfection
(99.999%) takes place and microorganisms are indeed in their inactive state, even
after the irradiation and/or TiO2 is removed from the system. This is because, the
presence of active bacteria may result in their reproduction, as organic compounds
like aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic acids, which are usually the products of cell
damage, serve as nutrients for further growth. It has widely been observed that the
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inactivation rate of microorganisms in pure, deionized water is higher compared to
that in the presence of tap water or water contaminated with ionic species or humic
substances [95]. This is due to the osmotic stress in deionized water, which results
in the easy leakage of potassium, calcium and magnesium ions through the cell
membrane, thereby leading to the loss of permeability. Moreover, humic sub-
stances compete for the reactive radicals, which results in the inhibition of the
disinfection rate.

From Table 5, it is clear that TiO2 and its modified forms have shown superior
photocatalytic activity for the disinfection of a wide class of Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria and other microorganisms in water, both in presence of
UV and visible light irradiation. The initial concentration of the microorganisms
that is widely used in the recent works corresponds to 103–109 cfu mL-1. It is also
interesting to note that the optimum catalyst concentration varies widely across the
different studies, suggesting the strong dependence on the intensity of irradiation,
with high intensities requiring lesser catalyst loading. Pal et al. [96] recently
evaluated the disinfection of air borne E. coli in a continuous annular reactor in
presence of TiO2. Complete inactivation of E. coli was observed using UV-A
irradiation of 3.4 mW cm-2 intensity, 85% relative humidity and 1516 mg m-2 of
TiO2, within a residence time of 1.1 min. Recently, Ag is incorporated into TiO2,
either on the surface or in the lattice, to enhance the biocidal activity of bare TiO2

[85–87]. The advantages of having Ag as a component in the photocatalyst are
three fold: (i) Ag+ ions possess an inherent antimicrobial activity, which com-
plements the disinfection ability of TiO2, (ii) Ag, when impregnated on the surface
of TiO2, acts as electron trapping sites, which retards the unwanted charge-carrier
recombination, (iii) nano-sized Ag promotes the formation of electrons in presence
of visible radiation, due to the surface-plasmon excitation. These electrons are
transferred to the conduction band of TiO2, thereby leading to the formation of
reactive superoxide radicals. However, it has been observed in a recent study that
an optimum loading of 1% Ag onto TiO2 yielded a maximum rate of disinfection
of E. coli [85]. The synthesis of Ag nanoparticles and their incorporation onto
different substrates by different techniques, and the anti-microbial activity are
discussed elsewhere [97].

7 Effect of Reaction Conditions

7.1 Temperature

Minor incremental changes in temperature do not significantly affect the rate of
photocatalytic reactions. However, higher temperatures might result in the
reduction of dissolved oxygen in the solution. Dissolved oxygen is one of the key
elements in photocatalysis, as it aids in scavenging CB electrons, thereby leading
to the formation of hydroxyl radicals by the electron pathway. Moreover, higher
temperatures result in desorption of the organic compounds from the surface of the
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photocatalyst. Because photocatalytic degradation is a surface mediated phe-
nomenon, desorption of the organic compound before the reaction results in a
decrease in the reaction rate. Naeem et al. [98] studied TiO2 photocatalyzed
degradation of phenol, 4-chlorophenol and 4-nitrophenol in the temperature range
25–45�C and found that increasing the temperature does not significantly enhance
the degradation rates. The apparent activation energy of photocatalytic degradation
ranges from 9.68 to 21.44 kJ mol-1, which is much lower than that of thermal
degradation reactions (e.g., 66.5 kJ mol-1 for the thermal degradation of poly(a-
methyl styrene) in solution [99]).

7.2 pH

Photocatalytic degradation reactions are highly sensitive to pH of the reaction
mixture. This is due to the fact that the adsorption of the organic compound onto
the photocatalyst surface, and, therefore, the degradation reaction depends on the
surface charge of the photocatalyst and also on the ionization state of the organic
compound. TiO2 exists in the following protonated and deprotonated forms in
acidic and basic medium, respectively [48].

Acidic medium:

[Ti� OHþ Hþ
� [Ti� OHþ

2 ð35Þ

Basic medium:

[Ti� OHþ OH�
� [TiO� þ H2O ð36Þ

Hence, the adsorption of positively charged organic compounds is facilitated at
a basic pH, while that of negatively charged species is favorable at an acidic pH of
the TiO2 surface. In this regard, pHzpc, the zero-point charge pH or the isoelectric
pH of the TiO2 photocatalyst plays a crucial role. At a pH\ pHzpc, the TiO2

surface becomes positively charged (acidic), while at a pH[ pHzpc, it becomes
negatively charged (basic). The effect of pH on the photocatalytic degradation of
dyes was extensively reviewed by Konstantinous and Albanis [50], and Akpan and
Hameed [51]. Sivalingam et al. [39] observed that dyes like Orange G (anionic)
and Methyl Red (neutral) degrade at higher rates at low pH (4.1) values, while
Congo Red (anionic) and Alizarin Red S (anionic) degrade at high pH (9.1) values.
Devi et al. [100] investigated the degradation of anionic and cationic dyes in
presence of Mo6+ ion-substituted TiO2 under different pH’s, and correlated the
degradation behavior of the dyes with the adsorption tendency of the dye at
different pH levels. They observed that the rate coefficients for the degradation of
anionic dyes were higher at an acidic pH (5.6), while that of cationic dyes were
higher at a basic pH (8.0). Therefore, it can be concluded that pH is a very
complex parameter, which depends both on the surface charge of the photocatalyst
and the nature of the organic compound, and hence, it is difficult to standardize the
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pH conditions for the degradation of a specific class of organic compounds.
However, for the inactivation of microorganisms, it was found that the disinfection
rate is nearly the same in the pH range of 4–9. This was attributed to the acid-
induced proteins in E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium, which impart acid tol-
erance to these cells [95, 101].

7.3 Wavelength and Intensity of the Light Source

The properties of the UV light source, viz., the wavelength and intensity, play a
key role in the excitation of semiconductor photocatalyst and the generation of
reactive radicals. Matthews and McEvoy [102] degraded phenol and salicylic acid
in the presence of 254 nm (UV-C; germicidal lamp) and 350 nm (UV-A; black-
light fluorescent lamp), and concluded that the photocatalytic degradation rate is
higher in presence of 254 nm radiation. This is because of the high energy of the
254 nm photons (112.6 kcal Einstein-1) compared to that of the 350 nm photons
(81.7 kcal Einstein-1). However, the thrust to realize photocatalytic degradation
in the presence of sunlight or visible radiation has resulted in light sources
operating at wavelengths 365 nm and above, preferable to the 254 nm high-energy
radiation, which is filtered by the atmosphere.

The intensity of radiation is related to the photon energy flux and quantum yield
of the photoprocess. Photon energy flux is defined as the number (or energy) of
photons per second per unit area incident on the reaction mixture. It is expressed in
terms of the intensity of the incident radiation (I0), volume of the reaction mixture
(V) and the area of the exposed solution (A) as I0VNAEk/A, where NA is Avaga-
dro’s number of photons per mole, and Ek is the energy of the incident photon at
wavelength k. Photon flux is expressed in terms of W m-2 and is usually deter-
mined by chemical actinometric techniques [103]. Quantum yield, U(k), is defined
as the ratio of number of molecules undergoing chemical transformation to the
number of photons absorbed in that period of time. As the number of photons
absorbed depends on the input energy density of the photons, the intensity of the
light source has a positive effect on the photocatalytic degradation rate of an
organic compound. Ollis et al. [45] classified the variation of the reaction rate with
intensity into three regimes. At low I0, the degradation rate is linearly proportional
to I0; at intermediate I0, the degradation rate is proportional to I0

1/2, and at high I0,
the degradation rate is independent of I0, due to mass transfer limitations. Meng
et al. [104], by assuming that the total number of H2O/OH

- in the system is
insufficient to capture the holes, showed that, in the intensity range from 0.86
to 6.8 mW cm-2, the adsorption and degradation rate constants signifying
the degradation of p-chlorobenzoate vary with the intensity as I-1/2 and I1/2,
respectively. Wu and Chern [105] used a first-order correlation of the form,
[hm] = I0 exp (-k[TiO2]), to account for the screening effect of the TiO2 particles
at high intensities of the UV radiation. The nonlinear dependence of the rate
coefficients on the UV intensity was predicted by their model. Thus, the effect of
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light intensity on the photocatalytic degradation rate is not straightforward and
is dependent on the reactor configuration and the concentration of the TiO2

photocatalyst.

7.4 Catalyst Loading

The concentration of the photocatalyst is one of the critical parameters that
determines the degradation rate of any organic compound. This is dependent on
the volume of the solution being treated and the initial concentration of the organic
compound. It has been widely observed that the degradation rate increases with an
increase in catalyst loading. This is due to the availability of more active catalyst
sites at higher concentrations, which results in the generation of more hydroxyl
species. However, when loading is increased beyond an optimum value, there is no
appreciable increase in the degradation rate. This is because the catalyst particles
scatter light, reducing the effective light intensity reaching the bulk reaction
solution. In the literature, 0.4–3.5 g L-1 of catalyst has been used for the photo-
catalytic degradation of different organic compounds. Sivalingam et al. [36]
observed that the optimum loading of CS TiO2 for the degradation of dyes is
1 g L-1.

The above argument also holds good when the catalyst particles are immobi-
lized on a substrate like fiberglass, glass slides, glass tubes, etc. In such cases the
loading is characterized by the surface coverage of the catalyst, denoted as mass
per unit area of the substrate. Hence, the number of coating cycles is a critical
parameter, which has to be tuned for the maximum degradation rate. Lim et al.
[106] have compared the different dip-coating procedures for the immobilization
of TiO2, 5 coating cycles on woven fiberglass exhibited the highest photocatalytic
degradation rate for Methylene Blue. However, in another study, it was found that
a direct correlation of optimum catalyst loading for the degradation of organic
compounds with the deactivation of microorganisms does not exist. The optimum
loading in the case of microorganisms is always lesser than that required for the
degradation of organic compounds. For the TiO2 coated glass sheets, the optimum
loading was 0.5 mg cm-2 for the deactivation of E. coli, while it was
1.1 mg cm-2 for the degradation of atrazine and formic acid, under the same
conditions of illumination [101]. Therefore, owing to the economics of the cata-
lyst, an optimum concentration is always favorable to study the photocatalytic
degradation of organic compounds.

7.5 Presence of Organic Solvents

Organic solvents pose a deleterious effect on the degradation rate of an organic
compound. Epling and Lin [107] observed that the degradation rate of Methylene
Blue decreased significantly, when 1% of acetonitrile was added to the reaction
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mixture. Aarthi and Madras [37] also observed a decrease in the degradation rate
of Rhodamine B when the composition of acetonitrile or ethanol was increased in
the aqueous medium. This observation is attributed to the fact that the solvation of
the CB electrons is reduced in the presence of solvent, which results in the elec-
tron–hole recombination. Another possible reason is that the organic solvents
scavenge the VB holes, thereby reducing the possibility of generation of hydroxyl
radicals. However, organic solvents are beneficial for the partial oxidation of
organic compounds to achieve high selectivities for a particular product. This finds
applications in the synthesis of fine chemicals by photocatalysis.

7.6 Pollutant Concentration

It is well-known that the rate of degradation is higher at higher concentrations of
the organic compound. Especially, for the degradation of colored organic com-
pounds like dyes, the degradation rate exhibits an initial increase with dye con-
centration, but decreases after a certain critical concentration. This is attributed to
the screening of UV radiation by the dye molecules before reaching the catalyst
surface. However, the catalyst concentration can be tuned based on the concen-
tration of the organic compound, so that the organic compound can be significantly
adsorbed onto the catalyst surface and degraded. Most of the degradation studies
have employed a concentration of the organic compounds in the range of 10–
200 mg L-1, which agrees well with the concentration of the common pollutants
in real wastewater.

7.7 Presence of Anions and Oxidizing Agents

Industrial effluents are composed of a large number of organic compounds, humic
substances and inorganic substances, such as anions and metal ions. Hence, an
evaluation of the degradability of an organic compound under the influence of such
externally added ions is important. It is generally observed that anions like car-
bonate, bicarbonate, chloride and sulfate ions retard the degradation of organic
compounds, in accordance with the following reactions [48–51]:

CO2�
3 þ OH� �!CO��

3 þ OH�� ð37Þ

HCO�
3 þ OH� �!CO�

3 þ H2O ð38Þ

Cl� þ OH� �!Cl� þ OH� ð39Þ

SO2�
4 þ OH� �! SO��

4 þ OH� ð40Þ

SO��
4 þ H2O�! SO2�

4 þ OH� þ Hþ ð41Þ
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It is clear that all these anions scavenge the hydroxyl radicals to form the
respective anion radicals. In the case of the sulfate anion, a sulfate anion radical
can result in the formation of hydroxyl radicals according to reaction 41. However,
these radicals are again scavenged according to reaction 40, and hence there is a
net reduction in the rate of photocatalytic degradation of the organic compound.
Azevedo et al. [108] evaluated the effect of saline media on the photocatalytic
degradation of phenol and concluded that, at a low concentration of NaCl
(2 g L-1), the rate was unaffected, while at a high concentration of NaCl
(50 g L-1), there was a drastic reduction in the degradation rate of phenol.
However, complete removal and mineralization of phenol was observed. They
modeled the reaction using extended-lumped saline kinetics and predicted the time
evolution profiles of phenol, intermediates and CO2. Devi et al. [100] conducted
extensive experiments to evaluate the effect of anions on the degradation of
anionic and cationic dyes, and found that the presence of sulfate anions result in
the highest reduction in the degradation rate of the dyes, while the presence of
oxalate anions show the lowest reduction in rate. Thus the reduction in rate due to
the presence of different anions for the degradation of Rhodamine B follows the
order: SO4

2-
[Cl-[HCO3

-
[NO3

-
[CO3

2-
[C2O4

2-. A similar retarda-
tion effect was also observed for the inactivation of microorganisms in presence of
TiO2. According to the results of Rincón and Pulgarin [95], the order of retardation
of E. coli in presence of different anions is as follows: Cl-[NO3

-
[

SO4
2- � HCO3

-
[HPO4

2-, where the chloride and phosphate ions exhibit the
minimum and maximum inhibiting effect, respectively.

The presence of oxidizing agents such as persulfate and H2O2 has a positive
effect on the degradation rate of the organic compound, which is attributed to the
generation of hydroxyl radicals by these oxidizing agents, according to the fol-
lowing reactions [48–51]:

S2O
2�
8 þ e�CB �! SO2�

4 þ SO��
4 ð42Þ

H2O2 þ e�CB �!OH� þ OH� ð43Þ

H2O2 þ O��
2 �!OH� þ OH� þ O2 ð44Þ

The sulfate anion radical generated by reaction 42 reacts with water to form a
hydroxyl radical by reaction (41). Reactions (43)–(44) are the key reactions for the
generation of hydroxyl radicals in presence of H2O2. It was previously shown that
these two reactions are responsible for the enhanced photocatalytic inactivation of
E. coli in presence of TiO2, even at very low concentrations of H2O2 (0.3 mM).
However, when the concentration of H2O2 is higher than the optimum, the fol-
lowing reactions occur, which result in the quenching of the hydroxyl radicals,
thereby resulting in a reduction of the degradation rate [48–51]:

H2O2 þ 2hþVB �!O2 þ 2Hþ ð45Þ

H2O2 þ OH� �!H2Oþ HOO� ð46Þ
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HOO� þ OH� �!H2Oþ O2 ð47Þ

Therefore, careful optimization of the concentration of the oxidants is a must
for achieving maximum photocatalytic degradation rates.

7.8 Presence of Metal Ions

In the recent past, extensive research has been conducted on the effects of metal
ions on the degradation of organic compounds. It is imperative to note that metal
ions like Ag+, Hg2+, Cu2+, Pb2+, Cd2+, Ni2+ and Cr6+ are toxic and have infinite
lifetimes. Hence, their accumulation in the environment leads to biomagnification.
Reduction of metal ions by photocatalysis is an important subject and many studies
have dealt with this aspect [44, 109]. A number of studies have also focused on the
simultaneous degradation of organic compounds and reduction of metal ions using
TiO2. Prairie et al. [110] observed that the rate constant for the reduction of Cr6+–
Cr3+ is strongly dependent on the concentration of salicylic acid, and the rate
constant exhibits a sudden drop at salicylic acid concentrations higher than the
optimum value. Moreover, the highest degradation rate of salicylic acid was
observed in presence of Au3+. An important result of their work shows that only
those metal ions whose half-reaction standard reduction potential is greater than
0.3 V (vs NHE) can be treated by photocatalysis.

A careful evaluation of the works of Chen et al. [111], Aarthi and Madras [37],
and Kyung et al. [112] shows that the rate of degradation of Rhodamine B
decreases in the presence of Cu2+, Fe3+, Zn2+ and Al3+, while increasing with the
presence of Cr6+ and Ag+ ions. This suggests that the electronic state of the metal
ions also plays a major role in the degradability of the organic compound. Wang
et al. [113] studied the photocatalytic degradation of phenol in presence of Cu2+

and F- ions using DP-25 TiO2. The I-order degradation rate coefficient of phenol
in presence of different ions exhibited the following trend: k(Cu2++F-)[ k(F-)[
k(Cu2+)[ k(without Cu2+ or F-). The observed effect was attributed to the
enhanced charge-carrier separation induced by Cu2+ and F-.

A common feature in most of the works reporting synergistic degradation of
organic compounds in the presence of metal ions is that the pH of the reaction
mixture was in the acidic regime. For example, the reduction of Cr6+–Cr3+ occurs
in the presence of protons according to the following reaction [114]:

2Cr2O
2�
7 þ 16Hþ ! 4Cr3þ þ 8H2Oþ 3O2 ð48Þ

Hence, an acidic medium can provide excess protons for the reduction of Cr6+

compared to a neutral or basic medium. Moreover, metal ions like Cr6+ and Cu2+

precipitate as hydroxides in the basic pH regime, which prevents them from get-
ting adsorbed onto the TiO2 surface. In a recent study, Vinu and Madras [114]
observed that the presence of phenol accelerated the reduction of Cu2+–Cu+, while
this was not possible in the absence of phenol (Fig. 8). The presence of Cu2+ ions
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did not significantly alter the degradation rate of phenol, while the presence of
Cr6+ enhanced the degradation of phenol.

Sun et al. [115] showed that, among the different metal ions like Cu2+, Fe3+,
Mn4+, Ce4+, V5+ and Cr6+, only Cr6+ accelerated the photooxidation of 4-chlo-
rophenol in presence of visible light. Therefore, it can be summarized that the
simultaneous degradation-reduction of such two-component systems containing an
organic compound and a metal ion is dependent on the pH of the solution, con-
centration of the metal ions and the organic compound, adsorption of the metal ion
and the electronic states of the metal ions.

8 Mechanistic Models for Photocatalytic Degradation

8.1 Models for the Degradation of Organic Compounds

It is well reported that the rate of photocatalytic degradation of the organic
compounds follows the classical Langmuir–Hinshelwood (L–H) kinetics [116].
Sivalingam et al. [36] derived the rate equation for the photocatalytic degradation
of dyes by incorporating the reactions including charge-carrier generation,
recombination, adsorption–desorption of the substrate, generation of hydroxyl
radicals and the oxidation of the adsorbed organic compound by hydroxyl radicals
and holes. The rate equation, which resembles the L–H equation, is given by:

�rA ¼
K0ððk0h=K0Þ þ k0ÞCA

1þ K0CA

ð49Þ

where, rA denotes the rate of consumption of the organic compound, CA is the
concentration of the organic compound, and K0 is the equilibrium adsorption rate
coefficient, which includes the adsorption of the organic compounds and hydroxyl
radicals. The rate coefficients k0h and k0 signify the oxidation of the organic
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compound by direct hole attack and by the hydroxyl radicals, respectively. Hence,
the compound rate coefficient kr ¼ ðk0h=K0Þ þ k0 denotes the oxidation of the
organic compound. A simple way to determine the rate coefficients K0 and kr is the
initial rate method. In this method, the equation is inverted and rearranged so that a
plot of 1/CA0 versus 1/rA0 yields the slope and intercept, from which K0 (in
L mg-1) and kr (in mg L-1 min-1) can be evaluated. The equation is given by

�
1
rA0

¼
1

krK0

1
CA0

þ
1
kr

ð50Þ

It is worthwhile to note that the equilibrium adsorption coefficient, K0 deter-
mined from the L–H equation is different from the adsorption coefficient that is
determined by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. This is because the equilibrium
adsorption coefficient determined by the Langmuir isotherm denotes the adsorp-
tion–desorption of the organic compound in the dark, while K0 signifies the
adsorption of the organic compounds onto the catalyst surface and the desorption
of the products from the surface during the photoreaction. Hence, it is imperative
to note that K0 is dependent on other reaction parameters including the intensity of
UV irradiation, concentration of oxygen and the catalyst concentration.

As most of the organic compounds are present at trace levels in the atmosphere
or effluent stream, the term K0CA � 1 in the denominator of Eq. 49. Hence, the
rate equation can be simplified to a first-order equation with ‘k’ as the first-order
rate constant signifying the degradation of the organic compound [39].

�rA ¼ �
dCA

dt
¼ kCA ð51Þ

The solution of the above equation is given by CA ¼ CA0 expð�ktÞ. The rate
coefficient, k, can be determined by a linear plot of ln(CA0/CA) versus t. The value of
the rate coefficient reported in the literature for the degradation of organic com-
pounds varies over a wide range and, therefore, it is difficult to establish a specific
range of variability. This is because the rate coefficient is dependent upon the type of
the catalyst (anatase/rutile TiO2), intensity of the UV radiation, catalyst loading and
other reaction parameters like pH, and the presence of anions and cations.

Li et al. [117] developed a kinetic model for the rate of degradation of Rho-
damine B dye in presence of a TiO2-coated, activated carbon catalyst by including
the fractional surface coverage of the hydroxyl radicals and the dye, on the catalyst
surface. The L–H parameters were found to depend on the intensity (I) of the UV
radiation according to the following equations:

k�1
r ¼ aI�1=2 þ b ð52Þ

K0 ¼ gI�1=2 þ - ð53Þ

where, a, b, g and x are lumped constants, expressed in terms of the rate coeffi-
cients and signifying the individual steps. They have observed good agreement of
the model with the experimental data at different light intensities.
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Wu and Chern [105] adopted a cyclic network reduction technique to derive the
rate expression for the degradation of Methylene Blue. The rate of decomposition
of Methylene Blue was found to depend on the initial concentration of the dye,
light intensity, TiO2 loading and dissolved oxygen concentration. The rate
expression is given by:

�rA ¼
k
0

aCA

1þ k
0

bCA
ð54Þ

where, k
0

a ¼
k4½hm�½TiO2�
1þk1½hm�

and k
0

b ¼
k2þk3½hm�
1þk1½hm�

. The concentration profiles were simulated

by integrating Eq. 54 in the limits CA|t=0 = CA0 and CA|t=t0 = CAt. The rate
coefficients were determined by nonlinear curve fitting of the following expression
with the experimental data:

ln
CAt

CA0

� �

þ k
0

bðCAt � CA0Þ ¼ �k
0

at ð55Þ

Almquist and Biswas [118] investigated the effect of dissolved oxygen on the
kinetics of degradation of phenol in presence of DP-25. Their results show that
dissolved oxygen has an inhibiting effect on the degradation of phenol when the
concentration of phenol is of the order of the solubility of oxygen in water. They
developed a three-parameter model that describes the dependence of the degra-
dation rate on the concentration of phenol and dissolved oxygen. The rate equation
is given by:

�
dCA

dt
¼

bCO2CA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ a=CO2

p

� 1
� �

1þ cCA
ð56Þ

The model parameter ‘a’ depends on the light intensity profile inside the
reaction slurry, light absorption and the efficiency of electron-hole formation and
recombination. The parameters ‘b’ and ‘c’ depend mainly on the type of TiO2. The
parameters were determined by nonlinear curve fitting. Therefore, the differing
kinetic equations suggest that, although L–H and the first-order model satisfac-
torily describes the overall kinetics of degradation of organic compounds, more
thorough models must be used to unravel the effects of different reaction param-
eters like the UV light intensity, catalyst loading, oxygen concentration and the
mode of reactor operation.

8.2 Modeling of Microbial Inactivation

The kinetics of photocatalytic disinfection of microorganisms is quite different from
that of the organics because the inactivation profiles are characterized by three dis-
tinct regimes. In the first regime, a ‘‘shoulder’’ or a slow deactivation of the micro-
organisms occurs due to the self-defense and auto-repair mechanisms of the bacterial
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cell membrane against the hydroxyl radicals [119]. Once the hydroxyl radical con-
centration builds up in the system and a certain number of critical molecules are
denatured, perforation of the bacterial membrane occurs, as the anti-stress enzymes
are unable to prevent the membrane from oxidation. Thus, in the second regime, a
log-linear reduction in concentration of the microorganism is observed. The last part
of the deactivation process is characterized by a slow reduction in concentration or
tailing of the concentration profile, due to the release of organic compounds into the
medium, which competes with the inactivation of the microorganism.

Several empirical models have been proposed to account for the different
regimes of deactivation of microorganisms [120]. These include a delayed Chick-
Watson, modified Chick-Watson, Hom and modified Hom equations. The modi-
fied Hom equation, which fits well with the bacterial concentration profile has
three adjustable parameters and is expressed as:

log
C0

C
¼ k1½1� expð�k2tÞ�

k3 ð57Þ

where, C0 and C are the initial concentration and concentration at time ‘t’ of the
microorganism in the system. The parameters k1, k2 and k3 in the above model
have no physical significance. Therefore, rigorous mechanistic models are nec-
essary to describe the kinetics of the deactivation of microorganisms. Initially, the
mechanism of rupturing the cell wall of the microorganism, thereby inactivating
the organism, was represented as a series of consecutive events of different
damage levels [120, 121]:

C0 �!
k1

C1 �!
k2

C2 �!
k3

C3 � � � �!
kn

Cn ð58Þ

where, ki denotes the kinetic rate coefficient for the damage from level i - 1
to i. Labas et al. [121] coupled the radiation transport equation with this model and
observed that the threshold limit for bacterial damage corresponds to two levels
(n = 2). Other parameters in their model correspond to the inactivation rate
coefficient k, and the reaction order with respect to the local volumetric rate of
photonic absorption of the bacteria.

Marugán et al. [120] recently proposed a modified mechanism for the deacti-
vation of E. coli, represented as:

Cundamaged �!
k1

Cdamaged �!
k2

Cinactivated �!
k3

Cproduct ð59Þ

where, Cundamaged denotes the undamaged population of the microorganism,
Cdamaged denotes the lumped population at all intermediate levels of damage,
Cinactivated denotes the microorganisms in the inactive state and Cproduct denotes the
products of microbial cell lysis, which are released into the reaction medium. The
L–H-like model for the above mechanism is given by:

dCundamaged

dt
¼ �k

KCn
undamaged

1þ KCn
undamaged þ KCn

damaged

ð60Þ
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dCdamaged

dt
¼ k

KCn
undamaged � KCn

damaged

1þ KCn
undamaged þ KCn

damaged

ð61Þ

where, the rate coefficients k, K and n correspond to the interaction of the hydroxyl
species with the microorganism, microorganism with TiO2, and the products of
bacterial lysis with the hydroxyl species, respectively. The above expression is
based on the assumption that the rate coefficients for the intrinsic reaction steps for
the undamaged and the damaged cells are the same. Thus, the rate coefficients K,
k and n signifying the pseudo-adsorption, inactivation and inhibition, represent the
initial lag, log-linear decrease and final lag phases of the bacterial disinfection
profiles, respectively. This model has been validated for the deactivation of E. coli
with different catalysts of varying concentrations, and in presence of anions like
chloride, bicarbonate and phosphate, and humic acids [122].

8.3 Modeling of Multicomponent Systems

Industrial effluents are composed of a mixture of different organic compounds
(dyes, phenolics, chlorinated compounds) and metal ions. The rate of degradation
of an organic compound in the presence of another will be different from indi-
vidual degradation rates. Therefore, kinetic modeling of multicomponent systems
yields useful information on the interaction between the different species in the
system, competition of the reactants and products for the active sites, and the
mechanism of degradation. Priya and Madras [123] studied the photocatalytic
degradation of mixtures of 4-chlorophenol and 4-nitrophenol to simulate the
industrial effluent. They modeled the rate of degradation of chlorophenol (cp) and
nitrophenol (np) using the following rate equations with individual L–H rate
parameters (kcc, Kcp, knn and Knn) and interaction parameters (kcn and knc):

�rcp ¼
ðkcc � kcnCnpÞCcp

1þ KcpCcp þ KnpCnp

; �rnp ¼
ðknn � kncCcpÞCnp

1þ KcpCcp þ KnpCnp

ð62Þ

The above model accounts for the competitive inhibition of the rate of degra-
dation of cp by np, and vice-versa. The denominator in the above equations
accounts for the competition of cp and np for the active site of TiO2. By linearizing
the above expressions, the rate coefficients were determined. Based on the values
of kcn and knc, it was found that the degradation of chlorophenol was unaffected by
the presence of nitrophenol, while the degradation of the nitrophenol was signif-
icantly affected by the presence of the chlorophenol.

Similarly, when a metal ion is present in the system along with an organic
compound, simultaneous oxidation and reduction reactions occur, and the kinetics
of the reaction is affected by the complex interaction of the organic compound and
metal ion with the TiO2 surface. A detailed discussion on this topic is available in
Sect. 7.8. The retardation of the rate of degradation of dyes in presence of metal
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ions was modeled by Aarthi et al. [37], and their kinetic model relates the rate of
degradation of the dye (rD) with the concentration of the dye [D] and the metal ion
[Mn+]. The equation is given by:

�
1
rD

¼
1
½D�

þ K2

� �

ð1þ K6½M
nþ�Þ

ðk0 þ K6k7½Mnþ�Þ
ð63Þ

The lumped rate coefficients in the above model, viz. K2, K6, k0 and k7, were
determined by nonlinear regression, and the model was validated for the degra-
dation of different dyes, including Rhodamine B [37], Rhodamine 6G [37],
Sulforhodamine B [37] and Azure B [124], in presence of Cu2+. One shortcoming
of this model is that it does not account for the concomitant reduction of metal ions
during the degradation of the organic compound. With this in mind, Vinu and
Madras [114] modeled the simultaneous and synergistic degradation of phenolic
compounds (phenol and 4-nitrophenol), and the reduction of metal ions (Cu2+ and
Cr6+), by assuming competitive adsorption of metal ions and the phenolic com-
pounds onto the TiO2 surface. The steady-state rates through the individual phenol
degradation and metal ion reduction pathways, derived using the network reduc-
tion technique, are given by:

�
1

rPh;0
� K2

� �

¼
1

½Ph�0

1
K1

þ
½Mnþ�

K3

� �

ð64Þ

�
1

rMnþ;0
� K5

� �

¼
1

½Mnþ�0

1
K4

þ
½Ph�
K6

� �

ð65Þ

where, rPh,0 and rMn+,0 denote the initial rate of degradation of phenolic compound
and the reduction of metal ions, respectively. This model accounts for the con-
tribution of the metal ions for the rate of degradation of the phenolic compound
and vice versa. The lumped rate coefficients K2 and K5 were determined by
individually degrading phenolic compounds and metal ions, and the other rate
coefficients were evaluated by conducting multiple experiments at different phenol
and metal ion concentrations. Using this model, the rate coefficients can be
determined uniquely by a simple linear regression.

8.4 Modeling of Degradation Intermediates

The intermediates formed during the degradation of organic compounds can have a
deleterious effect on the overall degradation rate, since these compounds compete
for the active sites of the catalyst. Hence, by knowing the formation and con-
sumption rate of the different intermediates, the relative importance of each of
them on the overall mineralization of the parent compound can be assessed.
Previous studies on the degradation of phenolic compounds, dyes and pesticides
have monitored the concentration of the various intermediates during degradation.
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For example, the predominant intermediates observed during the degradation of
phenol include catechol, hydroquinone, hydroxy hydroquionone, benzoquinone
and oxalic acid. The kinetics of formation and consumption of these intermediates
was modeled by considering a simple series reaction mechanism with first-order
reactions [39, 40], represented as:

A�!
kf Intermediate�!

kc Product ð66Þ

where, kf and kc are the formation and consumption rate coefficients of the
intermediates. By writing rate equations for A, intermediate and the product, an
expression for the concentration of the intermediate can be derived as [125]:

Cint

CA0
¼

kf
kc � kf

expð�kf tÞ � expð�kctÞð Þ ð67Þ

The concentration profiles of the primary hydroxylated species show an initial
increase and subsequent decrease with time due to the formation of secondary
hydroxylated species. Hence, there is a time (tmax) at which the concentration of
the intermediate is maximum (Cmax). Therefore, by differentiating the above
equation with respect to t and Cint, expressions for tmax and Cint,max were derived as
[125]:

tmax ¼
lnðkf=kcÞ

kcðkf=kc � 1Þ
ð68Þ

Cint;max

CA0
¼

kf
kc

� �1=ð1�kf=kcÞ

ð69Þ

Thus, by solving these two equations with tmax and Cint,max from the experi-
mental data, kc and kf can be determined. More importantly, the ratio kc/kf, which
signifies the relative rate at which the intermediate is consumed, can be used as a
quantifying factor to assess the stability of the different intermediates and the
effective mineralization of the parent compound. The formation of catechol and
hydroquinone during the photocatalytic degradation of phenol in presence of Cu2+

ions and CS TiO2 is depicted in Fig. 8. The curves for catechol and hydroquinone
represent the model fits.

9 Visible Light Degradation of Organic Compounds

9.1 Second Generation TiO2 Photocatalysts

The first generation TiO2 or pristine TiO2 proves to be an efficient photocatalyst in
the UV region. However, the wide band-gap (3.2 eV) of anatase TiO2, corre-
sponding to an absorption threshold of 390 nm, limits its use in the visible range
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(400–800 nm) in practical applications. Moreover, solar radiation is comprised of
c.a. 50% visible radiation and less than 5% UV radiation. Hence, extending the
spectral absorption of TiO2 to the visible region is vital for the development of
energy efficient degradation processes.

Second generation TiO2 catalysts encompass a wide variety of the cationic and
anionic substituents in TiO2. The cationic substituents mainly include metal ions,
while the anionic substituents include C, N and S. Numerous studies have
examined the substitution of lower valent (+1, +2, +3), iso valent (+4) and higher
valent (+5, +6) metal ions in the lattice of TiO2 for the photocatalytic degradation
of organic compounds. This includes noble metals, transition metals, lanthanide
metals and alkaline metals. Table 6 [126–131] presents a list of the various studies
conducted on the photocatalytic activity of metal ion-doped TiO2. Although there
is a general consensus that metal ion doping extends the absorption spectrum of
TiO2 to the visible region, the photocatalytic activity of the metal ion-doped TiO2

compared to the undoped TiO2 varies across different studies. From the table, it is
evident that doping of some metal ions enhances the photoactivity, while others
result in a reduction of photoactivity.

Choi et al. [126], by studying the transient absorption decay of the trapped
electrons, showed that the dopant energy levels serve as trap sites for the electrons
and holes, apart from the surface trap sites. The low activity exhibited by metal

Table 6 Effect of different metal ion substitutions in TiO2 for the photocatalytic degradation of
organic compounds

Sl.
No.

Organic
compound

Substituted
metal ion in
TiO2

Results Reference

1 CCl4 and CHCl3 Fe3+, Mo5+,
Ru3+, Os3+,
Re5+, V4+,
Rh3+, Co3+,
Al3+

Co3+ and Al3+ doping reduces the
photoactivity, while all other metal ions
in the concentration range from 0.1 to
0.5 at. % enhance the photoactivity

[126]

2 Oxalic acid Cr3+, Fe3+, V5+ The photoactivity of all the samples was
lower compared to bare TiO2

[127]

3 2-Chlorophenol Nd3+, Pd2+,
Pt4+, Fe3+

Order of photoactivity:
Nd3+[Pd2+[Pt4+ & undoped[Fe3+

[128]

4 5,5-Dimethyl-1-
pyrroline N-
oxide
(DMPO spin
trap)

Cr3+, Mn2+,
Co2+

All the metal ion-doped samples exhibit a
lower photocatalytic activity for the
generation of DMPO-OH and DMPO-
O2

- compared to undoped DP-25

[129]

5 4-Nitrophenol Cu2+, Fe3+,
Ce4+, Zr4+,
V5+, W6+

Order of photoactivity: undoped CS
TiO2[Fe/TiO2[W/TiO2[Ce/
TiO2[Zr/TiO2[V/TiO2 & Cu/TiO2

[130]

6 Orange II La3+, Ce4+,
Pr3+, Nd3+,
Sm3+, Eu3+,
Dy3+, Gd3+

High visible light photoactivity compared to
undoped TiO2 in the concentration range
of 0.5–1 wt%

[131]
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ion-doped TiO2 is due to these states acting as recombination centers. Hence, the
photoactivity of metal ion-doped TiO2 strongly depends on the dopant concen-
tration, energy level of the dopant within the TiO2 lattice, d-electronic configu-
ration, distribution of dopant, interfacial charge transfer and light intensity.
Nagaveni et al. [130] conducted a thorough photoluminescence study of the dif-
ferent metal ion-doped TiO2 (MxTi1-xO2±d), synthesized by the solution com-
bustion technique, and observed a reduction in the emission intensity of the metal
ion-doped samples. The metal ions form inter-band energy levels above the
valence band or below the conduction band, which result in lower band gap of the
doped TiO2 materials. Serpone et al. [127] showed that doping of Cr3+, Fe3+ and
V5+ in the lattice of TiO2 results in a lower photoactivity for the oxidation of oxalic
acid, but an enhanced activity for the photoreduction of water to H2. Similarly,
Pd2+ ion substitution in CS TiO2 was found to be beneficial for gas phase CO
oxidation, NO reduction and NO decomposition [132], while it exhibited a neg-
ative effect for liquid phase degradation of organic compounds [133]. This shows
that a generalization of the activity of metal doped TiO2 compared to the undoped
TiO2 is not possible for a wide class of reactions.

Another method by which metal ions can be incorporated in TiO2 is by
impregnation on the surface. Paola et al. [134] investigated the effect of different
transition metals impregnated TiO2 for the photocatalytic degradation of aliphatic
and aromatic compounds and found that the highest mineralization efficiency was
obtained with bare TiO2. In addition to the above result, Vinu and Madras [133,
135] showed that TiO2 impregnated with Pd or Ag exhibits higher photoactivity
compared to doped-TiO2. The higher activity exhibited by the metal ion-
impregnated TiO2 is attributed to the formation of a Schottky barrier, which results
in the scavenging of electrons and holes, thereby preventing unfavorable recom-
bination reaction.

While metal ions are substituted for the Ti atoms in the lattice, anions are
substituted for oxygen in the oxide. Hence, these are represented as TiO2-xDx,
where D is usually N, C or S. The first study on anion-substituted TiO2, TiO2-xNx,
was carried out by Asahi et al. [136] for the photocatalytic degradation of
Methylene Blue and gaseous acetaldehyde in presence of visible radiation. Based
on X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis, they observed an optimum con-
centration of N to be 0.25 atomic%. Khan et al. [137] incorporated C in TiO2 by
flame pyrolysis, which shows a band gap of 2.32 eV, and high activity for
photosplitting of water (photoconversion efficiency = 8.35%). Unlike the cation-
doped TiO2, anion-doped TiO2 exhibits a high photoactivity in the visible region
compared to undoped and commercial DP-25 due to narrowing of the band-gap. In
fact, the band gap narrowing of N doped TiO2 was attributed to the mixing of N 2p
and O 2p energy levels. This requires the elevation of valence band maximum or
the lowering of conduction band minimum by the introduction of new energy level
of the anion dopant, with a more homogeneous distribution and without a loss of
the crystal structure of the host TiO2. The rules for any non-metal to be substituted
for oxygen in TiO2 to elevate the valence band, are as follows [138]: (i) the
electronegativity of the non-metal dopant should be lesser than that of oxygen, and
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(ii) the radius of the dopant should be comparable to that of oxygen for a more
uniform distribution.

Serpone [139] demonstrated that the visible light activity of the anion-doped
TiO2 is not due to the narrowing of the band-gap, but due to the defects associated
with the oxide ion vacancy, which results in the formation of color centers. Color
centers are essentially a single or a pair of electrons associated with an oxygen
vacancy. For MgO, it has been shown that the ground state of the color centers lie
above the O 2p valence band. Table 7 [140–144] shows the different studies on the
anion-doped TiO2 for the visible light degradation of organic compounds.

9.2 Heterostructuring of TiO2

Heterostructuring refers to the modification of the surface of pristine TiO2 by
employing (i) narrow band-gap semiconductor dopants (like CdS, PbS, CdSe, Bi2S3),
(ii) dyes as sensitizers and (iii) co-catalysts [138]. Different schemes of charge-carrier
transfer have been proposed for heterostructured TiO2 materials, viz. traditional
charge-carrier transfer, sensitization, indirect Z-scheme, direct Z-scheme, vectorial
electron transfer and co-catalyst coupling. The main idea of these heterostructuring
procedures is to isolate the electrons and holes at two different reaction sites in order
to prevent recombination. This enhances the efficiency of simultaneous oxidation and
reduction reactions. Moreover, the incorporation of small band-gap semiconductors,
dyes and co-catalysts, increases the probability of absorption in the visible range. Liu
et al. [138] reviewed such schemes in terms of their mechanisms, materials and the
key issues involved in their implementation. Figure 9 depicts the two different modes
of charge transfer in presence of a sensitizing dye and a narrow band-gap semicon-
ductor. Some important design considerations for the heterostructured systems, for
effective interfacial charge transfer, are as follows:

• The main semiconductor (TiO2) and the dopant semiconductor need to have
suitable electronic structure, i.e., the dopant should have a higher conduction
band minimum and valence band maximum compared to TiO2, for the smooth
injection of electrons downhill from the conduction band of the dopant, and the
transfer of holes uphill to the valence band of the dopant.

• The above condition is also applicable for sensitizers, although there is no
transfer of holes to the HOMO. Moreover, high surface area of TiO2 is necessary
for the enhanced adsorption of the sensitizer.

• Intimate contact between the two different phases (e.g., a p–n junction in the
case of traditional transfer or Ohm/Schottky contact in the case of co-catalysts)
is necessary.

Table 8 [145–154] presents the different studies on the sensitized degradation
of organic compounds using modified TiO2 materials. It is clear that a wide variety
of sensitizers like narrow band-gap semiconductors, organic dyes and conjugated
polymers are being coupled to TiO2 to enhance the visible light response.
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Moreover, the time taken for the complete degradation of the organic compounds
varies from 1 to 10 h, which shows the importance of optimizing the various
reaction conditions like the initial concentration of the organic compound, catalyst
loading and the intensity of the light source. Hence, a fair comparison of the
photoactivity of the different modified TiO2 materials requires the evaluation of
the kinetic rate coefficients of degradation.

10 Photocatalysis in Practice

10.1 Immobilization of TiO2

The photocatalytic degradation reactions considered thus far have been conducted
in small volume (0.1–10 L) batch reactors, usually in immersion well photore-
actors [36], in which the catalyst particles are suspended and continuously stirred
in the reaction mixture. While this configuration is beneficial for the high mass
transfer of the reactants and products on the catalyst surface, which results in high
degradation rates of organic compounds, this mode of operation is not suitable for
large-scale applications involving large volumes of effluents, due to the inherent
problem associated with the separation of the catalyst particles after the comple-
tion of the reaction. This escalates the costs related to the operation of the unit due
to the complex downstream operations involved.

A solution to the above scale up issue is to immobilize the catalyst on a suitable
support material. Many different supports have been explored for the immobili-
zation of TiO2, viz. glass beads [155], flexible fiber glass cloth [156], glass tubes
[157], cotton [158], stainless steel [159], ZnO tetrapods [160], silicone rubber film
[161], PTFE mesh sheets [162], polystyrene beads [163], low density support
(perlite) [164] and porous lavas (pumice stone) [165]. A good support is

Fig. 9 Mechanism of charge carrier transfer in a dye sensitized TiO2, and b narrow band gap
semiconductor coupled TiO2
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characterized by its inertness to UV radiation, non-toxic nature, corrosion and
erosion resistance at highly acidic and basic conditions and good adhesion to the
catalyst particles. The different immobilization procedures include dip-coating,
pasting, spray coating from suspension, sol–gel technique, CVD, sputtering and
electrophoretic deposition. Usually, catalyst particles are coated many times on the
supports to achieve better photocatalytic activity. However, excessive layers
results in the detachment of the outer catalyst layers and cracking of the surface.
Lim et al. [106] compared four different dip-coating methods for the mineraliza-
tion of Methylene Blue and concluded that a hybrid method with 5 coating cycles
and a calcination period of 1 h at 500�C yielded the best results. Moreover, the
suitability of the substrates for immobilization followed the order: woven fiber-
glass & fiberglass � Al plate C glass plate. However, the optimum number of
coating cycles for the effective degradation of an organic compound is different
from that required for the degradation of a microorganism. This was demonstrated
in wall and fixed-bed reactors, where 2 dip-coating cycles exhibited the highest
deactivation of E. coli, whereas, 3 dip-coating cycles were necessary for the
effective degradation of Methylene Blue [166].

The degradation of organic compounds and microorganisms is, however,
always lesser in an immobilized catalyst system compared to the suspended cat-
alyst system. This is because of the reduction in the surface area of the catalyst,
which results in the lesser adsorption of the reactants. Moreover, there is a sig-
nificant reduction in activity of the immobilized catalyst with time due to the
eventual loss of the catalyst particles from the surface, and the fouling of the
catalyst, caused by the adsorption of the degradation products on the catalyst
surface. Although the adsorbed products can be eliminated by calcination of the
immobilized catalyst, this might affect the surface characteristics of the catalyst.
Rao et al. [167] evaluated the reduction in activity of TiO2 on different supports for
the degradation of Acid Orange 7 and observed that the reductions in efficiency
were a factor of four on TiO2/polymer film, five on TiO2/cellulosic fibers and ten
on TiO2/pumice stone after a period of 4 weeks. In a different study, Nakashima
et al. [162] investigated the degradation of endocrine disrupting compounds like
17b-estradiol, bisphenol-A and 2,4-dichlorophenol using TiO2 immobilized on
PTFE mesh sheets. They observed 4.5 times enhancement in the mass transfer rate
of these compounds when the PTFE sheets were rotated at 60 rpm compared to
conventional circulation of the reaction mixture. In spite of the shortcomings, the
recent research in the development of novel supports and immobilization protocols
makes immobilized systems the preferred configuration for large-scale utilization
of photocatalysis for the degradation of water pollutants.

10.2 Photocatalytic Reactor Modeling

Small scale batch reactors are widely used for the evaluation of the catalytic activity
of novel photocatalytic materials, and for establishing the mechanism and kinetics
of photocatalytic degradation reactions. Nevertheless, industrial decontamination
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of effluents requires large volumes to be processed. Hence, continuous operation is
the preferred method, with catalyst particles immobilized on suitable supports.
Different reactor configurations have been found suitable for photocatalytic deg-
radation reactions, which include, thin film, flat plate, fluidized bed, packed bed,
rotating disc, fountain type slurry, tubular, membrane, fiber, monolithic, bubble
column, air-lift loop, Taylor-vortex flow and concentrating and non-concentrating
solar reactors. A detailed description of the various photocatalytic reactor config-
urations is available elsewhere [168]. Given a wide range of reactor configurations,
it is important to critically evaluate them based on the mass transfer limitations,
spectral energy distribution of the light source, axial and radial dispersion of the
reactants, catalyst layer thickness and energy efficiency, in order to find the best
configuration for a particular class of pollutant and reaction conditions. Therefore,
in depth modeling of these reactors based on the first principles chemical engi-
neering approach is important.

The key component that distinguishes photocatalytic reactors from conven-
tional reactors is the dependence of the kinetics of the reaction on the irradiance of
the light source. Hence, models for photocatalytic reactors incorporate local vol-
umetric rate of energy absorption (LVREA) in the rate expression. This is rep-
resented as [169–171]:

r ¼ kR½e
a;v
k ðxÞ�n

KRCR

1þ KRCR

ð70Þ

where, r denotes the rate of the reaction per unit reactor volume, kR denotes the
rate coefficient for the degradation of the pollutant R, which is independent of
light intensity, KR denotes the equilibrium adsorption coefficient, CR denotes
the concentration of the pollutant, and ek

a,v signifies the LVREA, which is
dependent on the position vector x in the reaction space, and the exponent
n signifies the dependence of the rate on LVREA. The selection of n is based
on the light intensity and was discussed in Sect. 7.3. An expression for LVREA
is [171]:

ea;vk ðxÞ ¼ jkðxÞGkðxÞ ð71Þ

where, jk is the spectral volumetric absorption coefficient, which is a function of
the concentration of the absorbing species, and Gk is the spectral local incident
radiation [171].

Equation 70 shows that the rate follows L–H kinetics, but any appropriate rate
form (like first-order or multicomponent L–H) can be used, based on the influence
of the different reactants. Thus, by incorporating the rate of the reaction in the
mass balance or continuity equations, and solving the equation with appropriate
boundary conditions at steady-state, yields the concentration profiles of the reac-
tant as a function of space inside the reactor. Similarly, by solving the momentum
balance equation, the velocity profiles can be obtained. Jarandehei and Visscher
[172] carried out a computational fluid dynamics simulation of a flat plate pho-
tocatalytic reactor with a serpentine geometry for the photocatalytic degradation of
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trichloroethylene. They found that the kinetics of the reaction is better captured by
the L–H model than the first-order model. By analyzing the velocity and con-
centration profiles inside the reactor they observed that the laminar flow becomes
unstable at a Reynolds number around 900, and mixing was efficient in the 180�

sharp turns inside the reactor due to the formation of vortices.
Imoberdorf et al. [171] determined the LVREA inside a fluidized bed photo-

reactor using a Monte Carlo approach to track the photons. They have considered
the shadowing effect of the spheres, absorption of radiation by the TiO2-coated
particles and reflection by the spheres. It was found that operating the bed at low
expansions resulted in the effective absorption of the radiation. Chen et al. [173]
evaluated the internal and external mass transfer resistances for the immobilized
TiO2 photoreactor, used for the degradation of benzoic acid. Their results indicate
that, although the external mass transfer resistance can be minimized by increasing
the velocity of the flow field (i.e., the Reynolds number), the internal mass transfer
was limited by the TiO2 film thickness. They observed the optimum catalyst layer
thickness to be 5 lm, above which there was no effect of mass transfer on the rate
of reaction. This correlates to the discussion in the previous section, where the
number of coating cycles was found to be detrimental to the degradation of
the pollutants in immobilized catalyst systems. Dijkstra et al. [174] evaluated the
effects of different parameters like radial dispersion, external mass transfer, flow
rate, catalyst loading and oxygen concentration on the degradation of formic acid
in different immobilized reactor configurations. Their results suggest that mem-
brane and packed bed reactors show better performance compared to fiber and
tubular reactors. Imoberdorf et al. [175] employed the kinetic information obtained
from an 81 cm2 flat plate lab scale photoreactor to model a 5209 cm2 multi-
annular, series flow, pilot-scale photoreactor, for the degradation of perchloro-
ethylene. The model, based on the mass balance and radiation transport equations,
without any adjustable parameters, was able to predict the experimental conver-
sion of perchloroethylene within an error limit of 5.6%. Thus, modeling of pho-
tocatalytic reactors is important for performance assessment, optimal design and
scaling up, in large-scale industrial applications.

11 Concluding Remarks

In this comprehensive review, we have covered the fundamental aspects of pho-
tocatalysis as applied to the degradation of water pollutants. Over the past two
decades, nano-sized TiO2 has emerged as a leading photocatalyst with the
potential to catalyze the degradation and mineralization of a wide range of toxic
organic compounds, such as chlorinated organics, phenolics, dyes, pesticides and
herbicides, surfactants, pharmaceutical compounds and drugs and microorganisms.
The current trend in photocatalysis research is aimed at extending the spectral
absorption of pristine or bare TiO2 to the visible region, better harvesting solar
radiation. Toward realizing this goal, many modified forms of TiO2, such as anion-
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substituted TiO2, dye-sensitized TiO2 and heterostructured-TiO2, have produced
encouraging results.

One of the difficulties faced by the photocatalysis community is that TiO2

synthesized by different protocols exhibit different physicochemical properties and
substrate specific photoactivities and, hence, a single photocatalytic test with a
specific material is not representative of its behavior for a wide class of organic
compounds. Ryu and Choi [32] conducted the photocatalytic degradation of 19 test
substances belonging to different classes of organic compounds using eight
commercial TiO2 samples, and concluded that each TiO2 sample exhibits better
photocatalytic activity compared to others for each class of organic compounds.
Only DP-25 TiO2 exhibited a better photoactivity for most of the organic com-
pounds and can therefore be regarded as a yardstick for the assessment of the
activity of novel photocatalytic materials. Therefore, owing to the ever increasing
number of publications in this research area, the goal is to standardize the pro-
cedures, test substrates and photocatalytic activity, in order to have a rational
comparison of the results of the different studies. Moreover, testing the degrada-
tion behavior of a single substrate is not representative of the ‘‘real’’ waste water or
an effluent from a chemical plant. Hence, a degradation study of the multicom-
ponent systems is a prospective research area. Although it is well-documented that
the presence of humic substances, organic solvents, and chloride, sulfate and
phosphate species retard the rate of degradation of organic compounds, evaluation
of the degradation of systems with two or more organic compounds, metal ions or
microorganisms is a relatively less explored topic.

The industrial viability of photocatalysis is driving research in the development
of immobilized catalysts and photocatalytic reactors. In this venture, kinetic
modeling of the reaction and reactor assumes paramount importance in the eval-
uation of the various rate limiting factors, optimum reaction conditions and scaling
of reactors for the degradation of organic compounds. Currently, the large-scale
applicability of photocatalysis for the degradation of organic pollutants is hindered
by the costs involved in the operation of the treatment plant. Hence, more research
in the selection of materials for the design of equipments and cheaper ways of
catalyst synthesis and immobilization procedures is the key for further develop-
ment. The authors do believe that exciting research opportunities exist in this field
in the years to come.
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Advanced Photocatalytic Nanomaterials
for Degrading Pollutants and Generating
Fuels by Sunlight

Dieqing Zhang, Guisheng Li and Jimmy C. Yu

Abstract This chapter focuses on the recent development of sunlight-driven
heterogeneous photocatalysts with different chemical compositions and nano-
structures. Various photocatalytic nanomaterials, including metal oxides, hetero-
junction nanocomposites, oxynitrides, oxysulfides, and graphitic carbon nitride,
are described. Their preparation methods as well as the mechanisms involved are
introduced. These materials can be used to degrade pollutants and generate fuels.
Photocatalytic evolution of H2 from water and conversion of CO2 to fuels are
discussed in detail. The development of advanced photocatalytic technology
involving novel nanomaterials may allow the construction of clean and facile
systems for solving the global energy and environmental problems.

1 Introduction

Environment and energy are two of the world’s most challenging issues. For a
sustainable society, it is absolutely necessary to develop efficient pollution
treatment technologies and harvest clean energy. Photocatalysis has a role to
play in both aspects. Photocatalysis is a natural phenomenon that promotes
chemical reactions on the surface of an irradiated semiconductor. The essence
of the photocatalysis is attributed to the property of photo-excited carriers
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(electrons and holes) with strong oxidization and reduction power. The redox
reactions contribute to the decomposition of hazardous pollutants, conversion of
carbon dioxide to valuable hydrocarbons, and the decomposition of water to
hydrogen and oxygen.

Photocatalysts are materials that can realize the photocatalysis process. Much
attention has been paid to these materials for the development of environment-
friendly technology [1–9]. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is the most widely used
photocatalyst. However, TiO2 displays a high activity only when it is irradiated by
UV light, where the light wavelength is shorter than 400 nm. It is therefore not
efficient under sunlight irradiation. Suitable band engineering is required to
develop new photocatalysts for solar applications (shown in Fig. 1) [2]. In this
chapter, we discuss the fundamental issues that govern the design of visible-light
responsive photocatalysts. We also describe some of their applications in envi-
ronmental and energy aspects.

2 Solar-Light-Driven Photocatalysts for Degrading Pollutants

2.1 Doped TiO2 Photocatalysts

The band gap of bulk TiO2 lies in the UV regime (3.0 eV for the rutile phase and
3.2 eV for the anatase phase) [10]. Solar application of TiO2 materials is limited
by its wide band gap because pure TiO2 can only absorb a small fraction of the
sun’s energy (\10%). To improve the efficiency, doping TiO2 with metal/nonmetal
atoms has proven an efficient route to broadening the photoresponse of TiO2 to
include the visible-light region. Recently, Chen et al. reviewed the modification of
TiO2 with metal/non-metal atoms in detail [10]. Herein, we will focus on the latest
reported work related to doping metal/non-metal atoms into the TiO2 framework.

2.1.1 Metal Doped TiO2

A number of metal atoms have been doped into the framework of TiO2 nano-
materials [11–17]. Besides the traditional methods, such as wet chemistry, high-
temperature treatment, and ion implantation, various novel routes have been

Fig. 1 Band structure
control to develop visible-
light-driven photocatalysts
for water splitting. Reprinted
with permission from
Ref. [2]. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society
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developed for doping metal atoms into the TiO2 nanomaterials. These include
hydro-alcohol thermal, electrospinning, and flame spray pyrolysis (FSP) tech-
niques. Yu et al. fabricated Fe-doped TiO2 (Fe-TiO2) nanorods with an impreg-
nating-calcination method using a hydrothermally-prepared titanate nanotube as a
precursor and Fe(NO3)3 as the dopant. Fe-doping greatly enhanced the visible-
light photocatalytic activity of mesoporous TiO2 nanorods, and when the atomic
ratio of Fe/Ti (R-Fe) was in the range of 0.1–1.0%, the photocatalytic activity of
the samples was higher than that of Degussa P25 and pure TiO2 nanorods. At
R-Fe = 0.5%, the photocatalytic activity of Fe-TiO2 nanorods exceeded that of
Degussa P25 by a factor of more than two [11]. Wang et al. prepared mesoporous
W6+-doped TiO2 thin film photocatalysts by electrospinning and sol–gel chemistry
through employing a triblock copolymer as a structure-directing agent. 3% W6+

was found to be the most suitable doping concentration, at which the recombi-
nation of photoinduced electrons and holes were effectively inhibited [12]. Li et al.
fabricated V-doped TiO2 (V-TiO2) nanoparticles using a simple one-step FSP
technique. Under visible-light irradiation, the degradation rate of 2, 4-dichloro-
phenol over 1% V-TiO2 was two times higher than that of undoped TiO2 [13].
Li et al. further utilized the one-step FSP technique to fabricate Cr-doped TiO2

nanoparticles. The optimal Cr3+ concentration was found to be 1% [14]. Lorret
et al. prepared nanocrystalline tungsten-doped titanium dioxide powders using a
sol–gel method based on the hydrolysis of TiCl4 in aqueous solution. Introducing
tungsten into the TiO2 framework could effectively extend light absorption of the
TiO2-based photocatalysts toward the visible-light range [15]. Dai et al. used a
hydro-alcohol thermal method to fabricate Fe-doped titanium dioxide (TiO2)
microspheres with special core–shell structures. The concentration of Fe3+ played
a key role in the photocatalytic degradation of phenol. Moreover, the 0.5 mol%
Fe3+ doping was an optimal amount [16]. Yang et al. found that doping ruthenium,
by an ion-exchange method, on the hydrothermally synthesized titania nanotube
(Ti-NT) greatly enhanced the photocatalytic activity for degrading methylene blue
(MB) dye under visible-light irradiation [17].

2.1.2 Non-Metal Doped TiO2

Different nonmetal elements, such as B, C, N, F, and S, have been utilized recently
to modify TiO2 nanomaterials [18–26]. Xu et al. fabricated B-doped titania hollow
spheres. They found that doping boron atoms effectively enhanced the photocat-
alytic activity of the hollow titania spheres in the degradation of Reactive Brilliant
Red dye X-3B (C.I. Reactive Red 2) under-visible light irradiation [18]. Choi et al.
reported a carbon-doped TiO2 (C-TiO2) photocatalyst prepared from a conven-
tional sol–gel synthesis without using external carbon precursors. The carbon
atoms from the titanium alkoxide precursor were incorporated into the lattice of
TiO2, creating mid-bandgap electronic states through controlled calcination [19].
Lu et al. demonstrated a facile route for the one-pot synthesis of visible-light
responsive nitrogen-doped anatase TiO2 sheets with dominant facets of TiN.
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The as-synthesized anatase TiO2 sheets showed a strong and stable ability to
generate hydroxyl radicals [27].

The UV–visible absorption spectra of the anatase TiO2 sheets (Fig. 2) shows an
additional high visible-light absorption band from 400 nm to ca. 570 nm, con-
sistent with the yellow color of the sample (see inset of Fig. 2). Derived from the
plot of the Kubelka–Munk function versus the energy of the light absorbed,
assuming titania is an indirect semiconductor, the bandgap of the obtained anatase
TiO2 sheets is extrapolated to be 3.11 eV, which is nearly identical to that of pure
bulk anatase TiO2. However, such nitrogen-doped {001}-dominant anatase TiO2

sheets show a significantly enhanced visible-light absorption [27]. Yu et al.
used a one-step low-temperature hydrothermal approach to fabricate hierarchical
porous F-doped TiO2 microspheres as shown in Fig. 3. These hierarchical
porous microspheres exhibited high activity in the photocatalytic degradation of
4-chlorophenol under visible-light illumination [28].

Yu et al. proposed a one-step low-temperature hydrothermal route to synthesize
S-doped TiO2 photocatalysts from TiS2 and HCl. Sulfur atoms could be efficiently
doped into the anatase lattice under the mild hydrothermal conditions. The
S-doped TiO2 prepared by this hydrothermal approach exhibited much higher
photocatalytic activity than that obtained by the traditional high-temperature
thermal annealing method for the degradation of 4-chlorophenol under visible-
light irradiation [29]. Li et al. prepared a S-doped TiO2 by treating a TiO2 xerogel
under supercritical conditions in CS2/ethanol fluid. The TiO2 was modified
through forming S–Ti–O bonds rather than adsorbing CS2. During liquid-phase
photocatalytic degradation of MB under visible-light irradiation, the S-doped TiO2

exhibited higher activity than that of the undoped TiO2 and even the N-doped TiO2

obtained via supercritical treatment. A maximum activity of nearly eight times
higher than that of commercially available Degussa P25 was obtained at a 1.8%
S/Ti molar ratio [22].

Fig. 2 UV–visible absorption spectra of (a) pure anatase TiO2 sheets and (b) nitrogen-doped
anatase TiO2 sheets; the insets in the upper right and lower left corners are the plot of transformed
Kubelka–Munk function vs the energy of light and optical photo of nitrogen-doped anatase TiO2

sheets. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [27]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society
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2.2 Nano-heterojunction (TiO2-Based) Photocatalytic Materials

Modification of the TiO2 band gap by doping [30–34] and development of new
semiconductor materials capable of absorbing visible light [35] are the major strat-
egies for developing visible-light photocatalysts. However, the low quantum effi-
ciency, owing to the fast recombination of photo-generated electron–hole pairs, is still
a challenge. This can be partially overcome by the construction of a heterojunction
interface between semiconductors with matching band potentials. This allows elec-
tric-field-assisted charge transport from one particle to the other [36]. To date, the
reported heterojunction semiconductors mainly fall into two categories: TiO2-based
photocatalysts [37, 38] and a small number of non-TiO2-based systems [39, 40].

Recently, Yu et al. reported a cadmium sulfide quantum dots (QDs) sensitized
mesoporous TiO2 heterojunction photocatalyst [41]. It was prepared by preplant-
ing cadmium oxide as crystal seeds into the framework of ordered mesoporous
titanium dioxide and then converting CdO to CdS QDs through ion-exchange (as
shown in Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 SEM images of
(a–d) porous F-doped TiO2

microspheres with different
magnifications; (e) an
individual single microsphere
showing detailed texture and
porosity (ca. 1 lm in
diameter); (f) EDX
microanalysis spectrum of
porous F-doped TiO2

microspheres. Ref. [28]—
reproduced by permission
of The Royal Society of
Chemistry
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The presence of CdS QDs in the TiO2 framework extended its photoresponse to
the visible-light region by accelerating the photogenerated electron transfer from
the inorganic sensitizer to TiO2. The new photocatalyst showed excellent photo-
catalytic efficiency for both the oxidation of NO gas in air and the degradation of
organic compounds (MB and 4-chlorophenol) in aqueous solution under visible-
light irradiation [41]. As shown in Fig. 5a, the CdO/TiO2 sample owned a long-
range order structure. The ordered structure could be well maintained even after
ion-exchange with S2- (Fig. 5b), though distortions of the pore channels were
observed, owing to the in situ transformation of CdO to CdS. The red areas in
Fig. 5c represent the S distribution, and the black areas correspond to the pores of
the mesoporous CdS/TiO2. As illustrated in the map, virtually all CdS QDs are
highly dispersed on the pore walls of the mesoporous TiO2. This confirms that CdS
QDs are well-integrated into the TiO2 mesoporous network. The nanocrystalline
nature of hexagonal CdS (solid ellipses) and anatase TiO2 (dot ellipses) are well-

Fig. 4 Schematic synthesis route to ordered mesoporous CdS/TiO2. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [41]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society

Fig. 5 a Standard TEM of
CdO/TiO2, b TEM image of
CdS/TiO2, c The chemical
map of CdS/TiO2 (red areas
correspond to the S
distribution) and d HRTEM
image of CdS/TiO2.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [41]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical
Society
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defined in the HRTEM image of CdS/TiO2 as shown in Fig. 5d. These indicate
that the heterojunction between CdS and TiO2 were formed, owing to the intimate
contact between CdS and TiO2. These CdS/TiO2 heterojunction will lead to a more
efficient inter-electron transfer between the two components and improve the
charge separation and, therefore, the photocatalytic activity [41, 42].

Li et al. fabricated LaVO4/TiO2 nanocomposite material with interconnected
nanocrystal heterojunction by using a simple coupled method [43]. As shown in
Fig. 6. The fringes of d = 0.352 nm matched the (101) crystallographic planes of
anatase TiO2, while the fringes of d = 0.296 nm and d = 0.272 nm matched the
(012) and (202) crystallographic planes of monoclinic LaVO4 nanoparticles.
Meanwhile, interconnected fine nanoparticulate morphologies that confirmed the
formation of LaVO4/TiO2 nanocrystal heterojunctions in the composite photo-
catalyst were observed [43].

This new type of heterojunction LaVO4/TiO2 nanocomposite exhibited very
strong photocatalytic activity for decomposition of benzene under visible-light
irradiation (450\ k\ 900 nm) with high photocatalytic stability. As shown in
Fig. 7, the photocatalytic activities of T500, T400, P25, and LaVO4 were very low
under visible-light irradiation. Nevertheless, the LaVO4/TiO2 nanocomposite
catalyst showed notably high visible-light photocatalytic activity [43]. Such
enhanced photocatalytic performance of LaVO4/TiO2 can be attributed to the
matched band potentials and the interconnected nanocrystal heterojunction of
LaVO4 and TiO2. Figure 8 demonstrates a possible photocatalysis process for the
degradation of benzene under visible-light irradiation. It includes four steps: (1)
Upon visible-light irradiation, electrons and holes generated by LaVO4 are sepa-
rated. (2) Some electrons are injected into TiO2 nanoparticles quickly because the
conduction band (CB) of LaVO4 is more negative than that of TiO2. The formed
nanostructure heterojunction on LaVO4/TiO2 composite can also lead to a more

Fig. 6 High-resolution TEM
image of LaVO4/TiO2

nanocomposite. Reprinted
with permission from Ref.
[43]. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society
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efficient inter-electron transfer between the two components [42]. (3) The photo-
generated electrons are then captured by O2 to yield O2•- and H2O2, and then the
OHo can be formed by reacting O2•- with H2O2 [32]. The OH• owns a high ability
to attack any organic molecules. (4) The photogenerated hole in LaVO4 also may
serve as oxidants to activate some unsaturated organic pollutants (e.g., benzene),
leading to subsequent decomposition [43]. Since then, Li et al. reported a
Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3/TiO2 (PZT/TiO2) composite photocatalyst with nanostructured
heterojunction prepared by a simple sol–gel method. The as-prepared PZT/TiO2

photocatalyst with large special surface area exhibited enhanced visible-light
absorption and high efficient photocatalytic activity for decomposition of ethylene
under visible-light irradiation with high photochemical stability [44].

A FeTiO3/TiO2 heterojunction structure containing a FeTiO3 nanodisc and
Degussa P25 was prepared by using maleic acid as an organic linker [45]. The
FeTiO3 nanodisc was a single-crystalline ilmenite phase with its face oriented in
(001) plane and grown to the (110) direction. The 5/95 FeTiO3/TiO2 exhibited the
optimized photocatalytic activity in removing 2-propanol and evolving CO2 in the
gas phase under visible-light irradiation. Its degradation constant (k) for removing
2-propanol was 25 times that of Degussa P25. The remarkably enhanced photo-
catalytic activity of FeTiO3/TiO2 was attributed to the intersemiconductor
hole-transfer mechanism due to the unique relative band positions of these two
semiconductors [45]. As shown in Fig. 9, the FeTiO3/TiO2 system is an example
of the type-B heterojunction. The photocatalytic reaction takes place based on
inter-semiconductor hole-transfer . The valence band (VB) position of FeTiO3 is
very close to that of TiO2, while its CB is much lower than that of TiO2 (*0.5 V
lower). The VB of FeTiO3 is rendered partially vacant by band gap excitation
under visible-light irradiation. The electrons in the VB of TiO2 can be transferred
to that of FeTiO3. Thus, the holes generated in VB of TiO2 have a sufficient
lifetime to initiate the various photocatalytic oxidation reactions [45].

FeOOH/TiO2, a heterojunction structure between FeOOH and TiO2, was pre-
pared by covering the surface of the similar to 100-nm-sized FeOOH particles with

Fig. 7 Conversion of C6H6 (a) and the amount of produced CO2 (b) on LaVO4/TiO2, T500,
T400, P25, and LaVO4 under visible-light irradiation and on LaVO4/TiO2 in the dark. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [43]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society
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Degussa P25 by applying maleic acid as ail organic linker [46]. Under visible-light
irradiation, such FeOOH/TiO2 heterojunction structure showed notable photocat-
alytic activity for the removal of gaseous 2-propanol and evolution of CO2.

2.3 Non-TiO2 Photocatalytic Materials

2.3.1 Bi2WO6

Semiconducting materials of the Aurivillius oxides Bi2An-1BnO3n+3 (A = Ca, Sr,
Ba, Pb, Na, K, and B = Ti, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Fe) have been extensively studied
because of their layer structure and unique properties [47, 48]. Among these
compounds, Bi2WO6, as the simplest member of the Aurivillius family of layered
perovskites, has been extensively utilized as an excellent photocatalyst for water
splitting and photodegradation of organic compounds under visible-light irradia-
tion [49–51]. Kudo et al. found that Bi2WO6 had photocatalytic activity for O2

evolution [52] and Zou et al. revealed that Bi2WO6 could degrade organic com-
pounds under visible-light irradiation [53]. Wang et al. fabricated flower-like

Fig. 8 Proposed mechanism
for the visible-light
photodegradation of benzene
on LaVO4/TiO2

nanocomposite. Reprinted
with permission from Ref.
[43]. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society

Fig. 9 Energy-band diagram
illustrating the type-B
heterojunction of TiO2 and
FeTiO3 with visible-light
irradiation. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [45].
Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society
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structured Bi2WO6 through the hydrothermal route without using any surfactants
or templates. The products exhibited strong visible-light-driven photocatalytic
performance for the treatment of RhB due to the novel hierarchical transport pores
of the flower-like superstructures [54]. Subsequently, Xie et al. used the hydro-
thermal method to synthesize a Bi2WO6 hierarchical nest-like structure with the
assistance of PVP [55]. Since then, new types of Bi2WO6 with complex mor-
phologies, namely, flower-like, tyre- and helix-like, and plate-like shapes, were
selectively synthesized via a hydrothermal process with P123 as a template by
Wang et al. [56].

Recently, Zhu et al. prepared fullerene (C60) modified Bi2WO6 photocatalyst by
an absorbing process [57]. As shown in Fig. 10, the lattice structure of Bi2WO6

was observed from the center to the boundary (Fig. 10a). The outer boundary of
Bi2WO6, modified by C60, was distinctly different (Fig. 10b). An outer layer with
an amorphous structure surrounded the surface of the Bi2WO6 nanosheet. The
thickness of the layer was estimated to be about 1 nm, very close to the diameter
of C60. Therefore, it was concluded that C60 was dispersed on the surface of
Bi2WO6 with a monolayer structure [57].

Such new composite photocatalyst exhibited a high efficiency for the degra-
dation of nonbiodegradable azodyes MB and rhodamine B (RhB) under visible-
light (k[ 420 nm) and simulated solar light (k[ 290 nm). The enhanced
photocatalytic activity for the C60-modified Bi2WO6 could come from the high
migration efficiency of the photo-induced electrons on the interface of the C60 and
Bi2WO6. The delocalized conjugated p structure of C60 made the transfer of
photoinduced electrons easier [58]. The schematic of photocatalytic mechanism is
shown in Fig. 11 [57].

More recently, Zhu et al. used a two-step process to synthesize F-substituted
Bi2WO6 (Bi2WO6-XF2X) photocatalysts with high activity. F-substitution changed
the original coordination around the W and Bi atoms. Compared with Bi2WO6, the
photocatalytic activity of Bi2WO6-XF2X increased about two times for the deg-
radation of MB under visible light irradiation. Density functional calculations
revealed that Bi2WO6-XF2X has a wider valence bandwidth and lower VB posi-
tion. The high activities of Bi2WO6-XF2X photocatalysts come from its VB, which
increase the mobility of photo-excited charge carriers and possess a stronger
oxidation power [59].

Fig. 10 HRTEM images
of (a) Bi2WO6 and (b) the
C60-modified Bi2WO6

sample. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [57].
Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society
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Lin et al. introduced the photoelectrochemical (PEC) concept to the photo-
catalytic oxidation application of Bi2WO6 [60]. Hydrothermal combined with a
spin coating technique was utilized to fabricate a Bi2WO6 nanoplate film elec-
trode. As shown in Fig. 12, PCE experiments were performed in the anodic cell,
using Bi2WO6/ITO electrode with the area of 3 cm2 in 0.005 mol L-1 of Na2SO4

electrolyte solution under visible-light illumination. The voltage applied in the EC
and PEC systems was 1.2 V. During the entire experiment, the solutions in the
anodic and cathodal cells were magnetically stirred. During photocatalytic oxi-
dation process, the Bi2WO6/ITO electrode only worked as a photocatalyst without
an applied bias [60]. The PEC system based on Bi2WO6 nanoplate film electrode
degraded 87.2% of RhB with concentration of 5 mg L-1 in 120 min, operated at
low voltage and under visible-light irradiation, whereas only 36.8 and 39.5%

Fig. 11 Possible pathway of
the photoelectron transfer
excited by visible-light
irradiation including
photocatalytic process for
C60-modified Bi2WO6.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [57]. Copyright
2007 American Chemical
Society

Fig. 12 Schematic illustration of a PEC system: (1) visible-light lamp; (2) magnetic stirrer; (3)
air compressor; (4) anodic cell; (5) cathodal cell; (6) Bi2WO6/ITO electrode; (7) KCl bridge; (8)
Pt cathode; (9) CHI-600A potentiostat; (10) RhB solutions. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[60]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society
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degradation of RhB were observed for the electro-oxidation process (EC) and
photocatalytic oxidation processes (PC), respectively, operated under the same
condition. These results revealed a significant synergetic effect on degrading RhB
via electro-oxidation and photocatalysis under visible-light irradiation [60].

Wang et al. developed an electrospinning technique to fabricate Bi2WO6

nanofibrous mat with excellent photoactivity under visible-light irradiation [61].
The as-prepared nanofibers are made of single-crystalline Bi2WO6 nanoparticles
about 100 nm in size. The diameters of the nanofibers can be controlled by tuning
the weight ratio (R) of Bi2WO6 to poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP). As shown in
Fig. 13, when the R is 0.5 (Fig. 13a), it was unfavorable for the formation of
uniform nanofibers, presumably due to the low content of Bi2WO6 nanoparticles
that could not be connected during the calcination process. The average diameter
of the Bi2WO6 nanofibers was about 450 nm. By increasing R from 1 to 2, the
average diameter of the fibers decreased from 300 to 170 nm (Fig. 13b–d) [61]. In
addition to the favorable recycling characteristics, the mat with R = 2 exhibited
higher photocatalytic activity in the decomposition of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO)
and aqueous ammonia than that of the sample prepared by the solid-state reaction
(SSR) and the nanoparticles. Electrospinning is favorable for the effective
improvement of the photocatalytic activity of catalysts. It also can provide a
solution to the separation problem in conventional catalysts that are small in size.
Thus, it is worth considering for the preparation of other photocatalysts [61].

2.3.2 BiVO4

BiVO4, with a narrower band gap of 2.4 eV, is an important visible-light
responsive photocatalyst, widely used in the evolution of photocatalytic O2 and the
photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants [62, 63]. There are three naturally
occurring crystal forms of BiVO4, namely tetragonal zircon, monoclinic scheelite,

Fig. 13 The SEM images
of Bi2WO6 nanofibers with
(a) R = 0.5, (b) R = 1,
(c) R = 1.5, and (d) R = 2.
Ref. [61]—reproduced by
permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry
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and tetragonal scheelite. Monoclinic scheelite presents the best photocatalytic
performance under visible-light irradiation [64]. To date, various methods of
synthesizing monoclinic scheelite BiVO4 have been developed, including aqueous
[62], solid-state [65], and hydrothermal processes [66], as well as organometallic
decomposition [67].

Single-crystalline BiVO4 microtubes, with novel square cross-sections and a
flower-like morphology, were synthesized by a reflux method at 80�C [68]. The
as-synthesized products were almost entirely microtubes with lengths of 2–5 lm.
The individual tubes had well-defined square cross-sections with side lengths
of ca. 800 nm and wall thicknesses of ca. 100 nm. The clear lattice fringe
indicated the high-crystallinity and single-crystalline nature of the microtubes.
The d spacings were found to be 0.581 and 0.468 nm, which agreed well with the
lattice spacings of (020) and (011) of monoclinic BiVO4 (Fig. 14c, d) [68]. The
as-synthesized microtubes exhibited higher photocatalytic activity under visible-
light radiation than that of the reference sample prepared by a solid-state reaction.
This was ascribed to the special single-crystalline tubular structure and/or flower-
like morphology [68].

Yu et al. used a nanocasting route to fabricate ordered mesoporous bismuth
vanadate (BiVO4) crystals using bismuth nitrate hydrate and ammonia meta-
vanadate as bismuth and vanadium sources and silica (KIT-6) as a template [69].
Monoclinic scheelite BiVO4 crystals were formed inside the mesopores of silica
through a mild thermal process, and BiVO4 was obtained after the removal of the
hard template (silica) by NaOH treatment. Such product exhibited a superior
photocatalytic performance in the photochemical degradation of MB and photo-
catalytic oxidation of NO gas in air under visible-light irradiation compared to

Fig. 14 BiVO4 microtubes
synthesized at 80�C for 6 h:
a low-magnification SEM
image of the product and
high-magnification SEM
image (inset) for a single
BiVO4 microtube, showing
the hollow structure and wall
thickness; b TEM and SEM
image (inset) of an individual
BiVO4 microflower; c the
corresponding SAED pattern
taken from the rectangular
part of the microtube in
Fig. 14b; d HRTEM image
near the nozzle of a single
microtube (inset). Reprinted
with permission from Ref.
[68]. Copyright 2007
American Chemical Society
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conventional BiVO4 [69]. Wang et al. used an aqueous strategy to synthesize two
novel types of BiVO4 mesocrystals with flower-like and dendrite morphology. The
primary building units perfectly aligned in three-dimensions and built up well-
defined mesocrystals with sharp facets and edges. The pH value and reaction
temperature had great influences on the formation of these unique mesocrystals
[70]. Recently, BiVO4 powders with unique particle architectures were synthe-
sized using ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP) [71]. These nanostructured BiVO4

with particles range from thin, hollow, and porous shells to ball-in-ball type
structures, as shown in Fig. 15. The BiVO4 powders were utilized as an oxygen
evolving photocatalyst and the kinetics of O2 formation was studied in a AgNO3

solution irradiated with k[ 400 nm light. USP prepared BiVO4 was found to have
superior photocatalytic activity compared to commercial BiVO4 and WO3, likely
due to the differences in particle morphology [71].

Li et al. prepared a series of Cu-loaded BiVO4 (Cu-BiVO4) photocatalysts by
the impregnation method [72]. The Cu-BiVO4 series catalysts had significant
optical absorption in the visible region between 550 and 800 nm and the

Fig. 15 a–d SEM and e

and f TEM micrographs
illustrating typical particle
morphologies obtained
during USP synthesis of
BiVO4. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [71].
Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society
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absorption intensity increased with the enhancement of Cu content as shown in
Fig. 16. The photocatalytic activities of Cu-BiVO4 catalysts for the degradation of
MB were found to depend largely on the Cu content and the calcination temper-
ature. The optimum Cu loading and calcination temperature were found to be 5%
and 300�C [72]. Novel Pt/BiVO4 composite photocatalysts with visible-light
activities were prepared by the impregnation method [73]. Monoclinic scheelite
structures of BiVO4 were retained after the Pt species was doped. The visible-light
absorption of the BiVO4 photocatalysts was obviously enhanced upon modifying
with Pt species (Fig. 17). The platinum doped in the composite photocatalyst was
present in the form of platinum chloride (PtCl4). The Pt species doping effectively
enhanced the photoactivities of BiVO4 samples in decomposition of methyl orange
under visible-light irradiation [73].

2.3.3 Graphitic Carbon Nitrides (g-C3N4) Polymeric Photocatalyst

Among the different allotropes of carbon nitrides, the graphitic phase is usually
regarded as the most stable under ambient conditions. Recently, graphitic carbon
nitride (g-C3N4), as a conducting polymer semiconductor, has been proven an
efficient photocatalyst for water splitting, even in the absence of noble metals [74].
Thermal polycondensation of common organic monomers was utilized to syn-
thesize graphitic carbon nitrides (g-C3N4) with various architectures [75, 76]. As
shown in Fig. 18, the graphitic planes are constructed from tri-s-triazine units
connected by planar amino groups (Fig. 18a). Upon condensation at 823 K, an
in-plane repeat period of 0.681 nm (for example, the distance between nitride
pores) in the crystal is evident from the X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern
(Fig. 18b). It is smaller than one tri-s-triazine unit (0.713 nm), presumably owing
to the presence of a small tilt angularity in the structure. The strongest XRD peak
at 27.4, corresponding to 0.326 nm, is due to the stacking of the conjugated
aromatic system. The band gap of the gold–yellow condensed graphitic carbon
nitride is estimated to be 2.7 eV from its ultraviolet–visible spectrum (Fig. 18c).
It implies an intrinsic semiconductor-like absorption in the blue region of the

Fig. 16 UV–Vis diffuse-
reflectance spectra of pure
and Cu–BiVO4 series
catalysts. Reprinted from Xu
et al. [72], copyright 2008
with permission from
Elsevier
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visible spectrum. Such bandgap is sufficiently large to overcome the endothermic
character of the water-splitting reaction (requiring 1.23 eV theoretically) [74].

Recently, the electronic and optical functions of polymeric g-C3N4 were further
modified by the inclusion of metal species, such as Fe3+, in its structure by a
simple soft-chemical method without destroying the graphitic structure of the host.
The metal components strongly affected the electronic properties of g-C3N4 and
provided the material with additional new functionalities such as mimicking
metalloenzymes in H2O2 activation. The metal species can significantly lower the
bandgap and expand the light absorption of the material further into the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum, while keeping a sufficient overpotential
for carrying out oxidation reactions [77]. As shown in Fig. 19, the optical band
gap energy gradually shifts to lower energies with increasing Fe content in the
Fe/g-C3N4 hybrid materials. This suggests a host–guest interaction between

Fig. 17 UV–Vis diffuse
absorption spectra of different
photocatalysts. Reprinted
from Ge [73], copyright 2008
with permission
from Elsevier

Fig. 18 Crystal structure and optical properties of graphitic carbon nitride. a Schematic diagram
of a perfect graphitic carbon nitride sheet constructed from melem units. b Experimental XRD
pattern of the polymeric carbon nitride, revealing a graphitic structure with an interplanar
stacking distance of aromatic units of 0.326 nm. c Ultraviolet–visible diffuse-reflectance
spectrum of the polymeric carbon nitride. Inset: Photograph of the photocatalyst. Reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: (Nature Materials) (Ref. [74]), copyright 2009
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g-C3N4 and the metal. A change in the optical absorption was also observed for
Zn/g-C3N4 and is probably caused by the d–p repulsion of the Zn 3d and N2p
orbitals [77, 78].

Photocatalytic experimental results confirmed that various organic dyes (e.g.,
RhB, MB, methyl orange, and p-hydroxyazobenzene) were be degraded by using
H2O2 and Fe/g-C3N4. The photocatalyst can also be recovered and reused [77].
Figure 20 shows the results from the RhB-oxidation and control experiments.
The overall efficiency of the process can be enhanced by photoillumination
(k[ 420 nm). Various intermediates, such as hydroxylated and de-ethylated, were
observed during the oxidation of RhB by H2O2 activated with Fe/g-C3N4. These
can be further decomposed to smaller organic molecules, eventually being min-
eralized to CO2 [77].

More recently Fe/g-C3N4 was found to be capable of activating hydrogen per-
oxide for the direct oxidation of benzene to phenol in mild conditions. Fe-g-C3N4 is
active for the direct oxidation of benzene to phenol using hydrogen peroxide. By
taking advantage of the photocatalytic functions of g-C3N4, the yield of the phenol
synthesis can be markedly improved [79]. Figure 21a shows the catalytic properties
of graphitic carbon nitride. Figure 21b implies that it is able to adsorb and activate
benzene chemically (Fig. 21b) and, thus, catalyzed not only Friedel–Crafts reac-
tions of benzene but also phenol synthesis using benzene and CO2 [75, 80].

2.3.4 Heterojunction of Non-TiO2 Semiconductors

Much progress has been achieved in the development of TiO2-based heterojunc-
tion photocatalytic systems. However, there is still need to develop highly active
photocatalysts working under visible light in order to put this technology into
practical applications. Recently, heterojunctions of non-TiO2 semiconductors has
become a hot topic in the photocatalytic research field.

Fig. 19 Optical absorption
spectra of Fe/g-C3N4

complexes and g-C3N4; the
bandgap is shifted toward
lower energies in the hybrid
materials. Arrow direction:
g-C3N4, 1%-, 3%-, 5%-,
10%-, 15%-, and 20%-Fe/g-
C3N4. The inset is the optical
spectrum of 10%-Zn/g-C3N4,
which also demonstrates
narrowing of the g-C3N4

bandgap by the metal
inclusion. Wang et al. [77],
copyright Wiley–VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
reproduced with permission
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Fig. 20 a Concentration
changes of RhB (10 mM) as a
function of reaction time
under different conditions:
a H2O2 (0.01 M); b Fe/g-
C3N4(40 mg);
c Fe2O3(40 mg)/
H2O2(0.01 M); d Fe/g-
C3N4(40 mg)/H2O2(0.01 M);
e Fe/g-C3N4(40 mg)/
H2O2(0.01 M) under visible-
light irradiation. b Cyclic
runs of RhB (10 mM)
degradation by H2O2

(0.05 M) activated by the
Fe/g-C3N4 catalyst (40 mg).
All reactions were carried out
at neutral pH using the
10%-Fe/g-C3N4 catalyst. C:
concentration; C0: initial
concentration. Wang et al.
[77], copyright Wiley–VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
reproduced with permission

Fig. 21 a Stacked g-C3N4 sheets function as an all-organic solid-state photocatalyst promoting
redox reactions with visible light. b Chemical interaction of benzene and defective g-C3N4 via
HOMO–LUMO hybridization of melem and benzene. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [79].
Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society
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Efficient visible-light activeCaFe2O4 (CFO)/WO3 composite photocatalystswere
prepared by Miyauchi et al. [81]. The composite containing 5 wt% CFO showed
optimized performance. Surface modification was made by heating the CFO/WO3

composite or by coating the particle surface with Ag or ITO. The photocatalytic
activity was greatly improved by coating the CFO particles with a Ag or ITO layer.
The CO2 generation profile over pure WO3, 5 wt% CFO/WO3, Ag@CFO/WO3

photocatalysts were presented in Fig. 22. TheCO2 generation almost stops after 40 h
of irradiation over pureWO3. PureWO3 cannot completely decompose acetaldehyde
to CO2 even after more than 100 h under the present experimental conditions.
However, acetaldehyde can be completely decomposed to CO2 over a 5 wt% CFO/
WO3 composite in 48 h. It is impressive that the Ag modified composite Ag@CFO/
WO3 can reach complete decomposition of acetaldehyde in 20 h, which is more than
twice as fast as the CFO/WO3 photocatalysts [81].

A network-structured SnO2/ZnO heterojunction nanocatalyst with high photo-
catalytic activity was synthesized through a simple two-step solvothermal method
[82]. As shown in Fig. 23, the UV–vis absorption edges of the as-synthesized
SnO2 semicrystals and ZnO nanorods are located at about 305 and 380 nm,
respectively. There are two prominent absorption bands for the SnO2/ZnO sample.
The former is assigned to the absorption of SnO2 semicrystals and the latter is
attributed to the characteristic absorption of ZnO nanocrystals. The absorption
edges of SnO2 and ZnO nanocrystals in the SnO2/ZnO sample slightly shift toward
blue. This indicates that the sizes of SnO2 and ZnO in the SnO2/ZnO sample are
smaller than the corresponding values of pure SnO2 or ZnO [82].

The photocatalytic activity of SnO2/ZnO heterojunction nanocatalysts for the
degradation of methyl orange is much higher than those of solvothermally syn-
thesized SnO2 and ZnO samples. Figure 24 shows the proposed band structure of
the as-synthesized SnO2/ZnO heterojunction nanocatalyst [82, 83]. Upon forma-
tion of the heterojunction between SnO2 and ZnO, the different work functions will
induce the negatively charged carriers to move from SnO2 (the material with low

Fig. 22 CO2

photogeneration profile at a
long time visible irradiation.
The initial acetaldehyde
concentration is 500 ppm.
The visible light density is
80 mW/cm2. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [81].
Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society
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work function) to ZnO (the one with high work function) until their Fermi levels
align (i.e., the system reaches thermal equilibrium). Thus, an electrostatic field is
created at the interface. At thermal equilibrium, the CBs and VBs of SnO2 and
ZnO bend, and a depletion layer forms around the interface, too. Under UV light
irradiation, electrons (e-) in the VB can be excited to the CB while simulta-
neously generating the same amount of holes (h+) in the VB. The photogenerated
electrons and holes can be separated under the influence of the electrostatic
field induced by different work functions. Therefore, electrons move to the SnO2

side and holes to the ZnO side. The photogenerated electrons and holes in the
SnO2/ZnO heterojunction nanocatalyst can be injected into a reaction medium and
participate in chemical reactions [82].

Bi2O3 is a good n-type semiconductor and BaTiO3 is a high dielectric and
ferroelectric material, where some atoms in the lattice are movable. Based on this,
Huang et al. used a milling-annealing technique to prepare a heterojunction

Fig. 23 UV–vis diffuse-
reflectance spectra of the
as-synthesized samples:
(a) ZnO, (b) SnO2/ZnO, and
(c) SnO2. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [82].
Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society

Fig. 24 Energy-band
diagram and photocatalytic
mechanism of the
as-synthesized SnO2/ZnO
heterojunction nanocatalyst,
where vac is the vacuum
level, Ef is the Fermi level,
CB is the conduction band,
and VB is the valence band.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [82]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical
Society
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photocatalyst, Bi2O3/BaTiO3 [36]. This technique has an advantage over the direct
mixing method because it can construct a tight chemically bonded interface
between the coupled materials. The heterojunction semiconductors Bi2O3/BaTiO3

showed better photocatalytic activities than single-phase BaTiO3 or Bi2O3 for
degrading methyl orange and MB. The remarkable enhancement in the photocat-
alytic performance of Bi2O3/BaTiO3was ascribed mainly to the electric field-driven
electron–hole separation at the interface and in the two semiconductors. Besides,
the fair mobility for electron and hole transportation in Bi2O3 and BaTiO3,
respectively, were also favorable for the high photocatalytic property [36].

Lee et al. also reported a novel BiOCl/Bi2O3 heterojunction-type photocatalyst
[35]. The TEM image in Fig. 25a reveals that the 85/15 BiOCl/Bi2O3 is a well-
defined longish particle of *200 nm width. As shown in the high-resolution TEM
image of Fig. 25b, the outer part of the BiOCl/Bi2O3 particle reveals a clear image,
suggesting the presence of crystalline BiOCl. The uniform fringe, with an interval of
0.73 nm, is in good agreement with the (001) lattice plane of the tetragonal BiOCl.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 25c, the TEM image for the core of the BiOCl/
Bi2O3 particle is not as clear as that of outer part and several sets of mixed fringes
are found, indicating the presence of mixed phases of BiOCl and Bi2O3 that is,
the interlayer distance of 0.73 nm corresponds to the (001) lattice plane of BiOCl,

Fig. 25 TEM images for an
85/15 BiOCl/Bi2O3 particle.
Typical TEM image (a), and
HRTEM images for the outer
(b) and inner (c) parts of the
sample. Reprinted from Chai
[35], copyright 2009 with
permission from Elsevier
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and that of 0.33 nm is consistent with the (120) plane of a-Bi2O3. These observa-
tions indicate that the nano-sized Bi2O3 grains are embedded here and there inside
the BiOCl matrix [35]. Though both the individual BiOCl and Bi2O3 show very low
photocatalytic efficiency under visible-light irradiation, their heterojunctions pro-
vide unexpectedly high efficiency in decomposing organic compounds. The BiOCl/
Bi2O3 can induce complete mineralization without formation of intermediate spe-
cies by utilizing the holes generated in the VB of BiOCl. Compared to the Degussa
P25, it demonstrates 5.7 times the efficiency in evolving CO2 from gaseous
2-propanol (IP) and 10.5 times the efficiency in removing aqueous 1, 4-terephthalic
acid (TA) under visible-light irradiation. In this BiOCl/Bi2O3 system, the BiOCl
seems to work as the main photocatalyst, while the role of Bi2O3 is a sensitizer,
absorbing visible light [35].

3 Solar-Light-Driven Photocatalysts for Generating Fuels

3.1 Solar-Light-Driven Photocatalysts for H2 Evolution

The concern for the depletion of fossil fuels and the environmental problems
accompanying their use fostered the research for viable alternatives. Many research
efforts have been devoted to the generation of hydrogen since it is the fuel with the
highest energy capacity per unit mass. Hydrogen is also a clean energy carrier
because it produces neither CO2 nor pollutants. Many reviews on photocatalytic
water splitting have been published [2, 9, 84–89]. In the following sections, we focus
on visible-light-driven heterogeneous photocatalyticmaterials, such asmetal oxides,
metal oxynitrides, metal oxysulfides, metal sulfides, and polymers for H2 evolution.

3.1.1 Metal Oxide Photocatalysts

To obtain photocatalytic activity under visible-light irradiation, it is essential to
control the interdependence between the electronic, microstructural, and surface
properties of photocatalysts by means of a careful design of both bulk and surface
properties. The strategies can be classified in five categories: (a) developing new
single-phase photocatalysts; (b) tuning the band gap energy with ion doping; (c)
surface modification by depositing co-catalysts; (d) sensitization; and (e) controlling
the defects, size, and morphology. This section briefly reviews the recent develop-
ments in oxide photocatalysts (Table 1) that show activity under visible light.

3.1.2 Oxynitride and Oxysulfide Photocatalysts

Domen and co-workers have done extensive studies on oxynitride and oxysulfide
visible-light-driven photocatalysts [87, 88, 90–99]. The hydrogen generation
application for these catalysts has been reviewed in previous reports [100, 101].
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Herein, we summarize the more recent publications related to the oxynitride and
oxysulfide photocatalysts.

Takanabe et al. studied the photocatalytic water-splitting reactions over the
(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) photocatalyst [102]. The photocatalyst showed high rates for
overall water splitting under visible irradiation. Their results showed negligible
changes in the structure and composition of the photocatalyst after the photocat-
alytic reaction. The photocatalytic activity was improved by metal doping in the
oxynitride formulation and post-calcination after nitridation. The improvement of
photocatalytic activity was ascribed to the reduction of the number of defects in
the photocatalyst materials.

TaON nanotube arrays (shown in Fig. 26) were synthesized via sono-
electrochemical anodization followed by nitridation [103]. They exhibited efficient
performance for photoelectrochemical generation of hydrogen from water.

Table 1 Overview of recently developed metal oxide photocatalysts for H2 generation under
visible-light illumination

Photocatalsyt Co-catalyst Sacrificial
reagent

H2 evolution/
lmol h-1

Ref.

K4Nb6O17 tris(2,20-
bipyridyl)ruthenium(II)
chloride

EDTA 3.6 [127]

SrTiO3:Cr/Ta Pt CH3OH 140 [128]
SrTiO3:Cr/Sb Pt CH3OH 156 [129]
SrTiO3:Ni/Ta Pt CH3OH 2.4 [130]
SrTiO3:Rh Pt CH3OH 117 [131]
CaTiO3:Rh Pt CH3OH 8.5 [132]
La2Ti2O7:Cr Pt CH3OH 30 [133]
La2Ti2O7:Fe Pt CH3OH 20 [133]
Sm2Ti2S2O5 Pt CH3OH 40 [134]
PbTiO3 Pt CH3OH 13.6 [135]
In0.9Ni0.1TaO4 NiO, RuO2 – 16.6 [136, 137]
K0.5La0.25Bi0.25Ca0.75Pb0.75

Nb3O10

Pt CH3OH 168 [135]

PbBi2Nb2O9 Pt CH3OH 7.6 [138]
In2O3/Cr:In2O3 NiO, Pt CH3OH 0.36 [139]
Ba2In2O5 NiO, Pt CH3OH 3.2 [139]
RbPb2Nb3O10 Pt CH3OH 4 [140]
SnNb2O6 Pt CH3OH 14.4 [141–143]
AgNbO3 Pt CH3OH 8.2 [144]
Sn2+/K4Nb6O17 Pt CH3OH 23 [145]
Sn2+/KTiNbO5 Pt CH3OH 54 [145]
Sn2+/CsTi2NbO7 Pt CH3OH 18 [145]
Sn2+/K2Ti4O9 Pt CH3OH 23 [145]
Sn2+/K2Ti4O9 Pt CH3OH 5 [145]
Sn2+/Cs2Ti6O13 Pt CH3OH 7 [145]
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The photocatalytic activity of (Ga1-xZnx)(N1-xOx), a solid solution of GaN and
ZnO, for H2 evolution in the presence of methanol as a sacrificial reagent under
visible light was investigated in detail [104]. (Ga1-xZnx)(N1-xOx) evolved H2 from
an aqueous methanol solution when loaded with nanoparticulate Rh2-yCryO3 as a
cocatalyst. The H2 evolution activity was strongly dependent on the crystallinity
and composition of the catalyst. The quantum efficiency for overall water splitting
increased to 2.5% at 420–440 nm [105]. This represented a tenfold increase in
efficiency over the highest efficiency previously obtained using nanoparticulate
RuO2 as a cocatalyst. Besides, the dispersion and size of cocatalyst nanoparticles
were identified as important factors affecting the degree of enhancement for stoi-
chiometric water splitting. The results of photocatalytic reactions and photo-
electrochemical measurements suggested that the rate-determining step for overall
water splitting using (Ga1-xZnx)(N1-xOx) was the H2 evolution process [105].

Lee et al. developed a zinc germanium oxynitride, a solid solution between ZnO
and ZnGeN2, through a reaction of GeO2 and ZnO under an NH3 flow [106]. The
samples nitrided for 5–15 h under these conditions exhibited a single phase of
wurtzitic (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) and were responsive to visible light with a band gap of
ca. 2.7–2.8 eV. Nitridation for 15 h afforded (Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox) with the highest
photocatalytic activity for overall water splitting. A variety of cocatalysts were
also examined, and Rh2-xCrxO3 was identified as the most effective cocatalyst for
(Zn1+xGe)(N2Ox), which caused an increase in the activity for hydrogen evolution.
Modification of the optimized (Zn1.44Ge)(N2.08O0.38) sample by loading with Rh2-
xCrxO3 (3.0 wt% Rh, 0.2 wt% Cr) resulted in an effective photocatalyst for overall
water decomposition with a quantum efficiency of ca. 0.20% at 420 nm.

A rose-red color Nb2Zr6O17-xNx oxynitride photocatalyst was synthesized by
thermal ammonolysis of Nb2Zr6O17 at 1073 K [107]. TEM images of the
Nb2Zr6O17-xNx sample showed prismatic pseudo orthorhombic shaped particles
with clear edges and an average particle size in the range of 80–90 nm. The
oxynitride Nb2Zr6O17-xNx gave a quantum yield of 13.5% in the production of

Fig. 26 a FESEM images of TaON nanotube arrays on Ta foil. The insets show the cross
sectional image of Ta2O5 NT arrays. b HRTEM and FFT pattern of TaON NTs. Ref. [103]—
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry
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hydrogen from the decomposition of hydrogen sulfide under visible-light irradi-
ation. A d0–d10 complex photocatalyst, zinc, and titanium spinel oxynitride
(ZnxTiOyNz) reduced H+ to H2 in the presence of a sacrificial electron donor under
visible-light irradiation [108]. Ogisu et al. reported a lanthanum–indium oxysulfide
visible-light-driven (420\ k\ 480 nm) photocatalyst for water splitting. Loading
with Pt is effective for promoting H2 evolution [99].

3.1.3 Metal Sulfide Photocatalysts

Metal sulfides photocatalysts have been widely studied due to their outstanding
performance in hydrogen generation via photocatalysis. The VB usually consists
of S 3p orbitals the level of which is more negative than O 2p. The photocorrosion
problem is usually solved by adding sacrificial reagents such as S2- and SO3

2-

into the water-splitting system. Many visible-light-driven metal sulfide photocat-
alysts have been summarized in a previous report [2]. Table 2 lists the new
photocatalysts reported in the last 3 years.

3.1.4 Polymeric Photocatalysts

Synthetic polymer semiconductors such as polyparaphenylene have also been used
for hydrogen production under UV illumination [109]. Recently, a metal-free
polymeric, visible-light-driven photocatalyst for hydrogen production was

Table 2 Sulfide photocatalysts for H2 evolution from aqueous solutions in the presence of
sacrificial reagents

Photocatalyst BG/
eV

Incident
light/nm

Light
source

Reactant
solution

H2

evolution/
lmol h-1

QY
(%)

Ref.

Mn0.9Cd0.1S 2.2 [420 500 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 71 7 [146]
CuS(5.9%)-

Zn0.65Cd0.35S:Pt
2.5 [420 300 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 740 19 [147]

PdS(0.13%)/CdS:Pt 2.3 [420 300 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 8770 93 [148]
ZnS-1x-0.5yOx(OH)y(1:1) 2.2 [420 400 W

metal
halide
lamp

Na2S ? Na2SO3 14 3 [149]

Cd0.7Zn0.3S 2.6 300 W
arc
lamp

Na2S ? Na2SO3 350 – [150]

Cd0.1Zn0.9S:Ni
2+ 2.4 [420 350 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 585 16 [151]

AgGa0.9In0.1S2:Pt 2.4 [420 450 W
Hg

Na2S ? Na2SO3 350 – [152]

Cd0.8Zn0.2S 2.5 [430 350 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 190 10 [153]
ZnS:Cu – [400 550 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 650 – [154]
CdS:Pt 2.3 [420 300 W Xe Na2S ? Na2SO3 4100 60 [155]
AgIn5S8:Pt 1.8 [420 400 W Xe Na2S ? K2SO3 60 5.3 [156]
ZnS:Ni2+ [400 300 W Xe Na2S ? K2SO3 18 2.1 [157]
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reported [74]. It was a graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) synthesized via a thermal
polycondensation of cyanamide. The bandgap of g-C3N4 was estimated to be
2.7 eV from its ultraviolet–visible spectrum, showing an intrinsic semiconductor-
like absorption in the blue region. Different thermal condensation enabled the finer
adjustment of the electronic and optical properties. The photocatalyst produced H2

from water containing triethanolamine as a sacrificial electron donor upon light
illumination (k[ 420 nm) in the absence of noble metal catalysts such as Pt. No
N2 evolution was observed for this catalyst, even after a very long irradiation time,
indicating excellent stability due to the strong binding of N in the covalent carbon
nitride. This is the first polymeric photocatalyst that is cheap and commonly
available. It will open new avenues for organic semiconductors as energy
transducers.

However, the quantum yield of the above system (0.1% at 420–460 nm) must
be improved. The efficiency of hydrogen production over g-C3N4 can be improved
by tailoring its nanostructure. A mesoporous structure can enhance the light har-
vesting ability and mass transfer due to its large surface and multiple scattering
effects. Wang et al. advanced g-C3N4 by generating a nanoporous structure into the
polymeric matrix to improve its structural and electronic functions for solar energy
conversion [110]. The photocatalyst mpg-C3N4 has a 3D porous framework
(shown in Fig. 27), exhibiting an improved efficiency by an order of magnitude.
The improved catalytic efficiency was due to the large surface area, which was a
basic requirement for a heterogeneous (photo)catalyst to be chemically productive.
This example shows excellent artificial photosynthesis over mesoporous polymer
semiconductors.

Fig. 27 a TEM image of mpg-C3N4, showing a 3D porous framework constructed from
tri(s)triazine units. The stacking distance of 0.332 nm is evident by the intense electron
diffraction ring(inset), providing high partial crystallinity of the wall. b TEM image of bulk
g-C3N4. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [110]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society
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The ordered mesostructure permits the structural orientation of guest molecules
in the periodic nanopores, which enhances the selectivity and activity in photo-
catalysis [69, 111, 112]. Very recently, highly ordered porous g-C3N4 materials
(shown as ompg-C3N4 in Fig. 28) were synthesized via a SBA-15 template route
[113]. The photocatalytic activity was evaluated by photochemical reduction of
water in the presence of an electron donor with visible light [113]. The total
evolution of H2 reached 2.1 mmol during the course of 25 h visible-light irradi-
ation. The H2 evolution on the ordered mesoporous C3N4 was about five times
higher than that of bulk g-C3N4 [110]. Such a structure is promising as a host
semiconductor scaffold for the design of hybrid visible-light photocatalyst. Fur-
thermore, the photocatalyst surface can be functionalized easily via surface
reaction or deposition. Various cocatalysts such as chromophoric antenna mole-
cules can be coassembled into the ordered mesoporus carbon nitride, generating
new biomimetic photocatalyst systems.

3.2 Solar-Light-Driven Photocatalysts for Valuable

Hydrocarbon Evolution from CO2

In recent years, carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of fossil fuels have
grown to *2.5 9 1010 metric tons per annum. This presents a significant envi-
ronmental challenge for the twenty-first century. In nature, CO2 is removed from
the environment by photosynthesis. The energy obtained from sunlight is ulti-
mately used to convert CO2 into glucose, a sugar molecule that stores solar energy
in the form of chemical energy. However, the efficiency of energy transformation
is low. Even under the optimal artificial conditions (microalgae in full sunlight),
the energy efficiency is only about 7% [8].

Fig. 28 a SAXS patterns of ompg-C3N4 and SBA-15 template. The inset shows the
corresponding 2D SAXS image of ompg-C3N4. b, c Typical TEM images of ompg-C3N4. The
insets show the corresponding fast Fourier transforms of the patterns. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [113]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society
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Carbon sequestration is considered a promising interim solution to global
warming. It involves the capture and storage of fossil fuel-derived CO2 emissions
to prevent their release into the atmosphere. The captured CO2 is stored in the
oceans or in depleted gas and oil fields. The main drawback of the technology is
the temporary nature of the storage. CO2 stored in the ocean, for example, will
inevitably return to the atmosphere in periods estimated from hundreds to thou-
sands of years. Another drawback of ocean storage is the acidic characteristic of
dissolved CO2 and the effects of pH change in seawater on the local environment.
Storage of large amounts of non-converted, concentrated CO2 in oil and gas res-
ervoirs needs continuous monitoring for an infinite time. A sudden release of CO2

could be lethal, as demonstrated in the 1986 Lake Nyos disaster in Cameroon
[114]. Carbon capture and storage will therefore not be commercially available
until the cost and safety issues are satisfactorily addressed.

The conversion of CO2 to useful fuels by physiochemical means not only
reduces CO2 in the atmosphere, but also eases our dependence on oil. The con-
ventional approach involves the thermal hydrogenation of CO2 into hydrocarbons
under relatively high temperatures and pressures [115]. The major problem with
the catalytic reduction of CO2 is that huge amounts of H2 are required as the
reducing agent and in addition fossil fuels are consumed to provide the heat
needed for the reaction to proceed.

An attractive alternative to thermal hydrogenation is photocatalytic reduction,
especially if this utilizes sunlight. In this approach, CO2 from industrial waste
gases is converted to valuable fuels, such as methane and methanol. These
products can be easily transported, stored and used in industry or, in the case of
methanol, as a gasoline-additive for automobiles. Moreover, they can be trans-
formed into other useful chemicals by using conventional technologies. This is a
perfect solution to both the global warming and energy shortage problems. This
section reviews the use of photocatalysts to produce valuable fuels from the vir-
tually free resources of carbon dioxide, water and sunlight. The potential products
are methane, methanol, or even longer chain hydrocarbons via a Fisher-Tropsch
type condensation. From the viewpoints of both energy and environment, the
conversion of CO2 to fuels by solar energy is an ideal solution to the current global
warming and energy crises.

For solar-driven catalytic conversion of CO2 to fuels to be practical, highly
efficient photocatalysts are required. Titania (TiO2) has been considered the most
appropriate candidate due to its powerful oxidizing nature, superior charge trans-
port properties, and corrosion resistance. Earlier studies, however, could only
achieve low CO2 conversion rates in spite of using UV illumination for band gap
excitation. Anpo et al. carried out a series of studies on Ti-zeolites and Ti-meso-
porous materials [116, 117]. Powdered TiO2 was also used by Adachi and
co-workers as a photocatalyst for the reduction of CO2 with H2O. A total hydro-
carbon (methane, ethene and ethane) generation rate of about 1.7 lL/(h g) was
achieved under xenon lamp illumination when copper-loaded titania nanoparticles
were dispersed in CO2-pressurized water [118]. Tan et al., using titania pellets,
obtained a maximum rate of about 0.25 lmol/h of methane from the irradiation of
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moist carbon dioxide by monochromatic ultraviolet light (253.7 nm wavelength)
[119, 120]. Using UV irradiation of a hydrogen (90%), water, carbon dioxide
combination, a rate of 4.1 lmol/(h g) was obtained by Lo and co-workers [121].

Recently, numerous studies on the preparation of solar-light-driven photocat-
alysts for hydrocarbon formation were reported. They can be classified into two
categories: TiO2-based photocatalysts and composite photocatalysts.

3.2.1 TiO2-Based Photocatalysts

Metal doped TiO2 catalyst sensitized with N3 dye was employed to photoreduce
CO2 with H2O under concentrated natural sunlight to fuels in an optical-fiber
photoreactor [122]. A methane production rate of 0.617 lmol/(g h) was achieved
on N3-dye-Cu(0.5 wt%)-e(0.5 wt%)/TiO2 coated onto optical fibers under an
average solar light intensity of 20 mW/cm2. The N3 dye substantially improved
the photoactivity of Cu(0.5 wt%)-Fe(0.5 wt%)/TiO2 catalyst toward methane
production under concentrated natural sunlight due to its full visible-light
adsorption. The photocatalyst was stable up to 6 h.

Recently, N-doped TiO2 nanotubes with copper and platinum nanoparticles
loaded onto the surfaces were developed to realize efficient solar conversion of
carbon dioxide and water vapor to methane and other hydrocarbons [123]. The
experiments were conducted in outdoor sunlight at University Park, PA (shown in
Fig. 29). Using outdoor global AM 1.5 sunlight, 100 mW/cm2, a hydrocarbon
production rate of 111 ppm cm-2 h-1, or *160 lL/(g h), was obtained when the
nanotube array samples were loaded with both 52% Cu and 48% Pt nanoparticles.
The authors pointed out that the efficiency of the catalyst was still quite low, but
were optimistic that further work could improve it.

3.2.2 Composite Photocatalysts

Carbon dioxide can be reduced with water to organic compounds over a hybrid
catalyst under concentrated sunlight [124]. The catalyst was Pt-loaded K2Ti6O13

coupled with an Fe-based catalyst supported on a dealuminated Y-type zeolite
(Fe-Cu-K/DAY) [124]. The Pt/K2Ti6O13 catalyst decomposed water to produce H2

and the Fe-Cu-K/DAY catalyst reduced CO2, with resulting organic compounds of
CH4, HCOOH, HCHO, CH3OH, and C2H5OH. The Pt/K2Ti6O13 catalysts can be
combined with another CO2 hydrogenation catalyst of Cu/ZnO [125]. The gen-
eration of CH3OH over this composite photocatalyst under concentrated sunlight
means successful photocatalytic conversion carbon dioxide to fuels. These studies
suggest that sunlight-driven photocatalytic processes have potential for organic
compound evolution from CO2 and water.

Recently, a NiO/InTaO4 photocatalyst with a band gap of 2.6 eV was devel-
oped by Chen’s Group [126]. The NiO cocatalyst was loaded by incipient-wetness
impregnation with an aqueous solution of Ni(NO3)2. The product was calcined at
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350�C for 1 h in air, and then pretreated by H2 reduction at 500�C for 2 h and
subsequent O2 oxidation at 200�C for 1 h. This catalyst was able to reduce CO2 to
methanol under visible-light illumination. A 1.0 wt% NiO-InTaO4 photocatalyst in
0.2 M KHCO3 gave the highest activity (1.394 lmol/(h g)) (shown in Fig. 30).
The reduction–oxidation pretreatment had a positive effect on the activity of the
catalyst.

In summary, the ultimate goal is to design advanced catalysts with high photon
efficiencies. For the most promising catalysts the rate limiting steps in the con-
versions of water and CO2 need to be determined. Relationships between the
photocatalytic efficiency and the characteristics of the catalyst such as morphol-
ogy, pore structure, surface area, surface electronic states and band gap must be
investigated.

4 Summary and Future Prospects

Various photocatalytic semiconductor nanomaterials with great potential for
energy and environmental applications have been prepared. Despite the tremen-
dous research efforts on the synthesis and modification of photocatalysts, many

Fig. 29 a Digital photograph
of the reaction chambers kept
under natural sunlight for
photocatalytic CO2

conversion. b Spectral
irradiance recorded from
12:39 p.m. to 3:52 p.m.
for an experiment conducted
on September 1, 2008 at
University Park, PA.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [123]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical
Society
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problems still exist. This is particularly true with regard to low photocatalytic
efficiencies and the lack of understanding of the intrinsic mechanisms for the
systems. Thus, the design of novel photocatalytic materials with higher efficiency
is a perennial subject of interest in the field of photocatalysis. As more and more
attention is paid to energy issues, the development of practical systems for H2

evolution from water and the photo-reduction of carbon dioxide to fuels cannot be
overemphasized. Advanced photocatalytic nanomaterials may be the key to a
sustainable future.
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Lithium-Based Batteries for Efficient
Energy Storage: Nanotechnology and Its
Implications

Jiajia Tan and Ashutosh Tiwari

Abstract Demand for energy overshadows all other problems mankind will face
during the next half century. With more countries achieving higher economic devel-
opment, this demandwill continue rising dramatically. Plaguing the energy demand is
our persistent dependence on fossil fuels and its related environmental effects.
Renewable sources of energy are the most possible option to reduce this dependence.
Since many green energy sources cannot provide consistent power at all times, effi-
cient storage and transmission of generated energy is necessary. For this we require
high-energy density devices that are rechargeable and cost-efficient. Although the
development of new energy storage technology should continue, current high- energy
density lithium-ion batteries should also be researched in great detail to improve their
performance and widespread use. Toward this aim, we review the historic and recent
development of cathode, anode and electrolyte materials in detail. We also review the
mechanisms of charge transport and phase stability in these compounds. The use of
nanotechnology has already found great influence in modifying these materials
towards higher energy density and greater reliability. Nanotechnologies will go on to
provide breakthroughs not only in better materials, but also better battery design for
energy storage, such as in thin film and lithium-air batteries.

1 Introduction

Lithium-ion(Li-ion) batteries have changed our lifestyles tremendously. In the
1980s lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) began finding applications as power sources
in watches, calculators and implantable medical devices. In today’s age of
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information and speed, LIBs have become integral components in portable com-
puting, entertainment, telecommunication equipment and even automobiles. Since
conventional automobiles are one of the major contributors of greenhouse gases,
there is significant effort to reduce or replace fossil fuel demand by developing
hybrid and electric vehicles. LIBs will provide a breakthrough in electric vehicle
acceptance and widespread use. In this section, we will give a brief introduction of
the basic parts and working principles of LIBs, and their advantages and
challenges.

A primary battery is an energy transformation device that converts the chemical
energy stored in its active materials into electric energy through electron and
lithium-ion transfer caused by an oxidation–reduction reaction. For Li-ion battery
systems, the reaction is reversible when supplied with external electric power
source. Normally, a battery is composed of one or more cells (basic electro-
chemical unit) that are electrically connected in series or parallel to provide the
required operating voltage and capacity. In our discussion, we generally refer to
LIB as a single cell.

Each cell consists of positive and negative electrodes, an electrolyte and a
separator. The positive electrode has a higher chemical potential than the negative
electrode. The operating process is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The positive electrode
provides lithium ions and becomes oxidized as an anode when charged. When
discharging, lithium ions are inserted back into positive electrode, which is
reduced as a cathode. In contrast, the negative electrode is the opposite electrode
during cycling. Since the lithium ions can be inserted and removed from the
electrodes, they are also called insertion electrode materials. In general, the
positive electrode is referred to as the cathode and negative electrode as the anode,
which is correct only when the cell is discharged. The ionic conducting electrolyte
provides the medium for transfer of ions between the anode and cathode. The
electrolyte is typically a liquid composed of solvents, aqueous or non-aqueous and
dissolved lithium salts, acids or alkali to enable ionic conductivity. Some batteries
use solid electrolytes, which require high operating temperatures ([80 �C) in order
to realize acceptable ionic conductivity of electrolyte. The anode and cathode
electrodes should be electronically separated to prevent internal short-circuiting.
Thus the electrolyte should not be electronically conductive, and a mesoporous

Fig. 1 Operating process of
lithium-ionbatteries
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polymer separator is designed to isolate electrodes while allowing ions to move
through it.

The main parameters that determine the electrochemical performances of a LIB
are cell potential (V), specific energy capacity, rate capability and cycling ability.
Energy capacity describes the ability of hosting lithium ions, with units of Wh/kg
or Wh/L, representing the energy stored per mass or volume. High-energy capacity
is critical for the application of light small power sources in portable electronic
devices and hybrid vehicles. The specific rate, with units of A/kg or A/L, is crucial
when large current is required, as in hybrid vehicles and large power devices. The
good rate capability is mainly determined by the electric conductivity within the
electrode and the ionic conductivity within the electrodes, electrolyte and through
the electrode solid interface (SEI). The operating current is often expressed as 1C,
2C or 0.1C, where C stands for the current (A/Kg) that will charge an electrode to
its theoretical capacity in 1 h. If an operating current is xC, then the theoretical
specific capacity is obtained in 1/x hour. Rate capability is considered good only if
the experimentally obtained capacity is close to theoretical capacity, no matter
what operating current is applied. The cycling ability reflects the stability of the
cell after several hundred times of charging/discharging and is determined by
factors such as volume expansion/contraction, structure-maintaining ability and
thermal stability.

Li-based batteries have outperformed other battery systems and account for
much more than a half of worldwide sales in portable batteries due to several
advantageous properties against which no other battery system can compete.

First, LIBs have high operating voltages and high-energy densities. A single
cell has an average operating potential of approximately 3.6–4 V, much higher
than that of Ni-Cd, Ni-MH and Pb-acid batteries. Lithium is the lightest and the
most electropositive metal in the periodic table; hence the high energy density is
predicted. The specific capacity is more than 1.5 times that of Ni-Cd batteries.
Figure 2 [1] shows the power density and energy density of various battery sys-
tems. In this picture, 4G/5G refers to devices that provide users with IP telephony,
ultra-broadband Internet access, gaming services and streamed multimedia. EV
and HEV are abbreviation for electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles. It can
be seen that the Li-ion batteries have the highest power and energy densities, and
come to the closest in meeting projected requirements for further application,
though there are still improvements to be made.

The second advantage of LIBs is the impressively high charging and dis-
charging rate. Up to 3C of the discharging rate and 1C of charging rate are
attainable. The operating temperature range is large, from -20 to +60 �C.
In addition to the advantages described above, LIBs have superior cycle life,
exceeding 500 cycles; low self-discharge (8–12% per month), and long shelf lives.
There is also no memory-effect and thus can be recharged at any time.

With these advantages in mind, there are still some problems that limit the
usage of LIBs. Some problems proposed several decades ago still need solutions,
such as safety issues and restricted assembly conditions. Moreover, energy capa-
city and cycling life requirements will continue to increase, as shown in Fig. 2.
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One problem associated with metallic Li is the formation of dendrites, leading to
short-circuiting, then thermal runaway and possible explosion. Moreover, metallic
lithium is highly reactivewith oxygen, nitrogen andmoisture; thus glove boxes or dry-
rooms become necessary for assembly. Battery assembly is much simpler if insertion
electrodes composed of Li compounds are used as both anode and cathode, since they
are stable in the ambient atmosphere. Therefore, several insertion anode materials
have been explored, including graphite, titanium oxide, silicon, carbon nanofibers,
etc. Research on anode materials is very popular today, since new anode materials
have much higher specific capacity than the commonly used graphite. Their devel-
opmental status and properties will be discussed in detail in the anode section.

Another big problem with lithium–ion batteries is that all Li ions that have
participated in a secondary reaction cannot be reversibly removed; this phenom-
enon is described as small Coulombic efficiency and poor reversibility. The
capacity will also fade due to processes such as electrolyte decomposition, phase
changes in the insertion/desertion of lithium ions and passive film formation on the
electrodes. The passive films are called solid electrolyte interface (SEI), and are
formed by decomposition of electrolyte solvents and dissolved lithium salts.
On one hand, the SEI helps protect against further corrosion of lithium. On the
other, if the SEI becomes very thick due to unnecessary side reactions between
electrolyte and electrodes, it can cause a significant loss in capacity and will
become highly resistive to ionic conduction. This is also a critical factor when
choosing suitable electrode materials and electrolyte for LIBs.

Many efforts have been made to improve the performance of the LIBs
by developing novel cathode materials. For example, substitution of Mn in
LiMn2O4 with Ni and Cr is known to increase the operating voltage (up to 5 V)
and reduce capacity fading. The main problem with many cathode materials is low
ionic conductivity, which significantly limits the rate capability and reversibility.
Nanotechnologies can help mitigate this problem by reducing the particle size in a
variety of ways. Nanosized or nanostructured materials exhibit faster rate and
higher specific capacity since the Li+ diffusion length is shortened, the reaction
sites are modified and the electrolyte–electrode contact area is increased. However,

Fig. 2 Schematic
distribution of power density
and energy density for
different batteries and
capacitors (from Tarascon
(2001), with permission)
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too large a contact area between electrode and electrolyte is not preferable, since
significant amount of side reactions will take place, resulting in low Coulombic
efficiency. More advanced mesoporous materials with ordered or disordered micro
pores can be developed, which have many advantages and disadvantages of their
own. These will be discussed in the cathode section.

Electrolytes have also attracted attention because they will lower the risk of
danger when using a low vapor pressure or even solid electrolyte. Novel elec-
trolytes are essential when making thin film batteries and lithium-oxygen batteries.
These issues are covered in the last three sections of this chapter.

2 Positive Electrodes

2.1 History of Cathode Materials

Li metal was first utilized in the 1970s to assemble primary Li cells. This kind of cell
found applications in implantable medical devices, after hydrogen gas production
was avoided in the cell [2]. Simultaneously, researchers revealed the intercalation
ability of alkalimetal ions into dichalcogenides. From thenon, LIBs havebecomeone
of the most highlighted research areas. Over last 40 years, various kinds of cathode
materials have been investigated in order to achieve the synthesis of high capacity,
high-electrochemical potential, fast rate, low cycling fading, low cost and environ-
ment friendly material. An ideal cathode material should satisfy all these criteria:

(1) The cathode should have a high redox potential;
(2) The potential should not change much, normally within 0.4 V, for different

degrees of lithium insertion/extraction;
(3) The ability to host lithium ions should be high to give satisfactory gravimetric

and volumetric capacity;
(4) The ionic and electric conductivities should be high to guarantee small

polarization during charge and large operation current;
(5) The structure of cathode material should be thermally stable and with no

disordered ions pinning in lithium sites;
(6) The volume should not expand/contract too much with lithium insertion/de-

insertion to ensure cycling stability.

In this subsection we will describe the development of several kinds of cathode
materials. The research can be separated roughly by two stages: before and after 1990.

2.1.1 The Birth of lithium-ion Batteries

Whittingham concluded that the use of TiS2 as the positive electrode, embarked by
Exxon in 1972, brought in the era of rechargeable lithium batteries [3]. TiS2 was
the best intercalation or host compound among all the layered dichalcogenides
for the application of cathode materials [4]. Titanium disulfide attracted so much
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attention due to its light weight, good electronic conductivity (semimetal) and free
from phase transition in the entire range of LixTiS2 for 0 B x B 1. For detailed
explanations, please refer to [3]. Figure 3 shows the typical charge/discharge
cycling of TiS2 at a rate of 10 mA/cm2. It is visible that the operating voltage is
around 2 V and there is no phase transition in the entire lithium intercalation
range. With titanium disulfide, button cells were successfully applied as power
sources for watches in 1977–1979.

2.1.2 The Concept of Positive Materials Shifts to Layered Oxides

Significant advances in intercalation materials were achieved due to interest in
transferring from chalcogenides to oxides, resulting in higher voltage and capacities
[5]. Vanadiumpentoxide,V2O5, has been investigated for over 30 years. It possesses a
layered structure with weak vanadium-oxide bonds between layers. The intercalation
process of lithium into vanadium pentoxide is complex, forming multiple phases for
different intercalation degrees. Froma-phase to e-phase and tod-phase at high voltages
above 3 V, and later to c and then x-phase at voltages close to 2 V, the multi-phase
transitions of vanadium pentoxide prohibits its practical application as a power source
[6], since a practical cell can only allow a small change of potential plateau within
0.5 V. Besidematerials like crystalline vanadium pentoxide and V6O13, double sheets
materials like xerogel and aerogel vanadium oxide, have also been explored in depth
[7–9]. However, they still cannot diminish the potential change.

Later, Goodenough recognized that LiCoO2 has a layered structure similar to that
of vanadium pentoxide and dichalcogenides [10]. And it has a flat charge/discharge
voltage around 4 V,making it a promising cathodematerial for practical applications
[11]. Its lattice structure is displayed in Fig. 4, where a layer sequence of O–Li–O–
Co–O– is formed along the c axis. Lithium can be extracted and inserted with only
mild distortion of the crystal structure. A typical intercalation/de-intercalation curve

Fig. 3 Charge/discharge
curve of LixTiS2 (from
Whittingham [121], with
permission from Elsevier)
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of LiCoO2 is shown in Fig. 5. Combined with a graphite anode, LiCoO2was the first
cathode material that enabled commercially successful Li-ion batteries. However,
LiCoO2 has its own limitations, such as low theoretical capacity and high price.
Those factors are not a concern when LiCoO2 batteries are applied in small devices,
including cell phones, computers and cameras. But their applications are impeded in
large-scale systems such as hybrid vehicles and clean energy storage where the
advanced requirements for high capacity and low cost cannot be satisfied.

2.2 Diverse Positive Materials Under Investigation Later

than 1990s

2.2.1 Spinel LiMn2O4

Spinel LiMn2O4 has attracted so much attention as an insertion material
because of its low cost and high voltage. The two-stage charge/discharge curve
of pure LiMn2O4 is well known, as shown in Fig. 6. It shows two plateaus of
voltage at around 4 V and 3 V. The plateau around 4 V is due to lithium
insertion into the tetragonal sites of spinel Fd3m structure, while the plateau at

Fig. 4 Layered structure for
LiCoO2 crystal
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3 V indicates the lithium insertion into the octahedral sites. [12] People have
proved that, during cycling, the higher voltage stage is more stable than the
lower one, having less capacity fading after each cycle. [13] Thus the higher
voltage range is practically in use, especially when coupled with high-voltage
anode, such as Titanates. The electrochemical performance of spinel LiMn2O4

has been explored in several ways, including thin film techniques using elec-
tron-beam evaporation or radio-frequency sputtering. LiMn2O4 thin films of
around 0.5 lm showed that lithium could be inserted into the electrode at about
3 V, the same with that of bulk LiMn2O4. By contrast, the extraction of lithium
from thin film LiMn2O4 occured at approximately 4.5 V, 0.5 V higher than the
bulk LiMn2O4. [14] Together with thin film electrolyte, flexible thin film LIBs
were assembled. Further, researchers have tried substitution of manganese with
metals like nickel and chromium to stabilize the spinel structure and resulted in
flatter insertion voltage. [15, 16].

Fig. 5 Charge and discharge
curves for LiCoO2 at a rate
of 0.17 mA/cm2 in 1 M
LiClO4/PC solution at 30 �C
(from Ohzuku and Ueda [11],
reproduced by permission of
The Electrochemistry
Society)

Fig. 6 Charge and discharge
curve for LixMn2O4 at a rate
of 0.2 mA/cm2 (from
Thackeray [12], with
permission from Elsevier)
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2.2.2 Metal-Doped (Co, Cr, Ni, Ti and Mg) Layered LiMnO2

Similar to LiCoO2, LiMO2 (M = Ti, Ni, Mn, Cr or Fe) has been a topic of
continued interest for a long period of time [3, 17, 18]. Among them, research on
LiMnO2 has received the most attention and pragmatic value. Since layered
LiMnO2 is of lower cost, high capacity and is environmentally benign, it is
promising for large-scale usage [19]. The only problem with layered LiMnO2 is
the instability of its structure. The layered phase converts to the spinel-like
LixMn2O4 upon cycling, even at ambient temperature [20]. Unfortunately, the
application of LIBs on hybrid vehicles requires stability at room temperature and
higher due to the heat released by engine operation. This problem leads to research
for efficient solutions, such as the partial substitution of Mn by Ni, Cr, Mg, Co, etc.

The idea to substitute manganese in LiMnO2 by cobalt (forming
LiMn1-yCoyO2) was stimulated by the desire to make a LiCoO2-like material.
LiCoO2 can sustain many cycles; thus the introduction of Mn is supposed to
reduce the cost and toxicity of LiCoO2. Bruce et al. did a thorough investigation of
Co substitution in the range of 0 B y B 0.5 [21]. In their report, a 10% substitution
of Mn by Co was found to be sufficient to suppress the distortion of layered
Li0.9Mn0.9Co0.1O2. They also drew a conclusion that higher replacement of Mn by
Co resulted in somewhat decreased capacity and better cycle stability, as indicated
in Fig. 7. In this case, the electrochemically active material is Mn ion, while Co
ion plays a role as a structure stabilizer.

Li(NiMn)O2 have attracted much attention since 2001, after Ohzuku et al. It is a
promising cathode material due to its high capacity and stability. The compound
LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2, called 550 (0.5 Ni, 0.5 Mn, 0.0 Co), showed a very good capacity
around 200 mAh/g at the rate of 0.12 mA/cm2, as well as good cycling stability
[22]. Figure 8 shows the charge/discharge curves of 550 for 30 cycles. Theoretical
calculations confirmed the behavior of Ni and Mn during insertion and deinsertion
of the compound. The Mn ion has a 4+ valence independent of the lithium

Fig. 7 Discharge capacity
vs. cycle number for LiMnO2

and LixMn1-xCoxO2 at rate of
0.1 mA/cm2 and a potential
window between 2.6 and
4.8 V (from Armstrong et al.
[21], with permission from
Elsevier)
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concentration in the material, so it works as a structure frame, while the valence of
nickel ion changes from 2+ to 4+ upon lithium removal. Therefore, the Ni ion is the
electrochemically active element giving the capacity [23]. However, substitution
by nickel still cannot raise the electronic conductivity of doped LiMnO2 as much
as that achieved via substitution by cobalt or iron.

Although the compound of LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 works well, there is still over 5%
nickel pinning in the lithium layer, causing problems such as slow rates and loss of
capacity. The addition of Co into the compound of Li(Mn1-yNiy)O2 can reduce the
amount of transition metal in lithium layer to 2.4% for LiMn0.2Ni0.5Co0.3O2 [24].
The role of cobalt was verified by earlier research on Co-doped LiNiO2. Another
concern of reducing the nickel disorder is the synthesis temperature which has
been optimized in between 800 and 900 �C. Among different substitution ratios
and degrees, the LiMn0.4Ni0.4Co0.2O2 (442) material was reported to show the
highest capacity, thermal stability and retention ability upon cycling. Besides
LiMn0.4Ni0.4Co0.2O2, LiMn0.33Ni0.33Co0.33O2 also attracted much interest. In both
situations, the transition metal in the lithium layers is only nickel, and the intro-
duction of cobalt into the compound increases the conductivity by some degree;
however, the improved performance over cobalt-free compound is mainly caused
by the decrease of nickel in the lithium layer [25] rather than conductivity.

Chromium-substituted LiMn1-xCrxO2 also received considerable attention [26].
Hwang et al. reported that replacement of Mn by Cr induces a decrease in crys-
tallite size. This smaller crystal size results from shortening of Mn–O bonds. Also
the presence of chromium ions hinders manganese migration to the lithium layer,
leading to stabilization of the cathode material during cycling. LiMn0.9Cr0.1O2

shows a capacity of 190 mAh/g with little capacity fading from the second cycle
onward. In Guo’s work, LiMn0.7Cr0.3O2 showed a better performance than that of
many other metal-doped LiMnO2, as shown in Fig. 9 [27]. Unfortunately, practical
usage cannot be realized since Cr is both expensive and toxic.

Fig. 8 Charge/discharge of
LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 at 0.17 mA/g
for 30 cycles (from
Makimura and Ohzuku [22],
with permission from
Elsevier)
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There has also been research on other compounds, like LiNi1-xCoxO2,
Li[Co0.17Li0.28Mn0.55]O2, LiNi1-xTix/2Mgx/2O2, etc. [28–30]. Generally speaking,
those substitution metals are combined for two reasons: first, to reduce toxicity and
cost; second, to stabilize the lattice structure.

2.2.3 Polyanion Olivine-Structured Materials

It was recently found that olivine-structured oxyanion scaffolded materials provide
interesting possibilities. Those materials consist of corner-sharing MO6 (M = Fe,
Ti, V or Nb) octahedra and XO4 (X = S, P, As, Mo or W) tetrahedral anions [31].
The redox potentials of Fe3+/Fe2+ and V4+/V3+ couples lie at a higher level in the
phosphate polyanions PO4

3- than in their oxidized forms [32]. The creative work
of Goodenough and co-workers motivated the use of LiFePO4 as a positive
cathode material for LIBs. Figure 10 demonstrates charge-discharge curves for
secondary lithium batteries using LiFePO4 cathode material [33]. It was found that
a high theoretical capacity of 165 mAh/g and a flat discharge voltage at 3.4 V can
be achieved from LiFePO4-assembled batteries. This kind of battery also has high
thermal and chemical stability [34], and possesses the advantages of low cost [35]
and small environmental impact [34]. However, it has the drawback of less good
rate capability due to its poor electrical conductivity and slow ionic diffusivity
[36, 37]. To overcome these barriers, much effort has been made, such as size
reduction, uniformity improvement, metal dispersion and carbon coating.

As it is well-known, the electrochemical behavior of LiFePO4 is strongly
influenced by its preparation methods. LiFePO4 has conventionally been synthe-
sized by a solid-state reaction that involves successive steps of grinding and
annealing at high temperatures for long periods of time. The main steps are as
follows: stoichiometric starting materials are mixed by the ball milling method;
then the mixture is heated at around 300–400 �C to decompose any organic
compound involved; it is subsequently annealed at around 500–800 �C to form and
fully crystallize the desired phase [38]. The solid-state method has several

Fig. 9 Cycling data for (X)
LiMnO2 and LiMn0.7M0.3O2

cathodes: (open circle)
M = Cr; (+) M = V; (open
square) M = Zn; (lozenge)
M = Mo (from Guo et al.
[27], with permission from
Elsevier)
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disadvantages, such as large particle size, broad particle size distribution and the
low conductivity of the as-synthesized products. Thus, carbon is added to increase
the conductivity of the cathode. The post synthesis addition of carbon leads to its
inhomogeneous distribution surrounding the LiFePO4 particles.

Recently, researchers developed some excellent solution-based techniques for
the synthesis of LiFePO4/C composites with carbon homogeneously distributed
around the LiFePO4 particles [39, 40]. Typical solution-based techniques, such as
hydrothermal processing, sol–gel processing, precipitation, emulsion-drying and
spray pyrolysis, are effective methods for the synthesis of olivine-structured mate-
rials [41]. The sol–gel process is incredibly versatile, allowing for a wide selection of
precursor materials and carbon sources. This technique also allows for the synthesis
of particles with excellent morphology and uniform size distribution of small par-
ticles, while offering a high purity and homogeneity at low-processing temperatures.
Figure 11 shows the microstructures of LiFePO4 synthesized by sol–gel technique.
The carbon incorporation during the synthesis process helps reduce the particle size
and increase the electric conductivity [42]. One concern about the heat treatment
procedure is the temperature range. According to Kepler’s report, the preparation
process should be below a temperature of around 600 �C, or errant Fe ions will exist
on the Li sites and reduce the reactivity and diffusion of the lithium ions [43].

2.3 The Contributions of Nanotechnology and Meso-Porous

Methods

Tuning the particle size and microstructures of positive materials will significantly
influence their electrochemical performance, such as the intercalation rate and
capacity. The advantages of nanostructured materials include: (i) a faster rate of
lithium insertion/removal caused by shorter lithium diffusion length within the
particles; (ii) improvement of electron transport velocity within the particles; (iii) a
higher lithium–ion flux resulting from the high surface area between electrode and
electrolyte and (iv) longer cycling life due to the buffering of the volume change of

Fig. 10 Charge–discharge
curves for LiFePO4 cathode
materials at different rates
(from Chung et al. [33], with
permission)
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lithium. There are also associated disadvantages, such as the difficulty of size
control, more side reactions due to the higher surface area, poor contact between
particles and a lower density of materials [44]. Besides nanoparticles, nano-scaled
tubes and wires are of interest to some degree. Another nanostructure that attracts
much attention today is the meso-porous positive materials. They are discussed in
detail in the following text.

2.3.1 Nanoparticles

Inherent to the nature of its particle size, small diffusion length and high surface
area of nanoparticles, materials with low electronic and ionic conductivities are the
most suitable to be synthesized into nanoscale sizes. As mentioned above, the main
drawbacks of olivine-structured LiFePO4 are of poor electric and ionic conduc-
tivities caused by pure iron valence. Reducing the particle sizes enables LiFePO4 a
good enough rate capability for practical value [42]. Thus, nanoparticles of
LiFePO4 have achieved success in the commercial market. However, there is also
a risk of large capacity fading caused by the thick and large area of SEI from
significant decomposition of electrolyte materials.

2.3.2 Ordered and Disordered Porous Cathode Materials

Compared to nanosized particles, tubes or wires, the meso-porous positive elec-
trodes, especially when ordered, have profound advantages. Those mesoporous
solids are composed of micro-sized particles, thus having better electronic contact
between each particle and an almost similar packing density as conventional micro

Fig. 11 a Without carbon, b with the oxidized carbon (from Huang et al. [42], reproduced by
permission of The Electrochemistry Society)
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powders. And within those particles, ordered pores of 2–50 nm in diameter are
present and separated by walls of several nanometers thick.

The ordered porous cathode materials generally have better rate capability,
faster lithium-ion insertion/removal and smaller capacity fading [45]. The
internal pores can be filled with electrolyte, leading to high surface area and
large lithium flux between the electrode and electrolyte interfaces. Those ordered
pores ensure even distribution of electrolyte and reduce the speed of decom-
position process in high concentration electrolyte [44]. The high rate capability
can be achieved by shortening diffusion lengths of lithium ion within the thin
walls between pores.

There are two basic template methods to fabricate ordered meso-porous
materials: soft and hard. For the soft template technique, the materials often lack
the thermal stability and crystallinity required by many applications. For the hard
template method, where silica is employed as the template to help form the
mesoporous structure, the materials are well crystallized and the pores are ordered
well. However, the precursors that result in alkali composite cannot be used
together with silica, thus limiting the usage of silica for production of positive
materials for LIBs. Jiao et al. reported in their work that the obtained transition
metal oxide Co3O4 can then react with a lithium source, forming mesoporous
lithium-doped positive materials [45]. The detailed nanostructure of ordered
mesoporous Co3O4 is shown in Fig. 12.

As for the disordered mesoporous positive materials, they still enjoy continued
research interest. Aerogel V2O5 and MnO2 have been reported to possess tre-
mendously large specific capacities compared to graphite. Dong et al. found that
the electrochemical capacity of mesoporous V2O5 is about 100% greater than in
normal polycrystalline powders [46]. In addition, the preparation of disordered
meso-porous materials is more straightforward than that for ordered mesopous

Fig. 12 TEM figures of mesoporous Co3O4: a Co3O4-500 and b Co3O4-600 (Co3O4-500 means
the precursor materials were calcinated at 500 �C.) (Reprinted from [122], with permission from
Elsevier)
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materials. The problems with those conductive areogels are poor packing density
and the possibility of residual moisture after preparation.

2.4 Summary and Conclusions

Having reviewed nearly 40 years of scientific adventure on positive rechargeable
lithium battery materials, we now hope to develop materials that can provide faster
rate capability and higher capacity, as required by the hybrid vehicle industry and
advanced portable electrical devices. There is progress within the last 10 years,
mainly onmodifying the nanostructure of positivematerials.We also look forward to
proposals of novel positive electrodematerials that are conceptually new, based on the
development of inorganic andorganic electrochemistry, physics and surface sciences.

3 Negative Electrodes

Lithium-ion batteries emerged in the 1970s, employing lithium metal, the most
powerful reducing element, as the anode. When coupled with LiCoO2 or V2O5, the
lithium metal battery gives high voltage and high-energy capacity. However, the
well-known formation of dendritic lithium during cycling causes safety issues and
a short practical cycling life. These problems require research into alternative
materials to replace lithium metal and obtain safe anode materials.

3.1 Graphite and Highly Disordered Carbonaceous Anode

Materials

The smart solution of lithium metal alternating with carbon graphite enabled
the commercialization of secondary lithium batteries by Sony in 1991. Graphite
is a lithium host material that can absorb and release lithium ion reversibly.
The potential of graphite vs. lithium is around 300 mV; thus, the voltage loss
compared to lithium metal is very little while avoiding the risk of forming lithium
dendrite. Here we briefly state the method of measuring the performances of anode
materials and the characterization parameters. In the measurement of the charge–
discharge ability, the anode materials and a pure lithium metal foil are assembled
together in a coin cell. During discharging, lithium ions migrate from the lithium
metal and enter the anode carbon, and will return to lithium metal during charging.
As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the cathode has a higher electro-
chemical potential; thus, graphite works as the cathode when coupled with lithium
metal. However, unlike a normal practical cell, the lithium source here is the
lithium metal anode.
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3.1.1 Initial Graphite Materials

Armand et al. first published the use of graphite as an intercalation/deintercalation
material; then Sony Corp. realized the commercial production of LIBs with
graphite as the anode and LiCoO2 as cathode [47]. At first, their graphite anode
suffered from significant reaction with electrolyte. This was improved by Sony
using a large variety of high crystallinity carbon materials, which finally brought
about commercial success. The concern of the crystallinity or morphologies of
electrode materials then became important to the search for materials that are
relatively stable in contact with electrolyte and during lithium insertion/removal.

At the beginning, people used naturally existing ores to synthesize highly
crystallized graphite as anode materials. The most common graphite possesses the
hexagonal Bernal structure [48]. The hexagonal graphite layers are arranged by
…ABAB… sequences. It was found that another crystalline phase can exist in a
rhombohedra structure with stacking sequences of …ABC… Those two phases
often exist together in the graphite anode materials. However, the rhombohedra
phase is not as thermally stable as the hexagonal structure since it disappears when
heat treated at 2000 �C [47].

The content of rhombohedra graphite plays an important role in minimizing the
first irreversible capacity of the total anode electrode, though is not very critical in
long-term cycling reversibility. Thus, the faradaic losses depend much on the
rhombohedral content. Figure 13 shows that the faradaic losses per unit double-
layer capacitance are reduced with increasing rhombohedral phase content in two
different electrolytes. It shows that higher rhombohedral content gives higher
faradiac retention than pure hexagonal graphite. This is because of the higher
content of grain boundaries and dislocations in the impure phase that makes it
more difficult to open interlayer graphite for large solvent ions, which will cause
formation of SEI and even exfoliation.

Another important characteristic of graphite intercalation compounds is the
multiphase transitions during charge/discharge. Within a voltage window from 0 to

Fig. 13 The faradaic losses
per unit of double-layer
capacitance for graphite
samples of various
rhombohedra contents (from
Flandrois and Simon [47],
with permission from
Elsevier)
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0.4 V, four plateaus are shown, indicating phase transitions at each stage. The
plateau voltages of 0.09, 0.12, 0.14 and 0.2 V represent the corresponding tran-
sitions: stage-1 (LiC6) to stage-2 (LiC12), stage-2 to stage-2L (LiC18) and then to
stage-3 and stage-4. Those details are demonstrated in Fig. 14 [47].

3.1.2 Soft and Hard Carbons

Soft carbon can gradually transfer to a graphite structure while heated at elevated
heat treatment temperatures (HTTs), up to 3000 �C. They are comprised of dis-
oriented crystallites that grow larger and more ordered during heating. When
heated at temperatures higher than 2200 �C, the sizes of the crystallites become
hundreds of angstroms and the interlayer spacing approaches that of graphite, as
large as 3.354 Å.

Flandrois and co-workers concluded that a higher HTT results in better anode
materials with less faradaic loss and higher energy capacity within the range of
1300–2400 �C [47]. Inspecting the structures formed at higher HTTs, they find that
the crystallization is better and total surface is smaller since the content of dis-
ordered crystallites is reduced. The smaller faradaic loss or irreversible capacity
for higher HTTs could be caused by smaller surface area contacting electrolyte
while the higher energy capacity results from better crystallinity.

Hard carbons (HTT 500–1000 �C), also called low-temperature or non-
graphitable carbons, are synthesized from the carbonization of various kinds of
organic compounds at around 500 �C. The cross-linking groups from the network
of the organic compounds hinder the formation of columns and coalescence.
Therefore, the structures of hard carbon are less crystallized. The hard carbons
are also found to include large amount of micro or nano-porosity. These features
will affect the electrochemical performance of the hard carbons. First, the dis-
crepancy between charge and discharge voltage plateaus is large; second, the

Fig. 14 Cell voltage as a
function of capacity during Li
removal (from Flandrois and
Simon [47], with permission
from Elsevier)
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reversible capacity is high, much larger than graphite; and third, there is high
irreversible capacity in the first cycle [49]. These were explained by many
mechanisms [50, 51]. Zhang and co-workers found a linear relationship between
the capacity and edge length of carbon layer. Thus, larger amount of edge
carbons resulting from organic compounds will provide more sites to incorporate
lithium ions [52].

3.1.3 Conclusion of Initial Carbonaceous Anode Materials

Research has been performed on many different kinds of carbon materials, from
graphite to disordered carbon. The most promising material is still graphite,
especially highly crystallized graphite with some amount of rhombohedra phase,
due to its good electrochemical performances: high reversible capacity, small
capacity fading and excellent rate capability. As for soft carbon synthesized at high
temperature, the capacity is low. For carbons synthesized at lower temperatures,
the energy capacity is high; however, the capacity fading and the hysteresis of the
voltage cannot be avoided efficiently [47]. In recent years, carbonaceous materials
have attracted much interest in the field pursuing novel structured, mesoporous and
metal dispersed carbons.

3.2 Novel Nanostructured Carbon Materials

3.2.1 Carbon Nanotubes as Lithium Storage Materials

Studies on lithium insertion into carbon nanotubes have been widely carried out.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are developed for energy usage in the field of hydrogen
production and LIBs. CNTs are supposed to exhibit excellent performance as anode
materials in secondary lithium batteries due to their special structural features. CNTs
can host large amount of Li+ owing to the abundant nanosized pores thatmay provide
reaction sites for lithium-ion storage, thus, the energy capacity can be improved.
Another advantage of CNTs is the short diffusion distance for the lithium ions
through the tube walls, which can increase the rate capability by some degree.

Based on those expectations, many groups have performed studies on the
insertion of lithium into CNTs. Che and co-workers reported for the first time that
a high intercalation capacity of 490 mAh/g was achieved from CNT lithium
batteries [53]. And later, Frackowiak et al. studied the annealing temperature
effects on the capacity of CVD synthesized nanotubes. They observed a large
insertion capacity of 952 mAh/g of CNTs for the first cycle; however, only
447 mAh/g was reversible at the second time. They also found that the capacity
decreased with higher HTTs [54]. Other than pure CNTs, SnO-doped, Sn-doped,
SnSb0.5 and Cu-doped CNTs have also been studied [55–57]. Compared to pure
CNTs, all doped CNTs showed less capacity fading, thus better cycling ability.
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This was explained by two main reasons: first, the doped small particles may
release the stress caused by lithium insertion/removal; second, these doped par-
ticles can reduce the interface between the electrolyte and highly porous CNTs,
thus forming thinner SET and retaining more capacity.

Nevertheless, the practical use of chemically or physically modified CNTs as
the anode material for secondary lithium batteries is not realistic till now. It has its
own drawbacks, in addition to the high cost of synthesis. The general concern is
the high surface area; although it can be reduced by doping, it is still large enough
to cause large amount of irreversibility.

In parallel, research on materials for carbon alternatives is underway. Slightly
higher insertion potential is preferred when considering lithium plating at low
potentials of carbon. And larger capacities are desired to trigger the fast growth of
portable electric devices and hybrid vehicles. Studies on those materials are dis-
cussed in the following section.

3.3 Li Transition-Metal Nitrides

Lithium transition-metal nitrides have attracted researchers’ attention in some
degree due to large capacity and good cyclability. Shodai et al. did a breakthrough
work by exploring Li2.6Co0.4N and brought in a new class of lithium insertion
materials—Li-M-N (M = Co, Ni or Cu). Figure 15a shows the charge–discharge
curve of Li2.6Co0.4N whose charging voltage is around 1 V. This potential is much
higher than the lithium electroplating (Li+ reduction) potential and can help avoid
the safety problems associated with a thin layer of electroplated lithium. At the
same time, they show the high capacity of 760 mAh/g achieved even after 30
cycles, as displayed in Fig. 15b [58]. However, the high calculated capacity
compared to graphite may be contributed a lot by the higher cycling voltage vs.
lithium. When coupling with cathode materials such as LiCoO2 or LiFePO4, the
cell potential is strongly reduced. Furthermore, the use of Li3-xCoxN is con-
strained by the restrictive manufacturing requirements for handling such moisture-
sensitive negative electrodes.

Fig. 15 Charge–discharge curve (a) and cycling performance (b) for Li2.6Co0.4N at the rate of
0.5 mA/g (from Shodai et al. [58], with permission from Elsevier)
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3.4 Lithium Alloy

In order to avoid dentrite formation linked to lithium metal, alternative metals (M),
such as aluminum, as anode materials have been studied since the 1970s [59].
Studies on other metals (M = Sn, Zn, Bi, In, Cd and Sb) have been performed
extensively [32, 60]. Unfortunately, none of them showed good cycling perfor-
mances with increased depth of discharge, though their gravimetric capacities
were satisfactory. When alloying with lithium, these metals suffer from large
volume swings (up to 200%); hence the structures deteriorate after lithium removal
and the electrical contacts between particles get lost. Some groups tried to reduce
the alloy particle sizes to benefit the cycling stability based on the nature of small
particles’ tolerance to stress cracking, but what they obtained still could not satisfy
the practical requirements [61]. However, research is still in progress to find
possible solutions to structural deterioration of lithium alloys during cycling.

In Yang and co-worker’s report, an impressive improvement of cycling per-
formance of lithium alloy anode was claimed to be achieved by using multi-phase
metallic host materials like Sn/SnSbn or Sn/SnAgn [62]. They observed a little
capacity fading even after 150 cycles for one compound Sn0.72Sb0.28, as shown in
Fig. 16. The insertion of lithium during the test was limited to 1.7 Li per formula.
This was explained to be assisted by the two-phase alloy composite. The volume
change of the more reactive phase was compensated or buffered by the matrix of
the inactive material. Another example of ternary alloy was examined by
Thackeray et al. [43]. They discovered that an intermetallic compound of Cu6Sn5
can accept lithium in a two-phase reaction to yield LixCu6Sn5 (x = 13, corre-
sponding to capacity of 358 mAh/g, close to the theoretical capacity of graphite
Li6C 372 mAh/g). The reaction occurs at 0.4 V vs. lithium. Using the density of
8.28 g/ml, the volumetric capacity of this LixCu6Sn5 is up to 1656 mAh/ml, much
larger than that of the graphite alloy (850 mAh/ml). Another advantage for this
alloy is its relatively low irreversibility. Since the inactive phases, like Cu in
Cu6Sn5, do not react significantly with the electrolyte, the energy loss should be
lower than the case of tin oxides, where Li2O is formed irreversibly when lithiated.
However, the cycling performances are still not as good as the graphite.

Fig. 16 Energy recovery of
(filled square) Sn0.72Sb0.28
and (open diamond)
Sn0.91Ag0.09 at the rate of
0.25 mA/cm2 (from Yang
et al. [62], with permission
from Elsevier)
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A similar approach to improve the cycling ability by intermetallic phases is the
Sn-Fe-C system [63]. According to Dahn and coworkers’ design and experiments,
Sn reacts with lithium and the embedded inert iron works as the buffer matrix in
the Sn2Fe alloy. They obtained high capacity of 800 mAh/g and volumetric
capacity of 4500 mAh/ml for the first time. Similar to other alloys, this material
does not behave well after extensive cycling. In general, the basic concept behind
these ternary alloys is the idea of a non-reactive ‘‘buffer matrix’’ to compensate for
the volume expansion of the reactive phases. However, the concept still has not
worked very well for achieving improved reversibility.

3.5 Transition Metal Oxides

There are two classes of metal oxides for LIBs. One is classic lithium insertion/de-
insertion materials, like titanates. By contrast, the other displays lithium capacity
through the reaction of metal oxides with lithium and forms metal dispersed in a
matrix of Li2O during charging. Later on, the charge/discharge is realized by the
formation and decomposition of Li-M in the Li2O matrix. Internally nanostruc-
tured metal oxides, M-O (M = Co, Ni, Fe, Cu, Sn, Mn or Mo), began to be taken
into serious consideration only from the realization of their non-traditional reaction
mechanism with lithium. For this reaction mechanism, these metal oxides exhib-
ited 100% capacity retention after 100 cycles. This high reversibility may also be
supported by their internal nanostructures [64]. Fuji announced the use of amor-
phous tin composite oxide as the anode material in 1997. The capacity was
measured to be twice that of graphite. A Li2O phase was verified by in situ X-ray
diffraction studies [65]. Despite good results, they are far from commercialization,
owing to poor long-term cyclability, large voltage hysteresis and the huge irre-
versible capacity during the first cycle.

Besides titanates, Larcher et al. observed large lithium insertion into a nano-
scale transition metal oxide that can hold only a small amount of lithium when in
bulk or microsize particles. It was also found that through nanoscaling of inorganic
materials, the electrochemical potentials could be tuned. They compared the large

Fig. 17 Electrochemical behavior of bulk (right) and nanostructured (left) (–Fe2O3 (from
Larcher [66], reproduced by permission of The Electrochemistry Society)
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lithium insertion ability of nano-sized (a-Fe2O3 with the limited reaction that
happens to micro-sized particles [66]. The particle sizes for the nanoscaled iron
oxide is around 20 nm, and is 1–2 lm for the micro-sized ones. From Fig. 17, we
can tell that the lithium inserted into the nanosized metal oxide can reach 0.6 per
Fe2O3, while the bulk Fe2O3 undergoes an irreversible phase transformation at
only about 0.05 Li per formula. This experiment educated us on exploring many
materials that are supposedly not suitable for use as lithium insertion host in bulk
materials. As the particle size becomes smaller, the modification not only enhances
the ability of hosting lithium ions in large amount but also deep into the lattice.
Besides nanoparticles, nanotubes for (a-Fe2O3 were also examined by Chen et al.
They measured 1400 mAh/g for the first discharge; however, the capacity fading is
fast and large [67].

The reaction mechanism is the same for transition metal oxides and tin oxide.
A group of transition metal oxides, such as CoO, CuO, NiO, Co3O4 and MnO,
have been thoroughly studied [64]. This concept has expanded to areas of metal
nitrides, sulfides, chlorides and fluorides. This is based on the fact that weaker
M-X (metal-anion) bonding strength gives a higher potential [64] which is
directly linked to the change of the metal oxidation state during cycling. Thus,
the combination of different metals and their oxidation states, as well as the type
of anions, will give potentials ranging from 0 to 3.5 V [68]. However, the
synthesis of those rapid (high electrical conductivity) and reversible nanocom-
posites is not an easy task.

3.6 Titanates and Titanium Oxide Polymorphs

One issue associated with the nanoscaling of primary anode particles is the risk of
possible side-reactions with the electrolyte, leading to capacity fading and safety
problems. For titanates or titanium oxide, the lithium insertion potential is not
within the range of electrolyte decomposition. This is essential for high-power
cells. Therefore, since the SEI formation is suppressed, the capacity loss is largely
reduced and the advantages of nanoparticles, such as deeper insertion and more
reaction sites are realized. One such material is spinel Lix+4Ti5O12 (0\ x\ 3),
which is inherently safe. The lithium insertion (charging potential) is around
1.55–1.6 V vs. Li+/Li. It has three basic advantages over graphite or any other
anode material mentioned above: insertion safety, minimal volume and structural
changes, and 100% Coulombic efficiency with no side reactions [69]. Thus,
Lix+4Ti5O12 is of serious consideration as an anode for high energy, fast rate
batteries. The electrode has been coupled with LiMn2O4 and LiFePO4, forming
low cost and safe cells with around 2.5 V [3]. It would be preferred if a higher-
voltage cathode is coupled to produce at least 3.5 V.

The advantage of inert safety due to high redox potential is valid for both
lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12) and titanium oxides polymorphs. Compared to lithium
titanate, titanium oxide possesses a capacity up to 335 mAh/g, much higher than
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175 mAh/g for titanate. The only problem with titanium oxide is poor electronic
conductivity. And we know nanosized particles tend to have higher electronic and
ionic conductivity. Therefore, TiO2 nanotubes and nanowires, as well as nano-
particles, have been extensively synthesized and characterized. TiO2 can exist in
different lattice structures: rutile, anatase, brookite and bronze. Detailed infor-
mation on those four different structures is provided below. (i) Rutile TiO2 has
negligible Li insertion ability (\0.1 Li per TiO2) at room temperature and the
lithium diffusion through the structure is anisotropic. Despite these drawbacks,
nanotechnology greatly increases its electrochemical performances. For example,
the rutile nano-rods were irreversibly transformed into cubic rocksalt LiTiO2 nano-
rods, and thereafter the structure remained stable [70]. Also, up to 0.8 mol
Li-insertion into nanostructured rutile TiO2 (10 nm 9 40 nm) was reported at
room temperature [71]. (ii) Anatase TiO2 suffers from a structure transformation
from a body-centered space group to an orthorhombic group and the volume
change is 4%. However, nanotubes grown by hydrothermal approaches increase
the capacity significantly. (iii) Bronze TiO2, called TiO2-B is the most promising
titanium oxide. Although there is volume change during lithium insertion, the
bronze structure is more open than the first two types, allowing easier and
increased lithium intercalation. A recent study on TiO2-B nanotubes and wires
gave 305 mAh/g with excellent cycling ability at 1.5–1.6 V vs. lithium. And the
capacity and voltage hysteresis for bronze TiO2 nanowires are better than TiO2-B
nanoparticles and TiO2 anatase particles (see Fig. 18) [69]. (iv) Brookite nano-
particles of TiO2 exhibited over 170 mAh/g for the first 40 cycles and quickly
dropped to around 60 mAg/g for the 50th cycle [72], whereas TiO2 nanotubes
showed 160 mAh/g after 50 cycles, as expected [69].

Fig. 18 Comparison of
charge–discharge curves for
TiO2-B nanowires, particles
and anatase TiO2 (from Yang
et al. [69], with permission
from Elsevier)
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3.7 Silicon and Silicon-Based Alloys as Anode Materials

This section will discuss silicon and silicon-based alloys as anode materials, which
is currently very popular in the research field of LIBs. Silicon has received much
attention, owing to its large theoretical specific capacity for the fully inserted phase
Li4.4Si of 4200 mAh/g, compared to 372 mAh/g for graphite. The problem with
silicon is similar to that of lithium metal alloys: big volume expansion and a phase
transition associated with large amounts of lithium accommodated into the lattice
structure. This large change of volume leads to cracking and crumbing of the
electrode and this will not only decrease the reversible capacity but also induce
poor electronic contact between silicon particles. In this case, silicon has limited
volumetric capacity: the capacity per unit volume does not change much from LiSi
to Li4.4Si due to the compensation of large volume expansion.

There are basically three ways to improve the cycling performance of silicon.
The foremost improvement is to reduce the size of the silicon particles. A second
method is to maintain electronic contact between particles by mixing with con-
ductive additives, such as carbon graphite or nano-structured carbon black. The
third is to synthesize silicon-metal alloys, dispersing silicon in an inert or active
matrix. These three methods can be used together, which means the silicon par-
ticles are first reduced to the nanoscale and then dispersed into either conductive
additives or a metal buffer matrix. Moreover, limiting lithium insertion to a certain
depth will reduce volume expansion and lengthen the cycle life. For example, the
cycling number of above 99% charge retention can be increased from 25 to 90
cycles, when the capacity is reduced from 900 to 500 mAh/g [73].

3.7.1 Si/C Composite in Powder Phase

Several methods have been attempted to improve the electrochemical performance
of silicon-based anodes. One of them is to mix silicon powders with carbon or
graphite powders. There are various synthesis processes to mix these powders:
pyrolysis of polymers containing silicon and carbon, chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), ball milling of carbon and silicon powders, chemical reaction of gels and
so on [74–77]. The ratio of carbon and silicon and their structures play an
important role in determining the capacity, Coulombic efficiency and cycling
behavior.

When synthesized by pyrolysis, the obtained powders often contain oxygen,
along with silicon and carbon, forming S–C–O glass. Carbon works as the con-
duction pathways for electrons and lithium ions; thus a higher carbon ratio will
bring about a fast reaction and ensure good capacity. Conversely, introduction of
silicon and oxygen will also increase the irreversible capacity; and no matter what
the ratio is, the large irreversible capacities cannot be avoided [78]. Later, it was
observed that the high irreversible capacity of the pyrolyzed anodes is caused by
the presence of oxygen in the Si/C composite. In order to get rid of the oxygen,
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materials like SiCl4 (SiH4) and (CH3)2Cl2Si have been used as carbon and silicon
source materials, respectively [79, 80]. In this case, vapor-phase deposition was
employed to disperse nano-silicon onto graphite. Experiments gave good revers-
ible capacity but were still plagued by high irreversible capacities, caused by the
large surface area of graphite. However, the cycling ability was greatly increased
to over 100 cycles.

This early research made Si/C composites more attractive for further investi-
gation. However, they still show high irreversible capacity which may be caused
by high surface area of the carbon phase. To overcome it, carbon was deposited on
silicon powders to suppress the SEI formation. Dimov et al. deposited carbon on
homogenously mixed graphite and silicon powders with a 1:1 weight ratio [81].
However, they measured a 1000 mAh/g irreversible capacity as a result of a dead
area where lithium could not be extracted for further cycling. This is often caused
by non-uniform distribution of silicon in the anode.

Besides carbon additives on silicon, an inert material, specifically copper, was
also introduced to form Si-Cu alloys [82]. The Si-Cu-Cu3Si/C composites showed
advanced cycling stability because highly conductive Cu3Si worked as an electric
conductor and binder, revealed by EPMA analysis; and the substitution of carbon
by Cu3Si reduced the surface area in contact with the electrolyte. Although Si/C
composites, whether carbon coated by Si or Si coated by carbon, have been helpful
in maintaining capacity during cycling, very high cycling performance was not
achieved.

Using pyrolysis and CVD, the structures and particle sizes are difficult to
control in the Si/C composites. Ball milling, in contrast, can maintain a homog-
enous mixture and specific composition, structures and particle sizes. Unfortu-
nately, though ball milled Si/C composites improved the cycling ability; they
suffered from high irreversibility on the first cycle which should be eliminated in
practical secondary cells. More work must be done to modify the micro or
nanostructures of silicon-based anode materials.

3.7.2 Advanced Binder for Si/C Composite

As required for high rate capacity, the adhesion of active silicon particles to
electric conductor and collector is essential. This can be significantly influenced by
the type and amount of binder. Usually, polyvinylideneflouride (PVDF) is used as
the binder for anode and cathode materials. However, in the case of silicon-based
anodes with large volume expansion, PVDF may not be a suitable choice due to its
limited flexibility as a thermoplastic material. Therefore, studies on novel binders
have been conducted, such as polyethylene oxide PEO–LiClO4, cross-linked
polyethylene glycol PEG—LiClO4 and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR).

The LiClO4 was added to both PEO and PEG to improve their ionic conduc-
tivities. The anode including cross-linked PEG–LiClO4 showed higher elasticity
and mechanical strength compared to PEO–LiClO4. Thus, the electrochemical
performance of the PEG-supported anode showed a higher energy capacity and
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capacity retention. The reason for the improvement of the capacity is the
mechanical strength enhanced by PEG cross-linking. However, the cycling per-
formance of this kind of anode was worse compared to anodes mixed with PVDF
[83]. Other polymers have been investigated as well. One promising material is the
highly elastic SBR. Improvement in the electrochemical performance of anodes
with SBR binders was ascribed to a smaller modulus that allows the anode to
easily expand and contract and a higher adhesive strength between the particles
and current collector [84].

Since silicon has the highest theoretical capacity, it has a potential to outper-
form any other anode material. However, severe capacity fade in the first cycle
results in low Coulombic efficiency, which is an energy waste process. Although
nanosized silicon, as well as silicon dispersed onto a buffer matrix, was proved to
be somewhat helpful, the improvement is not sufficient for practical use. Anyhow,
this research paved the way for research in thin film silicon anodes with nano-
particles and amorphous silicon.

3.7.3 Thin Film Si/C Composite

Development in thin film silicon or silicon alloy anodes has impact on both
research and practice for thin film secondary lithium batteries. Much effort has
been made on pure silicon thin films deposited on different kinds of metals that
are also electronic collectors. It was found that the thickness of the thin film will
influence the cyclability and lithium insertion capacity in a strong way. This is
reasonable, since thinner films will allow for larger volume changes and
accommodate more lithium without severe structure cracking. One of the most
impressive works was carried out by Takamura and co-workers, where they

Fig. 19 Cycling
performance of a 50 nm-thick
film operated at 12C (from
Ohara et al. [85], with
permission from Elsevier)
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deposited silicon thin films of 200–1500 Å thickness on a nickel surface in
vacuum [85]. Among all the films deposited, the 50 nm thick film exhibited a
stable reversible capacity of 3500 mAh/g for the first 200 cycles. The capacity
retention is 97% for the 200th cycle. Furthermore, the charge-discharge rate is
12C, indicating a fast rate and good electronic conduction. The results are shown
in Fig. 19.

Research on active Si–M (M = Sn, Ag, Zn, Mg, V, or O) thin films have been
carefully explored by many groups [86–91], as well as inert Si–M (Cr, Fe, Mn, Ni,
Co, Zr, and TiN) alloy thin films (refer to the review in [92]). Si–M thin film
anodes have also been coupled with thin film electrolytes and cathodes. Though
the reversible capacities of silicon-based thin film anodes are several times higher
than those of graphite and the cycle lives are also much longer than in graphite, the
high cost of thin film deposition makes them unsuitable for cheap and largely
demanded portable power sources.

In summary, seven kinds of the most researched anode materials have been
reviewed.Each of them have their own advantages and disadvantages, as
summarized in Table 1. This table is a rough summary of the most frequently
reported data and there should be some exceptions. From this table, we can see
that the most impressive anode material is the silicon thin film, despite its
ordinary volumetric capacity, not included in the table. The metal oxide
materials seem to be suitable for large-scale and commercial applications due
to their large capacities, long cyclabilities and fast operation rates. However,
their voltage is not stable for different degrees of lithium insertion. Graphite

Table 1 Overall electrochemical performances of the seven main kinds of anode materials

Specific
capacity
(mAh/g)

Cycling
number
(85%)

Initial
irreversible
capacity (%)

Discharge
potential
(V)

Rate capacity

Original
graphite
[123]

300 C200 20 0.3 C/7

Nanostructure
carbon
[124]

260 28 4 0.55 C/5

Li–M–N [58] 900 10 – 0.4 0.5 mA/cm2

Li alloy [62] 100
(Sn0.72Sb0.28)

170 – 0.7 0.25 mA/cm2

Metal oxide
[125]

1200 (Fe2O3) 200 5 0.8 0.2 mA/cm2

Titanium
oxide
[126]

160 (anatase) 100 20 1.5 4C

Silicon
powder
[77]

1500 C50 25 0.3 C/10

Silicon thin
film [85]

3200 C1000 1.5 0.3 12C
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still looks very practical and cheap. Titanium oxide anode materials can find
unique use when the safety requirement is quit stringent. Notes: The values in
the column of ‘‘cycling stability’’ are calculated to be the number of cycles that
can retain 85% of the initial maximum capacity; the rate capacity column
shows the operating rates that were most frequently reported for specific anode
materials; some of the rates are in the unit of mA/cm2, this is because the
theoretical capacity (related to C) is not fixed or the anode is too thin to give
an accurate weight.

4 Electrolytes

Along with the anode and cathode, the electrolyte as the ionic transport media
between them has been explored and analyzed extensively. So far, four main types
of electrolytes have been under careful inspection: conventional liquid, ionic
liquid, solid polymer and inorganic solid electrolytes. They each have preferences
for coupling with different electrodes and operation conditions. A good combi-
nation of electrodes and electrolytes affords excellent electrochemical performance
and guarantees safety. Accordingly, it is crucial to choose the most suitable
electrolyte when designing a new LIB. The related considerations and handling
precautions are discussed below.

4.1 Conventional Liquid Electrolyte

In the earlier times (1970s), lithium perchlorate in propylene carbonate-dime-
thoxyethane mixtures was used as the electrolyte and coupled with lithium metal
to assemble secondary lithium batteries [93]. It took almost 10 years for the
emergence of ethylene carbonate-added (EC) electrolyte. Soon it gained attention,
owing to a sustainable improvement of charge-discharge performance [94]. As it is
well-known, EC works as an active material that decomposes on the anode surface
to form a solid electrolyte layer (SEI) when charged to around 0.8 V versus. Li+/Li
during the first half cycle. The SEI is composed of mainly two layers. The inner
layer closer to electrode is more densified and comprises of lithium salts like LiF,
Li2O, and lithium carbonate, while the outer layer is polymorphous and is com-
prised of lithium polymers, such as Li2(OCO2(CH2)2OCO2)2 and (CH2OCO2Li)2
[95]. In most of today’s liquid electrolyte LIBs in ambient temperature, EC, whose
melting point is 36.8 �C, is used in mixture with one or two low melting point
carbonates. These carbonates are aprotic, polar and of high dielectric constant;
hence they are able to solvate lithium salts to more than 1 M. The lithium salts
widely used in current research and commercial LIBs are LiPF6 and sometimes
LiClO4. However, realized in this century, novel lithium bis-oxalatoborate,
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LiBOB, shows better electrochemical performance than LiPF6 dissolved electro-
lyte [96]. Anyway, the improvement is not large.

The liquid electrolytes of carbonates with dissolved lithium salts are electro-
chemically stable under 5.5 V and, thus, can satisfy most of the high potential
electrodes [97]. Their high ionic conductivity of larger than 10-3 S/cm also
improves their popularity. Even though they are used extensively for commercial
and household applications, they have problems concerning safety and the envi-
ronment. Since the solvents are flammable, the battery may catch fire or even
explode if it shorts accidentally. The solvents are also toxic and should be dealt
with cautiously. Additionally, the limited operating temperature range (-20 to
50 �C) and voltage range fall short when required in severe natural conditions.

4.2 Ionic Liquid Electrolyte

Starting in the 1980s, interest in room temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) electrolyte
persists. Room temperature ionic liquid is also called room temperature molten salt,
with melting points below room temperature. Countless types of ionic liquids have
been evaluated as liquid electrolytes, especially in the last 10 years. Tomake it simple
and clear, a molten salt is represented by [A+][X-], the cation and anion. The most
commonly used RTIL are quaternary ammonium salts, such as tetraalkylammonium
[R4N

+]. The counter anions can be organic or inorganic, such as [BF4
-], [PF6

-],
[AsF6

-], triflate [CF3SO3
-], imide [N(CF3SO2)2

-] and [N(F2SO2)2
-] [98]. When they

are used as the electrolyte in the cell, lithium salt [Li+][X-] is added, forming
[Li+][A+][X-] ionic liquid. The lithium salt is often LiTFSI instead of LiPF6 in car-
bonate solvents. LiTFSI became popular recently, since it can greatly improve the
ionic conductivity of solid polymer electrolytes (as discussed in the next section). Their
features have been thoroughly studied and the relationships between those charac-
teristics and electrochemical behavior inside the LIBs are addressed in this section.

One of themost promisingRTILs is PP13–TFSI (N-Methyl-N-propylpiperidinium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, reported by Sakaebe and co-workers. They pre-
pared a RTIL composed of quaternary ammonium cation and imide anion. This novel
salt was tested in Li/LiCoO2 cell and showed very good performance of more than
97%Coulombic efficiency at theC/10 cycling rate and 85%of the capacity atC/2 [99].
This high Coulombic efficiency was attained, indicating less decomposition of elec-
trolyte and a thinner SEI. The formation of SEI is the basic and most important factor
determining the quality of electrolyte. Generally speaking, however, the cycling
ability of Li/RTIL/LiCoO2 is not as good as that of Li/LiPF6 in EC:DMC/LiCoO2.
The addition of molecular additives to ionic liquid has been proved to be the most
effective method, since they form a protective coating on the surface of electrodes.

A controversial issue in RTILs is the viscosity. The ionic liquid has much
higher viscosity than that of water, normally in the range of 30–50 cP. This is the
result of strong Coulombic interaction between ions. Accordingly, the vapor
pressure is always low for ionic liquids, which is very good because low vapor
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pressures reduce flammability. But the highly viscous liquid makes it difficult to
fill the gaps between electrode particles. Thus, special treatment is required to
improve the contact between the electrolyte and electrodes, for instance, setting
them together for long time under low ambient pressure [100]. Though there are
many problems yet to be solved, research interest in RTIL never drops due to the
importance of safety issues.

4.3 Solid Polymer or Gel Electrolyte

Solid polymer electrolyte is most attractive when considering thin film batteries.
These thin film cells can be packed together, forming a high voltage or high rate
battery while being flexible. Besides, the cost and reliability of solid polymer
electrolytes are appealing. In contrast to various liquid electrolytes, the high-
molecular weight polymers for solid electrolytes are limited to polyethylene oxide
(PEO). Because of the low ionic conductivity and solid state, they are suitable for
application in thin film batteries where the limited thickness increases their
conductance.

A high temperature (60–80 �C) is needed to keep the PEO from crystallizing;
thus, the ionic conductivity of amorphous PEO can reach a useful value of about
10-4 S/cm. Hence, effort has been placed on improving the ionic conductivity of
the polymer electrolyte at room temperature. One of the most effective methods is
to add liquid plasticizers, but this promotes problems such as deterioration of the
mechanical strength and risk of reaction with the lithium metal anode. Scrosati
et al. reported in 1998 that nanosized ceramic powders of TiO2 and Al2O3 can be
added in as solid plasticizers to lower the operation temperature of PEO [101].
And they achieved ionic conductivity of 10-5 at 30 �C, which is more than three
orders of magnitude higher than plasticizer-free PEO. They opened a new area in
raising the ionic conductivity of the solid electrolyte; however, no other techniques
for new and better plasticizers were reported to improve the performance.
Therefore, solid electrolyte LIBs are only favorable when the operation temper-
ature is above 60 �C. Other approaches about polymer development have been
investigated as well. Hammond and Delongchamp designed a polymer comprised
of PEO/PAA in a layer-by-layer configuration [102]. The molecular weight of the
integrated film can be very high due to the low PEO/PAA cross-link density.
Even though they attained an ionic conductivity of 10-4 S/cm, the requirement of
pre-exposure to humidity does not seem suitable in humidity-sensitive LIB
applications.

Although large amount of efforts have been focused on enhancing the ionic
conductivity of polymer electrolytes, the progress has not been sufficient to allow
practical operation at room temperature. Despite this, polymer electrolytes con-
tinue to stimulate researchers’ thoughts regarding polymer design and additive
materials. The reason is that in terms of their cost and safety, they outperform all
liquid electrolytes.
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4.4 Inorganic Solid Electrolyte

Inorganic solid electrolytes are pointing to fast ion conducting lithium glasses and
ceramics, where lithium ions move within a naturally static framework. The fast
ionic conduction mechanism describes the lithium ion movement by rotational
disorder and vacancies existing in the crystal structures of electrolyte. As the same
in polymer solid electrolytes, inorganic solid electrolytes are supposed to be safe
(no leakage or pollution), economical and suitable for thin film batteries. The
problem associated with this type of electrolyte is low ionic conductivity at room
temperature, which greatly limits their practical application. There are various
kinds of fast ionic conductors for not only lithium, but also monovalent protons,
sodium, silver, potassium, copper, and fluoride ions [103]. But herein, we only
discuss the lithium ionic conductors and their applications.

The lithium ionic conductors can be divided into three groups. The first is
perovskite-type—RE2/3-xLi3xTiO3 (RE: rare earth ion). Much work has been done
on lithium lanthanum titanates since 1993 when Inaguma et al. reported a very
high lithium conductivity of 10-3 S/cm for La0.5Li0.34TiO2.94 at room temperature
[104]. This is a very impressive ionic conducting electrolyte; however, its per-
formance is reduced when used in batteries since grain boundaries exist for
polycrystalline electrolytes. The main factor limiting its usage is the large amount
of lithium intercalation that occurs when the operation potential is around 1.2 V.
This will also cause the coexistence of Ti4+ and Ti3+, leading to increased elec-
tronic conductivity [105]. The second kind of lithium ionic conducting solid
electrolytes is of three-dimensional structure (LISICON) similar to the well-known
Na super-ionic conductor (NASICON). The composition is set to be
Li1þxM2�xM0

xP3O12, where M = Ti, Ge or Hf and M’ = Al or In. They have
shown a good ionic conductivity of 2–8 9 10-4 S/cm at around 25 �C [106]. But
in practice, the grain boundaries increase the difficulty of ion transport by pro-
moting scattering sites, inducing a drop in conductivity to 10-5 S/cm. The third
kind of lithium ionic conductor electrolyte is garnet-structured glasses. They are
reported to have two main compositions: Li5La3M2O12 (M = Nb, Ta) and Li6A-
La2M2O12 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba; M = Nb, Ta). Among all these types, Li6BaLa2-
Ta2O12 is the most attractive, due to its high bulk ion conductivity of 4 9 10-5 S/
cm and high electrochemical stability of 6 V versus. Li+/Li at room temperature.
The problem is its reactivity with the cathode materials [107]. In conclusion, all of
perovskite-type, NASICON type and garnet-structured fast ion conducting elec-
trolyte need much improvement.

Because of the limited ionic conductivities of all inorganic solid electrolytes,
they are used in thin film batteries with minimal inter-electrode distances. The
solid electrolyte mostly used today is none of the above, but rather lithium
phosphorus oxynitride (LiPON). This is mainly because of its large stable voltage
range of 0–5.5 V versus. Li+/Li and thin film-compatible deposition techniques
[108]. The deposition of LiPON can be carried out by reactive sputtering of
Li3PO4 in nitrogen atmosphere or nitrogen ion beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) of
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thermally evaporated Li3PO4 [108, 109]. The typical ionic conductivity of LiPON
is 10-6 S/cm, which is acceptable. In 2009, Orimo et al. announced a new super
ionic conductor: halide-stabilized LiBH4 [110]. LiBH4 showed an ionic conduc-
tivity of 10-2 S/cm at about the super ionic transition temperature, 115 �C, and the
halide helps stabilize the super ionic phase, even at around 35 �C; however, the
ionic conductivity is on the order of 10-5 S/cm and there is no other report related
to this kind of material.

Finally, we draw a conclusion on these different kinds of liquid and solid
electrolytes. For conventional coin cells or prismatic cells, liquid electrolyte of
LiPF6 in EC-DMC takes more than 90% weight. And the lithium salt of LiTFSI
was recently shown to exhibit stability toward electrodes. Thus, attempts have
been made to add it both in carbonate solvents and ionic liquids to form a novel
liquid electrolyte. As for the progress of solid polymer and inorganic electrolytes,
their use in thin film batteries becomes more and more widespread. However, more
types of polymers should be included and an understanding of the additives should
also be improved. As well, fast ion conductors are developing very fast right now.
We hope to see more reliable and powerful all-solid-state thin film batteries in the
future.

5 Thin Film Batteries

Thin film batteries are classified by small thickness, ranging from several microns
to several millimeters. Their areas can be minimized to 100 9 100 lm2 or
enlarged to around 20 cm2. The concept of designing thin film batteries is the
deposition of thin films of anode, electrolyte and cathode sequentially on a sub-
strate. The typical features of this kind of battery are very unique, compared to
conventional coin, cylindrical and prismatic cells. Additionally, they are reported
to have higher volumetric and gravimetric energy densities, power capabilities and
superior design flexibility. We will discuss the similarities and differences of thin
film and conventional secondary lithium batteries.

Similar to conventional lithium-ion cells, thin film batteries suffer from prob-
lems such as volume expansion during charge-discharge cycles, side reactions
between nanoscale electrodes and electrolyte and low ionic conductivities of
cathode and electrolyte. Differing from other lithium-ion cells, thin film batteries
have issues of high cost from thin film deposition techniques, but may provide
solutions to many problems via modification of the nanostructured materials.
Therefore, it is very useful to investigate thin film techniques and their impact on
the structures and electrochemical performances of battery materials. Normally,
the lithium metal is grown by vacuum thermal vapor deposition and the solid
cathode and electrolyte are deposited by various techniques: radio-frequency (RF)
sputtering, RF magnetic sputtering, CVD, e-beam evaporation deposition, elec-
trostatic spray deposition, pulsed laser deposition or sol–gel coating, etc.
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Many types of cathodes, anodes and electrolytes have been investigated in thin
film batteries. Most of them use lithium metal as the anode, LiPON as electrolyte
and lithium transition metal oxide as cathode. For instance, Wang et al. presented
their work on the deposition of lithium metal by thermal vaporization and LiCoO2,
LIPON by radio-frequency sputtering [111]. The obtained films have thicknesses
of 0.05–0.5 lm, 3 lm and 1–2 lm for LiCoO2, lithium and LIPON, respectively.
They obtained very impressive results from the cell comprised of 0.05 lm thick
LiCoO2. Capacity fading of 0.0001% per cycle was achieved. And the 0.5 lm
thick layer showed capacity fading of 0.002% per cycle for the same discharge
depth. The better cyclability of thinner films results from released strain. With less
strain, the structure can be maintained while cycling, thus the resistance caused by
structure deformation can be suppressed. Therefore, thin film batteries benefit from
the small thickness of electrodes.

A very attractive area of thin film batteries is the microscaling of battery arrays,
which are called smart cards. They are widely used and demanded for fingerprint
scanners, face recognition, hand geometry, eye scanners, signature verification and
voice recognition [112]. Ratnakumar et al. reported all-solid-state microscale thin
film batteries in 2002 [113]. They prepared batteries as small as 50 9 50 lm2 by
photolithography. The batteries were arranged in parallel and serial to yield higher
voltage or capacity. Figure 20 shows the series arrangement of the micro-batteries.
The big squares are metal contacts and the small dark areas are active batteries.
The obtained voltage for each cell is 3.9 V and current is 10 lA/cm2. However,
they observed a short cycle life of tens of cycles due to contamination in the
electrodes and electrolyte during etching. The electrolyte used in thin film batteries
can also be a liquid electrolyte. But the transition from liquid to solid electrolyte
solves the problem of leakage and ensures higher mechanical strength. And even

Fig. 20 Micrograph of a five
cell serial battery (from West
et al. [113], with permission)
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within the solid electrolyte area, fast ion conducting inorganic electrolyte is more
favorable than polymer electrolyte due to the high temperature needed for polymer
electrolyte.

Briefly speaking, thin film batteries take advantage of small thicknesses, which
benefit the less ion conductive electrode and electrolyte materials. It also has
problems similar to other LIBs, including large volume change, cycling instability,
etc. The developments of anode materials as carbon and lithium alternatives are
popular focal points, since they possess much higher capacity than graphite and are
safer than lithium. Since the weight and volume of thin film batteries are small, the
ratio of pre-packed material over a packed cell should be as large as possible. So, it
requires a rational distribution of anode, cathode, electrolyte, collectors and outer
shell. Besides, the mechanical strength is important, since it relates to the tolerance
to be bent or pressed. Further, the condensed serial package of thin films can give a
high voltage, thus, the design of thin film cells is carefully considered.

6 Lithium-Air Batteries

Metal-air batteries have an intrinsic advantage in using oxygen in air as the
cathode, increasing the specific capacity in the package by sharing the reduction
material in air. People started working on metal-air batteries before 1970. There
are varieties of metal-air batteries: zinc-, aluminum-, magnesium-, calcium-, iron-,
lithium-air cells and so on. Among them, the lithium-air cell shows the highest
theoretical discharge voltage of 3.45 V and largest specific capacity of 13.3 kWh/
kg [114]. The research on lithium-air batteries began very late because of its fast
reaction with oxygen and moisture in air, which leads to a very short shelf life.
Consequently, people developed new electrolytes, where the amount of oxygen
and water dissolved is largely reduced and opened the door for fast-growing
research on lithium-air batteries [115]. We will discuss the key factors for
improvement of the electrochemical performances of lithium-air batteries. Some
of the issues will also be helpful for other metal/oxygen systems.

A lithium-air battery is composed of a lithium metal anode, graphite cathode
and electrolyte in between. Oxygen diffuses into the pores of the graphite and
forms lithium oxides. To achieve better cycle life, specific capacity and shelf life,
the electrolyte of ionic liquid is very fundamental. The same as in LIBs, the
electrolytes available are lithium salt dissolved carbonates or ionic liquids, and
polymer solid electrolytes, which were mentioned in the fourth section of this
chapter. First, the lithium salt dissolved carbonates and lithium salts co-synthe-
sized liquid electrolyte have been shown to be responsible for the discharge
capacity, rate capability and rechargeability [116]. The electrolyte formula
of PC:THF:LiPF6 showed the best specific capacity, 1198 mAh/g at a rate of
0.2 mA/cm2. This is related to its high solubility of oxygen. However, this kind of
electrolyte has leakage and vaporization problems, which shorten the testing time
to several hours.
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Ionic liquids were examined carefully by Kuboki and co-workers [117]. They
promoted the use of a hydrophobic ionic liquid as electrolyte: 1-Ethyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) amide (EMITSI). It showed high con-
ductivity, low evaporation and low solubility of water, thus preventing the
hydrolysis of lithium. The cell made of Li/EMITSI/graphite worked for 56 days in
air and kept a constant discharge capacity under different humidity conditions.
Besides, the working temperature can vary form 20–100 �C. These features can be
seen in Fig. 21. Compared to organic liquid electrolytes, the hydrophobic ionic
liquid is more promising for lithium air batteries.

Another type of lithium air battery uses a polymer as its electrolyte. Early in
1996, Abraham and Jiang assembled a Li/polymer/carbon cell using a mixture of
PAN, EC, PC, and LlPF6 as the starting polymer materials. It is a hybrid elec-
trolyte, combining liquid organic and solid polymer electrolytes. After synthesis,
there is still solvent within the polymer; however, it was fully absorbed by the
polymer, making the electrolyte a mechanically strong, freestanding film [114].
Although featuring good mechanical properties, they were unable to perform well.
Recently, Xu and Ye proposed a novel polymer electrolyte: oligomeric polyether/
cross-linked PMMA [118]. Their electrolyte had excellent mechanical integrity
and strength, and exhibited an ionic conductivity of 4.3 9 10-4 S/cm at room
temperature. Still they did not show the capacity; and the cyclic voltammetry
revealed a large difference between the cathodic and anodic peaks caused by large
resistance in the 0.8 mm thick polymer electrolyte.

Another important part of cell, the cathode is a very intrinsic factor on deter-
mining the cell’s performance. The most used cathode is conductive graphite. Its
mesoporic volume, not its surface area, has been reported repeatedly to affect the
discharge capacity to a great extent [116, 117]. It is explained that a larger amount
of lithium can be deposited into the interior of graphite through the mesopores.

Beyond lithium-air batteries, Sammes et al. described a lithium water–air cell
with an even higher open-circuit voltage of 3.7 V for the reaction:

2Liþ
1
2
O2 þ H2O ¼ 2LiOH: ð1Þ

Fig. 21 The effect of humidity and time (a) and temperature (b) on open circuit voltages of
lithium air batteries (from Kuboki et al. [117], with permission from Elsevier)
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The lithium is protected from the water by a layer of lithium conducting glass
ceramic: Li1+x+yTi2-xAlxSiyP3-yO12 (LTAP) [119]. The polymer electrolyte
PEO18Li(CF3SO2)2N (PEO18LiTFSI) separates the lithium metal and LTAP, since
LTAP is not stable when in direct contact with lithium. So, the battery is
assembled like Li/PEO18LiTFSI/LTAP/aqueous LiCl/Pt [120].

From this brief review of lithium-air batteries, we can tell that the properties of
electrolytes, especially ionic liquid electrolytes, will greatly improve the capacity
and cyclability of these cells. The problems for lithium-air cells are caused by
exposure to ambient air and difficult packing. Hence, we propose a thin film
lithium-air battery that combines the advantages of thin film and lithium-air bat-
teries. Inorganic lithium ion-conducting solid electrolytes have not been used in
lithium-air battery systems, to our knowledge. The reason behind this should relate
to the poor contact of lithium, so thin film techniques may provide a solution to
this problem by shortening electrolyte thickness. Packing techniques for thin film
batteries will also benefit lithium-air batteries by providing a flexible shape and
size.
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Computational Nanostructure Design
for Hydrogen Storage

Jianjun Liu, James Tyrrell and Qingfeng Ge

Abstract Developing an efficient and affordable hydrogen-storage technology for
on-board vehicular applications is a grand challenge to the success of a hydrogen
economy. This challenge provides great opportunities for nanoscience and nano-
engineering. Novel synthesis and characterization methods allow for an unprece-
dented degree of manipulation and tracking of the atomic structure in
nanoassemblies. Furthermore, computational tools based on density functional
theory, which combine fundamental predictive power with atomic resolution,
provide a complementary and powerful means for the study and characterization of
existing materials and prediction of new compounds and structural motifs,
including those for hydrogen storage. In this chapter, we review the development
of density functional theory-based computational studies of nanostructure design
for hydrogen storage. Our emphasis is on complex metal hydrides. We also discuss
the new developments in high surface area materials, including carbon-based
materials, and metal- and covalent organic framework-based materials.

1 Introduction and Scope

In his lecture entitled ‘‘Our Energy Challenge’’ given at Southern Illinois
University on April 3, 2005, the late Professor Richard E. Smalley identified
‘‘Energy’’ as No.1 on his list of Humanity’s top ten problems for the next 50 years.
Fossil fuels in the form of coal, oil, and natural gas have been the main source of
energy since the industrial revolution. World energy consumption has been
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constantly increasing since then. However, the supply of fossil fuel is limited.
Furthermore, the use of fossil fuel puts human health at risk through chemical and
particulate pollutants and affects the global climate through CO2 and other
greenhouse gas emissions. Professor Smalley suggested that nanotechnology
‘‘holds the answer to most of our pressing material needs’’, including hydrogen
storage, a view shared by many scientists and engineers [1].

Hydrogen is a promising alternative to fossil fuel as an energy carrier. Similar
to electricity, hydrogen needs to be produced using a different energy source, such
as solar or nuclear. Once hydrogen is produced, a hydrogen-based energy system
with a competitive fuel cell technology only produces water and, therefore, is
pollution-free [2]. Crabtree et al. described the hydrogen economy as a network
composed of three functional steps: production, storage, and use, as depicted in
Fig. 1 [3]. These authors indicated that storing hydrogen in a high-energy–density
form is a key element of the hydrogen economy, especially for on-board vehicular
applications.

For on-board applications, the hydrogen storage systems are required to provide
the needed quantity of hydrogen with acceptable volume, weight, cost, and safety
risk compared to the current gasoline-driven combustion engine [4]. The available
hydrogen storage modalities – including compressed gaseous hydrogen, cryogenic
liquid hydrogen, and metal hydrides – each meet some, but not all, of the
requirements for critical applications, as shown in Fig. 2 [5]. Therefore, devel-
oping a compact and efficient hydrogen-storage technology is the most technically
challenging aspect of achieving a hydrogen economy.

Solid-state hydrogen storage, using nanoscience and nanotechnology, offers
perhaps the best opportunity for meeting the requirements of on-board applica-
tions. Nanoscience and nanotechnology involve studying and working with matter
on a nanometer scale. Nanomaterials are categorized as those that have structural
components with at least one dimension smaller than 100 nm. Nanomaterials can

Fig. 1 The hydrogen economy as a network of primary energy sources linked to multiple end
users through hydrogen as an energy carrier. Reprinted with permission from [3]. Copyright
2004, American Institute of Physics
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be in the form of thin films or surface coatings, nanowires and nanotubes, or
nanoparticles. The unique properties of nanomaterials originate from the increased
surface area and quantum effects, both of which relate to the small size. Conse-
quently, the reactivity, strength and electrical characteristics of nanomaterials may
be significantly different from those of conventional materials. For example, a
particle of size 30 nm has only 5% of its atoms on its surface. When the size is
reduced to 3 nm, the particle has 50% of its atoms exposed on the surface. This
gives nanoparticles a much greater surface area per unit mass than larger particles.
Both surface area and exposed atoms on the surface could be useful for storing
hydrogen. Therefore, nanotechnology is expected to play a key role, as suggested
by Smalley, in designing high-capacity solid-state hydrogen storage materials.
In fact, the concept of nanoscience and nanoengineering has been actively
exploited in improving existing hydrogen storage materials and searching for new
hydrogen storage candidates. For example, nanocatalysts have been used to
improve the kinetics of hydrogen uptake and release [6] and to improve hydrogen
storage capacity through spillover [7]. Novel building blocks have been proposed
to maximize the hydrogen capacity and optimize the strength of hydrogen
binding [8]. Large-surface area nanomaterials that offer more host atoms/sites for
hydrogen and allow easy access to these sites have been synthesized in materials
such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [9] and covalent organic frameworks
(COFs) [10], and show promise as hydrogen storage media.

Depending on the nature of the hydrogen interaction with the storage media,
solid-state hydrogen storage materials can be categorized into two groups: atom-
ically bound hydrogen in either hydrides or other compounds (amines or imides)
and molecularly adsorbed hydrogen in highly porous materials. The two groups
can also be combined, e.g., using the high surface area material as a support/
scaffold for hydrides or other hydrogen-containing compounds.

Fig. 2 Available hydrogen-storage technology and the corresponding operating conditions.
Reprinted from [5], Copyright 2007, with permission from Elsevier
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For all hydrogen storage materials, structural information is critical to under-
stand their properties and performance. However, experimentally determining the
structure of materials at the nanometer scale, especially for those materials
involving hydrogen, is extremely challenging. Tracking the chemistry of hydrogen
is even more difficult. On the other hand, computational chemistry and molecular
simulation are advantageous for studies of well-defined systems, including those
containing hydrogen. First-principles approaches developed on the basis of density
functional theory (DFT) [11, 12] and implemented for both clusters and periodic
slabs can handle systems significantly larger than those using traditional ab initio
methods. The combined predictive power and atomic resolution provide a quan-
titative characterization of new materials. They have been applied to a wide range
of problems of practical interest, including materials and structures related to
hydrogen storage. Theory and computation can be used not only to understand
experimental results, but also to guide the search for, and design of, new hydrogen-
storage materials.

In the past few years, there have been a number of reviews on hydrogen storage
materials with different foci [13–17]. In this chapter, we offer our perspective on
the progress of research in hydrogen storage. We do not intend to provide a
complete review of the literature, but rather to focus on nanostructure design, with
emphasis on computation-based studies. The research is categorized into three
parts: (i) nanosized effects on hydrogen storage; (ii) nanostructured materials for
hydrogen storage; and (iii) nanobuilding-blocks for novel hydrogen storage
materials, as detailed in the following sections.

2 Nanosized Effects in Hydrogen Storage

Metal hydrides, in particular complex hydrides, have been actively studied as
hydrogen storage media. However, these hydrides suffer from the fact that hydrogen
is held atomically through strong ionic or covalent bonds, making release of
hydrogen occur only at high temperatures. Nanoengineering can be used to modify
the thermodynamics and kinetics involved in hydrogen release and uptake.
For example, ball-milling has been often used to mix the additives and hydrides and
to reduce the size of the hydride particles, thereby, increasing the surface area
and reducing the diffusion path. We will start by discussing complex metal hydrides
and move on to other hydrides.

2.1 Complex Metal Hydrides

The alkali metal aluminohydrides and borohydrides are compounds belonging to a
larger class of complex hydrides. In the past, these hydrides were known to liberate
copious amounts of hydrogen either by direct thermal decomposition or hydro-
lysis [18]. The bonding characteristics of these complex hydrides determine that
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their dehydriding and hydriding are unfavorable either thermodynamically or
kinetically under moderate conditions. As such, the processes were generally
considered irreversible and not useful as reversible hydrogen storage materials.
This bleak outlook persisted until Bogdanović and Schwickardi demonstrated that
NaAlH4 reversibly releases and re-adsorbs hydrogen under relatively mild con-
ditions when doped with Ti-containing compounds [19]. The sodium alanate
releases/uptakes hydrogen through a series of reversible decomposition/recombi-
nation reactions:

NaAlH4 � 1=3Na3AlH6 þ 2=3Al þ H2 3:7 wt %ð Þ ðR1Þ

1=3Na3AlH6 �NaH þ 1=3Al þ 1=2H2 1:9 wt %ð Þ ðR2Þ

NaH�Na þ 1=2H2 1:9 wt %ð Þ ðR3Þ

The first two combined reactions give a theoretical hydrogen capacity of 5.6
wt% at low to medium temperatures (\250�C), which is considered practically
reversible. The remaining 1.9 wt% of hydrogen released in the third step through
the decomposition of NaH occurs at temperatures above 400�C, which is con-
sidered too high for most technical applications [20]. Clearly, the process couples a
series of chemical reactions with solid-state phase transitions that require all ele-
ments to be mobile during the reactions. This mechanism is significantly different
from that of hydrogen stored in conventional metal hydrides, in which hydrogen
atoms are the only mobile species with the metal lattice providing the framework.

The structural change and energetics associated with the creation of the surfaces
are expected to have strong effects on the thermodynamics of the complex
hydrides and the kinetics of hydrogen release and uptake from either the bulk
crystalline phase or nanosized particles. As such, the relative stability of various
crystalline surfaces is critical to the size and shape of a particle. Furthermore, the
stability of a surface under varying conditions is based on thermodynamics
arguments. In the following, we will use NaAlH4 to illustrate the thermodynamic
analysis used to predict the shape of a particle. We also relate the surface stability
to the ambient condition, including temperature and gas phase compositions.

2.1.1 Thermodynamic Analysis of Complex Hydrides

Considering NaAlH4, a complete dehydrogenation to form Na and Al takes place
through Na3AlH6 and NaH as reaction intermediates. Conceptually, the alanate
consist of three regions: bulk alanates, a gas phase that is in contact with the solid,
and an interfacial region with chemical composition NaxAlyHz. To prevent
NaAlH4 from decomposing, the hydrogen partial pressure and temperature must be
kept in a range where the alanate is thermodynamically stable, i.e., the hydrogen
partial pressure is sufficiently high and the temperature sufficiently low. At thermo-
dynamic equilibrium of the solid–gas interface, the chemical potentials of all species
are equal in each region. For the Na and Al atoms in the system, the large region of
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alanate determines their chemical potential. The chemical potential of hydrogen is
given by its value in the gas phase of pressure, P, and temperature, T. Therefore, the
free energy,X, of an alanate surface under a hydrogen atmosphere can be written as:

X ¼ G� NNalNa � NAllAl � NHlH; ð1Þ

where G is the Gibbs free energy of the surface region, NNalNa and NAllAl are the
Gibbs free energies of all Na and Al atoms in the surface region with the chemical
potentials of Na and Al equal to those in bulk alanate, and NHlH is the total Gibbs
free energy of all hydrogen atoms in the surface region with a chemical potential
equal to that in the gas phase. At a given temperature and pressure, the thermo-
dynamically most stable system minimizes the surface free energy by adapting the
stoichiometry of the surface region, i.e., by varying NNa, NAl and NH. Conceptu-
ally, this is accomplished by an exchange of Na and Al atoms from the bulk and
surface regions of the alanate and by exchanging H atoms between the solid and
the gas phases.

For PH = 0 and T = 0 with a slab model for the surface, G % E, Eq. 1 leads to
the familiar expression for surface energies, namely:

c ¼
1
2A

Eslab � Ebulkð Þ ð2Þ

where c is the surface energy, Eslab is the total energy of the slab, Ebulk is the total
energy of the bulk system with the same number of atoms as in the slab, and A is
the surface area of the unit cell.

The relationship between Eqs. 1 and 2 can be established by the following steps:
(i) approximating the Gibbs free energy, G ¼ Eel þ Evib þ Eother;internal þ PV � TS;
with the electronic energy, Eel, which is often the dominant term; (ii) replacing the
surface region by a single slab with the stoichiometry of the bulk phase. The Gibbs
free energy of the surface region is then approximately G % Eel,slab; with the
stoichiometry given above and the constraint that the chemical potential of each
species is equal to that of the species in the bulk, the term NNalNa þ NAllAl þ
NHlH ¼ Gbulk ffi Eel;bulk: Normalizing to the surface area, A, and taking into
account the fact that a slab has two surfaces, Eq. 1 becomes Eq. 2.

The Gibbs free energy of the surface region is given by:

G ¼ E þ PV � TS ð3Þ

with E being the internal energy. It is assumed that the terms PV and TS are similar
for different surface terminations and thus will cancel out. Furthermore, the
internal energy is approximated by the total electronic energy of the surface region,
as obtained from DFT calculations. This assumption implies that the phonon
density of states of the solid does not depend strongly on the surface structure and
composition. In particular, the zero-point energies of the various systems are
assumed similar and thus can be ignored. Alternatively, these approximations can
be corrected to the first-order using linear-response theory [21].

For NaAlH4, the chemical potentials of Na, Al and H, lNa, lAl and lH, are
linked through bulk alanate, which serves as a reservoir of Na and Al atoms:
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lNa þ lAl þ lH ¼ lbulkNaAlH4
; ð4Þ

where lbulkNaAlH4
is the chemical potential of bulk NaAlH4. This term is approximated

by the total electronic energy per formula unit of bulk NaAlH4. With these
assumptions and approximations, we obtain the gas-surface interfacial free energy:

X ¼ Eslab � ðNNa þ NAlÞl
bulk
NaAlH4

þ ð4NNa � NHÞlH ð5Þ

By normalizing to the surface area, we get the surface free energy:

c ¼
1
2A

X ð6Þ

Using the calculated surface energies for surfaces with different indices, Vegge
[22] applied the Wulff construction [23] to predict the shape of a NaAlH4 particle,
as shown in Fig. 3. Similar methods were used by Kim et al. to predict the
equilibrium shapes of particles for Sc, Ti and their hydrides [24].

The gas phase above the alanate surface contains molecular hydrogen, as well
as other hydrogen-containing species. If the pressure is sufficiently low and the
temperature sufficiently high, one can neglect intermolecular interactions and treat
the pressure dependence using the ideal gas model. To describe the thermody-
namic equilibrium of any dehydriding reaction step or the overall reaction, we use
the van’t Hoff equation to relate hydrogen partial pressure and the enthalpy of the
reaction:

ln
P

P0
¼ �

DG0

RT
¼ �

DH0

RT
þ
DS0

R
ð7Þ

For a dehydriding reaction that produces a gaseous product, DS is always
positive, and was estimated to lie in a small range of 100–130 J K-1(mol H2)

-1 [25].

Fig. 3 The predicted equilibrium crystal shape of NaAlH4 determined from the Wulff
construction [22]. Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies
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As a result, the equilibrium hydrogen pressure will depend on the enthalpy change
of the dehydriding reactions. If the dehydriding reaction is exothermic, we would
expect P[P0 all the time, i.e., thermodynamically favoring hydrogen release. On
the other hand, dehydriding is endothermic in most cases. As such, a relatively
narrow window of 30–78 kJ (mol H2)

-1 for DH0 is expected for potential
hydrogen storage materials to operate in the temperature range of 300 to
600 K [25]. The challenge is then to identify or design materials that will have a
dehydriding/dehydrogenation enthalpy in the range of 30–78 kJ (mol H2)

-1. The
reaction enthalpy can be modified by using additives to change the hydrided/
hydrogenated or dehydrided/dehydrogenated states involved in hydrogen release/
uptake reactions. In the following sections, we will use examples to illustrate some
of the strategies.

2.1.2 Modifying Sodium Aluminohydrides

The decomposition reaction steps R1 and R2 for releasing hydrogen are signifi-
cantly endothermic, with the heats of reaction being 37 and 15.7 kJ, respec-
tively [20]. Generally, dehydriding reactions are endothermic and follow a
schematic potential energy profile corresponding to the solid line shown in Fig. 4.
The hydride releases its hydrogen by going through a transition state with a
substantial barrier. There are three states involved in the reaction that can be
modified to promote hydrogen release. Based on the potential energy profile,
destabilizing the reactant state and/or stabilizing the product state will make
the reaction less endothermic, i.e., reducing DH, and thereby energetically favor
the dehydrided state. The reduction of endothermicity will shift the reaction
toward the product state. On the other hand, to improve the kinetics of the reaction,
one can introduce catalysts to the system or reduce the size of the hydride particles
to lower the barrier of the reaction, as we will discuss in the following sections.

Fig. 4 Schematic potential
energy profile for a hydrogen
release reaction. The overall
reaction enthalpy and
activation energy can be
manipulated by destabilizing/
stabilizing the reactant and
product states or adding
catalysts
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One or a combination of these approaches may be applied to many hydrides to
reduce the hydrogen release temperature and improve the kinetics of the reactions.

For complex metal hydrides, attempts have been made to reduce DH by
introducing a second cation. Chemically, the decomposition enthalpy of hydrides
can be reduced by substituting a cation with a metal of larger ionization potential
(IP). The two cations mixed in one hydride are expected to function synergistically
to maintain reasonable stability, and at the same time provide a favorable
decomposition enthalpy. Extensive DFT calculations showed that bialkali hexa-
hydrides, such as K2LiAlH6, K2NaAlH6, KNa2AlH6, and LiNa2AlH6, are stable
compared to the pure alanates [26, 27]. In fact, LiNa2AlH6 was synthesized
experimentally [28, 29]. Mixed aluminohydrides such as LiMg(AlH4)3 and
LiMgAlH6 were also predicted based on DFT studies, and synthesized and char-
acterized experimentally [30, 31]. Although their overall hydrogen storage per-
formance was not fully examined, some of these compounds exhibit favorable
decomposition temperatures.

An alternative approach to modify sodium alanate is to reduce the particle size
to the low nanometer regime and maintain the size during hydrogen cycling.
In fact, nanosizing effects have been widely exploited in metal hydrides to improve
their performances [32–34]. This approach was recently applied to NaAlH4 by
supporting NaAlH4 on carbon nanofibers with controlled size ranges: 1–10 lm,
19–30 nm, and 2–10 nm [35, 36]. The activation energies for hydrogen desorption
decreased with decreasing particle size, from 116 kJ mol-1, to 80 kJ mol-1 and to
58 kJ mol-1, respectively [36]. Figure 5 shows a clear decrease in hydrogen
desorption temperature as the size of the particles is decreased. The authors
attributed the decrease in activation energies for hydrogen desorption to the
expected higher fraction of more open planes, as well as corners and edges
exposed on a nanoparticle. The authors also suggested that the rate-limiting step
for the nano-NaAlH4 is hydrogen desorption from the particle, in contrast to
the case of the bulk samples. Recent studies from the same group showed that the
decomposition of the nano-confined NaAlH4 does not go through the Na3AlH6

Fig. 5 Temperature
programmed desorption
profile of H2 for NaAlH4

supported on carbon
nanofiber. Reprinted with
permission from [36].
Copyright 2008, American
Chemical Society
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intermediate state [37, 38]. These latest results confirm the Na3AlH6 formation
mechanism suggested by Balema and Balema [39]. These authors proposed that
Na3AlH6 is a product of a solid-state reaction:

NaAlH4 þ 2NaH�Na3AlH6 ðR4Þ

instead of directly from NaAlH4 by liberating Al and H2. The fact that no Na3AlH6

was detected suggests that reaction R4 is not operative in nano-confined NaAlH4.
This could be a result of rapid consumption of Na by other reactions, such as
oxidation. Other support materials include mesoporous silica [40] and MOFs
(HKUST-1) [41]. These materials were shown to promote the formation of
nanoscale NaAlH4 and reduce the hydrogen desorption temperature. In fact, Na-
AlH4 confined in MOF pores starts to release H2 at a temperature as low as 70�C
[41], similar to NaAlH4 supported on carbon nanofibers [36]. This may suggest
that the particles in the two systems have similar sizes.

2.1.3 Other Complex Hydrides

LiBH4 is considered as an attractive candidate for hydrogen storage due to its
intrinsically high gravimetric and volumetric hydrogen capacities (18.2 wt%,
121 kg/m3) and has attracted much interest [42–49]. Unfortunately, the B–H bond
in the pure LiBH4 material is extremely strong and only liberates 2% of the
hydrogen around the melting point (541–559 K) [42, 43]. Starting from LiBH4, the
partial decomposition to LiH sð Þ þ B sð Þ þ 3=2H2 gð Þ has the standard enthalpy of
100.3 kJ/mol. The highly endothermic decomposition reaction indicates hydrogen
release from LiBH4 must occur at elevated temperatures. The experimental results
of Züttel et. al showed a significant hydrogen desorption peak started at 673 K and
reached its maximum value around 773 K [42, 43]. Nickels et al. attempted to tune
the hydrogen desorption temperature by introducing K to LiBH4 and successfully
synthesized mixed alkali metal borohydride (KLi(BH4)2). The new compound has
a similar structure to LiBH4 but decomposes at a lower temperature [50].

Another complex hydride similar to NaAlH4 but having an even higher intrinsic
hydrogen capacity is LiAlH4. The decomposition of LiAlH4 is believed to undergo
similar steps to NaAlH4. The first decomposition step from tetrahedral LiAlH4 to
octahedral Li3AlH6 is weakly endothermic [51, 52]. The second decomposition
reaction from octahedral Li3AlH6 to LiH and Al phase was found to be endothermic
with DH of 25 kJ/mol of H2. Its dehydriding was observed to occur at 228–282�C,
likely due to kinetic limiting steps. Apparently, the decomposition temperature is
too high for practical purposes. The decomposition of LiAlH4 is very slow without
a catalyst. Adding catalysts results in an enhanced kinetics [53–56].

By introducing the cation of a metal with a high ionization potential, the
hydride/hydrogenated state will destabilize, making the enthalpy of the hydrogen
release reaction favorable. Another way to tune the overall reaction enthalpy is
achieved by incorporating a second species into the reaction to stabilize the
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product state, which will also make the overall reaction enthalpy shift toward
hydrogen release. Extensive DFT computations have been performed to assess a
large number of possible destabilized metal hydrides [25, 57–60]. By assessing the
enthalpies of all possible reactions, more than 300 destabilization reactions are
predicted to have favorable reaction enthalpies [25]. Wolverton et al. proposed
several guidelines to thermodynamically destabilize the metal hydrides in order to
design novel hydrogen storage materials [61]. Basically, the enthalpy of the pro-
posed destabilized reaction must be less than the decomposition enthalpies of the
individual reactant phases. In addition, if the proposed reaction involves a reactant
that can absorb hydrogen, the formation enthalpy of the corresponding hydride
cannot be greater in magnitude than the enthalpy of the destabilized reaction.

Vajo et al. examined this strategy by altering the thermodynamics and kinetics
of several metal hydrides [62]. The equilibrium hydrogen pressure and reaction
enthalpies change with additives that form new alloys or compound phases upon
dehydriding. The formation of new phases lowers the energy of the dehydrided
state and efficiently destabilizes the component hydrides. A series of experimental
explorations have been performed to destabilize the reaction products of LiBH4

and reduce the dehydriding temperatures [49, 62–72].

2.1.4 Structure and Effect of Doped Transition Metal in NaAlH4

In heterogeneous catalysis, nanoparticles have been used in many industrially and
environmentally important reactions. As such, they represent one of the earlier
applications of nanotechnology before nanoscience and nanotechnology were
formally established [73]. Catalysts have been widely exploited in hydrogen
storage to improve the kinetics of hydrogen release and uptake in complex
hydrides and metal hydrides, following the pioneering work of Bogdanović and
Schwickardi [19]. A great number of studies have been devoted to experimentally
characterizing alanates, as well as developing new dopants as catalysts to improve
the kinetics and cyclability [15, 20, 40, 55, 74–112]. Attempts have been made to
elucidate the effect of Ti-based dopants on the structure and hydrogen-storage
characteristics. Early results showed that the rates of hydrogen absorption and
desorption strongly depend on the level of catalyst doping; the total reversible
hydrogen capacity decreases as the Ti-halide doping level is increased. Many types
of dopants result in enhanced hydrogen release/uptake kinetics in alanates.
Although great progress has been made in characterizing the state of Ti in
dehydrided and hydrided materials, an overall understanding of the role of Ti
additives in hydrogen release and uptake has still not been achieved.

Many studies indicate that a surface-localized species consisting of a nascent
binary phase Ti–Al alloy formed during cyclic dehydriding and rehydriding pro-
cesses [113–115]. The alloy was investigated in amorphous form by an X-ray
diffraction and absorption study [113], as shown Fig. 6a. Combined TEM-EDX
and XAFS measurement determined that Ti was atomically dispersed on an Al
phase and forms an Al–Ti alloy on the surface of the Al particle, separating from
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the NaH phase, as shown in Fig. 6b [114, 115]. Based on the thermodynamic
stability, TiAl3 is the most likely form after dehydriding Ti-doped NaAlH4. The
local structure of these species had Ti–Al and Ti–Ti bond distances of 2.79 and
3.88 Å, respectively. However, directly doped TiAl3 alloy in NaAlH4 was found to
be substantially less effective than the Ti halides [116].

Many experimental measurements established that highly dispersed Ti in a
predominantly Al phase plays an important role in hydrogen uptake and release
processes [78, 81, 94, 117]. On the other hand, there is limited experimental data to
support the suggestion that the Ti hydrides formed in the process will catalytically
enhance dehydriding and rehydriding processes [39, 83, 86, 118]. Although
extensive experimental studies have been performed on the Ti-doped NaAlH4

system, the mechanism by which the NaAlH4 system is activated in the presence
of a small amount of Ti is still not well understood.

First of all, the Ti is unlikely to simply act as a classic catalyst assisting
the conversion between hydrogen atoms and molecules at the solid-state surface.
There is a strong thermodynamic driving force for Ti to form a hydride in the
presence of hydrogen. Therefore, Ti was proposed to play a role in improving the
transport of mobile species, such as AlH3, to the catalytic site and further
make AlH3 dissociate into Al and H2 [119, 120], in addition to the enhancement of
bond-breaking and bond-forming processes. On the other hand, both hydriding and
dehydriding involve complex phase transitions of NaH and Al $ Na3AlH6 $
NaAlH4: Different local structures and/or chemical states of Ti may accom-
pany the transformation process. However to accurately determine the struc-
tures and location of Ti in such a complicated system and follow it during the
hydriding/dehydriding process is extremely challenging to the available experi-
mental techniques. In this aspect, DFT-based first-principles methods are
advantageous.

Fig. 6 a Ti K edges from TiAl3 and 2 mol % Ti-doped sodium alanate in hydrided and
dehydrided states. Reprinted with permission from [113]. Copyright 2004, American Institute of
Physics; b TEM image of a dehydrogenated titanium doped NaAlH4 sample [114]. Reproduced
by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry
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Several theoretical studies have been performed to focus on substitution of Ti
for Al and Na atoms in Ti-doped NaAlH4 bulk and surfaces. Substitution of Ti for
Al was shown theoretically to be the preferred location in bulk NaAlH4 [121–123].
Ĩňiguez et al. studied the structure, energetics, and dynamics of pure and Ti-doped
sodium alanate (NaAlH4), focusing on the possibility of substitutional Ti doping in
the bulk [124]. These authors optimized several possible structures for the sub-
stitution of Al and Na by Ti, accompanied by neighboring vacancies using the
DFT plane-wave method implemented in CASTEP. Their results showed that
doped Ti prefers to substitute for Na and further attract surrounding hydrogen
atoms, softening and/or breaking the Al–H bonds. The same group of authors
extended their study to determine the location of Ti [125]. These later results
showed that Ti prefers to be on the surface, substituting for Na, and attracting a
large number of H atoms to its vicinity. They predicted that a TiAln (n[ 1)
structure might form on the surface of the sodium alanate. On the other hand, this
process would cost an energy of 1.7 eV and is, therefore, not likely to happen.
However, Løvvik et al. also suggested that substitution of Ti in bulk NaAlH4 is
less favorable than that near surface or defect positions. On the NaAlH4 (001)
surface, DFT calculations by Yildirim and Íñiguez showed substitution of Ti for
Na is the preferred site [125] whereas Løvvik and Opalka found substitution of Ti
for Al is more favorable [122, 123]. The difference was attributed to the different
reference states used in energy calculations. Although thermodynamic stability of
local structure can determine the possible sites of Ti, the improvement of kinetics
remains unclear.

Doping with TiCl3 was believed to result in vacancies in NaAlH4 and was
simulated by generating Na-vacancies next to Ti [126, 127]. The calculated results
show that Na-vacancies play a larger role in reducing hydrogen desorption ener-
gies. Na-vacancies lead to a lower hydrogen desorption energy (0.4 eV/H2) than
0.9 eV/H2 in the substitutional model. In addition, Vegge’s calculations revealed
that Na-vacancy formation energies were significantly reduced when Ti is doped in
NaAlH4 surfaces [22].

We approached the problem based on a surface model of NaAlH4 and proposed
an alternative mechanism based on the surface interstitial complex structure that
we identified in Ti-doped NaAlH4 (001) and (100) surfaces [128–131]. This is
different from many other computational studies that adopted bulk NaAlH4 models
and focused primarily on substitutional modes of doping. The resulting local
structures after doping the surface interstitial sites in both surfaces are very similar
[128, 129], as shown in Fig. 7. Our results show that the hydrogen desorption
energies from many positions of TiAl3Hx are reduced considerably compared with
that from the corresponding clean, undoped NaAlH4 surfaces. The almost invariant
local environment surrounding Ti during dehydriding makes the TiAl3Hx complex
a precursor state for the formation of experimentally observed TiAl3 after
dehydriding Ti-doped NaAlH4 [113]. Furthermore, we showed that the TiAl3H12

complex has an extended effect beyond locally reducing the hydrogen desorption
energy. It also facilitates hydrogen desorption at a reduced desorption energy
by either transferring the hydrogen to TiAl3Hx or by reducing the hydrogen
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desorption energy in neighboring AlH4
– by linking these AlH4

- units with the
complex structure. Our predicted interstitial TiAl3Hx structure was supported by a
recent combined Ti K-edge EXAFS, Ti K-edge XANES, and XRD study of TiCl3-
doped NaAlH4 by Baldé et al. [78]. These authors observed that the interstitial
structure accounts for more than 70% of all Ti doped in NaAlH4.

The general consensus of the DFT studies of Ti-doped NaAlH4 is that Ti
attracts surrounding H atoms, accompanied by breaking the Al–H bonds and
forming Ti–H bonds [125, 128, 129]. During the recharging state, transition metals
should assist in breaking the molecular hydrogen bond but not prevent the
hydrogen atoms from migrating to Al atoms. Based on extensive computational
studies, we proposed that a dihydrogen complex is formed in both dehydriding and
hydriding processes. In fact, both dehydriding and hydriding can be viewed as
ligand exchange between H–H and Al–H, as shown in the scheme in Fig. 8 [131].
Based on stability and calculated hydrogen desorption energy from the TMAl3H12

structures, we concluded that the 18-electron rule is applicable in understanding
the variation of binding strength between active site and ligands (H–H and Al–H
bonds). Our analysis of electronic structure revealed that electron transfer from
d-orbitals of TM to r* antibonding bonds plays an important role in hydrogen
release and uptake of NaAlH4 [131]. This interaction mechanism between TM and

Fig. 7 a DFT-GGA relaxed structure of Ti-doped NaAlH4(001) with Ti in the surface interstitial
site. b Detailed local structure of the TiAl3H12 complex shown in (a). Reproduced from [128]

Fig. 8 A proposed ligand exchange mechanism involved in dehydriding and hydriding of
transition metal doped NaAlH4. Reproduced from [131]
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NaAlH4 can be ascribed to Kubas-type interaction [132], i.e., metal coordinating
with r-bonds to form complexes. In fact, electron transfer from d-orbitals to r*
bonds of H2 was also found in hydriding of Ti-doped Al surface structures
according to this interaction mechanism [133, 134]. Very recently, Ljubić and
Clary confirmed this model by DFT and CCSD(T) calculations for Ti(Sc)-2Na-
AlH4 clusters [135]. They showed that the barrier (10–20 kJ/mol) for H2 release is
reduced considerably with respect to that (*120 kJ/mol) of the pure NaAlH4.

Based on the above analysis, we can predict the effective catalysts that will
improve the performance of complex metal hydrides. In the case of NaAlH4, the
early TMs may be more effective than the late TMs in promoting hydrogen release
and uptake. In fact, many transition metals have been assessed for their activity in
dehydriding and rehydriding of NaAlH4, and among them, Sc, Ti, Zr, Ce, and Pr
were shown to be effective [84, 117, 136]. Furthermore, doped transition metal
cations reduce to a lower oxidation state, which is favorable for an electron
donation from the occupied r orbitals of Al–H and H–H to transition metal
d-orbitals. A transition metal in a higher oxidation state has a higher formal charge
and favors the electrostatic interaction between the metal and r bonding mole-
cules. In experiments, many different precursors, TiCl3, Ti(OBu

n)4, TiCl4, TiBr4,
and TiF3, have been used to examine the catalytic effect [98]. These extensive
studies have identified that zero-valence Ti particles are dispersed in the Al phase
after hydrogen cycling. Thus, reduction of Ti is expected to occur during the initial
doping process such as ball-milling.

In contrast, a different interaction mechanism was found to be operative in
Ti-doped LiBH4 surfaces [47]. Although the most stable structures in Ti-doped
LiBH4 are similar to those in Ti-doped NaAlH4, the bond-activation by doping Ti
into LiBH4 is much less dramatic than in NaAlH4. Our analysis showed that the
bond-activation difference can be attributed to the inability of back-donation of
electrons from the d-orbitals of Ti to antibonding orbitals of B–H bond. Based on
the analysis of structural stability, the symmetry-adapted occupied orbital overlap
between d-orbitals and B–H bonding orbitals was found to play an important role
in stabilizing structures. This structure promotes hydrogen desorption locally but
does not show an extended effect, as in the case of Ti-doped NaAlH4. Conse-
quently, the amount of Ti needed to achieve a significant reduction of hydrogen
desorption energy in LiBH4 would be significantly higher than in NaAlH4, con-
sistent with the experimental observations [66, 68, 137].

In summary, the understanding of the interaction mechanism between catalyst
and host material will help screen the catalysts that improve performance of the
complex hydrides as hydrogen storage media. Clearly, a complicated mechanism
is involved in the heterogeneous processes because of phase transition and mass
transport. Both experimental measurements and theoretical studies on the catalytic
effect of Ti involved in these dynamic processes have been challenging. A recent
hydrogen–deuterium scrambling experiments showed that the mass transport of
heavy species (NaH or AlH3) may be rate-determining steps in dehydriding
NaAlH4 [85]. Using first-principles DFT simulations, Gunaydin et al. identified
that the Al mass transport mediated by AlH3 vacancy has the lowest barrier of
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mass transport, but still is higher than that for the bond-breaking steps [138].
However, the effect of the doped transition metal in mass transport and phase
transition remains unclear. A first-principles dynamics simulation may be needed
to address the questions involving bond-breaking and making, mass transport, and
phase transition.

2.2 Magnesium Hydrides

Magnesium is an attractive and promising material for hydrogen storage appli-
cations due to its high hydrogen capacity (7.7 wt%), low cost, and being rich
in natural abundance. However, three major problems hamper its commercial
usage as a hydrogen storage material. First, the decomposition energy is high, at
75 kJ/mol H2 [139, 140], which corresponds theoretically to an equilibrium tem-
perature with 1 bar H2 pressure of 288�C. Kinetic limitations push the desorption
temperature to at least 300�C to reach 1 bar H2 pressure. Second, the hydriding
and dehydriding rates are very slow at room temperature, mainly due to the slow
diffusion of hydrogen atoms through the hydrides. Third, the hydrogen molecule
does not readily dissociate on the Mg surface to generate hydrides for recharging.
In fact, these phenomena are common for the main group metals, as reflected by
the fact that the enthalpies of formation of the hydrides are usually very large.
Catalysts can be added to assist breaking the H–H bond for the recharging phase.
The hydrogen atoms generated at the catalytic center will be transferred to Mg
sites through hydrogen spillover. Both theoretical and experimental studies have
been performed to explore the effectiveness of hydrogen spillover to recharge Mg
using a palladium-based catalyst [141–144].

During the past two decades, many experimental methods have been developed
to lower the desorption temperature and increase the rate of sorption/desorption.
An example is the formation of the complex hydride of Mg2NiH4 [145], which
resulted in a lowered sorption temperature of *200�C. However, the hydrogen
capacity is significantly reduced, to 3.6 wt%, through this alloying process.

Nanostructured materials have been exploited to improve hydrogen sorption
properties from magnesium hydrides. Hydrogen sorption properties of magnesium
were greatly improved by combining the material with nanostructures through
chemical/physical synthesis [146–149] or high-energy ball-milling with additives
[150–156]. The improved sorption kinetics can be ascribed to the increase of the
specific surface area, the decrease of diffusion path lengths, and change of elec-
tronic structure properties. Despite many improvements, hydrogen desorption
temperature remains too high for practical applications.

The size effect of nanoparticles on the hydrogen interaction in MgH2 was
analyzed by Wagemans et al. using ab initio Hartree–Fock (HF) and DFT calcu-
lations [157]. These authors found that both magnesium and magnesium hydride
become less stable with decreasing cluster size, notably for clusters smaller than
20 magnesium atoms. However, magnesium hydride destabilizes more strongly
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than magnesium. As a result, the hydrogen desorption energy decreases signifi-
cantly when the crystal grain size becomes smaller than 1.3 nm, as shown in
Fig. 9. For instance, an MgH2 crystallite size of 0.9 nm corresponds to a
desorption temperature of only 200�C. This predicted decrease of the hydrogen
desorption temperature is an important step toward the application of Mg as a
hydrogen storage material. Cheung et al. simulated the hydrogen desorption/
sorption processes using a reactive force field method and focused on the size
dependency of MgH2 and Mg nanoparticles [158]. They predicted that the heat of
MgH2 formation is very close to that of the bulk structure for clusters larger than
2 nm. It is expected that an ionic bond exists between Mg and H atoms in MgH2

structures due to the large difference (0.7) of their electronegativities. A MgH2

nanostructured particle exposes its highly reactive edges and corners on its surface.
Therefore, fabricating and maintaining a small size nanoparticle (less than 2 nm)
in hydrogen storage applications using MgH2 is very challenging. Mechanical
milling of MgH2 leads to particles with sizes of 20–300 nm [159]. Consequently,
the MgH2 particles produced by ball-milling are not expected to show any sig-
nificant difference in thermodynamic properties from the bulk crystalline particles.
Small size (2–5 nm or smaller) of the Mg crystallites have been synthesized in
nanoporous carbon by infiltration [147].

A DFT calculation of the electronic structure and total energies of MgH2

nanoclusters that are interacting with transition metal dopants has been carried
out to understand the catalytic effect of transition metals (Ti, V, Fe, and Ni) in
dehydriding of MgH2 nanoclusters by Larsson et al. [160]. The authors reported
both the effect of doping transition metal on average and single-site desorption
energies. Their results showed that the doped transition metal did not change the

Fig. 9 Calculated average
hydrogen desorption energy
from MgnH2n for clusters
with different number of Mg
atoms. Desorption energy
was normalized to MgH2.
Reprinted with permission
from [157]. Copyright 2005
American Chemical Society
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average desorption significantly but has a dramatic effect on the single-site
desorption energy, as shown in Fig. 10, which reveals the local effects of the
transition metal catalysts. In MgH2 nanoclusters, the removal of hydrogen bound
to edge-site Mg atoms costs energy, whereas the process is exothermic for the
surface Mg atoms. This is consistent with previous studies that nanostructuring can
by itself lower the temperature required for the onset of hydrogen release [157,
158, 161–163], even without the addition of catalysts. Most strikingly, doping Fe
or Ni led to the negative removal energies of H atoms from both of the surface
sites. The authors argued that this kind of exothermic dissociation might lower the
minimum temperature needed to initiate hydrogen desorption, especially because
an application of the Hammond–Leffler postulate suggests that the corresponding
activation energies will be lower as well. They propose that the transition metal, in
particular, Fe, is mobile and remains at the Mg/MgH2 interface to catalyze de-
hydriding. On the other hand, searching for a method to stabilize the nanosized
magnesium hydrides particles as well as highly active catalysts remains a chal-
lenge for implementing magnesium hydrides in practical hydrogen storage.

3 Nanostructured Materials for Hydrogen Storage

High surface porous materials have been used as gas separation and storage
materials for a long time. Carbon-based nanostructures, including nanotubes
and amorphous carbon have been widely studied for their hydrogen storage
properties [14, 164–166]. Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are a novel class of
nanoporous materials that are built with metal ion clusters linked by rigid organic
linkers. The potential of using such materials as hydrogen storage media was first
demonstrated by Rosi et al. [9]. Recently, a new family of three-dimensional
covalent organic frameworks (COFs) were synthesized and explored for hydrogen
storage [167].

Fig. 10 Calculated single-
site hydrogen desorption
energies for Mg30MH62

clusters at two different
surface sites. Reprinted with
permission from [160].
Copyright 2008, National
Academy of Sciences, U.S.A
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Both MOFs and COFs have shown exceptionally high hydrogen capacities
because of their large surface areas and porous structures [168, 169]. In COFs, the
organic building units are held together by strong covalent bonds (C–C, C–O,
B–O, and Si–C), which replace the heavy metal ions in MOFs materials. There-
fore, COFs-based materials have not only a larger gravimetric capacity of
hydrogen, but also show a high thermal and architectural stability. Hydrogen
stored in this type of material remains molecular. According to the thermodynamic
analysis by Bathia and Myers, a heat of adsorption of 15.1 kJ/mol is required for
an adsorbent to remain attractive to hydrogen at ambient temperature [170]. On the
other hand, MOFs and COFs have a weak binding toward H2 (4–7 kJ/mol) [167,
171, 172]. Hydrogen storage in these materials with significant capacity can only
occur at cryogenic temperatures (*77 K).

High surface area and pore volume form the basis of MOFs and COFs materials
as hydrogen storage media. The working temperature is limited by their weak
interaction with dihydrogen. On the other hand, the flexibility and diversity of
MOFs’ and COFs’ structures allow some improvements for hydrogen storage at
ambient conditions by increasing the affinity of dihydrogen toward host materials.
In elastic neutron scattering experiments and grand canonical Monte Carlo
(GCMC) simulations suggest that the open metal clusters within MOF are the
preferred binding sites at low pressures while organic linkers play a more crucial
role at higher pressures [9, 173]. This was attributed to the fact that, although the
absorbent sites in the organic linker have lower binding energies, a much greater
number of such sites produce an additive effect and resulted in increased H2 loading
[174]. Consequently, many studies have been reported to enhance H2 binding
strength with MOFs and COFs by modifying the metal ions or organic linkers.

The nature of dihydrogen interaction with the metal ions in MOF materials can
be understood by examining similar metal-modified carbon-based materials. In the
latter case, the metal cation interacts with H2 through electrostatic interaction and
possibly electron transfer as described in the Dewar, Chatt, and Duncanson (DCD)
model [175]. For early transition metals, electron transfer is expected to be the
main contributor to H2 interaction with host sites [176]. The main group metals
and late transition metals rely on electrostatic interaction to bind H2 [177]. The
metal ions in MOFs are expected to behave similarly to the metal ions in the metal-
modified carbon-based materials. However, the local environment of metal ions
may lead to a different situation from the metal-modified carbon-based materials.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed for hydrogen interaction in the MOF
structure of In3O C16N2O8H6ð Þ1:5

� �

NO3 [178]. In this case, hydrogen interacts with
the MOF through three principle attractive forces: van der Waals, electrostatic, and
induction. The DFT study of Zhou and Yildirim on the binding of H2 on Mn cation
in Mn4Cl-MOF structure (Fig. 11) showed that the major contribution to the
overall binding arises from electrostatic effects [179]. The interaction strength was
also found to depend on the local environment, including the spin-state of the
metal ion and H2 orientation. Obviously, a single system cannot represent all
possible hydrogen interaction mechanisms in MOFs.
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In general, terminal ligands are bound to metal centers by a Lewis acid/base
interaction. The open metal site may be formed by removing these terminal ligands
without destruction of the framework. Mostly, these exposed metals are divalent
cations, electron deficient, and expected to form dihydrogen r complexes. By
generating frameworks bearing open metal coordination sites, it is possible to
increase the H2 affinity of the surface, giving rise to a higher storage capacity at
room temperature [172, 180, 181]. For example, it was reported that the exposed
Mn2+ coordination sites within Mn3[(Mn4Cl)3(BTT)8]2 contribute to its record
uptake of 1.49 wt% and 12.1 g/L at 298 K and 90 bar [172]. By examining various
metal ions in MOF structure, Zhou et al. provided some insight into the increased
binding strength of H2 in MOFs [182]. These authors performed DFT calculations
on a series of isostructural MOFs, M2(dhtp) (M = Mg, Mn, Co, Ni, Zn, and
dhtp = 2,5-dihydroxyterrphthalate). They reported that the H2 binding strength
has the trend, Zn2þ 4:43 kJ=molð Þ\ Mn2þ 4:70 kJ=molð Þ\ Mg2þ 5:99 kJ=molð Þ

\ Co2þ 6:28 kJ=molð Þ\ Ni2þ 7:33 kJ=molð Þ: These results suggest that the rel-
ative strength of the metal center may be empirically correlated with the ionic
radius of cations in the same coordination environment. Sun et al. also studied the

Fig. 11 Top view of the Mn4Cl-MOF cluster with three magnetic configurations and their
energies in terms of nearest (J1) and next-nearest (J2) exchange interactions. The bottom panel
shows H2-Mn4Cl-MOF cluster for three different H2 orientations. The H2 binding energies (EB)
and pure Coulomb contributions (in parentheses) are also given. Reprinted with permission from
[179]. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society
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binding of H2 in MOFs using a different set of transition metals [183]. Based on
the analysis of electronic structure change before and after H2 adsorption on the
Mn site of Mn-doped model MOFs (Fig. 12), these authors predicted that doping
with an early transition metal would lead to stronger H2 binding. They further
calculated the binding energies of 8.4, 10.4, 21.9, 34.6, and 46.5 kJ/mol for Mn,
Sc, Ti, and V doped MOFs. Clearly, early transition metals in MOFs have a larger
binding energy than late ones. The authors proposed a special Kubas-type inter-
action and attributed the orbital interactions between a TM center and an
approaching dihydrogen to four key factors: (1) the separation of the H2 r level
and the TM d levels, which decreases when the atomic number increases; (2) the
splitting of the spin-up and spin-down d-levels which is reflected by the magnetic
moment of the TM center; (3) the position of the most responsive d-levels to the
approaching H2 which is determined by the crystal field splitting of the d-orbitals
according to the local symmetry of the TM center; and (4) the occupancy of the
responsive d levels which is determined by the number of valence electrons and
the oxidation states.

Both experimental and theoretical studies revealed that the aromatic rings on
the organic linkers play an important role in H2 adsorption, particularly at a higher

Fig. 12 a Local spin density of states on Mn d and H s before (upper) and after (lower) H2

adsorption. b Schematic diagram illustrating the orbital interactions between TM dz2 and H2 r in
the Mn - and Cr - MOFs. Reprinted with permission from [183]. Copyright 2007, American
Chemical Society
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hydrogen pressures [184]. However, the interaction between H2 and organic
linkers, van der Waals and induction interactions, are generally too weak to have a
significant impact on increasing the binding energy of H2 molecule to host
materials [185]. The dispersive interactions are a challenge for DFT-based
approaches. On the other hand, the size of MOFs is too big for the wave-function-
based ab initio methods. Han and Goodard developed a first-principles-derived
force field to describe nonbonding interaction involved in hydrogen interactions
in MOFs [186]. This new potential represents a significant improvement from
Lenard-Jones empirical force field in predicting hydrogen storage properties in
high surface area porous materials, including MOFs and COFs. However, a
stronger type of interaction (electrostatic and orbital overlap) must be evoked to
improve the binding energy of H2 with organic linkers. Modification of the aro-
matic linkers has been considered. The simulation results based on the new
potential are in good agreement with the experimental results [184, 187].

A series of GCMC simulations with different organic linkers were performed to
examine the doping effect of Li cations based on this force field potential [188].

As shown in Fig. 13, doping Li in MOFs increases hydrogen uptake at room
temperature significantly. At 300 K, Li-doped MOF-C30 was found to absorb 3.89
wt% at 20 bar and 4.56 wt% at 50 bar, which is the highest reversible hydrogen
storage capacity at room temperature reported so far. In contrast, hydrogen storage
capacities of pure MOF-C30 are calculated as 0.25 and 0.56 wt% at the corre-
sponding pressures and temperature. Other organic linkers doped with Li also
showed increased hydrogen capacities over unmodified MOFs. The increased
hydrogen capacity can be attributed to increased electrostatic interactions. In Li-
doped MOF structures, Li is attracted to the high electron affinity of aromatic
linkers and becomes a positive Li cation. The cooperative electrostatic interaction
to H2 from metal ion clusters and doped Li ions leads to a strong binding toward
H2 molecules. Indeed, the Li-doped MOF-C30 exhibited a high binding energy of
16.7 kJ/mol, which is significantly attractive to H2 at ambient temperature.
Therefore, these computational studies established that doping Li in MOFs is a
very effective way to improve the binding strength of H2 within MOFs. The
prediction was confirmed by Mulfort and Hupp, who used chemical reduction
methods to obtain Li-doped MOF and found that the hydrogen adsorption capacity
nearly doubled [189]. Such improvement of binding strength between H2 and Li-
doped MOFs was also confirmed by other ab initio calculations and GCMC
simulations [190, 191]. Han et al. further predicted that this doping effect also can
increase the binding energies of H2 with COF material to achieve the hydrogen
storage target at room temperature [10].

Klontzas et al. explored another modification for organic linkers by substituting
a terminal hydrogen atom with a Li atom and forming a modified Li alkoxide
group [192], as shown in Fig. 14. Results from ab initio calculations showed
interaction energies between hydrogen molecules and the modified group are up to
three times larger than H2 with unmodified MOFs. They obtained a very promising
result, 4.5 wt% hydrogen storage at room temperature [192].
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Similarly, Li-doped in covalent organic frameworks also improves their
hydrogen capacity at room temperature [193, 194]. First-principles calculations
showed that doping Li in the COF materials led to a higher gravimetric adsorption
capacity at T = 298 K and p = 100 bar, 6.84 and 6.73 wt% for Li-doped COF-
105 and COF-108. A multiscale theoretical method combined with the first-
principles calculation and GCMC simulation was performed to investigate the
hydrogen adsorption properties in undoped and Li-doped COF-202. The GCMC
simulation predicted that the total gravimetric and volumetric uptakes of hydrogen
in the Li-doped COF-202 could reach 4.39 wt% and 25.86 g/L at T = 298 K and
p = 100 bar. In contrast, the maximum H2 gravimetric and volumetric uptake of

Fig. 13 The building blocks (metal oxide center and Li-doped organic linkers) for MOF
structures (upperpanel) and predicted H2 adsorption isotherms at 300 K for assembled MOFs
(lower panel). Reprinted with permission from [188]. Copyright 2007, American Chemical
Society
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the undoped COF-202 are only 1.52 wt% and 8.08 g/L at T = 298 K and
p = 100 bar.

Experimentally, significant effort has been made to understand and improve
binding strength. Many MOFs are found to have a large space between their links.
For example, the distance between phenylene faces in MOF-5 is measured to be
15 Å in diameter [9]. There would be an unused void volume at the center of these
pores. In order to increase the attractive interactions between the wall and
hydrogen, one would reduce the size of the pore. A smaller pore facilitates the
overlapping of potentials from two or more linkers, thereby creating a synergy
toward binding the hydrogen molecule. Dinca et al. observed H2 binding energies
of up to 9.5 kJ/mol by increasing van der Waals contact area associated with a
very small pore size [172]. Four-fold catenated IRMOFs also have been reported to
have a larger hydrogen capacity at room temperature and 48 bar [195, 196].

4 Nanobuilding-Blocks for Novel Hydrogen Storage Materials

Inspired by the early work on the use of carbon nanotubes for hydrogen storage at
room temperature [164], carbon nanotube materials have been extensively
investigated as hydrogen storage media [14]. Some studies showed that carbon-
based materials can store a large amount of hydrogen molecules since they contain
defect structures that act as trapping sites [197]. Very different hydrogen storage
values between 0.25 and 56% were reported under various experimental conditions
for carbon nanotube materials [164, 198–201]. Later, it was found that hydrogen
storage of[ 1.0 wt% was practically impossible to achieve and higher values were
possibly the result of measurement errors due to contamination of the analysis gas
with water [202, 203]. Theoretical studies also confirmed that high hydrogen
content in the pure carbon nanotubes cannot be achieved through physical sorption
[204]. On the other hand, Kim et al. studied the hydrogen storage properties of
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with Ni nanoparticles at moderate
conditions of 340–520 K and 4 MPa [205]. Hydrogen uptake up to 2.8 wt% was
achieved under these conditions. In fact, other carbon-based materials (activated
carbon, and graphite nanofibers) modified by some metals showed increased
hydrogen storage capacity [205–208].

For pure carbon-based materials, a low hydrogen storage capacity actually
originates from the small binding energy between hydrogen molecules and carbon
porous materials. The interaction with carbon nanotubes or carbon fullerenes is
interpreted as instantaneous transition dipole or dispersion interaction, which is
very weak, on the order of a few kJ/mol. Modification by metals results in
increased hydrogen storage capacity, which may be attributed to stronger binding,
resulting from electrostatic interaction between the hydrogen molecule and metals.
The binding energies between hydrogen and metal are really dependent on reac-
tivity and structural properties of metal clusters.
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In order to make use of porous carbon materials with high surface areas and
improve the weak binding situation, chemists considered metal/transition metal
coating of carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. In the following section, we will
discuss computational studies on metal/transition metal-coated carbon-based
materials, focusing on two important topics: hydrogen capacity and binding energy
between hydrogen and metal.

In order to increase hydrogen storage capacity and binding energy of hydrogen,
many metals, including alkali metals, alkali earth metals, and transition metals,
were used to coat carbon-based materials. Yildirium and Ciraci performed the
DFT calculations for a single Ti coated on a single-walled nanotube (SWNT)
which could bind up to four hydrogen molecules [209]. The first H2 adsorption is
dissociative with no energy barrier whereas the other hydrogen molecules are
adsorbed physically with slightly elongated H–H bonds. The calculated binding
energy was 0.13 eV/H2, which is 4–5 times stronger than dispersion force between
hydrogen molecules and SWNT. At a high Ti coverage, SWNT can strongly
adsorb up to 8 wt% hydrogen. Later, they further reported computational work on
3d transition metal-decorated C60 for hydrogen storage [210]. For early transition
metals, the average binding energy of H2 molecule is 0.3–0.5 eV/H2 and the
maximum hydrogen storage was predicted to be 9.0 wt% [176]. Late transition
metals such Fe, Co, and Ni, do not bond to the C60 cluster. However, transition
metals tend to form clusters on C60 instead of uniformly distributing because the
binding energy of the nanoparticle is stronger than between TM and C60 [211]. In
the case of Ti (Fig. 15), the binding energy of nanoparticle (2.8 eV/Ti) is 0.6 eV/
Ti stronger than between Ti and C60 (2.2 eV) [210]. It is obvious that the clus-
tering effect significantly reduces the gravimetric hydrogen storage capacity.

Fig. 14 The modified
orgianic linkers.
(a) Li-alkoxide-benzene,
(b) Li-alkoxide-anphalene-
dicarboxylate (IRMOF-8
linker), and (c) Li-alkoxide-
pryene-dicarboxylate
(IRMOF-14 linker).
Reprinted with permission
from [192]. Copyright 2008,
American Chemical Society
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Further, Sun et al. proposed lighter metals, such as alkali and alkali earth
metals, coating C60 fullerenes to enhance hydrogen capacity [8, 212]. Li12C60

was found to have high gravimetric (9 wt%) and volumetric densities
(70 g/L) [8]. Although Li metal tends to uniformly coat on the surface of C60, the
binding energies between Li12C60 and hydrogen molecules are very weak, with a
maximum value of 0.075 eV. On the other hand, the weak binding energy
(averaging 1.78 eV/Li) between Li and C60 may lead to instability of the structure
at ambient temperature. Very recently, they also investigated Ca-coated C60 as
hydrogen storage materials [212]. Ca tends to coat on the surface of C60 as single
atoms rather than forming clusters. The calculated average binding energy
increased to 0.45 eV/H2 and the gravimetric density of this material can reach
6.2 wt%.

In fact, hydrogen storage capacity also can be increased by applying lighter-
weight organic molecules or nanostructures, for example, boron nitride and boron
fullerenes, as the supporter of metals [176, 213–215]. Li et al. studied Ca-coated
boron fullerenes and nanotubes as hydrogen storage materials. They found that the
B80 fullerene with 12 Ca can attract up to 60 H2 molecules with binding energy
0.12–0.40 eV/H2, corresponding to a 8.2 wt% capacity [216]. In addition, one
must consider how many hydrogen molecules can be attracted by one metal atom.
Very recently, Gagliardi and Pyykkö suggested the maximum number of 12
hydrogen atoms can be bound to one metal atom (Cr, Mo, W, V, and Ti) [217].
Therefore, the selectivity of a suitable metal plays an important role in increasing
hydrogen storage capacity.

In addition, understanding the fundamental role of the carbon fullerene in
hydrogen storage, as a support for metal or attractive sites for hydrogen molecules,
is very important to improve hydrogen content. Yoon et al. studied charged ful-
lerenes as hydrogen storage materials [218]. They found that the binding strength

Fig. 15 Ti-coated C60 systems with high-density H coverage. Reprinted with permission from
[210]. Copyright 2005, American Physical Society
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of molecular hydrogen on either positively or negatively charged fullerenes can be
dramatically enhanced to 0.18–0.32 eV, which ensures hydrogen storage at
ambient conditions. At full hydrogen coverage, a charged fullerene can achieve
storage capacities of more than *8.0 wt%. The enhanced binding between
charged fullerenes and hydrogen is attributed to the polarization of hydrogen
molecules by the high electronic field generated near the surface of the charged
fullerene. It suggests that both charged carbon fullerene and metals can be hosts
for hydrogen molecules.

The hydrogen storage capacity in novel organometallic fullerenes and nano-
tubes is dependent on metal nanosize and structural properties of nanoparticles.
The binding energy between hydrogen molecules and host plays an important role
in validating hydrogen storage materials. Therefore, it is worth further discussing
the interaction nature of host and hydrogen molecules. Niu et al. studied the
binding of transition metal Ni and its ion with hydrogen molecules [177]. They
found that only one hydrogen molecule can chemisorb dissociatively with a neutral
Ni atom, forming a linear structure. The interaction between the Ni and hydrogen
molecule is attributed to a consequence of the Pauli Exclusion Principle. In con-
trast, Ni+ can bind several hydrogen molecules by electrostatic interaction.
However, very recent computational studies showed that transition metals (Cr, Mo,
W, Ti, and V) can not only break up the hydrogen molecule and form metal
hydrides, but also that several hydrogen molecules can be adsorbed on the metal
atom. The computational results showed that the more hydrogen molecules are
adsorbed, the more stable metal hydrides became.

The interaction with hydrogen is enhanced due to the presence of metal,
attributed to interaction between the charged metal and the induced dipole of the
hydrogen molecule. However, this type of interaction is still not strong enough to
allow hydrogen storage at ambient temperature. The molecular orbital analysis
showed that there is a large hybridization among Ti-d, H-r*, and C-p orbitals, as
shown in Fig. 16 [209]. The mechanism of the bonding can be explained by the
DCD donation-backdonation model. According to this model, electrons of Ti-d
orbital are simultaneously donated to the p* antibonding orbital of C6 ring of
SWNTN and r* antibonding orbital of H–H. This weakens the H–H bond or
causes H–H bond to break. Therefore, a combination of forces, including electron
transfer and electrostatic interaction contribute to the overall effect. For transition
metals, electron transfer interaction actually is the dominant force between H2

and TM. In fact, electron transfer interaction is weakened because electrons in
metals transferred to the low-energy p* in carbon system. With more hydrogen
molecules being attracted to the TM site, electrostatic interaction will become
more important. As a result, hydrogen adsorption takes the form of a hydrogen
molecule after electrostatic interaction becomes dominant.

In summary, preventing the clustering of the coated metals and enhancing
electrostatic interactions between the metals and hydrogen play an important role
in designing novel hydrogen storage materials based on metal-coated SWNT and
fullerenes.
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5 Concluding Remarks

Hydrogen storage has been a remarkably active field for research and development
over the past decade. Nanoscience and nanotechnology have made a significant
impact on hydrogen storage research. The new characterization techniques have
started to provide unprecedented details of the system, including atomic and
electronic structures. The new synthesis methods developed over the same period
provide new opportunities to control the size, shape, and local composition on the
nanometer scale. Developments in density functional theory-based computational
methods led to a remarkable degree of reliability in structural analyses for systems
relevant to hydrogen storage. Theoretical studies help to screen materials that are
potentially useful for hydrogen storage. Theory also helps to search for and design

Fig. 16 Geometrical and
electronic structures of Ti-
coated carbon nanotube. a
Two different views of the
optimized structure of t80Ti-
4H2, b PDOS of Ti, C, and H
atoms, c The r* antibonding
orbital of four H2 complex,
d–f isosurface of the state just
below Ef at three different
values (0.08, 0.04, and 0.2).
Reprinted with permission
from [209]. Copyright 2005,
American Physical Society
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systems to have favorable properties for hydrogen storage. Nanosize effects have
been studied both theoretically and experimentally. In this aspect, theoretical
studies clearly demonstrated the improvement in both thermodynamic and kinetics
for hydrogen storage. The structural and electronic analysis of the transition metal-
doped hydride helps us understand the change in the hydrogen interaction induced
by the transition metal and to select more effective catalysts and design new
catalytic structures. Theoretical studies allow us to explore novel structures that
have not yet been synthesized and predict their properties. The novel structures
may be synthesized with the aid of the newly developed nanofabrication tech-
nology. We hope that the issues preventing hydrogen storage from becoming a
reality will be overcome with the use of nanotechnology, as predicted by Professor
Smalley, so that the hydrogen economy becomes a reality.
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Part V

Energy Efficiency and Saving



Use of Nanostructures for High Brightness
Light-Emitting Diodes

G. B. Stringfellow

Abstract Light-emitting diodes or LEDs are expected to play a major role in
efforts to utilize less energy for lighting applications due to their high efficiency,
long operating life, and other ‘‘green’’ characteristics. The history of LEDs began
in the 1960s. Since that time, the performance has increased exponentially while
the cost has decreased dramatically. LEDs dominate the market for monochro-
matic displays and indicators, and are slated to provide an increasing share of the
white light market. During the last decade, advances in efficiency have been
obtained partly as a result of the use of nanotechnology. LEDs and lasers provided
some of the first applications for quantum-well structures with nm dimensions.
Future advances will almost certainly be linked to advances in the use of quantum
wire and quantum dot structures. They appear to offer attractive new alternatives
for single-junction white light generation. The use of self-assembled structures
also offers the promise of allowing the fabrication of high efficiency devices in
highly defected materials, such as those grown on less expensive substrates. This
chapter reviews the basic aspects of LED devices and materials, with a focus on
the AlGaInP system for red and yellow emitters and AlGaInN for blue, green, and
white emitters, all grown by the organometallic vapor phase epitaxial technique.
The focus is on the present and future use of nanotechnology for lighting
applications.
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1 Introduction

Light emitting diodes, or LEDs, are p/n junction semiconductor devices that
convert electrons flowing through the device into nearly monochromatic photons,
as shown schematically in Fig. 1, with an energy (color) determined by the
bandgap energy of the semiconductor. Using two III/V alloy systems, AlInGaP and
AlInGaN, the bandgaps can be tuned to give highly efficient generation of any
color of the visible spectrum, as well as IR or UV light, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
LEDs have much longer operating lifetimes than any other conventional light
source. They can operate continuously for as long as 10 years (100,000 h) before
the light output declines significantly and normally do not fail catastrophically.
Because the LEDs are typically small, about the size of a grain of salt, the direction
of light output is easily tailored to suit particular applications. They turn on and off
in less than a microsecond, so there is no irritating delay, as for fluorescent lights,
and they can be used with dimmers. Their rapid modulation capability also allows
the use of LEDs and lasers in high-bandwidth, optical communications applica-
tions. Furthermore, LEDs do not contain harmful substances, such as mercury, so
they are much more environmental friendly.

Light emitting diodes are sometimes referred to as the ‘‘ultimate light bulb’’
because they approach the theoretical maximum efficiency for turning electrical
current into light. External quantum efficiencies (photons out per electron in)
exceeding 50% have been achieved in both the red and blue regions of the
spectrum. The efficiency is plotted as a function of photon wavelength in Fig. 4
[36–38, 51, 57, 58, 95]. It is seen that the efficiency is not as high in the mid-
spectral range, resulting in the so-called ‘‘green gap’’.

LEDs are inherently monochromatic; thus, they are more than 20 times more
efficient than filtered incandescent lights for applications requiring a particular
color, such as the red brake lights on cars and the red, green, and amber lights in
traffic semaphores. This, plus their very long operating lives, has led to their
complete dominance for these applications. Even for white lights, LEDs are more
efficient by over a factor of five compared to incandescent sources. They are

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a LED structure showing the electron–hole recombination giving a
photon with energy equal to the bandgap energy
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significantly more expensive than conventional light bulbs, but their efficiency and
long operating life make them economically preferable to conventional light bulbs
after less than 2 years of operation. Since 50% of residential lighting is provided
by 60 Watt incandescent bulbs, replacement by white LED light bulbs offers a
potentially staggering savings in energy usage. If all incandescent lamps in the
USA were replaced by LEDs, the energy savings would be approximately
1000 TW-h/year (estimated to be equivalent to the energy used to light 15 million
homes), representing cost savings of $100 B/year. This would also lead to a
decrease in the annual amount of carbon emissions into the atmosphere of 200 M

Fig. 2 Energy gap vs lattice constant for common semiconductor elements, compounds, and
alloys not containing nitrogen (after P. K. Tien, 1988, Unpublished work from AT&T Bell
Laboratories with permission)
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tons [38]. In the near future, the efficiencies of white lights will increase somewhat
and the cost will decrease dramatically, as is common with virtually all semi-
conductor devices; as the volume increases the unit cost decreases. Both trends are
shown in Fig. 5 (Haitz 2010). The sales volume of white LED lights has soared
recently due to applications where LEDs dominate on the basis of factors other
than cost, such as headlamps for automobiles and the light sources for backlit
liquid–crystal display (LCD) television screens. The competing plasma TV screens
are so energy inefficient that they have been banned in California after 2011. It is
estimated that the switch to LCD/LED TVs will save $8.1 billion in energy costs
according to the California Energy Commission, as reported by NewsFactor on
November 20, 2009.

The other light-emitting device that will be discussed in this chapter is the
injection laser. It operates on the same principle as the conventional LED. In fact,
the laser operates as an LED until a certain threshold current is exceeded. For
higher currents, stimulated emission dominates spontaneous emission and the

Fig. 4 External quantum efficiency of LEDs versus emission wavelength comparing data for
AlInGaN (solid data points) with AlInGaP (open data points)

Fig. 5 Time evolution of
LED luminous flux and
purchase price per lumen
(R. Haitz, 2010, private
communication)
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device emits a high-intensity laser beam. For a laser, the p/n junction is enclosed in
an optical cavity to allow a build-up of photon intensity to promote stimulated
emission.

Lasers in the visible region of the spectrum are used in display and projection
applications. They are also the key components of optical memories, including CD
and DVD drives. Lasers are necessary components of high speed optical com-
munication systems. The optimum wavelengths for high frequency, long-distance
communications is in the IR, at either 1.3 or 1.55 lm. These lasers are typically
fabricated in the InGaAsP quaternary alloy system [34, 83, Chap. 10]. Operation in
the red region of the spectrum is suitable for short distance communication via
plastic fibers. Si detectors have their maximum photon detection efficiency in the
red. Red semiconductor lasers are also being considered for quantum cryptography
applications, where single photon sources are required [72]. A particularly
important application is for high speed optical interchip communications. This
requires integration of III/V lasers with the Si ICs. Thus, the growth of high quality
III/V semiconductors on Si is an area of intense research activity.

The performance of LEDs has evolved exponentially over the last 30 years with
order-of-magnitude increases in efficiency coupled with order-of-magnitude
decreases in cost, as seen in Fig. 5. The threshold current densities of lasers have
decreased by orders of magnitude during this time. These advances have been
based on an increased understanding and control of the materials properties as well
as the device and package design. The importance of the formation and control of
nanostructures has played a central role in these advances. Future efforts to reach
higher performance at lower device costs appear to be dependent on developing
techniques for the low-cost use of other nanostructures, including quantum wells,
quantum wires, and quantum dots (QDs), nanostructures with reduced dimen-
sionality in 1–3 dimensions, respectively.

Some benefits of nanostructures for laser performance are similar to those seen
for LEDs; however, there are certain aspects of laser devices where the use of
nanostructures is even more important. For example, the use of low-dimensional
structures produces a density of states that is optimal for low threshold current
densities [100, p. 213], as discussed in Sect. 4. In addition, the temperature
dependence of the threshold current density is much superior for lasers fabricated
in low-dimensional structures. The temperature dependence completely disappears
for ideal QD lasers [100, p. 212]. The large band offsets in InP/AlInGaP QD
structures is considered to be important for the fabrication of red-emitting lasers
for quantum information applications [72]. In addition, the use of quantum wire
structures to mitigate lattice-mismatch effects is a promising approach to the
fabrication of high-performance lasers on Si for optical interconnect applications
[92]. Finally, the concept of self-assembled laser structures in nanowires offers
tremendous promise [3], especially since, in some ways, the performance of
nanowire structures is superior to typical quantum-well device structures.

State-of-the-art LED and laser materials, structures, and devices are complex.
Since all commercial LEDs and lasers are composed of III/V semiconductors
and their alloys, this chapter will be limited to a discussion of these materials.
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An overview of the materials used can be obtained by examining the plots of
bandgap energy versus lattice constant, Figs. 2 and 3. The bandgap energy is
depicted as a unique function of solid composition in these plots, which is true
only for random alloys. In other words, the effects of micro-and nano-structure
have been neglected. This will be rectified in later sections. The two main mate-
rials for LEDs are the AlInGaP system, for red, orange, and yellow LEDs, and the
AlInGaN system, for blue, green, and white LEDs. These two materials will be the
focus of this chapter.

A high-performance LED or laser typically consists of several tens of layers of
different semiconductor materials grown epitaxially on a particular substrate, as
illustrated in Fig. 6. In order to emit light efficiently, the semiconductor materials
must be direct bandgap and single crystalline, having a low density of mechanical
defects, such as dislocations, and point defects including impurities, vacancies,
interstitials, etc. This means that the materials and structures used in LED and laser
devices must be grown by epitaxial techniques on single-crystalline substrates.
Several epitaxial techniques have been used. Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) and
hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) were used for early LED and laser devices,
but in the last two decades molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and, particularly,
organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE—sometimes written MOVPE or
MOCVD) have become predominant.

For the wavelengths required for specific applications, the simultaneous
achievement of both increasing performance (efficiency of converting electrons
into photons escaping from the device) and lower cost represents the basic chal-
lenge of LEDs and lasers in the coming decade. Reductions in cost are often
obtained at the expense of creating more defects. One way of producing efficient
light production in defected materials is to localize the recombination of electrons
and holes to produce photons in small regions of highly perfect material using
nanostructures, as discussed in Sect. 4.

Fig. 6 The structure of InGaN MQW laser diode (after Nakamura [56], with permission)
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Before examining the details of the semiconductor materials and structures used
in light-emitting devices, with an emphasis on the role of nanostructures, it is
worthwhile to enumerate the overarching concerns.

The first requirement is the ability to produce perfect and pure single-crystalline
layers capable of high efficiency conversion of electrons crossing the p/n junction
into photons of a particular wavelength (bandgap energy), determined by the
application. Modern device structures require that multiple layers of several
different materials be stacked upon one another via epitaxial growth.

A high conversion efficiency for the production of photons of a specified
wavelength requires two factors: a high radiative recombination efficiency, or a
short radiative lifetime, which, in turn, requires a direct bandgap and a large
overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions and a long non-radiative lifetime, i.e.,
a slow rate of wasteful recombination that does not produce photons.

The ultimate goal is to have a high conversion efficiency even in a material with
a high density of defects, such as dislocations. This would allow the growth of the
desired layers on a substrate having a dissimilar lattice constant. Particularly
important would be the growth of III/V structures on Si substrates. The ability to
allow the various layers to have different lattice parameters is also highly
desirable.

The photons produced at the p/n junction must be extracted efficiently, i.e., a
large fraction must exit the device, rather than being absorbed.

The high conversion efficiency must be maintained at very high current den-
sities while maintaining a long operating life. This allows for the efficient use of
the expensive LED structures, i.e., more photons are extracted per unit area of the
device. A problem observed for LEDs fabricated in the InGaN system is the
so-called ‘‘droop’’, where the photon intensity becomes nearly constant (i.e.,
the efficiency decreases) for high current densities [38].

All of the above must be accomplished at a reasonable cost, since LED lighting
competes directly with the very well-developed and low-cost alternatives of
incandescent and fluorescent lighting.

In this introduction, these factors will be discussed briefly with special
emphasis on the role of nanotechnology in producing the desired results. Later, in
Sect. 4, the use of nanostructures will be described in more detail, followed by
descriptions of the use of nanostructures to improve the performance of LEDs in
several specific III/V materials systems.

This chapter will emphasize the use of single-crystalline III/V alloys for the
production of visible photons. Organic LEDs are also used, especially for low-cost
devices, but will not be discussed here. Other compound semiconductors can also
be used for crystalline semiconductor LEDs, but all commercial LEDs are pro-
duced in III/V materials. Thus, this chapter will discuss only single-crystalline III/
V semiconductor systems with emphasis on the two quaternary alloys AlInGaP
and AlInGaN. The commercial production of LEDs in both of these materials
systems uses the technique of OMVPE. This technique is versatile, so it can
produce all of the materials and structures, including quantum wells, quantum
wires, and QDs, required for LEDs and lasers. Thus, this chapter will focus on the
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OMVPE technique, although results from layers grown by other techniques will be
included where they add to our understanding of the effects of the nanostructure on
materials properties and device performance.

The choice of bandgap energy nominally determines the color of the emitted
light. Every color is needed between red (Eg = 1.9 eV) and blue (Eg = 2.5 eV)
for various applications. This determines the materials from which the LEDs are
fabricated, as indicated in Figs. 2 and 3. Devices emitting in the IR and UV
spectral regions are also important for non-lighting applications.

The three primary colors, red, green, and blue, are required for white light and
full color displays. The initial approach to making an LED of a particular color
was based on the idea that the selection of solid composition uniquely determines
the bandgap energy or the color of the light emitted from a particular material. For
example, the lines shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are meant to indicate the bandgap energy
of particular alloy compositions in the various bulk III–V materials (i.e., with no
quantum confinement). However, more recently it has become clear that the solid
composition does not uniquely determine the materials properties; the micro-
structure (more appropriately, the nanostructure) is a major determinant of the
properties of alloy semiconductors and the devices made from them. The judicious
control of nanostructure is an invaluable tool in the arsenal of modern materials
and device designers. For example, the use of low-dimensional structures having
dimensions smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of an electron, i.e., of
dimensions of 1–30 nm, in 1, 2, or 3 directions allows tailoring of the emission
energy (LED color) due to the quantum size effect. Confinement of electrons and
holes together in these small regions can be used to improve the radiative
recombination efficiency. Nanostructures can also have a positive effect on the
light extraction efficiency as described in Sect. 4.1.

The use of quantum wells, where the electron and hole wave functions are
confined in 1 direction, forming a two-dimensional (2D) system, was one of the
first practical applications of nanotechnology for any material. A seminal paper by
Dingle et al. [15] demonstrated that the bandgap of GaAs could be increased when
a thin layer was sandwiched between higher bandgap AlGaAs layers, with the
entire quantum-well structure grown by MBE. Today, quantum wells are used in
essentially every commercial LED and laser device as a means of improving
device performance. Subsequently, quantum wires and QDs, giving 1D and 0D
systems, respectively, have been found to give additional enhancements in the
performance of both LEDs and lasers as described in Sect. 4.1. The use of such
nanostructures promises to improve green, and perhaps yellow and red, AlInGaN
LEDs. The efficiency of green LEDs is much lower than for red and blue LEDs, as
seen in Fig. 4. Nanostructures are being actively explored for the production
of improved green laser and LED devices in the AlInGaN materials system.
A particularly important example currently under intensive investigation is the use
of QDs to allow the production of single-junction LEDs that the human eye
perceives as white. Of course, white LEDs must emit at several wavelengths
which, when added together, produce white light. This can be achieved by com-
bining individual monochromatic LEDs of the three primary colors, red, green,
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and blue (the RGB approach). In the future, the goal is to produce a single LED
that simultaneously produces 2 or more colors that combine to produce light that
appears white.

For the III/V semiconductors used in LEDs, the choice of the substrate material
is vital. When the crystal structure and lattice constant of the epitaxial layer match
those of the substrate, virtually perfect epitaxial layers can be produced. This
severely limits the choice of materials for LEDs. As seen in Fig. 2, one choice for
a so-called ‘‘lattice matched’’ system would be the growth of an InGaP epitaxial
layer on a GaAs substrate; however, only one InGaP alloy satisfies this constraint,
that with an InP mole fraction of approximately 0.5. When this condition is not
satisfied, the lattice parameter mismatch gives rise to dislocations, generated to
relieve the strain, which are formed in the interface plane and propagate up
through the epitaxial layer. These dislocations have been known for decades to
severely degrade device performance, as shown in Fig. 7 [47]. For high LED
performance, dislocation densities of 104 cm-2 and less are needed for conven-
tional III/V materials. The nitrides behave differently, which appears to be related
to a spontaneously generated nanostructure, as discussed in detail in Sect. 4.3.

One approach to improve lattice-mismatched systems for LEDs is to develop a
so-called ‘‘conformal’’ substrate. Such substrates allow the strain from the mis-
match to be confined to the substrate, i.e., the substrate deforms to allow the
growth of a dislocation-free epitaxial layer. All of the strain and any dislocations
generated will be entirely confined to the substrate, where they will have no
deleterious effect on device performance. This has been a topic of research for
more than a decade, with less than satisfactory results for the large substrates
required in order to contain the cost per device [9]. It will not be discussed further
here, although there remains some hope of ultimate success.

A more promising approach is to form the light-emitting regions of the
device in nano-wires or -rods that extend in a direction perpendicular to the

Fig. 7 LED efficiency versus
dislocations density for
conventional III/V materials
(reprinted with permission
from Lester et al. [47].
Copyright (1995), American
Institute of Physics)
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substrate. For these very thin, wire-shaped single-crystalline materials, a change in
lattice constant is accommodated elastically, by lateral relaxation of the wire,
without the generation of dislocations [8]. This approach offers promise for the
production of III/V lasers on Si substrates for inter chip IC communications [92].
Elastic deformation of the wire allows structures with a change in lattice constant
along the length of the wire to be grown without the generation of misfit dislo-
cations. For the ‘‘core/shell’’ structure, where the change in lattice constant occurs
in the lateral direction, the layers are strained, but dislocations are not generated.

Another approach that uses nanotechnology is to somehow ‘‘passivate’’ the
misfit dislocations produced in the epitaxial layer, i.e., to allow the efficient
generation of photons even in a material with a very high dislocation density. This
idea was first suggested for GaAs grown on Si substrates [23, 99]. It is an area
where nanotechnology is believed to play a vital role for LEDs fabricated in the
AlInGaN system, as discussed in Sect. 4.

Finally, the photons produced at the p/n junction must be extracted efficiently in
order to produce a high efficiency LED. More than a decade ago, techniques were
developed to minimize the absorption of photons within the semiconductor
material [35], which often involves the removal of the absorbing substrate and
wafer bonding to a new transparent ‘‘substrate’’. Use of nanowire growth to
remove the lattice-match constraint might allow this expensive step to be
eliminated.

In addition, techniques have been developed to reduce the change in refractive
index experienced by the photons as they exit the high refractive index LED
materials. This may involve coating the LEDs with high index, transparent
materials. Shaping of the individual diodes is also used to enhance light extraction
[36]. More recently, the use of nanotechnology has been developed to produce
surfaces structures to enhance the light extraction efficiency [28].

Important aspects of controlling the cost of LEDs include: increasing yield in
large-scale production techniques giving excellent uniformity of thickness and
solid composition for the multiple thin layers of which the LED is composed;
decreasing the cost of the substrate by using inexpensive materials or by devel-
oping processes to allow the re-use of the substrate; and producing materials that
emit light with high external efficiencies at very high current densities for very
long times, which allows a minimum of material to be used for the LED. Of
course, the cost of the LED will scale with the device area for a given optical
output. Currently, the efficiency of light output of blue and green GaN LEDs
begins to ‘‘droop’’ at high current densities. The cause has not been unambiguously
identified, but the use of nanotechnology is being explored to solve the problem.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will first review the fundamental aspects of
LED performance, including the benefits of using nanotechnology to improve both
cost and performance, the generation of light at a p/n junction and the extraction of
the photons from the device. This will be followed by a review of the OMVPE
growth technique used for the production of LED materials and structures. Finally,
this background will be used as the basis of a discussion of the practical appli-
cation of nanotechnology for LEDs and lasers in several specific systems, with an
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emphasis on LEDs emitting in the red-yellow spectral region, made from AlInGaP,
and the green–blue spectral region, made from AlInGaN, including the use of this
material for white LEDs.

2 LED Devices

The two major factors that must be optimized to produce an efficient LED are the
recombination efficiency and the optical extraction efficiency. Both factors can be
significantly enhanced via the judicious use of nanostructures.

Consider first the internal quantum efficiency, the fraction of electrons tra-
versing the p/n junction that produce photons. The rate of the radiative process
which produces the desired visible photons is the product of the np product and the
recombination coefficient Br [89, Chap. 13],

Rr ¼ npBr: ð1Þ

The former is determined by the majority carrier concentration and the devi-
ation from equilibrium, i.e., the injected minority carrier concentration, and the
latter by the fundamental properties of the semiconductor material, principally the
band structure. Direct bandgap materials, where the conduction band minimum
and the valence band maximum occur at the same place in k-space, allow rapid
recombination of electrons and holes, with conservation of energy allowed by the
creation of a photon with an energy equal to the difference in energy between the
electron and hole in their initial states, as shown in Fig. 1. In indirect bandgap
materials, a third particle, a phonon, is required to allow conservation of
momentum. Because it is indirect, Si is a poor material for light emission. The
high-bandgap energy III/V semiconductors may also be indirect, as shown in
Fig. 2, where direct bandgap materials are indicated using solid lines and indirect
materials by broken lines. Indirect bandgap materials can be used for LEDs
[71, Chap. 12]; however, all commercial devices are made from direct materials.
Thus, the LED and laser materials described in this chapter will be restricted to
those with direct bandgaps.

At this point it is worth mentioning that when an indirect bandgap material is
produced as low-bandgap QDs dispersed in a higher bandgap semiconductor, the
bandgap may become direct [91], thus increasing the radiative recombination
coefficient. In the simplest case, conservation of momentum becomes a simple
selection rule, e.g., Dn = 0 [100, p. 65], where Dn is the difference in quantum
numbers for the confined electron and hole states. However, in real systems, the
converse, direct to indirect transitions, may occur for small QDs [49].

The electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band can also
recombine non-radiatively. This normally occurs via defects either in the bulk
(point defects or dislocations) or on the surface. Many III/V semiconductors have
very high surface recombination rates. In general the non-radiative recombination
rate is given by the equation [89, Chap. 13]:
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Rnr ¼ NtrvthDp; ð2Þ

where Nt is the concentration of defects, r the capture cross-section, vth the thermal
velocity, and Dp the injected hole concentration, assuming the semiconductor to be
n-type. The internal quantum efficiency is the ratio of the rate of radiative
recombination to the total recombination rate, written

gint ¼ Rr= Rr þ Rnrð Þ: ð3Þ

High internal quantum efficiencies require both high values of Br and low defect
densities. Both of these factors can be enhanced in non-classical ways by using
nanostructures. As the dimensionality of the recombination volume decreases, the
electron and hole wavefunctions are forced to overlap, which increases the
quantum mechanical matrix element for radiative recombination and, conse-
quently, Br. In addition, the exciton binding energy increases making excitonic
recombination dominant, even at room temperature, which also increases the
radiative recombination rate [100, p. 64].

An additional factor that affects Br in (0001) quantum wells in the AlInGaN
system is the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE), which decreases the value of
Br. This is a serious issue for blue and green LEDs. One approach to circumventing
this problem involves growing the quantum-well structures on crystallographic
directions other than (0001), where the piezoelectric effect does not occur [57].
The use of very small QDs also appears to offer promise for reducing the QCSE by
forcing an increase in wavefunction overlap, as discussed in Sect. 4.1 [54].

In addition to increasing the radiative recombination rate, nanostructures can
also be used to suppress non-radiative recombination simply by insuring that
the minority carriers are not able to diffuse to non-radiative defects [69, 85]. The
diffusion of minority carriers can be reduced by producing fluctuations in the
conduction and valence bands due to the controlled formation of compositional
fluctuations. One way of producing spontaneous compositional fluctuations is to
take advantage of the natural phenomenon of phase separation (PS) or spinodal
decomposition [85]. This is generally believed to enhance the internal efficiency in
InGaN LEDs. PS may also be a mechanism to explain the very high recombination
efficiency observed in InGaN quantum wires, as compared with epitaxial layers
[41], as discussed in Sect. 4.3. The effects of nanostructures on LED performance
will be considered in more detail in Sect. 4.1.

The second major factor affecting LED performance is the photon escape
efficiency, i.e., the probability of escape from the LED for photons generated by
electron–hole recombination at the p/n junction. A major loss mechanism is due to
the substrate, itself. When the substrate has a smaller bandgap than the photon
energy, all photons propagating toward the substrate are absorbed. As an example,
this is a major loss mechanism for InGaP LEDs grown lattice matched to GaAs
substrates. Due to its small bandgap energy, GaAs absorbs all visible photons.
Since photon emission in the GaInP is isotropic, the use of a GaAs substrate
guarantees that approximately half of the emitted photons will be absorbed. The
actual fraction absorbed is even greater due to total internal reflection of many
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photons as they attempt to exit the very high refractive index semiconductor
[35, 71]. There are two ways to overcome this problem: 1. Grow on high-bandgap
substrates that do not absorb the photons, which is often not practical due to the
lattice parameter mismatch to such substrates, which results in the production of
dislocations where non-radiative recombination occurs, and 2. Remove the growth
substrate and wafer-bond the epitaxial layer structure to a transparent ‘‘substrate’’,
typically GaP, for mechanical support [35]. The latter is the technique commonly
used for InGaP LEDs. It results in very high efficiency red and yellow LEDs;
however, the substrate removal and wafer-bonding steps add significantly to the
cost of the finished LED.

The use of nanotechnology suggests a novel, alternative approach—namely the
growth of quantum wires on a transparent substrate. Dislocations due to the lattice
parameter mismatch do not propagate into the quantum wires, as discussed in
Sect. 1. The strain is relieved elastically since the wires are able to relax in the two
directions orthogonal to the growth axis. Thus, the LED structure can be grown
directly on a high-bandgap substrate such as GaP. The use of nanowires for both
LED and laser devices is an active research area that will be described in Sect. 4.1.

As mentioned above, the other factor leading to the absorption of photons is
total internal reflection due to the large refractive index of III/V semiconductors.
Only the photons with directions within a cone, having an angle given by Snell’s
Law, are able to escape from the semiconductor [71, Chap. 5]. Photons striking the
surface at all other angles are reflected back into the semiconductor, where they
can be absorbed by the LED structure, itself, or the substrate. Decades ago, device
designers were able to increase the solid angle for photon escape simply by
encapsulating the LED in a transparent, high index material such as silicone or
plastic. The LED can also be shaped into structures, such as truncated pyramids,
that increase the fraction of photons that can escape from the LED [36].

More recently, techniques based on nanotechnology have been developed to
improve the probability of photon escape. Simply roughening the surface produces
surface angles that allow more of the photons to escape total internal reflection
[71, Chap. 9]. A more controlled approach is to produce a periodic arrangement of
surface structures, a ‘‘photonic crystal’’, at the surface that prevents total internal
reflection. For example, an array of GaN nano-pyramids produced by etching
[28, 57] produces a significant increase in light extraction efficiency.

As seen in Fig. 4, the combination of increasing the internal efficiency, using
quantum wells as the light-emitting region, and using various techniques to
increase photon escape, has produced red and blue LEDs having amazingly high
external efficiencies of 55% in the red and well-above 60% in the blue. Figure 6
shows the structure used for low threshold current density blue lasers. LED
structures are very similar. It will be noted that the InGaN is grown on a trans-
parent sapphire substrate. This results in a very high defect level in the active
layers. However, the sapphire is transparent, so photons can escape without
absorption in the substrate. Since sapphire is an insulator, the laser and LED
structures have both the n- and p-contacts on the top surface. This necessitates the
growth of a high-conductivity buried n-type layer between the sapphire and the p/n
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junction to avoid a high series resistance which results in low overall power
efficiencies and non-uniform photon generation across the p/n junction. Typically,
the LED devices are mounted upside-down so that the light emerges through the
sapphire substrate. In some devices, the sapphire substrate is removed and the LED
structure is bonded to a mirror mounted on an inexpensive, absorbing substrate,
such as Si [57]. In this case, the p-contact is produced on the top of the device and
the n-contact on the substrate. For this structure, which closely resembles the
structure for InGaP LEDs, all of the photons are emitted from the top of the device.

3 Materials Issues for LEDs

The only materials to be discussed in this chapter are the III/V semiconductor
alloys shown in Figs. 2 and 3. As mentioned above, the solid lines connecting the
points for the individual compounds represent random ternary alloys, where the
bandgap energy and lattice constant are uniquely specified by the solid compo-
sition. The areas between lines represent quaternary alloys, where the bandgap
energy and lattice constant are independent parameters, both specified by the two
solid composition parameters. These alloys were considered to be random or ideal
during the early development of our understanding of these materials. The zinc-
blende and wurtzite crystal structures in which the III/V materials crystallize can
be thought of as two interpenetrating sublattices, with the group III atoms on one
sublattice and the group V atoms on the other. A random ternary alloy consists of
random mixing on one of the sublattices. Thermodynamically, this corresponds to
an ideal mixture. As our understanding has matured, we have come to realize that
non-random mixing, described in terms of the microstructure and, indeed, the
nanostructure, can have a major role in determining the properties of the solid,
particularly the bandgap energy, for an alloy having a specific composition. Thus,
the bandgap energy is not uniquely specified by the solid composition, so the lines
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 must be specified as being for random alloys.

Essentially all of the materials and structures described in this chapter are
grown by the OMVPE technique. Early LED and laser devices were fabricated in
the GaAs/AlGaAs system using the LPE technique. Problems with the growth of
the phosphide and nitride alloys containing Al [79] as well as the difficulty of using
LPE for the large-scale, high-yield processes required for inexpensive device
manufacture have prevented it from becoming an important production method.
Early LEDs in the GaAsP/GaAs system were made by HVPE, however, the same
problems with the growth of Al-containing phosphide and nitride alloys has
limited the application of this technique for LED and laser structures [79],
although this process is used for the production of thick, compound semiconductor
(typically GaP or GaN) layers for either window layers (GaP) or pseudo-substrate
materials (GaN). MBE growth is a much more important technique. As mentioned
above, it was the first to demonstrate the formation and advantages of nano-
structures, particularly quantum wells, especially for laser devices. However, it has
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proven to be a more expensive and less flexible production technique than
OMVPE, which now dominates the commercial production of both AlInGaP and
AlInGaN for LED and laser applications. Thus, only the OMVPE technique will
be described in what follows.

OMVPE is a cold-wall technique where the source molecules, organometallic
group III precursors, such as trimethyl-Ga, -In, and -Al, TMGa, TMIn, and TMAl,
respectively, are combined with either hydride or organometallic group V mole-
cules. Examples of the group V precursors are the hydrides, AsH3, PH3, and NH3,
and organometallic precursors, tertiarybutylarsine (tBAs), tertiarybutylphospine
(tBP), and dimethylhydrazine (CH3) 2H2N2. The precursors are introduced into
the gas stream flowing over the substrate either by metering them from high-
pressure cylinders, in which they may be diluted in hydrogen (typical for the
hydrides), or by bubbling hydrogen through temperature-controlled reservoirs
(typical for the low vapor pressure organometallic precursors). The precursors are
present at pressures less than their room temperature vapor pressures, so they do
not condense on the room temperature reactor walls. The only hot part of the
reactor is the susceptor, on which the substrates are placed. When the gasses reach
the heated substrate, they decompose to produce the desired elements on the
surface of the single-crystalline substrate. They diffuse rapidly on the surface,
reaching low-energy sites, typically at step edges [83].

The growth temperature is chosen to be sufficiently high to pyrolyze the pre-
cursors and to allow adequate surface mobilities to allow the growth of a highly
perfect, single-crystalline solid. Normally, very high temperatures are avoided to
minimize the generation of defects (due to entropy considerations) and incorpo-
ration of undesirable background impurities. Also, the growth rate decreases at
high temperature for these highly exothermic processes for thermodynamic
reasons [83, Chap. 1].

The growth process is optimized with respect to the substrate temperature and
orientation, the total flow rate of the group III precursors, which determines the
growth rate, and the ratio of group V to group III elements introduced into the
vapor stream, the so-called ‘‘V/III ratio’’. OMVPE is a growth process that occurs
with a very high supersaturation. This means that the free energy of the solid
semiconductor produced is very much lower than that of the precursors at the
growth temperature [83, Chap. 2]. Thus, OMVPE is sometimes referred to as a
‘‘non-equilibrium’’ process. However, in fact, a near-equilibrium state is typically
reached between the solid and the vapor adjacent to the substrate during growth
[83, Chap. 2]. Thus, thermodynamics normally determines many of the aspects of
the growth process, itself, and the properties of the resulting solid.

One advantage of OMVPE is the versatility: essentially all III/V compounds
and ternary and quaternary alloys as well as low-dimensional structures can be
produced. MBE and chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) offer similar versatility, but the
large-scale of OMVPE and the need for UHV equipment for MBE and CBE gives
significant economic advantages to OMVPE. Thus, it is virtually the only tech-
nique used for the commercial production of LEDs and lasers, as well as other
devices such as high performance, multijunction solar cells.
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Some results obtained by MBE are included in this Chapter. MBE is a process
that also operates at very high supersaturation. In this case, the elements are
introduced into the vapor, an ultra-high vacuum in this case, by simple evapora-
tion. Thus, the pure elements reach the surface by ballistic transport, where they
react to form the solid [94].

During OMVPE growth, thermodynamics can be used to understand the solid
composition in terms of the composition of the vapor and the growth temperature.
For alloys with mixing on the group III sublattice, such as AlInGaP and AlInGaN,
grown at relatively low temperatures with an excess of the group V element in the
vapor phase, the group III distribution coefficients are unity [83, Chap. 2]. This
means that the ratios of the group III elements in the solid are the same as those in
the input vapor. This is an extremely important factor that allows the growth of
these alloys with good control of solid composition [83, Chap. 2]. Thus, the alloys
we are interested in, with Al, Ga, and In mixed on the group III sublattice, can
easily be grown across the entire compositional range by OMVPE, but not by other
techniques such as LPE or HVPE [79]. This is the key factor that has led to the
dominant position of OMVPE for the growth of LED materials. MBE is the
other technique capable of producing these alloys with good control of solid
composition [11].

At the high growth temperatures typically used for the OMVPE growth of GaN
([1000�C), the volatility of metallic In means that the In distribution coefficient is
less than unity and decreases with increasing temperature [4, 56, 83, Chap. 2]. The
distribution coefficients for mixing on the group V sublattice can also be predicted
from thermodynamics and these distribution coefficients are often far from unity
and dependent on the growth parameters [83, Chap. 2].

One other factor is vital for the determination of the composition of the solid,
independent of the growth technique. The equilibrium composition of the solid is
determined by minimization of the free energy of the system. Since the strain
energy of an epitaxial layer can be large, when the lattice parameter of the thin
epitaxial layer or island differs from that of the substrate, a strain energy term must
be included in the free energy. This gives rise to the so-called ‘‘lattice pulling’’
effect. It was first observed in InGaP layers grown on GaAs substrates by LPE
[77]. The equilibrium solid composition of the coherent InGaP epitaxial layer was
found to differ from the composition of tall, thin, rod-shaped crystallites formed
around the edges of the epitaxial layer. The composition of the epi-layer was
always pulled toward that giving a lattice parameter match with the substrate, a
value of approximately xIn = 0.5. As discussed below, this is an important factor
in determination of the composition of low-dimensional structures.

For thin epitaxial layers having a different equilibrium lattice constant than the
substrate this difference is accommodated elastically. However, as the thickness of
the epitaxial layer increases, a point is reached where the system begins to generate
dislocation at the epilayer/substrate interface [71, Chap. 7]. The dislocations take
the form of a cross-hatched array contained entirely in the interface plane. How-
ever, these dislocations interact, resulting in the propagation of so-called ‘‘threading
dislocations’’ into the epitaxial layer. Dislocations are generally harmful to device
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performance. They act as non-radiative recombination centers, and so reduce the
internal quantum efficiency of LEDs, as shown in Fig. 7 and discussed in Sect. 1.
They also result in an increase in the threshold current density of lasers. As
described in Sect. 1, the exploration of methods for eliminating the misfit dislo-
cations has been an important area of research, but no solutions have been dis-
covered. Thus, the need for lattice matching, i.e., the selection of alloy composition
to provide lattice matching with the substrate, has been a major constraint on the
choice of materials to be used in LED structures. The use of quantum wires has
recently emerged as a possible solution to this problem, as discussed in the next
section.

The thermodynamics of semiconductor alloys was invoked above to describe
the determination of solid composition and the effect of strain energy on the
composition of strained epitaxial layers. An understanding of the thermodynamics
of mixing of these alloys is also important for understanding the micro- or nano-
structure produced spontaneously during growth. A number of models have been
developed to understand the thermodynamics of III/V alloys. All of the models
predict that the enthalpy of mixing is positive and is mainly determined by the size
difference between the elements on the sublattice where mixing occurs [85]. The
simplest model is the DLP model, where the enthalpy of mixing is proportional to
the square of the difference in lattice constants between the two end components in
a ternary alloy [78]. This correctly predicts that AlGaAs alloys are ideal solid
solutions, i.e., the enthalpy of mixing (DHM) is equal to 0, and that alloys, such as
GaPN, where the lattice constants of GaP and GaN are very different, will have
very large positive values of DHM, leading to miscibility gaps [78]. The very
important InGaN alloys are predicted to have a miscibility gap, as seen in Fig. 8
[26, 85]. This has enormous consequences for the micro- and nano-structures of
these alloys [85].

Basic thermodynamics predicts that an AC–BC alloy with a positive enthalpy
of mixing will spontaneously form clusters of like (AA or BB) atoms, while a
negative enthalpy of mixing leads to ordering, where the number of AB pairs is
larger than for a random alloy [88]. Thus, it was a surprise to discover that III/V
alloys have a tendency to form both clusters and ordered structures. As described
in detail below, clustering and PS are driven by the thermodynamics of the bulk for
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both InGaP and InGaN. However, when considering the surface thermodynamics,
certain types of surface reconstruction lead to the formation of ordered structures,
which may lead to significant reductions in the bandgap energy. Ordering is
particularly important for the InGaP alloys used in red and yellow LEDs.

4 Natural and Artificial Nanostructures

Nanostructures will be defined here as structures with decreased dimensionality in
either 1, 2, or all 3 directions, as shown in Fig. 8, with feature sizes of less than
30 nm. In the bulk, the zincblende or wurtzite structures are isotropic that is, the
properties are independent of crystallographic direction and the wavefunctions for
electrons (and holes) are Block functions, traveling waves in all 3 directions. The
energy is nearly continuously variable. When the dimensionality is reduced in 1
direction (z), forming a 2D system, the wavefunctions in the x and y directions are
still travelling waves. However, in the z direction, the wavefunctions are standing
waves. This gives quantization of the energy in this direction. This is termed a
quantum well when the well thickness is less than a de Broglie wavelength,
approximately 30 nm. One may also count ordered structures as a part of this group
of nanostructures since they consist of layered structures along specific crystallo-
graphic directions, forming a 2D system, although the periodicity is less than 1 nm.
When the lattice periodicity is interrupted in two directions, the resulting structures
are 1D quantum wires when the size of the structure is less than 30 nm.

When the lattice periodicity is interrupted in all 3 directions, forming a 0-D
system, and the size is less than 30 nm, the structure is termed a QD. In this case,
energy is quantized in all 3 directions. This gives a density of states for electrons
like that of an atom, as shown in Fig. 9, consisting of discrete states, as discussed
below. As the dimensionality of the system decreases the gain spectrum for lasing
increases and becomes narrower [5], giving rise to a decrease in the threshold
current density, Jth, as shown in Fig. 10. These nanostructures may form naturally
during epitaxial growth. The spontaneous formation of both ordered structures and
QDs will be discussed below. Additionally, quantum wells, wires, and dots can be

Fig. 9 Density of states,
g(E), as the number of
confining dimensions is
increased (after Adams
and O’Reilly [2], with
permission)
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formed artificially, by switching the composition during growth, the use of masks,
and other techniques. These will also be discussed in Sect. 4.1.

The first spontaneously-formed nanostructure to be discussed is atomic-scale
ordering. In the 1980s, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies led to the
surprising discovery that alloys such as AlGaAs, InGaP, and GaAsSb consisted of
alternating monolayers (MLs) having different compositions along a particular
crystallographic direction [82]. This was a phenomenon observed many years
earlier in metal alloy systems; hence the nomenclature used refers to metallic
systems: Cu-Pt (with ordering of {111} planes) and Cu-Au (with ordering of
{100} planes). However, in metallic systems, the ordering process is driven by the
thermodynamics of the bulk alloys. For systems with negative values of the DHM,
ordering is predicted to occur on the basis of simple thermodynamic calculations
[83, 88, Chap. 2]. However, as discussed above, the enthalpy of mixing in semi-
conductor alloys is always greater than or equal to zero. Eventually, this apparent
paradox was explained using surface thermodynamics. Real, low-index surfaces in
semiconductor systems reconstruct [83, Chap. 3]. For growth by OMVPE where
the V/III ratio is much greater than unity, the surface is typically terminated by
group V atoms. The formation of dimer bonds between the group V atoms pro-
duces a (2 9 4) type of reconstruction composed of (110) dimer rows. The strain
in the layers beneath these dimer rows provides a thermodynamic driving force for
the formation of the Cu-Pt ordered structure [83, Chap. 3]. Thus, ordering is an
example of a self-assembly process driven by surface thermodynamics.

Today, the degree of order has been firmly, empirically linked to the surface
reconstruction [84]. An understanding of the thermodynamics and kinetics of
growth has led to the ability to control the degree of order in epitaxial layers using
parameters such as the growth temperature, V/III ratio, growth rate, and substrate
misorientation [84]. Perhaps most interesting is the use of surfactants to control

Fig. 10 Reduction of
threshold current density
from homojunction laser
to double heterostructure,
quantum-well, and quantum-
dot lasers (reprinted with
permission from Ledentsov
et al. [44]. Copyright (2000),
IEEE)
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ordering. It is found that elements such as Sb and Bi added to the system in small
quantities during epitaxial growth act to suppress ordering. This is believed to be
mainly due to the larger size of the surfactants that accumulate on the surface,
which reduces the strain in the subsurface layers and, hence, the driving force for
ordering [84].

For the InGaP system, ordering has major effects on the materials properties.
For example, the bandgap energy can be reduced by 160 meV due to Cu-Pt
ordering [87]. Of course, this has enormous consequences for LEDs. Those pro-
duced in disordered InGaP lattice matched to GaAs emit red light, whereas those
produced in ordered material produce infrared radiation. Thus, ordering must be
controlled. Similar considerations apply to the InGaP used in tandem solar cell
applications, where, Sb is used to suppress ordering. In the important InGaN alloy
system, ordering is much less prevalent and no one has yet demonstrated an effect
on the bandgap energy.

Artificial structures similar to ordered structures are intentionally produced
during epitaxial growth to produce superlattices and multiple quantum-well
structures. For the production of the low-dimensional structures required for
modern LED and laser devices, the growth technique must allow rapid changes in
solid composition. The change in solid composition must occur over a distance of
a single atomic layer for the growth of very thin quantum wells. MBE was the first
technique to demonstrate such exquisitely fine control. However, extensive
development efforts eventually allowed these fine structures to be controlled using
OMVPE. Abrupt changes in solid composition require several factors: rapid gas
switching, laminar flow (eddies provide for virtual memory effects), little or no
memory due to adsorption/desorption on reactor walls, and atomically flat surfaces
during growth [83, Chap. 9].

A novel type of quantum-well construction involves the growth of InGaN
structures on patterned substrates. The In content and quantum-well thickness are
dependent on the facet orientation [20, 21]. This gives the simultaneous emission
of several different colors from a single epitaxial layer, which is potentially
important for single-junction white LEDs.

Techniques similar to those described above were used in the initial attempts to
produce quantum wire structures. In the GaAs/AlGaAs system, grown by MBE,
Petroff et al. [62] produced quantum wire structures in the growth plane by using
deposition at step edges on intentionally misoriented substrates. Selective growth
techniques have also been used on patterned substrates to produce lateral quantum
wires [31, 97]. Today, most quantum wire structures are produced in a vertical
direction by using selective growth on the surface catalyzed by various techniques,
including the addition of tiny Au balls to the surface (see, for example, Siefert
et al. [74], Lauhon et al. [43], and Quian et al. [67]. In this case, the liquid Au
catalyzes the low-temperature OMVPE growth, resulting in the production of a
high density of nearly vertical wires each topped by a Au drop. The diameter of the
wire is determined by the diameter of the Au droplets on the surface. Techniques
have also been developed for the growth of nanowires without the use of Au
droplets. As discussed below, quantum wires have properties that can be quite
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different than the properties of thin epitaxial layers of the same solid composition,
so are potentially interesting for both LED and laser devices.

The other nanostructure that yields desirable properties for light-emitting
devices is the QD. Early research used masking techniques to produce 0D quantum
structures [100, Chap. 6]. However, such techniques are unlikely to produce the
desired results in an economical fashion. Thus, more recent research has focused
on the self-assembly of collections of QDs. It is desirable to produce a high density
of mono-dispersed QDs using rapid, simple growth techniques. The most prom-
ising technique is to take advantage of the Stranski–Krastanov (S–K) growth of
strained epitaxial layers.

Strained epitaxial layers in semiconductor systems are normally found to grow
by the S–K mechanism, involving the formation of a high density of small islands
as well as a thin wetting layer [40, 96]. The S–K process for growth of a lattice-
mismatched epitaxial layer produces a series of islands because the strain energy is
lower than for a uniform layer; thus, there is a thermodynamic driving force for
island formation [40, 73]. In S–K growth, a thin 1–2 ML uniform ‘‘wetting’’ layer
is first formed by 2-D growth on the substrate. As growth continues, an array of
three-dimensional (3D) islands forms spontaneously. The transition from 2-D to
3-D growth at a certain critical layer thickness has been observed for many
semiconductor materials, grown by many techniques.

The phenomenon of S–K growth has been widely studied because the islands
formed may constitute, when properly controlled, an array of QDs (QDs). This
self-assembly process is a candidate as a practical technique for the fabrication of
QDs for commercial injection laser devices, as discussed below. The reduced
dimensionality of QDs gives rise to markedly superior device performance [45].

Among the first systems studied was the growth of Ge QDs on Si substrates.
Strain-induced self-assembly of coherent islands was observed for Ge layers
nominally a few MLs in thickness (see, for example, Ross et al. [70] and refer-
ences therein). Of the III/V semiconductors, the growth of InAs and InGaAs QDs
on GaAs has been perhaps the most widely studied. For example, Leonard et al.
[46] found that In0.5Ga0.5As coherently strained islands were spontaneously
formed on (001) GaAs substrates by MBE after deposition of 4 ML of InGaAs.
Moison et al. [53] studied the MBE deposition of InAs on GaAs. They found the
transition from 2D to 3D growth to occur at a coverage of 1.75 ML. AFM
measurements showed that islands 3 nm in height and 24 nm across were formed.
The value of this self-assembly technique was shown by the remarkably uniform
size of the islands formed. This is, of course, of vital importance for achieving the
desired device performance. The OMVPE technique has been used to produce
multi-layered QD structures in this system that have been used to produce injection
laser devices with very low threshold current densities [45]. Interestingly, an early
use of these InAs QD structures was to localize recombination in GaAs layers
grown on Si substrates, where the high dislocation density kills the radiative
recombination efficiency in homogeneous GaAs layers. When the density of the
QDs exceeds the dislocation density, the InAs QDs collect the minority carriers for
radiative recombination before they can reach a dislocation [23, 100].
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4.1 Advantages of Nanotechnology

The major advantage of the use of low-dimensional structures with lengths of
\30 nm was first recognized when quantum wells were found to allow GaAs,
which has a bandgap energy giving IR photons, to emit visible photons [15]. This
is based on the well-known quantum mechanical concept of a ‘‘particle in a box’’.
For a 1-D box with a potential of 0 within the well and with infinite barriers, the
energy levels of electrons are quantized

En ¼ �h2=2m ðnp=LzÞ
2 ð4Þ

where Lz is the dimension of the 1D box, m is the effective mass, and n is the
quantum number. This means that the lowest energy level of an electron in
the conduction band of the well layer increases as Lz decreases. The same is true of
the holes in the valence band. Thus, as the dimension Lz decreases the effective
bandgap energy increases. This is termed the ‘‘quantum size effect’’ or QSE. For a
finite well, the QSE is less than for the infinite well and the magnitude plateaus for
very thin wells. Nevertheless, the QSE for electrons and holes results in photon
energies considerably larger than the bandgap of the bulk materials. This adds
an important degree of freedom to the design of the optimum material for an
LED producing a specific wavelength of light. However, the advantages of
low-dimensional nanostructures do not end here. By confining the electrons and
holes to a small space, the wavefunction overlap increases, which leads to an
increase in the matrix element for radiative recombination, in other words, the
electrons and holes are squashed together which makes recombination to produce a
photon more rapid. An additional advantage of low-dimensional structures for
light-emitting devices is the increase in exciton binding energy [100]. This leads to
exciton recombination at room temperature, which further significantly increases
the rate of radiative recombination. The localization of recombination can also
provide significant benefits in materials with high densities of dislocations and
other defects by insuring that the electrons and holes are captured before they can
reach the defects, where non-radiative recombination occurs. Thus, localization of
recombination increases the radiative recombination rate and decreases the non-
radiative recombination rate. Both effects lead to an increase in the internal
quantum efficiency.

There is a potentially negative effect of electron and hole localization. The
QCSE leads to a decrease in internal quantum efficiency for LEDs in (0001)
quantum wells in the nitride systems. The nitrides crystallize in the hexagonal
wurtzite structure, where strain in the (0001) direction gives rise to an electric field
due to the piezoelectric effect. This field forces electrons and holes apart in the
quantum well, leading to a reduction in the matrix element for radiative recom-
bination [57]. However, this effect is diminished in very small QDs, where the
electrons and holes are forced to occupy the same space in spite of the QCSE [54].
Thus, in addition to the benefits described above, the use of very small QD
structures has the benefit of reducing the QCSE in the InGaN alloy system.
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This offers the hope of a future improvement of green, yellow, and even red LEDs
in this alloy system.

The use of coupled quantum wells opens the door to another type of laser,
particularly suited to emission at very long wavelengths. In quantum-cascade
lasers, the light-emitting transition occurs between the confined electron states in
the quantum well [89, Chap. 12]. Thus, in this case, the photon energy can be
much smaller than the bandgap energy. These lasers have been designed to operate
at wavelengths as long as 70 lm.

The low-dimensional nanostructures produce a fundamental alteration of the
band structure for semiconductor materials. In bulk material the density of states
(number of states/unit of energy) increases as E1/2 at the bottom of the band. For a
quantum well, the density of states becomes independent of energy, with a much
larger density of states at the bottom of the band. This leads directly to a decrease
in threshold current density of lasers. Progressively more favorable density of
states profiles in the conduction and valence bands are produced as the dimen-
sionality of the nanostructures decreases, as shown in Fig. 9. This leads to
increases in the gain at a given current density, and consequently progressive
reductions in threshold current density for quantum wires and QDs, as seen in
Fig. 10. The temperature dependence of the threshold current density is also
dramatically improved as the dimensionality of the nanostructures decreases [100].
However, it is important to keep the volume of material where the emission
actually occurs reasonably large. This requires a large number of QDs, often
produced in several layers [45]. In addition, the size of the QDs, for example, must
be uniform to avoid inhomogeneous broadening of the gain spectrum. Finally, to
make the processes economically feasible, the QDs must be formed by a self-
assembly process. This is normally accomplished by the production of the QDs by
the S–K growth of strained materials.

Initially, quantum wires generated research interest due to the theoretically
expected high electron mobilities [100, Sect. 26]. The geometry of wire structures
provides the additional advantage for chemical and biological sensors of having a
large surface area to volume ratio [59]. However, this may be a disadvantage for
light-emitting devices, since surface recombination provides a non-radiative
pathway. Thus, efficient LED operation may require use of core/shell nanostruc-
tures, where the high- bandgap shell prevents minority carriers in the core from
reaching the surface.

Recent interest in quantum wires has centered on the use of vertical quantum
wire structures as a self-assembly technique for the fabrication of tiny lasers [3].
This led to the unexpected discovery that the photoluminescence (PL) and LED
efficiency of wires do not fall off as the amount of In in InGaN alloys increases. As
mentioned above, and indicated in Fig. 4, for the MQW structures used for LED
and laser devices, the radiative recombination efficiency falls dramatically as the
In content increases above 15%. This extraordinary quantum wire behavior may
partially be due to the much reduced dislocation density due to lattice mismatch in
quantum wires, where lateral relaxation obviates the need for dislocation gener-
ation. However, this is unlikely to be the entire story. Compositional fluctuations
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due to spinodal decomposition are more likely to occur in these unstrained
structures, as discussed in Sect. 4.3, which may retard non-radiative recombina-
tion. Preliminary experimental results support this conclusion [27, 67]. Never-
theless, it is not entirely clear how PS is beneficial in structures having no
dislocations. A third possibility is that PS occurs during growth (X. Niu et al.,
2010, Controlled composition profiles of semiconductor alloy quantum dots and
nanowires by selecting the growth mode, unpublished results) to spontaneously
produce core/shell structures that retard surface recombination. A fourth possi-
bility is that the removal of strain from the structure reduces the QCSE.

Nanostructured surfaces provide a further benefit for LEDs. They lead to less
wave guiding in the high refractive index LED materials, resulting in an increased
probability of photon escape. The nanostructured surfaces may consist of a peri-
odic array of nano-sized features created on the surface by etching [57] or by
selective-area, self-limiting growth. The roughened surface leads directly to an
increase in the ratio of the number of photons escaping from the LED to the
number produced at the p/n junction and, hence, the external quantum efficiency.

The use of low-dimensional nanostructures has become indispensable for LED
and laser devices. It allows flexibility in the choice of the energy of the emitted
photons, improves both the internal quantum efficiency and the photon extraction
efficiency, and reduces costs by allowing the production of high-performance
devices in highly defected materials, including those grown in lattice-mismatched
to dissimilar substrates. The use of nanostructures, such as QDs and quantum
wires, also offers promise for improvement of green, yellow, and even red LEDs in
the InGaN alloy system.

The first system where the efficacy of nanostructures was demonstrated is the
combination of GaAs and AlGaAs. Heterostructures in these materials yielded the
first low threshold current density laser diodes and were intensively studied. One
advantage of this materials system is that the lattice parameter is independent of
the ratio of Al to Ga in the solid. Thus, high quality heterostructures can be grown
epitaxially on GaAs substrates without the formation of misfit dislocations. As
mentioned above, the bandgap of GaAs can be increased by sandwiching nm thick
layers between layers of the higher bandgap AlGaAs. This was the beginning of
‘‘band gap engineering’’, the engineering of the properties of materials at the
nanometer scale.

The need for lasers operating in the 1.3 and 1.55 lm wavelength ranges for
long-distance, fiber-optic communication systems motivated early research. This
application required bandgap energies lower than those of GaAs, leading to the
development of GaInAsP, which can be grown lattice matched to InP substrates. In
this materials system, a difficulty associated with limited solid miscibility was
encountered that is associated with mixing elements having different covalent radii
on the same sublattice, as discussed in Sect. 3. Miscibility gaps are more extensive
in quaternary alloy systems, such as GaInAsP [83, Chap. 2]. Solid immiscibility
led to difficulty in the growth of some alloys and adverse effects on materials
properties, such as the electron mobility, where fluctuations in solid composition
from spinodal decomposition produce scattering of free carriers [6].
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Another system of interest is the simpler ternary GaInAs/GaAs system. How-
ever, the difference in covalent radii of Ga and In leads to misfit dislocations in
thick layers with a significant In content grown on GaAs substrates. It was dis-
covered that this problem can, again, potentially be overcome by the use of
nanostructures. For very thin GaInAs layers grown on GaAs, the energy of strained
GaInAs with no misfit dislocations is lower than that of GaInAs with misfit dis-
locations at the interface [50, 71, Chap. 7]. Thus, quantum-well structures can be
fabricated with the desired 1.3 and 1.55 micron emission wavelengths. Interest-
ingly, the strain inherent in such quantum-well structures gives a reduction in the
hole effective mass, leading to reduced values of threshold current density [2]. It is,
of course, vital to keep the well thickness below the critical layer thickness for
dislocation generation. This system also became a vehicle for early investigations
of even lower dimensional structures, such as quantum wires and QDs.

Since the beginnings of research on compound semiconductors, there has been
a desire to grow epitaxial layers of these materials on Si substrates because Si
substrates are much less expensive than GaAs or InP substrates and the integrated
circuit business is based on Si. This is the third item of the overarching concerns
articulated in Sect. 1. As an example, lasers grown on Si could be used for
interchip communications, a current area of intensive research. There are a number
of problems associated with GaAs growth on Si, but a major difficulty is with the
generation of misfit dislocations due to the lattice parameter mismatch. The use of
InGaAs QDs presents an ingenious solution to this problem. A high density of
GaInAs QDs on a GaAs underlayer, generated by self-assembly of S–K islands,
can mitigate the effects of dislocations in the GaAs generated by the lattice mis-
match with the Si substrate [23, 99]. The minority carriers injected into the GaAs
layer are captured by the smaller bandgap InGaAs regions before they can reach
the dislocations where they generate the longer wavelength photons characteristic
of the InGaAs, modified, of course, by the quantum size effect.

InGaAs/GaAs QD lasers have very low threshold current densities. The per-
formance of lasers with QDs formed by the S–K process [45] have the lowest
values of Jth reported due to the narrow gain spectrum, discussed in Sect. 2.
However, the performance is still not optimal due to the dispersion in size of the
self-assembled InGaAs QDs, giving rise to inhomogeneous broadening of the gain
spectrum. Recent work has used the growth of QDs on the tops of pyramids
formed using selective-area growth [102] to improve the control of QD size;
however, this is necessarily an expensive process.

4.2 Importance of Nanostructures for AlInGaP Alloys

Early materials systems used for visible LEDs suffered from the presence of
dislocations running through the p/n junction due to the lattice parameter mis-
match with the substrate. For example, GaAsP was grown on GaAs substrates for
early LEDs [14, 81]. The dislocation density could not be reduced below
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approximately 106 cm-2, even through the use of grading techniques to minimize
dislocations at the GaAs/GaAsP interface [86]. As indicated in Fig. 7, this results
in low quantum efficiencies of the order of 10-3 [81]. This is shown as the data
point at the year 1968 on the plot of external quantum efficiency vs time in Fig. 5.
The need for lattice-matched structures led to the development of Ga0.5In0.5P
grown on GaAs substrates [12, 14, 35, 81]. It was realized that the bandgap of this
lattice matched structure could be increased by substituting Al for part of the Ga,
forming the AlInGaP quaternary. In this system, the bandgap can be increased
until, at high Al concentrations, the bandgap becomes indirect. As discussed
above, indirect materials are very poor for light-emitting devices.

The push into AlInGaP alloys was a defining time in the development of
materials for LEDs, since this alloy can only be grown by ‘‘non-equilibrium’’
techniques such as OMVPE [79] or MBE [11]. As discussed above, the high Al
distribution coefficient makes growth by LPE or HVPE, the techniques used for
AlGaAs and GaAsP, virtually impossible. This led to the domination of the LED
industry by the OMVPE technique.

The development of OMVPE for the growth of AlInGaP for LEDs and lasers
involved overcoming obstacles with unintentional incorporation of oxygen, which
is known to kill the internal quantum efficiency [83, Chap. 8]. This is particularly
problematic for alloys with high Al concentrations, since Al has such a high
affinity for oxygen. P-type doping is also a problem, especially for the highest
bandgap materials. In addition, ordering must be avoided in order to obtain the
highest bandgaps. It is harmful to LED performance in this materials system.
However, another nanostructure, namely QDs, is potentially beneficial, since QDs
can have large direct bandgaps. This might be potentially useful for pushing the
AlInGaP alloys to higher photon energies, beyond the direct–indirect transition for
bulk alloys. Of course, the situation is complicated by the need for higher bandgap
barrier materials.

4.2.1 Spontaneous Ordering

Early in the development of semiconductors for LED and laser applications, the
materials properties of an alloy were considered to be uniquely specified by the
solid composition. Over the last two decades a number of critically important
micro- and nano-structural details, with dramatic impact on materials properties,
have emerged for III/V alloys, including both AlInGaP and AlInGaN. Perhaps the
simplest to analyze is atomic-scale ordering. The occurrence of ordering was
unanticipated, since, as discussed in Sect. 3, the enthalpy of mixing for III/V alloys
is always greater than or equal to zero: it is proportional to the difference in lattice
constant squared [78]. Thus, for the widely studied InGaP alloys, used for red and
yellow LEDs, the cation distribution is expected to be non-random; clustering
and PS are predicted. Surprisingly, the opposite—atomic-scale ordering—is
observed [83, Chap. 2, 84]. The basic thermodynamics of mixing predicts ordering
only for alloys with a negative enthalpy of mixing [88]. For (001) InGaP alloys,
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the ordering normally occurs in the form of a {111} ML superlattice, termed Cu-Pt
ordering. This is a nanostructure with a periodicity of less than 1 nm. Formation of
this structure is driven by surface thermodynamics [83, Chap. 3]. The driving force
is the local, periodic strain associated with the surface reconstruction. Other
ordered structures have also been observed, depending on the alloy system, the
substrate orientation, the growth parameters, and the addition of surfactants during
OMVPE growth [84, 87]. The order parameter has a major effect on the materials
properties. Cu-Pt ordering is found to decrease the bandgap energy in Ga0.5In0.5P
by as much as 160 meV [87]. Thus, control of Cu-Pt ordering is important for LED
and laser applications [84]. The use of ordering in InGaP with higher Ga con-
centrations has recently been suggested as a means of pushing the emission
energies deeper into the green region of the spectrum [7]. It might similarly be
used for AlInGaP alloys. Unlike the InGaP alloys, ordering does not appear to be a
major factor determining the properties, in particular the bandgap energy, of
InGaN, although it may adversely affect LED performance [54].

4.2.2 Artificial Nanostructures

Quantum wells are used in all high-performance AlInGaP LEDs and lasers. The
use of quantum wells allows the production of high photon energies, in the orange
and yellow regions of the spectrum, in materials with low Al concentrations, due to
the QSE. This avoids the problems encountered at high Al concentrations, dis-
cussed above. In addition, quantum wells increase the radiative recombination
rate.

Structures with lower dimensionality are also being explored in this materials
system. As an example, small InP QDs dispersed in an AlInGaP matrix can be
made to emit visible light [17] due to the QSE, even though InP has a smaller
bandgap energy than GaAs, as seen in Fig. 2. The large band offsets in this system
allow room temperature operation of lasers in the red region of the spectrum for
data storage and medical applications. Room temperature InP QD lasers emitting
at 740 nm have been reported [39]. They are also being considered for single
photon sources for quantum cryptography emitting in the red, near the maximum
sensitivity of Si photodetectors [72].

Quantum wire structures have also been fabricated using OMVPE with GaAs
cores and InGaP shells [75]. The GaAs cores were grown using the standard vapor/
liquid/solid (VLS) process at a low temperature of 450�C and the InGaP shells at
higher temperature where growth can occur directly on the sides of the wires. The
higher bandgap cladding layer inhibits surface recombination and so increases the
GaAs PL intensity by a factor of 100–1000. The elastic strain from the cladding
layer, when the Ga/In ratio is greater than unity, can be used to blue shift the
emission from the core by as much as 240 meV. Thus, the quantum wire structures
represent a method of tuning the emission wavelength. A similar increase in PL
intensity was reported for GaAsP/GaP core–shell nanowires [52]. Significantly, in
this case the spontaneous formation of a P-rich core was reported for GaAsP
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nanowires grown by the VLS mechanism. This presents a potentially useful
opportunity for the self-assembly of core–shell nanowires ((X. Niu et al., 2010,
Controlled composition profiles of semiconductor alloy quantum dots and nano-
wires by selecting the growth mode, unpublished results)).

The use of nanostructured surfaces has been explored to increase the photon
escape efficiency of AlInGaP LEDs. However, the effect is nearly eliminated when
the LED chip is encapsulated in the polymer packaging material [71, p. 154].

4.3 Importance of Nanostructures for AlInGaN Alloys

InGaN and AlInGaN alloys have assumed increasing importance during the last
decade. This is because the bandgap of AlInGaN can be tuned over the entire near
IR to deep UV range, from 0.7 (bandgap of InN) to 6.2 eV (bandgap of AlN), as
seen in Fig. 3. These alloys are essential for the commercial fabrication of blue,
green, and white LEDs [4, 56]. However, the performance of yellow and, espe-
cially, red LEDs in this system is poor, solely because of a degradation of material
quality at high In concentrations. These materials are also used for detectors, high
power FETs and solar cells.

The AlInGaN alloys have proven to be most difficult to understand and control.
The basic properties of the alloys are often masked by the large defect density
induced by the lack of a native substrate. This typically means that they are grown on
sapphire (or SiC) substrates having a dissimilar crystal structure, lattice spacing, and
thermal expansion coefficient [4, 56]. This results in epitaxial AlInGaN layers having
very high dislocation densities of 108–1010 cm-2, in addition to stacking faults,
twins, and other defects near the sapphire–epilayer interface [1]. GaN and InGaN
alloys for device applications have been grown by MBE and HVPE techniques, but
are nearly always grown by OMVPE for commercial LEDs and lasers. Typically, a
thin GaN or AlN buffer layer is grown first at a low temperature followed by the high
temperature ([1000�C) growth of a thick GaN or AlGaN layer. Then the InGaN is
grown at a lower temperature, ranging from 700 to 900�C [55]. Typical LED
structures consist of multiple quantum wells with well thicknesses of 2–3 nm and In
contents ranging from 15% (blue) to 20% (green) InN, and even higher for yellow
and red LEDs. The performance of these LEDs is stunningly good, considering the
high density of threading dislocations. As discussed above (and shown in Fig. 7), in
other III/V semiconductor materials systems a dislocation density of 108 cm-2

would be sufficient to kill the radiative recombination efficiency.
For LED performance, a number of materials issues turn out to be of critical

importance. Issues relating to OMVPE growth, defect generation, and p-type
doping, all major materials issues, will not be dealt with here. Instead, this section
will concentrate on issues related to nanostructures in AlInGaN, or more fre-
quently InGaN alloys.

The first issue to be considered is the control of alloy composition. In common
with all III/V alloys, before the complexities of the micro- and nanostructures of
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real AlInGaN alloys were fully appreciated, the sole parameter thought to control
materials properties was the alloy composition. Thus, the bandgap energies of the
ternaries included in the AlInGaN system are represented as solid lines in Fig. 3.
The actual color of an LED with an InGaN active layer is, in fact, a function of the
nominal alloy composition, but with additional effects from strain and the
nanostructure.

For InGaP alloys, ordering is the most important naturally occurring nano-
structure. For the InGaN alloys, a much more critical nanostructural phenomenon
is the spontaneous formation of non-uniform alloys due to the occurrence of PS
during growth. PS will be defined here as the occurrence of a non-uniform alloy
composition on a nanometer scale. PS can be caused by a number of different
effects. Even though random alloys have some degree of inhomogeneity, they are,
by definition, a single phase.

First, we will consider the basic thermodynamics of InGaN alloys. Early valence
force field calculations of Ho and Stringfellow [26] indicated that the phase diagram
for bulk, unstrained, zincblende InGaN has a large region of solid immiscibility at
typical InGaN growth temperatures. In Fig. 8, the region within the solid, binodal
line defines the alloys that are thermodynamically unstable. Between the binodes
the broken line indicates the spinode. For alloys having compositions between the
spinodes at a given temperature, there is no energy barrier to PS, i.e., the solid is
unstable to any compositional fluctuations. The calculated phase diagram gives a
solubility of InN in GaN at 750�C of\5%. Later, more detailed first principles
calculations have indicated that the equilibrium solubility may be even smaller,
perhaps as small as 2% [22]. Even allowing for uncertainties in the calculations, the
alloys used for blue and green MQW LEDs (x = 0.15 and x = 0.20, respectively)
are well within the calculated region of solid immiscibility.

At equilibrium, these alloys could not be grown. In fact, the non-equilibrium
growth of immiscible III/V alloys by OMVPE has been shown to be possible for
many alloys [83, Chap. 2]. For thick InGaN epilayers, the beginnings of PS by
spinodal decomposition occur during OMVPE growth for alloys within the mis-
cibility gap as seen in Fig. 8. This gives rise to experimentally observed compo-
sitional fluctuations within the epitaxial layer. As seen in Fig. 8, the experimental
data are in general agreement with the calculated phase diagram. Uniform layers
were observed for In concentrations of less than the solid solubility (binode). For
compositions between the spinode and the binode, the alloys are metastable. In
these regions, an energy barrier must be surmounted for PS to occur. This suggests
that PS may occur only near lattice disruptions, such as dislocations and other
imperfections. Ponce et al. [64] reported that In-rich regions were formed only at
elastically distorted regions of the layers, namely at dislocations, for these meta-
stable alloys. As seen in Fig. 8, PS in this region is found to vary between the
various experimental investigations. With larger In concentrations, giving alloys
between the spinodes, spontaneous PS was observed throughout the layer in all
experimental studies, as indicated in Fig. 8.

Analysis of the thermodynamics of alloy formation for InGaN in the elaborate
structures used for MQW LEDs and lasers is more complex than the calculations
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of [26], which are for incoherent, bulk systems. First, the strain energy associated
with coherent spinodal decomposition (the formation of In-rich regions that are
coherent, i.e., having no mismatch dislocations at the interfaces where x changes)
will suppress PS. This is because coherent In-rich regions are under significant
compressive strain in a more Ga-rich matrix, which has a high energy cost for the
system. This coherency strain is predicted to completely suppress spinodal
decomposition in most III/V alloys [80]. Second, biaxial strain due to lattice
parameter mismatch between the substrate and underlying layers on the InGaN
layer under consideration also significantly affects spinodal decomposition. InGaN
coherently grown on GaN is under compressive strain. This mismatch strain, itself,
suppresses the formation of In-rich clusters, since they have a larger equilibrium
lattice constant than the matrix. Karpov [33] calculated the InGaN phase diagram,
taking this strain energy into account. The results indicate that for InxGa1-xN, with
x = 0.15 or 0.2, grown coherently on GaN, spinodal decomposition will be
suppressed for typical growth temperatures.

Any understanding of these phenomena, as applied to the real InGaN materials
used in the quantum wells of LED and laser devices, requires analysis of the
mechanisms of epitaxial growth at the microscopic level. For example, strained
epitaxial layers in semiconductor systems are normally found to grow by the S–K
mechanism, described above, involving the formation of a high density of nano-
meter-sized islands as well as a thin wetting layer [40, 96]. This mechanism is
expected to dominate the growth process for the InGaN quantum-well structures
used in blue and green LEDs, due to the large lattice parameter mismatch with
GaN. Thus, the good agreement between the experimental results and the phase
diagram, as shown in Fig. 8, is perhaps surprising. Especially interesting are the
results of Potin et al. [65] and Tran et al. [93] for QW structures.

S–K growth is expected for InGaN grown on GaN due to the large lattice
mismatch of 11% between InN and GaN. A 2D to 3D transition is experimentally
found to occur after a critical thickness of approximately three MLs [24].
Moustakis et al. [54] reported S–K growth of InGaN QDs on AlN by rf plasma
assisted MBE. A transition from 2D to 3D growth occurred after the deposition of
several MLs of InGaN. After 12 ML coverage, the average diameter and height of
the InGaN islands, with x = 0.43, were 30 nm and 3 nm, respectively. Yamaguchi
et al. [101] reported the S–K growth of InGaN islands on GaN by both MBE and
OMVPE. RHEED studies during MBE clearly showed a 2D to 3D transition as the
InGaN layer thickness increased. For samples grown by OMVPE, the 2D to 3D
transition occurred for layer thicknesses of 4–5 nm, with an In concentration of
0.22. The aspect ratio for the faceted, entirely coherent islands was found to be
approximately 2. Pristovsek et al. [66] used in situ ellipsometry to study the
thickness at the 2D–3D transition in InGaN layers grown by OMVPE as a function
of the In composition. They found a value of approximately 1.5 nm for xIn = 0.20
and a value of approximately 2 nm for xIn = 0.15. InGaN QDs 1–2 nm in height
and 40–50 nm in diameter have been observed to form by the S–K growth mode
during OMVPE growth by Jung et al. [30]. Self-assembled InGaN QDs were also
produced by atmospheric pressure OMVPE by Tachibana et al. [90].
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S–K growth was specifically demonstrated to occur for InGaN layers in MQW
structures grown by OMVPE. In single quantum-well structures used for LEDs,
Florescu et al. [19] reported, for the 3 nm wells containing approximately 15%
InN, 3D, i.e., S–K, growth, giving much enhanced 300 K PL intensities. The
effects of an inhomogeneous distribution of In on optical properties and device
performance will be discussed below.

Efforts have been made to control spinodal decomposition during quantum-well
growth, since it may be an important factor affecting device performance. One
approach has been the use of anti-surfactants (Si in particular) in an effort to
enhance QD formation during the S–K growth of InGaN on AlGaN by OMVPE.
For growth at 800�C, Hirayama et al. [25] produced InGaN QDs in an AlGaN
matrix for layers 3 nm thick. The diameter and height of the QDs were reported to
be 10 and 5 nm, respectively. Intense room temperature PL was reported. Other
authors have inserted buried layers to control the strain in the InGaN quantum-well
layer(s). This will affect both the mismatch strain in the quantum-well layer(s) and
the In incorporation, via the lattice pulling effect. Both will affect the formation of
S–K islands. For example, Huang et al. [29] found enhanced emission efficiency
for green InGaN/GaN QW LEDs when a prestrained buried layer was added. Park
et al. [60] used surface roughening to enhance PS in thin InGaN layers grown on
GaN. The layer thicknesses were less than the critical thickness for strain relax-
ation, tc. However, intentional surface roughening was believed to produce
unstrained, incoherent S–K islands. In the layers with enhanced spinodal
decomposition, they observed intense PL emission from the In-rich regions at
significantly lower energies than the PL of the material grown on flat GaN layers.

Lai et al. [42] used a five period InGaN/GaN MQW structure, grown by
OMVPE at 780–880�C, with 2 nm InGaN wells, sandwiched by GaN to produce
materials emitting at wavelengths from blue into the yellow region of the spec-
trum. They reported PS to occur due to spinodal decomposition during S–K growth
of the InGaN, resulting in the formation of In-rich clusters, coherent with the
matrix, having very uniform diameters. As discussed below, the control of PS to
produce yellow emission is important for the fabrication of single junction, white
LEDs.

In terms of the basic thermodynamics, discussed in Sect. 3, several phenomena
can be expected to lead to PS for the S–K growth of thin, coherent InGaN islands
on GaN. First, strain will suppress spinodal decomposition in coherent thin layers,
but this constraint will be relaxed non-uniformly in S–K islands. In addition, the
elastic relaxation will give more In incorporation in the more strain relaxed parts
of the islands, due to the lattice pulling effect. Both phenomena will result in PS,
i.e., the formation of local In-rich regions during growth [85].

The experimental evidence for the occurrence of PS in thin layers has been
reviewed recently [85] and is overwhelming. EXAFS studies show the formation
of non-random In distributions, characteristic of In clustering. Careful, high res-
olution TEM clearly shows a very high density of 2–4 nm In-rich regions. The CL
and PL splitting as well as the Stokes shift are consistent with the formation of
In-rich regions in a more Ga-rich matrix.
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The spontaneous formation of QD structures during growth due to PS is of more
than academic interest. Formation of In-rich clusters is found to have profound
effects on the performance of laser and LED devices. PS will produce an emission
wavelength in an LED or laser that is longer than expected for a random alloy
because carriers collect in low-bandgap regions, so the emission energy is con-
trolled by the local In composition. In addition, there is a great deal of evidence
that the formation of In-rich nano-clusters produces a remarkable increase in
radiative recombination efficiency in these highly dislocated materials. Chichibu
et al. [13] were the first to explain this mystery in terms of localization of
recombination at the In-rich clusters. Essentially, minority carriers are collected in
the small bandgap regions at the In-rich clusters before they can recombine at
dislocations. This yields an enormous increase in radiative recombination effi-
ciency if the distance between the In-rich regions is smaller than the dislocation
spacing. The S–K island density has been measured to be from 1010 to 1012 cm-2,
depending on growth conditions, which is orders of magnitude higher than the
dislocation density in the high quality material used for high efficiency LEDs.
Amazingly high values of external efficiency, well exceeding 60%, as seen in
Fig. 4, have been reported for blue MQW LEDs in materials with extremely high
dislocation densities, exceeding 107 cm-2. A dramatic increase in the external
quantum efficiency as In is added to GaN in MQW LEDs, which increases the
wavelength, is seen in Fig. 4. A small concentration of In gives a dramatic boost in
LED efficiency. Indeed, it is impossible to produce high efficiency LEDs without
the addition of In. The onset of this beneficial effect appears to coincide roughly
with the onset of PS.

A major effect that may be related to the reduced radiative recombination in
MQW LED structures with high In content is the QCSE. Wurtzite AlInGaN alloys
are piezoelectric. Thus, stress along the c-axis of InGaN in quantum wells will give
rise to a piezoelectric field that decreases the overlap between electron and hole
wavefunctions. This results in a decrease in the quantum efficiency for the produc-
tion of visible photons. As the In concentration increases, this QCSE increases. Thus,
the efficiency of green LEDswould be expected to be lower than for blue LEDs. This
is consistent with the well-known ‘‘green gap’’ discussed above. At the higher In
concentrations required for yellow and red LEDs, the effect is even larger because of
the increased piezoelectric field. This may, in part, explain their very low efficien-
cies. A beneficial effect of the QDs formed by PSmay be that the deleterious effect of
the QCSE is reduced by the formation of very small QDs, 1–2 nm in size. Of course,
the wave function overlap will increase as the size of the QD decreases because the
electrons and holes are squeezed together. This presents a promising approach for the
development of longer wavelength InGaN LEDs. Moustakis and co-workers used
MBE to produce small QDs that were used for green LEDs [1, 54]. This mechanism
may also explain the improved yellow emission intensity obtained by Lai et al. [42]
for InGaN grown by OMVPE, which is found to spinodally decompose to produce
small-sized clusters behaving as quasi-QDs. Park et al. [61] used the S–K process for
the self-assembly of InGaN QDs to produce a five layer LED structure. They spe-
cifically reported improved LED performance as the size of the QDs was decreased.
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Recently, several strategies have been developed for the use of PS in InGaN for
the production of white LEDs. The basic idea is to generate yellow photons in the
InN-rich regions and blue photons in the matrix. Together, the light produced will
appear as white. This is a very promising approach for white LEDs because the
two competing techniques use either a blue LED and an overlayer of phosphor to
down-convert some blue photons to yellow or the use of three (red, green, and
blue) or sometimes four (adding yellow) individual LEDs packaged together. Both
approaches have significant disadvantages. A white LED having a single p/n
junction and no phosphor is very attractive.

Several approaches have been used to foster and control PS in the InGaN for
white LEDs, as described above. Park et al. [60] used roughening of the surface to
facilitate PS. The surface roughening is believed to produce incoherent In-rich
InGaN islands. Other groups have used the control of strain in the epitaxial layers,
using partially or completely relaxed buried layers, to control PS, as described
above. These approaches are novel and promising. Wang et al. [98] used spinodal
decomposition to form InN-rich QDs. The 220 nm thick underlying layer, con-
taining 5% In, is relaxed, since the thickness is much greater than tc. This is
followed by a GaN layer and then the MQW structure. Four, 3 nm thick InGaN
layers, containing 17% In form the well layers. Thus, the InGaN QW layers are
partially relaxed, enhancing PS due to spinodal decomposition. The EL spectra
reported by Wang et al. [98] are reproduced in Fig. 11. The yellow emission from
the In-rich QDs and the blue emission from the more Ga-rich matrix are clearly
resolved. The combined emission at high current densities looks white. These
authors also demonstrated the production of In-rich regions using TEM. The
results are reproduced in Fig. 12. InN rich QDs are clearly distinguished.

Lu et al. [48] also used an InGaN under-layer to reduce strain in the QW layers.
They reported enhanced PS, as evidenced by TEM studies. Atomic level images

Fig. 11 Electroleuminescence spectra of InGaN layers with In-rich clusters at several currents
(reprinted with permission from Wang et al. [98]. Copyright (2007), American Institute of
Physics)
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using strain state analysis yielded the In variation from QD to matrix in the light-
emitting InGaN layers. They used changes in the thickness of the underlying,
strain-relieving layer to produce values of the variation of In content from the
In-rich region to the matrix of 14–18%, 15–25%, 17–37% and 18–49% as the pre-
strained layer thickness was decreased. For five period MQW structures with 3 nm
InGaN well layers, the best results were obtained with a 5 nm thick underlying
layer having 7% In. This is less than the critical layer thickness, so the layers are
coherent. Soh et al. [76] also made white LEDs using In-rich QDs to produce the
yellow emission. They used dual stacked MQWs, using a complex procedure that
includes the use of In as an antisurfactant.

Another approach to produce materials for improved green, yellow, and red
LEDs in the AlInGaN alloys is the use of quantum wires. As mentioned above, the
internal recombination efficiency of AlInGaN MQW structures drops dramatically
as the In content of the InGaN is increased. There is evidence that quantum wires
do not suffer from this behavior. Recent research [41] has shown that quantum
wires grown by HVPE with bandgap energies across the entire visible spectrum
emit PL with a near-constant efficiency. Work by Lieber and his group at Harvard
has produced entire LED devices in triangular, core/multishell, radial InGaN
nanostructures [67] that efficiently emit light from the purple through the yellow
region of the spectrum (365–600 nm), with In concentrations of 1–35%. High
quantum efficiencies of 5.8% at 440 nm and 3.9% at 540 nm were observed. They
report the TEM observation of formation of localized In-rich clusters in the InGaN
layers.

Fig. 12 Cross-section TEM
image of the In-rich InGaN
quantum dots in the LED
structure giving the EL
spectra shown in Fig. 11
(reprinted with permission
from Wang et al. [98].
Copyright (2007), American
Institute of Physics)
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The reasons for the increased recombination efficiency in the longer wavelength
InGaN wires have not been fully explained. One factor may be the absence of
dislocations in the quantum wires, as described above. However, this does not
appear to be the sole factor. Hong et al. [27] recently reported intense green PL
from nanorod arrays grown by plasma assisted MBE. These authors report
localized recombination in the quantum rods, with an increase in the localization
depth as compared with 2D epitaxial layers. This is attributed to an increase in PS
in the rods. This confirms the results of Quian et al. [67], discussed above. It is also
consistent with the results for MQW samples that localization of the recombination
is beneficial. The removal of elastic strain will increase the occurrence of spinodal
decomposition, as described above. In this case the effect cannot be due to pre-
venting minority carriers from reaching dislocations. Perhaps, the localization of
recombination prevents recombination at other defects or at surfaces. This may tie
in with the results described in Sect. 4.2.2 for GaAsP/GaP nanowires, where there
was a natural segregation of the constituents in a lateral direction. This was
confirmed for InGaN quantum wires grown by chemical vapor deposition using
elemental sources and ammonia, where a natural segregation of Into the core of the
wire was observed for Si substrates [10].

Another possible explanation is the decrease in the QCSE in rods, where the
strain is relaxed elastically, thus removing the field due to the piezoelectric effect.
Hong et al. [27] also report an increase in optical extraction efficiency for the
samples made from quantum rods, as expected. A combination of these effects
results in the PL intensity for the nanorod samples 15 times greater than that for
InGaN layers with nearly the same composition.

5 Summary

The use of nanostructures, in the form of quantum wells, quantum wires, and QDs,
has led to major advances in both the performance and affordability of visible
LEDs, as summarized in Table 1. All commercial LED and laser devices across
the entire spectrum from infrared to ultraviolet are fabricated using the OMVPE
technique, using quantum wells to enhance performance. The quantum size effect
leads to increased photon energies. This allows materials with bandgaps in the IR
spectrum, such as GaAs and InP, to emit visible photons. In the commercially
important AlInGaP and AlInGaN alloys, the use of quantum wells allows the
desired color to be obtained while minimizing the amount of Al, a particularly
difficult element due to C and O contamination, in the active region. The use of
quantum wells also increases the radiative recombination rate and decreases the
rate of non-radiative recombination. Both effects enhance the conversion efficiency
of electrons into photons. The use of QDs yields even greater increases in LED
performance as well as the lowest threshold current densities for laser devices.
Current research is heavily directed to the use of QDs for increased performance of
LEDs and lasers in the green, yellow, and red regions of the spectrum, as well as
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white LEDs, using AlInGaN alloys. The use of quantum wires also appears
promising for such applications. Nanostructures on the surface have been dem-
onstrated to increase the efficiency of extraction of photons generated within the
LED. It is anticipated that future efforts to increase performance and decrease cost
will center on the increased use of nanostructures.
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Dielectric Physics Approach
for Improvement of Organic-Field Effect
Transistors Performance

Martin Weis and Mitsumasa Iwamoto

Abstract We present a brief review on charge transport in organic field-effect
transistors (OFETs), which is necessary to further design nanostructured devices.
Dielectric physics is used to explain charge transport of these organic devices in
the steady and transient states. We clearly show the influence of internal fields on
charge accumulation and transport, and propose models for potential distributions
across the OFET channel. Potential drop on the electrodes (the contact resistance)
is also discussed and its control is described. Improvement of OFET performance
is explained in terms of the design of device dimensions, materials and operation
regime.

1 Introduction

Semiconductor devices based on organic materials [1], such as thin film transistors
[2] and light emitting diodes [3], have attracted much research interest for their
promising applications in various fields. With the development of organic mate-
rials with high mobilities, a recent trend in the research on the OFET has been
concentrated on applied research, mostly focused on increasing carrier mobility
and many experimental approaches have been exerted. Among them are the
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development of modified surface gate insulators and the use of a single crystal
semiconductor layer [4, 5]. Along with these endeavors, basic research, such as
injection, accumulation and transfer mechanisms, is being utilized to improve
OFET performance. Even though there has been significant study, the device
physics of OFETs is not yet clear, in comparison with that of inorganic FET
structures. Various theoretical studies have been carried out to clarify the device
physics of OFETs [6–8], but attention was focused on transport phenomenon only.
Recently it has been shown that carriers injected from a source electrode dominate
OFET operation. However, owing to the ambiguities of energetics at the organic-
metal and organic–organic interfaces, device performance is not fully understood.
Therefore deep understanding of injection and transport processes is crucial for
further application of OFETs. It should be mentioned here that organic electronic
devices are promising candidates for steady-state application and also for high-
frequency devices. Therefore, improvement of device performance requires an
increase in output current (for a specific applied voltage) as well as reduced
response time. However, the successful design of organic device requires a suit-
able device model.

In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, organic materials have different
mechanical, optical and, to some extent, electrical properties. However, electronic
devices based on organic molecular materials exhibit similar behavior to inorganic
analogies; hence, the name organic semiconductor is used [1]. On the other hand,
the low charge- carrier mobilities reported by many research groups suggests
classification of these materials as dielectrics, i.e., materials in which the ther-
modynamic equilibrium is not established. The simplest structure used for
investigating material properties is represented by an organic semiconductor
sandwiched between two electrodes. For a low intrinsic mobility, it is usually
denoted as a metal–insulator–metal (MIM) structure. The OFET, which is most
common object of study, is a planar device ruled by injected excess charges
(Fig. 1a). Although OFET is well-studied in academic research, it is not widely
used and its application requires further improvement. It is necessary to note that
OFETs with alternative structures, like vertical OFETs [9] or organic static
induction transistor (OSIT) [10], have been proposed. Here, the OSIT is based on
the idea of the organic semiconductor film sandwiched between the source and
drain electrodes with the gate electrode in the middle of the film (Fig. 1b). The
gate electrode is usually a grid [11] or semitransparent (non-continuous) film [10]
of metal with blocking contact, which reduces the leakage current. Note that

(a) (b)Fig. 1 Simplified view of
organic electronic devices:
a OFET and b OSIT. The
arrows depict charge carrier
paths from the source to the
drain electrodes
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original idea of inorganic SIT lies in the regulation of slit width by controlling
depletion layer with applied gate voltage. However, this situation is doubtful for
organic SIT and development of new model is needed, as explained in Sect. 2.3.

Interestingly, for the various device structures reported, different models based
on different physical background are used for the same organic material [8]. The
MIM and OFET structures are discussed on the basis of insulators and semicon-
ductors, respectively. In addition, due to ill-defined differences, the designation
‘‘semi-insulators’’ was proposed. Moreover, the charge transport in the OSIT
device was not described clearly and suggested models [12] cannot explain
experimental results [13]. Hence, there is a need to find an alternative model that
can describe all the aforementioned structures.

2 Steady-State Current Flow

In the following discussion, the electrodes for injection and collection of the
charge are denoted as a source and drain, respectively. Even though these names
are commonly used for transistor devices only, they hold for the MIM structure,
too, and can provide us with a better understanding of the carrier transport
mechanism. In this study, the organic semiconductor is treated as a dielectric
material with negligible intrinsic carrier density and a single type of charge carrier
can be injected and transported (e.g., p-type conductivity). In addition, the carrier
mobility l and the dielectric constant e are assumed constant throughout the active
layer and internal field (e.g., due to dissimilar electrodes) is neglected. The current
density j through the device can be described in accordance to Ohm’s Law as

j ¼ enlE ð1Þ

where en, l, and E are charge density (e is elementary charge), free carrier
mobility and electric field, respectively. Hence, the aim of this discussion is the
proposal of an appropriate model, which can provide the charge density and
average electric field.

2.1 Metal–Insulator–Metal Structure

The current–voltage characteristics are common sources of information on charge
transport through MIM devices [14]. The analytical description of the charge
transport is usually based on the drift–diffusion equation solved for the Poisson
field [15]. However, the propagation of charges can also be solved along with the
equivalent electric circuit with distributed parameters. For analysis of the struc-
tures using circuit theory, we break the problem into small parts so that the circuit
element dimensions will be infinitesimal small. Thus, the parameters of equivalent
circuits spread throughout the line are expressed by distributed parameters
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(units per unit length). Here, the equivalent circuit stems from the Maxwell’s basic
idea that a current flowing through the active layer is given by sum of the con-
duction and displacement currents. Therefore, the resistor, R, and capacitor, C,
components of equivalent circuit represent these two contributions and they are
connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. 2.

On the other hand, these elements of the equivalent circuit stand for the
physical phenomenon: R and C illustrate the distribution of the electric field and
charge, respectively. In detail, for low voltages the constant electric field, i.e.,
linear potential profile through dx, is modeled by a constant resistor representing
potential drop across the distance, dx. Hence, the Maxwell relaxation time s = RC
for the region between injection (source) and charge collecting (drain) electrodes
represent the spreading of the charge:

s ¼
e

r
; ð2Þ

where e and r represent organic material’s dielectric constant and conductivity.
The relaxation time, s, is constant and is a material property. According to
Maxwell’s electromagnetic field theory, charge, Q, is accumulated at the interface
between two dielectric materials with different relaxation times when current with
density j flows across the two-material interface. In other words, the current
density induces an accumulation of the charge in accordance with the relation:

r � D ¼ r �
e

r
j ¼ Qs; ð3Þ

whereD represents electric flux density andQs is surface charge density (Qs = Q/S,
where S is area). Hence, in the modeling of a MIM device by a series of RC loops
illustrates a distribution of parameters appearing to be dependent upon charge
accumulation. However, although the model of MIM device consists of multiple
interfaces, their relaxation times are identical because of constant material

Fig. 2 Schematic view
of MIM device and its
equivalent circuit
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parameters, r and e. Thus, there is no charge stored in the device and the current
density in the low electric field region is:

j ¼ r
V

d
; ð4Þ

where V is the voltage applied on the device with film thickness d.
Subsequently, in the high electric field regime, the current follows the well-

known space-charge limited conditions (SCLC) [14]:

j ¼
9
8
el

V2

d3
: ð5Þ

This tendency has also been observed experimentally, which verifies the
dielectric approach for MIM devices. Equation 3 suggests that charge accumu-
lates steadily in the film while the voltage is applied, indicating the Maxwell
relaxation time given by Eq. 2 is spatially changing due to injected carriers that
contribute to carrier transport (see Sect. 3.1). Further noting that Eq. 2 also
accounts for charge trapping in MIM devices under the assumption that the
trapping time differs from the dielectric relaxation time of the active layer, e=r:
Thus, discussion based on the relaxation time can be carried out without the loss
of generality.

2.2 Organic-Field Effect Transistor Structure

In contrast to the MIM devices, where the charges are transported throughout the
bulk of the active layer, the charge transport across the channel in OFET devices is
limited to the active layer–gate insulator interface only [8, 16]. This charge
transport mechanism induces high-carrier density at the interface, which causes the
drain–source current saturation for higher drain–source voltages (Fig. 3). The
potential and charge distribution across the channel is simulated by another
equivalent circuit (Fig. 4). Here the current flows from the source to the drain
electrode through series-connected capacitors and resistors, per unit length.
Therefore Cdx and Rdx are the capacitance and resistance, respectively, across the
distance dx. Note that Rdx represents the conductivity of surface of active layer
and Cdx the gate insulator capacitance. In accordance with the model proposed for
the MIM device, the active layer capacitance Ca and gate insulator resistance Rg

are connected in parallel with the active layer resistance, Ra, and the gate
capacitance, Cg. However, for the OFET electrode setup, the drain–source
capacitance represented by Ca is negligible. In addition, we assume ideal gate
insulator (Rg ? ?). Thus Ca and Rg elements of electrical equivalent circuit are
neglected.

Application of the drain–source and gate–source voltage in accordance with
Eq. 2 induces charge accumulation on the active layer-gate insulator interface due
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to a discrepancy in relaxation times. Hence, the charge density, Qs (=en), is
described by the relation:

Qs ¼ CgVeff ¼ Cg Vgs �
1
2
Vds

� �

1�
s

sg

� �

; ð6Þ

where s and sg are relaxation times of active layer and gate insulator, respectively,
Cg is gate capacitance per unit of area and Veff is average potential voltage across
the channel. To approximate the linear potential profile through the channel
region, Veff ¼ Vgs � Vds

� �

x=L; where x varies from zero to L and Vgs and Vds are
gate–source and drain–source voltages, respectively. Even with the limitation of
this approximation for the saturated region [16], it is widely accepted. This
assumption leads to identical resistances per unit of length across the channel.
Note that although the relaxation times are again conserved, the charge Qs is
accumulated due to charge spreading on the interface, i.e., capacitors representing
the gate insulator capacitance are charged through the active layer. This charge
moves the electric field:

Eds ¼ �rVeff ¼
Vds

L
: ð7Þ

Fig. 3 The output
characteristics of pentacene
OFET [17] for various
gate–source voltages.
Open symbols represent
experimental data,
solid lines depict
calculation result of Eq. 8

Fig. 4 Schematic view
of OFET device and its
equivalent circuit
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In accordance with our previous work [16, 18] we substitute Eqs. 6 and 7 into
Eq. 1 to evaluate the drain–source current:

Ids ¼ WQslEds ¼ Cg
W

L
l Vgs �

1
2
Vds

� �

Vds: ð8Þ

Equation 8 has a form that is identical with already derived relations [8, 18],
and its fit with experimental data was reported [8, 19]. Note that Eq. 8 is derived
using assumption of an ideal gate insulator, sg � s.

It is interesting to compare OFETs with the MIM device characteristics. The
drain–source current for low drain–source voltages follows Ohm’s Law ðIds ¼
Cg W=Lð ÞlVgsVdsÞ; i.e., the linear region, which behaves similar to the MIM
device. In this voltage region, a continuous charge sheet in the channel region is
established. However, increasing the drain–source voltage over Vds �Vgs; i.e., the
saturated region, induces a limitation of the interface charge represented by the
pinch-off position, where V(x) = 0 V. This spatial limitation of accumulated
charges leads to a saturation of the drain–source current and follows the SCLC
model, with a dependence on the square of the applied voltage. Thus, the drain–
source current reaches a value of

Ids ¼ Cg
W

2L
lV2

gs ð9Þ

and is no longer dependent on the drain–source voltage. This is shown in an
experiment (see Fig. 3), where the drain–source current is linearly proportional to
the drain–source voltage at first and then, at higher applied voltages, saturates (but
its value depends on the gate–source voltage). Equation 8 is suitable for modeling
the device behavior (see solid lines in Fig. 3) and carrier mobility evaluation from
experimental data.

In addition, although the charge transport in both OFET and MIM devices is
described by Ohm’s Law and SCLC, the charge in the OFET is transported along
the active layer-gate insulator interface only. Hence, the charge transport mech-
anism is the interface charge propagation, charging of the interface due to dif-
ference in relaxation times of the active layer and gate insulator.

2.2.1 Deviation from Linear Potential Profile

As it was already mentioned in the above discussion that all common models since
Shockley’s famous gradual channel approximation [20] assume a linear potential
profile across the channel region. However, there still remain questions on limits of
this model and how to explain the nonlinear behavior. Electric fields across the
OFET channel are crucial for device design; thus, various experimental techniques
have been developed to map electric fields and potential. Interestingly, a nonlinear
potential (non-constant electric field) has been reported [16, 21], as depicted in
Fig. 5a. Here, the optical second-harmonic generation experiment is used to
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directly visualize electric field of pentacene OFET in the saturated region
Vds ¼ Vgs

� �

:

Solving the Poisson equation is difficult if charge carriers are injected to the
material. The origin of the electric field intensity distribution is influenced by
various factors, such as conductive carriers, accumulated charge layer, and trapped
carriers. As a result, the total electric field represents the sum of the space–charge
field of conduction (mobile) carriers and the accumulated charge layer, Em xð Þ þ
Ea xð Þ: If the contribution of accumulated and trapped charges is small, its influ-
ence on the conduction carriers can be neglected and solved independently.

Again, we can apply the concept of transmission line approximation (TLA)
with distributed parameters. Here the current flows from the source to the drain
electrode through series-connected circuit elements. Like before, Cdx and Rdx are
capacitance and resistance, respectively (Fig. 6). The capacitance per unit of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 a Electric field
intensity obtained from the
second-harmonic generation
experiment (Manaka) and
b re-plotted experiment in
log10-log10 scale. The grey
regions represent source and
drain electrode positions
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length represents the gate insulator capacitance (C ¼ e0erW=dg; where W is the
channel width and dg is the gate insulator thickness). For the resistance, its reci-
procal value, the conductance, G, can be used as follows:

R�1 ¼ G ¼ enl dx ¼ CVðx; tÞl; ð10Þ

where V(x, t) is the local potential, en = CV(x, t). The decrease of current in the
channel region due to the charging of capacitors (i.e., the creation of an accumu-
lation layer on the active layer-gate insulator interface) can be written in the form:

�oI ¼
oq

ot
ox;

�
oI

ox
¼ C

oVðx; tÞ

ot
;

ð11Þ

where q is charge density (qQ = qqx). Simultaneously, the current flowing
through the resistor decreases the potential as follows:

�oVðx; tÞ ¼ �Iðx; tÞRox;

oVðx; tÞ

ox
¼ �Iðx; tÞR;

ð12Þ

which represent the potential (carrier) propagation along the conductive channel.
The current I(x, t) can be expressed in its usual way as

Iðx; tÞ ¼ enlEðLWÞ ¼ �CVðx; tÞl
oVðx; tÞ

ox
; ð13Þ

where LW is channel area. Substitution of Eqs. 11 and 12 into Eq. 13 gives us

o

ox
Vðx; tÞl

oVðx; tÞ

ox

� �

¼
oVðx; tÞ

ot
ð14Þ

for a gate capacitance independent of time and position in the channel. Here, the
initial and boundary conditions are as follows: V 0; tð Þ ¼ V0;V L; tð Þ ¼ 0;V x; 0ð Þ ¼
0; which represent the applied voltage on the source and drain electrodes, and the
empty channel. Because this solves for the charge propagation in the channel
region, the boundary conditions of Eq. 14 represent the transport limited condi-
tions, i.e., smooth injection with small charge carrier injection barrier. In more
detail, our model does not have an element, such as diode, that represents the
carrier injection process, indicating the carrier behavior after injection. In this

Fig. 6 Detail view of
equivalent circuit part, where
after local potential V(x,t) and
current I(x,t) are denoted
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sense, V(0, t) really means V(0+, t) and V(L, t) similarly means V(L-, t), where +
and - represent the position of electrode just inside the active-organic layer.
Hence, it is necessary to note that voltage below the source electrode is equal to
the applied drain–source voltage reduced by the potential drop, V0 = Vds-Vdrop.
Here the potential drop represents the potential difference between the source
electrode and the organic semiconductor. Moreover, the potential drops illustrate
the decrease in potential due to contact resistance caused by the carrier injection
process from the electrode (x = 0-) to the active-organic layer (x = 0+). There-
fore, Vdrop represents the effect of carrier injection and can be included in our
model. On the other hand, Eq. 14 is the continuity equation describing charge
carrier propagation if no diffusion is present. Therefore, Eq. 14 for steady state
reaches a trivial solution for a potential V(x) and the electric field intensity E xð Þ
ð¼ �rVÞ: V(x) and E(x) can be expressed as:

VðxÞ ¼ V0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1�
x

L

r

; ð15Þ

EðxÞ ¼
V0

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LðL� xÞ
p ð16Þ

where V0 is the potential below the source electrode. Distribution of the electric
field is illustrated in Fig. 5a; the theoretical results are compared with experimental
data. Figure 5b shows the decay of the electric field intensity near the drain elec-
trode. A linear curve fitting shows a slope of 0.5, which indicates the field generated
by conduction carriers is as described by Eq. 16. If a constant field is built across
the source and drain when a steady-state current flows, then E(0+) should equal -
V0/L. However, according to Eq. 16, E(0+) = -V0/2L. This deviation suggests a
space-charge effect caused by mobile charges in the three-electrode system.

Note that in comparison to the common SCLC electric field distribution [14],
here the electric field does not vanish on the injection electrode. The reason is the
propagation of mobile carriers under the aforementioned boundary conditions in
the calculation, and the effect of accumulated charge is discarded, that is, Ea(x) is
neglected. Accumulated charge will give rise to a space–charge field, i.e., Ea(x),
that effectively decreases the electric field at the injection electrode and regulates
the carrier injection process. Actually, as depicted in Fig. 5a, the electric field
intensity is low around the injection electrode. Moreover, the field on the source
electrode vanishes in the limit of channel length (L ? ?); hence this model
describes the influence of finite channel size in OFET.

2.3 Organic Static Induced Transistor Structure

For the OSIT devices, depending on the choice of organic semiconductor material,
two different behaviors of output characteristics are reported. Generally, a diode-
like tendency without presence of saturation is observed, as illustrated in Fig. 7a.
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However, for some materials, OFET-like behavior with saturated current, as
depicted in Fig. 7b, is typical. This discrepancy forces us to study the charge
transfer mechanism in OSIT. Surprisingly, the principle of OSIT has not been
discussed in detail. The theory originally proposed for inorganic SIT devices [22]
is based on electrostatics and semiconductor physics, and a similar approach is
discussed for OSITs [12]. Nevertheless, this approach cannot easily explain the
experimental observations for different materials. This leads us to study the charge
transport phenomenon in OSIT and the origin of different behaviors dependent
upon the active layer material.

In accordance with our analysis, we suggest an equivalent electrical circuit
depicted in Fig. 8. Here, the OSIT problem is divided into areas between (i) source
and gate (ii) gate and source and (iii) the region close to the gate electrode (Fig. 8).
Again, in the low electric field region, the constant electric field is modeled by a
resistor representing the potential drop over the distance, dx, where x varies from
zero to d/2 (d is the source-drain separation distance). Hence, the Maxwell

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 The output
characteristics of an OSIT
device with active layer of
a phthalocynaine and
b BCQBT, adapted from
[23] and [13]. Open symbols
represent experimental data
and solid lines depict the
results of Eqs. 4, 5 and 19
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relaxation time for the region between the source (drain) and gate electrodes again
depicts the spreading of the charge in active layer. The relaxation time is constant
and a material parameter; the relaxation times R1C1 ¼ � � � ¼ RnCn ¼ RC are
independent on device geometry.

The gate electrode is also modeled by its resistance and capacitance. Here, the
resistance, Rg, illustrates the leakage current (Rg & Vgs/Igs) and its capacitance,
Cg, describes the accumulated charge on gate electrode. In other words, the
parameters Rg and Cg depend on the electrical and geometric properties of the gate
electrode; these parameters depend on the electrode type, e.g., grid or semitrans-
parent electrode, blocking contact, etc,. In contrast to the OFET device, here the
absence of gate insulator leads to a finite value of Rg.

Here, we again meet a relaxation time, sg ¼ RgCg; representing the charging of
the gate electrode region. Hence, in accordance with the solution of the Maxwell
equations for the interface of two dielectrics, the charge is stored in the capacitor
Cg only for unequal relaxation times, s 6¼ sg: Therefore, the following discussion is
divided into two parts with respect to relaxation times.

First we discuss the case of similar relaxation times. As already mentioned, no
charge is accumulated close to the gate electrode if s � sg: Hence, the OSIT is
simplified to the MIM structure, where the gate electrode changes the effective
applied potential V 0

ds. In other words, the charge transport is driven by the drift of
the carriers in the source–gate field, Egs ¼ Vgs= d=2ð Þ; and afterward in the gate–
drain field, Edg ¼ Vds � Vgs

� �

= d=2ð Þ (here the drain–gate voltage is evaluated as
Vdg ¼ Vds � Vgs). Hence, the drain–source current density, jds, is expected to
follow Eqs. 4 and 5, but using of effective applied potential V 0

ds instead of
V. Interestingly, this ohmic and SCLC behavior is recorded in experimental data,
as illustrated in Fig. 5a by solid lines. Here we again see ohmic conductivity
(j � V) in the low electric field region, Vds\ 1 V, with a SCLC behavior (j � V2)
in the high electric field region.

Now, we will discuss the case of dissimilar relaxation times. A discrepancy in
the relaxation times of the organic semiconductor film, s, and the gate electrode

Fig. 8 Schematic view
of OSIT device and its
equivalent circuit
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region, sg, causes accumulation of charge close to the gate electrode. The amount
of accumulated interface charge can be estimated by the MW model:

Qs ¼
GgG

Gg þ G
¼ V 0

dsðs� sgÞ

¼ ðCgVg � C1V1Þ þ ðCgVg � C2V2Þ;

ð17Þ

where G = 1/R and Gg = 1/Rg are the conductivities of the active layer and gate
electrode, respectively, and V1, …, Vn and Vg are the potential drops throughout
the resistive elements of the equivalent circuit (R1, …, RN and Rg) (see Fig. 8).
Assuming a low leakage current (Rg � R), we neglect the potential drop across
the active layer (i.e., Vg & Vgs) and the accumulated charge is approximately
given by the relation:

Qs � 2Cg Vgs �
1
2
V 0
ds

� �

; ð18Þ

where we assumed the middle position of the gate electrode, Vs = Vds/2, and
effective drain–source voltage V 0

ds which includes geometry effect, V
0

ds ¼

C=Cg

� �

Vds:

Therefore, the gate electrode separating two conductive organic films limits the
amount of transported charge. This phenomenon represents interface-limited
current. As already discussed above, we estimate the drain–source current as:

jds ¼ QslEds ¼ Cg
2
L

Vgs �
1
2
V 0
ds

� �

Vds: ð19Þ

In a high drain–source, we again see saturation of the drain–source current to a
value of

jds ¼ Cg
1
L
V2
gs: ð20Þ

Surprisingly, we derived a relation almost identical with relations describing
OFET behavior. The drain–source current increases with applied drain–source
voltage and saturates at Vds = Vgs. This result corresponds to experimental
records (Fig. 7b), where saturation of the drain–source current is observed for
higher drain–source voltages. Again, Eq. 12 is suitable for the modeling of
device behavior (the solid lines in Fig. 7b) and the carrier mobility can be
extracted.

Moreover, due to the interface charge limitation, it is expected that a drain–
source current is much smaller than in case of similar relaxation constants for the
case of s � sg. This is also observable in Fig. 5, where the interface-limited
current is two orders smaller than the drift current. However, a detailed dis-
cussion of the origin of the ‘‘bottleneck’’, the charge transport limitation, is
beyond the scope of this model and strongly depends on the OSIT gate electrode
preparation.
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3 Charge Propagation in the Transient State

Carrier transport through the OFET as a transient phenomenon has only received
attention recently [24]. The difficulty came mostly from experimental problems as
well as a focus on the steady-state only. However, recently there has been research
focused on the time-of-flight (TOF) method or time-resolved microscopy second-
harmonic generation (TRM-SHG) technique applied to the OFET structures
[24–26] and the transit time, ttr, was obtained. Hence, as a first approximation,
TOF analysis adapted from MIM structures was used. However, for the three-
electrode system of the OFET, the charge carrier propagation can differ due to the
space-charge field.

Therefore, in the following discussion, two physical models of charge carrier
transport are presented and discussed separately: the MW model and the TLA. The
MW model is well-known for its physical explanation of charge accumulation at
the interface and relies on the electrical properties of materials. On the other hand,
the TLA is common for signal propagation analysis and relies on equivalent
circuits. Both models are used to explain the charge propagation in two- and three-
electrodes systems represented by MIM and OFET structures. We show that both
models approach to the same result. In other words, the TLA can model the charge
propagation across the channel even though the conductivity distribution changes
with time. A comparison of the models points out advantages as well as limitations
of both evaluations.

3.1 The Maxwell–Wagner Model

Two macroscopic physical parameters characterize the organic materials used in
MIM and OFET devices. These are the dielectric constant, e, and conductivity,
r. The ratio e/r gives a relaxation time and represents the spreading time of the
excess charge carriers in the materials. That is, a steady-state charge distribution is
established after an elapsed time of around s = e/r. Note that conductivity is
proportional to the carrier density n0 and is given by r = en0l. The carrier density
is generally the intrinsic carrier density of materials at thermodynamic equilib-
rium. According to electromagnetic field theory, the total current flowing across
the organic materials is the sum of the conduction current and the displacement
current. The densities of the conduction current and displacement current are given
by eE and qD/qt with D = eE (D is the electric flux density), respectively.

3.1.1 The MIM Device

For the MIM structures, when the injected carrier density, n, is low but is con-
tinuously supplied from the electrodes and the space–charge field caused by the
injected carriers is negligible in comparison to the applied external electric field
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(linear potential through the insulator), E and rE are replaced by r V/L and e V/L,
respectively. Here, L is the thickness of the insulator. This means that the MIM
structure is represented merely as a parallel electrode system, R = L/rS and
C = eS/L, in carrier transport of injected carriers. We find a relationship between
the time constant of the equivalent circuit, RC, and the relaxation time of the
insulator e/r, as RC = e/r. That is, the time constant is free from the geometry of
electrode configuration and is given only by the material parameters, r and e. From
the equivalent circuit consideration, we find the equivalent circuit is converted into
N series-connected parallel RC circuits, as illustrated in Fig. 2, suggesting the
potential drop across each resistance R/N and charging of each capacitance NC
must be the same, i.e., there is no charge accumulation at the connection point
between segments. According to the Maxwell–Wagner effect, charge accumula-
tion happens at the interface between two materials with different relaxation times.
Hence, in an insulator represented by constant material parameters, e and r, there
is no charge accumulation over the whole region and carriers are supplied from
one electrode and are conveyed to the counter electrode across the insulator. This
is actually consistent with the result of the N-series RC circuit model. The transit
time of carriers across the MIM structure is given by

ttr ¼
L

lE
¼

L2

lV
; ð21Þ

and a steady-state current flows at t = ttr after applying a step voltage, V, at t = 0
[14]. Obviously, we may consider this transit time gives a charge spreading time
e/r = e/enl, where n is the average carrier density of the insulator caused by
injected carriers and intrinsic carriers, n0. Therefore we obtain the relation
en = (eV/L)/L, representing a constant carrier distribution in the MIM after time, ttr.
In other words, the carrier density of the dielectric changes from n0 to n at t = ttr.

This discussion easily extends to the case where carriers transport across
I series-connected RC segments (i\N), i.e., from electrode to the ith connection
point in the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2. In that situation, the time required
for carriers crossing the i segments is given by

t0tr ¼
L

0

lE
¼

L
02

lV 0 ;

with L
0

¼
i

N
L

and V
0

¼
i

N
V:

; ð22Þ

Since the charge spreading into i segments should be the same as e/r = e/enl,
we obtain en =(eV0/L0)/L0. That is, the carrier density of the insulator changes from
n0 to n, along with the evolution of the region of injected carriers in the presence of
the electric field, E.

Therefore we may conclude that charge transport can be simply described by
the drift of carriers in the average electric field, satisfying the time dependence
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along the direction of the electric field. This is a sketch of carrier propagation for
the case of a MIM device with two electrodes and by using TOF we can estimate
carrier motion indirectly.

3.1.2 The OFET Device

The situation is quite different in the case of the OFET, a three-electrode system.
As described above, at the interface between two materials with different relax-
ation times, charge is accumulated at the interface (the Maxwell–Wagner effect).
This situation happens at the active-organic layer-gate insulator interface. The
relaxation time of the gate insulator material is longer than that of the active layer,
sg[ s. Therefore, charge is accumulated at the interface in a manner similar to
trapped charges while a current flows and this situation is quite different from that
of MIM, suggesting that carrier motion must be described using a model that
considers interface charge accumulation.

In more detail, for the OFETs, carriers are injected from the source electrode in
a manner similar to the case of the MIM structures, but they flow along the gate
insulator-active layer interface in the direction from the source to the drain elec-
trode, accompanying the interface charge accumulation caused by the MW effect.
The amount of charge accumulated at the interface is regulated by the gate voltage
and is given by

Qs ¼ Cg Vgs �
1
2
Vds

� �

; ð23Þ

where in the limit linear potential is built along the interface by the spreading of
accumulated charge along the organic semiconductor-gate insulator interface.
Here, Cg and Vgs are the gate insulator capacitance per unit area and the gate–
source voltage, respectively. The carrier density at the active layer-gate insulator
interface changes from n0 to n, caused by Qs. Therefore, similar to the case of
the MIM structure, we can estimate the spreading time of the charge carrier at the
interface. Since the carrier density is given by en = Cg(Vgs-Vds/2)/h (h is the
channel thickness), the conductance along the interface is given by

G ¼ enlWh=L: ð24Þ

On the other hand, charge accumulation is regulated by the potential across gate
insulator as described by Eq. 23, the capacitance along the channel is given by

C ¼ CgWL: ð25Þ

Hence, the response time is given as C/G and represents a carrier transit time,
ttr across the interface from the source to drain. That is,

ttr ¼
L2

l Vgs � 1
2Vds

� � : ð26Þ
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We should note that the ttr is also valid for the case when Vds = 0 V and
represents the charge accumulation condition at the interface only. Hence, it is
reasonable to say that the interface charge propagation process regulates the transit
time of OFETs. Furthermore, we should note that in the derivation of Eq. 23, we
did not assume |Vgs| � |Vds|/2, as in the most simple case, but the above dis-
cussion can be simplified without loss of the underlying physics [18]. In addition,
although this analysis is based on a commonly-used steady-state potential distri-
bution across the channel, it can be extended to the time-dependent accumulation
of charges at the interface.

It is instructive to note that this situation can be modeled using the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 4, where the resistance corresponds to the conductance, G,
along the channel and the capacitance represents the capacitance, C, of Eq. 25.
There, the potential distribution along the channel is considered and the equivalent
circuit is extended to a ladder model. The transmission line model is based on this
equivalent circuit, as will be discussed in following section. Furthermore, we note
that in derivation of Eq. 21, we assumed the carrier injection to the interface is
only from the source electrode, but ttr should be reduced in case when carrier
injection is also allowed from the drain. For instance, ttr should be half of the ttr in
Eq. 21 when Vds = 0 V instead of Vds = Vgs and we use similar electrodes as the
source and drain.

3.2 Transmission Line Approximation

3.2.1 The MIM Device

The TOF method was originally designed for metal–semiconductor–metal (MIM)
structures [27–29], where the carrier transport in the two-electrode system can be
described as a one-dimensional problem (see Fig. 2a). Interestingly, the propa-
gation of charges can also be solved using an equivalent circuit with distributed
parameters. The equivalent circuit stems from Maxwell’s basic idea that a current
flowing inside a material is given by the sum of conduction and displacement
currents. R and C represent these two contributions, respectively. On the other
hand, these elements stand for physical phenomenon: a network of R’s and C’s
illustrates the distributions of electric field and charge. In detail, a constant electric
field (i.e., a linear potential through the semiconductor part of the MIM structure)
is modeled by equal resistors representing a potential drop per distance, dx. In this
model, the charge propagates from one electrode with area, S, to the opposite
electrode situated a distance, d, through the resistors and the charge carrier dis-
tribution is depicted by the capacitors, C. Here, it is assumed that there is no
electric field inside a metal electrode (Cmetal = 0) and there is negligible metal
resistance compared to semiconductor (Rmetal = 0). Hence, if e and n are the
elementary charge and carrier density, respectively, the distributed conductance r
can be estimated from the current density as follows:
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j ¼ enlE ¼
CV

d
l
V

d
ð27Þ

and by the differentiation of the current density with respect to E, defined as
r = qj/qE. Subsequently, the distributed resistance R = d/(Sr) also extracted:

R ¼
d2

CSlV
: ð28Þ

Although excess mobile charges are injected into the device, in this evaluation
it is assumed that the effect of a space–charge field is negligible. That is why we
derive the r using en E, not the last term of Eq. 27. Thus, the electric field across
the MIM structure is constant, E = V/d. If a voltage pulse with an amplitude, V, is
applied to the electrodes, the transit time, which is represented by the relaxation
time of the semiconductor in the MIM structure, can be simply estimated by the
relation ttr = RC and therefore:

ttr ¼
1
l

L2

V
: ð29Þ

Note that here the product of RC represents the relaxation of the injected car-
riers, and ttr ¼ RC with R ¼ RRi and C ¼ RCi (and Ri ¼ Rj;Ci ¼ Cj for all i, j)
represents the carrier transport time across all RC segments illustrated in Fig. 2. In
limit of infinitesimally small elements, the sum is replaced by the integration with
identical results. As such, the transit time of Eq. 29 expresses the situation where
the charge carriers are conveyed through a series of RC segments in the whole MIM
structure. This is described by the transit time’s dependence on the voltage and the
film thickness. Since there is no difference between the relaxation times of RC
loops, no excess charge (like trapped charge) is stored between the segments. In
more detail, the R of Eq. 28 is defined considering injected mobile carriers. This
means that all charge carriers are transported across the MIM structure, even though
they contribute to the space-charge field formation. The presented model with
distributed parameters describes this situation, and accounts for no charge accu-
mulation corresponding to charge trapping in the insulator layer in the MIM
structure [18]. Therefore, the charge transport can simply be described by the drift
of carriers in the average electric field. Furthermore, Eq. 29 suggests that the car-
riers will propagate with the square root of time in a drift field along the direction of
the electric field intensity. In summary, we conclude that the transit time is
dependent on the geometric parameter as well as the applied voltage. In the fol-
lowing text, we discuss the case of the OFET structures and derive the transit time.

It is instructive to note that in the state of the thermodynamic equilibrium, the
dielectric relaxation time, defined by RC, is a material parameter defined by e/r,
where e and r are the dielectric constant and conductivity, respectively. The
dielectric relaxation time becomes independent of the geometric parameter as well
as the applied voltage. Here, r is proportional to the product of carrier density in
equilibrium state (n = n0) and mobility, l. We should note that n0 is different from
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that defined in Eq. 27 due to the presence of injected carriers, n = CV/d. Hence,
the value of RC for MIM structures and OFETs should be the same.

3.2.2 The OFET Device

The electric field propagation along the channel in an OFET (Fig. 4) was recently
modeled by the TLA [16]. The TLA is based on solving the equivalent circuit
consisting of infinitesimally small resistors and capacitors connected in series as a
ladder. In this model, charges propagate through the channel at the semiconductor-
gate insulator interface. Therefore, again, the resistance and capacitance are related
to the distributions of the electric field and accumulated charge ðq xð Þ ¼
CoV xð ÞdxÞ: In other words, the successive charging of the capacitors represents
the migration of charge carriers and resistors describe the potential drop across the
channel. Note that in the presented model of the three-electrode system (OFET
structure), we do not assume the influence of injection properties, i.e., the potential
drop due to an injection barrier, which causes insufficient charge accumulation.
Also, the displacement current between the source and drain electrodes is assumed
negligible by taking into account the electrode size and separation used in this
experiment. In summary, with consideration of the device parameters, the parallel
segmental capacitance, found in the equivalent circuit for the MIM structure and
employed to express carrier transport as displacement current, is discarded in the
equivalent circuit for the OFET channel. Furthermore, since the conductivity of
the gate insulator of our OFET device is extremely low, the parallel resistance
element to express the carrier transport across the gate insulator is omitted from
the equivalent circuit.

In the following text, analogous to the analysis of the MIM structure, the charge
transport can again be solved by the relaxation times of the RC loops with dis-
tributed parameters, after calculating R in the manner we derived (Eq. 28). In the
linear region (the drain–source voltage is smaller than the gate–source voltage,
Vdsj j � Vgs

�

�

�

�), the constant electric field condition should be satisfied and all
resistors of the equivalent circuit have identical values. Therefore, the transit time
can be written as a product of the channel resistance, Rch, and capacitance, Cch,
i.e., ttr ¼ RchCch: The drain–source current Ids can be expressed [8, 30] as Eq. 8.
However, in contrast to the small signal analysis, here we apply a large signal that
propagates across the channel. In other words, charges carry the electric field and
therefore the voltage drop varies with charge carrier (i.e., potential) distribution.
Therefore, the channel resistance is not constant anymore and depends on time and
position, i.e., Rch = Rch(x, t). For a linear approximation of the potential distri-
bution between the source electrode edge (x = 0) and the charge carrier sheet edge
in the channel region (x = x*) is derived:

Rch ¼
Vds

Ids
¼

x�

CgWlðVgs � 1
2VdsÞ

: ð30Þ
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The channel capacitance follows:

Cch ¼ CgWL: ð31Þ

Therefore, the transit time can be written as a product of Eqs. 29 and 30 in the
form:

ttr ¼
1
L

Z

L

0

RchCchdx
� ¼

1
2l

L2

Vgs � 1
2Vds

: ð32Þ

It is interesting to note that an identical result from the definition of group
velocity can be also obtained:

vg ¼
dx
dt

¼ lE: ð33Þ

Here, we assume a linear potential profile, E ¼ V
0
=x�ðfor x	 x�Þ or

E ¼ 0 for x[ x�ð Þ; with an effective voltage, V0. Trivial integration of Eq. 33 for
x[(0,L) and t[(0,ttr) provide us with a simple relation:

ttr ¼
1
2l

L2

V 0
: ð34Þ

Note that the MWmodel and TLA give identical result for the MIM structure (see
Eqs. 21 and 29). On the other hand, the transit time estimated byMWmodel (Eq. 26)
and TLA (Eq. 32) differs by factor 1/2. This deviation has its origin in time-
dependent conductivity, which reflects the changes of the electric field during the
charge propagation. In addition, this confirms the trivial analysis of the transit time,
Eq. 34.

Also, it should be pointed out that the electric propagation field is transient in an
OFET. In contrast to the MIM case, where the electric field was conserved during
the charge propagation, here the field depends on the position of the carrier sheet
front edge (E = V0/x* (for x B x*)). Hence, the electric field evolves in time with
respect to the charge location. This is clearly illustrated in the electric field
visualization prepared by the TRM-SHG technique [31, 32] (Fig. 9a). The electric
field obtained from the TLA model presented for comparison (Fig. 9b).

As mentioned above, we reached the same conclusion starting from the MW
and TLA models. One of the important findings from these two approaches is that
the transit time, defined by Eqs. 25 and 30, is valid even when Vds = 0. This
suggests that interface charge propagation regulates transient carrier transport in
the OFET channel. In the following discussion, we show such a situation by
visualizing the transient electric field.

Figure 10a shows a typical transient electric field imaging at various delay
times under Vgs = Vds = -100 V. With an increasing delay time, the electric field
moves from the source to the drain electrode and represents the edge of the carrier
sheet [26]. Here, it should be noted that the electric field edge position versus the
measured time on a log10 - log10 scale reveals a time dependence proportional to
the square root of time (a linear fit with slope of 0.47).
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Note that the carriers are predicted to migrate through the device proportionally
to the square root of time (x � t1/2). This result is in accordance with the exper-
imental data shown in Fig. 10. However, our calculation also has other important
consequences: (i) the charge is propagating through the OFET channel not only
due to an electric field between source and drain electrodes, but also because of an
interface charging phenomenon, and (ii) the charge is redistributing and accu-
mulating within the channel even when no drain–source voltage is applied. In
detail, in the three-electrode system, we found a different mechanism for carrier
transport. In contrast to the two-electrode system represented by the MIM struc-
ture, where the transport mechanism is limited by charge carrier drift in the electric
field, in the three-electrode system the charge is transported due to the propagation
of interface charges (i.e., propagation of the accumulated charge layer). In other
words, in the MIM structure with a single layer of dielectric material (organic
semiconductor), carriers are transported directly in the direction of the electric
field. On the other hand, in the OFET structure, a two-layer system (organic
semiconductor and gate insulator), charge transport is due to the charging of the
semiconductor-gate insulator interface and carrier motion is nearly perpendicular
to the external gate field [26]. Note that the motive force, which conveys carriers
within the channel, is due to the local electric field generated by injected excess
charges. The lateral component of local electric of the excess charges causes a

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Time evolution of the transient electric field propagation across the OFET channel for
three different delay times, t, after application of voltage pulse (Vgs = Vds): a TRM-SHG
experiment [32] and b ideal theoretical case
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redistribution and migration within the channel toward the steady-state condition.
Additionally, interface charging, which is very similar to carrier trapping but
originally caused by the MW effect between the semiconductor and gate insulator
layers [18], is a characteristic phenomenon originating in the OFET system.
Although carrier migration through both configurations (i.e., Vds = Vgs or
Vds = 0 V) follows the square root of time law the physical reason is different.
This conclusion is in accordance with the electric field visualization experiment,
the electric field of the injected carriers migrates when the source and drain
electrodes have the same potential (are electrically shorted, i.e., Vds = 0 V), see
Fig. 10b. The electric field records also show that the charge migration starts out
symmetrically from either electrode toward the channel center due to the absence
of a directional drift force between source and drain. As observed from Fig. 10,
carriers migrate from both source and drain electrodes similarly. Moreover,
analysis of the carrier sheet migration again shows a proportionality to the square
root of time. Here we must point out that, although no drift field between source
and drain electrode is established, carrier propagation is not related to the diffusion

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Time evolution of
the transient electric field
propagation in the pentacene
OFET channel for different
delay times t after application
of voltage pulse of Vgs =

-100 V and a Vds = Vgs and
b Vds = 0 V
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process, which is significantly slower in organic semiconductors. Intriguingly, this
experimental study is in agreement with the proposed carrier transport based on
interface charging, whereas the carrier drift approach contradicts this result.

Additionally, we can discuss the relation with the Maxwell–Wagner (MW)
model. Recently, the MW model was used to evaluate the pentacene-gate insulator
interface under the source electrode [33, 34]. In the MW model, contact resistance
has been treated by a relation for charge transport similar to Eq. 32. However, the
meaning is different; the MW model describes the steady-state and is based on the
presence of an interface charge caused by an electric field across the interface and
a difference in relaxation times, whereas the TLA model explains charge propa-
gation in the channel region and does not require contact resistance.

Note that a model for pentacene film with distributed R and C elements
(see Fig. 4), a simple resistance R can be used instead. However, in this case the
relaxation times of all repeat units (RC loops) are identical; thus, no charge is
accumulated in the pentacene film, unlike the case of the MIM device. Never-
theless, the charge is accumulated at the pentacene-gate insulator interface due to
the MW effect and this interface charging is in conjunction with charge transport.
Therefore, the proposed TLA model describes a more realistic situation in com-
parison with the standard steady-state MW model, where at first charge is accu-
mulated according to the MW effect and transported thereafter. However, we must
point out that also the MW model can be extended to the case of time-dependent
fields with the same result as TLA because the MW effect always causes charge
accumulation at the interface between two different materials with unequal
relaxation times, without a time dependence on the fields. Curiously, the transit
time through the OFET device is also the relaxation time of the investigated
device. In other words, the charging of the OFET represents how charge is
transported in a three-electrode system.

4 How can we Improve Device Performance?

As discussed above, application of organic electronics devices requires various
device properties, like thermal and temporal stability, low-cost fabrication, high
output current and fast response. Even though material research and chemical
engineering can provide cheap and stable organic semiconductors, device design
requires understanding of underlying physics. Following discussion concludes
consequences of device models and suggests road map for device improvement.

4.1 Charge Accumulation

The above analysis of an OFET based on the MW model pointed out impor-
tance of the charge accumulated at the organic semiconductor-gate insulator
interface. It was shown that amount of accumulated charge is proportional to
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the drain–source current. Hence, the main aim of various new device designs is
increasing the accumulated charge, Qs. Although the most common case is the
enlargement of the gate insulator capacitance, it is not only opportunity for
improvement. To recapitulate the possible ways, we follow a modified Eq. 6 as
follows:

Qs ¼ CgVeff ¼ Cg Vgs þ Vdip �
1
2
Vds

� �

1�
s

sg

� �

; ð35Þ

where Vdip is potential change due to internal fields. As a result we find three
different methods to increase the accumulated charge:

1. Gate insulator capacitance,
2. Internal fields, and
3. Relaxation times.

In detail, the first way is based on increasing the gate insulator capacitance
(Cg = e0er/dg) by changing its dielectric constant (er) or reducing the insulating
film thickness (dg). The second way of improvement employs modification of
the internal fields. This usually involves modification of gate insulator by self-
assembled layers with electrostatic dipoles [35, 36], or gate insulator films with
dipoles [37]. Note that the internal field has other contributions, e.g., trapping
charges; thus, the total internal field is created by the superposition of all
components. Interestingly, the latest way for raising accumulated charge
includes the organic semiconductor properties. In other words, appropriate
selection of organic semiconductor dielectric constant and conductivity with
respect to the gate insulator leads to a higher accumulation of charge at the
interface.

4.2 Charge Transport

After the charges accumulate at the organic semiconductor–gate insulator inter-
face, charge transport becomes crucial for device performance. Note that this is
true not only for the current’s magnitude, but also for the response time, repre-
sented by the transit time. Recently, improvements of organic semiconductor
mobility have achieved a level comparable to that of amorphous silicon and have
brought the OFET closer to commercial applications. However, there are still other
ways to reduce of the transit time. It is instructive to note that the transit time has a
direct impact on the drain–source current:

Ids ¼

Z

Vds

0

Cch

ttr
dV ¼ Cg

W

L
l Vgs �

1
2
Vds

� �

Vds: ð36Þ
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That is, the total charge accumulated in the channel region is transported in time
ttr, i.e., Ids = Qs/ttr. Therefore, improvement of the charge transport stands for a
reduction of the transit time. In accordance with the above models, the transit time
is influenced by:

1. Carrier mobility,
2. Channel length, and
3. Applied voltage.

The carrier mobility is a material parameter that depends on the organic
semiconductor and the preparation technique. Note that although it is microscopic
parameter related to charge transport on the molecular level, the macroscopic
measurements estimate the effective value, which includes additional effects like
traps and potential drops. Thus, the rise of carrier mobility depends mostly on the
progress of material science and engineering.

More interesting is reduction of the channel length. The quadratic dependence
of the transit time on the channel length gives us a powerful tool to reduce the
response time and increase the current. This inspired researchers to design the
vertical channel OFET [9] and OSIT devices. However, reducing the channel
length decreases the amount of accumulated charge and the space-charge field. In
other words, in the case of OSIT, the gate electrode capacitance becomes smaller
than the capacitance of the source and drain electrodes. As a result the OSIT
device losses its transistor behavior. Thus, the channel length reduction is limited
by the preparation techniques available and the vanishing space–charge field [23].

4.3 Contact Resistance

Improvement of the carrier transport in OFETs revealed another bottleneck: charge
injection. This barrier is expressed by the contact resistance, Rc, and in OFETs, it
is a serious problem for practical applications [38]. The contact resistance has
many origins, such as the non-uniformity of organic semiconductors, the presence
of dipole layers at the metal-organic interface, electrode resistance and the inter-
facial energy states [39, 40]. Note that the device contact effect influences the
device operation conditions, such as the potential distribution across the OFET
channel [21]. The carrier mechanism is influenced by the Rc at the metal-organic
material interface when the energy difference between the Fermi level of metal
electrode and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of organic semi-
conductor dominates the hole injection. This understanding gives us a powerful
tool for contact resistance engineering. Hence, we present a brief summary of
possible approaches to modify the contact resistance.

As mentioned above, the contact resistance for a specific organic semiconductor
depends on the Fermi energy of electrode metal. Hence, fine-tuning the interface
energetics plays a key role for smooth carrier injection. Rough adjustment of the
injection barrier can be accomplished through selection of an electrode metal with
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a work function similar to HOMO level (for hole injection) [41]. However, the
effective work function of metal can also be changed. It was shown that exposure
to the UV and ozone is helpful for surface cleaning [42], which lowers the work
function [43]. Moreover, this treatment creates metal oxides on the electrode
surface and thus increases the work function. Here, it should be noted that for UV/
ozone surface cleaning, a decrease [42] and an increase [44] of injection barrier
were both reported. Unfortunately, this simple change of the injection barrier can
only be applied to bottom-contact OFETs, where the electrode is formed prior to
the organic semiconductor film deposition.

Another common approach to modify injection properties is introducing a
dipolar layer. Usually, a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) is created on metal-
organic interface in a bottom-contact OFET [45] or on the gate insulator surface
for top-contact OFET [46]. In the case of SAM grown on the electrode surface, the
injection barrier is changed by the interfacial dipole [45]. In other words, the
electric field of the dipole can decrease the injection barrier due to the Schottky
injection mechanism. In a similar way, the SAM grown on the gate insulator
surface induces a field in the organic semiconductor film and metal/organic
interface [46]. However, surface modification of the gate insulator has a great
effect on the crystallinity of organic semiconductor [4]. An increase of the grain
boundaries (i.e., decreasing grain size) is related to the rise of trapped carriers due
to interface traps and grain boundary resistance [47]. Trapped (immobile) carriers
are an additional source of the electric field, which compensates the applied
electric field. As a result, the contact resistance increases together with the amount
of traps. A similar effect was also reported for traps at the metal-organic interface
of a top-contact OFET [48].

These studies drive us to include, in the field, all excess charges in the device. A
high density of injected carriers accumulated on the organic semiconductor–gate
insulator can induce a local field. In more detail, an electric field, Ei, induced on
the injection electrode (source) is proportional to the potential drop, Vi, created by
the charge, Qi, situated on the gate insulator surface as follows:

Ei /
Qi

Csi þ Cdi þ Cgi

1
d
�

Qi

Csid 1þ Cgi=Csi

� � : ð37Þ

Here, the capacitances Csi, Cdi and Cgi, are related to the induced electric field
on the source, drain and gate electrodes, respectively, and d is the thickness of the
organic semiconductor. Therefore, detailed evaluation of the electric field effect
requires charge integration across the channel. However, for a simplified problem
when charges below the source electrode are considered, only the induced electric
field decreases with an increasing film thickness. Figure 11 depicts an example of
the voltage dependence of the contact resistance for three different film thick-
nesses. It is obvious that an increase of film thickness increases the contact
resistance. Moreover, in case of injection slower than charge transport from the
source to the drain electrode, charge accumulation is not fully established and
the potential drop increases, i.e., the contact resistance rises. Note that in a
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bottom-contact OFET, the charge cannot be accumulated below the electrode and
contact resistance is minimized. In summary, a weak electric field’s influence on
the contact resistance for this device geometry was reported [49].

5 Concluding Remarks

In this brief summary we explained OFET models based on dielectric physics.
Two different models were employed to discuss the charge propagation along the
organic semiconductor-gate insulator interface. The MW model provides deep
physical insight to the charge accumulation phenomenon and the discussion based
on TLA is more suitable for charge propagation in the channel region with a
variable electric field. In other words, the device can be explained by the MW
charge accumulation and propagation, where charge transport is realized by the
accumulation of charge on the organic semiconductor–gate insulator interface. The
steady-state and transient state were explained separately to point out the impor-
tance of charge accumulation and transit time. This was later employed for device
design and the improvement of device performance; possible methods were dis-
cussed and compared with each other. Hence, it results to the road map for device
performance improvement.
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Aerogels for Energy Saving and Storage

Te-Yu Wei and Shih-Yuan Lu

Abstract Aerogels have drawn a great deal of research attention in recent years
because their unique and advantageous structural characteristics of high porosity,
high specific surface area, and mesopores, find a wide range of potential appli-
cations. Among them, their timely and imperative applications in energy saving
and energy storage are particularly important to respond to the ever worsening
issues of fossil energy depletion and global warming. In this chapter, aerogels
serving as thermal insulation materials for energy saving and as electrode mate-
rials for supercapacitors and lithium ion batteries for energy storage are reviewed
and discussed.

1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction of Aerogels

Aerogels are three-dimensional (3D) network structures, constructed via connec-
tion of nanoparticles. The first aerogel was prepared by Kistler in 1931 [1]. Most of
the space in aerogels is occupied by air, and only a very limited amount of solid
phase is present as illustrated in Fig. 1. The pore sizes of aerogels usually fall in
the range of 2–50 nm, a pore size range defined for mesopores.

Aerogels possess several remarkable structural characteristics, including high
porosity ([80%), low density (0.003–0.35 g cm-3), high specific surface area
(100–3,000 m2 g-1), and a large amount of percolating mesopores. These unique
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structural features foster a wide range of applications for aerogels. For example,
the high porosity makes aerogels a promising candidate for thermal insulators in
energy saving applications. With the high specific surface area and mesoporous
structure, aerogels can work as excellent electrode materials in supercapacitors and
lithium ion batteries. Traditionally, sol–gel processes are used to synthesize these
mesoporous structures in which nanoparticles are cross-linked to form 3D net-
works. The wet gels obtained from the sol–gel process normally require super-
critical fluid drying to remove the trapped solvent without causing excessive
structural shrinkage and even collapse of the brittle 3D network structure.

1.2 Synthesis of Aerogels

According to the type of precursor used, the sol–gel process for the synthesis of
aerogels can be divided into two main categories, alkoxide and non-alkoxide-
based sol–gel processes. The so-called sol is a stable colloidal suspension in which
nanoparticles are well-dispersed in a solvent. As for the gel, it is a solid state with
the solvent trapped inside and the solid phase is composed of cross-linked nano-
particles. The solvent in a wet gel has to be removed to afford the aerogel. In
alkoxide-based syntheses, metal alkoxides are used as the precursor for the
preparation of wet gels through hydrolysis and condensation. As in non-alkoxide-
based routes, metal salts are used as the precursor. To initiate the necessary
hydrolysis for metal salts, catalysts other than acids and bases are needed, and
epoxides are a popular choice for the purpose. For the removal of the trapped
solvent, supercritical fluid drying is normally applied. Supercritical fluid drying
however requires high pressures and high temperatures, which are energy intensive
and dangerous. In recent years, surface modification assisted ambient pressure
drying has gained increasing popularity.

1.2.1 Alkoxide-Based Processes

In alkoxide-based processes, metal alkoxides are used as the precursor. For
example, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) are the two

Fig. 1 Illustrative structure
of an aerogel
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most acclaimed precursors for silica aerogel preparation. The alkoxide proceeds
with the hydrolysis and condensation reactions to eventually form the wet gel,
which is a 3D network structure of nanoparticles containing trapped solvents.
A two-step catalysis process for the silica wet gel preparation is shown below in
Scheme 1 as an example.

Often, acids, such as HCl, HPO3, and HF, are used for the hydrolysis reaction,
whereas bases, such as NH4OH and NaOH, are used for the condensation reaction.
Consequently, pH value is an important parameter influencing the wet gel forma-
tion. In addition, the type of precursor also affects the final properties of aerogels.

1.2.2 Non-Alkoxide-Based Procedure

Metal alkoxides are generally expensive and sensitive to heat and moisture, and
great care is needed when handling them. On the contrary, metal salts are not only
cost-effective but also stable to heat and moisture. Non-alkoxide-based sol–gel
routes for syntheses of aerogels have thus drawn much research attention in recent
years. In the process, metal nitrides or metal chlorides are commonly used as the
precursor, with water or alcohols as the solvent. An illustrative example of a
non-alkoxide-based route is presented in Scheme 2. Here, propylene oxide is
added to promote the hydrolysis and condensation of the metal salt.

Epoxide is commonly used as an acid scavenger in organic syntheses. An
example is illustrated in Scheme 3 [3]. In a typical process, an epoxide removes
protons from a strong acid and becomes protonated. This protonated epoxide
would later proceed with the ring-opening reaction if suitable nucleophiles are
present. Hydrated metal salts are strong acids and become hydrated metal
hydroxide by losing protons to the epoxide, which can then further proceed with
the condensation reaction for formation of the wet gels. These reactions are
exothermic and the solution pH increases as the reaction proceeds since the pro-
tons continue to be removed by the epoxide.

Solvents also play an important role in the epoxide addition synthesis. Take the
preparation of iron oxide aerogels as an example. In this synthesis, polar protic
solvents, such as water, ethanol, and methanol, are necessary for the wet gel
formation. The hydrogen bonding offered by the polar protic solvent can promote
the cluster growth of the metal oxide. It was found difficult to obtain wet gels

Si(OC2H5)4 + 4H2O Si(OH)4 + 4C2H5OH
HCl

Si(OH)4 + (OH)4Si
NH4OH

(OH)3Si-O-Si(OH)3 + H2O

n(OH)3Si-O-Si(OH)3 3-D network structure

Hydrolysis: 

Condensation: 

Scheme 1 A two-step catalysis process with TEOS as precursor for preparation of silica wet gels
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if polar aprotic or nonpolar solvents were used in the process [3]. Often, precip-
itation occurs instead of formation of wet gels.

A slow and smooth increase in the pH value of the reaction solution was found
to be a distinct feature of the epoxide addition process for successful wet gel
formation. Wet gels are not likely to be obtained if the solution pH increases too
fast or too slow. To control the pH increase, the interplay between the solvent and
precursor ions should be considered. The protonated epoxide would proceed with
the ring-opening reaction if attacked by nucleophiles, solvent, or precursor ions.
For example, water is more nucleophilic than nitrate ions and thus dominates the
ring-opening reaction if nitrate precursors are used with water as the solvent in an
epoxide addition process [3]. As shown in Scheme 4, H+ is formed when the
propylene oxide is attacked by water for the ring-opening reaction. Consequently,
the solution pH may be suppressed, leading to difficulty in wet gel formation.

On the other hand, Cl- is more nucleophilic than water. The chloride ion would
dominate the ring-opening reaction if chlorides are dissolved in water for the
epoxide addition process. The attack of Cl- on the epoxide however produces no

Scheme 2 Epoxide addition procedure for preparation of metal oxide wet gels (propylene oxide
for example). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [2]. Copyright 2005 American Chemical
Society

Scheme 3 Reaction of propylene oxide as an acid scavenger. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [3]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society

Scheme 4 Ring opening of propylene oxide in water achieved with the water attack. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [3]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society
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H+ as shown in Scheme 5. Therefore, the solution pH may increase at a suitable
rate for wet gel formation.

Gash et al. suggested that it is easier to form wet gels by using metal chlorides
than by using metal nitrates as the precursor [3]. Nevertheless, several examples of
metal oxide wet gel formation did not follow this speculation. The pairing of the
precursor ion and solvent influences the solution pH increase, and thus the for-
mation of wet gels. Up to now, several transition metal oxide aerogels, including
Al2O3 [4], SnO2 [5], ZnO [6], CeO2 [7], Fe2O3 [8], and Co3O4 [9], have been
successfully prepared via the non-alkoxide-based procedure, using either metal
chlorides or metal nitrates as the precursor.

1.2.3 Supercritical Drying

Wet gels will experience a large amount of volume shrinkage if dried at ambient
pressures because of the large surface tension generated when solvent leaves the
structure at the drying step. This results in the collapse of the 3D structure of
the wet gel, leading to high apparent densities and low specific surface areas of the
final products. Products thus obtained are called xerogels. To preserve the 3D
structure, the wet gels can be dried with supercritical fluids such as the supercritical
carbon dioxide, since there is no surface tension involved in the supercritical state.
The products so obtained are called aerogels.

Supercritical carbon dioxide is commonly used to dry aerogels. The pressure
and temperature of the drier at the drying condition should be maintained above
7.37 MPa and 31�C (the critical pressure and temperature), respectively to attain
the supercritical state of the carbon dioxide as illustrated in Fig. 2.

1.2.4 Non-Supercritical Drying

Because of the high cost to achieve and difficulty in controlling the critical
pressure and temperature of the drying medium for the supercritical fluid drying
process, surface modification assisted ambient pressure drying is gaining popu-
larity in recent years. The surfaces of the wet gel backbone normally are hydro-
philic because of the presence of the exposing hydroxyl groups. These hydrophilic
surfaces adsorb a significant amount of moisture. The moisture will later generate
a large amount of surface tension during the drying process to damage the
fragile 3D structure of the wet gel. To avoid the above mentioned situation, surface

Scheme 5 Ring opening of propylene oxide in water achieved with the Cl- attack. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [3]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society
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modification should be performed to replace the hydroxyl groups of the wet gel
with less polar or even non-polar functional groups, such as –OSi(CH3)3. The wet
gels then turn hydrophobic after the surface modification and the surface tension
involved at the ambient pressure drying drastically reduces. It is worth mentioning
that the supercritically dried aerogels, although retaining their 3D structure, remain
hydrophilic and tend to absorb moisture in later use. The absorbed moisture would
inevitably create surface tensions during the use of the aerogel. Consequently, the
long-term usage of such products cannot be guaranteed. With the surface modi-
fication treatment, not only ambient pressure drying becomes possible, but also the
hydrophobic characteristics of the product favor a long-term usage.

Many modification reagents, such as trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) and
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyldimethylchlorosilane [10–12], have been developed
in recent years for surface modification treatment in aerogel production. Take
TMCS as an example. The hydroxyl group distributed on the surface of the wet gel
backbone is replaced by reacting with TMCS to form the –OSi(CH3)3
group, releasing HCl as the by-product. The –OSi(CH3)3 group is much less polar
than –OH and the treated wet gel exhibits good hydrophobicity.

The extent of surface modification was found to play an important role in the
quality of the resulting aerogel [13]. Recently, Wei et al. studied the effect of the
extent of surface modification on the quality of silica aerogels dried at ambient
pressure conditions. Silica aerogels obtained from processes involving no surface
modification (NSM), single surface modification (SSM), and multiple surface
modifications (MSM) were compared [13]. It was found that monolithic silica
aerogels can only be obtained with the MSM process, as shown in Fig. 3. The SSM
process achieved only a very limited improvement on the volume shrinkage as
compared with the NSM process, as evident in Table 1. A drastic improvement in
volume shrinkage, apparent density, and porosity was achieved with the MSM
process, enabling formation of monolithic silica aerogels.

The successfulness of the surface modification can be judged with the FTIR
spectra shown in Fig. 4. The alkyl groups coming from the surface modification
reagent TMCS were detected by the peaks located at 2,980 and 845 cm-1, and
evidently the two peak intensities increased with increasing extent of surface
modification. The peak located at 1,632 cm-1 was due to the presence of the
H-OH bond, mainly responsible for the moisture adsorption experienced by

Fig. 2 Phase diagram of
carbon dioxide
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the products from the NSM and SSM processes. Note that this particular peak
almost disappeared for the case of MSM, revealing the excellent hydrophobicity of
the product from the MSM process [13].

2 Aerogels for Energy Saving

One of the extraordinary properties of aerogels that Kistler discovered was their very
low-thermal conductivities. The renaissance of the aerogel technology around 1980
coincided with an increasing concern for energy efficiency and the environmental

Fig. 3 Monolithic silica
aerogel prepared with
multiple surface modification.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [13]. Copyright
2007 John Wiley Sons

Table 1 Physical properties of as-prepared silica aerogels with different extent of surface
modification

Volume shrinkage (%) Density (g cm-3) Porosity (%)

NSM 87.4 ± 0.3 0.624 ± 0.022 72.0 ± 01.5
SSM 80.0 ± 0.3 0.502 ± 0.007 77.2 ± 0.3
MSM \1.0 ± 0.9 0.069 ± 0.004 96.8 ± 0.2

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [13]. Copyright 2007 John Wiley & Sons

Fig. 4 FTIR of silica
aerogels prepared with
different extent of surface
modification: a NSM,
b SSM, and c MSM.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [13]. Copyright
2007 John Wiley & Sons
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effects of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s). It was then apparent that silica aerogels were
an attractive alternative to traditional thermal insulation materials because of their
low thermal conductivities and environment-friendly production processes.

2.1 Principle of Thermal Conductivity

The transfer of thermal energy through an insulating material occurs via three
mechanisms: solid conduction, gaseous conduction, and radiative transmission.
The sum of these three components gives the total thermal conductivity of the
material [14].

kt ¼ ks þ kg þ kr; ð1Þ

where kt is the total thermal conductivity and ks, kg, and kr are solid, gaseous, and
equivalent radiation conductivities, respectively. The thermal conductivity of the
solid part can be expressed as a function of its density (q) and thermal conductivity
coefficient (a), as shown below [14].

ks ¼ qa ð2Þ

The thermal conductivity of the gas part can be expressed as a function of the
porosity,

kg ¼ kg0P=ð1þ 2bknÞ ð3Þ

where kg and kg0 are the thermal conductivities of the gas in the material and in the
ambient, respectively. P is the porosity of the material, and b and Kn are the gas
constant in the material (2 for air in silica aerogel) and Knudsen number,
respectively. Equations 2 and 3 show that the thermal conductivities of the solid
and gas parts are weak functions of temperature. However, the radiation term (kr)
is strongly related to temperature, as evident from Eq. 4 [14].

kr ¼ ð16=3Þn2rT3
r =½ðTrÞeq� ð4Þ

where n is the refractive index of the material, r is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
Tr is the radiation temperature, and eq is the extinction coefficient. At room
temperature, the contribution of kr to the total thermal conductivity is almost
negligible. But it increases rapidly with the increase in temperature and becomes
the dominant contributor at high temperatures.

2.2 Thermal Insulators at Room Temperature

Among the many available aerogels, silica aerogels are particularly favored for
thermal insulation applications because of the following three reasons. (1) The
thermal conductivity of silica in bulk form (1.3 W/m-K) is lower than those of
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metal oxides traditionally used for thermal insulation, such as Al2O3 (25.08 W/m-K),
ZrO2 (1.8–2.2 W/m-K), and ZnO (116 W/m-K). (2) Air is well-known for its good
thermal insulation ability. The high porosity of silica aerogels provides ample
space for air and limited space for silica skeleton, favoring thermal insulation. (3)
The extremely small pore sizes, typically 1–100 nm, lead to a partial suppression
of the gaseous thermal conductivity [14].

Because of the above mentioned three reasons, the thermal conductivities of
silica aerogels are lower than those of most commercial insulators. Thermal
conductivities as low as 0.008 W/m-K have been achieved for silica aerogels,
whereas the thermal conductivities of commercial insulators, such as air, poly-
urethane foam, polyurethane foam with CFC, and silica powders are 0.025, 0.04,
0.021, and 0.025 W/m-K, respectively [15]. Here, we discuss two different types
of silica aerogels: (1) pure silica aerogels prepared with supercritical and ambient
pressure drying and (2) composite and organic aerogels.

Compared with ambient pressure drying, supercritical fluid drying provides
faster drying and better quality products of lower thermal conductivity, higher
porosity, and higher specific surface area. However, as mentioned earlier, super-
critical fluid drying is an expensive and a safety-concerning procedure, and the
often hydrophilic products are unfavorable for long-term usage. As for ambient
pressure drying, the resulting hydrophobic products favor long-term usage with
the product thermal conductivity and porosity, although not as good but close to
those obtainable from supercritical fluid drying. The ambient pressure drying
procedure however needs longer processing time.

On the other hand, because of the fragile nature of pure silica aerogels, composite
aerogels and organic aerogels have been developed to improve the mechanical
strength of the products while preserving the low-thermal conductivity, high
porosity, and high specific surface area.

2.2.1 Silica Aerogels as Thermal Insulators at Room Temperature

The thermal conductivities of pure silica aerogels prepared using different pre-
cursors and supercritical fluid drying conditions have been studied by several
research groups. TEOS, polyethoxydisiloxane (PEDS), and TMOS have been used
as the precursors for silica aerogel preparation [16]. The pore sizes of PEDS-
derived silica aerogels were found to be larger than those of the TEOS-derived and
TMOS-derived silica aerogels, as shown in Fig. 5. Large pores often lead to large
pore volumes and thus large porosities. Large porosities in turn favor low-thermal
conductivities. The thermal conductivity of PEDS-derived aerogels was found to
be as low as 0.015 W/m-K at room temperature as reported by Wagh et al. [16].

As mentioned earlier, if wet gels without surface modification are dried at
ambient pressures, the large surface tension developed at the solvent removal stage
will damage the 3D structure of the wet gel and large volume shrinkages result.
Large volume shrinkages give low porosities, and thus high thermal conductivity
products. One of the direct results of surface modification is the reduction in
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volume shrinkage, which improves the thermal insulation of the resulting aerogel.
With the multiple surface modification treatment with TMCS and ambient pressure
drying, Wei et al. produced silica aerogels with thermal conductivities close to
those prepared with supercritical fluid drying [13]. The highest porosity and lowest
thermal conductivity of the silica aerogels from their study were 97% and
0.036 W/m-K at room temperature, respectively. In addition, long-term usage of
the product was made favorable because of the high hydrophobicity imparted by
the surface modification.

There is one disadvantage associated with the surface modification by TMCS.
That is the by-product HCl generated during the surface modification may damage
the product structure, and thus needs to be removed with intensive washing, thus
increasing the production cost. Besides TMCS, hexamethyldisilazane (HMDZ) can
also be used as a surface modification reagent, and the by-product is NH3 instead of
HCl, which does not affect the product structure during the ambient pressure drying
procedure. Gurav et al. prepared TEOS-derived silica aerogels with HMDZ serving
as the surface modification reagent, and studied the effect of the HMDZ/TEOS ratio
on the product thermal conductivity [17]. The –NH group of HMDZ reacts with the
surface hydrophilic -OH group to form the hydrophobic –OSi(CH3)3 group as
illustrated in Scheme 6 [17]. Here, NH3 is produced as a by-product of the reaction.

Figure 6 shows the thermal conductivities (0.08–0.11 W/m-K) of the resulting
silica aerogels as a function of the HMDZ/TEOS ratio. The lowest thermal con-
ductivity (0.080 W/m-K) was obtained at the HMDZ/TEOS ratio of 0.68, with a
corresponding porosity of 96%.

Direct syntheses of hydrophobic silica aerogels are possible provided that
alkoxide precursors possessing non-polar groups are available. This was demon-
strated by Nadargi and Roa by using methyltriethoxysilane (MTES) as the

Fig. 5 Pore size
distributions of pure silica
aeorgels derived from PEDS,
TMOS, and TEOS [16].
Reprinted with permission
from Wagh et al. [16].
Copyright 1999, Elsevier
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precursor [18]. The reaction mechanism of this sol–gel process is shown in
Scheme 7. The exposed -CH3 groups make the product hydrophobic.

The hydrophobicity of the product silica aerogels was characterized with the
contact angle measurements [18]. The largest contact angle obtained by the
authors was 163�, revealing the successfulness of the approach.

2.2.2 Organic Aerogels as Thermal Insulators at Room Temperature

Aerogels, composed of 3D network of nanoparticles, are in fact quite fragile and
are difficult to process for application purposes. One way to deal with this
drawback is to introduce some soft components, such as polymers, into the skel-
eton of the aerogel or even to prepare organic aerogels. Albert et al. successfully
synthesized phenolic-furfural (PF) aerogels, a pure organic aerogel, and measured
their thermal conductivities at room temperature at different system pressures [19].
Figure 7 shows the thermal conductivities of the PF aerogels at a series of system

Scheme 6 Mechanism of HMDZ surface modification. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[17]. Copyright 2007 Springer

Fig. 6 Thermal conductivity versus HMDZ/TEOS ratio. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[17]. Copyright 2007 Springer
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pressures at room temperature [19]. The thermal conductivity of the PF aerogels at
one atmosphere was 0.02 W/m-K, and was decreased to 0.005 W/m-K when the
system pressure was reduced to below 1 mbar [19]. As the system pressure is
reduced, the contribution of gaseous conductions diminishes and the total thermal
conductivity obtained basically represents the thermal conductivity of the solid
phase of the aerogel and the PF backbone, since the radiative contribution is
negligible at room temperature.

Polyurethane and polyurea aerogels were also developed in recent years.
Figure 8 shows the appearance of monolithic polyurea and polyurethane aerogels.
They were opaque and yellow in color. The thermal conductivity of the poly-
urethane aerogel (0.022 W/m-K) was lower than that of the polyurethane foams
(0.030 W/m-K) at ambient conditions mainly because of its higher porosity
[20, 21]. The thermal conductivity of polyurea aerogels was 0.018 W/m-K at one
atmosphere and room temperature, and reduced to 0.005 W/m-K at the system
pressure of 0.075 torr [21].

Scheme 7 Sol–gel mechanism by using MTES as precursor. Reprinted from Nadargi et al. [18].
Copyright 2009, with permission from Elsevier

Fig. 7 Total thermal
conductivity of PF aerogels at
various pressures at room
temperature. Reprinted with
permission from [19].
Copyright 2001, Elsevier
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Lee et al. developed polydicyclopentadiene aerogels via ring-opening meta-
thesis polymerizations catalyzed by homogeneous ruthenium complexes [22].
Polydicyclopentadiene aerogels with thermal conductivities as low as 0.014 W/m-K
were obtained. Both polydicyclopentadiene aerogels and xerogels were prepared
by using the supercritical carbon dioxide and ambient pressure drying with the
resulting volume shrinkage factors of 1.35 and 5.56, respectively. Both aerogels,
as shown in Fig. 9, were opaque and monolithic. The thermal conductivities of
xerogels were larger than those of aerogels, as expected since aerogels possessed
higher porosities [22].

2.2.3 Composite Aerogels as Thermal Insulators at Room Temperature

Soft matters, mainly polymers, have been introduced into inorganic aerogels to
improve the mechanical strength of the parent aerogels, and thus their process-
ability for application purposes. Katti et al. synthesized isocyanate cross-linked,
amine-modified silica aerogels with the skeletons coated with polyurea layers [23].
The detailed preparation flowchart is shown in Fig. 10. The diisocyanate reacted
with the -NH2 group of the amine-modified silica to form the polyurea coating.

Fig. 8 Photographs of
polyurea and polyurethane
aerogels. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [21].
Copyright 2009, Springer

Fig. 9 Photographs of
polydicyclopentadiene
aerogels and xerogels.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [22]. Copyright
2007 Springer
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The presence of this polyurea coating improved the Young’s modulus of the
silica aerogel from below the detection limit to 129 MPa, while maintaining a low-
thermal conductivity of 0.041 W/m-K [23, 24]. This nanocasting technology was
also applied to polystyrene-enhanced silica aerogels and achieved a similar level
of success, with the thermal conductivity of the composite aerogel being as low as
0.041 W/m-K.

In addition to the described chemical route to obtain composite aerogels, facile
one-step polymer-incorporation sol–gel processes have also been developed for
the purpose. Wei et al. incorporated poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) into pure silica
aerogels via a simple polymer addition procedure during the sol–gel process
to synthesize silica-PVP composite aerogels [25]. This is a much easier and
greener process for composite aerogel preparation than those involving amine-
modification and toxic reagents, such as acetonitrile. Figure 11 shows the photo-
graphs of the transparent, blue-toned monolithic silica-PVP composite aerogels.
Multiple hydrophobic surface modification treatments along with ambient pressure
drying were used to produce these composite aerogels.

Fig. 10 Preparation
flowchart of isocyanate cross-
linked, amine-modified silica
aerogels. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [23].
Copyright 2006 American
Chemical Society
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The thermal conductivities of these silica-PVP composite aerogels were main-
tained low at around 0.045 W/m-K, while the Young’s modulus was improved to a
value as high as 39 MPa. The authors also investigated the high temperature
thermal conductivities of the composite aerogels, since the PVP remained stable at
temperatures up to 300�C [25]. Figure 12 shows the thermal conductivities of the
silica-PVP composite aerogels and pristine silica aerogel as functions of system
temperature [25].

Because of the low extinction coefficients of PVP and silica, the thermal
conductivities of the composite aerogels increased appreciably with increasing
temperature because of the more pronounced radiative heat transfer at high tem-
peratures. The thermal conductivity of the composite aerogel of 0.5 wt% PVP,
however, achieved a low value of 0.063 W/m-K at 300�C, which was lower than
that of glass fibers (0.08 W/m-K, at 300�C), a traditional high temperature thermal
insulation material.

Fig. 11 Silica-PVP
composite aerogels.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [25]. Copyright
2008 American Chemical
Society

Fig. 12 Thermal
conductivities of silica-PVP
composite and pristine silica
aerogels at increasing
temperatures. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [25].
Copyright 2008 American
Chemical Society
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2.3 Thermal Insulators at High Temperatures

It was already mentioned that thermal radiations play a prime role in the thermal
conductivity of materials at high temperatures. It is important to reduce the
thermal radiation for thermal insulators at high temperatures. Equation 4 indicates
that thermal conductivity can be decreased by increasing the extinction coefficient
of the material. Plain silica aerogels are a suitable choice for thermal insulators at
moderate temperatures, but because of their low extinction coefficient, they are not
a good candidate for high temperature thermal insulation applications. One way to
deal with this issue is to introduce opaque components of high extinction coeffi-
cients to the silica aerogel to suppress the thermal radiation at high temperatures.
Table 2 lists the specific extinction coefficients of nine materials at 300 K [26].
Among them, carbon black possesses the highest specific extinction coefficient at
300 K.

Carbon black is therefore commonly used to opacify aerogels. Unfortunately,
it remains thermally stable at temperatures up to only around 300�C at ambient
conditions [27], and thus cannot be used for applications requiring system tem-
peratures above 300�C. Titania has a good thermal stability and higher extinction
coefficient than silica, and has been investigated as an enhancement component for
silica aerogels. Wang et al. introduced TiO2 into pure silica aerogels and studied
the extinction coefficients of the composites [27]. The measured effective specific
extinction coefficient spectra of the composite aerogels are compared in Fig. 13.

Evidently, samples with a higher enhancement component loading give higher
specific extinction coefficients, particularly in the wavelength range of 3.75–
5.06 lm, corresponding to the thermal radiations generated at 300–500�C. Besides
TiO2, several other metal oxides have also been studied as the enhancement
components for silica aerogels, such as Fe3O4, limenite, B4C, and SiC [28].
Figure 14 shows the specific extinction coefficient spectra of these composite
aerogels. In the wavelength range of 3.75–5.06 lm, Fe3O4 showed the highest
specific extinction coefficient, indicating the high efficiency of radiation reduction.

Table 2 Specific extinction coefficients of nine materials at 300 K

Material Specific extinction coefficient at 300 K

SiO2 22.7
SiO2 (opacified) 84.2
TiO2 32.6
ZrO2 38.9
Carbon black [1,000
Resorcinol–formaldehyde 50.1
Melamine–formaldehyde 47.2
Polyurethane 47.6
Polystyrene 47.8

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [26]. Copyright 1994 Materials Research Society
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Carbon nanofibers possess a thermal stability of above 500�C, a low-thermal
conductivity of 0.07 W/m-K, and a high extinction coefficient of carbon materials.
They are potentially a good opacifier for silica aerogels. Wei et al. studied the
thermal conductivities and specific extinction coefficients of carbon nanofiber
opacified silica aerogels [29]. Figure 15 shows the photograph and SEM image of
the composite aerogels.

The length and diameter of the carbon nanofibers were 10 lm and 30–100 nm,
respectively. These carbon nanofibers remained stable up to 530�C. The thermal
conductivities of the carbon nanofiber opacified silica aerogels were measured at
500�C and are shown in Fig. 16.

It is evident that the thermal conductivities of pristine silica aerogels increased
sharply with increasing temperature, whereas those of the carbon nanofiber
opacified silica aerogels remained low even at the high temperature of 500�C. This
clearly showed the effect of the incorporated carbon nanofibers in suppressing the
thermal radiations at high temperatures. A small amount of carbon nanofibers,

Fig. 13 Specific extinction
coefficient spectra of TiO2-
silica composite aerogels
with different concentrations
of enhancement inclusion.
Reprinted with permission
from Wang et al. [27].
Copyright 1995, Elsevier

Fig. 14 Specific extinction
coefficient spectra of silica
composite aerogels with
different enhancement
components. Reprinted from
Kuhn et al. [28]. Copyright
1995, with permission from
Elsevier
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about 1 wt%, was enough to produce pronounced effects, as suggested by Fig. 16a.
The low-thermal conductivity of the composite aerogels at 500�C, as shown in
Fig. 16b, persisted for 600 h. This demonstrated the excellent long-term stability
of the composite aerogels.

The specific extinction coefficients of the composite aerogels were further
investigated, with the results shown in Fig. 17. The specific extinction coefficient
of the high loading samples was found to be much greater than that of the pristine
silica aerogel in the wavelength range of 3.75–5.06 lm. Because of the much
improved specific extinction coefficient, the thermal radiations dominant at high
temperatures were suppressed, leading to the low high-temperature thermal con-
ductivity. The low-thermal conductivity value of 0.05 W/m-K was significantly
lower than those of most of the commercial thermal insulators, such as glass fibers
(0.3 W/m-K at 500�C), alumina fused brick (0.1 W/m-K at 527�C), and sillimante
(1.7 W/m-K at 527�C) [27].

Carbon aerogels were also used for thermal insulations at high temperatures
because of their high specific extinction coefficients. Thermal conductivities of
carbon aerogels prepared at different pyrolysis temperatures were measured in
vacuum by Wiener et al. [30, 31]. The pyrolysis temperature was found to be a
dominant parameter in determining the thermal conductivity of the resulting
carbon aerogel. As shown in Fig. 18, the thermal conductivities at 300�C under
vacuum of the carbon aerogels increased with increasing pyrolysis temperature,
from 0.05 W/m-K at 800�C to 0.42 W/m-K at 2,500�C.

3 Aerogels for Energy Storage

Supercapacitors and lithium ion batteries are two important energy storage devices
for electronics and power systems. Because of the high specific surface area,
aerogels can accommodate large amounts of electric double layers for capacitances

Fig. 15 a Photograph of carbon nanofiber opacified silica aerogels with inset showing an SEM
image of carbon nanofibers. b SEM image of the composite aerogel with 20 wt% carbon
nanofibers. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [29]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical
Society
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Fig. 16 a Thermal
conductivity at 500�C as a
function of carbon nanofiber
loading, with the inset
showing thermal
conductivities of composite
aerogels with various carbon
nanofiber loadings as
functions of temperature.
b The stability test of thermal
conductivity at 500�C.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [29]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical
Society

Fig. 17 Specific extinction
coefficient spectra of pristine
and composite silica aerogels
of various carbon nanofiber
loading. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [29].
Copyright 2009 American
Chemical Society
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and superficial electroactive species to participate in pseudocapacitive faradaic
redox reactions. For applications in lithium ion batteries, the high specific surface
area of aerogels provides a large amount of reaction sites for lithium ions to store
electrons. In addition to high specific surface areas, aerogels are highly porous and
offer low mass transfer resistance pathways for ion diffusions. Miller et al. studied
the storage capacities of aerogels and demonstrated fast charge/discharge cycles
because of the low mass transfer resistance to ion diffusions [32, 33].

3.1 Supercapacitor

Supercapacitors are an important energy storage device. They offer transient but
extremely high powers for the time-dependent power needs of modern electronics
and power systems. According to the storage mechanism, they can be categorized
into two types, namely, electric double-layer capacitors and pseudocapacitors.

Electric Double-Layer Capacitors. A schematic of an electric double-layer
capacitor (EDLC) is shown in Fig. 19.

EDLCs are composed of a pair of polarizing electrodes and collectors separated
by an electrolyte. Carbon materials are generally used as the polarizing electrodes.
The charge storage in EDLCs is due to the adsorption of ions through electrostatic
forces. The double layer capacitances are generated via separation of charges at the
interfaces of electrodes and electrolytes. The charges are stored on the surfaces of
the carbon materials, therefore the specific capacitance is related to the specific
surface area of the electrode [34–37]. The electrochemical process occurring in
EDLCs is shown in Scheme 8 [38].

Here, Es, C
+, and A- are the carbon electrode surface, cation, and anion of the

electrolyte, respectively. The symbol // represents the accumulation of charges on
the electrode surface to form electric double layers [38]. In the charging process,
the electrons move from the positive electrode to negative electrode through the

Fig. 18 Thermal
conductivities of carbon
aerogels measured at 300�C
under vaccum vs. pyrolysis
temperature (solid line).
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [30, 31]. Copyright
2006, Springer
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external power sources. The cation and anion are separated from the bulk elec-
trolyte and move to electrode surface at the same time. During the discharging
process, electrons move from the negative to positive electrode through the load.
Ions are released from the electrode surface and move back to the bulk electrolyte.
The double layers that accumulate electrons during the charging process are
formed at the interface between the positive electrode and anion [38].

Pseudocapacitors. Pseudocapacitors store charges via the fast faradaic redox
reactions in the electrodes. Transition metal oxides are commonly used as the
electrodes for pseudocapacitors since they possess several oxidation states and
offer rich redox reactions. Among them, ruthenium oxide is currently the most
popular electrode material for supercapacitor research, holding the record of the
highest specific capacitance [39]. The redox reaction that takes place in the
electrode is shown in Scheme 9 The oxidation state of Ru ion changed around
from 2+ to 7+ during the redox reaction.

3.1.1 Carbon Aerogel-Based Supercapacitors

High electrical conductivity, low diffusion resistance to protons/cations, and high
electroactive area of the electrode are three key factors for the good performance
of a supercapacitor. Carbon materials are commonly used as electrodes in

Fig. 19 A typical structure
of electric double-layer
capacitor

Scheme 8 Electrochemical
process in EDLCs
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supercapacitors due to their high electrical conductivity, and the mechanism for
charge storage is based on electric double-layers. Because of the low specific
surface area and the microporous structure of commercial carbon materials, carbon
aerogels with high specific surfaces and mesoporous structure became a promising
candidate for supercapacitor applications. Carbon aerogels can be prepared via
carbonization of resorcinol (R)-formaldehyde (F) organic aerogels [40]. The RF
organic aerogels in turn are synthesized by polycondensation of R and F, followed
by supercritical drying. The polymerization mechanism of the RF gel is shown in
Fig. 20. Sodium carbonate as a base catalyst and the proton as an acid catalyst
play an important role in the addition and condensation reactions, respectively.

Scheme 9 Redox reaction of ruthenium oxide

Fig. 20 Polymerization mechanism of resorcinol and formaldehyde to form RF gels [40].
Copyright 1997, with permission from Elsevier
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They affect the pH of the reaction, and the gelation occurs within a narrow pH
window (*1–2 pH unit).

Carbon aerogels possess high porosities, high specific surface areas, and high
electrical conductivities, which make them a promising material for applications in
supercapacitors. Many preparation parameters, including solvent, pH value,
catalyst, as well as the carbonization and activation methods adopted in the
preparation process, affect the supercapacitive properties of the carbon aerogels, as
discussed below [41].

1. Reactant and pH value. When the concentration of the reactants is decreased
or the pH value of the reacting solution is increased, the specific surface area, pore
volume, and specific capacitance of the product carbon aerogel increase.

2. Carbonization. The specific capacitance increases with increasing carbon-
ization temperature/time and activation time because of the higher electrical

Fig. 21 Cyclic
voltammograms of carbon
aerogels prepared at three
R/C ratios and measured in
6 M KOH at a scan rate of
1 mV/s. Reprinted with
permission from Li et al. [42].
Copyright 2006, Elsevier

Fig. 22 Hierarchical pore structure in carbon aerogel [43]. Reprinted with permission from
Copyright 2007, Elsevier.
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conductivity of the product [41]. In addition, the specific surface area can be
increased by reducing the oxygen content during the activation procedure.

The effects of various preparation parameters are further discussed below.
Effects of reactant, carbonization, and activation. Na2CO3 is commonly used as

the catalyst (C) for the synthesis of RF organic aerogels. Li et al. studied the effect
of the R/C ratio on the resulting specific capacitance of the product [42]. In the
study, 6 M KOH, 1 M Na2SO4, and 2 M (NH4)2SO4 were used as the electrolytes.
Much higher specific capacitances were obtained for the 6 M KOH case because
of the higher ionic conductivities of K+ and OH-. The measured cyclic voltam-
mogram (CV) curves for the case of 6 M KOH and three R/C ratios are shown in
Fig. 21. A maximum specific capacitance of 110.06 F/g was achieved with an R/C
ratio of 1,500. These curves appeared to be very symmetric with respect to the zero
current line and are quite rectangular in shape, indicating reversible redox pro-
cesses at the scan rate of 1 mV/s. The specific capacitance, however, decreased
from 110.06 to 67.2 F/g, and the symmetry and rectangular shape of the CV curves
deteriorated on increasing the scan rate from 1 to 10 mV/s, mainly because of the
poor ion diffusion within the porous electrodes [42].

Besides activation with thermal energy by heating at high temperatures, carbon
aerogels can also be activated with KOH (K) treatments. The resulting pore structure
of the activated carbon aerogel was affected by the KOH concentration. Four types
of pores can be identified in carbon aerogels, as illustrated in Fig. 22 [43]. Here,
types A and B are micropores (less than 2 nm) and small mesopores (2–5 nm),
respectively, which are formed within the carbon nanoparticles,. Type C and D are
big mesopores (5–40 nm) and macropores/channels ([40 nm), respectively, and are
formed from the carbon nanoparticle packing.

Appropriate activation with KOH can increase the numbers of type A and
type B pores and thus the specific surface area, leading to an increase in the
specific capacitance of the activated carbon aerogel. On the other hand, the
presence of type D macropores/channels plays an important role in maintaining a
good specific capacitance at high charge/discharge rates for easing the ion diffu-
sion. Activated carbon aerogels with a specific surface area as high as 3,247 m2/g,
together with a corresponding specific capacitance of 244 F/g, were obtained with
this KOH activation process [43].

Effects of modification. Poor wettability and the subsequent high internal
resistance of activated carbon aerogels are disadvantageous to their electrochem-
ical capacitive performances in organic electrolytes. Fang et al. introduced
chemical modification in the aerogel synthesis process to deal with this issue [44].
They treated activated carbon aerogels with surfactant sodium oleate to improve
the wettability of the aerogels with organic electrolytes to ease the mass transfer
within the electrode. This practice improved the electrochemical capacitive per-
formance of the activated carbon aerogel at high discharge rates.

Carbon aerogels from different types of organic aerogels. Besides RF organic
aerogels, carbon aerogels were also prepared from the carbonization of pitch-
furfural (PF) gels [45]. Toluene (T) and acetic acid (A) were used as the solvent
and catalyst, respectively, for the polycondensation of pitches and furfural to form
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the PF gels. The volume shrinkage of the carbon aerogel increased with increasing
T/A ratio, resulting in a decrease in the specific surface area. A maximum specific
capacitance of 131.9 F/g and a corresponding specific surface area of 440 m2/g
were obtained at a T/A ratio of 2.23. Upon KOH (K) activation, the specific
surface area of the carbon aerogel (CA) drastically increased to as high as
2,375 m2/g at a K/CA ratio of 5. The maximum specific capacitance of 187.2 F/g,
however, was obtained for the product activated at a K/CA ratio of 2 with
a corresponding specific surface area of 1,185 m2/g [46].

Because of the high electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon
aerogel-modified MWCNTs (multi-wall carbon nanotubes) also has drawn
research attention in recent years [47]. MWCNTs alone did not show impressive
specific capacitances because of their low specific surface area of 92.5 m2/g. The
idea is to combine the advantages of the high electric conductivity of CNTs with
the high specific surface area of carbon aerogels. Microfibrous carbon papers were
used as the substrate, with the MWCNTs deposited on top, forming the electrode
to be used in supercapacitors. Finally, carbon aerogels were introduced to coat the
MWCNTs, increasing the total specific surface area. Figure 23 shows the SEM
images of the composites. Most of the substrate was covered with CA (a–c).
Beneath the CA layer are the microfibers of the carbon paper substrate (d) uni-
formly coated with MWCNTs (e), which in turn were nicely covered with CA (f)
[47].

Fig. 23 SEM images of carbon aerogel-modified carbon nanotube electrode. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [47]. Copyright 2009 John Wiley & Sons
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The total specific surface area and pore volume of the final products were
1,059 m2/g and 2.37 cc/g, respectively. The specific capacitance of the sample
reached values as high as 524 F/g, four times higher than that of plain carbon
aerogels [47].

Metal-doped carbon aerogels. Carbon aerogels alone offer only capacitances
contributed by the electric double layer. To further boost the specific capacitances
of carbon aerogels, metals or metal oxides are introduced into the framework of
carbon aerogels to render pseudocapacitances coming from the faradaic redox
reactions.

Ru, because of its high electronic conductivity and electrochemical activity,
was introduced into carbon aerogels for applications in supercapacitors, achieving
higher specific capacitances than plain carbon aerogels [48, 49]. The diameter of
the Ru nanoparticles was *2 nm. These Ru nanoparticles were produced within
the host carbon aerogel via a chemical vapor impregnation route. The specific
surface area of the Ru incorporated carbon aerogel decreased from 724 to
434.5 m2/g with increasing Ru content from 0 to 34.93%. The corresponding
specific capacitance however increased from 85 to 206.4 F/g. The CV curves of
the Ru incorporated carbon aerogel and reference carbon aerogel are shown in
Fig. 24 [48, 49]. Both curves appeared symmetric and rectangular in shape,
indicating reversible redox reactions at the charge/discharge cycles. The enclosed
area of the CV curve of the Ru incorporated carbon aerogel was much larger than
that of the plain carbon aerogel, leading to the much higher specific capacitance of
the Ru incorporated carbon aerogel.

3.1.2 Transition Metal Oxide Aerogel-Based Supercapacitors

Unlike carbon materials, transition metal oxide-based supercapacitors possess not
only electric double-layer capacitances but also pseudocapacitances. Most tran-
sition metal oxides have several oxidation states, thus showing rich redox reactions
to generate pseudocapacitances. Aerogels, as mentioned earlier, possess high
specific surface areas to offer high electrochemically active surface areas for

Fig. 24 Cyclic
voltammograms of Ru
incorporated carbon aerogel
and reference carbon aerogel.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [48, 49]. Copyright
1997 Electro-chemical
Society
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relevant redox reactions. Also, their high porosities together with the percolating
mesoporous structure are advantageous for ion diffusions. Consequently, transition
metal oxide aerogels are likely to offer much higher specific capacitances than
carbon aerogels. An increasing amount of research efforts have thus been directed
to the study of transition metal oxide aerogel-based supercapacitors.

RuO2-based aerogels. RuO2 has been extensively used in electrochemistry
because of its high electronic conductivity and electrochemical activity. In the area
of supercapacitors, the surface sites of RuOxHy can be reversibly oxidized and
reduced with the simultaneous exchange of protons with the contacting solution,
resulting in changes of the oxidation state of the Ru ions. Since RuO2 possesses
several oxidation states (II–XII), it can offer rich redox reactions for pseudoca-
pacitance. Its high specific capacitances have been reported in the literature.
Ruthenium oxide-based aerogels (hydrous ruthenium oxide and ruthenium-tita-
nium oxide) were synthesized via an alkoxide-based procedure and investigated as
a supercapacitor material [50]. Figure 25 shows the CV curves of several hydrous
RuO2 aerogels and Ru-Ti mixed oxide aerogels. The capacitive currents decreased
in the order of RuO2.0.05H2O[[RuO2.0.03H2O[(Ru0.32-Ti0.68)Ox aerogels[
anhydrous RuO2. The specific surface area and specific capacitance of the
RuO2.0.5H2O aerogel were 75 m2/g and 900 F/g, respectively. The specific
capacitance of the RuO2.0.5H2O aerogel was about 1,000 times that of the
anhydrous RuO2 aerogel, even though there existed only a two-fold difference in
specific surface area. The drastic difference in specific capacitance mainly came
from the difference in the degree of hydration and degree of crystallinity. The
capacitance per area of the RuO2.0.5H2O aerogel reached a value as high as
1,200 lF/cm2, and the corresponding symmetric and rectangular shaped CV curve
was demonstrated in an electrolyte of 0.5 M H2SO4, as shown in Fig. 25, superior
to the other three cases.

Nickel oxide-based aerogels. RuO2, although demonstrated to be an excellent
supercapacitor material, suffers from its high cost, which hinders its potential for
commercialization. Therefore, research efforts to seek cost-effective alternatives to
RuO2 continue. Several candidates, such as nickel oxide, cobalt oxide, and
manganese oxide, have been investigated. Nickel oxide is a low cost transition
metal oxide, and has also been extensively used in electrochemisty. Aerogel-like
mesoporous nickel oxides were synthesized and studied by Wu et al. via an
alkoxide-based procedure followed by supercritical drying [51].

Ni(OH)2 aerogels were initially obtained with the sol–gel reaction, and were
transformed to crystalline NiO aerogels upon calcination at 250�C. The maximum
specific surface area was 325 m2/g, with a high porosity of 90%, after calcination
at 300�C [51]. The oxidation of Ni(OH)2 and NiO, as shown in Scheme 10,
changes the oxidation states of Ni ions from 2+ to 3+. The highest specific
capacitance of the NiO aerogels was determined to be 125 F/g. The corresponding
CV curves were quite symmetric and rectangular in shape, indicating a good
reversibility in the involved redox reaction.

Cobalt oxide-based aerogels. Cobalt oxide is another promising candidate,
particularly for its higher electronic conductivity of 2 9 10-4 compared to that of
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nickel oxide (8 9 10-5 X-1 cm-1). Traditionally, transition metal oxide aerogels
were prepared via alkoxide-based sol–gel processes. As mentioned earlier,
alkoxides are generally expensive and sensitive to moisture and heat, requiring
careful handling. With that, non-alkoxide-based sol–gel processes were developed
in recent years to prepare transition metal oxide aerogels. Cobalt oxide aerogels
were first synthesized via a non-alkoxide-based procedure, with their electro-
chemical properties studied by Wei et al. [9]. The authors also prepared cobalt
oxides containing micropores (termed PCO-micro) to study the pore size effect
(mesopore vs. micropore) in supercapacitors. Co(OH)2 was initially produced via a
non-alkoxide based sol–gel process and transformed to crystalline Co3O4 aerogels
upon calcination at 200�C. The specific surface area of cobalt oxide aerogels
clacined at 200�C (termed A-200) was as high as 235 m2/g with an average
pore size of 3.8 nm. This pore size was within the 2–5 nm optimal size for

Scheme 10 Oxidation of
nickel oxide

Fig. 25 Cyclic voltammograms of a RuO2.0.5H2O, b RuO2.0.03H2O, c anhydrous RuO2,
d (Ru0.32-Ti0.68)Ox aerogels. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright 1999
American Chemical Society
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supercapacitor applications. The CV curves of the resulting cobalt oxide samples
are shown in Fig. 26 [9].

The curves were symmetric, but not rectangular in shape, signifying reversible
redox reactions with a narrow operating window. The highest specific capacitance
was obtained for sample A-200 with a value of 623 F/g, much higher than that of
the PCO-micro sample of 41 F/g. It is the highest specific capacitance ever
reported for cobalt oxide as a supercapacitor material. The pore size effect on the
supercapacitive properties of the products was investigated by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The results are displayed in Fig. 27 [9]. Here,
samples A-200 and PCO-micro were compared. Sample A-200 contained solely
mesopores, whereas sample PCO-micro contained micropores of about 50% in
terms of its contribution to the total surface area. Mesopores offer easier

Fig. 26 Cyclic
voltammograms of cobalt
oxide aerogels produced with
different calcination
temperatures compared with
cobalt oxides containing
micropores (PCO-micro).
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [9]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical
Society

Fig. 27 Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy
of cobalt oxide aerogel
calcined at 200�C and cobalt
oxide containing micropores.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [9]. Copyright
2009 American Chemical
Society
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transportation channels for ion diffusions, whereas the mass transfer within
micropores is much more difficult. As a result, the EIS curve for sample A-200 was
almost vertical, mimicking the behavior of an ideal RC circuit and implying a
negligible composite interfacial impedance (including mass transfer resistance)
within the electrode. The EIS curve for sample PCO-micro however showed an
apparent development of a semicircle, implying an appreciable composite inter-
facial impedance within the electrode.

The onset frequencies of samples A-200 and PCO-micro were 6,477 Hz and
4.98 Hz, respectively. High onset frequencies mean high powers. Therefore, the
ease in mass transfer within the electrode also affects the power performance of the
supercapacitor.

Nickel Cobaltite-based Aerogel. Nickel cobaltite was found to have a higher
electronic conductivity (0.6 X-1 cm-1) than nickel oxide (8 9 10-5 X-1 cm-1)
and cobalt oxide (2 9 10-4 X-1 cm-1). Meanwhile, its electrochemical activity is
also better than those of nickel oxide and cobalt oxide. Also, it is expected to offer
richer redox reactions, including contributions from both nickel and cobalt ions,
than the two corresponding single component oxides. Furthermore, nickel cobaltite
is cheap, making it a potentially cost-effective alternative for RuO2. Nickel
cobaltite aerogels were prepared with a non-alkoxide sol–gel process by Wei et al.
[52]. Surprisingly, the crystalline spinel structure of NiCo2O4 formed in the
as-prepared sample without the need for heat treatment. The recorded CV curve of
the product aerogel is shown in Fig. 28.

The CV curve for the aerogel calcined at 200�C showed better symmetry than
that of the as-prepared aerogel, possibly because of the improved crystallinity. Its
operating window is much wider than the nickel oxide and cobalt oxide aerogels,
indicating the benefit of having two types of metal ions, Ni and Co, in the product.
The specific capacitance of the calcined aerogel without a full activation was

Fig. 28 Cyclic
voltammograms of nickel
cobaltite aerogels. Reprinted
with permission from
Ref. [52]. Copyright John
Wiley & Sons
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determined to be 719 F/g, already a high value higher than those of nickel oxide
and cobalt oxide aerogels.

Figure 29 shows the BET specific surface area (solid lines) and corresponding
specific capacitance (dashed lines) of the cobalt oxide, nickel oxide, and nickel
cobaltite aerogels obtained at 200 and 300�C as a function of the calcination
temperature. The plot shows: (1) the trend of the specific surface area that goes
side by side with that of the specific capacitance, indicating the importance of the
specific surface area in specific capacitances, and (2) the nickel cobaltite aerogel,
although possessing the lowest specific surface area, exhibits the highest specific
capacitance. When the nickel cobaltite aerogels were fully activated, the specific
capacitance reached 1,400 F/g, close to the highest value ever reported for RuO2,
showing that nickel cobaltite aerogels are a promising, cost-effective alternative to
RuO2 as a supercapacitor material.

3.2 Li–Ion Battery

3.2.1 Principle of Li–Ion Batteries

Lithium–ion batteries are commonly used for consumer electronics and are gaining
popularity in automotive, defense, and aerospace applications because of their high
energy densities. By comparison, supercapacitors offer high power densities,
whereas lithium–ion batteries offer high energy densities. It has become popular to
integrate supercapacitors and lithium–ion batteries together as a hybrid energy
storage and supply system to satisfy simultaneous demands of power and energy.
The basic working mechanism of the lithium–ion battery is shown in Fig. 30. In
the charging process, an electron is released from the cathode and transported
through the external circuit to the anode. Lithium ions diffuse from the cathode to
anode via the electrolyte. Intercalations of lithium ions in the electrodes occur

Fig. 29 Specific capacitance
and specific surface area
of nickel cobaltite aerogels
vs. calcination temperature.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [52]. Copyright
2010 John Wiley & Sons
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during the redox reactions at the charge/discharge steps. The redox reaction is
shown in Scheme 11 [53–56].

The charge storage in lithium–ion batteries is directly related to the specific
surface area and pore structure of the electrode. High specific surface areas of the
electrode offer a large amount of electroactive surfaces for lithium–ion interca-
lation and redox reactions, and highly porous structure reduces the resistance to
ion diffusions. Therefore, intercalation materials in aerogel form are attractive, not
only because of the high specific surface area, but also due to the small diffusion
resistances in the electrode. We review below several important applications of
metal oxide aerogels in lithium–ion batteries.

3.2.2 Aerogel-Based Li–Ion Batteries

Vanadium oxide-based aerogels. Vanadium oxide is well-known for its high
capacity toward lithium insertion in non-aqueous electrolytes and, thus, is a
popular cathode material for lithium–ion batteries. Vanadium pentoxide (V2O5)
aerogels were prepared by Salloux et al. via an alkoxide-based procedure by using
vanadyl triisopropoxide as the precursor [57]. The lithium–ion intercalation in this
aerogel was determined to be up to 1.9 mol of Li per mole of aerogel. Le et al.
prepared amorphous V2O5 aerogels via an ion exchange processing of sodium
metavanadate, which possessed a high specific surface area of 450 m2/g and a high
pore volume of 2.3 cc/g [58]. The amount of lithium–ion intercalation was
determined to be at least 4 mol of Li per mole of aerogel [58]. The specific
energies of the V2O5 aerogels were found to be far higher than those of the V2O5

xerogels and amorphous V2O5 samples, as shown in Fig. 31, and reached a
maximum value of 1,500 Wh/kg [58, 59].

Fig. 30 Working
mechanism of lithium–ion
battery

Scheme 11 Redox reactions of lithium–ion battery
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Molybdenum Oxide-based aerogel. Molybdenum oxide possesses a stable, 2D
layered structure. These layers can be propped open by an intercalating species,
such as protons, solvated lithium, sodium ions, as well as larger molecules.
Consequently, molybdenum oxide is a promising candidate for lithium–ion battery
applications. Dong et al. prepared molybdenum oxide aerogels by using molyb-
denum alkoxides as the precursor [60]. Both aerogels and xerogels were obtained.
The density, specific surface area, and pore volume of the as-prepared molybde-
num oxide aerogel through supercritical drying were 0.17 g/cm3, 180 m2/g, and
3.5 cc/g, respectively. As for the xerogel production, low surface tension solvents
such as pentane, cyclohexane, and acetone were used in the ambient pressure
drying step. The density and specific surface area of the as-prepared xerogel from
pentane were 0.7 g/cm3 and 270 m2/g, respectively. The amorphous molybdenum
oxide aerogels were electrochemically active materials with reversible Li inter-
calation up to 1.2 Li/Mo [60].

Manganese oxide-based aerogels. MnO2 is a well-studied cathode material for
its usage in the familiar 1.5 V commercial Zn/MnO2 alkaline cells. MnO2 is also
low cost and low toxicity relative to other metal oxides, such as V2O5, and drew
much research attention as a lithium–ion intercalation host for lithium–ion bat-
teries. MnO2 aerogels, ambigels, and xerogels were obtained via a KMnO4-based
sol–gel process and applied in lithium batteries by Long et al. [61, 62]. The
specific surface area and pore volume of the MnO2 aerogel were 210 m2/g and
0.8 cc/g, respectively. The measured CV curves of these MnO2 aerogels, xerogels,
and ambigels in 1 M LiClO4/propylene carbonate, as shown in Fig. 32, exhibited
well-defined faradaic features for the lithium–ion insertion/deinsertion process.

Figure 33 compares the discharge capacities of the aerogel and xerogel samples
at increasing discharge cycle. Evidently, the aerogel samples outperformed the

Fig. 31 Specific energy
versus equilibrium voltage
curves for different V2O5

samples. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [58].
Copyright 1996 Electro-
chemical Society
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xerogel samples, with the highest discharge capacity of almost 100 mAh/g
achieved at the second discharge cycle [62].

MnO2 aerogels, ambigels, and xerogels with birnessite structure were also
synthesized via a sol–gel process by Long et al. [63]. The specific surface areas
and pore volumes of the resulting aerogel, ambigel, and xerogel were (250 m2/g,
1.8 cc/g), (210 m2/g, 1.6 cc/g), and (140 m2/g, 0.36 cc/g), respectively. The dis-
charge capacities of the MnO2 aerogel, ambigel, and xerogel were characterized at
500 mA/g and are compared in Fig. 34. Evidently, the decay rate in discharge
capacity with increasing discharge/charge cycle was the greatest for the xerogel
sample, attributable to its smaller specific surface area and pore volume. Appar-
ently, the open pore structure and high surface area are beneficial to the relevant
electrochemical performance.

Fig. 32 Cyclic
voltammgrams of MnO2

aerogels, ambigels, and
xerogels in 1.0 M LiClO4/
propylene carbonate.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [62]. Copyright
2000 Electro-chemical
Society

Fig. 33 Discharge capacities
of aerogels and xerogels at
increasing discharge cycle
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [62]. Copyright
2000 Electro-chemical
Society
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Composite aerogels. For lithium–ion batteries, high electronic conductivities
for electrodes are one of the key factors to obtain high energy capacities. Because
of this, RuO2,which possesses a higher electronic conductivity than V2O5, was
introduced into V2O5 aerogels in the form of nanoparticles for lithium–ion battery
applications [64]. Aerogel-like V2O5 and RuO2 nanoparticle-modified V2O5

aerogels, (RuO2)0.1V2O5, were synthesized by Zhang et al. The active material
networks were coated and interconnected by in situ-formed RuO2 nanoparticles
(*10%) that ensured good mechanical stability and electronic conductivity. RuO2

nanoparticles did not block the free volume and surface area of the V2O5 aerogel,
and the electronic conductivity increased, leading to improved specific charge
capacity over plain V2O5 aerogels. The electrochemical data of both aerogel
samples, as shown in Fig. 35, were measured under the constant-current insertion
condition at discharge rates of 2C, C, C/5, and C/10. Both samples showed smooth
voltage decays upon lithium insertion, and the specific discharge capacities of the
composite aerogel were larger than the corresponding ones of the plain aerogel at
all discharge rates. For example, the specific discharge capacities of
(RuO2)0.1V2O5 and V2O5 aerogels were 400 and 310 mAh/g, respectively at the
discharge rate of C/10. The large differences in specific discharge capacity were
attributed to the smaller ohmic effect in (RuO2)0.1V2O5 aerogels [64].

Carbon black has been used to improve the electronic conductivities of lithium
intercalation electrodes. Unfortunately, carbon black, although produced as fine
particles, often forms sub-micron sized aggregates during the fabrication of the
composite electrode, blocking the pathway for ion diffusion. To improve the situ-
ation, Sakamoto and Dunn investigated how single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWCNT) can work with V2O5 aerogels as a lithium intercalation electrode [65].
They synthesized V2O5/SWCNT composite aerogels with different loadings of
SWCNTs. SWCNTs (*104 S/cm) were introduced into V2O5 aerogels, making
good contact with the aerogel backbone without blocking the pore structure, and
the composite aerogels showed good performance, even at high discharge rates.

Fig. 34 Discharge capacities
of MnO2 aerogels, ambigels,
and xerogels at increasing
discharge cycle. Reprinted
from Long et al. [63].
Copyright 2001, with
permission from Elsevier
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The specific discharge capacities obtained at increasing specific currents for V2O5/
SWNT composite aerogels of three different SWCNT loadings are listed in Table 3.
Also included in Table 3 are the data from the carbon black-loaded V2O5 aerogels,
V2O5/KJB, for comparison. At low specific currents, there was not much difference
between the two types of composite aerogels of the same additive loading, although
the specific discharge capacities of the V2O5/SWCNT composite aerogels were
slightly higher than those of the corresponding V2O5/KJB composite aerogels. At
high specific currents, there was a significant decay in the specific discharge
capacity of the V2O5/KJB composite aerogels, whereas those of the V2O5/SWCNT
composite aerogels showed only minor to moderate decays. This may be attributed
to better contact between the SWCNTs and the aerogel backbone and fewer
structural disturbances to the aerogel from the SWCNT incorporation.

4 Conclusions

Aerogels find a wide range of applications because of their unique and advanta-
geous structural features of high porosity, high specific surface area, and perco-
lating mesopores. Any application requiring high functional surfaces and easy

Fig. 35 Electrochemical
data of (RuO2)0.1V2O5 and
V2O5 aerogels at four
different discharge rates.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [64]. Copyright
2001 Electro-chemical
Society

Table 3 Specific discharge capacities for V2O5/KJB and V2O5/SWCNT composite aerogels

Specific current(mA/g) Specific discharge capacities (mAh/g)

V2O5/KJB V2O5/SWCNT

5wt% 9wt% 17wt% 5wt% 9wt% 17wt%

112 364 425 452 382 449 452
560 274 326 382 314 373 418
1,120 197 227 323 280 342 395
2,800 81 85 155 210 257 296

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [65]. Copyright 2002 Electro-chemical Society
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transport for participating species, will find aerogels useful. More applications for
aerogels are bound to be developed in the future. To meet different application
requirements, aerogels need to be produced in suitable processes to acquire nec-
essary application characteristics. We review preparation routes of alkoxide vs.
non-alkoxide precursor and supercritical fluid vs. ambient pressure drying. The
choice depends on the product requirements for aerogels, and the trend is to
develop multi-component aerogels to further boost targeted performances and to
tackle more complicated tasks.

Aerogels have been demonstrated superior in energy saving as the thermal
insulation material and in energy storage as the electrode materials for superca-
pacitors and lithium–ion batteries. The trend is to develop composite aerogels that
take advantages from individual components to suit different needs of the appli-
cations. Furthermore, aerogels of compositions other than metal oxides and carbon
deserve more research attention. There exist ample opportunities for even wider
applications for aerogels.
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Window Glass Coatings

Jitka Mohelníková

Abstract Thin film coatings modulate optical and thermal and other properties
of window glass. Coated window glasses influence indoor climate and energy
efficiency in buildings. They can be classified into groups of spectrally selective
glazings, chromogenic glazed systems for switchable smart window technolo-
gies and light-enhancing transparent materials. Low-emissivity glazings are
typical of spectrally selective window glasses. Chromogenics have applications
in light control and switching technologies that are optically, thermally,
chemically or electrically activated. Transparent materials with micro-structured
or holographic films and antireflective coatings serve to direct light and control
light functions. An overview of several types of window glazings and coatings
will be presented.

1 Introduction

Energy savings and motivation toward solar energy utilization in buildings brought
forth the development of advanced glazing materials [1–3]. These glazings with
thin film coatings and selective surfaces have ability to modulate the properties of
window glass. Special windows glazing influences the climate in the buildings in
which they are used. This is why they have found wide applications in architecture
[4, 5]. They can be used for:
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• limiting heat loses and maximizing solar gains and natural lighting in buildings
to reduce energy consumption for heating and artificial lighting,

• reducing glare and lowering the energy demands for cooling and air-
conditioning,

• reducing the amount of cleaning water and solvents due to reduction in main-
tenance requirements in glazed windows.

Glazings can be classified into three main groups with respect to their appli-
cations in buildings [6–8]:

• spectrally selective glazings (e.g., glazings with modulated transmittance,
reflectance and absorbance in the visible or infrared spectral range),

• chromogenic glazings (i.e., switchable glazings for dynamic light control),
• light-enhancing glazings (e.g., light reflectors, collectors or wave-guiding trans-
parent materials, antireflective glass and glazings with self-cleaning surfaces).

2 Spectrally Selective Glazings

Spectrally selective coatings modulate the spectral properties of glass substrates.
For window glazing applications they are represented mainly by thin films that
reduce absorption of infrared radiation within glass panes. They have very low
emissivity (between 0.2 and 0.05) compared to the emissivity of common window
glass 0.84 [9–11]. These thin films are called low-emissivity (low-e) coatings.
The major requirements for these coatings are:

• high transmittance in visible spectral range,
• high reflectance in infrared spectral region.

Low-emissivity coatings are classified into two main groups [9–15]:

• Coatings reflective in infrared spectral range (between 2 and 10 lm). This type
of low-e glazing is also called a heat mirror or a winter film. They serve to
eliminate heat radiation losses of windows or collect thermal energy.

• Coatings reflective in near-infrared part of the solar radiation spectrum in
spectral range between 0.78 and 2.5 lm. They are called solar controlling low-
emissivity coatings or summer films. Their main application is reduction of solar
thermal loads.

2.1 Low-Emissivity Glazings

Low-emissivity (low-e) glazings have special coatings deposited on their surfaces.
Low-e coatings operate as transparent heat mirrors. They can be deposited as
[11, 14, 15]:
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• doped oxides semiconductor coatings,
• conducting micro-grid coatings,
• multilayer thin films consisting of metal and transparent dielectric layers.

Doped oxide semiconductor coatings consist of dielectric layers with mobile
charge carriers. The coatings have high reflectance in the infrared spectral range
and good transmittance of visible wavelengths. Materials such as SnO2:F,
In2O3:Sn, SnO2:Sb, ZnO:Al or Cd2SnO4 are used for these coatings [11, 16–19].

The transparent heat mirror coatings can be also designed as micro-grid thin
conducting films with small openings (around 2.5 lm). These openings transmit
solar radiation and the rest parts of the coating reflect infrared radiation. This type
of coatings has not found wide applications for window glass panes [19].

Multilayer coatings consisting of a metal film sandwiched between transparent
dielectric layers are recommended for window glazings. Metals have high
reflectance and low-emissivity in the infrared spectral range [20]. Figure 1 shows
spectral reflectance of selected thin metal films (Aluminium-Al, Silver-Ag,
Gold-Au and Copper-Cu) of equal thicknesses deposited on a glass substrate [21].
The reflectance curves are compared in the visible spectral range (380–780 nm)
and in the part of infrared range between 1,000 and 15,000 nm.

It is obvious that the most apt materials are silver and gold layers. The thin
silver and gold layers both have high visible transmittance and high reflectance in
the infrared spectral range. Silver is the most adept metal for low-e coatings
because of its high infrared reflectance and low light absorbance [21]. Aluminium
is ill suited as a glazing component due to its higher reflectance and reduced
transmittance in the visible range.

Dielectric coatings protect the thin metal layer and influence light transmittance
of the low-e coatings. Spectral transmittance of a thin metal film (M) compared
with transmittance of the same metal film with single and double dielectric (D)
layers is presented in Fig. 2 (computer simulation [22]). Dielectric layers have an
anti-reflective property. The top dielectric layer on the metal film has higher
influence on visible transmittance.

Dielectric materials with high refractive indices, such as TiO2, SnO2, SnBO2,
In2O3, ZnO, ZnS, Si3N4 and Bi2O3 [23, 24], can be used in low-emissivity

Fig. 1 Spectral reflectance of silver (Ag), aluminum (Al), gold (Au) and copper (Cu) thin films
on glass, a visible spectral range 380–780 nm, b infrared spectral range 1,000–15,000 nm
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coatings. Multilayer low-e coatings use combinations of dielectric materials with
high and low refractive indices, for example, TiO2 and SiO2.

The materials selected as layers in a low-e coating influence its visible trans-
mittance. Figure 3 presents a spectral transmittance of a low-e coating with metal
(M) layer and dielectric layers of materials with high (Dh) and low (Dl) refractive
indices (computer simulation [22]).

The light transmittance of the five-layer Dh/Dl/Dh/M/Dh/Dl/Dh coating is very
high but relatively narrow-band compared to the three-layer Dh/M/Dh coating of
the same material composition, Fig. 3.

An optimized design of the multilayer composition of dielectric and metal
layers yields visible transmittance and infrared reflectance coatings [23–26].
Examples of low-e coatings include [14, 27–33]:

• a central silver layer between two dielectric layers:
glass/ZnO/Ag/ZnO
glass/ZnS/Ag/ZnS
glass/TiO2/Ag/TiO2

glass/SnO2/Ag/SnO2

glass/Bi2O3/Ag/Bi2O3

Fig. 2 Spectral
transmittance of thin films
with metal (M) and dielectric
(D) layers deposited on glass

Fig. 3 Influence of dielectric
layers on transmittance of
a thin low-e coating (M-metal
layer, Dh-dielectric layer
with high refractive index,
Dl-dielectric layer with
low refractive index)
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• a silver layer and three dielectric layers of two different materials: glass/TiO2/
Ag/TiO2/SiO2

• a copper layer between two dielectric layers: glass/SnO2/Cu/SnO2

• a titanium nitride layer between two dielectric layers: glass/TiO2/TiN/TiO2

• a zirconium nitride layer between two dielectric layers: glass/ZrO2/ZrN/ZrO2

• a gold layer between two dielectric layers: glass/In2O3/Au/In2O3.

The thin gold film is inert but metal coatings of silver or copper are not
chemically stable. Their optical properties degrade by thermal oxidation and
corrosion caused mainly by atmospheric pollutants such as chlorine and sulphur
[33]. The metal layer’s chemical stability and durability is increased with a pro-
tective layer [34]. The metal layer is protected by a barrier layer or blocker layer
[23]. A barrier layer should be deposited on one or both metal-dielectric interfaces.
Materials that can be used to protect the metal layers against corrosion include Si,
Ti, TiN, TiAOx, NiCr, NiCrOx, Cr, Zr, Mo, W and ZrSi [23, 35–37].

Examples of characteristic compositions of low-e window coatings with pro-
tective layers:

• glazings with a single silver and a single blocker layer [35–37]:
glass/SnO2/Ag/NiCrOx/SnO2 or glass/ZnO/Ag/TiAOx/SnO2, glass/SnBO2/ZnO/
Ag/NiCrOx/SnBO2 or glass/TiO2/ZnO/Ag/NiCrOx/Si3N4

• glazings with a single silver and double blocker layer:
glass/SnO2/TiAOx/Ag/TiAOx/SnO2 [37].

Low-e window coatings can be designed as single, double or even triple metal
layer films [38, 39]. Multi-layered dielectric-metal coatings serve as the broadband
infrared (IR) reflectors for low-emissivity glazings. It means these glazings can
eliminate thermal radiation losses, provide near-IR solar control and substitute
convenient transmittance in the whole visible spectrum [40]. Compositions of such
multifunctional coatings include:

• glass/SnO2/ZnO/Ag/NiCrOx/SnO2/Ag/NiCrOx/SnO2 [37]
• glass/ZnO/Ag/Ti/ZnO/Ag/Ti/ZnO/TiO2/ZnO [40]
• glass/TiOx/ZnOx/Ag/NiCrOx/TiOx/ZnOx/Ag/NiCrOx/SiNx [41, 42], the better
thermal and mechanical stability of this coating is achieved by dividing the first
layer and middle layer of titanium oxide and also two silver layers in the
following way glass/TiOx/NiCrOx/TiOx/ZnOx/Ag/NiCrOx/Ag/NiCrOx/TiOx/
NiCrOx/TiOx/ZnOx/Ag/NiCrOx/Ag/NiCrOx/SiNx [41, 42]

• glass/Si3N4/Ni:Cr/Ag/Ni:Cr/Si3N4/Ni:Cr/Ag/Ni:Cr/Si3N4 [43]
• glass/TiOx/Si3N4/NiCr/Ag/NiCr/Si3N4/SnO2/ZnO/Ag/NiCrOx/SnO2/Si3N4 [44]

Figure 4 shows spectral transmittance of three different compositions of the
low-e coatings with single, double and triple silver layer and TiO2/SiO2 layers in
the following compositions (computer simulation [22]):

• single silver coating: glass/TiO2/Ag/TiO2

• double silver coating: glass/TiO2/Ag/TiO2/SiO2/TiO2/Ag/TiO2

• triple silver coating: glass/TiO2/Ag/TiO2/SiO2/Ag/SiO2/TiO2/Ag/TiO2
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2.2 Spectrally and Angularly Selective Solar Control Glass

Solar control glazings reduce overheating and glare [45]. Glazings with spectrally
selective coatings are reflective or absorptive in the near-IR range of solar radiation
spectrum. Special coatings can also influence angular selectivity of window glass.
General requirements for the design of solar control reflective coatings are visible
transmittance and high near-IR reflectance. These properties are achieved by fab-
ricating thin dielectric/metal/dielectric films with metal layers, such as Ag, Cu, Au,
or TiN and dielectric layers of Bi2O3, In2O3, SnO2, TiO2, ZnO or ZnS [9, 14].

Solar control coatings can also consist of absorbing and reflecting materials,
such as CrNx, TiNx, and FeNx, embedded in layers of a material with a high
refractive index [46]. A thin film of CuxS can be also used for solar control
purposes [47].

The near-IR absorbing thin film and a low-e layer within one coating is another
possibility [48, 49]. The coating consists of SnO2 layer (deposited on the glass
substrate) with a dopant of antimony, tungsten, vanadium, iron, chromium,
molybdenum, niobium, cobalt or nickel and the low-e layer of SnO2 containing a
dopant of fluorine or phosphorus [48, 49].

Special near-IR absorbing glazings include a light absorptive resin laminated
between two glass panes [50]. The transparent acrylic resin contains copper ions,
which reduce solar transmittance in the near-IR spectrum and allow for high
transmittance of visible light.

Angular selective coatings can also be designed for solar control glazings.
Angle selective coatings allow for seasonal self-regulation of window glazings.
They reflect part of direct solar rays affecting glass panes at high angles of
incidence, which happens in the summer, and transmit diffusive and low-angle
incidence direct solar radiation characteristic of winter sunlight [51–54]. Coatings
with angularly selective oblique columnar microstructures are used for this pur-
pose. These coatings are based on materials such as Al, Cr, Ta and cernet [54–57].
Affected solar radiation is scattered or directly transmitted by the columnar micro-
structured coating, dependent upon the angle of incidence. The scattering of direct
solar radiation eliminates glare. Scattering surface patterns and thin films are

Fig. 4 Spectral
transmittance of single,
double and triple silver
low-e coatings
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applied for special glare protection glazings [58, 59]. Such coatings reduce the
need for cooling in summer seasons.

3 Chromogenic Glazings

Chromogenic glazing materials offer solar control switching activated optically,
thermally, chemically or electrically [7, 60, 61]. Switchable glazings have many
applications including architectural glazed roofs and façades, automotive
windscreens and sunroofs or aircraft windows and displays [61].

Window chromogenic glazings allow dynamic changes in solar transmittance
dependent upon external conditions, such as solar radiation intensity or tempera-
ture variations. Chromogenic glazings fall into two categories:

• non-electrically activated devices: photochromic (optical activation), thermo-
chromic and thermotropic (thermal activation) and gasochromic glazings
(chemical activation). Some of the glazings can also be connected to an external
switch, allowing for user-defined operation with electronic control.

• electrically activated devices, such as electrochromic, electrochromic-photo-
voltaic glazings, photoelectrochromic glazings (they can also be applied in an
electrically non-activated variation) and glazing devices with liquid crystals or
suspended particles.

3.1 Photochromic Glazings

The photochromic phenomenon is a reversible change between two energy states
of a material due to light absorption [62]. Photochromism has been known since
1880s [62–64]. Photochromic glass color centers are activated under radiation
exposure, causing glass coloration (darkening). The destruction of the color cen-
ters of the photochromic glass occurs in the state without radiation present, when
the glass is in the initial transparent state. Color centers are activated in response to
exposure to ultraviolet and short-wave visible radiation. The destruction of color
centers is influenced by long-wave visible and short-wave infrared radiation.

Photochromic materials are metal halides, such as silver, copper halides, cad-
mium halides, europium or cerium. Chromium, molybdenum or tungsten and the
mineral hackmanit can be also used [62–65]. Investigations in the kinetics of
photochemical reactions of photochromic glasses confirm desirability of silver
halides [64, 65] as AgCl or AgBr. Another group of photochromics is organic
materials. Examples include certain dyes, stereoisomers and polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons [66, 67].

The best-known variation is ophthalmic photochromic glass. Photochromic
glasses have few applications for large-area glazings in buildings [62–68].
A glazed photochromic element with special thin film based on magnesium–nickel
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alloy has been developed [68] and is expected to be implementable as a window
coating [69]. The diffuse-reflection type of photochromic thin film (e.g. SnO2)
forms pyramidal crystal grain projections. This irregular surface is coated with
Mg6Ni layer. In a double glass unit configuration, the photochromic film faces an
internal cavity. The cavity is filled with diluted hydrogen which influences
reflective and transparent state variations of the unit.

The aforementioned photochromic material, SnO2, implemented in the follow-
ing device, glass/SnO2:F/electrolyte/Pd/Mg6Ni/irregularly-shaped SnO2:F/glass,
can be activated electrically when connected to an appropriate controller [69].

Another special photochromic device features user-controllable light trans-
mittance. This device bleaches at the user’s discretion [70]. Such a device is
comprised of a radiation sensitive electrode/interconnecting medium/ion interca-
lative layer, embedded between two panes of glass with deposited transparent
conductive oxide (TCO) layers. An electrical connection exists between the two
TCO electrodes. Radiation sensitive electrode materials include zinc–cadmium
sulfide and titanium oxide with dopants Ta, Nb, Sb, V and Ru [70].

3.2 Thermochromic and Thermotropic Glazings

Thermochromic glass alters its optical properties with response to temperature
changes [71–73]. Thermochromic materials’ colors are modified by a thermally
induced chemical reaction or by a phase transformation. The phase transformation
from semiconductor state (high visible transmittance) to metallic state (high
infrared reflectance) occurs in transition metal oxides. Thermochromic coatings in
the metallic state have similar properties as low-emissivity coatings.

Organic and inorganic compounds are known for their thermochromic prop-
erties [72, 73]. Such organic compounds are anil, spiropyrans, polyvinyl acetal
resins and hydroxide groups. Examples of inorganic thermochromic compounds
include AgI, Ag2HgI4, Cd3P3Cl, HgI, HgI2 and SrTiO3. Vanadium dioxide VO2

has been used for thermochromic window applications [7, 74–78]. Reversible
metal-to-semiconductor phase transformation can be achieved by doping VO2.
Tungsten is a frequently used dopant [76, 77]. Thin films VO2:Mg [78] and
multilayer coatings TiO2/VO2/TiO2/VO2/TiO2 [7] have also been investigated for
window coating applications.

Thermotropic glazings change their translucence with temperature changes
from clear states to light-scattering, non-transparent states. Thermotropic devices
contain special gels embedded between two glass panes. The gels influence the
radiation and conductive heat transfer through the glazing. They consist of ther-
motropic materials of two components with different refractive indices [79–83].
These components are homogenous for low temperatures (transparent state).
If temperature rises above the limit value (between 20 and 50�C) the components
are phase-separate, forming very small nanoparticles. The separation causes
scattering of solar radiation, leaving a non-transparent, white-colored glazing [83].
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3.3 Gasochromic Glazings

Dynamic transmittance changes of gasochromic glazings are caused by chemical
reactions of hydrogen with wolfram oxide [83–88]. Gasochromic devices consist
of a double-glazed unit with connections to a gas supply unit and an electronic
control unit. An example of a gasochromic double-glazed unit composition
is: glass/WO3/Pt/cavity filled with gas (e.g. H2, O2)/glass [86, 87]. The optically
active component of the gasochromic glazing is a thin porous WO3 film. The Pt
layer serves as a catalyst. The glazed unit changes color when the gasochromic
film is exposed to a low concentration of H2. The bleaching process that produces
a transparent state occurs with exposure of diluted O2. The following chemical
reaction WO3 (colorless) ? xH2(Cat) ? 2xH+

? WO3 ? H2xWO3 (blue) causes
blue coloration of the gasochromic glazing [88]. Color intensity depends on the
WO3 film thickness and hydrogen concentration. The effect of the gasochromic
coloration is also used in the aforementioned photochromic reflective light control
element [69].

A switchable gasochromic mirror device based on Pd/Ni-WO3 anodic double
layer coating deposited on the glass has been developed [89]. The hydrogen gas
dissociates from the Pd catalyst into H atoms, which diffuse into the Ni-WO3 film,
causing coloration.

3.4 Electrochromic Glazings

The electrochromic phenomenon has been the subject of many scientific research
programs and investigations [90–110]. Electrochromic (EC) smart window glaz-
ings are just one possible application of this phenomenon.

EC glazings reversibly change their optical properties under an applied voltage.
The presence of electric current causes variation of the material’s chemical
composition and its optical properties. EC glazings require only a small voltage
(between 1 and 5 V) for switching. They are transparent when no voltage is
applied. A typical composition of EC glass is the following [93–95]: glass/trans-
parent electrode (TCO)/EC layer/central electrolyte-ion conductor/ion-storage
layer/transparent electrode (TCO)/glass.

The switchable process of glazing coloration and bleaching is caused by ion
migration between the EC and ion-storage layer. Ions of the EC layer move toward
the ion-storage layer through the central electrolyte when voltage is applied
between two transparent electrodes. The ions transport to the ion-storage layer
causes EC glazing coloration. A change in electric polarity causes ion flow in the
opposite direction, causing bleaching of the EC device.

Many materials have been tested for EC applications. Typical materials which
are used for EC devices are [90–105], for example:
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• EC layer: inorganic materials, such as WO3, LixWO3, HxWO3, NiO or organic
materials, such as viologen,

• ion conduction layer: LiClO4 ? PC, Ta2O5, PMMA ? organic,
• ion-storage layer: WO3, WO3:MO, Nb2O5, NiO, Prussian Blue, LiyV2O5,
• transparent electrode: In2O3:Sn or SnO2:F.

The coloration process is achieved by the oxidation–reduction reaction in
organic EC materials [103]. The EC effect occurs in inorganic metal oxides due to
the dual injection (cathodic) or ejection (anodic) of ions and electrons (e-).
A typical reaction for the cathodic coloring material is:

WO3 (transparent) ? yH+
? ye- $ HyWO3 (blue) [103, 104]

Ions such as Li+, Na+ and Ag+ can also cause EC coloration.
A typical coloring anodic reaction is, for example:

LiyV2O5 light yellowð Þ� yLiþ � ye� $ V2O5 blueð Þ [103]

or Ir OHð Þx transparentð Þ $ IrOx blackð Þ + XHþ + xe� [104]

Possibilities of enhancing an EC glazing visible transmittance in its transparent
state can be achieved through adding Al or Mg to the Ni oxide [106] or antire-
flective layers [107]. EC safety glass laminated with ion-conducting PVB (Poly-
vinyl butyral) sheets [108] and flexible polyester-based foils with EC coatings
[109] have also been developed.

3.5 Photoelectrochromic Glazings

Photoelectrochromic glazings combine electrochromic and photochromic princi-
ples [110–114]. Such glazing units consist of an electrochromic material (WO3,
IrOx, V2O5 or NiO) and a semiconductor film (TiO2, CdS, ZnS, ZnO or WO)
[110]. The composition of the photoelectrochromic glazing can be [111, 112]:
glass/transparent electrode/WO3 layer/nanoporous TiO2 layer/dye monolayer/
electrolyte LiI/Pt layer/transparent electrode/glass.

The thin film of TiO2 is porous and covered with a dye monolayer. The dye is
excited under illumination and donates electrons to the TiO2, which conduct them
to the WO3 layer. This reduces the tungsten and changes its color from transparent
to blue. The Pt thin film catalyzes the reverse reaction. The process takes place
under illumination. This means that the whole system operates as a passive
photochromic element. The device can also have transparent electrodes connected
to an external switch. Electrons from the WO3 layer can flow to the counter-
electrode in case of the closed external switch (darkening state). The device is
transparent in the electrically non-activated state.
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3.6 Electrochromic and PV Glazing

Photovoltaics can be used as power sources for switchable glazings, creating a
complete smart window system [115]. Another interesting application of photo-
voltaic (PV) technology for windows is the integration of PV thin films of special
colors into the glazings [116]. An electrochromic (EC) device powered by an
integrated amorphous silicon carbide (a-SiC:H) PV film is an example of a
photovoltaic/electrochromic (PV/EC) glazing [117–119]. The PV part serves as a
semitransparent power supply and the EC thin film serves as a modulator of
transmittance. These two parts of the PV/EC coating consists of:

• PV part: TCO/a-SiC:H-n/a-SiC:H-i/a-SiC:H-p
• EC part: TCO/V2O5 (ion-storage layer)/LiAlF4 (ion conductor layer)/Liy-
WO3(EC layer)/TCO

The whole composition of a PV/EC glazing can be as follows: glass/TCO/
a-SiC:H-n/a-SiC:H-i/a-SiC:H-p/TCO/V2O5/LiAlF4/LiyWO3/TCO. The device is
darkened when the top and bottom TCO layers are electrically connected via
external switch. The middle TCO layer is used for battery charging and user
control [119].

3.7 Liquid Crystal and Suspended Particle Glazings

Liquid crystals (LC) are materials comprised of thin, needle-shaped organic
molecules that are randomly distributed and flow like liquids. Under certain
conditions they could be aligned and ordered. They exist in several liquid crys-
talline phases, such as [120]:

• nemanic phase (LC orientation order but no position order),
• cholesteric phase (LC local orientation in a helical or spiral configuration),
• smetic phase (LC orientation and position order).

LC orientation alters with electric field. Orientation influences the light trans-
mittance of the LC glazing. There are several types of LC used in switchable
devices. Polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLC) and nemanic curvilinear
aligned phase of encapsulated liquid crystals (NCAP) are used in large-area
glazing applications [63, 120, 121]. Guest-host LC represents another possibility
for windows [63]. PDLC have wide applications for architectural and automotive
glazings [122].

These window glazings have LC within an index matched polymer matrix
between two transparent conductive oxides TCO electrodes. The composition of
the LC glazing can be: glass/TCO/dielectric layer/PDLC layer/dielectric layer/
TCO/glass [14, 124]. LC molecules are dispersed between two conductive elec-
trodes. Activation of the electric field causes alignment of the LC. This allows for
enhanced light transmittance. The device appears translucent and white in the
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off-state. LC glazings require electrical activation to be in the transparent state
[14, 121–126].

A new LC glazing technology which does not require constant power has been
developed. A reverse mode of PDLC glazing is achieved by doping with photo-
conductive molecules in the polymer LC matrix [127, 128, 129].

Suspended particle glazings also require electrical activation to reach trans-
parency. They are not transparent in the non-activated state [130–136]. A sus-
pended particle (SP) switchable device consists of glass/TCO/dielectric layer/SP
layer/dielectric layer/TCO/glass [130, 131]. Polyester sheets can be also used
instead of the glass panes.

The active SP layer has needle-shaped dipole particles (less l lm long). They
are suspended randomly in an organic fluid or gel in the electrically non-activated
state, causing absorption and scattering of incident light. The suspended particles
align if an electric field is applied, causing bleaching of the device.

SP glazing with modified particles could provide darkening in several colors.
SP glazings with encapsulated particles in polymers and laminated the composite
between polyester sheets show promise for large glazed areas applications [136].

4 Light Enhancing and Controlling Glazings

Modern solar technologies offer light enhancement and control systems. These
systems serve to transport and redirect light into the interiors of buildings to
improve indoor visual comfort. Optical fibers, transparent materials with micro-
structured surfaces or holographic films, fluorescent concentrators and mirrors can
guide, redirect and concentrate light [137–140].

These materials integrated into façades and glazed roofs can eliminate glare and
overheating problems in building interiors. They can also be used for solar con-
version systems [140, 141]. Combinations of prismatic materials and switchable
technology provide smart solar control transparent devices [116, 142–149].

Enhancement of light and solar transmittance in window glass can be achieved
through antireflective coatings [150–158]. Special self-cleaning functional coat-
ings also positively influence light transmittance of windows [159–169].

4.1 Switchable Devices and Prismatic Surfaces

Microprismatic glass coatings and retro-reflecting prisms serve for angle selective
solar control. They allow variation of transmittance dependent upon the angle of
solar radiation incidence [138–140]. High-angle incident light is retro-reflected but
low-angle incident and diffuse light is transmitted.

The microprismatic surface patterns are produced by the interference holog-
raphy or micro-machining technology. The microstructure can be periodic
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(triangular, sinusoidal and parabolic) or random (periods between 0.2 and 50 lm)
[140, 141]. The surface is laminated on the inner surfaces of double-glazed units in
building applications.

Transparent materials with micro and/or macro-structured surfaces can be
combined with switchable devices to achieve a user-controlled system, Fig. 5c
[116, 142–144]. This combination provides dynamic regulation of solar trans-
mittance. Parts of the prismatic surfaces exposed to high solar incidence have thin
chromogenic coatings. These coatings reduce transmittance due to a switchable
coloration process. Glare protection is achieved through prismatic surface retro-
reflecting and light-scattering effects.

Another possible application of switchable glazing technology is the combi-
nation of laminated glass with light emitting diodes (LEDs), with a liquid crystal
interlayer embedded between two glass panes with transparent conductive oxide
layers [145–147].

A switchable glazing system with surface micro-blinds has been developed, as
shown in Fig. 6. The device controls light transmittance in response to applied
voltage. Thin metal micro-blinds are deposited on a glass substrate with a trans-
parent conductive oxide layer and an insulator layer. The micro-blinds are rolled in
the transparent electrically non-activated state. When electric field is activated a
potential difference between the thin rolled metal and transparent conductive layer
causes the micro-blinds to stretch and limit light transmittance (shading effect)
[148, 149].

4.2 Antireflective Glazings

Special low-iron glasses and glazings with antireflective coatings can be used to
improve visible and solar transmittance.

Generally an antireflective (AR) coating consists of alternating dielectric layers
of materials with high (as ZrO2, Ta2O5 or TiO2) and low (as MgF2, SiO2 and

Fig. 5 Prismatic transparent
materials, a transmission of
low-angle incident solar rays,
b retro-reflection of high-
angle incident solar rays,
c retro-reflection and
absorption of solar radiation
on switchable coatings
(deposited on the oblique
parts of the prisms)
[116, 142–144]
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Al2O3) refractive indices [150, 151]. Devices comprised of TiO2 and SiO2 layers
are commonly used [152]. Multilayer dielectric AR coatings can enhance the
transmittance of visible light. A single AR layer with low refractive index and high
porosity is recommended for solar energy applications. A third type of the AR
coating can improve both visible and solar near-IR transmittance [152].
Non-porous materials can also achieve the AR effect through surface etching,
nano-patterns or gratings [152–155].

An example of a practical application of AR coatings for windows is the
enhancement of the visible transmittance of low-e glazings. An AR coating of
porous SiO2 can be deposited on both sides of a glazing with a pyrolytic low-e
tin-oxide coating [156]. Antireflective coatings are also useful in switchable
glazing technologies, such as electrochromic glazings [157, 158].

4.3 Self-Cleaning Glazings and Coatings

Special coatings can create self-cleaning or easy-to-clean surfaces [159–161].
These coatings can provide:

• photocatalytic function (decomposition of organic materials on the glass
surface),

• hydrophilic function (strongly wettable surface which allows water sheeting,
which cleans the surface),

• hydrophobic function (weakly wettable surface).

A porous TiO2 thin film coating can exhibit both the photocatalytic and
hydrophilic effects [159–161]. Incident solar radiation (UV part) generates the
catalytic activity within the TiO2 surface coating. The excited titanium transfers its
energy to the oxygen molecules, which loses an electron. Electrons migrate to the

Fig. 6 Function of micro-
blinds, a in the electrically
non-activated state
(transparent), b in the
electrically activated state
(shading), 1-glass substrate,
2-adhesion layer and
transparent conductive layer,
3-insulator, 4-reflective
resilient metal micro-blind
(4a-rolled blind, 4-stretched
blind) [148, 149]
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organic material on the glass surface and decompose it. This process also changes
the glass surface to hydrophilic by creating oxygen vacancies, which react with
water. Due to this activity water droplets wet the surface. The water washes away
the decomposed organic materials. The thin TiO2 photo-catalytically active
coating should be covered by a special corrosion protective coating [162, 163] for
large façade or roof glazing applications.

Another self-cleaning system is a hydrophobic surface coating. It consists of a
water polymer matrix which creates a surface with nanoscale pores. The self-
cleaning effect is achieved due to water surface tension. Water drops form almost
spherical droplets on the hydrophobic surface. They fall off the surface due to
gravity and roll dust and small dirt with them. Water drops are removed before
they can evaporate on the surface [164], as shown in Fig. 7.

Special smart switchable coatings provide protective, hydrophobic or hydro-
philic and other properties. Such smart coatings can also reversibly alter the
wetting properties of surfaces [165–169] in response to external stimuli.

5 Conclusion

An overview of several types of window glazings and coatings has been presented.
Implementations of thin film coatings for multifunctional glazed window units
provide integrated systems with spectrally selective glazings of high visible
transmittance and low-emissivity, which can be completed with solar control and
switchable glazings with light retro-reflecting and guiding units.

The development of glazing systems continues to interest researchers. There is
a trend toward applications of chromogenic glazings for large glazed areas of
building envelopes. Improvements in durability, maintenance-free service and
low-cost production will be the focal points of future work.

Photovoltaics offer self-powered glazed devices. Systems based on nanotechnol-
ogy and advanced materials provide new types of self-activated switchable coatings
for multifunctional smart glazing devices with reversibly modified properties.

Fig. 7 Self-cleaning
surfaces, a water drop rolled
on the hydrophobic surface,
b water drop spread on the
hydrophilic surface [164]
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Integrated multi-function glazings are representatives of systems that are able
to dynamically modulate their properties in the response to external climatic
conditions. Such changes can increase energy efficiency, and indoor visual and
thermal comfort in buildings.
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